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October 31, 2004

Billmon: Osama Strikes Out

Billmon also has some Good News

Posted by Bernhard on October 31, 2004 at 11:38 AM | Permalink | Comments (75) |
TrackBack

Good News

Just stumbled over this piece of good news:

WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Republican presidential nominee George W. Bush
holds a 49-to-43 percent edge over his Democratic rival in the latest CNN/Time
poll, conducted Wednesday and Thursday.

The poll of 2,060 adult Americans, including 1,076 likely voters, has a margin
of error of plus or minus three percentage points and is thus in essential
agreement with a CNN/USA Today/Gallup tracking poll also released Friday.
That poll gives Bush a 52 percent-39 percent edge. More important, both polls
show the same snapshot of the current state of the presidential campaign: a solid
advantage for Bush.

CNN/Time poll: Bush holds edge

Posted by Bernhard on October 31, 2004 at 08:43 AM | Permalink | Comments (10) |
TrackBack

Billmon: The Face of American Fascism

Billmon finds more analogies.
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October 29, 2004

Billmon: Osama's Endorsement

Billmon on Osama's Endorsement for Bush:

... a boogeyman with which to frighten that last sliver of undecided voters into
rejecting change. Al Qaeda, it seems, has evolved into one hell of an effective
527 organization.

Posted by Bernhard on October 29, 2004 at 06:40 PM | Permalink | Comments (66) |
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Billmon: The Future Belongs to Me

Your comments on The Future Belongs to Me

Posted by Bernhard on October 29, 2004 at 04:44 PM | Permalink | Comments (16) |
TrackBack

Open One

News and views...

Posted by Bernhard on October 29, 2004 at 09:22 AM | Permalink | Comments (50) |
TrackBack

Reality Bites Back

Itâ€™s not going as planed for Bush. The media has turned a bit around and finally
remembers its task to reveal facts and opine for decency. Yes, their propaganda for the Iraq
war did fall apart, yes, they screwed up the execution of the war, yes, they are robber barons.
But where does the press asks the real questions? Why does the US feels the need to be a
superpower. Why is there the need to be the bully? Still 170 degree to turn folks.

Why is a report about 100,000 Iraqi war death - in just 18 month - published in the UK
Lancet and not in the States? Why is anybody astonished about these numbers? Hersh has
been asking this for weeks and month:

Since June 28, the bombing has gone up exponentially. Bombing, bombing,
bombing. Civilian targets, civilian neighborhoods.

But I don't see anyone in the press worrying about it. I don't see them
demanding to know how many sorties we're flying - have they grown? Are more
bombs being dropped? What's the tonnage? We don't know any of that, do we?

And its not only Iraqis dying. GIs dying in the war are only reported when they die in Iraq.
As most severely wounded are flown out of Iraq within 24 hours, there must be some number
of them dying from their wounds later. Where are they counted? How big is that number?
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One hundred? One thousand? More? Does anybody ask this question?

John Pilger in the New Statesman sees "Americanism" endangering the world, no matter who
wins this election. There is only one hope

Perhaps those millions of worried Americans who are currently paralysed by
wanting to get rid of Bush at any price will shake off their ambivalence,
regardless of who wins on 2 November. Then, as during the civil rights
campaign, the Vietnam war and the great movement to freeze nuclear weapons,
will a giant awaken?

It's an open question. Mosh makes me believe that there is a chance for this to happen. But
how long will it take and how many people will have to die before?

Posted by Bernhard on October 29, 2004 at 08:39 AM | Permalink | Comments (5) |
TrackBack

October 28, 2004

Rule and Appeal

SEATTLE - The Bush administration has proposed giving dam owners the
exclusive right to appeal Interior Department rulings about how dams should be
licensed and operated on American rivers
...
The proposal would prevent states, Indian tribes and environmental groups from
making their own appeals, while granting dam owners the opportunity to take
their complaints â€” and suggested solutions â€” directly to senior political
appointees in the Interior Department.
...
Dam owners "would be facing an extremely high cost and very uncertain
benefits," said Lynn Scarlett, the assistant secretary at Interior for policy,
management and budget who approved the proposed rule. "Giving them some
ability to voice their concern and present alternatives seemed appropriate."
...
[The proposal] will be open to public comment until Nov. 8. The department
can then, with the approval of the Office of Management and Budget, issue a
final rule that has the power of law.

Further proposals, pairing future government rulings and the exclusive rights to appeal them,
are to be published in next months Federal Register. Some possible pairings mentioned in the
press conference were:

Ruling on / Exclusive Right to Appeal
- abortions / priests
- car driving / car owners,
- torturing / torturers,
- air quality / polluters,
- dams / dam owners,
- marriage / married couples,
- milk quality / diary farmers.

Posted by Bernhard on October 28, 2004 at 12:57 PM | Permalink | Comments (6) |
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Paranoia?

http://www.georgewbush.com results in:

BBC: Bush website blocked outside US

Surfers outside the US have been unable to visit the official re-election site of
President George W Bush.

The BBC article suggests costs as a factor, but I donÂ´t buy that. Foreign traffic is usually
neglectible compared to US traffic plus they are running on the Akamai network which has
local cache servers in all major countries.

The server is reachable from outside of the US with the URL http://origin.georgewbush.com

Posted by Bernhard on October 28, 2004 at 08:35 AM | Permalink | Comments (33) |
TrackBack

October 27, 2004

Mosh

Some art makes me weep, this does. Please watch this video:

Eminem
Mosh Video alternatives 1 2

Don't matter what color, all that matters is we gathered together
To celebrate for the same cause, no matter the weather
If it rains let it rain, yea the wetter the better
They ain't gonna stop us, they can't, we're stronger now more then ever,
They tell us no we say yea, they tell us stop we say go,
Rebel with a rebel yell, raise hell we gonna let em know
Stomp, push up, mush, fuck Bush, until they bring our troops home come
on just . . .
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No more blood for oil, we got our own battles to fight on our own soil
No more psychological warfare, to trick us to thinking that we ain't loyal
If we don't serve our own country, we're patronizing a hero
Look in his eyes its all lies
The stars and stripes, they've been swiped, washed out and wiped
And replaced with his own face, Mosh now or die
If I get sniped tonight you know why,
Cause I told you to fight.

Hear the rhythm to really get the lyrics. Watch that video. Strong, very very very strong
stuff. ThereÂ´s some hope.
Lyrics are here

Posted by Bernhard on October 27, 2004 at 04:21 PM | Permalink | Comments (37) |
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Where is the Surprise?

Hi Karl,

It is already the 27th and there still isn't that surprise. What has happened? You are so good
with this stuff so why is there nothing on Fox?

We need a really big one now. The polls show we may lose and all these lawyers and judges
are unreliable - they just aren't the base.

Just talked to Diebold. They have trouble with their vote balancing algorithms - had to
take'em out. Now we need direct database access. What a screw up.

Sharon did win his "pay-Gaza-settlers-to-annex-West-Jordan" vote yesterday. No need for
him to blow up Teheran now. That bastard is totally unreliable.

Why do the Brits take so long to get to Falluja? Do they expect US to take the casualties? A
week before the election? Blair needs a butt kick - Allawi too - talking of "major neglect" -
who does he think he is? Have Rummy call them.

And talking about Rummy, his shop is leaking like a sieve. $70 billion request, 30,000 more
troops for Iraq, those damned explosives. CanÂ´t he even shut up his Generals.

So where is the surprise? We can have Fox, God and whoever speaking for us, but we need
an initiative, a spark, a surprise. We need one!

Donâ€™t tell me there isn't any coming up. That one would be really bad.

Posted by Bernhard on October 27, 2004 at 05:23 AM | Permalink | Comments (32) |
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October 25, 2004
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Divide and Rule

by Harrow

Since Saddam's government was toppled, Iraqis have endured a series of events that have
eroded their faith in the Americans. First it was the mass looting and inability to enforce law
and order, then the indiscriminate sacking of soldiers and low-level Baathists, later the
abuses at Abu Ghraib and several ferocious battles that caused widespread collateral damage.
Before things started going truly and horribly wrong last April, polls showed a small
majority of Iraqis were still supportive of the American presence. And yet, even early on,
there was a noticeable difference between the attitudes of the three major ethnic groups, with
the Kurds being strongly supportive, the Shia lukewarm and the Sunni Arabs opposed.

Academic blogger Juan Cole has been extremely critical of the occupation and Bush's
screw-ups. But even he is skeptical about the intentions of the Sunni Arabs.

I don't think they primarily want elections, which would bring the Shiites and
Kurds to power. I think they want the Americans gone so as to find a way to
regain Sunni Arab supremacy in the country. That actually makes them more
dangerous, because if that is their motive then they will likely go on blowing up
things for a long time to come.

He also quotes a journalist who notes a severe hardening of opinion among the Sunnis. The
Association of Muslim Scholars, the biggest Sunni body in the country, has announced it will
boycott the elections. Muqtada al-Sadr has raised stupendous hell for much of this year, but
his hardcore supporters form a minority of Shia. He was not able to mobilize the majority of
Shia into supporting open rebellion.

Why is that? The title above says it all. Obviously the US is not anti-Sunni on principle, and
has included several in the Iraqi government to make it representative. Washington has
vigorously promoted six cooperative political parties, where Sunnis form a very small
minority, but their common feature is being pro-American or exiles who were against the old
establishment. The truth is, Saddam has made the job of ruling Iraq laughably easy for the
American government. The memories of his massacres are still fresh for the Kurds, who
faced genocide in 1988. As a "final solution" to never-ending Kurdish rebellion, especially
during the war with Iran, soldiers were ordered to interrogate and execute all people between
15 and 70 in rebel-held areas. Captured civilian men and teenage boys were separated from
other Kurds, trucked off to giant pits in the countryside, and summarily executed. In total
50,000-100,000 Kurds were murdered or died. In 1991, Saddam carried out reprisals against
rebellious Shias that were nearly as vicious; large parts of Karbala were razed, and the huge
marshes in southern Iraq were completely drained and turned into desert to flush out Shia
rebels taking refuge there.

And even before Saddam, sectarian distrust and the history of Sunni supremacy made unity
difficult. This is from Militant Islam, a book by writer and journalist G.H. Jansen. Keep in
mind Jansen is sympathetic to radical Islam, vehemently critical of the colonial powers and
wrote this 25 years ago.

The ulema {religious establishment} in Iraq, as we have seen, did play the usual
leading role in the 1920 uprising, but that was possible because beforehand the
religious leaders of the Sunnis and Shiahs had formally decided to cooperate to
face a national emergency. It is because these two communities are evenly
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balanced in Iraq (only officially so, the Shiahs have long claimed to be in the
majority and almost certainly are) that the Iraqi national movement never again
had recourse to Islamic support: the delicate equilibrium might not have been
achieved again, one or the other community would have been forced into
opposition.

If it was a challenge in the 1920s, just imagine what it would be like today.

The good news is, despite the fierce Sunni resistance against the interim government, there's
not much evidence of the civil war that so many have warned of. In spite of horrific attacks
against Shia pilgrims and other civilians, most Iraqis seem to believe the worst terrorist
attacks are carried out by foreigners (Iranians, Kuwaitis, Israelis, Americans), and there has
been some degree of cooperation between Sunnis and Sadrists when one side or the other
was engaged in battle with the Americans.

All the same, if the elections go ahead in January and aren't a complete debacle, there's the
danger that a serious national rift could start to grow. Right now it seems most Sunnis will
either boycott the elections or be too afraid of terrorist reprisals to go to polling stations. A
nominally democratic government might be seen as an expression of Shia and Kurdish will
to keep the Sunnis down. The Shia will probably continue to tolerate a large American
presence for the same reason they do now - they fear the intentions of the Sunni Arabs more
than they hate the American occupiers.

Rahul Mahajan believes the real danger is a long, savage war between religious extremists
and a repressive government.

Unfortunately, the United States, by its continuing presence and operations, is
creating another force that offers an even more frightening prospect of civil war,
with a clear religious basis. The model for potential civil war in Iraq is not, or at
least not primarily, Lebanon; it is Algeria.
...
The GIA was distinguished by the extremism of its ideology, even among
Wahhabis; at one point, bin Laden dissociated himself from them because of
their extremism.

In Iraq, that role is to be played by Abu Musab al-Zarqawiâ€™s Tawhid wal
Jihad (Monotheism and Holy War). By â€œmonotheism,â€• they mean
primarily anti-Shiâ€™ism. They are not primarily an anti-occupation force; they
target Shiâ€™a directly, with American soldiers occasionally as collateral
damage.

But there are problems with this: al-Tawhid may have had a chance to start growing by the
American failure to provide order, but an American departure would do nothing to lessen the
danger of extremists. More importantly, these ultra-violent nihilists are said to make up only
a few hundred (at most, a few thousand) of the 10,000-20,000 Sunni rebels in Iraq. It's true
that the continuing American presence has helped to create them, but the other insurgents
will not go away either. As American forces begin falling next year or 2006, the next prime
minister of Iraq will have to be a genius of national reconciliation with an iron will, or the
*best* that can be hoped for is a feudal state ruled by petty local warlords and religious
zealots. Since it's unlikely that there will be an Iraqi government that is both strong and
indefinitely friendly to the US, divide and rule it will be. And because of Iraq's history,
Washington may never have to lift a finger to inflame it, even if it willingly acts as a catalyst.
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Your Open Thread
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Red Lights Flashing

Doug Noland of Prudent Bear started his weekly Credit Bubble Bulletin on Friday with the
words "It has the feel of an unfolding bear market." Martin Goldberg, author at Financial
Sense, titled his Thursday market wrap-up "Something big is about to happen."

For years the US has over consumed and under saved. Foreigners have financed the
difference between consumption and savings so far, confident in US politics and the US
economy. This is changing.

The US war adventure in Iraq has helped to push oil prices up 100% in only one year. This is
an oil shock for the global economy. Take a look at this chart and predict where the oil price
may go.

The Saudis say they are pumping whatever they can. Seeing these prices and imaginating the
"love" the Saudis have for a Bush administration let me doubt that they are telling the truth.

According to Morgan Stanley the US needs to attract $2.6 billion per business day to stay
liquid. Foreign buying of US equities slowed to an average of just $0.6 billion of US equities
in the first seven months of 2004 - only 10% of the $5.7 billion monthly average in
2000-2003.
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With less demand for US$ assets the Dollar will sink relative to other currencies. When the
US$ did sink to $1.30 per Euro in February, the Euro Central Bank did threaten to intervene.
This stopped the slide at that time. Last week the Euro finance ministers agreed to favour a
stronger Euro. Finance Minister Nicolas Sarkozy of France said, "A strong currency is better
when commodity prices are high." With the Euro higher, oil will be cheaper for Euro
countries. This will offset losses in exports.

The Japanese and Chinese Central Banks have not yet arrived at this conclusion. The current
exchange rate is around 107 yen per US$. At 105 the Japanese Central bank will threaten to
intervene, at 100 yen/US$ it will intervene. But what happens if oil goes to $70/barrel? Japan
is importing all its oil and at a certain price point it will come to the same conclusion as Mr.
Sarkozy. Better to buy cheaper oil than to waste money to keep the US$ up. At that point the
US$ will go down some 25%.

With the US$ going lower who will buy US treasuries? Currently treasuries only give some
4% in interest. This is not enough to compensate for the risk of a sinking US$. Therefore
treasuries will sink in value and their interest rate will go up. This may not happen
immediately (see Japanese intervention), but the long term trend is obvious.

Rising interest rates are bad for the bond markets. There are trillions in bonds in the market.
Fannie Mae alone has a book of business of $2.282 Trillion. It has sold Mortgage Backed
Securities (MBS) of about this value and lent the money to US homeowners. Many of these
loans are with Adjustable Rate Mortgages (ARM). When interest rates go up, this bubble
will burst. Fannie Mae being under SEC investigation and in de-facto receivership does not
help to keep ones confidence.

The stock markets show divergences. Since January the DOW is in a downtrend. But for the
last two weeks the DOW did fall while the NASDAQ did rise. What is the rational of Google
being evaluated at $46 billion when the company makes a profit of only $105 million? If you
buy a Google share you will get an interest rate of 0.2% plus a serious downside risk. This is
the sentiment of early 2000 and the result will be similar.

Often there are external events that trigger the fall of nervous markets. The US election is
right at the door. If the election is contested, as it is likely, what will happen with confidence
in the US democracy, in the US debt position, in the US markets?

Markets anticipate it is said. If this is true and the markets do anticipate problems after the
election what will they do this week?

Posted by Bernhard on October 25, 2004 at 05:05 AM | Permalink | Comments (57) |
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October 24, 2004

Rovism

LA Times has an analysis by Neal Gabler on Rovism. Even without the religious extremes
taking over the Republican party, as has been discussed here in recent threads, the piece finds
that the concepts applied by Rove in and of themself constitute a theocratic scheme.

This election is about Rovism â€” the insinuation of Rove's electoral tactics into
the conduct of the presidency and the fabric of the government.
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...

All politicians operate within an Orwellian nimbus where words don't mean
what they normally mean, but Rovism posits that there is no objective,
verifiable reality at all. Reality is what you say it is, ...

When neither dissent nor facts are recognized as constraining forces, one is
infallible, which is the sum and foundation of Rovism. Cleverly invoking the
power of faith to protect itself from accusations of stubbornness and insularity,
this administration entertains no doubt, no adjustment, no negotiation, no
competing point of view.
...
Americans love toughness. They love swagger. In a world of complexity and
uncertainty, especially after Sept. 11, they love the idea of a man who doesn't
need anyone else. They even love the sense of mission, regardless of its
wisdom.

These values run deep in the American soul, and Rovism consciously taps them.
But they are not democratic. Unwavering discipline, demonization of foes,
disdain for reality and a personal sense of infallibility based on faith are the stuff
of a theocracy â€” the president as pope or mullah and policy as religious
warfare.

Boiled down, Rovism is government by jihadis in the grip of unshakable
self-righteousness â€” ironically the force the administration says it is fighting.
It imposes rather than proposes.
...
All administrations try to work the system to their advantage, and some, like
Nixon's, attempt to circumvent the system altogether. Rove and Bush neither
use nor circumvent, which would require keeping the system intact. They
instead are reconfiguring the system in extra-constitutional, theocratic terms.
...
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Open Thread

Welcome ...
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Strategic Campaign Extended

Fri Oct 22, 2004 06:21 AM ET

Washington DC (RBN)

The US government has extended its strategic communication campaign to remind
"Old"-Europeans of the danger of terrorism. The advertising and influence campaign, which
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has be running for one year, recently launched into a new phase.

"We need to get more determination to actively fight the war on terror into the European
mind" a senior administration official said. "There is no way we will ever have German or
French troops in Iraq or Iran if we can not stir up the popular fervour," he added.

The campaign with the slogan "There is no future in terrorism" began in November 2003
with full page advertisements in leading newspapers in ten Western European countries.
Additional newspaper ads were launched in March 2004 and in October. New committed
funds now allow for 30 seconds TV spots with powerful scenes of nuclear, biological and
explosive attacks to be broadcasted.

The advertisement campaign is supervised by VALE International LTD, a group of
international professional advertising and public relation consultants under the leadership of
Norman Vale, a long time professional in international marketing.

VALE International has established a European entity under the label of "European Security
Advocacy Group". The website www.esag.info promises "sustained effort to change people's
attitudes and behaviour" and to "raise people's concern about the disastrous threat terrorism
poses to world peace".

The strategic communication effort is estimated to have cost $20 million. "We intend this to
get us at least one division of European troops into Iraq. That could save us a billion a
month," one official said. "It is the cheapest imaginable way to free our troops for other
commitments."

Related links:
European Security Advocacy Group
VALE INTERNATIONAL LTD
BjÃ¸rn StÃ¦rk has the TV ads and more information
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October 21, 2004

Newsflash

Mon Oct 25, 2004 03:12 AM ET

BAGHDAD (RBN) - Jordanian militant Abu Musab al-Zarqawi has been captured after a
firefight at a roadblock north of rebel-held Falluja. The announcement was made early
Monday morning at an hastily arranged news conference by Falah Hasan Al Naqib, Iraqs
Interior Minister.

"We have heard those reports and we do believe they are true," Lieutenant Colonel Steve
Boylan, a U.S. military spokesman in Baghdad, told RBN. "We are in contact with the
marines based around Falluja," he said.

An Iraqi defense ministry spokesman also confirmed the report.

Zarqawi is believed to have been among 5 militants seized at a U.S.-led roadblock operation
on their way north from Falluja. One man resembled Zarqawi and DNA tests are being
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conducted, the sources said. There were no further details.

Another senior U.S. officer also confirmed the report. "There was a short firefight and
several of the terrorists are wounded," Lieutenant Colonel Eric Schnaible told RBN.
"Zarqawi seems to be unharmed," he added.

Zarqawi, with a $25 million price on his head, is the United States' main enemy at large in
Iraq and is blamed for some of the worst insurgent violence against the U.S.-backed interim
Iraqi administration.

Zarqawi's Tawhid and Jihad group claimed responsibility for suicide bombings last Thursday
that killed up to four Americans in the heart of Baghdad's fortified Green Zone, seat of the
government and home to the U.S. and British embassies.

A spokesman of President Bush in Washington would not confirm the report but refered to
an exclusive life interview with the President by Charlie Gibson scheduled for today's "Good
Morning America".

Posted by Bernhard on October 21, 2004 at 09:03 AM | Permalink | Comments (40) |
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World League

Congratulations to the Red Sox for winning the American League. The next step is to play
and win the World Series now.

After the US baseball team did not make the qualification for the 2004 Olympics, playing the
World Series is quite an achievement.

There is also this contest about being leader of the free world where an underdog may win
this year. Let's take the Red Sox win as a good omen.
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October 20, 2004

Latest News

Wed Oct 20, 2004 11:59 AM ET

Washington (RBN) - President Bush caught the flu and will rest in the White House until
further notice. "The President came down with a nasty variant of a regular flu virus and
suffers from a cold and intermediate headache," spokesman Scott McClellan announced.
"His doctors asked the President to refer from further travel and the President has agreed," he
added.

The announcement came shortly after the President had attended a campaign strategy lunch
at an institute in Rancho Mirage, California. Witnesses said the President fainted while
picking up a heavy brown bag that has slipped out of his hand on the way back from the
meeting to his official limousine. The President is currently aboard Air Force One flying
back to Washington DC.
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Unlike Congress the President had refrained from a flu shot after a recent shortage in flu
vaccine has resulted in accusations of administration mismanagement.

Posted by Bernhard on October 20, 2004 at 01:54 PM | Permalink | Comments (15) |
TrackBack

Fear No Fear

Conservative NYT opinion editorial writer William Safire crusades agains fearmongering in:
The Year of Fear.

the Fear Room at Kerry campaign headquarters is on a hair trigger to turn any
breaking news into a personal threat. ... After approving ads that strike fear into
U.S. television viewers by exploiting terrorist beheadings of Americans, John
Kerry had the chutzpah to say of Bush's reminders of 9/11: "He's scaring
people." That was a classic Fear Room maneuver: as soon as editorial revulsion
at scare tactics breaks into print, direct that reaction at the other side.

Like many OpEd writers Safire obviously does not read the news sections of the paper he
writes for. Today he did not even scan the NYT front page which has a lead titled:
Cheney Cites Bomb in Critisism of Kerry

Vice President Dick Cheney cast doubt Tuesday on whether Senator John Kerry
was strong enough to fight terrorism, and asserted that the nation might one day
face terrorists "in the middle of one of our cities with deadlier weapons than
have ever before been used against us,'' including a nuclear bomb. ... "The
biggest threat we face now as a nation,'' he said, "is the possibility of terrorists'
ending up in the middle of one of our cities with deadlier weapons than have
ever before been used against us - biological agents or a nuclear weapon or a
chemical weapon of some kind - to be able to threaten the lives of hundreds of
thousands of Americans.''

Are Dick Cheney's speeches written by the Fear Room of the Kerry campaign?

We will not be caught by fear mongering politicians, says Safire and continues:

My advice to voters in this political Year of Fear, as well as to journalists and
our sources, is from Joshua 1:9: "Be not afraid, neither be thou dismayed."
Courage and freedom will win, and the purveyors of panic will lose.

We hope so and ask Mr. Safire to follow Cheney's advice who adds:

"You have to get your mind around that concept."

Posted by Bernhard on October 20, 2004 at 04:20 AM | Permalink | Comments (8) |
TrackBack

October 19, 2004

Another Open One

Iraq, Election, Iran, Election, Israel, Election, ...

Please contribute your news, reviews and opinion ...

Posted by Bernhard on October 19, 2004 at 05:27 PM | Permalink | Comments (71) |
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TrackBack

The Party is Over ...

Throughout the last years Asia has been financing the Unites States consumers. This is now
about to change. The US is not prepared for the resulting foreign policy and economic
trouble.

The Problem's Start

After the stock bubble burst in 2000, the Federal Reserve Bank lowered its interest rate to
stall off a recession and allowed for cheap and plenty credit availability. The government
lowered taxes financed by additional debt. Cheap mortgage rates allowed real estate to be
used as an ATM. This and the tax cuts put money into consumer pockets.

On the other side of the Pacific central banks were concerned with underemployed masses in
their countries. To bring the people into employment and develop their economies they
needed growth in production facilities and export markets.

With sinking US interest rates, the Dollar should have lowered versus all other currencies
and should have allowed for more US exports and fewer imports. Asian countries could not
allow their currencies to increase and stall their exports. They pegged their currencies to the
US Dollar.

The Circle

The US consumer carried their Dollars to Wal Mart in exchange for goods produced in
China. The producers in China exchanged the Dollars through the Chinese Central Bank into
freshly printed Yuan to pay their workers. With its Dollars the Chinese Central Bank then
bought fresh US debt in form of Treasury Bills and Mortgage Backed Securities. This
facilitated further US tax cuts and even cheaper mortgage rates. The Dollars found the way
back into consumer hands.

To the astonishment of many economists this "vendor-financing" circle did work for some
years. But ever increasing US debt levels and increased printing of Yuans are not
sustainable. Nobody wants to finance a house to 150% of its value and nobody wants to build
unprofitable Mobil-Phone-Factory-No.52 in Shanghai.

The Crunch

As Stephen Roach reports India is starting to use the Dollars owned by their Central Bank to
finance new roads and water pumps. China starts using its Dollar reserves to bail out some of
its failing banks and to build strategic commodity reserves. Roach cites an Indian official:

"We are subsidizing the American economy. These are scarce resources that can
be put to better use."

As China and India slow their recycling of Dollars, the Dollar will have to decrease relative
to other currencies. To finance its wars, the US will have to pay higher interest rates on
renewed an additional debt and will have to increase taxes. With higher rates and taxes the
consumer will no longer be able to sustain current consumption levels. Falling consumption
will lead to a recession.
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As consumer, financial institute and government debt are at unprecedented highs, higher
interest rates and a recession will facilitate severe dislocation in financial markets. The
Fanny Mae and Freddie Mac have reached the Outer Limits and will fail.

Unprepared

So far the US has denied these unbalances and the problems that will result. Fareed Zakaria
is correct when he writes in WaPo about America's Big Challenge: Asia. The election
discussions have been about foreign policy on a country with 23 million inhabitants and
some minor domestic economy issues. A real foreign policy discussion would be about 3,000
million Asians and the coming economic train wreck.

Posted by Bernhard on October 19, 2004 at 01:22 PM | Permalink | Comments (13) |
TrackBack

October 18, 2004

Endorsement

Together with Putinâ€™s endorsement for Bush today, a qualitative equivalent testimony by
Abu Musab Goldstein al-Zarqawi emerged today.

An Arabic written message was posted on several Islamist websites and message boards and
is said to be Zarqawi endorsing Osama bin Laden.

"We announce that the Tawhid wal Jihad (One God and Holy War) Group, its
prince and soldiers, have pledged allegiance to the sheikh of the mujahideen
Osama bin Laden,"

[The Islamist websites do not use Christian Web Hosting and real Christian IP addresses. As
General Boykin explained, the IP addresses used were "only idols" and the postings could
therefore not be tracked back to the poster.]

With today's announcement there is now final proof for the prophetic abilities of George W.
Bush and his administration.

Powell soothsaid to the UN on February 5, 2003:

We know these [Al Queda] affiliates are connected to Zarqawi because they
remain, even today, in regular contact with his direct subordinates

Three days ago, anticipating today's evidence, Powell even put Zarqawi on the State
Department's terror list.

Now Zarqawi's connection to Al Queda is proven beyond doubt. The statement is in Arabic,
posted on the Internets, it includes his name and, most conclusive, US officials say it is
credible.

Endorsing Mr. Zarqawis help in the election process White House spokesman Trent Duffy
said in Washington:

"This underscores once again why Iraq is the central front in the war on terror,"
.. "It's also proof positive of why the president's firm resolve to fight terrorists
overseas so we don't face them in America's neighbourhoods is the only clear
way to prevail."
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The flypaper theory, now officially endorsed as No. 10 on the List of Iraq War rationales
cited by Bush administration.

UPDATE:
Atrios asks what Kerry's response to Bush capturing Zarqawi should be.

The build up of Zarqawi as the current Goldstein and now his connection to AlQueda could
be the hint that they already have someone they can present as a captured Zarqawi.

CNN has a picture with this recent article of a man supposed to be Zarqawi. The picture has
the copyright notice of AP/Department of State. It is significant different from the picture in
Powells UN presentation.

Where does this new picture come from, why has it not been in the UN presentation
and how do they know it is Zarqawi?

Posted by Bernhard on October 18, 2004 at 01:41 PM | Permalink | Comments (25) |
TrackBack

What will he be like?

Conservative blogger Andrew Sullivan asks the question every voter should ask:

This insularity, of course, is not a sign of strength, but of weakness. So there are
no deficits; or they do not matter. There has been no increase in domestic
spending because the president's plans say so. There was no insurgency in Iraq,
just a fgew 'dead-enders', And on and on. The reason Bush cannot name a
mistake he has made is not because he is smart enough not to admit error in
public. It's because he doesn't believe he has ever made a mistake. If you are
God's instrument, how could you? And notice the only mistake that came to his
mind: he allowed a few non-believers into his inner circle. You can be sure that
won't happen again. I cannot be the only person of a conservative disposition in
politics to be alarmed at this kind of blindness in a president. Most people
become tempered by experience; they learn from their mistakes; they adapt and
reflect and adjust. Not this president. If he is as sealed off from reality now,
what will he be like if he's re-elected handily?

Posted by Bernhard on October 18, 2004 at 07:34 AM | Permalink | Comments (25) |
TrackBack

October 17, 2004

Just Another Open Thread

News and Views...

Posted by Bernhard on October 17, 2004 at 05:40 AM | Permalink | Comments (71) |
TrackBack

October 16, 2004
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Gignac's Gargantuan Gaffe

by Harrow

You usually don't read the business section of the newspaper for laughs, unless you're
reading quotes on the economy from Bushco. But I got a good chuckle when I picked up
yesterday's Globe and Mail. In the previous day's edition, there was this:

It's proverbial wisdom in the stock market that when the base metal stocks such
as copper and nickel are soaring in price, it is a sure sign that the economic
cycle is about to peak and it is time to take profits.
...
But that is not Mr. Gignac's view. He is confident that the rally is sustainable,
helped by growth in China and India, ample liquidity provided by the central
banks in the Group of Seven countries and continued moderate growth in the
United States.

The very next day, their story changed somewhat.

VANCOUVER -- High-flying metals prices and mining stocks thudded back
to earth yesterday, dragged down by factors that included a stronger U.S.
dollar, worries about slowing demand in China and signs that shortages of some
metals, such as copper, could soon ease.

Wow, what a difference one day makes!

I especially like how it was China's fault either way. If and when a serious economic crisis
hits the US, there's going to be a lot of opportunistic demagogues pointing their fingers
overseas and bellowing about the yellow peril. Maybe another way of interpreting this is that
China has become so huge and voracious (it surpassed Japan as the world's third biggest
trader sometime earlier this year), it can drastically affect the world economy one way or the
other, depending which side of the bed it got up on that morning. At any rate, there's another
peril much closer to home:

Analysts said the rout was aggravated by the increased influence of institutional
investors such as hedge funds, who stepped up their activity in metals markets
to offset disappointing returns in other sectors. The presence of these large
traders has helped push commodity prices higher but has also led to more
volatility.

"We have unleashed a horrible monster of liquidity," said John Ing, president of
Toronto-based investment dealer Maison Placements Canada Inc. "With interest
rates where they are, and stock markets such miserable performers, there have
been a great number of these hedge funds or commodity funds created, because
that's where the action has been."

I've heard that hedge funds are increasingly dominating the stock market. How long until the
next business section flip-flop?

Posted by Bernhard on October 16, 2004 at 07:57 PM | Permalink | Comments (3) |
TrackBack

Cease and Desist
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There are rumours that a decent answer to this recently discovered letter could have
prevented the war in Iraq.

Mr. Saddam Hussein
Presidential Palace

Bagdhad, Iraq

VIA FACSIMILE

Dear President Hussein:

It has been brought to our attention - and was confirmed by the Los Angeles
Times yesterday - that your country is sponsoring and promoting a false and
misleading campaign designed to scare America into believing that there are no
Weapons of Mass Destruction in Iraq.

As you must be aware, this urban myth regarding the non-existence of WMD in
Iraq has been thoroughly debunked by no less than the President of the United
States, who explicitly stated in a radio address, "We have sources that tell us
that Saddam Hussein recently authorized Iraqi field commanders to use
chemical weapons," as well as the Vice President, who declared, "Simply stated,
there is no doubt that Saddam Hussein now has weapons of mass destruction."
Additionally, the Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, said, "We know
where they are. They're in the area around Tikrit and Baghdad and east, west,
south, and north somewhat.'"

In the light of the above statements, the only conclusion to be drawn is that your
campaign is being conducted with malicious intent and a reckless disregard for
the truth. You have an obligation to immediately cease and desist from
promoting or conducting your "nonexistent WMD" campaign.

As we know, the addressee of the letter did not cease and desist his campaign.

Senior administration officials, citing the President and the Vice President, now assert, that a
fulfillment of the request to cease and desist the campaign would have avoided the issue.

Thereby, if Rock for Vote would only cease and desist their "Draft" campaign there would be
no draft.

A PDF version of the letter
Josh has the story

Posted by Bernhard on October 16, 2004 at 11:54 AM | Permalink | Comments (24) |
TrackBack

October 15, 2004

DoD Mystery

Last Monday LA Times reported: Major Assaults on Hold Until After U.S. Vote

The Bush administration plans to delay major assaults on rebel-held cities in
Iraq until after U.S. elections in November, say administration officials, mindful
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that large-scale military offensives could affect the U.S. presidential race.
..administration and Pentagon officials say they will not try to retake cities such
as Falluja and Ramadi .. until after Americans vote in what is likely to be an
extremely close election.

A similar article, which I currently can not find, did appear in the New York Times some two
weeks ago. Reoccupying rebel cities would require more Iraqi forces and would have to be
delayed because these forces were not yet trained.

In opposition to the above articles, a full fledged offense on Falluja did begin last night.
WaPo reports

The intensified assault on Falluja, involving Iraqi and U.S. forces, started
Thursday afternoon and was of a magnitude well beyond the "precision air
strikes" that had become routine in recent weeks.

CIA asset Allawi had yesterday challenged the peace negotiators from Falluja to produce the
ominous Jordanian militant Zarquawi. Otherwise Falluja would be "smashed". The
negotiators replied not to know about the whereabouts of Zarqawi and left the negotiations.
By one report the negotiators have now been arrested.

From a psychological warfare aspect the start of a larger scale attack on the day that marks
the begin of Ramadan is a mistake. It will provoke a harsh answer.

There is split between the planed leaks from individuals in the Department of Defense to the
press and reality. This doesnÂ´t sound like the usual propaganda but more like a split
personality. Something mysterious is happening at the DoD. Who is in control?

Posted by Bernhard on October 15, 2004 at 12:10 PM | Permalink | Comments (13) |
TrackBack

Promotion Balloon?

Fay Report on Abu Ghraib (pdf)

b. (U) RESPONSIBILITY ABOVE 205th MI BRIGADE

(c) (U) I find that LTG Sanchez, and his DCG, MG Wojdakowski, failed to
ensure proper staff oversight of detention and interrogation operations.

LA Times reports: 4-Star Plans After Abu Ghraib

Senior Pentagon officials, including Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld and
Air Force Gen. Richard B. Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, have
privately told colleagues they are determined to pin a fourth star on Sanchez,
two senior defense officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said this
week.

Schlesinger Report on Abu Ghraib (pdf)

COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES

Although LTG Sanchez had tasks more urgent than dealing personally with
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command and resource deficiencies and allegations of abuse at Abu Ghraib, he
should have ensured his staff dealt with the command and resource problems.
He should have ensured that urgent demands were placed for appropriate
support and resources through Coalition Forces Land Component Command
(CFLCC) and CENTCOM to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He was responsible for
establishing the confused command relationship at the Abu Ghraib prison.

To become 4-star, Sanchez will have to be approved by Congress. That chance is near to
zero. So the question is why are anonymous senior defense officials lauching this.

Red meat for the base?●   

An attack on Rumsfeld?●   

A smoke screen to something else?●   

A trial balloon to really get a fourth star for Sanchez?●   

Posted by Bernhard on October 15, 2004 at 10:18 AM | Permalink | Comments (5) |
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October 14, 2004

Matthew 7:3-5

Readers Beq and DM pointed to a report on a new legislation effort:

In another test of Europe's frayed relations with the United States, Israel and
other allies, the European Parliament has ordered the European Commisioner
for Foreign Relations to start rating governments throughout the world on their
treatment of Muslim and Christian citizens.
...
The proposed law was passed on Monday, in response to what its sponsors
called an alarming surge in anti-islamism and anti-christianism, especially in
Israel.

Recent incidents show how urgently this legislation is needed.

When he returned to his car, an elderly man wearing a skullcap came and
knocked on the window. When the [Greek Orthodox] clergyman let the window
down, the passerby spat in his face. The clergyman prefered not to lodge a
complaint with the police and told an acquaintance that he was used to being
spat at by Jews.
Link

the officer ignored warnings that a person approaching an army outpost last
week was a schoolgirl. After she was shot, he approached Imam al Hamas, 13,
as she lay on the ground and fired two bullets at her body before emptying the
contents of his rifle magazine into her ... The second schoolgirl, Ghadeer
Mokheimer, 10, died of injuries sustained on Tuesday at her UN-run school in
Khan Yunis. It was the second time in recent weeks that a schoolgirl had been
killed at her desk by Israeli gunfire
Link

The fire that destroyed a storage shed at the Islamic Center in Columbia Heights
on Oct. 3 followed an incident in which two unidentified assailants entered the
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mosque and threw a bottle of rotten eggs at worshippers. On Sept. 23, vandals
splattered pink paintballs at the Islamic Center of Minnesota in Fridley.
link

The two [teenagers] allegedly assaulted Arab taxi drivers and pedestrians in the
Jerusalem area, in addition to hurling stones at vehicles belonging to Arabs.
Link

The first quote about the new legislation is, of course, a joke. The real article is about US
legislation and anti-semitism in Europe.

In another test of America's frayed relations with France, Russia and other
allies, the US Congress has ordered the State Department to start rating
governments throughout the world on their treatment of Jewish citizens. ... The
proposed law was passed by the House of Representatives on Monday, in
response to what its sponsors called an alarming surge in anti-Semitism,
especially in Europe.

There is hate crime in Europe and it is harshly prosecuted. Congress is right to be concerned
about hate crimes and should read Matthew 7:5 and the Christian Science Monitor.

In Westchester County, N.Y., for example, there were 26 anti-Semitic incidents
last year, up from seven in 2002. ... the number of racist skinhead groups in the
United States has doubled over the past year, and that the Aryan Nations has 11
new chapters. ... "One-third of Americans believe today that American Jews are
more loyal to Israel" than to the United States, says Abraham Foxman, ADL's
national director. "That's the oldest anti-Semitic canard in history."

Let me urge the State Department to include in its report this quote of liberal Brent
Scowcroft who openly provokes anti-semitism through the European press:

"Sharon just has [the president] wrapped around his little finger"

Add to that the House of Representatives and the Senate.

Posted by Bernhard on October 14, 2004 at 12:58 PM | Permalink | Comments (26) |
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October 13, 2004

Fresh and Open Thread

Posted by Bernhard on October 13, 2004 at 04:24 PM | Permalink | Comments (71) |
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They May Survive

Mark Hertsgaard has written that Bush can not win this election. He compares the situation
with Mc Carthy, were people were intimidated into silence, but after four years the
nightmare unravelled within just a few months. I now think he is right.

Only a minority is better off after four years of Bush. The majority has lost on its standard of
living or has paid for it with higher debt. Conveniently for todays debate (and not by chance)
the DOW fell below 10,000 today and oil did reach $53.60 again.
The Iraq explanations are gone one after the other and the public feels that there is a big mess
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out there, though it does not openly confess this yet. Six dead GIs today and the coming
Ramadan weeks will push this - right up to the election.

So the chances are high Kerry will win, as Hertsgaard and JÃ©rÃ´me expect, the popular
vote by a wide margin, maybe even by a million and some votes. But will he win the
presidency?

Seymour Hersh says, Bush & Co are believers, not rational liars like Kissinger or Nixon.
Believers are right by definition. They have the right by definition. They can do no wrong.

There are many fraud possibilities with the US election system. And already there are plenty
of cases of unrightful registrations or non-registrations of voters. Given that only a few votes
in a few states may decide the ultimate result, someone, somewhere will try for a fix.

Will this be detected? Yes. Will there be litigation? Yes. Will Kerry win those? Unlikely.

Like in Iraq, the real war will only start after the mission is accomplished party and the
polling station close. The October surprise may come 3rd of November or even later.

With a clean since unused conscience, never being wrong, there are many ways to achieve a
fix - you just have to think big enough.

The junta may survive this indecent onslaught of an election, even if it looses the vote.

Posted by Bernhard on October 13, 2004 at 04:01 PM | Permalink | Comments (22) |
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Debate Preparations

Are you in need of a serious depression?
Has your urge to kick some ass slacked?
Is your outrage temperature below boiling?

Just read some news:

Seymour Hersh narrated in Berkley last Friday. Here is the webcast (RealPlayer).

And as he told the story, another platoon from his company came and executed
all the guards, as his people were screaming, stop. And he said they just shot
them one by one. He went nuts, and his soldiers went nuts. And he's hysterical.
He's totally hysterical. And he went to the captain. He was a lieutenant, he went
to the company captain. And the company captain said, "No, you don't
understand. That's a kill. We got thirty-six insurgents."

Consigliere James Baker is travelling the world to reduce Iraqs debt, while his company, the
Carlyle Group, works for Kuweit to maximize their share in debt collection from Iraq.

"Baker is on two sides of this transaction: he is supposed to be representing the
interests of the US, but he is also a senior counsellor at Carlyle, and Carlyle
wants to get paid to help Kuwait recover its debts from Iraq."

Charles County May Change School Reading Lists. WaPo adds:

Board [of education] members would also invite Gideons International to
provide Bibles to students, and cull school reading lists to ban books offering "a
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neutral or positive view of immorality or foul language."

As it happens, one of the board members, Collins A. Bailey, is a member of
Gideons International. A second, Mark Crawford, is host of a weekly religious
radio show whose producer favors the abolition of public schools and opposes
women holding elected offices that exert authority over men.

The basis of optimism is sheer terror. - Oscar Wilde

Posted by Bernhard on October 13, 2004 at 08:29 AM | Permalink | Comments (21) |
TrackBack

October 12, 2004

Who? Me?

AllHatNoCattle.net

Your caption?

Posted by Bernhard on October 12, 2004 at 10:49 AM | Permalink | Comments (32) |
TrackBack

October 11, 2004

Arbitrage

Arbitrage:

In economics, arbitrage is the practice of taking advantage of a state of
imbalance between two markets: a combination of matching deals are struck
that exploit the imbalance, the profit being the difference between the market
prices.

An upbeat article in the NYT is headlined:
Rebels Loyal to Shiite Cleric Begin Handing In Arms in Iraq

(paragraph 1) Militiamen loyal to the rebel cleric Moktada Al-Sadr surrendered
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hundreds of weapons today in what appeared to be an encouraging start to a deal
struck with the Iraqi government and the American military to end months of
fighting in the eastern Baghdad area known as Sadr City. ... (paragraph 3) In
exchange, American commanders agreed to halt military operations against the
group, known as the Mahdi Army, and to begin hundreds of millions of dollars
worth of reconstruction projects in the impoverished and dilapidated Sadr City
area. The Iraqi government also promised to release any member of the Mahdi
Army, among the dozens picked up in sweeps here, who has not been charged
with a crime. ... (paragraph 15) The weapons drop-off sites brought out an array
of characters, some of them Mahdi Army loyalists following orders to turn in
their weapons, and some of them unemployed Iraqis looking to make some
quick cash for their old army equipment. Under the agreement, the Iraqi
government agreed to pay above-market prices for any weapons turned in;
$250 for a mortar, $170 for a grenade launcher, and for a bullet, 25 cents. ...
(paragraph 28) at the gates of one of the weapons-disposal sites, the Iraqi
security officers checked the identification card of an American reporter and
then made him an offer.

``Do you want to buy the weapons inside?'' he asked. ``Just $150 for a
Kalashnikov.''

Every sane inhabitant of Sadr City will rush to buy a weapon at his favorite bazaar and sell it
to the Iraqi government for a profit. The bazaaris will then replenish their shops from the
new government stocks. At least three Iraqis will benefit in each transaction - the arbitrageur,
the bazaari and the Iraqi security officer. Others will profit from the additional reconstruction
funds.

The Neocon utopia of economic revolution in Iraq fulfilled? Only if the markets would
balance. But with guaranteed prices, the business opportunity for Iraqis is now endless and as
some might see it, one-sided.

(paragraph 30)
In violence today, three American soldiers were killed and 14 were wounded in
a pair of attacks in Baghdad and Mosul. In the first, two American soldiers were
killed and 5 wounded in a rocket attack in south Baghdad. In the second, one
American soldier was killed and 9 wounded when a car bomb crashed into a
convoy in Mosul.

BTW, how to value the NYT's reporting priorities?

Posted by Bernhard on October 11, 2004 at 07:48 PM | Permalink | Comments (15) |
TrackBack

Iraq Mix

Some mixed news about Iraq

As expected, massive fraud was (and is) part of the action. It was easy to do:

The lawsuit said Custer Battles took at least one and as many as eight forklifts
from Iraqi Airways at the airport, repainted them to cover their former markings
and billed the CPA for leasing them at thousands of dollars per month.

Custer Battles seams to have defrauded the CPA of some $50 million. The government sees
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no reason to join the whistleblower lawsuit, because the CPA was no government entity and
money was from Iraqi oil revenue and confiscated funds. Why should one wash a rented car?

---

Friday marks the beginning of this years Ramadan. During last years Muslim holy month US
casualties doubled. Therefore the president decided: Major Assaults on Hold Until After U.S.
Vote. The resistance needs more time to prepare for battle and to read the new Abu Graibh
documents.

---

Some Marines are unhappy:

"Every day you read the articles in the States where it's like, 'Oh, it's getting
better and better,' " said Lance Cpl. Jonathan Snyder, 22, of Gettysburg, Pa.
"But when you're here, you know it's worse every day."
...
Asked if he was concerned that the Marines would be punished for speaking
out, Autin responded: "We don't give a crap. What are they going to do, send us
to Iraq?"

---

The GOP candidate for the Senate for Colorado, Pete Coors says about voting in congress on
giving Bush the authority to wage war in Iraq:

"I suspect that, given what we know today, there would be a much different
outcome than we had a couple of years ago" ... "Clearly, we should be more
worried today, actually, about Iran and North Dakota than we are -- that is,
North Korea -- than we are about Iraq, based on weapons of mass destruction."

North Dakota has about 1,140 nuclear weapons, North Korea may have 10, Iran has none.

His democratic competitor has a different opinion on the Iraq vote:

Seated next to Coors, the Democratic candidate for the Senate seat, state
Attorney General Ken Salazar, said he would vote today for a resolution giving
the president authority to act in Iraq.

Now that is some party discipline.

---

Faiza blogging at A Family in Baghdad observes on democracy

[The lecturer] said every candidate has a message, which he keeps repeating to
people's attention until they memorize itâ€¦
I smiled........... imagining the poor American citizen these daysâ€¦they all fight,
and debate, giving him the headaches, as they try, each separately, to say he is
completely right, and the other is completely wrongâ€¦and whoever votes for the
opponent is a complete foolâ€¦
Ha, ha, haâ€¦
A game that gives people the headachesâ€¦as if you are in a Bazaarâ€¦each is
calling for his merchandise, wanting to sell it more than the others.
...
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A very dangerous gameâ€¦.this is Democracy.

Posted by Bernhard on October 11, 2004 at 12:45 PM | Permalink | Comments (21) |
TrackBack

October 10, 2004

Kudos to the General

Blogger Gen. JC Christian, Patriot has achieved an ultimate prize.

Campaign and Elections Magazine, The magazine covering the business and trends of
politcs, has listed him as Republican / Anti-Kerry in their Political Blog Directory

Highly conservative and anti-liberal, the blog discusses religious aspects of the
campaigns and issues involved.

It is extremly difficult to be named in this category. So far neither the hard trying Free
Republic nor the well financed Wall Street Journal's Opinion Journal have achieved the
Republican / Anti-Kerry glory. They were evaluated to fit only the lesser category of Non
Partisan.

On Real Clear Politics, Campaign Magazine writes, This blog was credentialed at the
Republican Convention. Even that has not done it. The blog is still down as Non Partisan.
The General really did beat them all. Such are the business and trends in politics.

Please help the General to continue his fight for a less French republic. Buy one of his Bush
campaign t-shirts and give him your vote in the Washington Post Best Blogs - Politics and
Elections contest. The sanctified General challenges the National Review in the Best
Republican Party Coverage category. Your vote will help to achieve the Lord's will.

Posted by Bernhard on October 10, 2004 at 09:24 AM | Permalink | Comments (12) |
TrackBack

October 09, 2004

Off Topics Here Please

Posted by Bernhard on October 9, 2004 at 07:11 AM | Permalink | Comments (135) |
TrackBack

Killing Them Loudly

by koreyel

There is absolutely no comparison between these two candidates. None whatsoever. One is
clearly superior to the other.

That this election is evenly divided speaks volumes about how shallowly engaged Americans
are in politics.

Which is to say, the sheeple aren't thinking much at all, rather they are reacting to fear.
Specifically, fear for the big bad terra wolf. Never mind that automobiles murder over 100
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Americans a day. It's the big bad terra wolf that is going to get you. Tomorrow probably if
not sooner.

That's the sophistication of the American voter. It really is chicken shit.

And so we have this spectacle of a man with a command of topics, and a vision for America
having to repeatedly belittle himself so as to appeal to
America's runaway fears.

How many times did Kerry say he was going to KILL KILL KILL terrorists? Disgusting.

Disgusting that he has to so belittle himself. Surely his parents taught him not to make such
spree use of the word KILL. He is educated. He knows better.

But even more disgusting is that the sheep demand such cheap red meat. That they need to be
so desperately and artificially assured. Poor things. They need to be pampered and petted,
and told repeatedly that the big bad terra wolf won't get them because we are going to KILL
him first.

Bah humbug.

I'm sick of the whole thing. Walt Whitman once said: "To have great poets, there must be
great audiences." I wonder what Old Walt would say about trying to make a democracy out
of a herd of sheep?

Posted by Bernhard on October 9, 2004 at 06:30 AM | Permalink | Comments (17) |
TrackBack

New Free Speech Zones

by Citizen

According to indymedia.org, its servers in London have somehow been seized by order of
U.S. authorities. Their press release:

Thursday morning, 7 October 2004, US authorities issued a federal order to
Rackspace ordering them to hand over Indymedia web servers to the requesting
agency. Rackspace, which provides hosting services for more that 20 Indymedia
sites at its London facility, complied and turned over the requested servers,
effectively removing those sites from the internet.

Since the court order was issued to Rackspace and not to Indymedia, the reasons
for this action are still unknown to Indymedia. Talking to Indymedia volunteers,
Rackspace stated that "they cannot provide Indymedia with any information
regarding the order." ISPs have received gag orders in similar situations which
prevent them from updating the concerned parties on what is happening.

It is unclear to Indymedia how and why a server that is outside the US
jurisdiction can be seized by US authorities.

The timing of this media suppression is suspicious, coming during the last month of an
election in which more and more statements by the administration are being recognized as
fabrications, lies, and damned lies. Indymedia generally takes up stories that would be
dismissed as marginal or tin-foil hat by mainstream media, but the function of the media in a
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democratic society is not to hew to the mainstream, but to report news within the limits of
the law. This seizure, although still unexplained by authorities, appears to be aimed to bury
press freedoms under the mass of the security state.

In Iraq, seizure of the press drove Moqtada Al Sadr into open battle with U.S. troops, and
seems to have cost much more security than it achieved. While we cannot know what sort of
state secrets this action might possibly have been aimed at, we do know that for the last 3
years, "state secret" as
become a byword, and the U.S. reputation a laughing stock.

To channel Rumsfeld for a moment: Will this action help the U.S.'s
reputation as leader of the free world? Probably not. Should we oppose this?

You betcha.

Posted by Bernhard on October 9, 2004 at 06:23 AM | Permalink | Comments (12) |
TrackBack

Billmon: Anger Management

Billmon sees a walking bomb.

UPDATE: 11:15am
The post at the Whiskey Bar is no longer on the front page. The above link goes to the
archives.

Posted by Bernhard on October 9, 2004 at 04:06 AM | Permalink | Comments (13) |
TrackBack

October 08, 2004

The Second Debate

It has been a bad week for Bush so far:

Bremer said he asked for more troops, and Bush didn't give them●   

Duelfer said no WMD program related activity in Iraq●   

terrorist action in Egypt, Pakistan, Iraq and France●   

employment numbers are lower than expected●   

crude oil closed at $53.05/barrel●   

Like this weeks headlines, the last debate was terrible for Bush. That makes it easy for him to
be better in this debate and maybe they will spin that into victory. If Bush is wired again,
they may even have trained for it by now.

What questions should be asked?●   

What is your immediate impression?●   

Who did win and what's the spin?●   

Your comments are welcome!
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Posted by Bernhard on October 8, 2004 at 03:31 PM | Permalink | Comments (40) |
TrackBack

Oily Thread IV

by JÃ©rÃ´me

The article Russian oil prospect provides a bleak view of Russian oil reserves. In a nutshell,
..

.. the author, Leslie Dienes, a geographer by profession, argues that Russia's recent oil
production increase is mostly due to
(i) some catching up of the "lost production" of the 1990s (the oil that would have been
produced in existing fields if production had not dropped dramatically due to the turmoil in
the country) and
(ii) "skimming off" the easiest bit of the existing reserves by the new owners of the Russian
oil sector in order to boost financial returns in the short term.
She indicates that hardly any production comes from new fields, and that future production
will require heavy investment as the fields (in the Asian part of Siberia) are hard to access,
very distant from markets and with difficult geological configurations.

In the meantime, the Western oil majors are more busy giving back cash to their shareholders
than investing in exploration; and when they invest they are concentrating a growing share of
their budgets on natural gas (including the LNG business). They have called on OPEC to
open up to them as these countries effectively control all the remaining (large-ish) oil fields
where it makes sense for the majors to invest in.

So to sum it up:

oil demand is growing unexpectedly strongly (pulled by China, thus not likely to slow
down even in the event of a recession in developed countries)

●   

oil supply is very tight, with very limited spare capacity (see here - 500 thousand b/d is
about 0.5% or current production)

●   

oil majors are unwilling or unable to invest significantly to increase oil production,
due to lack of access to the reserves or a choice to give back cash rather than invest in
small (and more expensive) fields

●   

there are strong doubts that OPEC countries can increase their oil production in the
short or even medium term, as they seem unable to do so without Western know-how,
investment or technology and unwilling to let them in

●   

Russia, suddenly the last great hope of the US, may not be able to provide a
sustainable increase either.

●   

In any case, there will continue to be tensions on the oil supply-demand balance in the short
term and it is yet unclear whether this will change in the long term...

Short term advice - buy oil futures...
Medium term advice - buy a Prius or a bike...
Long term advice - find a way to invest in electricity-powered transportation...

I expect that "demand destruction" is going to become a very widely used term in the future.

Prior discussions with many insightful comments and useful links:
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Oily Thread III
Oily Thread II
Oily Thread I

Posted by Bernhard on October 8, 2004 at 06:52 AM | Permalink | Comments (22) |
TrackBack

October 07, 2004

Two Cents

Andy Xie of Morgan Stanley writes

Summary and Investment Conclusion

The monetary bubble that the Fed has created post-tech burst has created
property and commodity inflation (mainly in food and oil). I anticipate the
cost-push inflation will spread to general inflation in the coming months, which
may shake the bond market.

I believe the global economy is headed toward either mild deflation or
stagflation. If central banks cut interest rates in 2005 in response to slowing
growth â€” an outcome of the oil shock â€” the global economy may be headed
toward stagflation. If central banks focus on price stability and, hence, do not
cut interest rate in 2005 despite slowing growth, the global economy could be
headed toward low growth and low inflation with deflation in certain periods
and some sectors.

My expectation is along Andy Xie's one, but twofold, dividing the world into a US-Dollar
and a Euro zone.

The US Federal Reserve Bank (Fed) under Greenspan is likely NOT to focus on price
stability. The propaganda "core CPI" inflation measurement (without "volatile" food and oil
prices) will show only low US inflation rates.

Next year the Fed will decrease its interest rate again, because the US economy will be in
stagnation or in another recession. Low Fed interest rates will lead to a new round of money
creation (cheap credit => increasing amount of money chasing a constant amount of goods
=> higher prices => inflation) and intensify the inflationary process. The US money
expansion will also fuel inflation in Asia where currencies are bound to the value of the US
Dollar. Through more expansive imports from Asia to the US the inflation spiral will
accelerate.

This will have the desired effect of decreasing the cosmic US debt in real, inflation corrected,
terms, but in effect will be a heavy additional tax for the US consumer. This is the stagflation
scenario.

The European Central Bank is hawkish on inflation. It will most likely not decrease its
interest rate, but may allow or engineer a further rise of the Euro against the US Dollar. This
will shield the Euro market from increases in Dollar denominated commodity (oil) prices, i.e.
inflation, but will hurt its exports.

Inflationary pressure in the Euro zone will be much less than in the US, but low local
demand and sluggish exports will take their toll.
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(The Euro economies will try to increase their exports into countries that are blessed with
higher income through higher commodity prices, i.e. the Middle East and Russia. This puts
their economic interest in opposition to strategic US interests.)

Real wages will decrease, as desired, not through inflation, but through negotiated working
hours increases. This is Andy Xie's deflationary scenario.

Economic analysis is unsound in quantifying effects in time. The above scenario may unfold
in 2005 to 2008, but possible shocks like a massive oil supply disruption, a litigious US
election or a severe correction in the stock markets through derivative failures (Fannie Mae?)
will likely accelerate the process.

My medium term investment conclusion:
Short: US Dollar, US Treasuries, high tech, housing and retail related stocks;
Long: Euros, Gold, commodities (oil, food), stocks related to water, food and commodity
production;

These are just my â‚¬ 0.02. If you add your equivalent in the comments, we may all become
rich.

Posted by Bernhard on October 7, 2004 at 05:07 PM | Permalink | Comments (23) |
TrackBack

P.W.M.D.P.R.A.C.

"My colleagues, every statement I make today is backed up by sources, solid
sources. These are not assertions. What we're giving you are facts and
conclusions based on solid intelligence."
Transcript of Powell's U.N. presentation

The Comprehensive Report .. on Iraqâ€™s WMD finds:

Irak had

Possible - Weapon - of - Mass - Destruction - Program - Related - Activity -
Considerations
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thought to eventually deter an Iranian aggression.

Never has a nation's international standing be shredded like this.

Posted by Bernhard on October 7, 2004 at 08:23 AM | Permalink | Comments (20) |
TrackBack

October 06, 2004

Turn into Finns

From yesterdays debate:

CHENEY: We've been strong supporters of Israel. The president stepped
forward and put in place a policy basically that said we will support the
establishment of two states. First president ever to say we'll establish and
support a Palestinian state nextdoor to Israelis.

Ariel Sharon's senior adviser Dov Weisglass in an interview with Haaretz partly published
today:

"The significance of the disengagement plan is the freezing of the peace
process," ... "And when you freeze that process, you prevent the establishment
of a Palestinian state, and you prevent a discussion on the refugees, the borders
and Jerusalem. Effectively, this whole package called the Palestinian state,
with all that it entails, has been removed indefinitely from our agenda. And
all this with authority and permission. All with a presidential blessing and
the ratification of both houses of Congress."

Cheney obviously bended the truth yesterday on several points, but this two-state-support-lie
is new. The now supported concept is radical and disgusting. Will the US media call him on
this? Will the Kerry campaign bring this up? Rhetorical questions. Weissglas continues:

"The peace process is the establishment of a Palestinian state with all the
security risks that entails. The peace process is the evacuation of settlements, it's
the return of refugees, it's the partition of Jerusalem. And all that has now been
frozen.... what I effectively agreed to with the Americans was that part of the
settlements would not be dealt with at all, and the rest will not be dealt with
until the Palestinians turn into Finns."

No support for a two state solution, the peace process frozen, the settlements not be dealt
with, agreed to with the Americans - until the Palestinians turn into Finns. Goebbels
would have been proud of that abyys analogy.

Also in yesterdays debate:

EDWARDS: Now, we know that the prime minister has made a decision, an
historic decision, to unilaterally withdraw from Gaza. It's important for America
to participate in helping with that process.
... [The Israeli] don't have a partner for peace right now. They certainly don't
have a partner in Arafat, and they need a legitimate partner for peace.

Yasir Arafat is the elected president of the Palestinian Authority, with an overwhelming 87%
majority. For Mr. Edwards that does not qualify him be a legitimate partner for peace. There
is no other Palestinian leader in sight, therefore for Mr. Edwards the peace process is frozen
too.
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The Israeli/Palestinian conflict is the cancer of the Middle East. The metastases are now
spreading even further and both parties in the US activly support the dispersal of the desease.
How much longer? Until the Palestinians turn into Finns? Until a dirty nuke deserts Los
Angeles? Until whatever may come first?

Posted by Bernhard on October 6, 2004 at 08:53 AM | Permalink | Comments (23) |
TrackBack

Asking for the Sword

by koreyel

Josh Marshall writes something that I absolutely agree with:

I don't usually think much of the sort of comment that I'm about to make. But
there was a moment during this 'philosophical' phase of Cheney's performance
when I couldn't help but think: 'I just don't know if this guy's heart is really in it.
I'm not sure they really want to win.' He was listless. It was like Cheney
checked out of the debate about a half hour before Edwards did.

That very moment happened for me too. It was just a fleeting feeling... yet strong enough
that it rose to consciousness.

Essentially I thought: These guys know they have failed. And that very knowledge is
dragging them down. Somewhere deep inside they know they should lose this election.

A strange psychodynamics is upsetting the guts of the republican party machine these days.
The parts are misfiring. There is a listlessness and a emptiness to their arguments, and a
rancor between various pistons.

Every creature, every machine, every society has to maintain some sort of integrity. A failure
to do so leads to mechanical failure, exhaustion, and collapse.

Arguably, the wheels are coming off the republican party because they know the wheels
deserve to come off. They really have bollixed up the planet in short order, and have no idea
how to fix things. Trying to pretend they do is just making them sicker in their centers.

If Kerry can follow up on Friday with an acute performance... I think he can win it.

Posted by Bernhard on October 6, 2004 at 05:33 AM | Permalink | Comments (33) |
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October 05, 2004

Realcons Begging "Help!"

By an "Anonymous", a veteran Foreign Service officer currently serving as a State
Department official, yesterdays Salon:The State Department's extreme makeover

Powell's early 2005 departure is the subject of intense jockeying among the
neocons. A Perle neocon protÃ©gÃ©, Michael Rubin, has been given the task
of destroying the only competition -- L. Paul "Jerry" Bremer ... They intend to
close the Foggy Bottom door to any aspirations Bremer, a former Foreign
Service officer and Kissinger protÃ©gÃ©, might have to take over from
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Powell.

Bremer is fighting back and talking at DePawn University:

"The single most important change -- the one thing that would have improved
the situation -- would have been having more troops in Iraq at the beginning
and throughout... Although I raised this issue a number of times with our
government, I should have been even more insistent."

I am not sure what Bremer says is consistent with what he thinks or what he has said and
thought before. Maybe he was the best possible choice against the neocons, but now he is off
that list.

The little revolution State, with the above article, the CIA with several leaks and the military
with some disgruntled rumours are running, will not be enough. Maybe they still have an
October surprise, but donâ€™t bet on it.

So what is to expect in foreign policy if Bush wins? Powell and Armitage are out,
Condolezza Rice will get State and be as ineffective as ever. Wolfowitz will become
National Security Advisor and Feith will take Wolfowitz's seat in the Pentagon. David
Wurmser or John Bolton will be Rice's deputy and run the show at State. Arafat will be
killed, Syria couped and Iran bombed - the Zionist/Neocon wish list will be followed point
by point. In four years Palestine will be cleansed from Palestinians. Teheran will be burned
down and the preparations to attack China in full swing. Welcome to a brave new world.

No wonder the realcons are begging for help

Posted by Bernhard on October 5, 2004 at 03:10 PM | Permalink | Comments (10) |
TrackBack

Vice-Discussion

Dick Cheney as advertised by the Bush/Cheney campaign.

Throughout his service, Mr. Cheney served with duty, honor, and unwavering
leadership, gaining him the respect of the American people during trying
military times.

John Edwards bio written by the Kerry/Edwards campaign.

Whether in the courtroom or the Senate, John Edwards has been guided by the
small-town values his parents taught him when he was young â€“ hard work,
responsibility, and community. And those same values guide him in his
campaign to be vice president.

Hard do guess how the viewers will judge on the discussion tonight. There are some
openings in Cheneyâ€™s defense from todayâ€™s press. Rumsfeld has not seen 'strong,
hard evidence' of an AlQaida - Iraq link and Paul Bremer admits ''We never had enough
troops on the ground.''.

Cheney's flip-flop going to Baghdad 2002 versus 1992 should also be a fair point. How many
additional American casualties is Saddam worth? Cheney had asked. Edwards should
demand an answer. But of course Cheney will be prepared for these and have his attack
points ready.
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From outer appearance I expect Edwards, People magazine's sexiest politician, to win this
one, but Cheney's ever frightening terror, terror, terror does boost voter support on all issues.

What is your bet?

Posted by Bernhard on October 5, 2004 at 06:39 AM | Permalink | Comments (13) |
TrackBack

Open Thread

I am quite busy, but also sure there are many things out there that deserve to be spread.
Break the silence.

Posted by Bernhard on October 5, 2004 at 06:00 AM | Permalink | Comments (89) |
TrackBack

October 04, 2004

Space Quest

One of most beautiful technical creation of the last years, privatly financed and build Space
Ship One, just made its second official flight to an altitude of over 100 km above earth. As
an engineer I am amazed by the look of the ship and its launch carrier, The White Knight.
This is not design where "Form Follows Function" here "Form Is Function" â€“ just
beautiful.

Some people will now be able to fulfil there dream of a space flight - for $180,000 more or
less. To our children, this may become a common way to travel.

DoD, NASA or ESA would never be able to build something like this - wrong price, wrong
design. Bureaucracies demand to many compromises to be really effective in frontier
technology. Bureaucracies have also other thoughts than fulfil peoples dream of a few
minutes in space.

Russia had proposed a global ban on space arms in 2003, but the US was not interested.
Instead, the new Air Force Doctrine Document 2-2.1: Counterspace Operations (PDF) guides
on

the ways and means by which the Air Force achieves and maintains space
superiority ... Space superiority provides freedom to attack ...

Is this what Bush means when he says 'Freedom Will Prevail'?
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Context links:
Scaled Composite: Space Ship One
The Register: world's space hardware gets nervous
Wired: All's Fair in Space War
Discussion at: Slashdot

Posted by Bernhard on October 4, 2004 at 01:36 PM | Permalink | Comments (7) | TrackBack

Preemption

The candidates seem not to differ in their position on Israel and Palestine. In the foreign
policy debate Bush used seven words to mention Israel, Kerry used five. Security is the top
issue for the US electorate, the Palestine conflict is no. 17 on a list of 19 priorities (Link). If
Osama bin Laden talks of: "ignoring the real problem of occupying the entirety of Palestine"
the West ignores him too - until he hits again.

While the electorate sleeps, evangelist Pat Robertson stirs the fire. Haaretz reports:

In two Jerusalem appearances, Robertson Sunday praised Israel as part of God's
plan and criticized Arab countries and some Muslims, saying their hopes to
include Israeli-controlled land in a Palestinian state are part of "Satan's plan."

Without the $100 billion Israel has received by the United States since 1949, currently at an
official $3 billion per year rate, the state of Israel could not exist. Some calculate the costs
induced to the US by Israel at exceeding $1.6 trillion. With their olive trees uprooted by
Israels tanks, the Palestinians barely survive through aid from Islamic states and the EU.

A two state solution, as proposed by the now dead roadmap, is not viable. The planed
Palestinian state - effectively under Israelâ€™s economic and military control - would never
be able to survive. The Zionists long term plan to transfer all Palestinians to Jordan and
annex their land does (not yet?) receive support by the US. The only solution left is a one
state/two people entity as it factual exists today.

Michael Tarazi, a legal adviser to the Palestine Liberation Organization, argues the case in
todays New York Times.

But in this de facto state, 3.5 million Palestinian Christians and Muslims are
denied the same political and civil rights as Jews.
â€¦
In South Africa, such an allocation of rights and privileges based on ethnic or
religious affiliation was called apartheid. In Israel, it is called the Middle East's
only democracy.

A one state solution does look difficult today, but it is the only one that has a long term
chance for peace. An international initiative, with soft words of help and a big stick threat of
economic sanctions, could bring this about.

Bin Laden thinks new blows with his big stick are needed to start this initiative. The west
should preempt him by starting it now.

Context Links:
Gaza residents run out space to bury dead
Strike looms again over unpaid wages
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A Strategy for Israel in the Nineteen Eighties
Two Peoples, One State

Posted by Bernhard on October 4, 2004 at 06:29 AM | Permalink | Comments (9) |
TrackBack

October 02, 2004

Karl and Carl

The 'chief political correspondent' of Fox News and Fox reporter on the Kerry campaign,
Carl Cameron, has written a piece with fake quotes of Kerry saying

"Women should like me! I do manicures."
"Didn't my nails and cuticles look great? What a good debate!"
"I'm metrosexual â€” [Bush's] a cowboy."

The piece was on the Fox News web site for a short while. Fair and balanced reporting
indeed, but who does expect them to do different?

Today they report that some Kerry supporters, the Communists For Kerry, love the Senator:

"Even though he, too, is a capitalist, he supports my socialist values more than
President Bush," Rob said, before assuring FOXNews.com that his organization
was not a parody group.

Foxnews.com obviously had no means to check the About link on the Communists website

"Communists for Kerry" is a campaign of the Hellgate Republican Club, a tax
exempt non-partisan public advocacy "527" organization that exists for the
purpose of;

"Informing voters with satire and irony, .. [to] help elect candidates who support
economic growth through Entrepreneurship, limited government and lower
taxes."

Josh Marshall at Talking Points Memo is all over the Carl Cameron story and the press will
follow up.

Now imagine to be Karl Rove, Bush's reelection manager, and after a disastrous debate you
need to get the press to concentrate on something different. What better to give them than the
red meat of fighting each other over "fair and balanced" reporting. The media reporters of
NYT, WaPo, LAT etc, read by every journalist every day, will be all over this for the next
days or so. And there will be follow ups and follow, follow ups. No time to talk about war or
social security, but plenty of ink to repeat Cameron's phrases.

Carl was at the debate as was Karl. Maybe they had a beer and talked a little, maybe there
was a phonecall to Mr. Murdoch, and here we are. New bumper sticker themes for rednecks -
talkingpoints for journalists - red meat to the press and red meat to the base.

Paranoid idea? Maybe, then maybe not.

Posted by Bernhard on October 2, 2004 at 03:45 PM | Permalink | Comments (21) |
TrackBack

October 01, 2004
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Bring It On

David Skinner in the Weekly Standard
Bush the Heavy
Frankly, I liked the Bush performance. His energy clearly flagged in the middle,
as it often does for Bush about 20 or 30 minutes into a presentation. But he did a
good job of depriving Kerry of the opportunity to make Bush look like he was
sitting in his seat.

Contra MSNBC, Kerry may have won on points, but he didn't look much better
than a pretender.

Jay Nordlinger in the National Review
Donâ€™t Shoot the Messenger...
I thought Kerry did very, very well; and I thought Bush did poorly - much worse
than he is capable of doing. Listen: If I were just a normal guy - not Joe Political
Junkie - I would vote for Kerry. On the basis of that debate, I would. If I were
just a normal, fairly conservative, war-supporting guy: I would vote for Kerry.
On the basis of that debate.

When the right wing flak comes up with Bush did poorly and his energy clearly flagged we
donÂ´t need to debate who has won. Now to follow through is very important and I am not
sure yet that Kerry and his campaign will bring it on.

Some pictures:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Posted by Bernhard on October 1, 2004 at 11:02 AM | Permalink | Comments (107) |
TrackBack
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October 31, 2004

Billmon: Osama Strikes Out

Billmon also has some Good News

Posted by Bernhard on October 31, 2004 at 11:38 AM | Permalink

Comments

Maybe............ I imagine a 2000 style result with the lawyers deciding it all.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 31, 2004 11:59 AM

On BBC they just a talk where they expected 400,000 provisional ballots. These would be
more votes than the margin of error on current polls. All of these may get challenged in
court where -in the end- Bush has better cards. The actual election of the President, planed
for early December, may well come only in January.

Posted by: b | October 31, 2004 12:15 PM

From what I've read, the new OBL tape was made a couple of weeks ago. Maybe my
speculations are totally off the mark, but after reading various observations about the tape, I
wonder if OBL knew that Arafat was sick and this tape, with its references to Palestine,
was not also an attempt to recruit knowing that Arafat's death or serious illness means that
there is a power vacuum in the PLO?

Arafat never designated a successor. He is still the "face" of the PLO for the majority of us
in the world.

Obviously I don't discount that the tape was meant to address Americans, and just as
obviously, as I heard Bob Scheiffer just say on CBS, Americans will not give any credence
to anything OBL says...we simply cannot, considering his admission that he was part of the
attack on the WTC.

However, since reading Imperial Hubris, I wonder about that author's claim that OBL's
attacks are in the U.S. because OBL sees his actions as defensive measures, and not as an
attack on western civilization. I don't think this is a conversation American politicians and
citizens can have at this time, either. But isn't that what OBL was saying in that tape?

At the same time, the guy who wrote Imperial Hubris said we are in a religious war,
whether we want one or not. But I have some problems with that idea because it allows
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OBL to frame the terms of what's going on, and seems to make it impossible to deal with
situations at hand from anything other than an extreme ideological position.

Obviously we can accept that someone has declared jihad on us, but it doesn't mean we
have to declare jihad back in order to successfully stop the spread of terrorism or to
enourage human rights around the world via govt reforms.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 31, 2004 12:37 PM

I hope you're right Billmon....I'm being optimistic, but in the end, I can see a replay of '00:
a win of popular vote (but this time, by a much more substantial margin), with a loss (in the
courts) of the electoral college. if that is the case, then the Dems have a rallying point:
replace the electoral college with a simple popular vote. the EC was designed in the 1700's,
when communication technologies didn't make it possible for every voter to make an
informed decision. with print, TV, radio, and the web, I don't think that's the case now.

Posted by: patrick | October 31, 2004 12:42 PM

Although I am not an expert, I imagine what is going on in the USA is similar to Israel. A
right wing party that emphasizes fear and hormonal responses rather than rational analysis
and political compromise is in charge. As much as rational people hate it, there are tides of
hate and fear sweeping through the US at the instigation of the GOP. Although unintended,
due to its leaderâ€™s infallible certitude, the US has gotten itself in a Holy War in the
Middle East. Holy Wars do not tend to be settled with compromise. Only genocide or pull
out by exhausted survivors ends religious wars. Carthage or the Crusades are examples.

Posted by: Jim S | October 31, 2004 02:45 PM

My prediction:

Kerry wins by a little or a significant (>4%) margin. Right-wingers start a series of
insurrectionist actions. Letting the assault weapons ban lapse was not just to garner votes.

We'll see how many Republicans call for accepting the vote in the name of national unity in
a time of war.

Posted by: biklett | October 31, 2004 02:57 PM

One aspect of the OBL message is not understood in the US media. By explaining his
reasoning and not directly threatening the US he achives legitimacy with many people on
the planet who do not support terror or war.

He is binding the Palestine issue and the ruling of US supported despots in the ME to the
battle calls in his other videos. This is an understandable motiv for some billion people.

The US has lost international legitimacy by attacking Iraq and Abu Graibh. OBL has won
international legitimacy with his reasoning. This is a quite successful development for his
movement.

I am not sure he was even aiming at the election. He used the media focus that the election
was giving him.

Away from that thought:
The video is supposed to be some 18 minutes long. Only 6 minutes have been shown and
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transcripted. I wonder what's in the other 12 minutes.
Watching the video on the AlJazeera website, OBL's voice seems quite small and not well.
See rememberinggiaps coment on the Open One thread. Some good thoughts on OBL in
there.

Posted by: b | October 31, 2004 03:06 PM

Another 18 min. tape.....Perhaps the rest of the tape was spent discussing billing problems...

@b - Provisional ballots, at least here, are hand-counted 30 days after the election. Maybe
that will change this time....

How can Kerry lose? Gore won last time & far more people turning out to vote against
Chimpy this time.....It seems a no-brainer.... That said I FEAR THERE IS A CHASM
BETWEEN WINNING THE ELECTION & TAKING OFFICE. After all, Dems. won
Senate races in Minn. & Georgia in '02 but it was rigged - I just read art. about it on Scoop
- and, of course Pres.-elect Gore wasn't allowed to assume office.

Also, all the attention of Stealing of the Presidency can't be allowed to detract attention
from stealing of local races.

Posted by: jj | October 31, 2004 04:19 PM

While it's necessary to deconstruct OBL's message to try and get a grip on exactly what it is
he is saying and who he is saying it to, we have to be sure not to fall into the trap that
politicians of all stripes use.

As long as we try and get the measure of these types by what they say rather than what they
do, we will be continually confused by the endless contradictions political leaders make as
they adjust their message to suit their 'demographic'.

Looking at the act rather than the words reduces OBL's speech to an illustration of how
weak and impotent his organization has become, a message which few if any political
leaders in the developed world much less the US, want to hear. BushCo because they need
the spectre of a wrathful and insane terror organization to justify their theft of Iraq's
resources and the Kerry camp don't want the voters imagining that the current
administration has succeeded in destroying this horror.

In fact I suspect that in as much as he can feel regret, OBL regrets the 911 attacks because
they were more successful than he imagined (twice he has alluded to this. The first time
when explaining to the mullah in Afghanistan in late 2001/early 2002 that the engineering
of the buildings caused the massive collapse and the second time in his most recent clip
where he argues that Bush's inaction caused the huge number of casualties). Many Muslims
who had previously seen his group as freedom fighters, whose targets had in the main been
military forces or government agencies ie embassies, were turned off by the massacre of
civilians and OBL hadn't been counting on the extreme reaction to this attack; the invasion
of Afghanistan and obliteration of the Taliban.

So now he is a general without an army, sheltered by tribesmen whose customs make it
difficult to expel him but who will be putting him under pressure to keep a low profile. Any
more terrorist atrocities and their bastion of freedom from Islamabad would be over run and
destroyed by a hunt that Pakistanis would find difficult to object to. I'm sure many of his
hosts are less than impressed by this 'speech'. They will have a tribesman's contempt for
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those who place words ahead of actions and will see it as un-necessarily attracting attention
to his presence.
There will be a tariff for room and board and someone must be paying it. Maybe they
carried sufficient resources from Tora Bora, maybe resources had been left already in case
of just that situation. It has been three years now and a lot of tribes people have been killed,
all of whose families would have to be paid. Somehow I doubt that Bin Laden is sitting
tight like an over-extended trust funder using up his capital reserves. The customs that
impel the locals to protect him also put obligations on those being protected and if Bin
Laden stops meeting his obligations he will be cast out in a heart beat. Since there has been
contact between Bin Laden and his family it would be foolish to discount them as the
source of finance. After all Osama is the favored son. There must also be resentment from
less favored sons and their families, particularly since the name has been denigrated in all
of their favorite playgrounds in Europe and the US.

The real question is whether the Bush regime has been complicit in the sheltering of OBL.
Yeah sure they'd love to parade him in front of cameras without a shirt a la COPS but there
are plenty of other things they want more: Iraq's oil for one. You don't have to be a
conspiracy theorist to think that the Bush family would rather maintain their profitable
relationship with the Bin Laden family and that this would be a consideration, an item to be
factored into the decision making process. One thing we can be sure of; the Bush families
'special relationship' with the Bin Ladens will not have been used as a lever to stop support
of OBL or even to flush him out.

Just this one tiny but undeniable fact should have made Bush unelectable.

Posted by: Debs in '04 | October 31, 2004 04:25 PM

taqi al-din ibn taimaya - the 14 century islamic theorist,syed abdul a'la maududi abdallah
azzam & syed qutb, hassan al-banna are the walt whitman, hart crane, wallace stevens &
william carlos williams of what consitutes the islam that mr bin laden believes he is the
most devout disciple

their reading of the koran is contradictory & does not in the final analysis offer what could
be called an ideology - they simply offer textual means to validate actions - i think there are
two important questions - outside of the necessary fantasy (as debs points out) has bin laden
either an organisation or an ideology & i believe that he does not

obl is a follower himself who gained through his relationship with the cia in afghanistan the
delusion of translating his wealth into leadership. & that leadership, to transform it into a
transnational islamic alliance. this he has failed to do.

the actions,( & the only one we can be certain was him was sept 11 because he says so &
even there i am not completely certain) - created the possibility of 'influence' of making
hegemonic what before had been disparate. the actions & the acknowledgementt of other
actions which he has had no hand in but is convenient to take responsibility, for him & for
bush to create an idea of a james bondian idea of the monolithic bad guy that serves their
narratives so well

the reality is far from there - the strand of thinking of modern islam of which bin laden is
just a schism - no more or no less important than the islamic brothergood in egypt or the
fis/gia configuration in algeria & even they like trotskyites before them split & break up
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yes they are capable of producing action. but with the exception of sept 11 - what have
these actions been & where have they taken place? like the mafia before them the
expression of open violence represents their decay more often than it does power

the americans bloody invasions of afghanistan & iraq & their wilful disregard & contempt
for the aspiration of the palestinian people are the real construction blocks of a modern
combatative armed & unified islam & every day the americans continue their tyranny they
create this organisation(s) - & it will be multiple organsisations but it will be created all
over the world

as happens with all theocratic organisations whether it is the catholic church, the
evangilicals or this kind of islam they will transform just & real demands into impossible
absolutes that continue to diminish the people & nourishes the creation of elites who serve
their own interest

iran is a perfect example - the 'mullahs' transformed a just movement against a tryant into
the creation of another tyrant who would repeat in a different way the destruction of the
people as an organism - the mullahs did this in iran with amazing brutality - they destroyed
their supposed allies within the first couple of months - they were not naive clerics - foreign
to the world of power - they were power hungry men who had lived too long without power
& that power is always gained by the sweat or the blood of the people

i am sure my fear comes from the knowledge that until the invasion of iraq - these
organisations including the leadership in iran would have been burnt out by their absence of
interconnection with people & would so diminish, naturally - but what the invasion has
done has been to create infinite possibilities for this movement & infinite possibilities to
learn the lesson of the actual & real power of american armed force. the lessons they learn
will benefit their struggles all over the world & this war combined with the disaster of
palestine will give them the focus - that is necessary to force a connection with people

it is the old nihilist adage - that you learn more about the state from a hit on the head by a
cop then you do by ten thousand books & the forcing of the state into a war of tensions
begins to affect people who otherwise would be spectateurs

the war in iraq has the capacity to turn these spectateurs into actors - the only real lesson
that bin laden offers these people is that american imperial power is vulnerable to attack &
is incompetent in defence. outside of that unfortunate lesson i don't think bin laden has
either the authority, the capability or even the desire to capitalise on that error. i imagine
time has already passed him by & his real & practical influence has already gone & he
knows it

yes people will use his name as they did in spain, morocco & bali but his influence over
organisational & material questions will diminish

i adore che guevara - because he had a human heart & a human hatred of absolutes,( read
his 'socialist man') , but when he went to africa & bolivia in search of 1,2,3 many vietnams
- he was destroyed by his proper isolation & the war criminal kissinger was able to
marginalise him as a figure & finally murder him. bin laden is not che guevara. & as debs
notes - wherever he is he is isolated - he is not a fish in the sea of people - he will end as he
was - a rich boy who found something real & got lost in that reality by tring to reproduce it.
simply if the americans had not supported bin laden in afghanistan - the russian army would
have completely & utterly destroyed them & afghanistan would have remained as corrupt
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as it is today & is likely to be tommorrow

bin laden saw himself as a leader but he was a pawn & that is what he continues to be for
the real criminals who hide behind their 'concern' for the people to consolidate their empire
which is as evil as any that history has offered

still steel

(again i am sorry for my incoherence but my health is terrible but i really feel it is
necessary at this crucial time to communicate, by any means necessary)

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 31, 2004 05:44 PM

again i am sorry for my incoherence but my health is terrible but i really feel it is necessary
at this crucial time to communicate, by any means necessary
I do not see incoherences in your comments r'giap. I wish for your health to get better and
-I'm sorry- it will take some time to balance insulin vs. sugar - you will manage that as you
have managed many lines of live and thought.

the americans bloody invasions of afghanistan & iraq & their wilful disregard & contempt
for the aspiration of the palestinian people are the real construction blocks of a modern
combatative armed & unified islam & every day the americans continue their tyranny they
create this organisation(s) - & it will be multiple organsisations but it will be created all
over the world

Yes, this the core of the problem, palastine and iraq much more than afghanistan - in my
view. The danger of afghanistan is heroin and what it will do to neighbouring countries -
there are ways to fight that. There are no ways to fight the other two, other than pressing
the US to get out of the way. No money for Israel and no troops in Iraq would be a good
start.

Posted by: b | October 31, 2004 06:04 PM

"the americans bloody invasions of afghanistan & iraq & their wilful disregard & contempt
for the aspiration of the palestinian people are the real construction blocks of a modern
combatative armed & unified islam"

Dream on, rgiap.

Posted by: Pat | October 31, 2004 06:14 PM

b

thank you - i really try to be concentrated here - it isd the only space i use english & i feel
the obligation to speak as frankly as my heart & body will allow but sometimes i feel with
mmy illness - the 'absences' - that are part & parcel of balancing insulin

the forum we have here - that you have constructed - is of an importance i cannot quite
define with words - but it is an element of a community of resistance; in the first instance it
is a place to share - which is the absolute contrary to the demands & needs of a mass media.
we talk & this they do not want us to do - we challenge at a very basic but necessary level
their untruths; as i think you sd where cnn sees hundreds & hundreds of supporters for
kerry at a rally - we know it was 80,000 people - & their monopoly slips - & we see that
their hold on the truth is very tender indeed
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i have met americans for the first time in my life who i would share & would want to share
what we have in each of us to give - & this giving here has an absolutely filtering character
for me of all the 'information' - the corrupt medias would like us to believe

& i thank you for that b & as i have tried to explain to pat many many times our very
difference - our very different lives creates a community that even through its virtuality is a
proof of a humanism i had thought the world had let slip by

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 31, 2004 06:20 PM

pat
i think the actions that are occurring in different parts of the world & the accelerating
events in iraq are proof of my thesis - this movement does not even need bin laden - what it
needs to grow, absolutely is the reckless foreign policy of a bush administration

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 31, 2004 06:25 PM

"a modern combative armed and unified Islam"

Super - except it's falling ever further, faster apart. Happens to the best of us.

Posted by: Pat | October 31, 2004 06:37 PM

pat

no, its this criminal administration that is falling apart, on the hour, every hour

& if i have to make what is obvious to everybody else here - i feel no sympathy - none at all
- for any theocratic movement - or the armed apparatus of that movement whether it is the
american army or al qaeda

& yes in their sinister character & their grotesque practices - i don't see any difference, any
difference at all

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 31, 2004 07:02 PM

on the republican party falling apart at the seams :

Published on Sunday, October 31, 2004 by The Nation
Even Republicans Fear Bush
by John Nichols
Â 
The most divisive election campaign in recent American history has not merely split the
nation along party lines, it has split the Grand Old Party itself. Unfortunately, most
Americans are wholly unaware of the loud dissents against Bush that has begun to be heard
in Republican circles.

If the United States had major media that covered politics, as opposed to the political spin
generated by the Bush White House and the official campaigns of both the Republican
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president and his Democratic challenger, one of the most fascinating, and significant,
stories of the 2004 election season would be the abandonment of the Bush reelection effort
by senior Republicans. But this is a story that, for the most part, has gone untold. Scant
attention was paid to the revelation that one Republican member of the U.S. Senate, Rhode
Island's Lincoln Chafee, will refrain from voting for his party's president -- despite the fact
that Chafee offered a far more thoughtful critique of George W. Bush's presidency than
"Zig-Zag" Zell Miller, the frothing, Democrat-hating Democrat did when he condemned his
party's nominee. Beyond the minimal attention to Chafee, most media has neglected the
powerful, and often poignant, condemnations of Bush by prominent Republicans.

Former Republican members of the U.S. Senate and House, governors, ambassadors, aides
to GOP Presidents Eisenhower, Nixon, Ford, Reagan and George Herbert Walker Bush
have explicitly endorsed the campaign of Democrat John Kerry. For many of these lifelong
Republicans, their vote for Kerry will be a first Democratic vote. But, in most cases, it will
not be a hesitant one.

Angered by the Bush administration's mismanagement of the war in Iraq, record deficits,
assaults on the environment and secrecy, the renegade partisans tend to echo the words of
former Minnesota Governor Elmer Andersen, who says that, "Although I am a longtime
Republican, it is time to make a statement, and it is this: Vote for Kerry-Edwards, I implore
you, on November 2."

Many of the Republicans who are abandoning Bush express sorrow at what the
Bush-Cheney administration and its allies in Congress have done to their party: "The fact is
that today's 'Republican' Party is one that I am totally unfamiliar with," writes John
Eisenhower. But the deeper motivation is summed up by former U.S. Senator Marlow
Cook, a Kentucky Republican, who explained in a recent article for the Louisville
Courier-Journal newspaper that, "For me, as a Republican, I feel that when my party gives
me a dangerous leader who flouts the truth, takes the country into an undeclared war and
then adds a war on terrorism to it without debate by the Congress, we have a duty to rid
ourselves of those who are taking our country on a perilous ride in the wrong direction. If
we are indeed the party of Lincoln (I paraphrase his words), a president who deems to have
the right to declare war at will without the consent of the Congress is a president who far
exceeds his power under our Constitution. I will take John Kerry for four years to put our
country on the right path."

In the end, of course, the vast majority of Republicans will cast their ballots for George w.
Bush on Tuesday, just as the vast majority of Democrats will vote for John Kerry. But the
Republicans who plan to cross the partisan divide and vote for Kerry have articulated a
unique and politically potent indictment of the Bush administration.

Here are a dozen examples of what Republicans are saying about George W. Bush -- and
John Kerry -- as the November 2 election approaches:

"As son of a Republican president, Dwight D. Eisenhower, it is automatically expected by
many that I am a Republican. For 50 years, through the election of 2000, I was. With the
current administration's decision to invade Iraq unilaterally, however, I changed my voter
registration to independent, and barring some utterly unforeseen development, I intend to
vote for the Democratic presidential candidate, Sen. John Kerry."
-- Ambassador John Eisenhower, endorsing Kerry in an opinion piece published in The
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Manchester Union Leader, September 28, 2004.

"The two 'Say No to Bush' signs in my yard say it all. The present Republican president has
led us into an unjustified war -- based on misguided and blatantly false misrepresentations
of the threat of weapons of mass destruction. The terror seat was Afghanistan. Iraq had no
connection to these acts of terror and was not a serious threat to the United States, as this
president claimed, and there was no relation, it's now obvious, to any serious weaponry.
Although Saddam Hussein is a frightful tyrant, he posed no threat to the United States
when we entered the war. George W. Bush's arrogant actions to jump into Iraq when he had
no plan how to get out have alienated the United States from our most trusted allies and
weakened us immeasurably around the world... This imperialistic, stubborn adherence to
wrongful policies and known untruths by the Cheney-Bush administration -- and that's the
accurate order -- has simply become more than I can stand."
-- Former Minnesota Governor Elmer Andersen, a Republican, endorsing Kerry in an
opinion piece published in the Minneapolis Star-Tribune, October 13, 2004. Andersen
argued in the piece that, "I am more fearful for the state of this nation than I have ever been
-- because this country is in the hands of an evil man: Dick Cheney. It is eminently clear
that it is he who is running the country, not George W. Bush."

"The Bush George W. Bush has come to embody a politics that is antithetical to almost any
kind of thoughtful conservatism. His international policies have been based on the
hopelessly naive belief that foreign peoples are eager to be liberated by American enemies
-- a notion more grounded in Leon Trotsky's concept of global revolution than any sort of
conservative statecraft."
-- Scott McConnell, executive editor, The American Conservative, endorsing Kerry in the
November 8, 2004 issue.

"I am not enamored with John Kerry, but I am frightened to death of George Bush. I fear a
secret government. I abhor a government that refuses to supply the Congress with requested
information. I am against a government that refuses to tell the country with whom the
leaders of our country sat down and determined our energy policy, and to prove how much
they want to keep the secret, they took it all the way to the Supreme Court."
-- Former U.S. Senator Marlow Cook, Republican from Kentucky, endorsing Kerry in an
opinion piece that appeared in The Louisville Courier-Journal, October 20, 2004.

"My Republican Party is the party of Theodore Roosevelt, who fought to preserve our
natural resources and environment. This president has pursued policies that will cause
irreparable damage to our environmental laws that protect the air we breathe, the water we
drink and the public lands we share with future generations."
-- Former Michigan Governor William Milliken, from a statement published in the
Traverse City Record Eagle, October 17, 2004.

"As an environmentalist who served as chairman of the U.S. Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works, I know that this administration has turned environmental
policy over to lobbyists for the oil, gas and mining interests. On the other hand, I know
first-hand of your commitment to a more balanced approach to environmental policy -- one
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where we can have both jobs and profit for industry as well as clean air and water. There is
no stronger evidence of this than your outstanding leadership and support in the restoration
of the Florida Everglades. John, for each of these reasons I believe President Bush has
failed our country and my party. Accordingly, I want you to know that when I go into the
booth next Tuesday I am going to cast my vote for you."
-- Former U.S. Senator Bob Smith, Republican from New Hampshire, from an endorsement
letter sent to John Kerry, October 28, 2004.

"Nixon was a prince compared to these guys."
-- Former U.S. Representative Pete McCloskey, R-California, from an article in the Palo
Alto Weekly, September 8, 2004. McCloskey, who is active with Republicans for Kerry,
says of members of the Bush administration, "These people believe God has told them what
to do. They've high jacked the Republican Party we once knew."

"The war is just a misbegotten thing that's spiraling down. It's a matter of conscience for
me. After 9/11, the whole world was behind us. That's all gone now. That's been
squandered. Now we've made the entire Muslim world hate us. And for what? For what?"
-- Former State Senator Al Meiklejohn, Republican from Colorado and World War II
combat veteran, explaining his decision to support John Kerry in an interview with The
Denver Post, September 19, 2004.

"We need a leader who is really dedicated to creating millions of high-paying jobs all
across the country."
-- Former Chrysler chairman Lee Iacocca, who campaigned for George W. Bush in 2000
and appeared in television advertisements for the Republican Party of Michigan that year.
Iacocca, who complains that under Bush deficit spending is "getting out of hand,"
endorsing Kerry on June 24, 2004.

"In a dangerous epoch -- made more so by a president who sees the world in stark black
and white because simplicity polls better and fits into sound bites -- John Kerry may seem
out of place. He is, in fact, in exactly the right place at the right time to lead our country."
-- Tim Ashby, who served during the Reagan and George Herbert Walker Bush
administrations as director of the Office of Mexico and the Caribbean for the U.S.
Commerce Department and acting deputy assistant Secretary of Commerce for the Western
Hemisphere, endorsing Kerry in a Seattle Times, October 14, 2004.

" I have always been, and I still am, a registered Republican, but I shall enthusiastically
vote for John Kerry for president on November 2... If the Bush administration stays in
power four more years, it will pack the Supreme Court with neocons who reject the idea
that the Constitution is a living document designed to protect the freedom of the citizens."
-- Anne Morton Kimberly, widow of former Republican National Committee chair Rogers
C.B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior during the Nixon administration and Secretary of
Commerce during the Ford administration, endorsing Kerry in a an opinion piece that
appeared in the Louisville Courier-Journal, October 14, 2004.
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"Mainstream Republicans believe in fiscal responsibility, internationalism, environmental
protection, the rights of women, and putting middle-class families ahead of big business
lobbyists. Moderate Republicans should not be asked to swallow the right-wing policies of
George W. Bush."
-- Clay Myers, who was Oregon's Republican Secretary of State for 10 years and the state's
Treasure, endorsing Kerry at a press conference for Oregon Republicans for Kerry,
September 1, 2004.

"The current administration has run the largest deficits in U.S. history, incurring massive
debts that our children and grandchildren will have to pay. Two and a half million people
have lost their jobs; trillions have been wiped out of savings and retirement accounts. The
income of Americans has declined two years in a row, the first time since the IRS began
keeping records. George W. Bush will be the first president since Hoover to have a net job
loss under his watch... President Bush wanted to be judged as the CEO president, it is time
to say, 'you have failed, and you're fired."
-- William Rutherford, former State Treasurer of Oregon, endorsing Kerry as a press
conference for Oregon Republicans for Kerry, September 1, 2004.

"I served 20 years in the Ohio General Assembly as Republican. People have asked me
why I oppose George w. Bush for president. My first response is, 'He is incompetent.' His
behavior, his bad judgment, his record, all demonstrate a failure as president. He certainly
misled the country into a no-win war in Iraq. Following his preemptive invasion, he totally
misjudged the consequences of his action. He made a bad situation worse, fomenting
widespread terrorism, all done with a frightful loss of lives and money."
-- Former Ohio State Representative John Galbraith, a Republican legislator for 20 years,
endorsing Kerry in a letter to The Toledo Blade, September 28, 2004.

" Before the current campaign, it might have been argued that at least in affirming the
importance of faith and respecting those who profess it the administration had embraced
traditional conservative views. But in the wake of the Swift Boat ads attacking John Kerry,
even this argument can no longer be maintained. As an elder of the Presbyterian Church, I
found that those ads were not at all in the Christian tradition. John McCain rightly
condemned them as dishonest and dishonorable. The president should have, too. That he
did not undermines his credibility on questions of faith.

Some say it's just politics. But that's the whole point. More is expected of people of faith
than "just politics."

The fact is that the Bush administration might better be called radical or romantic or
adventurist than conservative. And that's why real conservatives are leaning toward Kerry."

-- Clyde Prestowitz, counselor to the secretary of commerce in the Reagan administration
and an elder of the Presbyterian Church, from "The Conservative Case for Kerry,"
published in the Providence Journal and other newspapers, October 15, 2004.

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 31, 2004 07:10 PM

OBL's message is not so much aimed at the US public as it is aimed at the wider world and
more specifically to the Islamic world. He is using the US election to get the exposure. This
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is why US govt pressured the Qatari owners of Aljazeera to, first not broadcast the tape,
and then to heavily edit it. Any movement, to get started has to have a committed and
stirred up base, present examples are Dean and Bush (sometime he does it any how!). Once
up and running these movements turn to moderation to attract more clout and resources.
Anybody who had questions about the status quo but wasn't ready to support the extremists
finds it hard to resist when it moderates it stance. OBL has the fundamentalists sewed up
and he is trageting the moderate Muslims and other US opponents who saw him as too
much of a radical. As Bush admin continues to push more and more of the reasonable
people over the edge OBL's moderating stance will gain more power. Most of the Muslim
govts now depend on the US for protection but more and more of their people are
abandoning these govts. Results are likely to be horrific bloobaths in these countries, prime
targets are pakistan and Saudi Arabia.

Posted by: Max Andersen | October 31, 2004 07:17 PM

You do occasionally make me smile, rgiap.

Posted by: Pat | October 31, 2004 07:25 PM

at your service, as always, pat

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 31, 2004 07:27 PM

Â Colin Powell Believes U.S. is Losing Iraq war
Â Â Â Â Salon.com

Â Â Â Â Sunday 31 October 2004

Â Â Â Â Secretary of State Colin Powell has privately confided to friends in recent weeks
that the Iraqi insurgents are winning the war, according to Newsweek. The insurgents have
succeeded in infiltrating Iraqi forces "from top to bottom," a senior Iraqi official tells
Newsweek in tomorrowâ€™s issue of the magazine, "from decision making to the lower
levels."

Â Â Â Â This is a particularly troubling development for the U.S. military, as it prepares to
launch an all-out assault on the insurgent strongholds of Fallujah and Ramadi, since U.S.
Marines were counting on the newly trained Iraqi forces to assist in the assault. Newsweek
reports that "American military trainers have been frantically trying to assemble sufficient
Iraqi troops" to fight alongside them and that they are "praying that the soldiers perform
better than last April, when two battalions of poorly trained Iraqi Army soldiers refused to
fight."

Â Â Â Â If the Fallujah offensive fails, Newsweek grimly predicts, "then the American
president will find himself in a deepening quagmire on Inauguration Day."

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 31, 2004 08:45 PM

The discussion here about obl here is very constructive. It is difficult to know how 'osama
on a white horse' metastisizes in the imaginations of people who need a hero or a devil to
justify power. How this image is inflected in popular struggles throughout Islam and
elsewhere is difficult to predict. I'm not so sure that osama's iconography can be dismissed
because he is a 'rich boy' or that a revolution impelled by religious radicalism is ipso facto
untrustworthy. First, Jefferson and Luckacs and Rivera, and many other vanguard
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intellectuals were rich boys. Second, the expression of struggle is always unpredictably
ramified in culture. What initially matters is that the objective confrontation against
oppression be mounted, and that perseverence be sustained by belief in the possibility of
victory. Only in the aftermath of this victory is the posterity of history constructed: the
soviets and cominterns and congresses are convened and the symbols are adopted to stamp
history with the (never) indelible relief of the Law.

This is all to say that osama could very well be a world-historical agent whose epitaph will
eulogize the collective 'no' of the ostensive third world. On the other hand, the osama image
may well be euthanized like che's in the profane commerce of cultural chic. Brittany
Spears, in the post-mortem period of her pop-cultural dotage, may don a skin tight tshirt w/
the image of osama; so meaninglessly cool. Who knows?

Posted by: slothrop | October 31, 2004 11:04 PM

As far as the election thing goes.... time to quote Yeats:

"The best lack all convictions, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity."

Posted by: slothrop | October 31, 2004 11:16 PM

@rgiap compared to the daily blather of the US corporate animatronic media, your
"incoherence" is lucid as Marcus Aurelius :-) btw, I've said this before and I'll say it again
-- it's not surprising that sensible Republicans are abandoning the raving extremism and
antiConstitutionalism of the Straussian neoconmen. The reason they can endorse Kerry is
that Kerry is approximately what a Republican used to be, before the Party was hijacked by
the xtian evangelical version of mad mullahs. Kerry's a decent centrist Republican, the kind
of guy you can respect even while disagreeing with him. What I wish we had was a real
Democratic candidate, i.e. a candidate whose constituency is labour, who courts the vote of
people other than conservative whiteboys. When I hear the Phalangists raving about Kerry
representing the "far left" of the Demo party it's ROTFL time -- what he represents imho is
the centrist wing of their own party, as it was in the days of Eisenhower.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 31, 2004 11:29 PM

To last six posters:

Comrade Stalin, in his infinite wisdom, has found educational positions for each of you at
our state-of-the-art gold mining facility at Kolyma.

@Pat: Cato Institute has agreed to a five-year sabbatical.

@RGiap: There are excellent medical facilities at this site.

@DeAnander: The Soviet state does not discriminate against Menshevik intellectuals.

@Slothrop: Bring mittens, Yeats, and Elements of Style.

Sedans will arrive for you in ten minutes.

L. Beria

For the Central Committee
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Posted by: | November 1, 2004 12:16 AM

I suppose one thing that Andy Warhol was able to accomplish, was to present to the
cultural (art)world a condensed version of the means and manner of cultural iconification
taking place in the larger commercial world. Car wrecks, consumer items, and more
important, celebrities are portrayed in a sense as static objects, with emphasis on their
ascendency to a totemic value to be used in individual/cultural identification. Its true that
all Warhols subjects may not have been dead (when they became subjects) but all were in
the descent if not outright crash and burn of their career lives.ie Marylin, Elvis, etc.

As far as I've seen, Osama has reached this point in the Muslim world, from bumper
stickers on pick-up trucks in Nigeria, T-shirts in Egypt, and expensive watches in Qutar
bearing his image, he has already arrived at cultural iconification and now seems to be
assuming that role in his latest appearance. I would gather that he understands all this, and
now is seeking to enhance his image, not by further deeds (of terrorism), but to disseminate
an elevated posture assuming a broad based appeal. Ironically, the acceptance of this appeal
could, in some large part, be contingent on how things play out in Iraq, and possibly be
seen as a vindication of his wisdom. It would be unusual for him to have achieved such a
resurection, if Iraq had never happened. Oh well.

Posted by: anna missed | November 1, 2004 12:47 AM

I have to agree with DeAnander...

Posted by: vbo | November 1, 2004 01:49 AM

@L-Beria: I see that Lysenkoism has prevailed in mathematics as well as in biology! The
"last six" posters have somehow been reduced to only four... I wonder if we want to know
what happened to the unnamed other two :-) and why does your office keep calling me a
Menshevik, anyway? [well, maybe it's better than being suspected of my true, inner
anarcho-syndicalist leanings :-)]

Posted by: DeAnander | November 1, 2004 03:23 AM

@deAnander they're one & the same - the far left of the xDem. party these days is
somewhere bet. Eisenhower & Goldwater. (By the party, they of course to not mean we
frogs. They mean anyone the party allows to represent it.) I'm not sure if Kerry is to the
right or left of Goldwater. He's to the right of him on abortion & gay rights, & those are the
stances party apologists like to cite as proof of Kerry's "liberalism". Also, I've been
watching in this election as the Repug. party has been taken over by the FaRTs (Fascists,
Reactionaries & Theocrats), the xDem. party has simply moved to fill the void left by the
old Repugs party.

I just read a touching art. in Intervention Mag. "In Toledo w/Max Cleland". I think he
would have been a far better V.P., at least judging by his humanity & disgust w/charade of
the 9-11 Commission. Anyway, it was noted there that diff. bet. 2 Candidates is that
Bu$hCo ignores/denies existence of all the Ohioans thrown out of jobs 'cuz of Dictatorship
of Capital that's replaced our democracy; Forbes-Heinz///Kerry acknowledges them & will
try to do something about them. Okay, so one party isn't mentally ill. That's a refreshing
start; but then about policy.....don't hold your breath while waiting for factories to be shut
down in China & return to Ohio.
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Posted by: jj | November 1, 2004 04:35 AM

Election: Kerry will get more votes than Gore. I think the key here is if he manages to get
more than 50% of the popular vote. Because if Bush uses his lawyers and frauds to get the
electoral vote, Kerry should raise Hell and the Dems, liberals, progressives, leftists, should
go into open rebellion if Kerry doesn't win with 50+% of the votes. The rest of the world
already knows the US electoral system is perverted and W is not the legitimate president.
But if W tries to steal it when the opponent already has the vote of most of the Americans,
then the US will be nothing more than a pariah state like Serbia at the peak of Milosevic
dictatorship.

OBL: Well, the guy comes here, says "Look, I'm not dead, I can do a 9/11 redux if I want.
Oh, BTW, you're not safer for having invaded Iraq." and the Americans who got their
ration of Saddam when he was caught can now see the real culprit, smiling, free, taunting
them, and threatening again. I'm not surprised this didn't help Bush, because people would
need to be completely braindead to think this video makes the case for voting Bush. I mean,
he even mocked Bush with the now legendary Pet Goat reading (I supsect he already has
his DVD of Fahrenheit 9/11).
I'm also with Bernhard that he's being clever here and scores some strategical points. He's
basically saying his actions were defensive, at worst pre-emptive defense. He's basically
saying he hasn't a problem with the US people, cleverly he doesn't openly push for Bush or
Kerry, and doesn't call to implementation of Sharia over all Europe and America. If he's
serious is of course another question. But as J Cole said, he's shifting his rhetoric to get a
wider appeal to Muslim world, and to the world at large. It won't help him much to get a
worldwide support, but after Bush's actions, I don't rule out that many will take a neutral
position in this confrontation; my bet is that if Bush "wins" again, most people won't mind
much if the US are directly attacked again - the same way people are outraged for a few
days when Chechens kill 300 people, but then let it go down the memory hole, because it's
not the Western world, and they're ruled by Putin who isn't the most likable person ever.
In fact, it's been my opinion since late 2001 that OBL striked too soon. Bush had already
antagonised the whole world by Sept. 2001, and one can only wonder how bad his
international standing would be in mid-2004, had there not been the 9/11 horror, and the
massive outpour of sympathy that followed, and the temporary free-pass Bush got on his
various policies. Al-Qaeda waiting until things fester even more before striking the US
would've been way more dangerous because the interntaional support for the US would've
been far weaker, with 3 more years of unchecked Bush rampage. Basically, imagine the
conseuqences of what happened these last 2 years, without any 9/11 (sometimes bogus)
justification.

Oh well. As someone said before, the real problem won't be the election, but imho it will be
what Bushco may do between the defeat of Nov. 2 and late January, when they have to go.
They're probably busy coming up with schemes to keep power and declare martial law one
way or another.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | November 1, 2004 05:59 AM

In the full translation of the tape, Joe, OBL does declare that any state in the US carried by
Bush in this election will be an enemy state, whereas states that go for Kerry can consider
themselves safe from attack.

Let's see... New Yorkers and Californians and residents of Illinois, Connecticut,
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Massachusettes, Maryland, etc., can breathe easy. Virginians, Georgians, Texans, and
residents of Colorado, Arizona, Alabama, Kansas, etc., are on notice that Osama is
displeased with their politics.

Floridians, Ohioans, Iowans, and Pennsylvanians have much to think about.

Go blue on November 2 or else.

Posted by: Pat | November 1, 2004 06:48 AM

Pat

In the full translation of the tape, Joe, OBL does declare that any state in the
US carried by Bush in this election will be an enemy state, whereas states that
go for Kerry can consider themselves safe from attack.

This is the line I think you are speaking of from the transcript

Your security is in your own hands. And every state that doesn't play with our security has
automatically guaranteed its own security.

I do believe you are mistaken. He is talking about states in the sense of countries, not the 50
that make up the US. I see no reference to Kerry or Bush other than In conclusion, I tell you
in truth, that your security is not in the hands of Kerry, nor Bush, nor al-Qaida.

Posted by: | November 1, 2004 09:24 AM

it is absolutely self evident that that is the 'state' - obl is talking about

sometimes pat you give me the giggles. thinking of obl regarding cnn's fraudelent voting
maps & making tactical decisions from that- it would seem cnn's own commentators have
difficulty in interpretation

what is apparent though is only the reelection of bush benefits obl or his dutiful disciples

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | November 1, 2004 09:31 AM

the state as suggested by 9.24 a m is the correct translation

Posted by: remembereringgiap | November 1, 2004 09:33 AM

Check out memri.org on the mistranslation. Makes for interesting threat analysis.

Most people aren't going to know, and the tape itself isn't getting a whole lot of attention
because focus is on the elections. And, really, how many Americans care what OBL says?
His lecturing is, from their point of view, completely offensive and his threats after three
quiet years here in the US induce more scorn and mockery than anxiety. Many, many
Americans share rgiap's view of al Qaeda as essentially impotent.

To be honest, the two video tapes make me nervous (even without an implied threat against
red states, one of which I inhabit) but I believe I belong to a small minority.

Posted by: Pat | November 1, 2004 10:06 AM
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What I fear with or without the complicity of Bin Laden.

Posted by: beq | November 1, 2004 10:25 AM

It is a shame that the U.S. media is so cowed and/or complicit in the crimes of the two Bush
administrations that a mass murderer of Americans gets the attention he does not deserve,
as a teller of truth, to try to inform Americans about their own government. (and not all he
says is truth, obviously.)

But sadly, isn't he telling some hard truths?

More importantly, isn't he taking America's claims to be a democracy at its word and telling
the American people that they are responsible for the actions of their govt, no matter who is
in power?

Again, Americans will not hear him because of their fury -- because of the need to believe
in the rightness of all our actions, no matter whether this is true or not.

From my perspective, it's analogous to agreeing with the need to deal with terrorism, as
Bush also claims, but not agreeing with the methods, nor the crimes he has committed in
the name of dealing with terror, nor the extension of the need to deal with terror into an
ideology of corporate ownership of parts of the Muslim world, disguised as democracy for
the gullible in the U.S.

I find, more and more, that people like Camus (who, strangely enough, is featured in Salon
today...in an article that isn't all that great, but nevertheless does touch on Camus'
importance in his view of revolution in The Rebel) reflect my position.

And Hannah Arendt

[Arendt] "was convinced that, in the same way that "just" wars cannot be tolerated in the
modern world because of their destructive consequences for humankind and the global
environment so, too, are violent revolutions no longer
warrantable -- no matter how good the cause.

Her fundamental objection was to the inevitable long-term desensitizing effects of violent
means on the people who resort to them. It prepares such would-be leaders and followers
only for totalitarianism, she said. Like John Dewey and many other naturalistic
philosophers (whom, unfortunately, she seems never to have read) she recognized a
continuity of means and ends.

This is the insight that we are shaped irrevocably by the paths we follow in pursuit of
our goals -- so much so that those goals may be forever lost to us in the ugly future
determined by our chosen means. She recognized the harm that comes from a belief that
humans can "know" in some absolute sense that their chosen goal is an ultimate "good"--
simply because their ideology defines it as the inevitable course of Nature or History or of
God's will.

She felt that this particular belief has always provided religious fanatics and violent
revolutionaries with their dangerous justification for accepting evil means in the pursuit of
desirable ends. The only real revolution occurring in modern times, she ventured, is that of
secularism, whereby humans are slowly freeing themselves from the fears engendered by
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long-established -- and often violent -- mythologies."

--This describes the predicament of bin Laden. He has become the very thing he sought to
eradicate. This also describes the predicament of Bush, who uses religion, just as bin Laden
does, to justify actions that cannot be justified by religion without making that religion an
instrument of oppression rather than individual salvation or ethics. This describes the
Terror in Revolutionary France, and McCarthy is 1950s America.

And so, if Americans refuse to deal with their own foreign policy without resorting to
claims of religious destiny, Americans are like those Muslims who use their religion to
justify the crudest form of jihad.

No wonder "post-Christian" nations, to use Scalia's term, want to sit this one out.

Posted by: fauxreal | November 1, 2004 10:28 AM

re: memri.org-

just to give another perspective on them, since I went to their website and could not find
too many names to explain who they are...however I did find endorsements from numerous
people with whom I have disagreed in the past about foreign policy.

From The Guardian

I'm not saying they're not telling the truth, but I'd like to have their translation substantiated
by another source.

Maybe their translation is correct. I don't know.

Posted by: fauxreal | November 1, 2004 10:50 AM

pat

you are a little trickster

memri.org is without doubt a fellow traveller of the middle east desk at langley

with theirr partisan references from the worst of cold war warriors & a highly important
reference from :

"You know, you've got things in the Saudi papers running now that thanks to the Middle
East Media Research Institute we can read in English translation."
- FOX News, May 16, 2003

& from podhoretz, lewis et al

i think if you go to a truly unpartisan reading of the arabaic - words of obl - you will find
that state - is STATE - & i would not panic so - the faux cleric has at this moment little
ability or even support to carry out operations in america

it is publicity, very bad publicity & as walter cronkite pointed out on larry king - seems to
come completely borne from the imagination of karl rove

still steel
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perhaps obl wants to take his retirement down in florida with the rest of the gangster

Posted by: remembereringgiap | November 1, 2004 10:53 AM

fauxreal

go to memri.org
go to about us
go to their references & you will find what is called in the trade an umbrella organisation -
an organisation funded directly from funds at langley, cia as were its predecessors
commentary nation review etc - they're about as partisan as karl rove

memri.org mistranslation is not correct. the guardian is a much more authoratative source

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | November 1, 2004 10:58 AM

from the above guardian article referenced by fauxreal :

The second thing that makes me uneasy is that the stories selected by Memri for translation
follow a familiar pattern: either they reflect badly on the character of Arabs or they in some
way further the political agenda of Israel. I am not alone in this unease.

Ibrahim Hooper of the Council on American-Islamic Relations told the Washington Times:
"Memri's intent is to find the worst possible quotes from the Muslim world and disseminate
them as widely as possible."

Memri might, of course, argue that it is seeking to encourage moderation by highlighting
the blatant examples of intolerance and extremism. But if so, one would expect it - for the
sake of non-partisanship - t o publicise extremist articles in the Hebrew media too.

Although Memri claims that it does provide translations from Hebrew media, I can't recall
receiving any.

Evidence from Memri's website also casts doubt on its non-partisan status. Besides
supporting liberal democracy, civil society, and the free market, the institute also
emphasises "the continuing relevance of Zionism to the Jewish people and to the state of
Israel".

That is what its website used to say, but the words about Zionism have now been deleted.
The original page, however, can still be found in internet archives.

The reason for Memri's air of secrecy becomes clearer when we look at the people behind
it. The co-founder and president of Memri, and the registered owner of its website, is an
Israeli called Yigal Carmon.

Mr - or rather, Colonel - Carmon spent 22 years in Israeli military intelligence and later
served as counter-terrorism adviser to two Israeli prime ministers, Yitzhak Shamir and
Yitzhak Rabin.

Retrieving another now-deleted page from the archives of Memri's website also throws up a
list of its staff. Of the six people named, three - including Col Carmon - are described as
having worked for Israeli intelligence.
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Among the other three, one served in the Israeli army's Northern Command Ordnance
Corps, one has an academic background, and the sixth is a former stand-up comedian.

Col Carmon's co-founder at Memri is Meyrav Wurmser, who is also director of the centre
for Middle East policy at the Indianapolis-based Hudson Institute, which bills itself as
"America's premier source of applied research on enduring policy challenges".

The ubiquitous Richard Perle, chairman of the Pentagon's defence policy board, recently
joined Hudson's board of trustees.

Ms Wurmser is the author of an academic paper entitled Can Israel Survive Post-Zionism?
in which she argues that leftwing Israeli intellectuals pose "more than a passing threat" to
the state of Israel, undermining its soul and reducing its will for self-defence.

In addition, Ms Wurmser is a highly qualified, internationally recognised, inspiring and
knowledgeable speaker on the Middle East whose presence would make any "event, radio
or television show a unique one" - according to Benador Associates, a public relations
company which touts her services.

Posted by: remembereringgiap | November 1, 2004 11:03 AM

Deputy Tackles, Arrests Journalist for Photographing Voters

by Jane Daugherty

Â 
A sheriff's spokesman and a county attorney later said the deputy was enforcing a newly
enacted rule from Elections Supervisor Theresa LePore prohibiting reporters from
interviewing or photographing voters lined up outside the polls.

But the arrest drew expressions of outrage from a leading Florida civil liberties expert - and
even from one of LePore's fellow county election supervisors.

Voters lining up outside a Miami polling station to cast early ballots. A sheriff's deputy
tackled, punched and arrested a US journalist for taking pictures of people waiting in line to
cast early ballots in West Palm Beach. (AFP/File/Roberto Schmidt)
When Deputy Al Cinque tried to grab Henry's camera, Henry ran about 100 feet across the
pavement on the side of the elections office before he was tackled by the deputy.

Cinque yelled at Henry, "Hold still, stop moving," after he pinned Henry on the pavement,
punched him in the back and grabbed Henry's left arm to put a handcuff on his wrist.

Cinque then jerked Henry, 54, to his feet by his left arm and slammed his body against a
parked car, where the deputy punched him again as Henry tried to hand him identification
cards that were later found on the pavement.

A widely published free-lance journalist, as well as a Harvard-educated lawyer and
economist, Henry has written for The New York Times, The Washington Post, U.S. News
and World Report and The New Republic.

According to his Web site, www.submergingmarkets.com, he is working on "an
election-year book, due out this fall, that explores how the U.S. is falling behind the rest of
the democratic world, including countries like Brazil and South Africa, with respect to the
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practice of electoral democracy."

Asked why Henry was being arrested, Cinque said, "You're not allowed to take pictures of
voters."

Henry repeatedly told the deputy: "I'm a journalist. I'm a journalist doing my job."

A Palm Beach Post reporter and British journalist Marcus Warren, of the London Daily
Telegraph, witnessed Henry's arrest. So did dozens of waiting voters.

Sheriff's spokesman Paul Miller said that before being transported to the Palm Beach
County Jail, Henry was examined by paramedics when he complained of shoulder pain.
Henry has been charged with disorderly conduct and resisting arrest without violence,
Miller said.

"We're not going to let anyone interfere with the orderly conduct of the elections process
here," Miller said.

LePore refused to come to the main desk of elections headquarters to comment on the
arrest. She did not return later calls for comment.

One of LePore's peers, Leon County Elections Supervisor Ion Sancho, called restricting
reporters and photographers on public sidewalks outside polling places "an outrage. I'm
shocked. The First Amendment right to be there is absolute.

"Outside our early voting place we had Japanese journalists, the BBC, all kinds of reporters
and photographers," added Sancho, who is based in Tallahassee. "It's a public place, a
public sidewalk. There is no statute, no law that can take away your right to talk to
someone who is willing on a public sidewalk as long as no one is obstructing or
interfering."

Howard Simon, executive director of the Florida chapter of the American Civil Liberties
Union, also called Henry's arrest an outrage. "Where did Theresa LePore get the authority
to criminalize activities protected by the First Amendment?"

Henry was one of the original "Nader's raiders" who worked decades ago with consumer
advocate Ralph Nader, and was vice president for strategy for IBM/Lotus before he
founded the Long Island-based Sag Harbor Group, a consulting firm that focuses on
technology strategy. He has continued his investigative reporting career at the same time, in
2004 publishing The Blood Bankers, a book reporting on "dirty banking" in developing
countries. The book includes an introduction from former U.S. Sen. Bill Bradley.

The Rev. George Wilson, a Presbyterian minister from Long Island, N.Y., who
accompanied Henry to West Palm Beach Sunday morning, said Henry was interested in
touch-screen voting in Palm Beach County and had arrived to observe the process.

"We flew down this morning," Wilson said. "I can't believe they're treating him this way.
He was just standing there taking pictures.

"When did taking photographs outside in a public place become a crime?"

Wilson retrieved Henry's Minolta camera with a large lens from the top of the trunk of the
parked car after Henry was put in a sheriff's car.
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Assistant Palm Beach County Attorney Leon St. John, who represents the elections
supervisor, said Henry had been charged with disorderly conduct, a misdemeanor, based on
LePore's instructions to deputies.

He said the charge against Henry was based on new rules LePore implemented Friday,
prohibiting reporters from talking to or photographing voters while they are in line outside
the polls. He said she made the rule as the result of "numerous complaints by voters about
being photographed and interviewed."

However, The Post and other newspapers and television stations had previously
interviewed and photographed voters in line without incident since early voting began Oct.
18. LePore did not mention any new restrictions on interviews and photographs during a
meeting with news media representatives Friday.

As for Henry, St. John said: "From what I understand, this man (Henry) was taking photos
of people in line close up. He was ordered by the deputy to stop and to move to the media
tent...

"He said something inappropriate to the deputy, like 'screw you,' then took a picture of the
deputy. He then took off running and tripped and fell in the parking lot."

In fact, Cinque tackled Henry in the parking lot a few feet from a Post reporter and Warren,
the British journalist.

"That's not what the deputy told me," St. John said.

LePore spokesman Marty Rogol described Henry as "a so-called investigative reporter who
gave people phony credentials."

Told that Henry had been published in The New York Times, The Washington Post and
other publications, Rogol said Henry had presented "Xeroxed credentials that looked phony
and were not accepted" by the deputy who arrested him.

Late Sunday, Miller said Henry "will probably spend the night in jail." He was still there
late Sunday night on $500 bail.

Posted by: remembereringgiap | November 1, 2004 12:17 PM

Nice try.
OBL just mentions as example that he didn't hit Sweden for an obvious reason.
MEMRI is just as reliable as far as Middle East is concerned as the Protocols of the Elders
of Zion is reliable concerning Jewish people. It's a filthy scum of propaganda by wingnut
Likudniks of the worst kind. To put shortly what RGiap quotes, MEMRI just deals with
hate-speech - the same way anti-semites pick some bits of the Torah to convince people the
Jews are blood-thirsty twisted people bent on world domination.
Then, I had supposed that by now people would have some clue as to what to expect from
some posters here.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | November 1, 2004 12:18 PM

I wanted to refute another story that is running in rightwing websites. Many believe that bin
Laden mentions Sweden because it will soon have a muslim majority. I just checked the
CIA factbook and 87% of Swedes are Lutheran. The remaining 13% includes Islam along
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with just about every other religion in the world.

btw it was me at 09:24 AM, I was on another computer and forgot to put my name in the
block

Posted by: Dan of Steele | November 1, 2004 12:39 PM

fauxreal:

excellent post. one observation, though. This describes the predicament of bin Laden. He
has become the very thing he sought to eradicate. This supposes that obl has any real
throne to usurp. His power lies now in the expropriation of his image by friends and
enemies alike. The bigger "problem" you allude to is the way in which aggrieved people
confront U.S. power defined as the latter is by a kind of eschatological certainty that the
means justify the ends of its power. I do not believe obl's role in this struggle, his migration
into sign, guarantees that myopic radicalism will merely replace western colonialism. Why
must this be the case? This is where I disagree w/ rgiap. I think the threat of the endless
displacement of tyranny by tyranny is true in a world in which the means of violence are
concentrated. Now, one person w/ one bomb can change the course of global history. In a
world such as this, a tyrrant's rule is ever tenuous. This is both a terrifying fact, but also
augers some hope for the permanent decentralization of power.

Posted by: slothrop | November 1, 2004 12:42 PM

Well, anyone who thinks Bjorn Lomborg is a reputable scientist would think memri.org is a
reputable web site, I guess :-) There's a reason why that site is known as "Selective
MEMRI." It's a Likudite thinktank propaganda outlet, no more no less -- an interesting
portal into what the Likud are feeding their supporters this week, but apart from that no
more valuable than similar skull-stuffing from, say, the Trotsky Youth Brigade or the John
Birch Society. I make these comparisons only to point out that Leftness and Rightness are
measured on an axis separate from the axis of Truth-ness vs Spin-ness: there are reputable,
thoughtful information sources with a conservative bias and reputable, thoughtful
information sources with a leftist bias, but there are also shameless cherrypicking sites on
all sides, which are nothing more than "advertorials" for a pre-defined ideological position,
i.e. cherry pick the facts to fit the theory. This is the type of agitprop in which Lomborg,
Limbaugh, and MEMRI all specialise.

MEMRI cherrypicks the most loony and extremist ravings from the Arab-language press,
translates them (sometimes exercising a wee bit of editorial creativity), and mass mails the
translations to their subscriber list as well as posting them at the web site. This is rather
like, ummm, a clipping service overseas that carefully clipped all the most incendiary
looneytunes in the US media -- Coulter, Savage, Limbaugh, Delay, Boykin and so forth --
translated them into Arabic and posted the results throughout the Arabic-speaking world.
Maybe there is such a service, who knows?

One could argue that all information is good information and that exposing the lunatics and
hatemongers is a public service. However, one could also argue that the village gossip who
runs from person to person saying, "You'll never guess what X just said about you!" is not
trying to heal rifts but to stoke up resentment and endless feud. If MEMRI were really
dedicated to exposing hate speech and bias in/around the ME, it would expose stupid
hateful rhetoric from within its own (Likudite) camp as well as without, and devote its
efforts to embarrassing American and Israeli Zionists about their own media excesses -- i.e.
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focus on informing them of what their own nutcases are saying and how that reflects on
world opinion of them -- and likewise embarrassing/shaming Arab/Palestinian proponents
about their own media excesses. Instead it runs like the village gossip to B, to pour into her
ear all the poison it can gather from the angry ravings of A -- trying to fan the flames of
Zionist paranoia and Arab-hatred by shoving "the juicy bits" from the opposition press to
the fore each day.

MEMRI's selectivity leaves the casual reader with the impression that only Arabs
(deranged, unbalanced savages that they are) ever go over the top into frothing rage,
childish name-calling, or coldly calculated hate campaigns. Those who watch the Israeli
and US press can find pretty good examples of chillingly hateful, risibly childish,
gut-clenchingly stupid rhetoric aimed at Arabs and Muslims. Such examples only prove
that hate is spewed by hateful persons, that the voice of conscience is all too easily silenced
by self-interest or fear -- and that hateful persons find niches of career opportunity in times
of political conflict, unrest, and anxiety. This truism is human, not racial or national or
historical: the pattern recurs everywhere at all times in all tribes and nations -- the
shit-stirrers gather where the shit is hitting the fan, and help to fling it harder. MEMRI is
just another mischeivous shit-stirrer, that's all.

Posted by: DeAnander | November 1, 2004 12:52 PM

BTW, from the contrarian/libertarian site whatreallyhappened.com [disclaimer: I disagree
w/editor Rivero on practically everything except the folly and essential badness of the Bush
Regime] comes a conservative/libertarian reaction to the Osama video:

You and I are trapped behind Homeland Security, hassled at airports, spied
upon, frisked, and confined to "Free speech zones", while this latest Osama,
clearly rested and healthy, goes where he will, into TV studios, and is able to
send taunting video tapes with impunity.

When the Osamas of the world are free while we who pay the bills are
prisoners, this must be counted a complete failure by the administration which
claims so many extraordinary powers under the banner of the "war on terror".

If many Americans are feeling like this then the tape may well be a serious own goal by the
Rove team.

Posted by: DeAnander | November 1, 2004 01:06 PM

Re: Pat's bogus scaremongering by posting fabricated mistranslations.

Al-Qa`idah for Bush: Dirty tricks are still coming in. It seems that Israel is now trying to
help Bush. Abu Aardvark sent me a message alerting me to MEMRI's attempts at
distortions and falsfications. This outfit (set up by "former" Israeli intelligence officials (see
a link I put a while back to a Guardian article exposing them) has now produced their own
version of the Bin Ladin transcript. Having realized that the Bin Laden tape has not made
the impact (in favor of Bush) that was desired, MEMRI put its own take and twists: by
referring to some anonymous writer on some anonymous website belonging to some
anonymous group from an anonymous country, suggesting that Bin Laden made a threat to
battle ground states (as if Bin Laden knows what battle ground states are). Let me remind
you again: Al-Qa`idah officially endorsed Bush in a statement it had released back in
March, in which it stated that Bush has been very good for the fanatic cause of Bin Laden.
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Despite what William Safire said in today's New York Times, Al-Qa`idah is for Bush, and
the aforementioned statement specifically said that Bush's actions had awakened the
Muslim ummah, etc. The statement went on to say that Democrats are more dangerous to
Al-Qa`idah's cause.

posted by As'ad @ 9:19 AM link

To follow up on the previous post, I went to the "Islamic" kooky website that was cited by
MEMRI in its attempt to offer more scare tactics to the American electorate and to help
Bush. First, the writer is anonymous: nobody knows who he is, and his "pen name" is
Mudad `Uluj (or Anti-`Uluj--and `Uluj is a word (I wrote about it before) that was used by
Saddam's buffoon Minister of Information, Muhammad Sa`id As-Sahhaf, to refer to
American and British forces. And at the end of the very passage that MEMRI refers to, the
writer says: "This does not mean that the Shaykh [Bin Laden] supports Kerry." But that
was conveniently left out. But this is typical MEMRI: they basically provide highly
selective and not always accurate translations of either kooky Muslim fanatics (as
unrepresentative as they are), or of wild Bush Arab fans (as unrepresentative as they are).
The majority of Arab and Muslim public opinion is left out. Yet, it is the source that is now
used by Middle East experts (with no language and culture skills), government officials,
and media people. In today's Al-Quds Al-`Arabi there is a full transcript of the 5 minutes of
the 17-18 minute tape that was obtained by AlJazeera and only partially aired. It will be
revealed at one point, how the Qatari government (the government, not AlJazeera, makes
such deicisions--let us not fool ourselves) made the decision of the selective editing and
airing of the tape, and the role the Bush administration played. We at least know that the
Bush administration had a copy of the full tape before it aired. And Bin Laden fan,
`Abdul-Bari `Atwan (editor of Al-Quds Al-`Arabi) provides a full analysis of the Bin
Laden tape in today's issue and he does not make the points offered by MEMRI. And
MEMRI is wrong: Bin Laden does NOT know about US electoral system, and his
pronounciation of Florida as Floreeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeedaaaaa tells me something.
And most importantly, any voter who wants to listen to Bin Laden or his threats before
casting a ballot is an idiot.

posted by As'ad @ 9:36 AM link

SOURCE

Well done Pat â€“ your â€˜intelligenceâ€™ is so good that you are now bringing
(unattributed) propaganda tricks on behalf of the Republican Party to this blog and
pretending to be â€˜in the knowâ€™. If thatâ€™s how you handle your source material
then it explains a lot about current US military culture â€“ and ethics.

Posted by: Truth is stronger than fiction | November 1, 2004 01:10 PM

Folks calm down, I have cited Memri myself knowing that it is a disinformation outfit.
They mostly translate selected articles from the arabian press, very special selected articles
to be sure, and in 95% of the cases these are translated correctly. This is a case of the other
5% I guess.

Just like DEBKAfile, Memri is an outfit of Israeli/Neocon interests. Often their information
is correct -so you get lured into their game- and the next moment the place some lie purly
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in partisan interest.

Think the New York Times and the articles of Judith Miller - similar case in my view. But
it doesn't stop me from citing Krugman's columns.

Think of my RBN pieces that have captured some of you.

I think it is dangerous to interpret OBLs message any further until the whole 18 minutes are
out and transcripted by someone neutral. We just donÂ´t know who edited this in whatever
interest and should be careful to draw conclusions.

Thread analyse: AlQaida will hit where they a.) can b.) it has publicity value for them c.)
where the economic negative effect for the US is maximized. ThatÂ´s not going to be Ohio
no matter how Ohio votes. Los Angeles port is much more likely as are major oil choke
points in the Middle East.

Posted by: b | November 1, 2004 02:50 PM

full transcript:

Al Jaz

Posted by: dk | November 1, 2004 03:06 PM

Thanks dk, very, very interesting:

Some points from the first read:

As I suspected above, OBL operates very consiesly in the economic realm. He knows
where to get the US

This is in addition to our having experience in using guerrilla warfare and the
war of attrition to fight tyrannical superpowers, as we, alongside the
Mujahideen, bled Russia for ten years, until it went bankrupt and was forced to
withdraw in defeat.
...
So we are continuing this policy in bleeding America to the point of
bankruptcy. Allah willing, and nothing is too great for Allah.
...
And it was to these sorts of notions and their like that the British diplomat and
others were referring in their lectures at the Royal Institute of International
Affairs. (When they pointed out that) for example, al-Qaida spent $500 000 on
the event, while America, in the incident and its aftermath, lost â€“ according
to the lowest estimate â€“ more than 500 billion dollars.

Meaning that every dollar of al-Qaida defeated a million dollars by the
permission of Allah, besides the loss of a huge number of jobs.

As for the size of the economic deficit, it has reached record astronomical
numbers estimated to total more than a trillion dollars.

And even more dangerous and bitter for America is that the Mujahideen
recently forced Bush to resort to emergency funds to continue the fight in
Afghanistan and Iraq, which is evidence of the success of the
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blee[d]-until-bankruptcy plan â€“ with Allah's permission.

He plays the social revolutionary card inside the US (weel he misestimates the US listerns
here I guess)

But the darkness of the black gold blurred his vision and insight, and he gave
priority to private interests over the public interests of America.

So the war went ahead, the death toll rose, the American economy bled, and
Bush became embroiled in the swamps of Iraq that threaten his future.
...
And Bush's hands are stained with the blood of all those killed from both
sides, all for the sake of oil and keeping their private companies in business.
...
Be aware that it is the nation who punishes the weak man when he causes the
killing of one of its citizens for money, while letting the powerful one get off,
when he causes the killing of more than 1000 of its sons, also for money.

He puts out some choices

Finally, it behooves you to reflect on the last wills and testaments of the
thousands who left you on the 11th as they gestured in despair. They are
important testaments, which should be studied and researched.

Among the most important of what I read in them was some prose in their
gestures before the collapse, where they say, "How mistaken we were to have
allowed the White House to implement its aggressive foreign policies against
the weak without supervision." It is as if they were telling you, the people of
America, "Hold to account those who have caused us to be killed, and happy is
he who learns from others' mistakes," And among that which I read in their
gestures is a verse of poetry, "Injustice chases its people, and how unhealthy
the bed of tyranny."

If there would be a movement in the US like in the sixties, many would read that speech
and agree. Today I donÂ´t know if there is any interest.

Posted by: b | November 1, 2004 03:42 PM

Binny understands perfectly well that religion is a pis-aller. That is, if any other
justifications for a political stance and/or political or terrorist action is available, it is best to
use them, while melding in Allah. Sure.

As has often been pointed out, the attack of Iraq and the invasion of Afghanistan played
into his hands. Today, world opinion has turned against the US and it is expedient to
exploit that. The US is shown up to be a violent oppressor, which is what Binny has been
saying all along. ( - points made by b up above as well.)

The US and the Saudis could tolerate Binny in his 'crazed violent religionist' role, while
publicly rejecting him - deliberately twisting the real issues somewhat. Bush's behavior
after 9/11 on this point was exemplary - he stressed several times that not all Muslims were
evil, went to speak in Mosques, etc., thereby underlining that some were.. (Although that is
by now forgotten.) The Saudis, too, emphasised that Binny was a black sheep, an outcast, a
fanatic, etc. I think though that Binny's followers, part of the Arab street, were never fooled
or did not care re. the religious aspect (minus some true fundamentalist types), just as
Bush's followers don't care that Bush lied about WMD, etc.
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Binny used that acceptance to the hilt, appearing several times on World TV, which was
quite extraordinary for a vilified terrorist on the run. Definetly mainstream and respectable
.. sandwiched between Britney Spears and a documentary about China. Yikes.

His following was strong at the time of the Afghan 'war-s' as that was a struggle many
could relate to, on the side of the Taliban, against outside interference (even though the
Taliban were kind of outsiders themselves!) When that petered out his support sagged, but
this is just my judgement from the internet and local gossip.

His belated false confession is peculiar move. Afaik, until now, he has only talked around
9/11, applauding brave Muslims, the movement, etc. and it is the first time he mentions
Atta (whom he most likely never met and certainly couldn't name right after 9/11...)

Interpreting, it might be a pact of non-agression ("I will continue to play my role of chief
culprit, dont you worry") but I don't think so. It now suits him to play that card, post hoc.

What a world.

Be done with the lot of them I say. They are all serving each other's interests and half the
world or more is led by the nose.

That Binny is, or may become, a folk hero is the result of the fact that the Muslim/Arab
world (apologies for the shortcut) lacks leaders or any kind or figures that can be looked up
to. The opposition to corrupt Gvmts. in the various countries has been so efficiently
crushed, with help from the US amongst others, that even some vague, weak, bearded, far
away, paid-patsy terrorist represents -- something. Not much, a little something, all there is.

Gerry Adams -long time Irish republican and leader of the Sinn Fein and previously IRA
(though afaik he denies this to this day)- insisted, through his long career, not over yet, and
throughout his mulitple internments, that only a political solution was viable. But Adams
was facing a situation where some kind of political non-violent path was possible and could
be imagined, mapped out.

Binny is neither in a position to implement such an approach, nor is he capable personally.
(Therefore, his recent mixed message, the hesitation, etc.)

I am in a foul temper so sorry for length, lack or editing, etc. The US election have given
me a simmering headache.

Binny does not count. Al Q won't hit anywhere.

Posted by: Blackie | November 1, 2004 03:46 PM

blackie

i've got your headache too - i don't know whether its the insulin - winter or its pats vision -
of bin laden in a cave somewhere in pakistan watching his dvd of fahrenheit 911 with
ayman al-zawahari dressed up demurely in drag as modern muslim housewife tasking a
map to the wall of the cave follwing diligently cnn voting maps in red & blue & the two of
them getting cosy while imaginig idaho, messing with minneapolis, going crazy with
chicago, maxing out in minessota, taking down texas, dressing down dallas etc etc & the
two of them getting cuddly as all good islamic fighters do praising allah for this & for that -
& both of them wearing their yves st laurent eyeglasses, montbllancs in hand noting very
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carefully all the fluctuations - in the swiiiiiiiiiiiiing staaaaaaates & noting well the menace
of tewwoooooooowism - the threat that this contractors son & the egyptian doctor driving
themselves into erotic bliss with all their infinite possibilities - being reminded by hassan at
the door that they are in fact in a cave in the assehole of the universe - their followers not
up to much these days except to praise allah for this & that & watching the secular
resistance - the national battle for iraq not giving them too much credit & their good sons -
really more friendly with the iranians who are a little smarter - a little more cunning in the
ways of the world & who are not reduced to caves.....& so they go off to bed arm in arm
awaiting armageddon as is the duty of all messianic commanders in chief of the all
enveloping armies of islam

well the vision gets a little lurid...... & i've also a headache of collosal proportions hoping i
haven't been poisoned as arafat obviouslly has been - waiting for tommorow & hoping.....`

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | November 1, 2004 05:01 PM

speaking of headaches, I've had headaches more on than off for two weeks running. I've
attributed them to the rain, the election, and two thousand things I should be doing rather
than posting here.

I feel like I'm typing posts as a form of pacing the floors. Nervous tension.

After four years of near-constant propaganda and outrages to my sensibilities, I want the
U.S. to be rid of the Bush crew.

btw, does anyone here know when Tommy decided to drop the color-coded Pavlovian
trick? I can't remember the exact date, but I wonder if it coincided with so many Americans
watching Fahrenheit 9-11? Anyone here have dates on those two?

Posted by: fauxreal | November 1, 2004 05:14 PM

waiting for tommorow & hoping

I'll try to vote again for you.

Posted by: slothrop | November 1, 2004 05:33 PM

slothrop

yes do that my friend

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | November 1, 2004 06:04 PM

i too am full of nervous tension. smoking, going upstairs, then down. can't work, checking
the polls over and over. just rented and watched control room. i swear i will explode if
kerry doesn't make it. i am good for nothing and have been like this for too long. having
stupid conversations w/ friends like 'do you know ANYONE voting for bush?' one more
day.in total shock mode.

Posted by: annie | November 1, 2004 06:43 PM
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@ Slothrop:

Hell, vote 5 or 6 times.

Even the dead have been known to vote multiple times before lunch in certain parrishes in
Louisiana.

Shouldn't be hard for the living to pull off.

Posted by: Earl Long | November 1, 2004 07:05 PM

we are shaped irrevocably by the paths we follow in pursuit of our goals -- so much so that
those goals may be forever lost to us in the ugly future determined by our chosen means

That quote from the article on Arendt stays in my mind because I think it explains what
went wrong in this country years ago when
Critchfield decided to recruit
Gehlenafter WW II and thus pervert U.S. intelligence operations.

...the CIA papers raise critical questions about American foreign policy and the origins of
the Cold War.

The decision to recruit Nazi operatives had a negative impact on U.S.-Soviet relations and
set the stage for Washington's tolerance of human rights' abuses and other criminal acts in
the name of anti-Communism. With that fateful sub-rosa embrace, the die was cast for a
litany of antidemocratic CIA interventions around the world.

Some of these same Nazis were in Chili to help with Pinochet's regime, along with some
members of the CIA. Would the School of the Americas have existed without this "ends
justifying means" collaboration?

Secret documents declassified by the Clinton administration show that the CIA's
collaboration with the ex-Nazis was not merely a marriage of convenience. It was more like
a deal with the devil.

The documents reveal that Gehlen had hired and protected hundreds of Nazi war criminals.
The more notorious of these Hitler henchmen included Alois Brunner, Adolf Eichmann's
right-hand man in orchestrating the Final Solution, and Emil Augsburg, who directed the
Wansee Institute where the Final Solution was formulated and who served in a unit that
specialized in the extermination of Jews. Another was the former Gestapo chief Heinrich
Muller, Adolf Eichmann's immediate superior whose signature appears on orders written
in 1943 for the deportation of 45,000 Jews to Auschwitz for killing.

Furthermore, the Gehlen Org was so thoroughly penetrated by Soviet spies that CIA
operations in Eastern Europe often ended in the murder of its agents. To top it off, the Org
fed the CIA a steady diet of misinformation that fanned the flames of East-West hostility
â€“ and thus assured the Org the continued patronage of Washington.

Many historians of the CIA's early days have concluded that letting the ex-Nazis in was the
CIA's original sin, a moral failure that also resulted in the distortion of the intelligence
given U.S. policymakers during the crucial early years of the Cold War.

Critchfield was also responsible for putting Saddam Hussein in power.
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Posted by: fauxreal | November 1, 2004 07:41 PM

fauxreal

it was worse than that - imagine a meeting of madmen - wild bill donovan ,the brothers
dulles dulles, james jesus angleton & you begin with some seriously bent men. men who
delighted in their perversion. james jesus angelton - a great friend of mossad - who till his
dying days sd that the cia was directed by kgb moles - he accused amongst them - richard
helms - these madmen treated intelligence like some sort of harvard or yale club - not so
different from their british brethren who had been since the early thirties just a branch
office of moscow centre - they were so vain these madmen that the kgb worked amongst
them with ease & had all the intelligence they wanted

operatives were clerks with higher degrees from genteel universities

clowns one & all. they had no idea of the strains being felt in eastern europe, did not have
the capacity to comprehend that the soviet union was collapsing from within - as an
intelligence agency they were to all effects & purposes - inoperative

what they excelled in & you are right to make the gehlen connection is their systemisation
of the cruder aspects of the trade - interrogation, torture & assasination that they developed
into a fine art all over latin america, africa & asia where they trained generation after
generation of murderers

in the west what they did was to corrupt morally the intelligentsia both of the right & left -
they did that through their funding of associations for cultural freedom, voice of america &
through buying off journalists - that these people do not deserve to be called commentators
- people like podhoretz & his kind - slimy & stupid men who took the dollar every time

there are many histories, there is a novel also called 'flowers for mother' which is based on
james jesus angelton which expose in a sorry way what this intelligence service actually
was

it would not even merit serious attention today because the history is so comic but that that
it entails generations of dead people who were the results of the asinine conversations of
this most cruel crowd

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | November 1, 2004 08:00 PM

@fauxreal what went wrong in this country years ago when Critchfield decided to recruit
Gehlen after WW II and thus pervert U.S. intelligence operations

imho you could not be more right. the decision to salvage and recycle the Nazi nets was a
deeply corrupt and deeply corrupting move, and its poison has spread and spread... it's a
history that needs to be told, an antidote to the Disney cartoon version of WWII that all
Amurkans are fed from grade school on.

Posted by: DeAnander | November 1, 2004 08:20 PM

@RG:

The FBI developed in much the same fashion. A bunch of "College Boys" take the field.
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They ultimately beat Dillinger, Floyd, the Barkers, etc.; the myths get started; questionable
and mistaken techniques get institutionalized, ETC. An excellent book on the origins of the
FBI is Public Enemies.

Posted by: FlashHarry | November 1, 2004 08:23 PM

Headaches: I am not even prone to headaches. Reading the above, I keep seeing the framed
letter signed by Richard Helms that my father proudly has hanging on the wall praising him
for an award for his photography. I grew up with a father who went directly from OSS to
CIA and could never talk about what he did at work but who to this day (in his 80s) takes
the most achingly beautiful and sensitive photographs. Note to parents: I took vacation
tomorrow to be a poll watcher and to do my little part to upset all he believes in.

Posted by: beq | November 1, 2004 08:34 PM

Zut!

Tabernack!

What a thread!

Okay, my real feelings. Sorry rememberinggiap that you are feeling unwell -- I am once
again amazed at your speed of thought and erudition. Stay steel. Yes, what do I know!

Great to see DeAnander posting, likewise. And who is Beria? Okay, we have to just wait
and see I guess what happens tomorrow.

There's a tremendous argument in favor of saving tuition and instead hanging out at the
library with the free books and Internet, or even splurging on getting the internets at home.

I'll echo rg's thanks to b.

Posted by: jonku | November 1, 2004 08:41 PM

headaches, neckaches, delirium transates itself into three hours at the phone bank cheerily
reminding ohioans to vote tomorrow, and when i sit still for a moment and think about the
enormity of tomorrow there is the ache of a giant pit in my stomach. kerry MUST win,
must. cautiously optimistic as i am, now that the final hours approach it frightens me to
realize i just do not know what to expect tomorrow, what will they do next? and what about
the day after tomorrow? no matter which way you slice it there is an apocalytic aspect that
is chilling.

Posted by: conchita | November 1, 2004 09:45 PM

all my american friends

its marshall leonard cohens four in the morning in france
& i'm sick as hell but i want to wish you well on this day
for the possibilities you make me see are really on offer in your country

avec force et amitÃ©

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | November 1, 2004 09:48 PM
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Angleton and William Colby's disagreements over the future of Angleton's
counter-intelligence program was the basis for Orchids For Mother, by Aaron Latham,
editor of New York magazine at the time. More reading on Angleton, counter-intelligence,
and literature at Of Moles and Molehunters.

Posted by: b real | November 1, 2004 11:27 PM

@Slothrop

If things go to our liking Tuesday, my bets are that the image on the t-shirt will in five, ten
maybe twenty years from now, be that of non-other than George W Bush - and will be
worn not by pop stars, but by young religious zealots in homage to his martyrdom.

Posted by: anna missed | November 2, 2004 12:25 AM

Otherwise it's a crash course in glossolatia.

Posted by: anna missed | November 2, 2004 03:27 AM

Thanks to all for this excellent thread.
Juan Cole's
comments
on the Osama video and the Arab "wilaya" as
"state", as well as his comments on Memri
may be of further interest, although they
essentially confirm what has been put in
the record here by b and others. I do think it is important to insist on Memri's sponsors,
agenda,
and tactics. They are very good at their work, and
as Cole points out well funded by "someone". I suspect that forums like MOA are a bit
bothersome to
the funders of Memri, Jinsa, WINEP, and the panoply
of pro-Likkud propaganda organs since "we" have, so far, been able to maintain a critical
approach to their offerings without descending into an easily
caricatured extremism. There are other equally
"suspicious" fonts of "objective" information, like
the Jamestown
Foundation which, to my uninformed but jaundiced eye, seems to harken back to the
golden age of CIA front organizations fromt the 1950's like the Cultural Freedom
Foundation, and various student groups, replete with both "witting" and "unwitting"
operatives, and of course Bernhard seems to have unearthed another one operating in
Europe last week.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | November 2, 2004 08:41 AM

@hannahK -- the old catchphrase used to be "The Mighty Wurlitzer," i.e. the stable of
reliable, tame media organs which CIA could mobilise to spread their latest viral meme. I
think we are now seeing several Mighty Wurlitzers in the media realm; Wurmser's is just
one of them. There's the Murdoch empire, the Black empire, and so forth.
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Posted by: DeAnander | November 2, 2004 12:56 PM

Even the dead have been known to vote multiple times before lunch in certain parrishes in
Louisiana.

Q: Why do they bury the dead above ground in Louisiana?

A: It's easier to get up and vote that way.

(an old joke)

Modern question: What really will Kerry do about Iraq that's different from Bush?

Posted by: Huey Long | November 2, 2004 07:01 PM

anna missed

count on it

Posted by: slothrop | November 2, 2004 11:35 PM

"to my liking"

none of this is. To borrow from Stuart Hall. Bush stealed away in the nioght, and this
puerile texas abstraction of the American way, took a crap on my family table, polluting the
usual conviviality of my political/philosophical relations w/ the people I love.

I don't think I love them anymore.

Bush 'wins' florida.

Posted by: slothrop | November 2, 2004 11:40 PM

"I have seen the mermaids singing, each to each....

I do not think they will sing to me."

fuck it. I'm going to drink the last of this cheap shiraz and sleep, me droogs...

Posted by: slothrop | November 2, 2004 11:43 PM
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October 31, 2004

Good News

Just stumbled over this piece of good news:

WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Republican presidential nominee George W. Bush
holds a 49-to-43 percent edge over his Democratic rival in the latest
CNN/Time poll, conducted Wednesday and Thursday.

The poll of 2,060 adult Americans, including 1,076 likely voters, has a margin
of error of plus or minus three percentage points and is thus in essential
agreement with a CNN/USA Today/Gallup tracking poll also released Friday.
That poll gives Bush a 52 percent-39 percent edge. More important, both polls
show the same snapshot of the current state of the presidential campaign: a
solid advantage for Bush.

CNN/Time poll: Bush holds edge

Posted by Bernhard on October 31, 2004 at 08:43 AM | Permalink

Comments

The poll was taken pre-DUI. The Gore campaign's unloading of that bomb the weekend
before the election did a lot of damage, like the RDX story might have this time around,
had CBS been able to hold it until tonight.

I predicted a Gore win last time. I was half right (or completely right, if you subscribe to
the stolen election senario.) I predict a Bush win this time and, who knows?, perhaps he'll
take the popular vote and Kerry will walk away with the only thing that matters - the EC.
Then we can finally put to bed much rancor and heartbreak.

Posted by: Pat | October 31, 2004 09:30 AM

That poll has been flying around the internet for a few days and it is good news. In current
polling Bushies negatives are up, and the race is even. Bushie barely pulled out the last
election with a large poll lead going into the last election. I believe Bushie is toast on
Tuesday. Bye, bye Bushhie, bye, bye.

I have really noticed the change in strategy since the Clinton people came in to help. Joe
Lockhart and Mike McCurry. These guys have focused on hammering Bushie and driving
up his negatives. Even when the OBL tape came out, Kerry took a sort of nuetrat stance but
still injected the "see, OBL is still running around, I will hunt the terrorist down" etc. etc.
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Clintons boys have the war room in full charge mode.

Also, while I questioned the strategy of not answering the swift boat ads, it looks like it was
a good strategy because we are not hearing a word from them, the story has died, and Kerry
has plenty of money left to make the hard push in the end. But I do say the debates will be
the point that Kerry took over the election if he wins on Tuesday.

But remember everyone, if Kerry is elected it is only a stepping stone to a more progressive
agenda for the US. We must move forward and be ever pushing for the progressive agenda
that includes good jobs, an energy policy thats sane, and taxation that doesn't suck money
from the lower classes to pay for government.

Posted by: jdp | October 31, 2004 09:49 AM

Heck.

It is good news.

But this isn't last year...the media clearly biases its polls to show a close race when any fool
can see that W is toast...

If the votes are counted.

They will not be, for reasons I assume patrons of MOA know well.

There will be election-day chaos, multiple state and fed lawsuits, and the whole schmear
will be tossed to the Supremes in a month or two...and W will be in.

If Kerry is elected somehow, I agree we have lots to whip on--repealing the Patriot Act,
ending the asinine war, appointing sane people to the courts, and ending the stupid
godforsaken idiotic self-fulfilling and self-perpetuating War on Terror.

But I don't figure W and crew wish to be prosecuted for violating the Geneva Convention
under our own, domestic, gen-u-wine federal law--The War Crimes Act, which provides for
the death penalty. Anyone who thinks these brazen freaks are going down in a simple
election has managed to hang on to optimism I can no longer summon.

Yeah. The weasels are definitely circling. And my aim and eyesight grow weak--

Posted by: thepuffin | October 31, 2004 10:20 AM

Tim Russert is a "media whore". Just watched him on msnbc "interview" Giuliani. It went
on like this:

RUSSERT: Let me ask you a random question that will allow you to recite
your RNC talking points. And remember that I will not stop your spin to
correct the facts.

GIULIANI: That's a tough question, Tim. ... Americans united after 9/11 ...
Kerry anti-military , coz had reversed flag on the cover of his book 30 years
ago, against Gulf War I , against Reagan weapons programs ... 9/11 took away
1 mln jobs ... Bush magically turned around economy ... Osama is our enemy
in this election ... Bush will save us all ... I can go on like this forever Tim, coz
the RNC hardwired this stuff into my brain and I repeat it in a loop, Tim.
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RUSSERT: I do not have a follow up question. Thank you for the honest talk.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 31, 2004 01:22 PM

I found the transcript online:
http://msnbc.msn.com/id/6362470/

MR. GIULIANI: Well, I mean, the fact is the president has shown much
stronger leadership with regard to terrorism than John Kerry. I mean, John
Kerry has changed his position on the war maybe 12, 14 times. He's changed
his position on terrorism numerous times. He's voted against--I mean, I find
this absolutely mind-boggling for a man who wants to be commander in chief
in time of war--he voted against the Persian Gulf War. When Saddam Hussein
invaded Kuwait, John Kerry voted against it. It didn't pass his global test. It
even passed Syria's global test but not his.

So these are very, very important issues. This is the end of the campaign.
The country has got to select the man they think is better able to handle a
wartime situation. And John Kerry has found himself always on the side of
being anti-war, anti-military--a whole career in the United States Senate
that he ignores in which he's voted against military funding. During the
Ronald Reagan era, he was against our military. When he came back from
Vietnam, he was against our military. He was against the Persian Gulf
War. He consistently attacks our military now. He does it in the guise of
attacking the leadership, but, in fact, he's attacking the military, the same
way he did after Vietnam. [sic!]

MR. RUSSERT: He will say he voted for all major defense expenditures, even
ones that Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney wanted to cut.

MR. GIULIANI: Oh, I was in the Reagan administration. I remember one of
the strongest opponents of Ronald Reagan's buildup of our military, which he
had to do after President Carter [not true], was John Kerry. One of the
biggest opponents of probably the thing that brought down the Soviet
Union--as Gorbachev says, Ronald Reagan spent him into oblivion, spent
the Soviet Union into oblivion. One of the biggest opponents of that was
John Kerry, and I remember that as if it were yesterday.

MR. RUSSERT: Let me turn it to ...

If you count it, it's only after 17 sentences of spin when Russert does one meager attempt at
interviewing when he suggests what a potential Kerry defense would be. This gives
Giuliani a good base to spin it some more in 5 sentences by assuming the
authority/eye-witness role.

I hope I do not have to remind anyone that a just court would give no weight to a witness
with a obvious conflict of interest. But Russert is merely a silent aparatchik who reads from
the script he was given.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 31, 2004 01:54 PM

I have no idea who will win. The younger, first time voters are the unknown right now, and
they are not polled. Actually, I've never known anyone who was polled, ever.
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I think it's a mistake to think that Kerry will come in to office, if he wins, and make
wholesale changes. For one thing, it depends on who wins the Legislative seats. For
another, I think he does want to try to unite a very factious nation, and because of this, he
will not want to scare people who are already scared. Whether he can succeed in uniting the
nation, however, is also unknown and seems unlikely at this time, unless some of the
rhetoric cools down, and since hate sells and energizes the base, I don't see that happening.

If Bush wins, I predict that we will continue to be extremely divided because it will be the
second election which he will have gained under clouds of suspicion about the actions of
his brother and his friends at Diebold.

In addition, Bush's advisors have a stated radical agenda in foreign policy, economics, and
in issues of separation of church and state. We've seen these in action already. These
policies have already proven to be highly divisive.

If Bush wins, I would not be surprised and in fact would expect that we will see another
attack on American soil. If Kerry wins, I don't know...but unless some sort of diplomatic
maneuvers are made vis a vis our Middle Eastern foreign policy. If no change, then I would
also expect that there will be another attack on American soil.

I think we've been told this recently, as a matter of fact.

Since I cannot change what will happen, sometimes I think I should just become a mental
hermit and find some consolation in some totally archaic author like Anatole France.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 31, 2004 03:14 PM

Josh Marshall has some very good coverage of the polls with quite good news.

Posted by: conchita | October 31, 2004 04:07 PM

Some importend ideas in this WaPo Outlook: When Did Voting Get So Intimidating?

On the eve of an election in a great nation trying to sell the idea of democracy
to the rest of the world, it is a scandal that so many Americans are wondering
whether judges and lawyers -- not voters -- will decide the outcome. It is a
scandal that one side suspects the other of trying to depress turnout in the
name of fighting fraud. It is a scandal that all this talk of a disputed election
may discourage some voters from going to the polls. It is a scandal that we
have taken a basic act of citizenship and turned it into a complicated, litigated,
chad-infested, technologically convoluted and anxiety-ridden act.
...
getting our electoral system right is imperative. We ask our men and women in
uniform to die to bring free and fair elections to other countries. Surely we can
work harder to make our way of voting a model and not risk turning it into a
laughingstock.

And to me, writing from Europe, it is already a laughingstock. An Electoral College by the
way is undemocratic in its concept.

There are two principle ways to vote:
- if everybody is registrated with address and has a photo ID and if you have paper ballots
(Germany and others) - you can make sure that there is not double voting and that
everybody has a chance to vote. IÂ´m not aware of any trouble ever in German voting
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(after 1945)
- if you donÂ´t want registration and IDs everybody who votes gets a pink finger with
some undeletable (for three days) ink.

The alleged super democracy of the United States is not even able to vote without 20,000
lawers interfearing. What "right" is left to talk about "democracy" in other countries?

Posted by: b | October 31, 2004 05:18 PM

Wooo hooo! This will be the first time ever that GPL-wielding, EFF-loving,
FSF-supporting little ol' me ever cheered for a intellectual property rights C&D! You go
John Hall.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 31, 2004 11:39 PM

If the vote was fair and square Kerry would win with a landslide.

Say 60 %. (? From a mountain in Switzerland.)

All the polls are off. All overstimate a Bush win. Research has shown that many people
prefer to vote for the announced, expected or potential winner, which is why, in part, polls
exist, are manipulated, and published.

France, for example, has a law that prohibits any poll results being published one week
before elections.

Pollsters, like the media, do the job that is expected of them.

Insiduously, and in many cases in good faith.

(From my knowledge, please correct...) Polls in the US are conducted by phone, and to
fixed phones (cheap and easy..) as well as to registered voters. That is, to people with a
home, a fixed address, a voter registration. Never to mobile phones, which young people
have. Never to people not on an official list.

I know a respectable elderly Republican couple who lives in Detroit, Michigan - they have
been polled 7 times in the last 10 years!

In the US, one third or more of people hang up when a pollster calls. In other countries, that
can stretch to 80%. And that is only taking into account those who answer in the first
place..that is, are home in the afternoon..

The ones who hang on, are diligent and obedient and have time to waste - are the elderly,
the patient, the established, the obfuscated middle class...etc.

Running a good poll is very difficult and very expensive. It is not generally done. The
people who pay for them want quick and cheap results. Pollsters comply, they have to eat
too.

Posted by: Blackie | November 1, 2004 04:27 PM
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« Billmon: Osama's Endorsement | Main | Good News »

October 31, 2004

Billmon: The Face of American Fascism

Billmon finds more analogies.

Posted by Bernhard on October 31, 2004 at 03:54 AM | Permalink

Comments

PNAC

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 31, 2004 07:21 AM

real nazis

Posted by: Anon | October 31, 2004 03:43 PM

http://dneiwert.blogspot.com/2004_09_19_dneiwert_archive.html#109028353137888956

http://dneiwert.blogspot.com/2004_09_26_dneiwert_archive.html#109563628314780505

http://dneiwert.blogspot.com/2004_10_03_dneiwert_archive.html#109596147171278590

http://dneiwert.blogspot.com/2004_10_10_dneiwert_archive.html#109694976530359103

http://dneiwert.blogspot.com/2004_10_17_dneiwert_archive.html#109755467135245579

The Rise of Pseudo Fascism; all 5 parts

If this works I know know how to link, brave new world

Posted by: anna missed | October 31, 2004 06:54 PM

Damn! misled again, anyway these are pretty good articles.

This is the third time an "expert" has shown me how to make a proper link and it has'nt worked.

Posted by: anna missed | October 31, 2004 06:58 PM

type this
<a
href="http://dneiwert.blogspot.com/2004_09_19_dneiwert_archive.html#109028353137888956">part
one</a>

to get this

part one
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Posted by: b real | October 31, 2004 08:00 PM

Hatred definitely is powerful weapon for politicians. And easy to spread trough propaganda. I
remember how I had to fight deep in me with my inner self in order not to allow them to fill me with
it. And I was strong in my believes and many were notâ€¦
They can use it to make you hate anybodyâ€¦from OBL to your own child/ parentâ€¦thatâ€™s how
diabolic it is. When Milosevic and his propaganda (same on other sides with Croats and Muslims and
their leaders and propaganda) made their people hate those others they finally came to the point to
turn US against US. I remember at one point the oldies (which were Milosevic supporters) were
pushed to go and literally physically fight youngsters (opposition supporters). They had their
meetings the same day but different places in Belgrade. Youngsters protested Milosevic and Oldies
were out there to support him. Through radio station (free one that Milosevic tried to shut up
numerous times) youngsters heard that oldies are coming to beat them. Now tell me how you are
supposed to beat an old woman/man when you are three times more powerful? But they had to. And it
was ugly picture that Milosevic wanted to be able to show on his TV to â€œproveâ€• that opposition
supporters are cruel barbarians who can beat their grandparentsâ€¦
I just do hate all that scum.

Posted by: vbo | October 31, 2004 11:06 PM

b real
hey thanks !

vbo
that really happened? man thats awful from every perspective.

Posted by: anna missed | November 1, 2004 02:43 AM

Thanks for the Orcinus link! I hadn't really read him yet and now have to~!

Posted by: francoise | November 3, 2004 05:08 PM
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« Billmon: The Future Belongs to Me | Main | Billmon: The Face of American Fascism »

October 29, 2004

Billmon: Osama's Endorsement

Billmon on Osama's Endorsement for Bush:

... a boogeyman with which to frighten that last sliver of undecided voters into
rejecting change. Al Qaeda, it seems, has evolved into one hell of an effective
527 organization.

Posted by Bernhard on October 29, 2004 at 06:40 PM | Permalink

Comments

First reactions of the campaigns:

Kerry said "we are absolutely united in our determination to hunt down and
destroy Osama bin Laden and the terrorists" and told reporters, "I will stop at
absolutely nothing to hunt down and capture or kill the terrorists."

... absolutely nothing ...

Bush, campaigning in the showdown state of Ohio, vowed "Americans will
not be intimidated or influenced by an enemy of our country" and said "we
will prevail" in the war on terror

... not influenced by an enemy ...

Posted by: b | October 29, 2004 07:10 PM

HereÂ´s the link for above quotes Bush, Kerry Vow to Destroy Bin Laden After Tape

Posted by: b | October 29, 2004 07:11 PM

I dunno if this little trick will work or not because although it will obviously hit some
viscerally I'd have thought those people are gonna vote for midget brain anyway. Others
will be jolted into remembering that after 3 years, billions of dollars and thousands of lives
Osama is still out there making TV broadcasts whenever he likes.
Dems are gonna have to play hardball and keep hitting the Bush- Bin Laden connection.
George H needs to be asked what Osama's dad said when the planes flew into the WTC.
Kerry and Edwards need to keep asking "why is this man still free?" Other dems need to
keep hammering away on the Bin Laden Bush family friendship.
There's no point in getting too cute and trying to tell the electorate that given that the only
person who can benefit by bin laden's appearance is Bush, Bin Laden must want Bush
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re-elected. The sort of ppl who will be influenced by this stuff need simple messages
repeated over and over.

Posted by: Debs in '04 | October 29, 2004 07:24 PM

Sure OBL would like Bushie re-elected. The man is a cartoon character worldwide. OBL
probably gets a kick out of Bushie the fuck-up.

So Billmon finally woke up from the long sleep just long enough to slap us with a Hitler
story line and the OBL news. I wish you would have been in the trenches the whole fall!

Posted by: jdp | October 29, 2004 07:40 PM

jdp - the whole fall has been nothing but "shut up, get in line and push Kerry over the finish
line." Different voices were not only not welcome but attacked viciously on leftwing blogs.
Maybe rightly so, because why speak when the die has already been cast. Sometimes one
can only choose between silence or not speaking truthfully.

Posted by: Marie | October 29, 2004 07:50 PM

focus on the future.

what's done is done this fall, this year, this quadrennial cycle.

how the hell are we going to turn a kerry victory at the polls into a victory for the peoples
of the world and the notion of participatory democracy. how in the name of g*d are we
going to deliver on the need for leadership on civil rights, fossil fuel, rogue states and
NGOs, in a way that convinces people not to vote for ABBK in 2008?

Posted by: mm | October 29, 2004 08:28 PM

Billmon is right, Americans affected by the fear of Bin Laden will not listen to reason.
They are thinking with the guts and their guts are scared. Kerry needs to have a
"Braveheart" type moment between now and the election to help people overcome their
fear and embolden them to fight against Bush and his fearmongering.

Posted by: Kilgore | October 29, 2004 08:44 PM

kilgore???

Thought you told KV that you're done.

Posted by: RossK | October 29, 2004 08:55 PM

juan cole has more
``It never occurred to us that the commander-in-chief of the American armed forces would
leave 50,000 of his citizens in the two towers to face these horrors alone,'' he said, referring
to the number of people who worked at the World Trade Center.
``It appeared to him (Bush) that a little girl's talk about her goat and its butting was more
important than the planes and their butting of the skyscrapers. That gave us three times the
required time to carry out the operations, thank God,'' he said.
In planning the attacks, bin Laden said he told Mohammed Atta, one of the hijackers, that
the strikes had to be carried out "within 20 minutes before Bush and his administration
noticed."
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Posted by: annie | October 29, 2004 09:00 PM

juan cole has more
``It never occurred to us that the commander-in-chief of the American armed forces would
leave 50,000 of his citizens in the two towers to face these horrors alone,'' he said, referring
to the number of people who worked at the World Trade Center.
``It appeared to him (Bush) that a little girl's talk about her goat and its butting was more
important than the planes and their butting of the skyscrapers. That gave us three times the
required time to carry out the operations, thank God,'' he said.
In planning the attacks, bin Laden said he told Mohammed Atta, one of the hijackers, that
the strikes had to be carried out "within 20 minutes before Bush and his administration
noticed."

Posted by: annie | October 29, 2004 09:00 PM

First, glad Billmon is back. Let's not question the absence. Second, anyone with a brain
who knows how to use it can only be swayed towards/more energized for the K-E ticket
after the OBL missive, because Bush-Cheney have had the opportunity to take their best
shot at him and failed. Third, as Adlai Stevenson said in response to the supporter who said
"every thinking person supports you"..."yes, but I need a majority!"

So get out there this weekend and proselytize for change!

Posted by: maxcrat | October 29, 2004 09:04 PM

I can see it know, the sheeple drinking the OBL is a threat kool aid.

Jeebus, it just amazes me how that asshole shows up four days before the election on some
tape. Talk about your October suprise.

Also, I've noticed that the Bushies minions are traveling all over saying he is ahead and
going to win by 10 points. Talk about trying to sure up the base. Gotta keep the fundies
happy. You can teel by Bushies travels that they are worried.

Oh yah, Kos believes the OBL thing won't have legs.

I am keeping up the faith that kerry wins. But there is no stopping after that. We need to
elect someone even more progressive or a progressive congress.

Posted by: jdp | October 29, 2004 09:23 PM

Billmon,

Please go back in your hidey hole.

You are like the ex-girlfriend who fucks like a porn-star on viagra, then one day, long after
she left you standing in the rain, calls you up and wants to go "out for a drink."

You know that if you accept the offer, she'll blow your mind one more time, but you know
that in the morning, like the whore she is, she'll be long gone.

Sincerely,
E
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Posted by: Espumoso | October 29, 2004 09:59 PM

I simply can't make myself believe the OBL tape is on the up and up. Billmon's right that
it's better than an attack -- almost too perfect designed to stir the Bush base with the pet
goat dig to stir that visceral loathing of Michael Moore; but just in case some voters
perceive the message as a taunt to Bush only, a line promising Kerry is no safe haven. And,
of course, the timing, making sure those clips of the disasterous Pentagon briefing about the
Al Qa Qaa explosives are bumped from evening news.

Posted by: cs | October 29, 2004 10:31 PM

Espumoso having a hard time getting it up lately? don't take it out on billmon. guys always
call girls whores when they don't have what it takes to keep them around. maybe it's jerks
like you he needed a break from.

Posted by: annie | October 29, 2004 10:31 PM

``God knows that it had not occurred to our mind to attack the towers, but after our
patience ran out and we saw the injustice and inflexibility of the American-Israeli alliance
toward our people in Palestine and Lebanon, this came to my mind,'' he said.

this more than anything tells me what he wants out of this. who can better provide this
attention. w/ arafat in the hospital and this 'withdrawl' at gaza. why are we not even
engaged over there?? instead of focusing on retribution the safest course of action in terms
of our own security is to pour attention into the healing process. something bush is
incapable of.

Posted by: annie | October 29, 2004 10:45 PM

oh, cmon annie, espumosa was pretty funny.

Posted by: slothrop | October 29, 2004 11:39 PM

Steve Gilliard also has a different take.

Posted by: | October 30, 2004 12:17 AM

so much stuff hitting the fan now. more shock & awe aimed at the electorate. i'm still trying
to get past the notion that "al QaQa" isn't some evil pun-ster's idea of a joke. kinda like
9-1-1...

if bush supporters cannot see that their candidate's platform is only concerned w/ dividing
this nation and not working to bring it together, they probably deserve whatever nightmare
they put themselves through. score another one for the evil men at langley.

Posted by: b real | October 30, 2004 12:20 AM

Nah, I personally don't think Espumosa was being particularly funny, any more than if he
had started ranting about Billmon being as low and ornery as a n*gger or k*ke or f*ggot.
Insulting someone by comparing them to a despised, inferior Other is an easy shot; but
imho it always insults even more the Other being used as the invidious comparison, and
therefore isn't really funny unless one shares the scorn/contempt for that Other... which in
this case I (personally) don't. I don't think calling women "whores" when we don't like their
behaviour is much different from calling Black folks Uppity N*ggers when we don't like
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their behaviour -- seem to recall Yoko had something to say along those lines a few
decades ago. It says something about the US Left that misogyny is still funny, decades after
overt racism became pas comme il faut.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 30, 2004 01:54 AM

Me thinks Espumosa, whoever the hell that may be, has a wee bit of a problemo
w/abandonment in addition to hatred of women...since women hating men aren't dignified
by calling them misanthropes, I don't care to use misogyny to dignify the reverse....

But onto OBL....it must be obvious now to even the dolts why they didn't kill him off in
Tora Bora.

It'll be so wonderful to have an Pres. that doesn't have to have someone to hate to be able to
get out of bed in the am...(see David Brock's Blinded by the Right - tho he was referring to
others of the radical right persuasion)...who doesn't need a war to feel like a man...Tuesday
can't come soon enough...

But do read Bev Harris' Blackboxvoting.org for a taste of things to come. ...She has new
post today on missing Audit Logs from last election in her county, logs that would reveal
computer tampering, during exactly the hours when the votes were being counted &
tampering would occur...

Posted by: jj | October 30, 2004 03:03 AM

It is so painfully clear that Osama and George belong to the same" mutual admiration
society", only missing (for those old enough to remember)" my baby and me".

Heres a mothership spin opportunity for the Dems: Osama is obviously pleading for the
re-election of Bush. His appeal, to the Muslim world is totally bound to the wreckless,
ham- fisted, and incompetent policy machinations of the Bush administration -- to
illustrate, recrute, and finance the Al-Qaeda spearhead of resistance for the whole of Islam
against the crusaders.

A vote for Bush is a vote for Osama

Posted by: anna missed | October 30, 2004 03:32 AM

DeA already said it, but I can say it shorter: Espumoso wasnÂ´t funny, he was sexist. Annie
was funny.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 30, 2004 05:00 AM

Good grief! Political Correctness runs rampant among us.

I too feel slighted in some weird way by the abrupt and totally unexpected departure of
billmon. I understand how one could be reluctant to run back and embrace him after being
"left standing in the rain"

You do not have to be a woman to be a whore. At the end of the day we are all whores, we
just ask for varying amounts and call it something else.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 30, 2004 05:49 AM
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U.S. Opposed Bin Laden Tape Airing

The State Department on Friday urged the government of Qatar, which
finances Al-Jazeera, not to broadcast a videotaped speech by Osama bin
Laden, a senior State Department official said.

The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the State Department
spoke to officials in Qatar before Al-Jazeera showed a portion of the tape. In
it, the al-Qaida leader said the United States can avoid another attack if it stops
threatening the security of Muslims.

The request to the Persian Gulf government, which is considered an ally in the
U.S. campaign to counter terror, was passed through the U.S. embassy in
Doha, Qatar's capital.

So they thought it would be bad for their campaign - yep no doubts about that.

Posted by: b | October 30, 2004 05:52 AM

Sounds like Osama has been studying Fahrenheit 451.

I am surprised by you. Despite entering the fourth year after September 11, Bush is still
deceiving you and hiding the truth from you and therefore the reasons are still there to
repeat what happened. (...)

We had no difficulty in dealing with Bush and his administration because they resemble the
regimes in our countries, half of which are ruled by the military and the other half by the
sons of kings ... They have a lot of pride, arrogance, greed and thievery. (...)

It never occurred to us that the commander in chief of the American forces (Bush) would
leave 50,000 citizens in the two towers to face those horrors alone at a time when they most
needed him because he thought listening to a child discussing her goat and its ramming
was more important than the planes and their ramming of the skyscrapers. This had given
us three times the time needed to carry out the operations, thanks be to God...

That isn't what happened at all (besides Bush looking like a dazed rabbit in Booker
Elementary) - look at the flight paths of the planes and the times. Haven't a clue who he is
trying to convince or of what. Just making a mark I suppose. Ridiculous rubbish for the
most part.

Either irrelevant or bad for Bush.

Posted by: Blackie | October 30, 2004 09:09 AM

"2+2=4" Bin laden

Posted by: curioso | October 30, 2004 09:56 AM

Al Qaeda pulled a nifty Mutt n' Jeff, with the young, hot-headed American jihadi appearing
first to threaten us with rivers of blood, etc., followed a few days later by the calm appeal of
wise old Osama. Well done, really.

Bill at indcjournal.com:
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I don't have access to a TV right now - did bin Laden voice any displeasure with Bush's
support of the Federal Marriage Amendment? Because if he did, I think we definitely need
to check Lockhart's satellite phone records. As it is, I'm suspicious:

"In addition, the infidel George Bush is outsourcing America's future with tax cuts to the
wealthy. Where are the 1.6 million jobs? The infidel Bush is the first infidel since the
infidel Herbert Hoover to lose jobs! Awake from your slumber, America! The infidel John
Kerry has a plan. You can do better, Insha'Allah!"

"Let me tell you, I spoke to the infidel Christopher Reeve a week ago, and if the infidel
John Kerry is elected President, Insha'Allah, the infidel Christopher Reeve will walk
again!"

"Are you infidels aware that the infidel John Kerry killed infidels in a war of imperialist
infidel aggression in Southeast Asia?"

"The infidel Mary Cheney is a lesbian."

[If you don't think this is funny, you're probably not a Republican.]

Posted by: Pat | October 30, 2004 11:07 AM

In what sense did the atrocities of 9/11 achieve the aim of anti-western terrorism? First, the
events pushed to the front of popoular American consciousness the humanitarian crisis of
global capitalism. Americans can only declaim the rationality of armed insurgency against
Western hegemony by vainly rejecting the demands of the Other for justice. That is to say,
Western hegemony, in defense of its power, must reject Modernity. Second, the attacks
force an awareness of what means are availed to dispossesed persons to confront
oppression. The ends for the dispossesed are always the possession of dignity. It is a fully
rational project for the dispossesed to choose the option of violent opposition against a
power whose history is defined in an increasing way by militarism. This option of violence
is perhaps further justified by the adroitness of power to dispatch Ghandian resistances to
neocolinization as mere nuisances to resource accumulation by elites.

I write this not in support of 'terrorism,' but as an expression of disgust for the regular
dissimilitude that we 'good Americans' are victims, always.

Posted by: slothrop | October 30, 2004 12:00 PM

Political Correctness runs rampant among us? Gee, DoS, sounds almost like a Republican
-- my old Dad for example -- talking about what a nuisance it is these days, not being
allowed to make fag and Polack jokes any more, being challenged if he talks about "Jewing
someone down" in a business deal, or "working like a n*gger" or being "lazy as a Mexican"
:-) Hey, it's just words, where's yer sense of humour mate?

Suggested reading: some research on global prostitution, the economics of the trade, the life
expectancy of the workers, the material conditions of their lives, before we throw around
wildly inapposite metaphors. Christa Wichterich's The Globalised Woman might be a good
start. Or Robert Jensen's tough, challenging essay Blow-Bangs and Cluster Bombs. We are
no more "all" whores than we are all maquiladora workers or starving Sudanese; and
"whore" is always a deeply gendered word, even when used metaphorically. Which is of
course an essential part of Espumosa's diss on Billmon: when one man calls another man
womanish (in any way), it is supposed to be the ultimate insult. Gee, wonder why that is?
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cf The Wimp Factor, a quick analysis of the ways in which accusations of femalenesss, or
to put it another way accusations of insufficient maleness, are driving the BushCo
propaganda machine. Dissing women and womanishness is very much In right now, from
Ahnold's contempt for "girlie-men" to BushCo's thinly veiled attempts to paint Kerry as a
Flaming Frenchified Faggot, to Ann Coulter's astonishing soft-porn essays after 9/11 on
Making America a Man Again, to Eminem's hate-girls, hate-fags mental barfing. Espumosa
ain't bucking any trend, he's well in line with the Republican-engineered backlash. imho.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 30, 2004 12:15 PM

So, will the people who keep reciting "they hate us for our freedoms" actually pay any
attention to ObL hisself saying that he's striking because of what Americans do, not what
Americans are?

And has anyone actually seen the entire video, or found a transcript of the whole thing?

Posted by: catlady | October 30, 2004 12:58 PM

annie and DeAnander - Thank you.

Dan of Steele -- I always considered Billmon's posts as wonderful gifts and felt happy and
fortunate everytime a new one appeared. He didn't owe you or any of us anything, but for a
long time gave us much that enriched our minds. Your resentment that he pulled back, that
he might need to recharge his batteries or that he had nothing further to say on a blog,
suggests that you are ungrateful for good fortune and misread who Billmon is.

Posted by: Marie | October 30, 2004 01:23 PM

Following is the English transcript of Usama bin Ladin's speech in a videotape aired by
Aljazeera on Friday 29 October. In the interests of authenticity the transcript, which
appeared as subtitles at the foot of the screen, has been left unedited.

To begin: Peace be upon he who follow the Guidance.

People of United States, this talk of mine is for you and concerns the ideal way to prevent
another Manhattan and deals with the war and its causes and results.

Before I begin, I say to you that security is an indispensable pillar in human life and that
free men do not forfeit their security contrary to Bush's claims that we hate freedom.

If so, then let him explain why did not strike - for example - Sweden.

And we know that freedom haters do not possess defiant spirits like those of the 19 may
Allah have mercy on them.

No, we fight because we are free men who do not sleep under oppression.

We want to restore freedom to our Nation and just as you lay waste to our Nation so shall
we lay waste to yours.

But I am amazed at you. Even though we are in the fourth year after the events of
September 11, Bush is still engaged in distortion, deception and hiding from you the real
cause and thus the reasons are still there for a repeat of what occurred.
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So I shall talk to you about the story behind those events and I shall tell you truthfully
about the moments in which the decision was taken for you to consider.

I say to you Allah knows that it had never occurred to us to strike towers.

But after it became unbearable and we witnessed the oppression and tyranny of the
America/Israeli coalition against our people in Palestine and Lebanon, it came to my mind.

The events that affected my soul in a difficult way started in 1982 when America permitted
the Israelis to invade Lebanon and the American 6th fleet helped them in that.

And the whole world saw and heard but did not respond.

In those difficult moments many hard to describe ideas bubbled in my soul but in the end
they produced intense feelings of rejection of tyranny and gave birth to a strong resolve to
punish the oppressors.

And as I looked at those demolished towers in Lebanon it entered my mind that we should
punish the oppressors in kind and that we destroy towers in America in order that they taste
some of what we tasted and so that they be deterred from killing our women and children.

We have not found it difficult to deal with the Bush administration in light of the
resemblance it bears to the regimes in our countries, half of which are ruled by the military
and the other half of which are ruled by the sons of kings and presidents.

Our experience with them is lengthy and both types are replete with those who are
characterised by pride, arrogance, greed and misappropriation of wealth.

This resemblance began after the visits of Bush Senior to the region at a time when some of
our compatriots were dazzled by America and hoping that these visits would have an effect
on our countries. All of a sudden he was affected by these monarchies and military regimes
and became jealous of their remaining decades in their position to embezzle the public
wealth of the Nation without supervision or accounting.

So he took dictatorship and suppression of freedoms to his son and they named it the
Patriot Act under the pretences of fighting terrorism.

In addition, Bush sanctioned the installing of sons as state governors and did not forget to
import expertise in election fraud from the regions presidents to Florida to be made use of
in moments of difficulty.

All that we have mentioned has made it easy for us to provoke and bait this administration.

And for the record, we had agreed with the Commander-General Muhammad Ataa, Allah
have mercy on him, that all the operations should be carried out within 20 minutes before
Bush and his administration notice.

It never occurred to us that the Commander in Chief of the armed forces would abandon
50,000 of his citizens in the twin towers to face those great horrors alone at a time when
they most needed him.

But because it seemed to him that occupying himself by talking to the little girl about the
goat and its butting was more important than occupying himself with the planes and their
butting of the skyscrapers we were given three times the period required to execute the
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operations. All praise is due to Allah.

Aljazeera

Posted by: beq | October 30, 2004 01:25 PM

@catlady

Transcript of bin Ladin's speech

In the interests of authenticity the transcript, which appeared as subtitles at
the foot of the screen, has been left unedited.
...
People of United States, this talk of mine is for you and concerns the ideal way
to prevent another Manhattan and deals with the war and its causes and results.

Before I begin, I say to you that security is an indispensable pillar in human
life and that free men do not forfeit their security contrary to Bush's claims
that we hate freedom.
...

The rest is not that well written in my view.

Posted by: b | October 30, 2004 01:36 PM

De and Marie

I was going to just shut because I am already in a hole. I will continue to dig however.

First of all I think you misread Espumoso, I don't see him dissing women rather he is trying
to portray his hurt and disappointment in a way that can be understood by everyone.

I chimed in because when I discovered the Whiskey Bar it was something I never dreamed
of, there was a brilliant host and many brilliant readers who posted. It was one of the places
that are rare and beautiful and you don't even want to talk because you are afraid of
spoiling it. I saw people discussing fascinating topics with great insight. Billmon would
join in the discussions and it seemed that we all knew each other. When he went to Cairo
and got sick, we all worried about him. One poster said that it was extremely weird to miss
some guy he had never met.....but that is how we all felt.

I thought I had found Nirvana.....and then it all went away.

Major bummer! I don't think I am being ungrateful. I do not hate or dispise Billmon, he is a
brilliant man and someone I would like to drink whiskey with.

I suppose a better metaphor would have been heroin, a great high while it lasts and then
pain and suffering when it is abruptly taken away.

Thankfully Bernhardt picked up the slack and got a similar site going and does a very good
job providing interesting material.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 30, 2004 01:58 PM
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Slothrop, I don't think it's Modernity that OBL is gunning for, unless Modernity is to be
defined as the religious enslavement of Muslim populations.

Posted by: Pat | October 30, 2004 02:13 PM

Pat:

I agree. But, notice how the rhetoric of ubl is shifting toward a kind of secular populism.
He's no Eugene Debs, certainly. Yet, howeever disingenuously, the rhetoric seizes on what
I think is the theoretical dilemma of dispossessed peoples everywhere: the justification of
struggle against what is undeniably a historically terroristic global hegemony of white,
western power. I don't know about you, Pat, but I feel shamed when I read these stray
polemics offered by ubl et al. because an ariadne's thread of truth can be followed
there--shame because my required rejection of this rhetoric causes me to simulteneously
reject the need for so many exploited people to seek what they disparately believe to be
their freedom.

Posted by: slothrop | October 30, 2004 02:51 PM

I took Slothrops statement to mean that the project of US hegemony in the middle east is a
rejection, of modernity in the American culture -- if modernity is to be defined in part as an
awarness of justice as it may pertain to the other (in the sense of foreign policy). Further,
this rejection of modernity can also be seen in the rejection of liberalism and the embrace
of Calvinist religious beliefs, coupled with militarism/empire.

Oddly, The text of Osama's speech seems more like an appeal to liberalism in the sense of
freedom and self-governance is being denied (to his people), but then again -- you could
interpret his appeal for freedom in exactly the same sense as the (Bush) Christian right will
claim religious persecution to any who would deny their own absolute authority. So Osama
and Bush will both use the language of modernity to subvert modernity. And both will
reject the Ghandi model in favor of violence, as the tool of reform.

Posted by: anna missed | October 30, 2004 03:07 PM

slothrop, ain't no such thing as 'required rejection' of al Qaeda rhetoric. A good analyst
doesn't reject it; we shouldn't either.

They're rather like the Puritans: genuine seekers of freedom from corrupt, apostate
authorities, and devoted to religious tyranny.

Al Qaeda garners, understandably, wide sympathy for its bold and dramatic opposition to a
hegemonic power or cluster of powers, but there is no comparable enthusiasm for its vision
of a medieval Muslim world.

Posted by: Pat | October 30, 2004 03:45 PM

Dan of Steel - many of us miss Billmon, and agree with your comments about how special
he is. And part of that specialness comes from being more astute at reading trends and
conditions than most. In respecting him as much as I do, I also respect whatever calls he
makes about Whiskey Bar. I can get drinks at other places, not as tasty and satisfying, but it
never felt like a drug withdrawal.
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I don't see him dissing women rather he is trying to portray his hurt and disappointment in
a way that can be understood by everyone. And we're telling him that first his analogy is
not understood by women and second that it denigrates women. "ex-girlfriend" only value
is = male fantasy of super porn star and when she leaves/withholds, she = whore.

Posted by: Marie | October 30, 2004 05:04 PM

Actually, I think the analogy of the girlfriend worked until the very end.

To say she's "still a whore" resorts to the name calling that others here understandably find
objectionable and puts the problem on the girlfriend, when, in fact, it is the guy who has the
problem because he misses the girlfriend who fucks like a porn star.

The issue is not whether the girlfriend is a whore, because she's not a whore when he can
have her.

To fuck like a porn star does not make someone a whore, unless people have a totally
messed up culturally repressed view of all females that views frigidity or sexual passivity
as the norm.

And on that note...

okay, not.

The guy who wrote Imperial Hubris makes the argument that America should withdraw
from military intervention in ALL other world conflicts and let people sort themselves out.

My first reaction, beyond thinking that this would never happen at this time, is that it's hard
to think about not being involved in conflicts in which genocide occurs. Yet the author also
asks what do we Americans understand about conflicts between various factions...not just
in the Middle East, but of course that is the big issue in this case.

And even if we think we do understand these factions or know which side we should be on,
if the majority of people in a country like, say, Iraq, want to be an Islamic nation, how can
we stop them from doing so in any way that also actually coincides with our supposed basis
for this...ie. democracy?

Of course, Hitler is always the example that can make such talk seem reckless. But what
about Saddam? Isn't his example, and our support for him an argument for the author of
Imperial Hubris?

Posted by: fauxreal | October 30, 2004 05:24 PM

Marie, I agree with you. I can't remember when I discovered the Whiskey Bar--nine, ten
months ago? I never commented, but found the site the most special one I visited each day.
I, too, miss Billmon. I didn't hold it against him when he quit posting, mostly I was just sad.
I continued to click on the site at least once a day, only to see that it was "closed"--thinking
maybe he could tell that we were still interested. It's his life; we were just the recipients of
the thoughts of a wise man.

Posted by: mer | October 30, 2004 05:29 PM

Jason Burke has a good analysis of OBL's speech.
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He says the inspiration for the World Trade Centre attack was seeing Israeli jets bomb
tower blocks in Lebanon in 1982. This is patent rubbish. We know the plan for 11
September was first presented to him - and rejected - by a senior militant called Khaled
Sheikh Mohammed in 1996. It was adopted only in 1999 after a controversial decision to
attack American soil.

However, the reference to the Israelis, and to 1982 in Lebanon, when the Palestinians were
massacred in the Sabra and Shatila camps and Hizbollah launched its campaign to bomb
the forces of the Jewish state out of the country, resonates powerfully in the Middle East. It
is also another attempt explicitly to bind bin Laden to the Palestinian cause - a link he has
tried to establish, and Palestinians have tried to resist, for many years.

Bin Laden, after three years of near absence from our screens, is also reminding us that he
is the top of the terrorist tree. In recent months, the younger militant, Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi, has received the most publicity. Now bin Laden is backat the top of the world's
news bulletins. His expensive robes, white turban, measured delivery, lectern and plain
backdrop, as well as the absence of the customary combat jacket, cave and AK47 rifle, are
an attempt to establish him, in stark contrast to the thuggish Zarqawi, as more than just a
man of violence, but as a statesman, scholar, prince and, though he would never admit it, a
kind of prophet too.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 30, 2004 05:53 PM

he said to go back in his hidy hole. rather than take the opportunity to reignite the ex who
he clearly wants, he puts her down. not only by referring to her as a whore but by rejecting
her advances because he fears she will reject him again. because he is the same person with
the same pent up frustrations that was probably the cause of her rejecting him in the first
place, unless he was just a bad ..
his rejection is so deep he cannot enjoy this person that he loves for fear it will bring to
light his own inadequacies.

that said of course i miss billmon, but i have no idea why he is not sharing with us more.
this is not a club that if you don't pay up on a regular basis you can't join in anytime. who is
this wimp Espumoso who hasn't the guts to leave a trail? who gives him the authority to tell
billmon to go anywhere? if it were not for billmon we wouldn't be a we.

Posted by: annie | October 30, 2004 06:02 PM

Thanks for posting the transcript. I hadnâ€™t read before. If it was in the Washington Post,
I didnâ€™t see it. It rubs George W Bushâ€™s face in it but in a very subtle almost poetic
manner. If posted at daily Kos, as a diary, it would hardly get a comment. But then, Tom
Delay said Daily Kos is an organization that raises money for fighters against the U.S. in
Iraq and more incendiary comments about Bush are posted there every second.

Posted by: Jim S | October 30, 2004 06:06 PM

I wonder if we aren't all trying to read to much into what OBL/UBL/that bloke says? I don't
think we should make the mistake of thinking that this child of privilege actually believes
in anything other than his birthright to accumulate and use power for whatever ends suit
him.
None of us really believe that GWB is a committed christian deep down do we? The same
should be said of Bin Laden who is currently trying to position himself as the next ruler of
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Saudi Arabia. Now we all know that the people of the US would find this totally
unacceptable in 2005 but how about 2010 after 5 years of expensive oil depressing the
economy and making winters miserable and transportation prohibitive?
Five years of Bin Laden positioning himself as the statesman amongst insane sadistic
terrorists.
2010 rolls around and President Jeb Bush sends an emissary to the peace process in a now
anarchic ME where oil production has slumped because of violence and sabotage. Pres Jeb
waves a piece of paper a la Neville Chamberlain and proclaims peace in our time. The new
government of Trans Arabia has offered reparations to the US for the tragic events of 2001.
Oil will be sold to the US at the discounted rate of $45/bbl.
So the dispossessed and downtrodden remain dispossessed and downtrodden and ironically
end up paying for the actions of a bunch of over-indulged middle class Saudi
twenty-somethings. The oil companies get to keep their monopolistic control of fossil fuels.
And the Bin Laden and Bush families can go back to having board meetings without
worrying about what others may think. That's a future that any student of events can have
faith in to have just the right amount of injustice and deceit to make the scenario probable.

Posted by: Debs in '04 | October 30, 2004 07:06 PM

osama is the natural child of america - he has an organic relation to the elites who maintain
& wield power & privelege. when rap brown sd violence was as american as apple pie - he
was being as accurate as an aphorist can be

the violence of osama is the violence fed by a culture of despair that parades as a culture of
power. as others have pointed out here - something that is commmon with all failing
theocracies

there is nothing 'oriental' or arab about osama at all - his extremism & the extremism of the
salafists especially the salafists of northern africa has much more in common with christian
fundamantalism - american evangalism. the thrre principal theological influences of the
osama & the salafists are thinkers who could have come out of a pentacostal tent. they
speak only of power, of submission, of control - there is no transcendentality in their
thinking - none at all in their practice

the political construction of these fundamentalist was directly linked with american &
british intelligence(it is hard for me to connect the last two words) effort to isolate secular,
democratic or marxist groups in the middle east. it was a response to the real & honest
demands of panarabism. it was the stupid & suicidal policy of assisting the 'holy' warriors
in their war against the russians

when i see osama i see a very thin jackie gleason with a beard & without the humour - just
the sadism

but he is not unique in his sadism - as i have ventured to suggest in many posts - that
sadism is as integral part of american foreign pÃ´licy as is its othere expression of their
interests

even his pompous language reeks of the second rate televangalists like the most revered &
high the professor docter robert schuller - put the two of them in the same room & there
would be enough oil to last us a thousand years. they appear slick only in a society where
everything real is turned into something sordid
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& that is the accomplishment after the falling of the berlin wall - the transformation of
everything solid into something sordid - something that can be bought or fought - their
gods are the gods of a poor pornographer hawking his wares in some down & out slum in
budapest

these are men in minature - they are hardly men, at all

& their defenders? what to make of them. those who bleat about defending what it is they
have. what do you have? what do you have that is worth stealing? what is it you have that is
worth keeping?

on the other hand in baghdad our whole history has been taken down by some two timing
double dealers who aren't worth the bile i'd like to throw up on them. they are nothings.
bremer & his boys in their brooks brothers suits & their army boots dancing some death
tango while the women & children & the intelligentsia of tiraq are being systematically
murdered. on 'common dreams' there are a number of articles making clear that the murder
of the intelligensia & the sacking of baghdad were & are being done with premeditation.

& why should i not compare these forces to thos of the werchmach in easter europe - they
are exactly the same - in method & in intention. they are the destroyers of something much
more valuable than themselves & that is not so speak lightly of human life but it is to
understand - what is the physical construction of a living culture & the debts that must be
paid to it

as i've sd elewhere i don't see any fundamental difference between what the taliban did to
the bamiyan buddhas & what the american army permitted to be done to the sacred
treasures of iraq & the world. the only difference is one of ampleur

the nihilism of osama is in perfect symmetry with the nihilism of a kissinger, a baker -
these brutes who would make of their slaughter coffee table conversations in genteel
washington - they realy do not care in the least - for the people - the people for them are a
loathsome & detestable thing & will be stomped on if they move outside their specifically
sited margins. the people for them are less than an abstraction - they are reduced to what
they were for the thugs who directed the great war - just cannon fodder - except only in this
sordid culture would there be a pornography be made from that loss through their media.
the false concern, the fals weeping, the false answers, the false certainties

Ã´ how i detest them with every fibre of my deconstructing body - i hope i live long
enough to see some of them buried by their actions

but to imagine osame is 'other' is to miss the point. he is a part of the crowd & in different
times & in a different moment he would have taught a course at georgetown university on
ethics

no he is a natural heir to the violence of america - the violence that has been done, the
violence being done - the violence to come & make no mistake about that my friends - we
have just begun to see & feel the spectacle of this violence. & if it is not catastrophic it will
not be for want of trying

when i hear that this country says it is defending liberty & freedom - i ask as i did as a child
- liberty & freedom for whom? & what is this liberty worth? & who possesses it? do the
three million people - mostly afro american incarcerated in america - have they ever known
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liberty? in any real sense?

the most beautiful expression of marxism was & remains compassion for the other - it
spoke to the highest thing in man - it spoke to man that he might see beyond his own
intersts - to understand his own interests were of little conseauence - without a community
of others - not others to be subjugated, or controlled or violated but others to share

for me fuck the libertarian & their concern for themselves. & what excellence have they
ever produced with their paltry minds. the ayn rands & the phillip johnsons are so far down
the scale of greatness - that excellence is very far from them

what these fools cannot take from us - is that we sing better & we have better songs & we
always shall - fuck their national anthems & share internationale, bella ciao, springhill
mining disaster or any number of sings in our vast songbook

what has libertarian thought led to? - neurotic television producers & the beverly hillbillies
i always knew as a child that 'father knows best' was a profoundly dark lacanic meditation
on the family melodrama with a little too much emphasis on the melodrama. someone who
had seen too much douglas sirk & had never stopped weeping. these paltry efforts of the
libertarian mind & an architecture i would gladly deconstruct if i had the means in my
hands. this art that cannot hide its contempt forthe people

& the art that has become osama doing bill o reilly without bill o reilly but amounting to
the same thing except the screams are off screen or off stage or will appear in the afterword
- whatever that will be

no osama & bush were made for each other. in hell as in heaven

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 30, 2004 09:15 PM

Keep diggin' Dan :-) It's good exercise.

I won't give you much more of a hard time, 'cos we're drinking buddies... but I'll reflect for
a moment on portray his hurt and disappointment in a way that can be understood by
everyone... so who's "everyone"? Not "everyone" is male; and of those who are male not
"everyone" is straight; and even of those who are straight and male, not "everyone" thinks
about their sex life and partners through the metaphorical lenses (i.e. in the brutal language)
of porno and prostitution... and so on. Assuming that the bar is a C21 frat-boys' locker room
-- in terms of the discourse most likely to convey a point of view vividly and immediately
-- ain't necessarily the wisest move. I'd call Espumoso a "mean drunk", meself. If I had a
daughter I would definitely advise her to steer clear of any young fella who talked about
women in that tone and using those words; not a good indicator. Old fogeyism, maybe --
but experience builds conviction.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 30, 2004 09:21 PM

@rgiap interesting take on OBL -- OBL as the Arab neoconman? OBL as the Straussian
disciple in the Arab kaftan? Spinning the same old spider-song of "creative destruction"?
Heir to the madness of Edward Teller more than to the visions of Mohammed? Very
interesting indeed. The Amis create a new kind of Arab in their own image?
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Posted by: DeAnander | October 30, 2004 09:25 PM

wasn't ubl sent out to flash the 911 card right before the election? this is the third act in a
deliberate campaign to tap into the fears and who knows what else of a
heavily-manipulated electorate:

act I - the shit has gone missing! oh shit! who has all those 'splosives? sure hope they don't
turn up in the hands of the terrorists

next, bring up act II in the form of a simple and easy-to-understand messenger w/ a direct
threat to your sense of safety, promising that the streets will run red w/ blood.

and now that we have your attention, allow us to bring out, by special arrangement, our
favorite bogeyman and yours, in a rare appearance guaranteed to elicit the desired reaction
in a brainwashed percentage of the public to seek security under king george's shadow (b/c
remember, he ain't wearing no clothes...), while creating enough distraction amongst the
rest, long enough to draw adequate attention away from the real criminals as they are now
busily engaged in illegal, immoral, and well-financed efforts to ignore the popular vote &
steal this election too.

Posted by: b real | October 30, 2004 10:43 PM

b real

IF that is how it went down, as you say in 3 acts with events that in my mind reflect very
poorly on an administration that has told us it would hunt down and kill "terrist" as well as
take away the materials they need to practice their trade, then this was a huge bluff on
Rove's part.

Granted, the US electorate is not all that savvy but this is a tremendous play on the fear
card. If scared people can not trust you will they not start looking at how to take care of
themselves? Perhaps move to another tent where someone else is offering protection?

I just don't know, this smells like Rove but I don't think it could benefit Bush.....yet.
Perhaps there are more acts.

@ remembereringgiap

osama & bush were made for each other Italians would say, "if it didn't already exist, it
would need to be invented".

Many regretted the collapse of the Soviet Union because we lost an easily identifiable
enemy. We all kind of wondered around for a while until we could find a new enemy. Our
"friends" in the middle east quickly produced several suitable substitutes. They have been
working quite well thank you very much and we are even friends now with our old enemy
Russia.

ps
good to see you back r'giap, after your last post on Friday I was beginning to think
something bad happened to you.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 31, 2004 01:32 AM

New Billmon up....he's throwin' haymakers all over the place.
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Excellent insight rgiap. thanks.

Posted by: RossK | October 31, 2004 02:14 AM

I am going to comment on two threads: the Bush-planted-the-tape and the missing Billmon.

First the Bush-planted-the-tape. Considering that republicans according to Pats comment
seams to think that CIA planted the tape for Kerry, I reccon nobody planted the tape but
Bin Laden.

Regarding missing Billmon: I understand why there is resentment towards Billmon
although I think it is rationally unfair. I think the resentment is because when most people
found Billmons bar, they quickly both liked the place and Billmon. And they got the
feeling that Billmon liked them and also needed them as they needed him. What is a writer
that nobody reads?

By leaving the way he did, first kicking everybody out of the bar, then handing a few drinks
out from a side window and then just disappearing without saying goodbye or even closing
the window, he undermined their feeling of interdependence and was left feeling
dependant. Then by dissing what blogs had become in that newspaper article, he showed
not only that he didnÂ´t need blogs or blogreaders but could find other reader and talk to
them about the silly blogreader he used to hang with. This rejection gave strong reactions.

All this on an emotional level of course which makes it far worse for many, especially if
they canÂ´t figure out why they feel this way.

Of course Billmon doesnÂ´t owe anybody anything but giving without showing how the
gift can be repaid is a terrible sin in many cultures as it shows the giver as better than the
receiver. This causes resentment, and that is what happened here.

At least that is how I figure it.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 31, 2004 03:58 AM

Oups, it should be, "...they were left feeling dependant." in the middle of the text. Mental
note: read before posting.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 31, 2004 04:00 AM

When the OBL video came out, not a few people on the Right were unpleasantly surprised,
having assumed for quite some time that bin Laden is dead - atomized by one or another
1,000 lb bomb that found its mark on the Afghan border. It was always a dumb assumption.

As for the speculation that people would react with fear... well, I've yet to see it. The al
Qaeda threat here at home has been, if anything, steeply discounted in the public mind.
We're a long way from 9-11, after all.

Posted by: Pat | October 31, 2004 05:31 AM

Bin Laden's Message to America by Rahul Mahajan of Empire Notes explains the need to
look at the content of OBLs message.

He is, ostensibly at least, speaking directly to the American people. The
message is very clear. There is no talk about spreading Islamic theocracy. He
says, as long as the United States create a security problem for Muslims,
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Americans will have a security problem. Clearly alluding to the notion that in
a democratic country the people are responsible for policy, he says, "Your
security is not in the hands of Kerry or Bush or al-Qaida. Your security is in
your own hands.â€•
...
Perform for a minute the difficult task of imagining yourself to be an Arab
living in one of these subjugated countries, and try to analyze what bin Laden
is saying from that perspective. All of it sounds reasonable. If the United
States and Israel attack us, weâ€™ll attack them. If they kill large numbers of
civilians during the attack, weâ€™re allowed to do the same. They talk about
freedom but support despotism here and in their own country. If they stop
attacking us and trying to rule us, weâ€™ll stop attacking them. Itâ€™s
difficult to argue with any of this, from that perspective.

Posted by: b | October 31, 2004 05:41 AM

Some of us lefties were surprised to see the video as well. I expected a video of some medic
shining a flashlight into bin Laden's mouth.

The idea that Bush was holding him until before the election is one more conspiracy theory
shot to hell.

This has been hard for the right to spin. Best they can do is blame it on Michael Moore.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 31, 2004 05:48 AM

I realise I can say what I said shorter:

Fran is right, a breakup is a good comparision. So Espumoso (if you are still here) say this
loud: "I love Billmon, why doesnÂ´t he love me, buhuhuhu", cry a bit over the fact that he
is such a bad breaker-uper, and then realise: you can still be friends. Unanswered love
hurts, but you will get over it. And I know it doesnÂ´t feel this way right now, but you will
find a new love, and then your hurt feelings will heal, although you will always remember
Billmon as your first true bloglove.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 31, 2004 07:09 AM

Bin Laden certainly can't be faulted for a failure to state his case against us, b. He does
have, as Jefferson put it, "a decent respect to the Opinions of mankind." Were he a raving
lunatic or simple nihilist, he wouldn't bother. He would also be far less dangerous.

If Bush wins, I gather we're in for "streets running with blood," or some such, but with so
many layers of interdiction, the odds are still on our side. (Not everyone is optimistic.
Asking my husband many months ago what he thinks stands between us and another 9-11,
his short reply was, "Not much.")

Debka reported that bombings of the Saudi embassy in Kuwait and the Kuwaiti national
bank were narrowly averted last week - sometime in the interval between the two video
tapes. Bin Laden has recently changed address and Tom Ridge appeared to pointlessly
reassure a nation that no longer recalls with vivid horror the sickening spectacle of office
workers who escaped immolation by leaping to their deaths, or the sound of passenger jets
running too low, too fast, or the appearance of smoke drifting over the Potomac.
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We forget, and are not very good at imagining.

Posted by: Pat | October 31, 2004 07:12 AM

If Bush wins, I gather we're in for "streets running with blood," or some such,

Bin Laden makes clear that he doesnÂ´t care who wins. He cares about US behaviour in the
world.

And for that behaviour to change maybe "streets running with blood" would be starting
point. I do expect that to come, but not induced by AlQaida, but by US wingnuts.

Posted by: b | October 31, 2004 08:08 AM

You're right, b. My mistake. Streets will run with blood regardless. I do, however, expect it
to be al Qaeda, after the election and before the inauguration. Where did those 25 Chechens
disappear to?

Both camps have their wingnuts, but they're more active on the Left than on the Right, as
the former is currently the shrill and embittered opposition. Through eight years of Clinton,
we had the apoplectic, deeply paranoid Right. Shoe's on the other foot. There now appears
to be a good chance that it will stay there four more years.

I can almost see the impeachment movement from here.

Posted by: Pat | October 31, 2004 08:57 AM

i agree w/ the comments that the ubl tape isn't good for bush and that the public might be a
bit more cerebral about the scare tactics, but that might not be important. my point was, and
is, that this event will take enough headlines and watercooler conversations away from the
election fraud that it will make it easier to get away with it. If the headlines all focused
solely on the election, more people would be calling politicians and writing letters to ask
wtf happened to our democracy. Look at the volume of speculation online already. Instead
of using the acts metaphor earlier, perhaps spin & rinse cycles would be more appropriate.
We'll see if those stains come out after the 2nd.

Posted by: b real | October 31, 2004 04:12 PM

"When you look at what happened and is happening, the killing in our countries and in
yours, an important fact emerges, and that is that the oppression is forced on both us and
you by your politicians who send your sons, against your will, to our country to kill and to
be killed.

"Therefore, both sides have an interest in thwarting those who shed the blood of the peoples
for their own narrow interests, out of vassalage to the White House gang...

"This war makes millions of dollars for big corporations, either weapons manufacturers or
those working in the reconstruction [of Iraq], such as Halliburton and its sister companies...

"It is crystal clear who benefits from igniting the fire of this war and this bloodshed: They
are the merchants of war, the bloodsuckers who run the policy of the world from behind the
scenes.

"President Bush and his ilk, the media giants, and the U.N. ... all are a fatal danger to the
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world, and the Zionist lobby is their most dangerous member. Allah willing, we will persist
in fighting them...

Osama Bin Laden, April 15, 2004

Link

Posted by: Blackie | October 31, 2004 04:54 PM

Bin Laden has recently changed address and Tom Ridge appeared to
pointlessly reassure a nation that no longer recalls with vivid horror the
sickening spectacle of office workers who escaped immolation by leaping to
their deaths, or the sound of passenger jets running too low, too fast, or the
appearance of smoke drifting over the Potomac.

We forget, and are not very good at imagining.

For someone who claims military heritage there seems to be a remarkable amount of fear.
This is probably due to constant bombardment by rightwing press and talkradio.

Good grief, grow some 'nads! Other pissant countries have been living with bomb threats
and death squads and other un-wholesome behavior. You don't see them cowering like little
girls.

Revenge has been achieved, we have killed at least 10 innocent civilians for every innocent
New Yorker killed on Sept 11. Let's move on.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 31, 2004 05:12 PM

Cronkite on ubl/elections on Larry King Live

KING: OK, Walter. What do you make of this?

CRONKITE: Well, I make it out to be initially the reaction that it's a threat to
us, that unless we make peace with him, in a sense, we can expect further
attacks. He did not say that precisely, but it sounds like that when he says...

KING: The warning.

CRONKITE: What we just heard. So now the question is basically right now,
how will this affect the election? And I have a feeling that it could tilt the
election a bit. In fact, I'm a little inclined to think that Karl Rove, the political
manager at the White House, who is a very clever man, he probably set up bin
Laden to this thing. The advantage to the Republican side is to get rid of, as a
principal subject of the campaigns right now, get rid of the whole problem of
the al Qaqaa explosive dump. Right now, that, the last couple of days, has, I
think, upset the Republican campaign.

KING: Are there enough undecideds to tilt this? Or what do you think of the
whole election picture?

CRONKITE: Well, I think it's one of the biggest messes we've had in a long
time. I believe that we're undoubtedly not going to know the results of this
election. I don't want to knock you off the air on Monday night or anything, or
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Tuesday night. But I suspect that we're not going to know who the next
president is, whether it is Bush or the new man, until very probably sometime
in the early spring. There's so much controversy that they're planting,
deliberately planting at the polls, that there's almost certainly to be a suit going
back to the Supreme Court eventually, going through the other courts slowly
first.

Posted by: b real | October 31, 2004 09:39 PM

Found Billmon's latest posts by accident when I went to the Whiskey Bar, as I do from time
to time, to research something for an idea I had.

It always great to hear from him. Write whenever you can. And thank goodness for the
archives.

Posted by: bcf | November 1, 2004 09:35 AM
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October 29, 2004

Billmon: The Future Belongs to Me

Your comments on The Future Belongs to Me

Posted by Bernhard on October 29, 2004 at 04:44 PM | Permalink

Comments

Welcome back Billmon - guess you listened to Mosh.

You are right - the pictures from the rallies, where you only get in with tickets, no doubt
allowed - its right out of Goebbels book of operation.

Posted by: b | October 29, 2004 04:52 PM

As another wise pundit, can't quite remember who, either Goose Gossage or HST, once
said.....

"history is hard to know, what with all the hired bullshit out there."

But Billmon pretty much nails it because like other fascists before them, it's not so much
what the Rovians are doing themselves as what they are unleashing that is really scary.

Posted by: RossK | October 29, 2004 05:23 PM

Thank you Billmon. Was always a reader, never a commenter. Missed your insights sorely.
Miss the country that I grew up in also.

Posted by: mer | October 29, 2004 06:17 PM

Do not mistake your own nightmares for reality. The future is not set.

Posted by: teuton | October 29, 2004 06:39 PM

Tomorrow Belongs to Me
(from the musical "Cabaret")

"Oh Fatherland, Fatherland,
Show us the sign
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Your children have waited to see.
The morning will come
When the world is mine.
Tomorrow belongs to me!"

The dangerous parallels have been in the floating in the air like cottonwood pollen on a hot
midwestern summer day for some time now. My own wearied worry for the future has
never been stronger.

A sigh and a shudder...

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 29, 2004 06:56 PM

Scratch the first "in the" and the analogy makes more sense. ;-)

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 29, 2004 06:58 PM

Hi Billmon, if you're ever here. First I'd heard of this oath.

I'm still surprised at the willingness of Bush supporters to be dominated. Maybe I should go
into biz as a dominatrix for Republicans. Could be a win-win situation to be legally allowed
to slap around their stupid asses, and get paid!

From Orincus Part 6, plus links to the first five entries on The Rise of Pseudo Fascism.
(Scroll down to Monday, October 25th.)

Posted by: fauxreal | October 29, 2004 09:21 PM

OMG.

Has anyone else seen this? The Men Who Stare At Goats.

You must read this article about the torture of prisoners at Abu Ghraib...the
foundations...based upon a book by the above name.

The two-part article is called The Road to Abu Ghraib, but it talks with a military guy who
talks about experiments in the 1980s called Operation Jedi....working on attempts to walk
through walls. become invisible. kill goats with thoughts (and shooting goats in the leg...)

Also, an incredible about of money has gone into black ops since Bush took office...or has
gone into the black ops fund and has subsequently gone to line the pockets of the Bush
junta.

Talks about the use of sound/frequencies to mess with people's minds...I thought all this
stuff was urban legend, but here's a military guy confirming it.

talks about a church using subliminal sounds to get their congregation to give more
money...I'd really, really like to know what church did this, because I'd also like to know
how they could justify using their congregation as human guinea pigs, and exploit them for
money, if what the guy says is, in fact, true.

I think I've fallen down the rabbit hole.
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Posted by: fauxreal | October 29, 2004 10:34 PM

Oaths and Miracles, as the old saying goes. All cults are based on solemn oaths and
promised miracles...

This could get deep, but I'll say in passing that "boy scout pledge" rituals like this are
exactly that -- rituals -- things that human beings do when scared, to borrow for a moment
the comforting feeling of having some control over events. Bush is being set up as a little
tin god for his followers to pray to, just as various other personality-cultish leader-figures
have been. The propensity of uneducated/superstitious people to pray to little tin gods when
frightened or anxious is universal, it's always there, waiting for something to fill in the
emotional gap.

I have a feeling that the Rovian/Straussian masterminds know this very well and that they
are deliberately manipulating the anomie, alarm, anxiety of the American public. With or
without OBL there is plenty of anomie and fear in American culture: the monadic
consumer lifestyle provides plenty of alienation and depression, and the vicious
no-safety-net economy provides plenty of anxiety and fear, even without the added spice of
an Emmanuel G. The manifest failure of the educational system and public media provide
the ignorance. The anxious, nervous, deeply ignorant public is ripe for recruitment into any
cult that makes a strong bid, and imho the resurgence of evangelism, the emergence of this
new Leader Cult orchestrated by the ultra right, are related effects. Or so it seems to me.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 29, 2004 11:32 PM

Atwood left a mark. The cultural tremors were just there then. A seismic shifting from
persperation to salvation. She pushed the probability limits to promote vigilance. So I
watched.

I watched the emergence of evangelicism and miltarianism and relaxtaxism and deficitism.
Of aggressive isolationism. And then terrorism. The catalyst for Extreme Patriotism with a
side of Savism.

So now here we are. Scrutinizing minorities and pulpit politicking. Four more years would
complete it. Ask Reinquist.

Who woulda ever thunk.

Posted by: canucklehead | October 30, 2004 02:53 AM

This could get deep, but I'll say in passing that "boy scout pledge" rituals like this are
exactly that -- rituals -- things that human beings do when scared, to borrow for a moment
the comforting feeling of having some control over events.

Just like to add a note about the boy scout pledge. I presume you all know the modern "Be
always ready - always ready", but what is less known is the original "Be always ready to
die for your country - always ready to die for my country". Die for the country became less
popular around the time of WW1 and thus they let that part go. Bet you thought boy scouts
were nice...

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 30, 2004 04:17 AM

@DeAndander
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The Fauxreal link above "from ornicus" The Rise of Pseudo Facism Part#5 Warfare by
Other Means takes what you say and runs with it, the whole series well worth the read.

Posted by: anna missed | October 30, 2004 04:19 AM

Did I ever tell you that you guys and gals rawk the fucking house!?

Round for the house bartender!

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 30, 2004 05:49 AM

This could get deep, but I'll say in passing that "boy scout pledge" rituals like this are
exactly that -- rituals -- things that human beings do when scared, to borrow for a moment
the comforting feeling of having some control over events.

As I slowly scrolled and read, before I saw your name at the bottom, I said to myself ...
"this has to be De". ;-)

'Twas in about 1984 that I began to get the willies about how many "mindless" recitations
there were in my life.... I began eliminating them then. Of course as a cradle-born and
raised Lutheran (big time liturgical church), and well-trained creature of my culture, so
many are still stored away in my head. The "national" mantras came easy, after being
schooled since first being able to talk in sentences that reciting in groups is a "good thing".
uh-huh!

Let's not stop at the comfort that comes from simple scout "pledges", shall we... there are
all those cultish things we recite and sing seeking a yummy transcending alpha brain wave
state without really "knowing" we're seeking it ... Lovin' those endogenous opiates. Give
me too much. ;-)

Oh most merciful God, who has given thine only begotten son to die for us, have mercy
upon us. And for his sake...

Must practice in private in order to be better able to recite in public... Now I lay me down to
sleep, I pray the Lord my soul to keep. If I should die before I wake, I pray the Lord my soul
to take. Amen.

I pledge allegiance to the flag ... and to the republic...

So many verses in the mind, they swirl like water in a drain after a time ... in the end
indistinquishable one from another. Is our children learning?

I'm sure there's a book here somewhere. A hefty project.

Ooooommmm!

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 30, 2004 08:26 AM

fauxreal,

The "Men who stare at goats" link doesn't want to work ... hangs up... I'd love to read the
excerpt...

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 30, 2004 10:48 PM
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If anybody we in "communist" countries had to endure all those pledges to our leader and
our ideology (from school to working place).
We were like sure our great leader Tito can't die...they tried to put him right where God's
place used to be in our mind prior to "revolution" (civil war during WWII).
People (especially older) honestly were desperate when he died in his 80-ies.
But he did die and our ideology died...most of the younger people (like we were at the
time) didn't care and were actually happy to lose it all and try something new.
What goes deeply in our mind and soul is what our parents had to teach us.
But I'll never forget "Cabaret" movie...I went to see it like 7 times that year.
All tho during Milosevic's years in power scene like this one that Billmon describe were
different in a way that we could see on a TV mostly old people "chanting"...
And all the young and intelligent looking people could be seen in protests to Milosevic. So
it gave me a hope.
The only event that made my hair "go up" really was prior to all wars in 1988 I think. It
was a celebration of 600 years of Kosovo's battle (with Ottomans). I suppose Serbs are the
only people that celebrate battles they lost. Milosevic took this opportunity that didn't
belong to him in any way (because he was communist and never in his life was he religious
and this battle was battle for Christianity) to wake up nationalistic and patriotic feeling in
people. He will use them later for his purposes. I could see it right there and I remember I
said to a friend: This man is dangerous...he has no shame and is capable of terrible things. It
turned out I was right...

Posted by: vbo | October 31, 2004 12:53 AM
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« Reality Bites Back | Main | Billmon: The Future Belongs to Me »

October 29, 2004

Open One

News and views...

Posted by Bernhard on October 29, 2004 at 09:22 AM | Permalink

Comments

This should fit for some readers here: KH4K

Posted by: b | October 29, 2004 09:24 AM

We had recently the discussion on China. I don't remember whether I have this link from
our site. It's from socialistworld.net, but is much richer on data than anything in the
business press.

The surge in Chinese demand in 2003 drove world prices for industrial raw
materials up by 73%. China consumed half the worldâ€™s concrete output,
a quarter of its steel and one third of its iron ore.

Just imagine that. Consuming HALF the world's concrete. They must be putting it literally
on everything.

In 2003, China also became the worldâ€™s third largest market for motor
vehicles with sales growing 60%. But here too, capacity growth is
outstripping demand. Driven by herd mentality (a fear of being left behind),
transnationals like GM, Volkswagen, Toyota and Honda have stormed into the
Chinese market, announcing more than $20 billion of new investment in 2003.
By 2007, capacity is forecast to reach 15 million vehicles, against sales of 7
million. In this case, Chinaâ€™s pool of unsold cars would be greater than
the entire Japanese market (6 million cars per year).

So here you have it. China's economy will hit the wall between 2005 and 2007. Car makers
will have to reduce capacity to cut costs, autonomous investment will freeze. (Unless the
sales are _underestimated_ in the forcast.)

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 29, 2004 09:49 AM

Life in Iraq Beats Vietnam Experience, Vets Say

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 29, 2004 10:06 AM
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@Marcin

If China has capacity for 15 million cars and in country sales of 7 million that leaves 8
million cars for exports. Even if they triple the wages, they will be cheaper than any car
from US / Europe / Japan.

Could it be its not China hitting the wall, but car manufacturers in the "west"?
GM and Ford face 'junk' status
GM to idle 5 plants, 10,300 of its workers

Posted by: b | October 29, 2004 10:29 AM

An open letter to the American citizen - from the Pravda. My how the times change! here

As citizens of the United States of America, who have the power to endorse or
to dismiss the policies of the Bush regime, you have a collective responsibility
not only unto yourselves, but to the world, which will hold you accountable
for your decision.
...
It is not for foreigners to dictate to the people of the United States of America
how to vote, however since the media in the USA is controlled and since
people do not have access to the current of opinion in the international
community, it is an act of friendship to inform the citizens of the USA how the
world feels about the state of affairs today and it is our right as citizens of the
world to express our concern, for the Bush administration does not confine
itself to its shores.
...
The raw truth is that Saddam Hussein was the man telling the truth and
that George Bush was the one who "stiffed the world".
...
George Bush and his government have managed to divorce Washington from
the international community. He dare not step off an aircraft in most countries
and even in the home of his closest ally, the UK, he was the only visiting Head
of State to have to run out of Number 10 Downing Street by the back door,
because he was too scared to leave by the front, given the fury of the
demonstrators against him.

Posted by: Fran | October 29, 2004 11:03 AM

FTI for New York City Readers: George Butler is graciously allowing a free screening of
Going Upriver: The Long War of John Kerry for those New Yorkers who missed this
wonderful film in the theatres. It will be shown on Friday, October 29th, at 8 pm at The
Frying Pan at Pier 63 on the Hudson River. The pier is tented, heated, and cozy, has a 12'
projection screen, and the bar and restaurant will be open for the thirsty and hungry. Pier 63
is located at 23rd Street and the West Side Highway, at the north end of Chelsea Piers, just
after Basketball City. There is seating for 200, so bring friends and family.

Posted by: conchita | October 29, 2004 11:04 AM

The world is indeed upside down when the Pravda lives up to its name!
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China: They're in a crazy drive to increase their industrial capacity. My bet is that their goal
is to have a national capacity superior to the American one. There was a time during the
19th century where Britain amounted to half the world's industrial output. After WWII, the
US was close to that as well, and was worth 50% of Earth's GDP. Though the technological
edge (or leadership) has been maintained in many areas (though not all, think robotics, stem
cell, and some missile technologies), the rest of the world has seriously increased its
abilities. China is on a build-up probably unseen since Japan during the late 19th, and that
was on a smaller scale since the country was smaller with a smaller population. That seems
awfully close to a collision course to me, btw.
I also would like to see what India is doing; would make an interesting comparison with
China.

Posted by: Clueless Joe | October 29, 2004 11:58 AM

BILLMON IS BACK!!!!!!!!!!

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 29, 2004 02:46 PM

As for Billmon's post........

Looks like the Kerry machine is going into fifth gear.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 29, 2004 02:56 PM

China Touches the Brakes With Higher Interest Rates. The dollar has to continue its slide
downward. The US will have to raise interest rates to pay the federal debt. Adjustable Rate
Mortgages will skyrocket. Homeowner Insurance rose abruptly due to 9/11 and stock
market collapse. Gasoline and heating oil costs escalate. If I was a fiscal wizard, I would
say that the only driving force in the US economy, the housing bubble, will collapse soon.

If the faith based, infallible GOP leadership continues on its way, the Bush Administration
will get its wish and we all will be transported back to the Nineteenth Century to revisit the
1896 Depression.

Posted by: Jim S | October 29, 2004 03:42 PM

when seeing the headline - FBI investigating Halliburton died anyone else think Spiro
Agnew? either Forbes-Heinz///Kerry wins outright or '72 the sequel...

Posted by: jj | October 29, 2004 03:53 PM

The barkeep is back in fine form...and everything is wrote anout is so sadly true.

Posted by: ByteB | October 29, 2004 04:07 PM

billmon, please stay for a while, at least till after the election.

Posted by: annie | October 29, 2004 04:07 PM

With all this election stuff going on other important things are being overlooked.

EU leaders sign constitution

Posted by: Fran | October 29, 2004 04:09 PM
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jj: The Spiro Agnew thought crossed my mind too. And boy, it's nice to hear from B'mon
again.

Posted by: ralphbon | October 29, 2004 04:17 PM

Could this be the October surprise?

Aljazeera airs Usama bin Ladin message

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 29, 2004 04:33 PM

Dan of Steele

Given that OBL is an ex CIA employee and his family are major Carlyle
investors...........yes

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 29, 2004 04:39 PM

US security depends on policy, not Bush or Kerry: bin Laden tape

DOHA (AFP) - Al-Qaeda chief Osama bin Laden told the American people
that their security is not in the hands of either George W. Bush or his
Democratic challenger John Kerry, but depends on US policy, in a video aired
by Al-Jazeera TV.

Bin Laden also threatened new attacks against the United States similar to the
September 11, 2001 strikes on New York and Washington, in a message to the
Americans four days before the US presidential elections.

It was his first video appearance since the eve of the second anniversary of the
September 11 attacks.

Posted by: b | October 29, 2004 04:58 PM

Bin Ladin: Bush deceived Americans

Usama bin Ladin appeared on Aljazeera television on Friday accusing US
President George W. Bush of deceiving the American people.

In an address just days ahead of the US presidential election, bin Ladin also
said the US administration resembled "corrupt" Arab governments.

He accused Bush of reacting slowly to the September 11 attacks, saying: "I
never thought that the supreme leader would leave 50,000 of his people in the
two towers to face the terrifying events alone at the time they were in need for
him."

Refering to next week's elections, he told Americans: "Your security is not in
the hands of (Democratic candidate John) Kerry or (President George W.)
Bush or al-Qaida. Your security is in your own hands ...."

He accused Bush of "misleading" the American people four years after the
September 11 attacks.

Claiming responsibility for the attacks, bin Ladin said, "we decided to destroy
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towers in America," because "we want to regain the freedom of our nation."

He added that "the reasons to repeat what happened" on 11 September 2001
remain.

Posted by: b | October 29, 2004 05:00 PM

Does a new video of bin Laden hurt or help Bush? Strange how nothing harms Bush; not a
goddamn thing.

No two death suckers ever belonged more to each other than Bush and bin Laden, like
Pynchon's characters Tchitcherine and Enzian headed toward the Kirghiz Light.

"the world is ugly, and the people are sad." Wallace Stevens

Posted by: slothrop | October 29, 2004 06:30 PM

How many votes for this as Oct. Surprise?

Al Qaeda American warns US streets will â€˜run red with bloodâ€™ :

A MAN claiming to be an American member of al Qaeda has apparently warned that the
US will be attacked "at any moment" and "the streets of America will run red with blood".
http://207.44.245.159/article7171.htm

This art. made me remember how relieved I'll feel when election day passes w/out a major
Mossad etc. whoever terrorist action here at home. Keep reminding myself to
breathe...breathe...breathe...

I'm also very nervous about the Irish-Iraqi woman who was kidnapped. Arab goon squads
said they don't have her, which makes sense - she's spent last 30yrs. working to promote
welfare of Iraqi citizens. Esp. after last Sun. expose in Italian press about Ital/Syrian intel.
running an "Al Q-" outfit, I worry that similar outfit might want to slaughter her as
justification for looming attack on Falluja, as Oct. surprise, or whatever. I pray for her
safety.

Just hrd. Dave Lindroff report that Bu$hCo spent the last year fully staffing the dormant
draft boards. They're all ready to go now, just waiting for the already written legislation to
be passed by Congress. I recall Forbes-Heinz///Kerry saying no draft would be passed
while he's Pres. - which translates into Eng. as it'll be passed before he's sworn in.

Posted by: jj | October 29, 2004 08:48 PM

Thought experiment (lifted from Letters To WRH):

The Guardian reports, â€œAbout 100,000 Iraqi civilians - half of them women
and children - have died in Iraq since the invasion, mostly as a result of
airstrikes by coalition forces, according to the first reliable study of the death
toll from Iraqi and US public health experts.â€•

According to the CIA Factbook, the July 2004 population of Iraq was approx.
25,374,691. The July 2004 population of the United States was approx.
293,027,571. In other words, the U.S. population is 11.5 times larger than
Iraq's (a country about the size of California).
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The 100,000 dead Iraqi civilians equate to 1,150,000 dead Americans. How
would we feel if a foreign invader had killed one million, one hundred fifty
thousand of our citizens in the past year and a half, with more killings and
chaos every day, all based on barefaced lies?

Clearly the population-based equivalency of 11.5 to one is not understood. The conversion
rate is instead in the other direction: the deaths of 100,000 Iraqis, mostly women and kids,
don't rate as much news coverage as one Nick Berg or four mercenaries. Same as it ever
was, but still... feeling almost too disgusted to breathe.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 30, 2004 01:08 AM

Sorry all, I thought I closed those italics. Will do so now.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 30, 2004 01:09 AM

Another October suprize: Eight U.S. Marines Killed, Nine Wounded in Iraq

BAGHDAD (Reuters) - Eight U.S. marines were killed and nine wounded in
action west of Baghdad on Saturday, the U.S. military said.

It gave no details on the circumstances of the deaths, which it said occurred in
the restive western province of Anbar, which includes the rebel-held cities of
Falluja and Ramadi.

The latest deaths bring to 858 the number of U.S. troops who have been killed
in combat in Iraq. The total number of deaths, including accidents and other
causes, is almost 1,120.

U.S. marine commanders said on Friday they were preparing for a major
assault on Falluja and Ramadi.

U.S. warplanes and artillery pounded targets in Falluja amid clashes with
insurgents on Saturday, witnesses said.

Posted by: b | October 30, 2004 10:27 AM

A poster at Steve Clemons

"I was in Iraq for a month last November-December, embedded mainly with the 101st in
and around Mosul. Everything the soldier on the plane told Steve Clemons is absolutely
true. Anger among troops at Bush was VERY high when I was there, and that was a time
when insurgent attacks and U.S. casualties were about 1/3 as bad as things are now.

The biggest gripe the troops had was about the "missions" they were sent on several times a
day. I was with a company in a small basecamp in a former social security building in
downtown Mosul, surrounded by a jerry-built wall that wouldn't have stopped the blast
from a grenade, much less a car bomb. Troops were sent out day and night, on foot and in
un-armored Humvees on so-called "presence patrols." None of their Humvees had even
canvas doors, and all of them were among the first Humvees every built, back in 1985 or so
(how many reading this are still driving a 1985 car, and moreover, how many of you would
be eager to go to war in a 1985 vehicle with several hundred thousand miles on it?)

I asked several colonels and the commanding general, MG David Petraeus, (currently in
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charge of training the new Iraqi "army") what was the purpose of a "presence patrol," as I
had never heard the term before. Sheepishly, each of them found a way to say it was a form
of "showing the flag" to the locals. I asked them what the actual combat purpose was -- in
other words, what did they actually expect such a "presence patrol" to accomplish, since
during none of the patrols I went on (several dozen) were we given an actual "mission,"
such as, go and look for this bad guy, or search for weapons, or go shoot the hell out of that
house full of bad guys, because no one knew where any bad guys were, no one knew where
any weapons were, no one knew where any houses full of bad guys were. No one knew
ANYTHING about enemy insurgents, and even the commanders themselves admitted this.
Again, sheepishly, the senior commanders hummed and hawed, but no one had a good
answer as to what the actual combat purpose of a "presence patrol" was.

Several lieutenants and sergeants, and MANY lower ranking enlisted soldiers told me
exactly what presence patrols were: they were make-work, do-nothing, chicken-shit
operations. The troops had nothing else to do in Mosul, since they couldn't find the guys
who were setting IED's all over the place and mortaring and shooting RPG's at base camps
with impunity, so they were told to go outside the walls and the wire and walk around or
drive around for awhile and come back after a couple of hours...and then go out and do it
again.

The only "patrols" that I went on that had an actual purpose were the so-called "logpac"
missions twice a day, around 5 am and 4 pm, when three vehicles and about 10 guys had to
drive five miles over to the Brigade Support Area to pick up breakfast and dinner from the
KBR dining facility and bring it back to the company base camp. In other words, twice a
day, ten guys had to risk their lives driving down the very streets where almost daily they
found IED's, in order to pick up food from the CIVILAN CONTRACTORS who lived and
worked deep within a heavily fortified base camp and lived and worked in air conditioned
comfort.

That's what's going on in Iraq right now. A bunch of bullshit, do-nothing, make-work
chicken-shit so-called "combat missions" which amount to exactly nothing. A friend of
mine here in LA recently returned from a month in Baghdad where he worked for one of
the major networks. He told me the Army has pulled everyone out of the small base camps
in the inner cities of Mosul and Baghdad (not to mention Fallujah, Ramadi, Najaf, etc etc)
and put them in heavily fortified base camps some distance outside of town. When I was in
Mosul, the 101st was sending out a total of about 200 so-called presence patrols a day.
According to my friend, very, very few patrols go out these days, and as he put it, a combat
patrol is considered a big success if no one gets killed or wounded.

Ask yourself this question: what was the last war we won when the measure of victory or
success was that nothing happened on a combat mission and no one was killed or
wounded?

As for the presence patrols in the 101st, the troops had their own name for them: Target
patrols. As one sergeant told me, "You know, sir, where we're the target?"

Lucian K. Truscott IV"

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 30, 2004 04:37 PM
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Moment of embarrassment story. Some Canadian friends of mine (serious sailors) passed
through town yesterday on their way to points South. There were two couples, two boats --
one was my e-pen-pals, the others were strangers to me. The strangers were somewhat
elderly -- in their 60's, probably late 60's though I had no occasion to ask: the gentleman is
Dutch-immigrated-to-Canada, I believe, and the lady is Canadian-for-several-generations.
Nice folks -- plain serviceable boats, not floating gin palaces -- modest lifestyle, seeing the
world on a very small budget, marvelling at how expensive everything is in California.
Anyway it is of the more elderly couple I speak now.

When I met them all at an outdoor cafe, the elderly lady was chastising her white-bearded,
heavily-bespectacled husband for being too outspoken about his dislike for Bush and his
outrage about the Iraq invasion. I walked up to their table partway into the disagreement, so
I have no idea what he actually said. This is more or less what I overheard [OK, I confess I
paused just a little bit to eavesdrop because it sounded interesting :-)] before they registered
my presence, shut down the quarrel, and became graciously social in the blink of an eye:

She: "You can't go around saying things like that here. You know how it is in America
these days, they can lock you up for saying bad things about Bush. And we're not citizens!
For heaven's sakes, at least think of me. What would I do if they locked you up without a
lawyer or a phone call, and I didn't know where they had taken you?" He: "Come on, I was
just joking with the bus driver. And he agreed with me!" She: "But all these other people on
the bus heard you, and besides, you don't know that that bus driver isn't some kind of
informer. They had this program to make the postmen into informers, remember? And what
if there was an off duty policeman on the bus and he overheard you? I just wish you'd be
more careful what you say! You just don't think!"

[Yes, she does talk a lot faster than he does :-)]

When we had conversed enough to set their minds at ease -- i.e. that I was not a Bush
supporter and in fact probably disliked him even more than they did, since he and his
regime are a more clear and present danger to me -- they spoke more freely again, though I
couldn't help noticing that they lowered their voices when saying the words "Bush" or
"America" or "Iraq".

This was embarrassing, yes, very embarrassing. It was embarrassing that foreign visitors
now think of the US as one of those repressive states where you have to "watch what you
say" and refrain from any remark that might be interpreted as criticism of the Government.
It was embarrassing that they think we all must just be tamely accepting this kind of
repression. It was embarrassing that they eyed me with kindly concern, with a kind of "gee,
I'm glad I don't have to live here, it must be so hard on you" compassion. I told them that
there was a culture of resistance in this country that they would never see on US TV, that
they would have to use the Internet to see photographs of the many demonstrations, art
projects, legal battles, etc. being gamely undertaken in defiance of the regime. This
reassured them -- watching American TV for a couple of days had made them perceive
America as a nation of zombies. It made me wonder, speaking as the anecdotal frog, just
what water temperature I've become accustomed to.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 30, 2004 06:35 PM

Oh I forgot, the other thing the Canadians remarked upon was the number of homeless
beggars on the streets. "It's like Calcutta!" said the fiery old gentleman, "It's a disgrace.
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How can the voters allow this to continue?" But the lady disagreed: "It's not nearly so bad
as Calcutta, dear. We were in Calcutta back in '85, remember? It was much worse there."

I don't know about you, but being tactfully reassured that my hometown is "not nearly so
bad as Calcutta" did not give me much cheer. And it did make me realise that over the last
two decades I have indeed become accustomed to seeing beggars on the streets, homeless
people huddling under bridges, soup kitchens in operation morning and evening, cars
parked in obscure locations with people obviously living in them. More frog thoughts.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 30, 2004 06:43 PM

De,

My cantankerous anarchistically-bent husband has been saying for a long time now that the
US more resembles Third World nations than those of the First World ... death penalty
including those sentenced to die as juveniles. Even many Third world countries don't do
that. The US is in a club of about five that do. Then there is the lack of universal healthcare.
The US infant mortality rate is still abyssmal ... and then of course there is the rampant
theocratic groups wielding influence in government, and the rampant government
corruption. These all stand right along with the number of people living in poverty, without
any or adequate housing and food.

The next time some jingoistic bozo tells me that the "terr'ists" hate the US for all that the
US has, I'm gonna laugh in his/her face.

Water in frog pot ... more than lukewarm.

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 30, 2004 07:09 PM

@DeA ; Your post is stunning.....I vote for Bernhard clipping out a parag & putting it on
the front page margin... "You know how it is in America these days...."

Today I read art. by Sen. Tom Harkin on the return of the draft and have been thinking
about how they'd impose it, or more precisely, how they'll motivate it. Dems. prob. by call
to hope & "our higher selves" - ie. Nat'l Service for all. Repugs will prob. use their usual
terrorize the masses into compliance routine. Remember that garbage they recently aired by
a supposedly Am. MaleMuslim Fascist promising blood running in the streets of
America.... In't that the Malevolent sound of the Repugs readying the draft?

Posted by: jj | October 30, 2004 07:37 PM

@Kate great Index idea you have there (as in Harper's, or the BAS cover clock) -- Frog Pot
Temperature! It should be a web site... a big temp gauge labelled in deg C and F.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 30, 2004 09:08 PM

I had the good fortune today of spending a few minutes with a Polish couple, living in
North Carolina. I am here to help Moveon hassle the "slackers" of record into voting. We
go house-to-house according to a list of registered democrats who have skipped theur duty
in the past.

Couple in question was glad to speak openly (sort of) given their experience from
communist homeland. They are more open to my suggestions of crime in high places than
the natives are. So few of the regular home-folks can bring themselves to face the truth. It
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hurts too much.

We are seeing numbers here, on early voters, that indicate a Dem blowout. This is in a state
that has been written off as terminally repub by both parties. Cross your fingers. If
No'calina goes Dem the election is in Kerry's pocket.

Posted by: rapt | October 30, 2004 09:14 PM

That's a rather heartening post rapt! It's interesting actually that people from the Old Europe
(or the so-called New Europe) are much more aware -- whether cynically or with outrage --
of corruption in high places. I sometimes dare to dream that the Cult of the Leader is dead
in Euroland, that enough lousy experiences have been piled high over the decades to cure
people, finally, of worshipping demagogues or imagining that all persons in government
are angels of altruism. The Europeans have had to face quite a few very painful truths :-(
Maybe practise helps? Americans, as we were chatting about earlier, a few threads ago,
have not really come to terms with large ugly chapters of their history. OTOH an article I
read a while ago about Kosovo-in-recovery suggested that denial was alive and well there.
So maybe I should can that brief flash of optimism... Anyway, from our limited anecdotal
data points here, on a scale of N-Korea to full glasnost, the US is still more free-feeling
than the Soviet satellites or the Motherland back in the day; but less free-feeling than
contemporary Canada. Maybe if BushCo is handed their pink slips we will claw our way
back up the charts a bit closer to Canada and further from occupied Poland? here's hoping.
If Kerry doesn't revoke the Patriot Act, dismantle whatever TIA is calling itself, and close
down Gitmo, then I fear hoping is all we'll be doing.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 30, 2004 09:33 PM

Very good idea, De ... I think I'll use it the All Spin Zone ... a regular feature until we don't
need it anymore. Along those same lines ... I made a few desktop images back when the
film "Magnolia" debuted, in the style of The Weather Channel... a beautiful partly cloudy
blue sky with frog raining down... the text read:

Chance of frogs, 80%.

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 30, 2004 10:45 PM

I'm listening to Mark Crispin Miller on booktv now. He said Mike Medved told him
something most interesting about Mike Savage (nee Weiner) - the Jewish Nazi who lost his
tv show when he told a gay male caller he should get AIDS & die. (Savage still rants on
right-wing radio.)

Allen Ginsberg's papers @Stanford were just opened up. They contain love letters Savage
wrote to Allen!!

For those who thought comparing these bastards to Nazis was a bit of hyperbole, Savage
discussed Clinton in these terms - "vile, disgusting, soft....reminds him of the Weimar
Republic."

Posted by: jj | October 31, 2004 03:41 AM

De

Your story about the Canadian sailors is the saddest thing I have read in my life.
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I can only hope the frog jummps out of the pot on Nov 2. Bush victory = boiled frog.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 31, 2004 04:39 AM

@ Fran

The signing of the constitution by the heads of state or government was more a formal
thing they have been involved in the drafting process, the important part comes next when
the parliaments of the member countries will ratify it. Some will also use referendums. It is
mostly the referendums that is exciting, because the people doesnÂ´t always follow the
manuscript. If many small or some big country rejects it, there will be renegotiations, or it
will be dropped.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 31, 2004 05:02 AM

Kevin Drum exerpts the following from Ellen Goodman in today's Boston Globe:

"As recently as two weeks ago, the Harris Poll showed that 41 percent of Americans still
link Saddam Hussein with the hijackers. What's more disheartening is the gender gap of
misinformation: 51 percent of women compared with 29 percent of men connect Iraq and al
Qaeda."

Sooooo... on this particular score, American women are more credulous than American
men. That's dismaying.

Actually, that's rather frightening, since the administration itself never argued that Hussein
had shit to do with those hijackings. Where are these women (and men, for that matter)
getting their information?

Yikes. We ARE a mess.

Posted by: Pat | October 31, 2004 09:58 AM

Wretchard at belmontclub.blogspot.com has an interesting piece up on Falluja and the
whole enchilada of al Anbar.

Posted by: Pat | October 31, 2004 10:38 AM

why do people believe the lise of the bush cheney junta. well that is quite easy to answer.
when all & i mean all the means of the mass media are controlled by the friends of bush
who protects their interest in every way - & when this media without pause replays &
replays the nonsense uttered by this criminal administration with its sole intent being to
deceive the people - then it is not so surprising that people swallow that shit

& since fear is a factor that the demoniac sociopath karl rove is a 'master' of & since fear
not honest argument or the facts themselves is the only way the bush cheny junta can win
this election - then yes people will swallow this shit

& since their is clearly a symbiotic relationship between the bush cheny junta & the small
minded cleric osama & their business is the business of fear. since the bush/osama are in
the business of constructing the instititutions of fear & they do so with whatever means
they have at hand - then yes people will swallow this shit

& when the people are forced by their culture to choose absolutes instead of multiplicity -
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then they go for the absolute no matter how blooddrenched that absolute is. when their
culture reproduces all the time & with all the power at its command - that the people are
simple & that they cannot make complex decisions & this is repeated, screamed at them,
yelled at them by the cretinous commentators of cnn or the false fearorists of foxnews - all
the time and at each moment - then some people will swallow this shit

when the real facts are hidden, are never uttered or are marginalises by the sanitised
commentaries of clowns commanded from some godforsaken thinktank who take their
orders directly from the whitehouse - then people will swallow this shit

& the 'great military commander' osama - who has only 'won' one moment & that moment
which he admits himself was facillitated by the incompetence & uncaring bush - then what
has he been capable of doing since then - close to fuck all

indonesia, spain, morroco, tunisia - were obviouslly done by people who have no
connection with bin laden - they were 'easy' - they did not require great organisation or
even much money if it come to that - i would say that the military aptititude was & remains
minimal

i also think the old fascis is sick - very sick & i feel this video telocommanded from the
white house will be his swansong. osama as a man is not a threat- his time has finished - the
corrupt little cleric will live on in the minds of those enemies that the united states & its
criminal policies creates. but as giap himself would have noted - the concrete conditions on
the ground are creating american's enemy at this moment - & these groups possess a
military understanding that is even clear in this chaos

when they were used by the west as their proxy army against the iranians they began to lean
their lessons militarily & as much as foxnewsbbccnn would like to paint arab military
leaders specifically & arabs in general as forms of subhumans -- they will soon leanr the
lesson - that these people since antiquity have developed the means, moral, politically &
militarily to defeat the forces of a u s criminal power

yes they may destroy fallujah or through brutality force a 'peace' but it will not last long -
not long at all -they are condemned tyo defeat the americans - it is their destiny & it will be
a bloodbath unlike any other

at this moment of time i advise a reading of the excellent ' bright shining lie' about the
soldier vann in vietnam & the reality of him & the reality of his time. he knew dishonesty?
he knew incompetence & lack of comprehension but even he would have been surprised by
the inhumanity & corruption inherent in this armed invasion of a sovereign state

i imagine even from his position as a soldier, as a cia aid worker that he would have been
horrified by the lies that are being told - there are soldiers like him who refuse to swallow
this shit that the softbellied commentators crap out of their mouths so easily behinf their
desks in atlanta & elsewhere

& pity the population that swallows this shit knowing it is a lie because there will be bill to
be paid

but it won't be the errand boy osama there to collect it - there will the deaths in their
thousands or tens of thousands of americans soldiers in a folly that need never have been -
that will be the bill for the americans
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& yes the salafists & their friends - small tho they may be - will effect actions all over the
world - that will be terrifying in their resonance & there will be recruitment throughout the
islamic world of people who would have never thought of this engagement & that will
continue until the world is drawn into the american psychopaths deathwish

i am frightened for myself & i am frightened for others. & my sick body does not support
well these fears i utter

but whomever can think that we are in a normal time - with normal possibilities is out of
their mind - they speak from the bible of tom clancy - wherre all americans have doctoral
degrees from harvard, postdoctoral workl at georgetown, bodies of steeel, steel pricks that
could fuck god, wives who run grande hospitals, children that obey - where everyone sleep
with a glock semi automatique under the bed - this american created by the popular novel is
directly proportionated to the actual decadance of that same american

it is so strange - the very people you have victimised - whether it was we dubois, paul
robeson or a fred hampton offered their hearts to renew you as a people - to clean your
hearts from the sickness that you allow to invade you - it is from your oppressed that the
voice of reason of moderation has often come - their natural decency & their real devotion
to being citizens - cannot be hidden by the sordid shot that a bill o reilly or his friend wolf
blitzer would like to call the truth

their 'truth' is shit

& to swallow it on & on & forever to kindom come will lead not only to your country's
isolation but finally to the extinguishing of its evil imperial desires

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 31, 2004 11:40 AM

gret analysis r'giap

will lead not only to your country's isolation but finally to the extinguishing of its evil
imperial desires

Those desires will probably only vanish after some nuclear incident which I hope will
never happen. I would be happy enough if those desires are supressed by economical means
and I see a chance for that.

Posted by: b | October 31, 2004 12:13 PM

@rgiap I have never read quite such a succinct, apt, and devastating deflation of the Clancy
school of fantasy literature! [obviously he inherits from his literary and intellectual
fore-runner Ayn Rand -- the obsession with cartoonish superheroes and material wealth,
hardbodied "superfitness", and all the rest.] ... anyway, I almost spit milk on the keyboard
(late breakfast here) due to serious laughter attack, when I got to your para about the
Clancy version of America -- well done mon ami

Posted by: DeAnander | October 31, 2004 01:33 PM

merci
dea
& though very fragile
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my thought & force
with you

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 31, 2004 01:37 PM

"The coalition's handling of this crisis is wrong. It's like someone who fired
bullets at his horse's head just because a fly landed on it; the horse died and the
fly went away,"

says Iraqi President Yanwar Link

Posted by: b | November 1, 2004 10:51 AM

Dirty tricks when you go to vote.

Posted by: beq | November 1, 2004 12:53 PM

Maybe there is hope!!!

Upoc Poll of Mobile Phone Users Shows Kerry as Favorite for Tuesday's Presidential
Election - More Than 16,000 Respondents (More Than 6% of the Total Sample) Give
Kerry 57% to Bush's 26%

Posted by: Fran | November 1, 2004 01:35 PM

Interesting! how the time change, now there are Russian and Polish elections observers
traveling to the US.

World election monitors face obstacles at U.S. polls

For the first time, machinery created at U.S. government prompting to foster
the spread of democratic elections throughout the former Soviet bloc will be
used to assess how freely and fairly America chooses its chief executive.
...
Under its commitments as an OSCE member, the United States is required to
invite the outside scrutiny of its electoral process.

What the observers will be able to see firsthand, though, is still unclear.

Konrad Olszewski has flown to Florida as part of the international team, but
the elections adviser from Poland said Saturday he might not be able to get
very close to the ballot box.

Olszewski and another foreign observer from Canada were received
courteously the previous day by Florida Secretary of State Glenda Hood but
told that under the laws of this state poll-watchers must be registered voters in
the county where they desire to observe the voting, and must submit written
applications in advance, said Alia Faraj, Hood's spokeswoman.
...
During a trip last week to Pennsylvania, Bruce said he and a fellow election
monitor from Russia had tried to meet with that state's secretary of state and
director of elections in Harrisburg, the state capital, but had to settle for a
telephone conversation with the secretary's chief of staff.
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"There is so little awareness of the OSCE here," Bruce said. "People in the
Balkans know a lot more about us." In former Soviet republics, including
Armenia and Azerbaijan, where the organization has sent election observers,
they've been received by the prime minister, Bruce said,
...
The idea of outside observers at a U.S. election doesn't sit well with all
American politicians.

"It strikes me as somewhat presumptuous that someone from a foreign
land who is unfamiliar with our institutions and traditions would come in
here and act as judge and jury on our elections," said Rep. Ron Paul,
R-Texas.

Rep. Ron Paul seems a little touchy - it seems he believes that the US understands how
other countries function and can judge, but that foreigners are not able to understand and
judge how the US functions.

Posted by: Fran | November 1, 2004 02:31 PM

A swedish kind of death:

I still think the signing of the constitution is noteworthy. Remember, just a while ago they
could not even agree on something to sign, and now almost below the radar they have
signed it - even Blair. So this is some progress. But you are right, the exciting part will be
the referendums.

Posted by: Fran | November 1, 2004 02:35 PM

A new post by Riverbend - and I believe that it is important not to forget what is going on
in Iraq over all this election drama or is it comedy?

Help Someone...

Posted by: Fran | November 1, 2004 03:26 PM

pins and needles

Posted by: annie | November 1, 2004 11:56 PM

@annie you and me both. checking electoral-vote.com every hour or so. shenanigans in
Florida -- nationally known reporter James Henry punched, knocked down and arrested for
taking pictures of voters standing in line in Florida... one more lawsuit for the coming
weeks. at voteprotect.org 9500 reported incidents of voting irregularity -- malfing evoting
machines, voter intimidation, "lost" forms, etc. their server will be staggering by tomorrow
morning. Doug Ireland smells a Bush win, but a recent SMS poll of the youth vote suggests
a surprise turnout for Kerry among the draft-age set (gee, what a surprise -- watch out kids,
you may get drafted anyway but thanks for the vote). Canadian friends ask me whether they
should prepare to be invaded if BushCo remains in power... I feel like getting drunk, which
is not my wont... and it's late on the West Coast and the Moon is empty, I'm drinking alone
(virtually speaking) and watching the polls with fascinated dread. it's kinda like watching
an ATC meltdown in slo-mo, wondering if those 2 747s are going to just barely miss, or....?

Posted by: DeAnander | November 2, 2004 02:56 AM
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« Rule and Appeal | Main | Open One »

October 29, 2004

Reality Bites Back

Itâ€™s not going as planed for Bush. The media has turned a bit around and finally
remembers its task to reveal facts and opine for decency. Yes, their propaganda for the Iraq
war did fall apart, yes, they screwed up the execution of the war, yes, they are robber
barons. But where does the press asks the real questions? Why does the US feels the need
to be a superpower. Why is there the need to be the bully? Still 170 degree to turn folks.

Why is a report about 100,000 Iraqi war death - in just 18 month - published in the UK
Lancet and not in the States? Why is anybody astonished about these numbers? Hersh has
been asking this for weeks and month:

Since June 28, the bombing has gone up exponentially. Bombing, bombing,
bombing. Civilian targets, civilian neighborhoods.

But I don't see anyone in the press worrying about it. I don't see them
demanding to know how many sorties we're flying - have they grown? Are
more bombs being dropped? What's the tonnage? We don't know any of that,
do we?

And its not only Iraqis dying. GIs dying in the war are only reported when they die in Iraq.
As most severely wounded are flown out of Iraq within 24 hours, there must be some
number of them dying from their wounds later. Where are they counted? How big is that
number? One hundred? One thousand? More? Does anybody ask this question?

John Pilger in the New Statesman sees "Americanism" endangering the world, no matter
who wins this election. There is only one hope

Perhaps those millions of worried Americans who are currently paralysed by
wanting to get rid of Bush at any price will shake off their ambivalence,
regardless of who wins on 2 November. Then, as during the civil rights
campaign, the Vietnam war and the great movement to freeze nuclear
weapons, will a giant awaken?

It's an open question. Mosh makes me believe that there is a chance for this to happen. But
how long will it take and how many people will have to die before?

Posted by Bernhard on October 29, 2004 at 08:39 AM | Permalink

Comments

b, I am not surprised at the number of people killed, that was to be expected. However
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seeing the number writen black on white still is shocking and makes me angry and sad at
the same time. Mainly because it was so predictable and nobody in the Bush administration
seemes to care about it. Bush for me is now in the same league as Saddam.

Posted by: | October 29, 2004 10:23 AM

Ooops, that me above.

Posted by: Fran | October 29, 2004 10:26 AM

The Buldge is coming back after scientific treatment.

Dr. Robert M. Nelson, senior research scientist for NASA and for Caltech's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, and an international authority on image analysis:

Nelson says, look at the horizontal white line in middle of the president's back.
You'll see a shadow. "That's telling me there's definitely a bulge," he says. "In
fact, it's how we measure the depths of the craters on the moon or on Mars.
We look at the angle of the light and the length of shadow they leave. In this
case, that's clearly a crater that's under the horizontal line -- it's clearly a rim of
a bulge protruding upward, one due to forces pushing it up from beneath."

The "thing" in the middle of the back looks like too much cord/cable rolled together and
taped onto the suit.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 29, 2004 10:38 AM

For New York City readers: George Butler is graciously allowing a free screening of Going
Upriver: The Long War of John Kerry for those New Yorkers who missed this wonderful
film in the theatres. It will be shown on Friday, October 29th, at 8 pm at The Frying Pan at
Pier 63 on the Hudson River. The pier is tented, heated, and cozy, has a 12' projection
screen, and the bar and restaurant will be open for the thirsty and hungry. Pier 63 is located
at 23rd Street and the West Side Highway, at the north end of Chelsea Piers, just after
Basketball City. There is seating for 200, so bring friends and family.

Posted by: conchita | October 29, 2004 11:05 AM

more from the lancet " Most individuals reportedly killed by coalition forces were women
and children. The risk of death from violence in the period after the invasion was 58 times
higher than in the period before the war."

Posted by: annie | October 29, 2004 02:08 PM
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October 28, 2004

Rule and Appeal

SEATTLE - The Bush administration has proposed giving dam owners the
exclusive right to appeal Interior Department rulings about how dams should
be licensed and operated on American rivers
...
The proposal would prevent states, Indian tribes and environmental groups
from making their own appeals, while granting dam owners the opportunity to
take their complaints â€” and suggested solutions â€” directly to senior
political appointees in the Interior Department.
...
Dam owners "would be facing an extremely high cost and very uncertain
benefits," said Lynn Scarlett, the assistant secretary at Interior for policy,
management and budget who approved the proposed rule. "Giving them some
ability to voice their concern and present alternatives seemed appropriate."
...
[The proposal] will be open to public comment until Nov. 8. The department
can then, with the approval of the Office of Management and Budget, issue a
final rule that has the power of law.

Further proposals, pairing future government rulings and the exclusive rights to appeal
them, are to be published in next months Federal Register. Some possible pairings
mentioned in the press conference were:

Ruling on / Exclusive Right to Appeal
- abortions / priests
- car driving / car owners,
- torturing / torturers,
- air quality / polluters,
- dams / dam owners,
- marriage / married couples,
- milk quality / diary farmers.

Posted by Bernhard on October 28, 2004 at 12:57 PM | Permalink

Comments

"Indian leaders said the proposal would betray the federal government's legal responsibility
to tribes."
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Hmmm, they can't really be surprised that the US government doesn't respect the treaties it
had with them, could they? Or did they forget the last 229 years?

Posted by: Clueless Joe | October 28, 2004 01:09 PM

"Tribal sovereignty means that. It's sovereign. You're a ... you're a ... you've been given
sovereignty and you're viewed as a sovereign entity."

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 28, 2004 04:50 PM

Download the entire Fahrenheit 911 movie here - free

Posted by: | October 28, 2004 06:49 PM

Torture and torturers?

Dear holy god, Bernhard, is that for real?

Posted by: Leslie in CA | October 29, 2004 12:58 AM

Bernhard are you yanking our collective chain again? Before I get a 2nd degree burn from
the steam coming out my ears I would like to know if this is another of your wicked April
Fools jests...

Posted by: DeAnander | October 29, 2004 01:08 AM

as a straving student, anybody wanna buy me front row tickets to THIS ! if only... ;-(

also for your howl-0-wennie delight:

welcome to PNAC world baby! Too bad this is real.

Scientists warn of 'ethnic weapons'
"In theory, experts could engineer organisms to attack genetic variations commonly found
in, say, Chinese or German populations." Or imagine a Muslim extremist concocting a
virus that mostly kills people of Jewish ancestry. Or an Arab-killing virus "accidentally" set
loose in the Mid-East and subsequently chalked up to a natural mutation. A genetic
"heat-seeker" virus needn't be a weapon of mass destruction; if its designers are savvy
enough, it could be incredibly selective, operating with the precision of an assassin.
"advanced forms of biological warfare that can 'target' specific genotypes may transform
biological warfare from the realm of terror to a politically useful tool."- PNAC

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 29, 2004 01:22 AM
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October 28, 2004

Paranoia?

http://www.georgewbush.com results in:

BBC: Bush website blocked outside US

Surfers outside the US have been unable to visit the official re-election site of
President George W Bush.

The BBC article suggests costs as a factor, but I donÂ´t buy that. Foreign traffic is usually
neglectible compared to US traffic plus they are running on the Akamai network which has
local cache servers in all major countries.

The server is reachable from outside of the US with the URL
http://origin.georgewbush.com

Posted by Bernhard on October 28, 2004 at 08:35 AM | Permalink

Comments

That for making this better known, Bernie ;-)

Maybe the US will report on it soon...
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Posted by: french speaker | October 28, 2004 12:07 PM

I meant thanks...

Posted by: french speaker | October 28, 2004 12:08 PM

Hmmm, it's accessible from here in Canada. I guess they have no regard for our hacking
talents here. Or maybe the October Surprise will be an annexation of the Great White
North, and Shrub wants Canadian voters to keep an open mind about the Republicans.

Posted by: Harrow | October 28, 2004 12:27 PM

Yes, Canada seems to be the only country that can access the site.

And yes,
"a massive black swarm of black helicopters is already hovering menacingly on the
horizon".

Ciao

Posted by: french speaker | October 28, 2004 12:38 PM

b

i'm infinitel more worried about the absence of coverage of the missing exmplosives, the
actual theft of votes in florida, their campaign in ohio etc etc

i wish i had jÃ©rÃ´me's nerves - i am not optimistic at all - i fear for the american i have
found here - i fear for the people o america as well as all the countries where their boots
arte marching in defiance of all human decency & against all international law

i feel from here - that it is like watching an accident in which you can do nothing but
scream - i really am not being melodramatic - when i feel that this election will tell us
clearly what kind of future we have & with bush - it will be a future marred with extreme
violence - we know that today

what we are witnessing is unbelievably ugly - unfortunately i do not share ariel dorfmans
careful optimism - though he know better than i - resistance in the first instance would be
the defeat of bush - & if that does not pass - then the campaign who oppose him must be
relentless at every level

there can be no doubt the administration of bush is a more dangerous one that nixon's ever
was - the threat to the world is being practiced daily - there can be no illussion about this
group of criminals

just at the level of electoral 'irregularities' are of a kind that their criminal intent is clear -
that the ideas behind it are clear - that the theft by one means or another are clear - that the
democrats & those who oppose bush must not roll over this time, for their sakes as well as
ours on this side of the world & especially those of the middle east who have felt the brutal
effect of their tyranic excess

my father once sd (& he knew this intimately)- that fascists were vermin - to be
extinguished - you do not enter into an argument with a fascist - you do not offer your best
side to them, you do not try to change their ideas, you change the ideas of a fascist - only
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by force.

hopefully on nov 2 the people will express that force & even though some here suggest it is
comparable to voting for johnson - the vote for kerry will mark a moment from where the
world can turn back - i think though it will only be a quantitative change - it has the
possibility of being a quantitative one

i don't know why i am so scandalised by the absence of cover of the issue of votes on
cnnbbcetc but their role as propogandists of the worst kind does fill me with a disgust that i
cannot quite articulate

clearly, i am not feeliong so well at the moment with my illness & all the effects of it but
the situation in your country has externalised it in a way - i myself find difficult to explain -
perhaps it is the contact here - with people, with individuals - certainly not a choir & i feel
your fears very strongly & i think they are just fears

again i am reminded of jÃ©rÃ´me who is in infinitely more difficult situation - has the
room for optimism - i sense it - i wish i had it

i am also not joyous about the ill health of yassir arafat - i think he is a leader of his people
in much the same way that nelson mandela is - except nelson was 'lucky' enough not to be
besmirched by changes of strategy & form. i have never accepted the demonisation of
arafat - he is a vigorous leader - who has not been as attentive to the requirements of that
leadership - as he might have been. but he is clearly not the monster he has always
portrayed as being & i think that is even truer of the generation of bhargouti - who have
watched the errors of their movement & can change to tactics & strategies - that are worthy
of their cause. bhargouti is in jail - the other elements of the leadership are being murdered
by the israelis so the death or otherwise of arafat will leave a hole that the enemies of
palestine will be quick to take advantage of - & that too leads me to darker thoughts than i
want to articulate

it is time for the american people to give the rest of the world a breath of their optimism not
through brutality but through a real engagement

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 28, 2004 01:39 PM

all
i am sorry for the incoherence but not the intent of my post but i am not feeling well, at all

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 28, 2004 01:39 PM

@ remembereringgiap: I'm sorry you're feeling bad. This is for you.

Posted by: beq | October 28, 2004 02:40 PM

Thank you Rgiap -- well said. You add to my resolve.

Posted by: rapt | October 28, 2004 02:47 PM

I've said this before on some threads here, that John Kerry IS the quentessential candidate
in this race, if only because in his past he has shown not only the ability to see the
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difference between truth and lies, but has managed to put himself on the line in defence of
the truth without regard to himself personally. And I also think that any greatness that is to
be found in his presidency ( and he will win ) will be seen proportionally to his ability to
right the ship of state, and to expose and repair the rot that has taken place within the
American government. Of course this will be very difficult, but there is some subliminal
desire amongst the population toward a reunification, that the wedge of divulsion has been
drivin too deep -- and this will be of assistance to him in this task as it will also be seen as
contributing to his election. And the growing intensification we now feel as the election
approaches , can in a novel if not arcane way be intrepreted as the rising tide of Anti -
Apathy amongst the people.

@remembereringgiap

please, incoherence is my department, your posts are often the better part of my day, and so
wishing you better health on the way

Posted by: anna missed | October 28, 2004 03:00 PM

for my work here i have just shown two films - one bad but beautiful 'grand canyon' & the
other - for me - a prophetic vision of america - 'night of the hunter'

grand canyon was saying something about the nature of the heart & the nature of goodness,
& the natural power of friendship & wonder. it was a simple film, perhaps too simple & by
its wish to 'resolve', uniquely sad. i don't when it was produced - but it has an idea of
america - openness & a kind of dumb but real sincerity. watching this film - i know that the
viewers of such a film could not create the america which the bush cheney junta has
constructed

it was sad in the extent it naively does not understand the deep division which rule your
country & its aversion of discussing the sense of power(except through the voice of steve
martin) - kasdan films an america that europeans identify with unburdened by our terrible
history but what it hides is the terrible reality which i truly think europe has been moving
slowly but fundamentally away from - the right in europe with the exception of the
berlusconi - is a right that does not rule by vengeance - nor do i think that would be
possible. when you lie to europeans about something as fundamental you arrive in serious
trouble. the spanish elections were won on that basis because azner implicity impugned
both their humanity & their intelligence - i seriouslly think that the attentats in madrid had
less effect than the lies that immediately surrounded them. blair is being confronted - by his
electorate in a way their leadership never has except perhaps during the miners strike - but
then that electorate went with the power of that vicious & uncaring old maiden thatcher - &
the strikers were marginalised (also with an absolutely corrupt complicity of their media
with lies of moscow gold etc). now you feel the party that blair says he is the leader of is
being attacked at the base by the base - & the fools in the talking shop of parliament are
being exposed for what they are - puppets & clowns. in france the right has very little room
to manouevre - though it tries to do its best - but it is basically forced intop a centrism by
the demans of the electorate & by the establishment of balances, real balances. schroeder
would not be able to lead his country in this moment if he had not taken a clear & open
position as he did against the war

but these division of class & race & gender though the likes of bell & fukuyame spoke of
the end of ideology - well fellows - it's only just beginning. the divisions between those
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who have & those who don't are enormous & are not just & is not justice in the most
'powerful' country in the world. & it is this in kasdans film - the desire to reconcile - the
desire to understand the basic thing without being diminished by them

the other film - today - the night of the hunter - seems to be a social realist film of your
culture & of your culture in this time - bush is clearly the figure of mitchum/priest - shelley
winters & the children - the american public & its manifestations & lillian gish - the idea or
actuality of america that is capable of reconciling what seem to be impossible differences.
this maasterwork by laughton iss so dark that it verges on the demonic - its psychoanalytic
thrust preceded the work of lacan(with the 'secret' hidden within the body of the doll). but it
is mitchum & his 'sincere' derangement that approximates the inner world of a bush or a
cheney - an idea of themselves as 'clean' - though having sufficient self reflection to know
what & who they really are - monsters. & i don't use the word lightly. perhaps andropov on
a bad day was as demonic as bush cheny but i doubt it - from here it is unbelievabl their
total abscence of care for their own troops - they would happily blame them than
themselves. their clear lack of concern for the 'other half' in america is done without shame
& with an arrogance unparalleled since the early days of a barry goldwater or a governor
wallace but even goldwater & wallace were not so supremely stupid in their venality as
bush & cheney

& in the film there is the old couple who 'arrange' the marriage between the demonic
mitchum & the seriouslly vulnerable shelley winters - their concient & deliberate evil in
some ways worse than the preacher are like the modern media - they lie without shame or
regard. it is impossible to watch this film & not think of this administration - i suppose that
is not so strange - it was produced in the darkest days of the fifties & the politics of today
have their roots there - but in its pure demonic quality it is unnerving how closely it
approximates today. the black & white too seems appropriate for the america bush cheny
have constructed while the colour of a kadsdan is a desperate desire for something to invest
hope in - to work against the right wing's natural & organic nihilism & misanthropy. the
fatherless landscape of the night of the hunter is this america where no one can be trusted,
where at every moment something terrible can come to pass, the awful vulnerability of the
people, the fetishistic relation with ideas & dread

today, watching that film is almost unbearably sad - the promise of something better being
smashed into pieces - & the fundamental ties - broken as for ever - & only 'reconciled' in
the end by this mother duck lillian gish who herself is not removed from the nightmare but
is its more hopeful expression - if you like in the way kerry is at this moment - trying to
sheperd his people from harms way - whereas the preacher like bush & cheney are
nourished by the very acts of destabilisation they construct at a global & primal level - like
some demented child with a semi automatic in his hands - screaming wolf when he is the
most scared of all - & it is that essence - that the people have a natural strength as a
community - there are natural affinities & it is no accident at all - that the modern state &
especially the american one have done all in their power to destroy those communities &
have tried with all their power to destroy their means of communication

this leadership & even a complicit leadership cannot turn back but a people can if they have
that dream & if they willingly accept the responsibility of both their fragility & power

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 28, 2004 04:59 PM
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jÃ©rÃ´me - the good dr hunter s thompson seems to agree witt your optimism, here --:

Published on Thursday, October 28, 2004 by the Independent/UK
Ugly, Tasteless, Terrifying and Wild... Count Me In!
He's been America's most unorthodox political commentator for more than 30 years. But
for Dr Hunter S Thompson the Bush presidency is evil beyond belief - and judgment is
nigh

by Hunter S. Thompson
Â 

The genetically vicious nature of presidential campaigns in America is too obvious to argue
with, but some people call it fun, and I am one of them. Election day - especially when it's a
presidential election - is always a wild and terrifying time for politics junkies, and I am one
of those, too. We look forward to major election days like sex addicts look forward to
orgies. We are slaves to them.

Which is not a bad thing, all in all, for the winners. They are not the ones who bitch and
whine about slavery when the votes are finally counted and the losers are forced to get
down on their knees. No. The slaves who emerge victorious from these drastic public
decisions go crazy with joy and plunge each other into deep tubs of chilled Cristal
champagne with naked strangers who want to be close to a winner.

That is how it works in the victory business. You see it every time. The weak suck up to the
strong, for fear of losing their jobs and money and all the fickle power they wielded only 24
hours ago. It is like suddenly losing your wife and your home in a vagrant poker game, then
having to go on the road with whoremongers and beg for your dinner in public. Nobody
wants to hire a loser. Right? They stink of doom and defeat.

"What is that horrible smell in the office, Tex? It's making me sick."

"That is the smell of a loser, senator. He came in to apply for a job, but we tossed him out
immediately. Sgt Sloat took him down to the parking lot and taught him a lesson he will
never forget."

"Good work, Tex. And how are you coming with my new enemies list? I want them all
locked up. They are scum."

"We will punish them brutally. They are terrorist sympathizers, and most of them voted
against you. I hate those bastards."

"Thank you, Sloat. You are a faithful servant. Come over here and kneel down. I want to
reward you."

That is the nature of high-risk politics. Veni, vidi, vici, especially among Republicans. It's
like the ancient Bedouin saying: "As the camel falls to its knees, more knives are drawn."

Presidential politics is a vicious business, even for rich white men, and anybody who gets
into it should be prepared to grapple with the meanest of the mean. The White House has
never been seized by timid warriors. There are no rules, and the roadside is littered with
wreckage. That is why they call it the passing lane. Just ask any candidate who ever ran
against George Bush - Al Gore, Ann Richards, John McCain - all of them ambushed and
vanquished by lies and dirty tricks. And all of them still whining about it.
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That is why George W Bush is President of the United States, and Al Gore is not. Bush
simply wanted it more, and he was willing to demolish anything that got in his way,
including the US Supreme Court. It is not by accident that the Bush White House (read:
Dick Cheney & Halliburton Inc) controls all three branches of our federal government
today. They are powerful thugs who would far rather die than lose the election in
November.

The Republican establishment is haunted by painful memories of what happened to Old
Man Bush in 1992. He peaked too early, and he had no response to "It's the economy,
stupid." Which has always been the case. Every GOP administration since 1952 has let the
Military-Industrial Complex loot the Treasury and plunge the nation into debt on the excuse
of a wartime economic emergency. Richard Nixon comes quickly to mind, along with
Ronald Reagan and his ridiculous "trickle-down" theory of US economic policy. If the rich
get richer, the theory goes, before long their pots will overflow and somehow "trickle
down" to the poor, who would rather eat scraps off the Bush family plates than eat nothing
at all. Republicans have never approved of democracy, and they never will. It goes back to
pre-industrial America, when only white male property owners could vote.

Things haven't changed much where George W Bush comes from. Houston is a cruel, crazy
town on a filthy river in East Texas with no zoning laws and a culture of sex, money and
violence. It's a shabby, sprawling metropolis ruled by brazen women, crooked cops and
super-rich pansexual cowboys who live by the code of the West - which can mean just
about anything you need it to mean, in a pinch.

Houston is also the unnatural home of two out of the last three presidents of the United
States of America, for good or ill. The other one was a handsome, sex-crazed boy from
next-door Arkansas, which has no laws against any deviant practice not specifically
forbidden in the New Testament, including anal incest and public cunnilingus with farm
animals.

Back in 1948, during his first race for the US Senate, Lyndon Johnson was running about
10 points behind, with only nine days to go. He was desperate. And it was just before noon
on a Monday, they say, when he called his equally depressed campaign manager and told
him to call a press conference for just before lunch on a slow news day and accuse his
high-riding opponent, a pig farmer, of having routine carnal knowledge of his sows, despite
the pleas of his wife and children.

His campaign manager was shocked. "We can't say that, Lyndon," he supposedly said.
"You know that it isn't true."

"Of course it's not!" Johnson barked. "But let's make the bastard deny it!"

Johnson - a Democrat, like Bill Clinton - won that election by fewer than 100 votes, and
after that he was home free. He went on to rule Texas and the US Senate for 20 years and to
be the most powerful vice president in the history of the United States. Until now.

Armageddon came early for George Bush this year, and he was not ready for it. His
long-awaited showdowns with John Kerry turned into a series of embarrassments that
broke his nerve and demoralized his closest campaign advisers. They knew he would never
recover, no matter how many votes they could steal for him in Florida, where the
presidential debates were closely watched and widely celebrated by millions of Kerry
supporters who suddenly had reason to feel like winners.
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Kerry came into October as a five-point underdog with almost no chance of winning three
out of three rigged confrontations with a treacherous little freak like George Bush. But the
debates are over now, and the victor was John Kerry every time. He steamrollered Bush
and left him for roadkill.

Did you see Bush on TV, trying to debate? Jesus, he talked like a donkey with no brains at
all. The tide turned early, in Coral Gables, when Bush went belly up less than halfway
through his first bout with Kerry, who hammered poor George into jelly. It was pitiful... I
almost felt sorry for him, until I heard someone call him "Mister President", and then I felt
ashamed.

Karl Rove, the President's political wizard, felt even worse. There is angst in the heart of
Texas today, and panic in the bowels of the White House. Rove has a nasty little problem,
and its name is George Bush. The president failed miserably from the instant he got onstage
with John Kerry. He looked weak and dumb. Kerry beat him like a gong in Coral Gables,
then again in St Louis and Tempe. That is Rove's problem. His candidate is a weak-minded
frat boy who cracks under pressure in front of 60 million voters.

Bush signed his own death warrant in the opening round, when he finally had to speak
without his teleprompter. It was a Cinderella story brought up to date in Florida that night -
except this time, the false prince turned back into a frog.

Immediately after the first debate ended, I called Muhammad Ali at his home in Michigan,
but whoever answered said the champ was laughing so hard that he couldn't come to the
phone. "The debate really cracked him up," he chuckled. "The champ loves a good
ass-whuppin'. He says Bush looked so scared to fight, he finally just quit and laid down."

This year's first presidential debate was such a disaster for George Bush that his handlers
had to be crazy to let him get in the ring with John Kerry again. Yet Karl Rove let it
happen, and we can only wonder why. But there is no doubt that the president has lost his
nerve, and his career in the White House is finished. No mas.

Indeed. The numbers are weird today, and so is this dangerous election. The time has come
to rumble, to inject a bit of fun into politics. That's exactly what the debates did. John Kerry
looked like a winner, and it energized his troops. Voting for Kerry is starting to look like
serious fun for everyone except poor George, who now looks like a loser. That is fatal in a
presidential election.

I look at elections with the cool and dispassionate gaze of a professional gambler,
especially when I'm betting real money on the outcome. Contrary to most conventional
wisdom, I see Kerry with five points as a recommended risk. Kerry will win this election, if
it happens, by a bigger margin than Bush finally gouged out of Florida in 2000. That was
about 46 per cent, plus five points for owning the US Supreme Court - which seemed to
equal 51 per cent. Nobody really believed that, but George W Bush moved into the White
House anyway.

It was the most brutal seizure of power since Hitler burned the Reichstag in 1933 and
declared himself the new boss of Germany. Karl Rove is no stranger to Nazi strategy, if
only because it worked for a while, and it was sure fun for Hitler. But not for long. He ran
out of oil, the whole world hated him, and he liked to gobble pure crystal biphetamine and
stay awake for eight days in a row with his maps and bombers and his dope-addled general
staff.
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They all loved the whiff. It is the perfect drug for war, as long as you are winning, and
Hitler thought he was king of the hill forever. He had created a new master race, and every
one of them worshipped him. They were fanatics. That was 66 years ago, and things are not
much different today. We still love war.

George Bush certainly does. In four short years he has turned our country from a
prosperous nation at peace into a desperately indebted nation at war. But so what? He is the
President of the United States, and you're not. Love it or leave it.

BULLETIN: KERRY WINS GONZO ENDORSEMENT; DR THOMPSON JOINS
DEMOCRAT IN CALLING BUSH "THE SYPHILIS PRESIDENT".

"Four more years of George Bush will be like four more years of syphilis," the famed
author said yesterday at a hastily called press conference near his home in Woody Creek,
Colorado.

"Only a fool or a sucker would vote for a dangerous loser like Bush. He hates everything
we stand for, and he knows we will vote against him in November." Thompson, well
known for the eerie accuracy of his political instincts, went on to denounce Ralph Nader as
"a worthless Judas goat with no moral compass."

"I endorsed John Kerry a long time ago," he said, "and I will do everything in my power,
short of roaming the streets with a meat hammer, to help him be the next president of the
United States."

Which is true. I said all those things, and I will say them again. Of course I will vote for
John Kerry. I have known him for 30 years as a good man with a brave heart - which is
more than even the President's friends will tell you about George W Bush, who is also an
old acquaintance from the white-knuckle days of yesteryear. He is hated all over the world,
including large parts of Texas, and he is taking us all down with him. Bush is a natural-born
loser with a filthy-rich daddy who pimped his son out to rich oil-mongers. He hates music,
football and sex, and he is no fun at all.

I voted for Ralph Nader in 2000, but I won't make that mistake again. The joke is over for
Nader. He was funny once, but now he belongs to the dead. Nader is a fool, as is anybody
who votes for him in November - with the obvious exception of professional Republicans
who have paid big money to turn him into a world-famous Judas goat. Nader is so
desperate that he's paying homeless people to gather signatures to get him on the ballot. In
Pennsylvania, the petitions he submitted contained tens of thousands of phony signatures,
including Fred Flintstone, Mickey Mouse and John Kerry. A judge dumped Ralph from the
ballot there, calling it "the most deceitful and fraudulent exercise ever perpetrated upon this
court".

But they will keep his name on the ballot in the long-suffering Hurricane State, which is
ruled by the President's younger brother, Jeb, who also wants to be the next president of the
United States. In 2000, when they sent Jim Baker to Florida, I knew it was all over. In that
election, 97,488 people voted for Nader in Florida, and Gore lost the state by 537 votes.
You don't have to be from Texas to understand the moral of that story. It's like being
out-coached in the Super Bowl. Only losers play fair, and all winners have blood on their
hands.

Back in June, when John Kerry was beginning to feel like a winner, we had a quick
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rendezvous on a rain-soaked runway in Aspen, Colorado, where he was scheduled to meet
a harem of wealthy campaign contributors. I told him that Bush's vicious goons in the
White House are perfectly capable of assassinating Nader and blaming it on him. His staff
laughed, but the Secret Service men didn't. Kerry suggested I might make a good running
mate, and we reminisced about trying to end the Vietnam War in 1972.

That was the year I first met him, at a riot on that elegant little street in front of the White
House. He was yelling into a bullhorn and I was trying to throw a dead rat over a
black-spike fence and on to the President's lawn. We were angry and righteous in those
days, and there were millions of us. We kicked two chief executives out because they were
stupid warmongers. We conquered Lyndon Johnson and we stomped on Richard Nixon -
which wise people said was impossible, but so what? It was fun. We were warriors then,
and our tribe was strong like a river. That river is still running. All we have to do is get out
and vote, while it's still legal, and we will wash those crooked warmongers out of the White
House.

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 28, 2004 05:24 PM

Download the entire Fahrenheit 911 movie here - free

Posted by: | October 28, 2004 06:47 PM

http://origin.georgewbush.com doesnt exist . from Europe with simpathy.

Posted by: curioso | October 28, 2004 06:54 PM

No time to write a legnthy post (off to phone bank duty), but Harold Meyerson has some
very interesting things to say about how galvinized the American left actually is.
http://www.laweekly.com/ink/04/49/powerlines-meyerson.php

Posted by: conchita | October 28, 2004 07:05 PM

Everyone should read the Meyerson article conchita cites. anna missed is right: barring a
massive theft (which is a big if, I concede), we will win. I myself am off tomorrow to
Tallahassee (that's in Florida, for you outlanders) and I am but one of many, many. My
husband is already in Florida, in Tampa, and says the activity is tremendous around the
Kerry campaign, and voting lines are long.

Rgiap, please give yourself some ease and save your fears for later, if they are needed and
when you are strong. Here's a toast to your health.

Posted by: liz | October 28, 2004 10:12 PM

Quote:
â€œRonald Reagan and his ridiculous "trickle-down" theory of US economic policy. If the
rich get richer, the theory goes, before long their pots will overflow and somehow "trickle
down" to the poor, who would rather eat scraps off the Bush family plates than eat nothing
at all.â€•
***
Ridiculous as it truly is itâ€™s still out there (here). And what puzzles me more huge
amount of people (of all classes) believe itâ€™s good. They God knows why believe that
this theory will somehow make them rich one day too. This is kind of stupidity that I find
hard to beatâ€¦
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Quote:
But the debates are over now, and the victor was John Kerry every time.
***
I donâ€™t knowâ€¦here in Australia there was just one debate and yes Howard lost it big
timeâ€¦It didnâ€™t make him lose electionâ€¦on the contraryâ€¦he won enormously â€¦
I hope he is rightâ€¦

Posted by: vbo | October 28, 2004 11:23 PM

@vbo I think the "trickle down" theory appeals to Americans precisely because (as I think
has been mentioned before) all Americans fantasise that they will someday be rich (or
already are). I forget the exact statistic but there is a mordantly funny poll result in which,
of a representative sample of Americans, more than three quarters of them thought they
were "above average in income". America is in terminal denial about class. Simply to say
the word is to label oneself a demonised "Red" and therefore a lunatic or subversive not
worth listening to. America has the same problem with class, money, and power that
Victorians had about nudity -- they can't even say the word. They have to put little frilly
pantaloons on the furniture to hide its (titter) l-e-g-s, have to spell it in front of the children.

So, in a culture where no one can admit that they are stuck in a specific class and will stay
there, failing a major lottery win, obviously no one can admit that there is a class above
them whose table leavings they would be too proud to take. No, they have to pretend that
they are the upper-middle class whose table leavings someone else ought to be grateful to
take. And therefore the theory of living off of others' table leavings, instead of being
humiliating and insulting, is self-aggrandising and ego-tickling.

R. D. Laing left us too soon :-)

Posted by: DeAnander | October 28, 2004 11:51 PM

rgiap- hope you are feeling better when you show up here again. I'm sorry to hear you are
ill.

fwiw- Night of the Hunter was the only film Charles Laughton directed and the reaction to
it virtuatlly destroyed any further directoral efforts.

He was highly influenced by the German Expressionists, as is really obvious in the angles
of the houses in the scenes (I haven't seen it for a while, so I hope I remember this
correctly) when the children are floating down the river, and in the self-consciously fakery
of many of the sets...they seem, if I remember correctly, to get progressively weird as the
story does.

Or maybe that was just how I saw them, based upon my reaction to the story.

Also, his choice of b&w film, with its high contrast, allowed him to use shadow and light to
tell the story of deceit and extremes. He was obviously influenced by Welles work, and of
course, such movies as "The Cabinet of Dr. Cal." and "M."

I love Night OfThe Hunter. It is so over-the-top in so many ways. Very theatrical, but
consciously so.

The moment when the camera finds Winters in the car...
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And speaking of Robert Mitchum...

Another film you might find interesting is "Dead Man," by Jim Jarmusch. It's a modern
film, also shot in b&w. Johnny Depp plays a character called William Blake who goes out
west to take a job. He meets a Native American called Nobody who serves as his guide....If
you haven't seen it, I wouldn't want to spoil it for you, but you have to watch it more than
once, preferably in relatively close viewings, to get the full effect/affect.

It also has Iggy Pop, Billy Bob Thornton, Mitchum, as mentioned, in a small role, Gabriel
Byrne and more. And a soundtrack by Neil Young that gives me chills.

I don't know if you're familiar with Jarmusch, but he's my favorite American filmmaker.
Mystery Train is also a classic. Jarmusch has also used Tom Waits as an actor in some of
his movies.

Waits has a new cd out, "Real Gone," which I highly recommend for those who like Mule
Variations and Bone Machine. I'm still partial to listening to "Alice," but Tom is a singular
kinda musician.

...won't have the impact of Eminem, in terms of numbers, but if you love Tom...well, you
love Tom.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 29, 2004 12:09 AM

De Anander I know what you mean exactly...and I thought that would be the case in USA.
But this kind of "virus" is definitely spreading here in Australia as things are economically
very good (so they say)... I am sure they are very VERY good, in fact excellent, for say 5 %
(or more?) of stinky rich but what "drug they put in water" to make 95 % of those who are
in huge, HUGE debts believe that they are in this 5% I wouldn't know. It must be this real
estate bubble affect...and previously IT market bubble etc. Problem is that those 95 %, who
do think that they made huge money out of nothing in no time thanks to this great system,
have no idea how easy those 5 % will strip them of their wealth...

Posted by: vbo | October 29, 2004 12:28 AM

Rgiap, I hope you are better and back here in no time...take care and don't despair...
We can only do as much as we can to â€œsave the worldâ€•â€¦everything else is not in our
hands. But we can do a little bit more to preserve our selves by finding inner peace in the
middle of the chaos we live inâ€¦

Posted by: vbo | October 29, 2004 12:35 AM

Since I live in a safe state, I tuned in tonight to see if i should really swallow very hard &
vote tomorrow for Forbes-Heinz///Kerry or skip it. I am thoroughly disgusted that we were
browbeaten into it, rather than him being told that if he wanted our votes he would have to
represent our interests. Facing a choice of voting Far Right or Furthest Right/Wrong is
horrifying. But then I think of the Germans of yore & all of you Outlanders, RGiap, vbo...
who can't vote against Bu$hCo, and I'll cast one in your names... toss one tiny pebble
against the forces of Malevolence. (Gore Vidal today called it the most Trivial & Vicious
Admin. in history.)

Posted by: jj | October 29, 2004 12:51 AM
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@fauxreal

Second that on director Jim Jarmusch, and particularly" Dead Man", as William Blakes
(gotta love that) little journey through the American (dream) West and the comical/brutal
tripping over all notions of opportunity, from all sides. One of my favorites of all times,
along with "Mystery Train" and Stranger Than Paradise"

Did you see" House of Sand and Fog"? Thought that one was a fine analogy to the current
Iraq mess via history, alliances, & stupidity.

Posted by: anna missed | October 29, 2004 12:59 AM

@jj I think it is worth holding nose and voting for the "Talking Tree". Not because he will
fix everything and make it all better, kissy kissy, but because of this email from a Canadian
friend I got earlier this week (and it kind of gives me a chill, this is a very calm and
peaceable person writing to me, a level-headed fellow, not inclined to hand-waving or
exaggeration or extremism of any kind).

Up here in the cool blue North, we keep saying that we don't have a problem
with Americans, just with the American administration. Well, I am beginning
to think that is like saying we didn't have a problem with the Germans, just
with the Hitler administration. I listen to US stations on the radio and keep
hearing normal sounding people saying that they are going to vote for Bush.

What I mean is, if the Americans get rid of Bush -- even if Kerry is kind of a
disappointment -- at least that will be a way of showing the world community that we are
not all ravening barbarians, backwoods Bible-thumping wannabe Christian Soldiers,
Abu-Ghraib-style vicious/sadistic racists, and all the rest. But if Bush manages to get, or to
manufacture from thin air, a "mandate" and retain the White House, then world opinion is
likely to hold us all complicit in the regime's crimes.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 29, 2004 01:06 AM

@rgiap I am worried about you, your health, etc. do get some rest... take care of yourself...

Posted by: DeAnander | October 29, 2004 01:07 AM

BTW, the crimes for which the world will hold us complicit continue to grow, and the
stench of them also will grow as time passes: "Most individuals reportedly killed by
coalition forces were women and children," Roberts added. This is the "heroism" for which
the US troops will be remembered: like all other brutal armies of occupation in history,
murderers of women and children. Perhaps children in US schoolrooms should be made to
observe a moment of silence every morning of every day of the week, to remember those
dead children -- and of course the other half a million dead Iraqi children, victims of the
Siege...

Posted by: DeAnander | October 29, 2004 01:15 AM

Quote:
But if Bush manages to get, or to manufacture from thin air, a "mandate" and retain the
White House, then world opinion is likely to hold us all complicit in the regime's crimes.
***
You are very close to that â€¦like Serbs being demonized because they (allegedly) voted for
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Milosevicâ€¦There is some justice in this happening because it was you Americans that
bombarded Serbia for the sins of Milosevic administration. Somehow I canâ€™t enjoy in
this vengeanceâ€¦really canâ€™tâ€¦because I learned how it feels like to be hated for the
sins you never committedâ€¦ and I know at least half of you are now in my shoesâ€¦

Posted by: vbo | October 29, 2004 01:31 AM

@DeAnander That Lancet article sure is dynamite stuff there is a longer article on it in The
Independent Of course the truly interesting part of it will be whether or not mainstream
media can ignore it until after election day. If it gets the sort of coverage it deserves this
story will be very difficult for BushCo to ignore.
Just on something else. Lets pretend that the massive increase in voter participation is due
to the electorate having had enough and they're not gonna take it anymore. If this attitude is
also carried through to the House vote is there any chance at all the Repugs could lose
control?
I'm aware that there is a huge gerrymander in place with the house districts but could this
be conceivably overcome by the former 'stay at homes' biting the bullet and voting? If it is
true that 80% of the democrats live in 40% of the districts and the repugs are spread around
the other districts so that they win more than 50% of the seats comfortably but not too
comfortably, then it must also be possible for those formerly known as "I don't know" to
shake that up a bit and make the congress closer than anyone expects.

Posted by: Debs in '04 | October 29, 2004 02:26 AM

Laura Rozen at www.warandpiece.com has the proof that the explosives were indeed still
present at Al Qaqaa when the 101st airborne were there,pictures video and all.

Posted by: anna missed | October 29, 2004 03:27 AM

DeAnander - one statistic I have read recently is that 19% of Americans think they are in
the top 1% (not sure if it was by earnings or by wealth, but the point is the same).

The Lancet report makes the main headline of Le Monde today.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 29, 2004 11:12 AM

When we are down and out and blue and grey
When Beckett â€˜s Happy Days are here,
When you and me and all the rest

Know that Dulce et decorum est --

No not that, not that

When hope is stifled in routine,
When lilacs die, leaves fall unseen,
When we are tall and true and real but

Know the spiffy suit will not seduce --

No not that, not that

When we think, and feel, and say once more,
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Someway truth must be found and held,
Steel and wood, love and fear, together, near

May Perhaps. Yes that.

The children play, the children sing

Tra la la la la

for RGiap from the heart - poetry skills rusty.

Posted by: Blackie | October 29, 2004 05:03 PM

blackie

thank you
really

seems like osama is being telecommandÃ© direct from washington - perhaps from a guest
room in the white house

if kerry can win - i hope there can be some settling of accounts with the mass media

that they seem not to care about the explosives, that they do not seem to care about the
'missing' votes, that they do no seem concerned by irregularities with this election unless it
affects their favourite son, that fool bush

i hope jÃ©rome is still of optimistic mind

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 29, 2004 05:50 PM

jÃ©rÃ´me

some of my reasons for not being optimistic - they are neither elaborate or scientific - they
are purely instinctual

firstly, with this timely new video of the partner in chief of bush & cheney, mr bin laden
comes as it does - with perfect - if a little too broadway - timing. fear is a factor which up
until now has 'seemed' to be working well for bush & engineered by the psychopath rove to
get uglier & crueler by the minute. with this new video is accelerated that fear factor

secondly, while it is difficult to tell from the internet & it is possible that my american
friends are better equipped to say - is that there seems to be close to a real silence on the
missing explosive & not only those lost at that particular site, the announcement by
lancet/john hopkins about the 100,000 dead in iraq, the gross & fraudelent 'business' of the
'missing' voting cards & all the other irregularites - not a word on cnn for example - it
simply doesn't exist for them so i imagine on fox they blame democrats for it - my point
then is a media that wants its better interests served migh try to reconcile some of the
terrible things it has done & said about kerry - they do not - so i see that their complete
investment & power is behind bush; it is different from fox only in scale - i know there
have been many papers that have endorsed kerry - what is their power & influence in
relation to the conglomerates - i fear not so strong
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thirdly, the interconnections within an apparatus - the judicial one are of such an
importance to them & their funders that i simply cannot see themselves allowing a situation
where they can lose & so will use that corrupted apparatus again as they did in 2000

fourthly, it is only in this last ten days that kerry has seemed to strengthen & to present that
strength - since the debates - but is that enough time to have consolidated what is necessary
to beat this tyranny

what are the good signs? that many many millions have inscribed to vote - will they? will
they be allowed to? what will constitute the interference by the republicans on polling day?
what will constitute the malfeasance of the republicans in the courts against the new voters?

i am also frightened that the democrats will roll over as gore did. i hope not - but what is
the evidence of that - can the newfound voters construct a solid & actual opposition to the
malfeasance of the republicans in a practical way if the irregularities take a more open
form? will afroamericans roll over or will they resist in states like florida?

of course if jÃ©rÃ´me & stoy & others here are correct - then these things will not come to
pass - a landslide will prevent what i fear in the first instance & i hope that is so for you &
for us

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 29, 2004 06:29 PM

Rgiap,

Yes the Dems are prone to roll over; it is in their very nature. But in spite of that there are
some winning signs here.

True, the reptiles-in-charge cannot bear the threat of defeat. For them it is all-or-nothing.
And so for the rest of us it must also be. We have no choice any more but still many of the
happy strolling middle-roaders see-no-evil, hear-no-evil as long as it doesn'r interrupt the
afternoon trip to Walmart.

Stay positive.

Posted by: rapt | October 30, 2004 09:25 PM
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And
must
have
whiskey
Oh, you
know
why

« Where is the Surprise? | Main | Paranoia? »

October 27, 2004

Mosh

Some art makes me weep, this does. Please watch this video:

Eminem
Mosh Video alternatives 1 2

Don't matter what color, all that matters is we gathered together
To celebrate for the same cause, no matter the weather
If it rains let it rain, yea the wetter the better
They ain't gonna stop us, they can't, we're stronger now more then ever,
They tell us no we say yea, they tell us stop we say go,
Rebel with a rebel yell, raise hell we gonna let em know
Stomp, push up, mush, fuck Bush, until they bring our troops home come
on just . . .

No more blood for oil, we got our own battles to fight on our own soil
No more psychological warfare, to trick us to thinking that we ain't loyal
If we don't serve our own country, we're patronizing a hero
Look in his eyes its all lies
The stars and stripes, they've been swiped, washed out and wiped
And replaced with his own face, Mosh now or die
If I get sniped tonight you know why,
Cause I told you to fight.

Hear the rhythm to really get the lyrics. Watch that video. Strong, very very very strong
stuff. ThereÂ´s some hope.
Lyrics are here

Posted by Bernhard on October 27, 2004 at 04:21 PM | Permalink

Comments

Thanks b.

Posted by: beq | October 27, 2004 07:15 PM

wow. (and finally, a Real audio link--my connection is too slow to download from the other
sources I've been trying)
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wow. there is so much information in those few moments. rock the fucking vote.

Posted by: catlady | October 27, 2004 08:26 PM

@ catlady: It's now or never. I think the kids are really motivated. The boyfriend (tag artist)
of my SO's daughter registered to vote this summer though he was seventeen at the time.
He is 18 now and he *will* be there.

Posted by: beq | October 27, 2004 08:33 PM

b

it works
i hope
it works

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 27, 2004 08:35 PM

But will his acolytes (you know: skateboarder w/ baseball cap, headphones, wrap-around
mirror shades, bagel and cigarette) vote? No. Will the turnout be above 45%? No. We all
know what a vote for Kerry will feel like the moment it is cast: politics: the improvement of
an unfilfilled humanity (Benjamin).

Bush will win.

I hope I'm wrong.

Posted by: slothrop | October 27, 2004 10:41 PM

@Slothrop et. al, realize Watergate was a Coup, not some cub reporter caper.(read Silent
coup) Consider the precipice economically & militarily that our country is on: w/NeoCons
threatening to invade/allow Israel to attack Iran while having already bankrupted the
treasury; Norquist, Bu$h planning to make tax-cuts for uber-rich permanent; Asians
investing capital at home rather than dutifully buying US treasuries; the Atlantic Alliance
fraying; the Constitution hanging by a thread...on and on......if you really think that these
clowns will be allowed to govern for 4 more years, PLEASE MAKE A CASE TO
SUBSTANTIATE WHY. They didn't allow Nixon to govern for 4 more yrs. Now they
have the means to trivially fix things via the Central Tabulator. Elections are a means of
adjudicating conflicts among elites. If you A Big DOG, would you sit by & allow these
Madguys to destroy America, or would you move to remedy things, when occasionally
elections go wrong?

Posted by: jj | October 27, 2004 11:15 PM

Was there an eclipse on the moon of alabama tonight. I know, its lame, but I had to say it.

slothrup, don't be so pessimistic. I believe Bushie is toast. His campaign is constantly on
the defensive and new info is coming out every day for the Kerry campaign to grab and
use. I believe internal polling for Bushie tells him he's toast. The energy isn't there and
Kerry just revs up more.

Posted by: jdp | October 27, 2004 11:19 PM
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jj:

I'm no big dog.

What to do? Those who fight against this (what do we call it? fascism?) power, are on the
right side of history.

Perhaps American inaction and boredom will, as Wilbur said in his poem 'shame,' "bring
about the collapse of the whole empire."

Naw. Really, what is YOUR commitment to confront this (what shall we call it: evil?)
power? This is the most important question for anyone bold enough to dissent.

Posted by: slothrop | October 27, 2004 11:31 PM

Quote:
â€¦Norquist, Bu$h planning to make tax-cuts for uber-rich permanent;â€¦

â€¦Elections are a means of adjudicating conflicts among elites.

â€¦ if you really think that these clowns will be allowed to govern for 4 more years,
PLEASE MAKE A CASE TO SUBSTANTIATE WHY.
------------------------
Am I missing something here? It looks like itâ€™s obvious WHY they will be allowed to
govern 4 more years. Not only that they are allowed but they are paid billions to make it
happen. Do you really think that THOSE who pay and therefore decide who is going to be
allowed to govern, care about all other shit ( like Constitution etc,)â€¦I used to believe in
institutions onceâ€¦but I learned in this kind of capitalism (at least) there are three
important things : personal wealthâ€¦personal wealth andâ€¦personal wealth. Anything else
has been made to entertain crowd with no chance for personal wealthâ€¦so called
â€˜slavesâ€•â€¦

I donâ€™t see how Bush can loseâ€¦and even if he loses I donâ€™t see light in the end of
this tunnel with Kerry. All tho we ( Americans and others as a world) may travel little bit
more softly to the nightâ€¦
I hope I am wrongâ€¦I do hope soâ€¦

Posted by: vbo | October 27, 2004 11:50 PM

I think "Mosh" has got Rove shitting in his pants.

I haven't felt this hopeful for days.

Posted by: catlady | October 28, 2004 12:12 AM

...but then, as a musician myself, I believe what Uncle C. K. Ganyo (Ghanaian master
drummer) told me years ago:

"the artists are gonna save the world."

Posted by: catlady | October 28, 2004 12:13 AM

Quote:
"the artists are gonna save the world."
***
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It would be great but it certainly is not so...
But they can help form public opinion in a long run....to some extend...only to some
extend...

Posted by: vbo | October 28, 2004 12:40 AM

@ vbo:

Well, we certainly have a better time in our efforts, and who the hell else is gonna save the
world?

I've been depressed for weeks. You and slothrop can take over for a few days. Eminem
made me feel like dancing. And buying a black hooded sweatshirt.

And the moon is coming back...whew, guess the dragon had indigestion.

Posted by: catlady | October 28, 2004 12:52 AM

Kinda funny that Eminem who has made a fortune out of publicly spitting hate at gays and
women, should be so angry with Bush who has, er, made his political fortunes at least
partly out of spitting hate at, er, gays and women...

Posted by: DeAnander | October 28, 2004 01:38 AM

Sorry, but as I think back a bit and now forward I'll say at least this: good -- and so now
finally have something positive to say about the rap/hip-hop, after well, 20 years of
insufferable self-agrandizement set to agonizing drum machine beat rhythm always leaves
me begging and pleading for just the smallest faint of melody, if for nothing else to drown
out most of the lyrics. Call me old fashioned, but also show me something like Eve of
Destruction, Feel Like I'm Fixin' to Die, Fortunate Son, Alices Restaurant, The Revolution
Will Not Be Televised, Imagine, and Jimi, Janice, Joni, Jefferson Airplane, Johnny Cash, or
even the Dead, and not to forget John Prines Theres a Hole In Daddys Arm Where All The
Money Goes, along with Pete Seeger, the Byrds, Bob Dylan, and just the other day on PBS
I saw old footage of Peter Paul and Mary with Martin Luther King at the Washington
Monument and they !!! looked more powerful than I ever remembered them to be.

So good for M&M, I'm glad most of all, that he did'nt wait another couple of weeks to
release the video.

Posted by: anna missed | October 28, 2004 01:43 AM

In substance Bush's tenure in the White House has been an abject failure, so Kerry ought to
win easily
"on the issues". It's nothing short of incredible that a President, warned according to
"official sources" of an attack against the United States in early August, can now present
himself as the fitter choice for the ensuring American security; it beggars the imagination
that after the fiasco of 9/11 no one in the chain of command has been fired or reprimanded.
To view the continuing and mortifying display of ruthless ineptitude of Bush's
misadventure in Iraq as the primary justification for his re-election goes beyond chutzpah
and hubris and well into delirium.
Nevertheless, we all recognize the limits of applying our "reasoning" to the political sphere,
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that is, in confounding our desires with reality. The mediatic conditioning of the electorate
has heretofore "removed" many, indeed most, of the most pressing questions confronting
the U.S. government. It may well be the case that this election will be marked by a flight
from reality.
At this point our desire to see Bush removed from power is so strong that it can blind us not
only to unknowable electoral realities, but also to the problems that a victorious Kerry will
have to confront and especially to the problems that he will incarnate. Finding a politically
presentable and rapid exit from Iraq is, one hopes, close to the top of Kerry's (unstated!)
agenda. How this will be harmonized with Kerry's super-Likkudist posturing will certainly
be problematical. After four years of extreme rightist
ideology in the White House, returning to "ordinary administration" and centrist banalities
will seem
like a major improvement. Nevertheless we should be
advocating a wide ranging progressive agenda that goes beyond merely favoring what now
seems to be a widely discounted "exit from Iraq" strategy.
The real challenges for Kerry should be to tame the national security state, to begin to cure
the structural infirmities of our financial-economic apparatus, and to return to a "decent
respect for the opinions of mankind" by "promoting the general welfare".

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 28, 2004 02:17 AM

Well where I am we're getting all of these reports that the voting booths in the US are
already inundated with early voters. The prediction is that there will be a much greater
number of voters than usual. Sudden uplift of spirits then we get shown vox pops with
average citizens who seem ok until they open their mouths and say "President Bush is a
good man I'm gonna go with him" or even "he's the only one that can keep us safe. He went
into Iraq to get the 9/11 terrorists." or my favourite "He is a great commander in chief.
Kerry is too weak for the job" Now this isn't Fox news this is foreign networks trying to
find out the mood without any particular bias.
I hope the answer is that some Rove flunky has managed to get these ordinary looking
un-ordinary US voters to trick the overseas journos. Because the alternative is too awful to
consider. That every man and his dog is coming out to vote for things to keep on rolling
over the bodies of the Arab population.
I really don't think Kerry is much better particularly with a neo-con congress but as far as
the rest of the world is concerned if there is a large turn out and it backs Bush, the US will
not have the cop out the Germans had. That is that alla the bad stuff happened under a
dictatorship and the people were kept in the dark and didn't know what was going on.

I see the brit Guantanamo freed detainees have begun a suit against Rumsfield. I guess he's
gonna have enough juice to get the thing thrown out if Bush loses, still it would be nice to
see those guys get their day in court sometime.

Posted by: Debs in '04 | October 28, 2004 03:15 AM

OK sorry bout that.
Lets try this link

Posted by: Debs in '04 | October 28, 2004 03:21 AM

I just wanted to let you all know that Bush's campaign website has been blocked outside the
US (except Canada), as I found out through the
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British media (!)
I don't know why they would do that - obviously they don't want foreigners visiting their
site, but why? what harm could that do? - but they are also shutting out all Americans
abroad (except, if my sources are accurate, those in Canada).

Why the secrecy?

Posted by: french speaker | October 28, 2004 03:43 AM

French Speaker: Maybe Bush has figured out he's gonna lose badly the expats vote?

Debs: The Germans didn't have much of a cop-out for a long time. If you want to see
people who got off the hook very easily, look at Austrians, who portrayed themselves as
victims of Nazi aggression by being annexed when they gladly welcomed it and turned up
to be just as bad and as eager as the average German to support and expand the Reich.

"President Bush is a good man I'm gonna go with him" or even "he's the only one that can
keep us safe. He went into Iraq to get the 9/11 terrorists." or my favourite "He is a great
commander in chief. Kerry is too weak for the job"
Some people are too stupid to be allowed to vote, period. Idiots who still think this
nowadays should be sold into slavery; then the sales' benefits could be used to repay a bit
of the enormous US national debt - for once, wingnut would actually do something useful
for their country.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 28, 2004 05:19 AM

@ Clueless Joe
Who would be a buyer of such defective merchandise?

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 28, 2004 05:42 AM

Looking through the comments, blogs and press the Mosh video is the phenomen many
have been waiting for.

The Real Slim Shady Stands Up

Critics â€“ especially from the right â€“ will dismiss "Mosh" as a shrewd
attempt to boost record sales by capitalizing on the tide of anti-Bush populism.
Yet, Eminem has truly made a leap with "Mosh." In his first four albums â€“
despite pointing out the absurdities of American politics and culture â€“ his
mantra, ultimately, was "I just don't give a fuck." Never before has he
advocated for political change. Even if the song's late arrival gives it a limited
impact on the vote, Eminem's pronounced political shift should send shivers
through the largely unchecked right wing establishment.

If Bush wins this election there will be street fights in the US. I am convinced this video
will turn the tide with the young people. Go get yourself a black hoodie.

Posted by: b | October 28, 2004 06:19 AM

From The Nation:

"Critics--especially from the right--will dismiss Mosh as a shrewd attempt to
boost record sales by capitalizing on the tide of anti-Bush populism. Yet,
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Eminem has truly made a leap with Mosh. In his first four albums--despite
pointing out the absurdities of American politics and culture--his mantra,
ultimately, was "I just don't give a fuck." Never before has he advocated for
political change. Even if the song's late arrival gives it a limited impact on the
vote, Eminem's pronounced political shift should send shivers through the
largely unchecked right-wing establishment."

And that sounds good to me.

Posted by: beq | October 28, 2004 07:50 AM

Anything is possible. I do not know about USA but here in Australia polls showed pretty
much close results prior to election and Labor even was winning according to polls at some
points all tho Howard's personal popularity was strong at all times despite all lies.
It turned out to be enormous victory for Howard & co. They even won Congress
majority...so both houses strong majority. They can do what ever they want for next 3
years. And they willâ€¦Australians ( me included) are about to learn some bad lessons.
It would be interesting to see Howard's position if Kerry wins this election...I mean he
claims he is a great friend with Bush, you know , thatâ€™s why we are so lucky ... All tho
it always was pretty hard to see Howard & co, cause they always have been deep inside
American ass...

Yes I am depressed and just canâ€™t imagine how depressed I am going to be if Bush
winsâ€¦When we will learn about results? Here it took about 4-5 hours after the election to
get resultsâ€¦especially because it was not close callâ€¦ I think world is not going to breathe
this time

Posted by: vbo | October 28, 2004 08:25 AM

About Australia again. They just said on TV this is a first time to have majority in both
houses since 70-ies...Incredible...after this I learned to expect anything. I may never again
vote hereâ€¦ in protestâ€¦thatâ€™s how I feel â€¦

Posted by: vbo | October 28, 2004 08:33 AM

@b: oops. sorry.

Posted by: beq | October 28, 2004 08:57 AM

this video will swell the ranks of the black block, which will be needed on nov 3rd and
beyond... every little dose of reality helps.

Something to chew on that I pulled from my reading of Crossing the Rubicon, Ruppert
writes of the 2000 installation of bushCo:"Could it be that a crisis mgmt program was put
into effect? If so...[it]would have necessitated that an admin capable of ruthless covert and
overt actions, friendly to the drug trade, and knowledgeable about oil and energy, be
immediately installed in the White House...They put their 'nasty team', the one that had
produced Iran-Contra, death squads, the Savings and Load scandal, and the Gulf War, into
office and gave them carte blanche."

Posted by: b real | October 28, 2004 09:30 AM

it's not just the black block it will inspire. my son and all his friends( bl and wh) wear
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hooded sweatshirts and listen to hip hop and rap. the skateboard parks are packed around
here.the youth vote is a powerful block, this new voting segment of society could become
so charged by this election that they continue to be voters for decades to come. i think the
pollers have entirely underestimated them and given the prospect of a draft, i think they
will be coming out in mass. i am feelig very hopeful.

Posted by: annie | October 28, 2004 03:50 PM

Still optimistic here!

Can't resist that joke from last year again:

"You know that the world has gone crazy when the best golf player is black, the best rapper
is white, France calls others arrogant and Germans don't want to go to war"

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 28, 2004 04:49 PM

you forgot the tallest NBA player being Chinese :)

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 28, 2004 04:53 PM

estimates of an additional 17 to 21 million voters could make a huge impact. and i'm
banking a huge majority will be motivated by their distain for bushco. the republicans know
this, that's why the caging issue is rearing its ugly head.

the republican polling firm ( thank you josh marshal) fabrizio/mcLaughlin has issue two
reports looking good for kerry. one is the battle ground ballot stating if minorities show up
@ the same levels as 2000 bush is doomed. the other is the new registrants survey which
states the new youth 18 -24 is at 34%,up from 3.8% in 2000. that is huge. of those they
claim 2/1 for kerry yet the figures actually read 20% republican / 54% dems. that sounds
like more than 2/1 to me.check it out

Posted by: annie | October 28, 2004 04:56 PM

fine line between anger and hate. bush is just a mask. truly wish this empowering
audiovisual stmt would have taken that extra risk (probably less risky than saying f-bush
nowadaze) and stressed the urgency to vote outside the two major party system if we are to
preserve any hope of real change. maybe it's just the spirit of the holiday that's speaking to
me at the moment, but changing masks only means there's still going to be plenty of ghosts
and goblins in our future.

Posted by: b real | October 28, 2004 06:35 PM

Download the entire Fahrenheit 911 movie here - free

Posted by: | October 28, 2004 06:49 PM

With Eminem calling up the black hoodies, the Bushies might want to rethink their
economic theory, based upon this reality-based journalist/teacher/author.
Neocomony (although people are mistakenly calling it "Neoeconomy."

"With rising inequality, it's harder for poor people to obtain economic opportunities,
because chances to get education and training, or to bring ideas to market, depend on
money as well as talent, and because the number of these opportunities is limited."
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"The Bush administration has done little to alleviate either of these conditions. So, when
income gaps widen, more of the potential of poor peopleâ€”even the smartest and most
innovative poor peopleâ€”will inevitably be wasted. The wealthier people who own
America's companies won't have as skilled a workforce, or as fast a flow of new ideas, as
they might have had otherwise."

"...Eventually, the new incentives could lead to a whole new way of classifying people:
working and upper-class would be replaced by taxpayer and free-rider. Titans of industry,
heirs and heiresses, and wizards of Wall Street wouldn't pay for national defense, cancer
research, or President Bush's trip to Mars. All those costs would be borne by America's
breadwinners."

"It sounds like a recipe for the kind of social unrest that can make an economy stagger,
stagnate, or worse. A political backlash would seem almost inevitable. And something
worseâ€”like a riotous manifestation of anticapitalist sentimentâ€”would become a real
possibility for the first time in decades. And that's what could happen if the theory works."

@7 a.m. 10/07 author Daniel Altman interview on Wisc. public radio

Posted by: fauxreal | October 28, 2004 10:47 PM

Fauxreal....that's so true...
I wish people listen...but they do not seem to...

Posted by: vbo | October 28, 2004 11:29 PM

I dunno -- I think I'm about bloody ready for "a riotous manifestation of anticapitalist
sentiment." It's only about 25 years overdue, after all.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 28, 2004 11:54 PM

Well, who knows, maybe their economic ideas will work...like their planning for Iraq...

This economic model might also be called feudalism, except, unlike the previous example,
those who will go fight battles for the captains of industry will be the poor.

another particularly interesting observation from the article:

"One flaw in the theory is that American savings do not always stay in America for use by
American companies. In the past two decades, the share of savings sent abroad appears to
have risen from about 10 percent to at least 40 percent. And when the Treasury borrows to
make up for large deficits, more American savings will end up in the hands of government
and less in investments by businesses."

Um, is that forty percent going to the Cayman Islands, I wonder?

There is a major disconnect in America. We are paying taxes to fund a war in which
Halliburton has absconded nearly everything that wasn't nailed down. Then, we are
supposed to continue to fund the plutocrat's wars, send our children to die in them, and
they, in turn, will park their war profiteering blood money in offshore accounts?

Sounds like more Adventure Capitalism. (That article is so good, it deserves another link.)

Ah, so THAT'S what Bush means when he uses the word freedom. Sounds absolutely
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Animal Farmish.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 29, 2004 12:37 AM
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« Divide and Rule | Main | Mosh »

October 27, 2004

Where is the Surprise?

Hi Karl,

It is already the 27th and there still isn't that surprise. What has happened? You are so good
with this stuff so why is there nothing on Fox?

We need a really big one now. The polls show we may lose and all these lawyers and
judges are unreliable - they just aren't the base.

Just talked to Diebold. They have trouble with their vote balancing algorithms - had to
take'em out. Now we need direct database access. What a screw up.

Sharon did win his "pay-Gaza-settlers-to-annex-West-Jordan" vote yesterday. No need for
him to blow up Teheran now. That bastard is totally unreliable.

Why do the Brits take so long to get to Falluja? Do they expect US to take the casualties? A
week before the election? Blair needs a butt kick - Allawi too - talking of "major neglect" -
who does he think he is? Have Rummy call them.

And talking about Rummy, his shop is leaking like a sieve. $70 billion request, 30,000
more troops for Iraq, those damned explosives. CanÂ´t he even shut up his Generals.

So where is the surprise? We can have Fox, God and whoever speaking for us, but we need
an initiative, a spark, a surprise. We need one!

Donâ€™t tell me there isn't any coming up. That one would be really bad.

Posted by Bernhard on October 27, 2004 at 05:23 AM | Permalink

Comments

Slightly OT:
"Rove-ism" is McCarthyism with a squirting flower.

Posted by: beq | October 27, 2004 10:01 AM
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No need for surprise this time...Bushco will steal this election like they did last time...and
Americans will go on with their lives like a last time...

Posted by: vbo | October 27, 2004 10:30 AM

Arafat has a gallstone. Better watch what he eats...and stay away from the windows.

Posted by: TP | October 27, 2004 11:07 AM

I had chosen this day for the October surprise as well in a pool that a small group of friends
and I participated in. There is no prize, just bragging rights. Oh well, there still are a lot of
hours left in this day.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 27, 2004 11:12 AM

Well maybe this is the surprise - Bush having lucid insights. Found this on Washington
monthly:

Bush on CNN:

A political candidate who jumps to conclusions without knowing the facts
is not who you want as commander in chief.

I guess no comment required.

Posted by: Fran | October 27, 2004 11:50 AM

Or maybe the surprise is a Cheney meltdown. Another one from Kevin Drum.

SHOOTING THE MESSENGER....Justin Logan excerpts an interesting piece today by
Philip Giraldi in the print edition of The American Conservative. Giraldi claims that when
the CIA's Counter Terrorism Center provided Dick Cheney with a special briefing on Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi's prewar ties with Saddam Hussein last month, Cheney was a wee bit
unhappy with their conclusions:

The CTC concluded that Saddam Hussein had not materially supported
Zarqawi before the U.S.-led invasion and that Zarqawi's infrastructure in Iraq
before the war was confined to the northern no-fly zones of Kurdistan, beyond
Baghdad's reach. Cheney reacted with fury, screaming at the briefer that
CIA was trying to get John Kerry elected by contradicting the president's
stance that Saddam had supported terrorism and therefore needed to be
overthrown. The hapless briefer was shaken by the vice president's outburst,
and the incident was reported back to [newly appointed CIA director Porter]
Goss, who indicated that he was reluctant to confront the vice president's staff
regarding it.

I don't know who Giraldi's source for this was, but it's a sadly familiar MO for this
administration: shoot the messenger, refuse to believe anything you don't want to believe,
and treat everything first and foremost as an excuse for partisan bludgeoning, not as a
serious problem that requires serious analysis and a serious solution.

You can't excise a cancer if you spend your time screaming at the lab because the biopsy
report isn't what you expected. Why would anyone think that Bush and Cheney can
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successfully fight terrorism if they willfully refuse to understand the true nature of the
threat?

Posted by: Fran | October 27, 2004 12:04 PM

Just for a grin, this is from a totally irrelevant discussion on a distant mailing list far far
away (devoted to antique stationary engines, don't ask): Jeff don't let those Kerry
supporters get you down. They always ignore the truth and don't like it when people have
opposing views, especially if you have anything in writing contrary to their belief.

In light of the survey about contra-factual beliefs of Bush supporters and the Cheney
meltdown described above, this struck me as (a) ROTFL funny, and (b) also, in a way, sort
of scary.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 27, 2004 12:14 PM

DeAnander, you're reality-based, you just can't understand the sheer brilliance of the Repub
state of mind. I mean, you can't create your own brand new reality, can you? Well, so there.
After all, Bush has bright examples of reality-shaping leaders. Take some Adolf H, late
German leader; when his generals began worrying about the coming winter and the lack of
winter equipment and clothing for the troops, said Adolf H replied "You, go ahead and
fight the Soviets. I'll deal with winter myself." Obviously, a great faith-based leader can
change the weather patterns at will, if he's strong-willed, resolute and decisive enough. Of
course, in our Adolf H's case, it seems he went a bit over the top in reality-shaping
willpower since he in fact brought upon his Wehrmacht what recent international data
comparisons revealed to have been the worst winter of the entire 20th century.
Draw your own conclusions about what will happen to GWB's most excellent adventures.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 27, 2004 12:30 PM

Whose surprise?

Posted by: beq | October 27, 2004 01:39 PM

There won't be an October Surpise, or a November Surprise for that matter. Much too
dangerous.

I suppose the election will be decided in the courts again. Bush can win it easily through
cheating, manipulation.

There will be no terrorism in the US or attacks on Iran or Syria until well into 2005 - say
March.

All is proceeding smoothly.

--from my reading of the STARS *!!*

Posted by: Blackie | October 27, 2004 02:40 PM

Steve Perry at Citypages guesses that massive voter theft is the October surprise. After
several cycles with Nader, he plans to vote for Kerry.
http://babelogue.citypages.com:8080/sperry/

Posted by: TP | October 27, 2004 02:54 PM
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sorry for the cut & paste but after all this time i do not know how to do links (or italic or
bold for that matter :

The GOP's Shameful Vote Strategy
Â Â By Harold Meyerson
Â Â The Washington Post

Â Â Wednesday 27 October 2004

Â Â With Election Day almost upon us, it's not clear whether President Bush is running a
campaign or plotting a coup d'etat. By all accounts, Republicans are spending these last
precious days devoting nearly as much energy to suppressing the Democratic vote as they
are to mobilizing their own.

Â Â Time was when Republicans were at least embarrassed by their efforts to keep African
Americans from the polls. Republican consultant Ed Rollins was all but drummed out of
the profession after his efforts to pay black ministers to keep their congregants from voting
in a 1993 New Jersey election came to light.

Â Â For George W. Bush, Karl Rove and their legion of genteel thugs, however, universal
suffrage is just one more musty liberal ideal that threatens conservative rule. Today's
Republicans have elevated vote suppression from a dirty secret to a public norm.

Â Â In Ohio, Republicans have recruited 3,600 poll monitors and assigned them
disproportionately to such heavily black areas as inner-city Cleveland, where Democratic
"527" groups have registered many tens of thousands of new voters. "The organized left's
efforts to, quote unquote, register voters -- I call them ringers -- have created these
problems" of potential massive vote fraud, Cuyahoga County Republican Chairman James
P. Trakas recently told the New York Times.

Â Â Let's pass over the implication that a registration drive waged by a liberal group is
inherently fraud-ridden, and look instead at that word "ringers."

Â Â Registration in Ohio is nonpartisan, but independent analysts estimate that roughly
400,000 new Democrats have been added to the rolls this year. Who does Trakas think they
are? Have tens of thousands of African Americans been sneaking over the state lines from
Pittsburgh and Detroit to vote in Cleveland -- thus putting their own battleground states
more at risk of a Republican victory? Is Shaker Heights suddenly filled with Parisians
affecting American argot? Or are the Republicans simply terrified that a record number of
minority voters will go to the polls next Tuesday? Have they decided to do anything to stop
them -- up to and including threatening to criminalize Voting While Black in a
Battleground State?

Â Â This is civic life in the age of George W. Bush, in which politics has become a
continuation of civil war by other means. In Bush's America, there's a war on -- against a
foreign enemy so evil that we can ignore the Geneva Conventions, against domestic liberals
so insidious that we can ignore democratic norms. Only bleeding hearts with a pre-Sept. 11
mind-set still believe in voting rights.

Â Â For Bush and Rove, the domestic war predates the war on terrorism. From the first day
of his presidency, Bush opted to govern from the right, to fan the flames of cultural
resentment, to divide the American house against itself in the hope that cultural
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conservatism would create a stable Republican majority. The Sept. 11 attacks unified us,
but Bush exploited those attacks to relentlessly partisan ends. As his foreign and domestic
policies abjectly failed, Bush's reliance on identity politics only grew stronger. He anointed
himself the standard-bearer for provincials and portrayed Kerry and his backers as arrogant
cosmopolitans.

Â Â And so here we are, improbably enmeshed in a latter-day version of the election of
1928, when the Catholicism of Democratic presidential nominee Al Smith bitterly divided
the nation along Protestant-Catholic and nativist-immigrant lines. To his credit, Smith's
opponent (and eventual victor), Herbert Hoover, did not exploit this rift himself. Bush, by
contrast, has not merely exploited the modernist-traditionalist tensions in America but
helped create new ones and summoned old ones we could be forgiven for thinking were
permanently interred. (Kerry will ban the Bible?)

Â Â Indeed, it's hard to think of another president more deliberately divisive than the
current one. I can come up with only one other president who sought so assiduously to
undermine the basic arrangements of American policy (as Bush has undermined the New
Deal at home and the systems of post-World War II alliances abroad) with so little concern
for the effect this would have on the comity and viability of the nation. And Jefferson Davis
wasn't really a president of the United States.

Â Â After four years in the White House, George W. Bush's most significant contribution
to American life is this pervasive bitterness, this division of the house into raging, feuding
halves. We are two nations now, each with a culture that attacks the other. And politics, as
the Republicans are openly playing it, need no longer concern itself with the most
fundamental democratic norm: the universal right to vote.

Â Â As the campaign ends, Bush is playing to the right and Kerry to the center.

Â Â That foretells the course of the administrations that each would head. The essential
difference between them is simply that, as a matter of strategy and temperament, Bush
seeks to exploit our rifts and Kerry to narrow them. That, finally, is the choice before us
next Tuesday: between one candidate who wants to pry this nation apart to his own
advantage, and another who seeks to make it whole

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 27, 2004 03:12 PM

@Blackie

I agree on the court "solution". If they push it up to the supreme court Rehnquist is
seriously ill and could resign. That would be a 4 vs. 4 decision than. But Bush could
nominate a new judge and as congress is in recess, nobody could stop him.

Perfectly legal with Bush on the lever to decide who decides.

WaPo on Rehnquist

Posted by: b | October 27, 2004 03:27 PM

RGiap & I were on same wavelength today. I was going to post on Meyerson article which
Truthout had it waiting in my mailbox.
But I agree w/beq.....anyone who hasn't read his/her 2nd link to the Stanley Hilton
interview MUST. Since Pentagon Brass & CIA know that our National Security truly does
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depend entirely upon removing Bu$hCo, when they rig the machines & go to the
Supremes, the Brass (The Really Big Dogs) will just pop by Scalia's office & mention
either Kerry is President or a copy of Bush's order for 9/11 will be on Woodward's desk
ASAP. Kerry's only job was to get it close enough to be plausible, which he's done. So, we
can sleep easily and pray for Treason Trials.

Posted by: jj | October 27, 2004 03:34 PM

Thanks remembereringgiap: You copy/paste very well. I have given that one wings.

Posted by: beq | October 27, 2004 03:35 PM

For those of us voting next Tuesday MoveOn has put together a wallet-sized card with all
the numbers you need to know if someone interferes with your right to vote.

Posted by: beq | October 27, 2004 03:46 PM

jj, you ARE an optimist. It looks like hackers are plying their trade on the Bush campaign
website

If they are still taking in money which I assume they are, this could hurt. Is the worm
turning?

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 27, 2004 03:52 PM

What are they doing to these kids?

Three busloads of schoolchildren from the Heritage Christian School waited
for an hour and a half to see Cheney and clap for the man they said speaks to
the issues important to their lives.

Asked to name the country's biggest problem, 12-year-old Vivian Resto said,
"Homosexuals. I think it's kind of gross, and my mom and I believe it should
be a man and a woman."

Her 7-year-old classmate, Kevin Strickland, said the most significant issue
facing the country is stem cell research. And 13-year-old Marcus Kleinhans
said he was most worried about abortion.

WaPo

Some time ago they called them Hitler Jugend.

Posted by: b | October 27, 2004 05:15 PM

Quote:
Why would anyone think that Bush and Cheney can successfully fight terrorism if they
willfully refuse to understand the true nature of the threat?
***
Kerry said : They donâ€™t get it and thatâ€™s why they canâ€™t fix it!
I think they get it but they do not care to fix it because they have other things to care
forâ€¦how to put billions in their pockets in a shorter time possibleâ€¦for example.
But is American electorate really listening ? Are those things even important for most of
them? I donâ€™t think so. I know Australians did not listen when during campaign it was
obvious that Howard & Co did lie deliberatelyâ€¦The only thing important for them
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(electorate) is their standard of living and how to maintain it. So if Americans feel they are
doing OK there is no way theyâ€™ll expel Bush. For those who are not doing well
economically Bush â€œinventedâ€• new Christianity that is so easy to believe inâ€¦You can
kill, revenge, rob others in order to sustain your â€œway of lifeâ€• and still according to
Bush youâ€™ll be saved by his God. Who wouldnâ€™t like God like that????
They did think about everything so I donâ€™t see how they can loseâ€¦

Posted by: vbo | October 27, 2004 09:49 PM

October surprises so far:

BOSTON WINS WORLD SERIES
CHIEF JUSTICE TRACHIOTOMY/ CANCER
KNESSET/SHARON APPROVE W/D of SETTLERS
ARAFAT COLLAPSES

Now if the Packers win on Sunday,.....

Posted by: gylangirl | October 27, 2004 11:55 PM

Now, now, people, there's two days left in the media cycle...have some faith in your Unka
Karl. Yes, that Kerry's a problem, but there's still time for some Bush voodoo - ignore a
problem until it evaporates like the morning dew.

Posted by: Harrow | October 28, 2004 12:09 AM

Can the Red Sox victory be mere "synchronicity"?
If this, after 86 years of wandering in the desert, isn't a sign from above, nothing is.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 28, 2004 12:47 AM

Well maybe there is not one surprise, but the surprises keep coming.

Are the rats leaving the sinking ship?

Blair admits â€“ yes, Iâ€™ve met Kerry

AFTER months of embarrassed silence over links with US Democrats, Downing Street
finally admitted yesterday that Tony Blair had twice met John Kerry, who is challenging
the Prime Ministerâ€™s war ally President Bush for the Oval Office.

And another surprise - or maybe not!

US gave date of war to Britain in advance, court papers reveal

Secret plans for the war in Iraq were passed to British Army chiefs by US defence planners
five months before the invasion was launched, a court martial heard yesterday.

The revelation strengthened suspicions that Tony Blair gave his agreement to President
George Bush to go to war while the diplomatic efforts to force Saddam Hussein to comply
with UN resolutions were continuing.

Posted by: Fran | October 28, 2004 01:22 AM

Fran,
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Those "secret" invasion plans have no weight. All armies of the world have contingency
plans against their potential opponents. For example, the US had always studies/plans of an
invasion of Canada or Mexico. They could be used in the case of a Soviet invasion or any
other emergency.

I assume that the British HQ asked for them in advance to plan how to cooperate IN CASE
of an invasion. A prudent military planner would do exactly that.

This is NOT an evidence of a Bush/Blair secret agreement.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 28, 2004 08:07 AM

Marcin: Well, it was pretty clear the US had plans of invasion, "just in case"; you clearly
can't hope to successfully invade Iraq if you hadn't planned it months and months ahead
(even if the end result surely makes me wonder). The real trouble is if indeed they had
already decided on a date for the invasion, and shared this info with the British - otherwise,
why would the Brits be "one mont late" in their training? If it's the case, it would be a clear
proof of what was already obvious to anyone with a bit of sense in late 2002, that Bush
intended to attack with or without UN approval. In fact, I don't know why wingnuts even
contested this point, since Bush said so himself, literally.
Such planning is standard operation procedure, but it is still a bit disturbing and people
should be wary of their govt and military drawing that kind of plans - if only because it
means that their "friendly neighbors" may well do the same kind of planning against them,
and because if the govt plans foreign invasion, it may as well plan domestic martial law and
repression "just in case". It's like spying abroad and internal intelligence gathering: to some
extent it's necessary to insure the country's security, but that can very quickly be twisted
and perverted.
I repeat that imho the real evidence would be if the US HQ had actually fixed a date (like
4th week of March) to attack, because it's when their preparations would be achieved. I'm
also reminded of one of the most ridiculous arguments just before the war, which was "We
have to attack; our troops are sitting there since months and they're bored. We really can't
leave them like that for too long."

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 28, 2004 08:39 AM

Marcin: I am aware that there are plans on the ready, just in case. But if I recollect properly,
already around the time Bush went in front of the UN there was talk of a March attack. So
that date must have been fixed early on an Tony Blair must have been aware of it, despite
his bla, bla about diplomatic solutions.

Maybe this article is part of an answer:

Exclusive: Bush Wanted To Invade Iraq If Elected in 2000

Houston: Two years before the September 11 attacks, presidential candidate
George W. Bush was already talking privately about the political benefits of
attacking Iraq, according to his former ghost writer, who held many
conversations with then-Texas Governor Bush in preparation for a planned
autobiography.

â€œHe was thinking about invading Iraq in 1999,â€• said author and journalist
Mickey Herskowitz. â€œIt was on his mind. He said to me: â€˜One of the keys
to being seen as a great leader is to be seen as a commander-in-chief.â€™ And
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he said, â€˜My father had all this political capital built up when he drove the
Iraqis out of Kuwait and he wasted it.â€™ He said, â€˜If I have a chance to
invadeâ€¦.if I had that much capital, Iâ€™m not going to waste it. Iâ€™m
going to get everything passed that I want to get passed and Iâ€™m going to
have a successful presidency.â€•

Posted by: Fran | October 28, 2004 11:09 AM

Iâ€™m going to get everything passed that I want to get passed and Iâ€™m going to have
a successful presidency.

Oh Gawd, I cringe, I (metaphorically) upchuck. All those people, all those people killed for
some spoilt fratboy rich schmuck's propaganda campaign, to pad out his resumé?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 28, 2004 12:17 PM

Alex Cockburn suggests that the real surprise may come for Kerry supporters after a Kerry
victory: "voting for John Kerry now is like voting for LBJ in 1964 with full precognition of
what he was going to do in Vietnam for the next four years." He quotes conservative
analyst Luttwak in the rightwing Telegraph (UK): â€œJohn Kerry will make his adoring
anti-war groupies look like foolsâ€•. I have the same grim feeling. This election has
become an absurdist tonker-waving competition and that can only lead to one behaviour
pattern for the victor.

And Ariel Dorfman, a personal favourite of mine, puts a more positive spin on the same
dreary prospect by proclaiming that the struggle for the soul of America has only just
begun. Dorfman knows whereof he speaks. I dunno about the black hoodie, if it becomes
the preferred symbol of resistance then I guess I'll wear one no matter how much I dislike
Eminem ("loathe" might be a more apt choice of words) -- but I anticipate plenty of
resistance needed no matter which corporate-friendly member of the hereditary aristocracy
gets the throne this time around.

BTW, don't lose track of the thread on Kerry's promise to the Teamsters that I am against
drilling in ANWR, but I am going to put that pipeline in, and we're going to drill like never
before. Don't expect Kerry to lead us to the promised land of alternative energy, frugality,
and conservation.

Sometimes I think that, as with German expansionism, psychotic masculinism and
nationalist/racist fervour in the 30's and 40's, the only cure for this form of mental illness is
consequences. Someone once said about ice that it's a wicked drug but at least the crash
comes quickly. Maybe the only thing that will teach Americans to live within their means
instead of stealing from their neighbours, is to learn the full consequences of a life of crime.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 28, 2004 12:30 PM

"tonker-waving"?

Posted by: beq | October 28, 2004 12:37 PM

We cannot afford to wait till the full consequences arrive.

OK I'll put it another way: The consequences have arrived. Our reaction is anger and
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denial. No, that won't fix it either.

Posted by: rapt | October 28, 2004 02:57 PM

@beq sorry -- ref. Terry Pratchett, ummm probably Lords and Ladies, as in "I've got a
great big tonker!" Closely related to willie-jousting.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 28, 2004 11:35 PM

Comparing Occupations -- Haroon Siddiqui compares the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
with the US invasion of Iraq and considers similarities and differences.

The Afghan misadventure made the Soviet Union unpopular among Muslims,
discredited communism, killed the small leftist movements in the Muslim
world. In fact, the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and the Reagan
administration's ideological mobilization of Islam to counter "the Communist
evil" may have revived Islamic fundamentalism.

It is this last comparison that fascinates me. There are a lot of Muslims in the world. If the
Soviet folly and wickedness in Afghanistan soured the Muslim world on leftist politics
generally and Communism specifically, then will the American folly and wickedness in
Iraq sour the Muslim world on capitalism -- at least the neoliberal Chicago School flavour?
What interesting "Third Way" might emerge out of pan-Arab political thought if the
dominant duality of Soviet Communism vs American Capitalism is overthrown?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 29, 2004 12:50 AM
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October 25, 2004

Divide and Rule

by Harrow

Since Saddam's government was toppled, Iraqis have endured a series of events that have
eroded their faith in the Americans. First it was the mass looting and inability to enforce
law and order, then the indiscriminate sacking of soldiers and low-level Baathists, later the
abuses at Abu Ghraib and several ferocious battles that caused widespread collateral
damage. Before things started going truly and horribly wrong last April, polls showed a
small majority of Iraqis were still supportive of the American presence. And yet, even early
on, there was a noticeable difference between the attitudes of the three major ethnic groups,
with the Kurds being strongly supportive, the Shia lukewarm and the Sunni Arabs opposed.

Academic blogger Juan Cole has been extremely critical of the occupation and Bush's
screw-ups. But even he is skeptical about the intentions of the Sunni Arabs.

I don't think they primarily want elections, which would bring the Shiites and
Kurds to power. I think they want the Americans gone so as to find a way to
regain Sunni Arab supremacy in the country. That actually makes them more
dangerous, because if that is their motive then they will likely go on blowing
up things for a long time to come.

He also quotes a journalist who notes a severe hardening of opinion among the Sunnis. The
Association of Muslim Scholars, the biggest Sunni body in the country, has announced it
will boycott the elections. Muqtada al-Sadr has raised stupendous hell for much of this
year, but his hardcore supporters form a minority of Shia. He was not able to mobilize the
majority of Shia into supporting open rebellion.

Why is that? The title above says it all. Obviously the US is not anti-Sunni on principle,
and has included several in the Iraqi government to make it representative. Washington has
vigorously promoted six cooperative political parties, where Sunnis form a very small
minority, but their common feature is being pro-American or exiles who were against the
old establishment. The truth is, Saddam has made the job of ruling Iraq laughably easy for
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the American government. The memories of his massacres are still fresh for the Kurds, who
faced genocide in 1988. As a "final solution" to never-ending Kurdish rebellion, especially
during the war with Iran, soldiers were ordered to interrogate and execute all people
between 15 and 70 in rebel-held areas. Captured civilian men and teenage boys were
separated from other Kurds, trucked off to giant pits in the countryside, and summarily
executed. In total 50,000-100,000 Kurds were murdered or died. In 1991, Saddam carried
out reprisals against rebellious Shias that were nearly as vicious; large parts of Karbala
were razed, and the huge marshes in southern Iraq were completely drained and turned into
desert to flush out Shia rebels taking refuge there.

And even before Saddam, sectarian distrust and the history of Sunni supremacy made unity
difficult. This is from Militant Islam, a book by writer and journalist G.H. Jansen. Keep in
mind Jansen is sympathetic to radical Islam, vehemently critical of the colonial powers and
wrote this 25 years ago.

The ulema {religious establishment} in Iraq, as we have seen, did play the
usual leading role in the 1920 uprising, but that was possible because
beforehand the religious leaders of the Sunnis and Shiahs had formally
decided to cooperate to face a national emergency. It is because these two
communities are evenly balanced in Iraq (only officially so, the Shiahs have
long claimed to be in the majority and almost certainly are) that the Iraqi
national movement never again had recourse to Islamic support: the delicate
equilibrium might not have been achieved again, one or the other community
would have been forced into opposition.

If it was a challenge in the 1920s, just imagine what it would be like today.

The good news is, despite the fierce Sunni resistance against the interim government,
there's not much evidence of the civil war that so many have warned of. In spite of horrific
attacks against Shia pilgrims and other civilians, most Iraqis seem to believe the worst
terrorist attacks are carried out by foreigners (Iranians, Kuwaitis, Israelis, Americans), and
there has been some degree of cooperation between Sunnis and Sadrists when one side or
the other was engaged in battle with the Americans.

All the same, if the elections go ahead in January and aren't a complete debacle, there's the
danger that a serious national rift could start to grow. Right now it seems most Sunnis will
either boycott the elections or be too afraid of terrorist reprisals to go to polling stations. A
nominally democratic government might be seen as an expression of Shia and Kurdish will
to keep the Sunnis down. The Shia will probably continue to tolerate a large American
presence for the same reason they do now - they fear the intentions of the Sunni Arabs
more than they hate the American occupiers.

Rahul Mahajan believes the real danger is a long, savage war between religious extremists
and a repressive government.

Unfortunately, the United States, by its continuing presence and operations, is
creating another force that offers an even more frightening prospect of civil
war, with a clear religious basis. The model for potential civil war in Iraq is
not, or at least not primarily, Lebanon; it is Algeria.
...
The GIA was distinguished by the extremism of its ideology, even among
Wahhabis; at one point, bin Laden dissociated himself from them because of
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their extremism.

In Iraq, that role is to be played by Abu Musab al-Zarqawiâ€™s Tawhid wal
Jihad (Monotheism and Holy War). By â€œmonotheism,â€• they mean
primarily anti-Shiâ€™ism. They are not primarily an anti-occupation force;
they target Shiâ€™a directly, with American soldiers occasionally as collateral
damage.

But there are problems with this: al-Tawhid may have had a chance to start growing by the
American failure to provide order, but an American departure would do nothing to lessen
the danger of extremists. More importantly, these ultra-violent nihilists are said to make up
only a few hundred (at most, a few thousand) of the 10,000-20,000 Sunni rebels in Iraq. It's
true that the continuing American presence has helped to create them, but the other
insurgents will not go away either. As American forces begin falling next year or 2006, the
next prime minister of Iraq will have to be a genius of national reconciliation with an iron
will, or the *best* that can be hoped for is a feudal state ruled by petty local warlords and
religious zealots. Since it's unlikely that there will be an Iraqi government that is both
strong and indefinitely friendly to the US, divide and rule it will be. And because of Iraq's
history, Washington may never have to lift a finger to inflame it, even if it willingly acts as
a catalyst.

Posted by Bernhard on October 25, 2004 at 02:34 PM | Permalink

Comments

There are times, and I think this is one,
where the Charlie Brown axiom "No problem is to big to run away from" seems
preternaturally pertinent. Like most Yanks I have no expertise on the intricacies of Iraqi
tribal and confessional rivalries, and I don't doubt that the bloodletting which the American
invasion has set-off may very well continue after the U.S. withdrawal. But America is so
much more "part of the problem" than "part of the solution" that "getting out as soon as
possible" seems like simple wisdom. After that, reparations, participation in international
efforts to restore a civil society, and a general effort to atone for such war crimes as the
aggressive war itself, the use of depleted uranium without a care for the consequences for
the health of the Iraqis
or the coalition soldiers, and the brutal
bombing campaign in cities like Fallujah will provide the opportunity for years of humble
effort. Since WWII Germany has been a "model citizen" of Europe, and the Americans
could do worse than to follow that model. I'm not betting on it.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 26, 2004 06:07 AM

From Iraq, Riverbend on American Elections 2004...

I want Bush out of the White House at all costs. (And yes- who is *in* the
White House *is* my business- Americans, you made it my business when
you occupied my country last year) Iâ€™m too realistic to expect drastic
change or anything phenomenal, but I donâ€™t want Bush reelected because
his reelection (or shall I call it his â€˜reassignmentâ€™) will condone the wars
on Afghanistan and Iraq. It will say that this catastrophe in Iraq was worth its
price in American and Iraqi lives. His reassignment to the White House will
sanction all the bloodshed and terror weâ€™ve been living for the last year
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and a half.

Iâ€™ve heard all the arguments. His supporters are a lot like him- theyâ€™ll
admit no mistakes. Theyâ€™ll admit no deceit, no idiocy, no manipulation, no
squandering. Itâ€™s useless. Republicans who *donâ€™t* support him, but
feel obliged to vote for him, write long, apologetic emails that are meant, I
assume, to salve their own conscience. They write telling me that he should be
â€˜reelectedâ€™ because he is the only man for the job at this point. True, he
made some mistakes and he told a few fibs, they tell me- but he really means
well and he intends to fix things and, above all, he has a plan.

Let me assure you Americans- he has NO PLAN. There is no plan for the
mess weâ€™re living in- unless he is cunningly using the Chaos Theory as a
basis for his Iraq plan.
...
Americans, the name of your country which once stood for â€˜freedom and
justiceâ€™ is tarnished worldwide. Your latest president has proved that the
great American image of democracy is just that- an image. You can protest,
you can demonstrate, you can vote- but it ends there. The reigns were out of
your hands the moment Bush stepped into the White House. You were
deceived repetitively and duped into two wars. Your sons and daughters are
dying, and killing, in foreign lands. Your embassies are in danger all over the
world. â€˜Americaâ€™ has become synonymous with â€˜empireâ€™,
â€˜hegemonyâ€™, and â€˜warfareâ€™.
...
Americans- can things be worse for you? Can things be worse for us in Iraq?
Of course they canâ€¦ only imagine- four more years of Bush.

Posted by: b | October 26, 2004 06:10 AM

My heart goes out to the people of Iraq because it seems that whatever happens in this farce
of a US elections the Iraquis will lose.
The strategy of keeping US voters totally misinformed proceeds without a hitch. Because I
have a masochistic bent when things get this bad I tuned into Fox news to see how they
were handling the missing explosives story. That E.D. harpy was telling her audience that
the story was a put up job by the UN and the IAEA in particular that muslim radical
Mohamed ElBaradei. She said that it had been proven the explosives had gone missing b4
the invasion. Saddam had moved em.
The NYT had made the story front page and now that it had been discredited they had said
nothing. Now I have looked everywhere including NBC where the overpaid talking head
said the real story had been released and the only thing she is right about is that it isn't in
the NYT it isn't anywhere at all. Maybe Mohamed ElBaradei is another metrosexual.
Anyway the media is just out and out lying to the US population now. yeah I know they
always have but they aren't even trying to pretend that there is any factual basis they are
just making it up. This is bad for Iraquis because the lies will continue at their expense. I
know comparisons with Vietnam are easy to make but while the rest of the world was
crying out for the Vietnamese, the US population turned against the war in spite of the dead
and wounded Vietnamese not because of them. John Kerry and co protested because US
soldiers were dying. He didn't give a toss about the poor bloody locals getting killed just
because the US administration didn't want to be seen to be soft on dirty comminism.
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It's the same now. US casualties are kept down to manageable levels and no-one in the US
seems to care about the Iraquis. Especially when you consider that the methods of keeping
US losses to a minimum means many more Iraqui civilians killed. eg bombing houses in
Fallujah where the anti christ zarquawi is alleged to be hiding instead of engaging in a
properly planned infantry attack to grab him. That is if he exists at all and isn't just the
bogey man Rove came up with to blame for BushCo ineptitude.

By the time these greedy fools lose heart and slink out their shortsighted tactics will have
split Iraq into ethnic enclaves fighting to be indepedent from each other. All those lives lost
by Saddam trying to make one country and Bush trying to take a country will have been in
vain.

They will never rule Iraq but they will divide it.

Posted by: Debs in '04 | October 26, 2004 08:21 AM

"bombing houses in Fallujah where the anti christ zarquawi is alleged to be hiding instead
of engaging in a properly planned infantry attack to grab him. That is if he exists at all and
isn't just the bogey man Rove came up with to blame for BushCo ineptitude."

Last I checked, Debs, we weren't after just one man in Falluja. It's a network and the
objective is to deny it space and time to operate, abscond, or reinforce, while doing a
number on its membership rolls. Low- and mid-level operators have been promoted to take
the places of leaders killed, and the network is under severe pressure from a swarm of US
and Iraqi assets. It will only get worse for "the bogey man" and his merry band of brothers.

Posted by: Pat | October 26, 2004 09:40 AM

Josh Marshall debunks the 'Saddam moved the explosives' lie

Pat, you seem to be confidently and uncritically relaying a US military fantasy scenario
about the 'al-Zarqawi network'. Judging by the many pictures of dead children and babies
being pulled from rubble in Falluja, including filmed footage from Reuters that your same
US spokespersons tried to dismiss as the work of an al-Zarqawi propagandist as they
steadfastly denied killing a family of six even as we saw their murdered corpses being
plucked from the ruins of their little home, there seems to be a considerable dissonance
between US military accounts and reality. And given that senior US military and
intelligence staffers are briefing journalists that they don't actually know whether
al-Zarqawi is alive or dead or if he's even in Iraq at all, don't you think that if you must eat
that stuff you shouldn't swallow it? It's fine to have a sense of loyalty to the US military but
if that's going to blind you to the possibility that the US military lies and utilizes
disinformation for its own unfathomable purposes then you run the risk of drifting
hopelessly off-picture. Or do you think that Iraqis are just a bunch of liars and that we
shouldn't pay any attention to what the people of Falluja, who are actually living in the city
and doing the bleeding and dying, have to say? Or maybe you've moved on and accepted
that you were fed a pack of lies by your own administration about Iraq but now you think
that all the 'intelligence' is accurate, spotless and truthful? Like so many other people who
fully understand just who really is paying for the al-Zarqawi fable, I dread what is going to
happen in Fallujah And I'm a lot less sure of the 'intelligence' that underlies the approaching
slaughter than you seem to be.
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Posted by: Brad | October 26, 2004 10:19 AM

On Zarqawi:

MNF-I strike kills Zarqawi associate

FALLUJAH, Iraq â€“ A precision strike in northwest Fallujah, conducted at 3
a.m. Oct. 26, by Multi-National Force-Iraq has taken another toll on the
Zarqawi network. This strike on a Zarqawi safe house further erodes the
organizations capability to conduct attacks on the citizens of Fallujah and Iraq.

Multiple sources reported that a known associate of the Zarqawi network was
present at the time of the strike.

Zarqawi terrorists continue to endanger the lives of the people of Iraq, by
conducting operations in residential areas and exposing the civilian populous
to harm.

Recent strikes and raids targeting the Abu Musab Al Zarqawi network have
severely degraded its ability to conduct attacks and have effectively reduced
the influence of its terrorist leader as made evident by the recent merger of the
Zarqawi network with Al Qaeda.

The United State has offered a $25 million reward for the capture or death of
Zarqawi in continued demonstration of the commitment to rid Iraq of terror.
Release #041026a

This is from about 12 hours ago. It would be interesting to hear the same story reported by
other
sources. In fact, here's Al Jazeera's take on same:

U.S. raids Fallujah, claims killing of Al Zarqawi aide
(10/26/2004 3:00:00 PM GMT)
The U.S. army claimed on Tuesday that it killed an Al Zarqawi aide in Iraq in
an overnight air strike on Fallujah.

The military said in a statement that a "precision strike" in northwest Falluja at
3 a.m. (2000 EDT) had struck a safe house used by the Al Zarqawi group,
adding that a known aide of Al Zarqawi was present at the time.

Witnesses reported that the strike had destroyed four houses. Hospital officials
said that they had not received any casualties.

Many Iraqi families have escaped Falluja fearing an expected major U.S.
offensive designed to regain control over the city ahead of the elections
scheduled for January.

Fallujah residents deny that foreign fighters linked to Al Zarqawi live in the
rebel-held city west of Baghdad and say that civilians are usually the main
casualties of U.S. attacks.

Violence in Iraq has flared since the start of Ramadan in mid-October. "We
can't deny that there have been an increased number of attacks," an Interior
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Ministry official said.

Also, the chief negotiator for Falluja said that the government had halted the
talks to avoid a full-scale offensive on the city, but a Defense Ministry source
denied that negotiations had ended.

The interim government said on Saturday that it had continued talks over
Falluja, which is often targeted by the U.S. occupation forces in an effort to
crush the Iraqi resistance.

The
Al Jazeera quote
is accompanied by a photo of a boy salvaging his damaged bicycle from the debris.
Naturally this may only prove that those opposing U.S. intervention are also quite able in
mediatic manipulation and image vending. Still it seems that the "same" event is seen and
reported rather differently according to the source used. Those of us who aren't on the scene
have to make judgment calls on what is more credible, and, naturally, our judgments are
colored by our beliefs. In this case, in fact, the differences are perhaps not incompatible
renderings of the same facts.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 26, 2004 11:00 AM

Postscript to earlier posting:

The reader comments on the Al Zarkawi incident posted at the Al Jazeera site are
well-worth reading.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 26, 2004 11:04 AM

British Agents Behind Hassan Kidnapping As US Prepares For Fallujah Strike
Hassanâ€™s kidnapping (and potential execution by her British agent captives) is
preparing the way for the massive, unremitting, and terrible mass murder of all who resist
the occupation...

Rebel militias deny holding British aid worker Hassan
Commanders of five separate guerrilla groups in Fallujah said they were not holding Mrs
Hassan and had seen no evidence that Abu Musab al-Zarqawi's organisation had kidnapped
her.

Posted by: b real | October 26, 2004 11:11 AM

Don't rain on my parade, Brad.

As for the "approaching slaughter," I believe you're expecting a grand, post-election assault
that is not going to take place, in significant measure because of the intel that has failed to
gain your valuable confidence.

It very well may be that Zarqawi is not in Falluja. Like I said, this is not about killing or
capturing one man - nor are current operations in and around that city motivated by
personal or national revenge, as asserted at the website. The vast majority of al Tahwid's
victims are not Americans, nor even Westerners. They're Iraqis. It's a straightforward
matter of disabling a very serious threat to that country's inhabitants.
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Posted by: Pat | October 26, 2004 12:03 PM

Pat, where can I find your information (@ 9:40 AM) in the popular press? Should I look to
other, more specialized military publications--or is it staring me in the face? (I had this idea
that Fallujah was still out of reach)....

Posted by: alabama | October 26, 2004 12:45 PM

i find it vey difficult to accept that we are in 'situation normal' in either your national sense
or a global one

we are living an exceptional history in this moment & only the blind cannot see that

your country is going through conditions that even from a distanced reading of your press
through common dreams & truthout - is of an order unparalleled in your own history

the clear & open criminality - (which i do not think is seriouslly in doubt - the number of
process going through the courts is simply unbelievable) - is not being dam^pened or
filtered - it is out in the open for all to see

to say that the situation in iraq - is situation normal - is quite simply - given the
circumstances - quite insane

the dissapearance of 400 tons of explosives, the inablity to offer security to the iraquis(even
in baghdad), the total inabilty after this time to offer even the most basic services - the
playing out of an election which will be a mockery of even an autocratic process is in & of
itself, shocking

the mythologies, or if you prefer thie lies of this administration have no end - they do not
care now to even offer a modicum of camouflage - to hide them

i feel here at moa - really a terrible fear being articulated but that for me is 'normal' uunder
these circumstances

it seems apparent to me - to many observors - that this election of yours is being tampered
with in a way almost unkown in your history - this is tammany hall wwrit large & very dark
indeed

it seems to me there is a very real possibility - that the elections will be 'stolen' one way or
the other - all the actions of this administration - especially in the last month lead me to that
conclusion

some will say the response is hysteric - but i do not think so - no not at all - as i've
expressed elsewhere - in these instances - of 'political' changes - i watch what murdoch
does - & murdoch is being as hysterical aas his press has ever been - they articulate their
fears & their prejudice openly - murdoch want bush in the white house - so for me bush
will be in the white house - & i know to do that they will sink to degredations i don't think
even a sad marxist like myself could believe

no this is not normal. it is far from normal. your armies will be led to slaughter. they cannot
win. they will not win. & their failed efforts will make our lives & those that follow -
immeasurably more difficult
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there seems to be a wishful thinking - that if you destroy the people of iraq then you can
create an iraq of your imagination - because that is where it is - it has no reality whatsoever.
i'll repeat it until the cows come home - this culture - the culture of iraq is immeasurably
more valuable than the transien expression of power by criminals & they are without
question for me - criminals

the cultural genocide of iraq which has already taken place - that also thankfully has been
recorded - even by your state historians - but the actual liquidation of the resistance - which
i repeat, is neither o b l or zaqarwi - how many times does this need to be tapped into the
skulls of americans - these are completely marginal, opportunists who will not miss their
chance - but are they the resistance - the answer is a self evident - no. & this mythology -
these lies will lead to a destruction that will make vietnam seem a sunday picnic. as
someone noted here - vietnam was never that strategically inportant geopolitically. iraq on
the other hand being the cradle of our, & yes i sd our civilistion is the centre of the wheel
from which future conflicts will begin

this is not situation normal
read common dreams
read truthout
read your newspapers - what are left of them

in my life i have never known americans & this site is the first time i have entered into a
dialogue with them & i worrry for them. i worry very much indeed

how can any reasonably intelligent person not see the scandal, not witness the wrongdoing,
not witness the chaos not feel the level of disorder, not feel the threat of their civil liberties
being actually repressed. how can a people not see that their judicial & legislative process
is already corrupted - a bush win will make that, total

our time, this time - is not a time to be blind. it is a time to be prudent but to engage - there
is no other choice - mÃªme for the europeans here, perhaps especially for us

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 01:52 PM

& this new masking of the truth with the explosives - the 400 tons of explosives

do people really believe - that the u n & especially their arms controllers need to lie - they
are thinking for the world & not just the selfish interests of this administration & their
incompetent military command

every day a little worse - every day the accumulation of criminal lies & criminal acts

situation normal, indeed

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 02:20 PM

NBC television reported that one of its correspondents was embedded with the 101st
Airborne Division which temporarily took control of the base on 10 April 2003 but did not
find any of the explosives.
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However, other US outlets, including NBC's own news website, quoted Pentagon officials
who said a search of the site after the US-led invasion had revealed the explosives to be
intact.

bbc

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 02:23 PM

@alabama

You can read through related news releases at globalsecurity.org (listed on the right-hand
side of the page.) The releases come out daily and older ones are archived. Individually
these are of limited value - generally short of specifics to hang your hat on. But over a
period of days and weeks they're useful. Newspaper articles on Falluja operations covering
the same period of time can also help develop a picture.

As for Falluja being out of reach, I guess that depends on what you mean by out of reach. It
will at no point be under the control of the US and it's not necessary or desirable anyway.
What's important is that Zarqawi's gang is not safe within the city, though we still remain
largely outside it.

Posted by: Pat | October 26, 2004 02:32 PM

are you seriouslly suggesting that the capture or otherwise of this marginal figure al
Zarqawi's will have a diminishing effect on the resistance

on the contrary - the mythology of this marginal figure created largely by your
administration - will serve as yet another martyr

this man is a peripheral parenthesis in the battles to come - his dissapearance or otherwise
will change nothing, absolutely nothing at all

the destruction or otherwise of fallujah on the other hand will lead directly to circumstances
too terrible to utter

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 02:49 PM

trust voa and rfe/rl propaganda at your own risk

Posted by: b real | October 26, 2004 02:57 PM

In February 2003, a month before the U.S. invasion of Iraq, a 101-page document came my
way from somewhere within the U.S. State Department. Titled pleasantly, "Moving the
Iraqi Economy from Recovery to Growth," it was part of a larger under-wraps program
called "The Iraq Strategy."

The Economy Plan goes boldly where no invasion plan has gone before: the complete
rewrite, it says, of a conquered state's "policies, laws and regulations." Here's what you'll
find in the Plan: A highly detailed program, begun years before the tanks rolled, for
imposing a new regime of low taxes on big business, and quick sales of Iraq's banks and
bridgesâ€”in fact, "ALL state enterprises"â€”to foreign operators. There's more in the Plan,
part of which became public when the State Department hired consulting firm to track the
progress of the Iraq makeover. Example: This is likely history's first military assault plan
appended to a program for toughening the target nation's copyright lawsâ€¦..
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And when it comes to oil, the Plan leaves nothing to chanceâ€”or to the Iraqis. Beginning
on page 73, the secret drafters emphasized that Iraq would have to "privatize" (i.e., sell off)
its "oil and supporting industries." The Plan makes it clear thatâ€”even if we didn't go in for
the oilâ€”we certainly won't leave without itâ€¦â€¦

Adventure Capitalism

Posted by: Machiavelli | October 26, 2004 03:46 PM

What should be clear is that the US forces in Iraq, as in Vietnam, are hobbled by
disfunctional intellegence concerning the who and where abouts of the "enemy". Even
during the invasion itself and the much lauded decapatation attempts on Saddam and his
party, US intellegence, in the end (of the invasion) batted 0% for 50 attempts -- and instead
killed civilians.In Vietnam, I will mention two tactical efforts that were used, to ill effect,
that are currently used in Iraq (with similar ill effect): 1) The use of so called "harassment"
fire, in Vietnam this meant artillery (or air B-52) -- every night, every firebase (hundreds of
them) would fire endless amounts of ordnance into the night, based on an intellegence
hunch at best. This tactic was (and is) shown to have only the most negligable military
benifit, but acted as pure genius in focusing the outrage and will of the receiving
population. Clearly, this is a tactic of "if all else fails" in that the risk inherent in alienating
further the population is weighed against the need to show dominance -- a desperate need to
do something to prove to onself that you are indeed, "doing something". 2) The second
tactic, which I am beginning to see just as cynically, is the use of " patroling". In Vietnam
this was the primary means (on the ground) of both showing control&force and also to
draw enemy response, or fire. Essentally, making yourself a target to be challenged or to be
obeyed. This method also is destined to failure because it both serves to isolate and
differentiate the occupier in the eyes of the occupied, but also because of this, will always
put the patrol-er on the negative side of the learning curve -- as now illustrated by the use
(in Iraq) of the IUD for example.

Both these tactics, because they are so designed to first and formost, convince and reassure
the self of it's own control, they are destined to failure in the eyes and MIND of the other --
which therein lies the only true acknowledgment of success and winning. That, among
others, is why we must loose in Iraq.

Posted by: anna missed | October 26, 2004 03:51 PM

Allawi Faults U.S.-Led Forces on Execution of Iraqi Soldiers

Prime Minister Ayad Allawi partly blamed the American-led military forces
on Tuesday for the massacre by insurgents of 49 freshly trained Iraqi soldiers
on Saturday, saying the military had shown "major negligence."
...
"I think there was major negligence by the multinational forces," Dr. Allawi
said before the 100-member assembly. "It was a way to damage Iraq and the
Iraqi people."

Looks like someone screwed up. Did Allawi give back his GOP membership?

Posted by: b | October 26, 2004 03:59 PM
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Allawi was prob involved in it. Too many questions surrounding this "ambush" -- could be
they were set up. Reality PR...

Posted by: b real | October 26, 2004 04:14 PM

anna missed

that is my memory also

there also seems to haave been a number of attempts at a 'vietnamisation' programme which
have fallen to earth as quickly as they di in vietnam

there also seems to be forms of the phoenix programme synthesised with tshals murdering
of militants amongst iraqui intellectuals & those thought as possible allies of the resistance

as i've sd here before - i am not completely convinced that the kidnappings are not the work
of such a programme because there appear to be many, many inconsistencies (eeven if one
would accept that certain of the kidnappers are just bandits - they are bandits - who are
being controlled - & certainly not by the mythical zaqarwi

i don't know if you remember the vietnamese patriot nguyen van troi who i think tried to
assassinate macnamara was also given the 'monster' treatment though he was in fact an
angelic undergraduate who loved his country more than he did his life

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 04:23 PM

Brad: What could you expect from someone who openly admitted voting for Bush next
week?
So, yes, the US is killing civilians in Fallujah, the US actually has killed twice as many
civilians in strikes against "insurgents" than guerrillas have killed civilians, because the US
is actually "making Iraqis safer". Yeah. And that's why blidnly bombing houses in Fallujah,
where the US has NO inside intelligence, is the way to go to root out Zarqawi's group.

Machiavelli: Yep, that's what they tried to do. Needless to say, this in itself probably
constitutes a war crime.

b real, giap: Surely, somd kidnappings are pretty suspicious. Who benefit most from them?

Posted by: Clueless Joe | October 26, 2004 04:47 PM

It's a straightforward matter of disabling a very serious threat to that country's inhabitants.

Oh please. That's what they said about installing Saddam in in the first place -- it would
disable the very serious threat of a fundie Islamic revolution, because our pet "strong man"
would suppress the Shi'a. Which he did with relish. So then it's what they said about
encouraging him to attack Iran: once again fundie Islam as the "serious threat". And then
it's what they said about Bush War I and the Siege of Iraq (aka "sanctions") after the
damn-fool was suckered into invading Kuwait: that it was about disabling a very serious
threat to the stability of the region and "his own people". And then it's what they said about
invading Iraq again, that it was about disabling a very serious threat to innocent
AngloAmerican children in imminent danger from Killer Iraqi Drones from Hell, and
besides he was threatening his own people, yada yada.
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No matter what blundering the US does in the ME or any other theatre it is always
represented as a straightforward way of disabling some serious threat or other. I think the
rest of the world is catching onto the idea that the most serious threat in those parts is the
US and its nonstop interfering. If they'd let Mossadegh civilise Iranian politics starting in
'53, what a different ME we might be seeing today. But no, no, mustn't upset the oil
companies, so out he had to go and the whole sickening tragedy plays out from there. And
every single time, the reason why the populist leader has to be deposed or assassinated, or
the civilians indiscriminately bombed, or the countryside defoliated, is "a straightforward
matter of disabling a very serious threat." Uh-huh. Waco writ large. We have to destroy the
children in order to save them.

The only serious threat that gets disabled in all of these ops that I can see, is the serious
threat to the profitability of the arms business if the public ever caught on to this endless
shell game. In this at least, Smedley Butler was right.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 26, 2004 06:34 PM

And speaking of deja vu:

Excellent Guardian article on the parallels between British colonial adventurism in previous
decades and Tony's commitment to Bush's invasion and occupation of Iraq.

British ministers' claim to be defending civilisation against barbarity in Iraq
finds a powerful echo in 1950s Kenya, when Britain sought to smash an
uprising against colonial rule. Yet, while the British media and political class
expressed horror at the tactics of the Mau Mau, the worst abuses were
committed by the occupiers. The colonial police used methods like slicing off
ears, flogging until death and pouring paraffin over suspects who were then set
alight.

British forces killed around 10,000 Kenyans during the Mau Mau campaign,
compared with the 600 deaths among the colonial forces and European
civilians. Some British battalions kept scoreboards recording kills, and gave
Â£5 rewards for the first sub-unit to kill an insurgent, whose hands were often
chopped off to make fingerprinting easier. "Free fire zones" were set up, where
any African could be shot on sight.

I agree with Curtis' conclusion:

These episodes highlight the gulf between what ministers have told the public
and what they have understood to be the case in private. The declassified
secret files point to some harsh truths about current policy in Iraq: that the war
is not about what our leaders say it is (democracy), is not primarily against
who they say it is (terrorists) and is not being conducted for whom they say it
is (Iraqis).

I also expect some kind of replay of the Siege of Kut. The Iraqis have been resisting
invaders a helluva lot longer than either the Brits or the Amis have been in the invasion
business.
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Posted by: DeAnander | October 26, 2004 06:45 PM

deanander

you are really firing on all 8(?) cylinders

all power to you
rust never sleeps

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 06:56 PM

@Pat

The "very serious threat to that country's inhabitants" is the US military.

Are you serious? You expect anyone to buy America's "concern" for the "inhabitants" ?

@Brad

Cogent comments

Posted by: DM | October 26, 2004 07:15 PM

Firing on all 8, eh? well R'giap, that is peut-être pas le mot juste w/which to compliment a
car-free cyclist/pedestrian advocate -- not quite the happiest choice of phrase :-) but I will
take it in the spirit in which it was meant, thank'ee kindly. suggest perhaps a sailing
metaphor, next time I have the felicity to earn your approval :-) wind power is always
pleasing.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 26, 2004 07:31 PM

@DeA: Damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead!

Posted by: beq | October 26, 2004 07:39 PM

aye aye cap'un

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 08:05 PM

Debs:

She said that it had been proven the explosives had gone missing b4 the invasion. Saddam
had moved em.

LOL! The all-purpose answer: he gave 'em to Syria. Of course, this is a bit of a red herring.
It may be fine media fodder for the last week of the election, but it distracts from the real
scandal: failure to protect nuclear waste, the single most stunning bit of gross incompetence
produced by the Right Maoists of Bushco.

As for Riverbend giving the cry of Anybody But Bush, I couldn't help thinking of the
Iranian Revolutionary Guard endorsing Bush a little while ago. Naturally it was just to
embarass him, but clearly they're meant for each other - spreading jihad far and wide.

From Bernhard's NY Times link:
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An Iraqi national security aide said on Monday that up to 5 percent of the Iraqi
forces might be infiltrated by insurgents, and American troops say the police
and national guardsmen are worthless or working with insurgents.

I imagine Allawi is relying on his new intelligence bureau to try to remove those
infiltrators. If he fails, then large numbers of Americans will have to stay for much longer
than is politically feasible. Or, if ethnic relations do begin to slide downhill, the next Iraqi
government might even quietly fire Sunnis from the security forces, if they're deemed to be
"unreliable" (just personal speculation, not something I've heard). Not exactly conducive to
stability either way.

Posted by: Harrow | October 27, 2004 01:14 AM

>remebGiap

In my above post, it occured to me that in Iraq, the same basic tactics that I witnessed in
Vietnam are again at work in Iraq with the same results, and I suppose that this is
enevitability so in such a war, as opposed to conventional war. Seeing that such a war seeks
a cultural change to be successful it is loathsome that the the enemy is seen inadvertently as
the people themselves -- and then yet again leads to its failure. As Clueless Joe points out,
above, the US has killed more civilians than the insurgents, in its harassment fire upon
Fallujah, not to mention the tens of thousands killed liltingly as collateral damage, and then
again those killed with the breakdown of law and order.

And also I am in no way looking to conceal the project of the war by the incompetence of
its execution -- after all the the record of the conceivers of this war: Wolfowitz, Pearle,
Powell, Cheny, and the rest, show no insight toward the reconstruction or any
reconstitution of enlightened civil order in their previous efforts in Indonesia, Central
America, Angola,etc. No, this is just another myopic ideological pipe dream of vicarious
warriors playing cowboy and indians with first of all the American psyche, and secondly
the self identity of the rest of the world. And so again we jump over the abyss thinking wax
wings will make us fly.

Posted by: anna missed | October 27, 2004 04:54 AM

No of course notâ€¦things are not going to turn for the better in Iraq or Afghanistan or
Chechnya or anywhere else where occupation is in place. It takes not much to realize this. I
also knew it when Milosevic tried to â€œmake things betterâ€• by using force against
â€œAlbanian terroristsâ€• on Kosovo (but like Americans killed mostly civilians in
revenge).
When it comes to the force you can only rule FOR SOME TIME with fear and slaughtering
(that will come back to bite you eventually one way or another, this generation or next
one...) â€¦yahhâ€¦you canâ€™t kill them all even if you exempt your self from war crime
tribunalsâ€¦ just not practical, you know.
Yes itâ€™s not going to get better but I donâ€™t even think anyone expect it to (including
occupiers) â€¦They have all those military (and other) annalists you know and they are
NOT fools all tho theyâ€™ll make fools of all of you (us) for the money.
The only unpleasant/unexpected thing is that this time â€œbloody chocolate makersâ€• are
not willing to pay (with money and lives) to maintain American dream of greatest nation in
the world and their standard.
This time itâ€™s going to come from American tax payers pocket and cradleâ€¦
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Is Kerry going to make Europeans more willing? Well anything is possibleâ€¦ â€•Chocolate
makersâ€• are not immune to good deals, you know. It has nothing to do with moral or
anything like that as we are all awareâ€¦Unfortunate Iraqis will die anywayâ€¦
Itâ€™s pretty much bad luck to become subject of USA interestâ€¦American solders will
continue to die in Iraq but itâ€™s not going to be mentioned very often after this
electionâ€¦
They are only numbers for politicians and for anyone not involved directlyâ€¦just
numbersâ€¦But if draft is to be reintroduced then expect some serious opposition to draft in
about 10 years and tens of thousands of dead American soldersâ€¦dÃ©jÃ  vuâ€¦
Nothing new under the sunâ€¦Divide and rule is pretty much the only option in many cases
like ex YUâ€¦it works to some extendâ€¦But in this case trouble is that USA really does not
need chaos of civil war in Iraq at this stage. They already have their own military there and
they need some sort of security in order to exploit oil and make Iraqis pay for their own
occupation (perfidy your name is...)

Posted by: vbo | October 27, 2004 08:45 AM

The New York Review of Books had this to say about the occupation and future of Iraq:

In the May 13 issue of The New York Review, I argued that the breakup of Iraq seemed
more likely than a successful transition to centralized democracy. I suggested that Iraq can
be held together only as a loose federation consisting of Kurdistan, a Sunni entity in the
center, and a Shiite entity in the south, with Baghdad as a jointly administered federal
capital.

Subsequent events make such a breakup more likely than ever. The Kurds, whose
attachment to Iraq was minimal to start with, have been further estranged by the bungled
way they were excluded from the top positions in the transitional government and by the
Bush administration's decision to abandon the TAL. As support for extremists grows in
Arab Iraq, the Kurds increasingly regard the rest of Iraq as an alien land. While just a few
months ago Kurdish leaders concentrated on how to increase their influence in Baghdad,
they now think as much about how to disengage from Iraq in the event of further
deterioration, which most see as inevitable.

The main Shiite religious parties are biding their time until elections, in which they hope to
dominate. With only marginal positions in the current administration, moderate Shiite
religious parties risk being challenged by their more radical coreligionists, both in the
street and at the ballot box. Without the TAL, there are no ground rules to govern the
post-election phase; as a result, conflict is now all the more likely between Shiite clerics
wanting to impose an Islamic state on all of Iraq and the Kurds seeking to preserve their
secular self-governing entity in the north.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 27, 2004 12:26 PM

VBO:

But in this case trouble is that USA really does not need chaos of civil war in Iraq at this
stage.

I agree, and I don't think even the looniest neocon wants that, if only because it would make
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America's job more difficult. But they will fully exploit the mutual suspicions in Iraqi
society to prevent the possibility of a full popular uprising. My goodness, just imagine what
that would do to oil prices!!

As support for extremists grows in Arab Iraq, the Kurds increasingly regard
the rest of Iraq as an alien land.

Oh that's just great. A three way civil war, just like Bosnia! The Kurdish leadership still
mouths moderate platitudes about a unified Iraq, but the Kurdish people are leaning
strongly towards independence. Eventually some crafty demagogue is going to harness that
sentiment to gain power, and the gates of hell will open (again).

Posted by: Harrow | October 27, 2004 01:28 PM

Okay, then, what's it really like in Sarajevo today? I don't get the analogies to the Balkans
in the 90's.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 27, 2004 02:48 PM

The two sides in the Iraq war - USuk, the powerful invader - and the Iraqis - are engaged in
indirect terrrorist warfare. That involves explosive packages that blow up Humvees, and
bombing of whole towns from the air.

Both parties collaborate in keeping the conflict terroristic. The Iraqis, because their means
will stretch no further, USuk, to keep their casualties low (on the field - more than a third of
soldier will die later from various causes) and to maintain the Coalition, such as it is, on
board, and go on pretending to the International community that all is well, they are just
dealing with some insurgents.

Overall, the invasion has been a success. Iraq has accepted its first IMF loan, oil companies
are finally to enter Iraq, and Iraqi farmers will no longer be able to keep, buy or exchange
local seeds. (The Australians will sell their wheat.) A puppet government, headed by an
(ex) Baathist has been installed. Unions have been smashed, state enterprises are no longer
functioning, and the Iraqis are guzzling gas (due to the lack of import duty on cars) like
there was no tomorow, despite the very poor road conditions. Women have had to stay
home and give up their meager stabs at independence, schools are not running properly,
professors and experts in various fields are dying like flies (shot by who-knows-whom) or
leaving the country in fear. Children are no better off than during sanctions - glue sniffers,
child vagrants, and yes child prostitutes, absent during sanctions, have now appeared.
Drugs are slowly coming in. Kidnapping is a way or raising revenue for thugs (Other
kidnappings are political and carried out by who-knows-whom.). Rape is rampant.
Hospitals are even flithier than before, and basic medecines are still missing. Anyone can
die any time, and the prisons are full, more will be built. (I suppose.) The morgues are
overflowing, as is the sewage. Women die in childbirth at home. There is little electricity
and a lot of books have been burnt.

Nobody has intervened! Nobody has done a g-damn thing! It worked!

Posted by: Blackie | October 27, 2004 03:39 PM

Except that the oil companies are NOT coming. They cant and wont.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 27, 2004 03:43 PM
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There was an article in the NYT on October 12 where Pentagon officials said that they
hoped the suffering of the civilians in Fallujah from the American bombing would drive a
wedge between the civilians and the more extreme insurgents, the ones blowing up Iraqi
civilians. The guy seemed totally oblivious to the irony of his remarks--he was hoping that
Americans killing Iraqi civilians would lead Iraqi civilians to turn against Islamic terrorists
who kill Iraqi civilians. It crossed my mind that maybe if I were Iraqi, I'd hate both the
Islamic terrorists and the Americans, since they were both killing civilians (except the
Americans kill more), or maybe I'd temporarily form an alliance with one to fight the other.
But I doubt I'd see the situation quite the way the Pentagon guy did.

And all that aside, the man at the Pentagon was basically confessing to American war
crimes.

Posted by: Donald Johnson | October 27, 2004 04:14 PM

Quote:
Okay, then, what's it really like in Sarajevo today? I don't get the analogies to the Balkans
in the 90's.
-----------------------------
There is an excellent analogy in â€œthree way civil warâ€•â€¦like in Bosnia. You all are
aware, I hope, that in Bosnia there were three parts (nations) involved in civil war :
Muslims, Croats and Serbs. Croats and Muslims had heavy fights between them.
And as far as I hear Sarajevo as a city ,after the war, has been mostly abandoned by Serbs.
They sold their properties and moved mostly to their own â€œcapitalâ€• in near by Pale
(town). I always said that what was accomplished with this wars could easily been done
through â€œclassifiedsâ€• (real estate) news paper section. Except that it wouldnâ€™t give
an opportunity for scumbags to plunder. Bosnia is divided in three â€œentitiesâ€• where
really power lays in the hands of foreign â€œcommissionerâ€• (or what ever his title is).
Itâ€™s PROTECTORATE. Simple as that. People (fictional governments in all three
entities) rely on foreign money. Serbs as well as Croats learned that theyâ€™ll need to wait
for better times to separate â€¦and Muslimsâ€¦I donâ€™t knowâ€¦they must be aware that
there will be not exactly bright future for them once when Americans decide they do not
need Bosnia strategically any more.

Posted by: vbo | October 27, 2004 11:04 PM

Jerome, surely they will one day? (major oil companies enter Iraq.) I realise the conditions
of stability and security are not ideal at present, but obviously everyone hopes that they will
be realised. Or are these articles nothing but hype and pipedreams?

All from Oct. 2004:

Russian oil companies look to work with US, UK partners in Iraq

The Russian company, Soyuzneftegaz, will begin exploiting the Al-Rafidayn oil field in
Iraq by the end of 2005 at the earliest, the chairman of the board of Soyuzneftegaz, and the
head of the Union of Oil and Gas Producers of the Russian Federation, Yuriy Shafranik..
Link

Oil giants jostle for slice of Iraq

The race to win a slice of Iraq's vast oil wealth is on with the world's largest oil companies
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leading the way. .. Shell and ChevronTexaco are among 10 companies that have offered to
help the Iraqi oil ministry conduct studies on various parts of the country's infrastructure.

Link

Iraq opens oil reserves to Western companies

Iraq has issued an open invitation to the world's largest oil companies to exploit its vast
reserves. The interim government believes it can double oil production by 2010 if it
exploits existing facilities and develops new fields. But it thinks that the only way to do this
is by involving the West's energy giants.
Link

Oil companies look to the future in Iraq

For Iraqi Oil Minister Thamir Ghadhban, these are difficult days ... Outside Iraq, the
minister's problems are of a very different kind; they stem from the fact that wherever he
goes in the world there is a queue of senior international oil company officials jostling to
meet him. At the last OPEC meeting, and the subsequent seminar in Vienna in September,
Ghadhban faced a deluge of requests for meetings from the moment he stepped out of his
room in the Inter-Continental Hotel each morning until late into the night.
Link

Posted by: Blackie | October 29, 2004 01:36 PM
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October 25, 2004

Your Open Thread

Posted by Bernhard on October 25, 2004 at 05:27 AM | Permalink

Comments

During the debates Kerry forgot Poland,

but Bush forgot Uzbekistan.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 25, 2004 06:15 AM

In case you are wondering, the second link is on the page describing The Coalition on the
right side: Statements of Support from Coalition Members. But it is hard to remember,
when your own webpage forgets, too.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 25, 2004 06:27 AM

Democracy? Hmm, only one party on the ballot. Sounds like the ex Democratic Sowjet
Union.
U.S. Is Said to Urge Its Iraqi Allies to Unite for Election

One U.S. official in Washington said the administration now believes Iraq
needs a "negotiated resolution â€¦ a scaled-back democratic process."

Between the two conflicting key goals, "I see the arguments for stability now
outweighing the calls for democracy," said the official, who declined to be
identified. The formation of a unified slate would further entrench the
U.S.-allied parties, which are mostly led by longtime exiles with dubious
popular support and are still viewed with suspicion by many Iraqi citizens.

Posted by: b | October 25, 2004 06:27 AM

As this is an OT, I'll take the opportunity to mention to those of you that don't go to the
Whiskey Annex that we have finally opened Le Speakeasy as a new watering hole.

Bernhard, do you think you could put up a link to it on your site?

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 25, 2004 09:55 AM
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OT: Anyone knows where Outraged went? He seems to have disappeared shortly after the
Annex came up? (or shortly after the Bar's demise, if you want)

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 25, 2004 10:49 AM

Another interesting link: CEO Pay as a multiple of average pay

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 25, 2004 11:29 AM

We have, of course, no major candidate nor political party that stands in opposition to the
Nuremberg Laws. Voters who oppose it, but do not want to cast a ballot for a minor party
or withhold their vote, will "come home" in the presidential election to the party with
which they feel most comfortable despite its official, painful disagreement with them on
this particular issue. For me, that's still the NSDAP. Sure, I disagree with their treatment of
the Jews, but other than that, I still agree on the real issues that matter to me, economy,
taxes, environment, social issues, Evil Communism must be opposed.

Posted by: Hans Schmidt | October 25, 2004 01:42 PM

@JEROME - Glad to see you're back more frequently. I trust that means good news on the
home front. When you have time, would you provide your input into Amory Lovins new
energy ideas for a transition out of a petrochemical world?

Posted by: jj | October 25, 2004 04:13 PM

My impression was that Outraged was hell-bent on a mission to provide enough info &
intel to a group of people that might help make a difference in shaping public opinion and
exposing the lies behind the truth. He was both relentless and voluminous in helpful
links/leads/context in a short period of time. My impression could be naive, but his posts
were always helpful and informed. The collapse of the popular front along w/ the rough
start at the annex probably led to diminishing enthusiasm/returns and increased
frustration/risk for his efforts. Or his schedule no longer affords him the opportunity to
participate. He did sign w/ an email address -- has anyone tried it? The world client site no
longer responds and he stopped updating on the letter-to-editor campaign before the bar
even closed.

Posted by: b real | October 25, 2004 04:19 PM

jj - thks. I hve written down Lovins' name as something to read but have not come round to
do so. News on the home front are better, yes, I will update the note at WA at some point.

b real - he also mentioned he has a big IT job during the summer. He may simply be very
busy.
He may have been disappointed with our indiscipline...

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 25, 2004 04:51 PM

re Outraged

He certainly did have a lot of information, seemingly from inside sources. My gut feeling
was that there was something fishy about him. I may very well be wrong and if so I will
apologise.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 25, 2004 04:58 PM
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One of the biggest disappointments of the campaign has been the inability to stick this
cabal with massive corruption charges. Gee whiz! The right was out of breath screaming
about how Hillary had made a nice profit on some beef futures and there was a whole
"whitewatergate" episode with some land deals in Arkansas. Yet Halliburton marches on.
Here is another tidbit to shake your head over.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 25, 2004 05:12 PM

Culture of Fear at DoI

Just one example of the Mafia-thug ugliness that BushCo has brought to every government
department, to city streets, and hopes to bring to the whole planet. Gee, Iraqis, Afghanis,
Iranians, don't you want a helping of US-style "good government"?

Notice that BushCo, in distinction to some earlier tricky US regimes and in harmony with
some other, more notorious ones, has stopped focussing on the kind of spin control that
hides or distracts, and is now focusing on kneecapping witnesses, suppressing information
by repressing the people who would make it public. Nothing new here, ask the folks who
ran pro-labour presses during the 20's when the Pinkertons were smashing printers' offices,
burning bundled newspapers and beating the s**t out of anyone who objected. Nothing
new, but it's an indicator: the indicator of a certain attitude, a certain contempt for the entire
unlikely notion of "democracy".

Posted by: DeAnander | October 25, 2004 07:56 PM

Unfortunately we can't expect all those who have dropped in at one of these sites to "stay in
touch". I agree that not hearing from Outraged or Helpful Spook or all the others with more
than "public domain" knowledge is a loss to the forum as a whole.
Ideally this forum (or one of its brethren)
should contain "local" information placed in
the "public domain" by our local participants. I'm not expecting anyone from various black
chambers to start blabbing for our edification, but sometimes
there are stories that are "well known locally" but not to a wider circle. For example, in this
Sunday's edition of La Repubblica, an Italian center-left newspaper, there was a detailed
expose' of
a phoney Al Quaeda operation in Lebanon, apparently concocted as a joint operation of the
Italian and Syrian secret services. Even taking this case with the necessary "grain of salt", it
seems to me to be something
worth putting into the collective memory of these "hangouts". I confess to an unhealthy
suspicion that there are a lot of
dirty little hoaxes like this one going on.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 26, 2004 01:11 AM

@hannah, thanks for the info. on the phony Al Qaeda operation in Lebanon. Was that
reported in a Berlusconi paper? I was thinking last night that one of the major casualties of
the Bu$hCo era is the loss of our ability to believe anything we hear or read.

thght. everyone might enjoy this pre-Diebold pattern:

HOW TO TELL ON SUNDAY WHO WILL WIN ON TUESDAY
http://www.benmaller.com/archives/2004/october/25-redskin_presidential_proph
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ecy.html

BEN MALLER - The outcome of Washington Redskins football games has correctly
predicted the winner of every U.S. presidential election since 1936. The
Redskins have proved to be a time-tested election predictor. In the previous
15 elections, if the Skins have lost their last home game prior to the
election, the incumbent party has lost the White House. When they have won,
the incumbent has stayed in power. This election year, that deciding game
takes place on Sunday, October 31 ... vs. Green Bay.

IT'S TIGHT: Washington has lost four and won 2, Green Bay has lost four and
won three

Posted by: jj | October 26, 2004 02:11 AM

U.S. Action Bars Right of Some Captured in Iraq

A new legal opinion by the Bush administration has concluded for the first
time that some non-Iraqi prisoners captured by American forces in Iraq are not
entitled to the protections of the Geneva Conventions, administration officials
said Monday.
...
They said the opinion would essentially allow the military and the C.I.A. to
treat at least a small number of non-Iraqi prisoners captured in Iraq in the same
way as members of Al Qaeda and the Taliban captured in Afghanistan,
Pakistan or elsewhere, for whom the United States has maintained that the
Geneva Conventions do not apply.

Thisf administration must go to jail!

Posted by: b | October 26, 2004 02:12 AM

@Jerome

I tried to get on the Le Speakeasy site on perhaps its second day, but somehow I got signed
on without figuring out what my password was. I requested the password be sent to me
recently, but I got a password for dKos instead (!!). How can I keep my "citizen" handle on
Le Speakeasy?

I did try using my dKos information at Speakeasy, but no such luck.

Please advise.

Posted by: Citizen | October 26, 2004 03:40 AM

@jj No La Repubblica is definitely NOT a Berlusconi
paper, in fact it's mixed up with both the political and financial opposition to Berlusca.
Some of Berlusconi's media outlets do a rather good job, others are "Fox-like".

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 26, 2004 05:28 AM

@ jj:

"BEN MALLER - The outcome of Washington Redskins football games has
correctly
predicted the winner of every U.S. presidential election since 1936. The
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Redskins have proved to be a time-tested election predictor. In the previous
15 elections, if the Skins have lost their last home game prior to the
election, the incumbent party has lost the White House. When they have won,
the incumbent has stayed in power. This election year, that deciding game
takes place on Sunday, October 31 ... vs. Green Bay.

IT'S TIGHT: Washington has lost four and won 2, Green Bay has lost four and
won three"

Knowing how she feels about the skins, I don't know if my Mom will be willing to fall on
that hand grenade.

Posted by: beq | October 26, 2004 08:40 AM

It was difficult to choose which paragraph to quote. Also Riverbend seems to see through
the whole election process much better than many American TV pundits.

Riverbend on the US elections

Many, many people have asked me about the elections and what we think of them. Before, I
would have said that I really donâ€™t think much about it. Up until four years ago, I
always thought the American elections were a pretty straightforward process: two white
males up for the same position (face it people- it really is only two- Nader doesnâ€™t
count), people voting and the person with more votes wins. After the debacle of four years
ago, where Bush Jr. was *assigned* president, things are looking more complicated and a
little bit more sordid.

I wouldnâ€™t normally involve myself in debates or arguments about who should be
American president. All I know is that four years ago, we prayed it wouldnâ€™t be Bush. It
was like people could foresee the calamity weâ€™re living now and he embodied it. (Then,
thereâ€™s that little issue of his being completely ridiculousâ€¦)
...

Who am I hoping will win? Definitely Kerry. Thereâ€™s no question about it. I want Bush
out of the White House at all costs. (And yes- who is *in* the White House *is* my
business- Americans, you made it my business when you occupied my country last year)
Iâ€™m too realistic to expect drastic change or anything phenomenal, but I donâ€™t want
Bush reelected because his reelection (or shall I call it his â€˜reassignmentâ€™) will
condone the wars on Afghanistan and Iraq. It will say that this catastrophe in Iraq was
worth its price in American and Iraqi lives. His reassignment to the White House will
sanction all the bloodshed and terror weâ€™ve been living for the last year and a half.

Posted by: Fran | October 26, 2004 10:59 AM

Sorry b, saw only after posting the Riverbend article here, that you have been ahead of me
already and posted it on Divide and Rule.

Posted by: Fran | October 26, 2004 11:13 AM

Why I believe in our president
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I believe in President George W. Bush. I've always believed him.

I believe the president invaded Iraq to secure liberty and democracy for the
Iraqi people. I believe he had compelling evidence that Iraq was a significant
threat to America and the world, and presented that evidence in a complete and
balanced manner. Like 42 percent of Americans â€“ and 62 percent of
Republicans â€“ I believe Saddam Hussein was involved in the September 11
attacks.

I believe ...

Posted by: b | October 26, 2004 12:51 PM

Breakfast of Champions:

Mmmmmmmmmm

Posted by: biklett | October 26, 2004 02:49 PM

B: Tom Schaller's piece is one of the most brilliant piece against Bush I have read in a long
time. What's so precious is that apparently he sent it to several newspapers and only senior
editors overruled it because they noticed it was a bit fishy. Too bad it didn't make it into the
Washington Times.

Posted by: Clueless Joe | October 26, 2004 04:52 PM

The Road to Abu Ghraib Phil Carter of Intel Dump in The Washington Monthly. Long
piece, but good.

Posted by: b | October 27, 2004 09:42 AM

I just registered over at the speakeasy and posted this but wanted to be sure everyone over
here to saw it also.

There is, imho, a mind boggling full eclipse that lasts for 80 minutes tonight.. The
shadowâ€™s diameter is approximately 4 times that of the diameter of the moon. The full
shadow first contacts the moonâ€™s circumference at about 210 clockwise degrees but last
contacts it at about 130 degrees. So the moon will be only in the top portion of the much
larger shadow and totality could be even longer if the moon passed through the exact center
of the shadow.
Amazing! I had thought that the diameter of the shadow was about the diameter of the
moon but that would depend on the distance of the moon from earth.

May this portend moving through the darkness and back into the light.

For those who are in a location that can witness, weather permitting:
First contact: 9:14 PM EDT (10/28/04 1:14 UT). Totality begins: 10:23 (2:23 UT) and
continues for 80 minutes.

The Pleiades will be in the same quarter of the sky and should make a pretty arrangement
with the moon. Thanksbillmac.

Posted by: Juannie | October 27, 2004 02:56 PM
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Amusing, but also right on! I know European politics at present isn't much on the forfront,
but this article is quite good - and I can agree with much of it.

Take two for democracy - The US election is a Hollywood blockbuster, but Europe's
arthouse version is a better movie to be in

So it was high noon in Brussels, but nobody came. Sheriff Barroso said he needed more
time to consider his commission. Lurking up at the railroad, a German member of the gang
murmured: "We are all confident to find a solution". Then Hans-Gert PÃ¶ttering took
another menacing swig of Perrier water. Meanwhile, in Washington, two heavily-armed
men are striding up main street, each pretending that he's Gary Cooper and the other is the
murderous gangster Frank Miller. As surely as the sun rises, there'll be a shoot-out next
Tuesday at noon.
Contrast the drama of democracy in Washington and Brussels. On the right-hand side of
your split screen you have the world's biggest western. Hundreds of millions of people will
be watching around the world as Kerry and Bush go mano a mano . We're all familiar with
the cast: a handful of big, vivid characters, many of whom look and walk like filmstars.
This is a big-budget Hollywood production: an estimated $100m will be spent on political
advertising in the last week, perhaps as much as $1bn on the campaign as a whole. It
features the most powerful man in the world, as well as war, sex, God and lies. It's a drama
that affects us all. "I'm feeling quite nervous about Tuesday," a Pakistani student told me,
"even though it's not my country." What film director could ask for more?

On the left-hand side of your split screen, you have the postmodern Euro-drama, taken
from the Franco-German arts channel Arte, with subtitles. The cast consists of hundreds of
characters, most of them totally unknown to most viewers. (PÃ¶ttering? Who, where, why
or what is PÃ¶ttering?) They speak 20 different languages, or English of a curious kind.
The action takes place mainly behind closed doors, where complex deals are cut in
smokeless rooms. Instead of God, war and lies, a typical episode features paragraph 257b
of the consolidated widget-straightening directive. Rocco Buttiglione, a genial character
from a spaghetti western, is the exception who proves the rule. Yet even the Buttiglione
affair seems set to end with an anti-climactic compromise. And who of us feels it will really
change our lives, as the American election will? Altogether, then, a film director's worst
nightmare.
...

If you look at the biographies of the more than 700 members of this new parliament, you
find former dissidents, writers, scholars, unionists, economists and youth activists, as well
as the usual dreary party functionaries, from 25 different countries. A collection of people
infinitely more diverse and interesting than the US Congress; a kind of anthology of
European history over the past half-century. Out of that history, and this complex political
system, comes a politics of peaceful negotiation, consensus and compromise, not of high
noon and winner-takes-all. Less dramatic, less fun, to be sure; but not necessarily worse.
Given the choice between a Cheney and a PÃ¶ttering, I'd choose PÃ¶ttering any day. I say:
let Europe keep PÃ¶ttering on.

Here, then, is the Discreet Charm of Eurodemocracy, a film by BuÃ±uel, not Spielberg. Of
course, we'll all be watching the American blockbuster on Tuesday night, and few will tune
in to the Brussels arthouse movie. Real life is a different matter. We love watching LAPD,
but we'd rather live in Provence.
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Posted by: Fran | October 28, 2004 12:44 AM

This is only tangentially political, but I just need to complain about The West Wing. It used
to be such a great show, but it's gone horribly downhill since Aaron Sorkin left. The
wonderful cast is struggling along bravely under the weight of dreadful writing. At this rate
I'm almost tempted not to watch the rest of this season.

Posted by: Leslie in CA | October 28, 2004 02:09 AM

More oil and money:

Petroeuros

Posted by: biklett | October 28, 2004 02:11 AM

I love this.

Film Fans Make Bush 'Movie Villain of the Year'

LONDON - President George W. Bush may see himself as defender of
democracy and compassionate conservatism but film fans have voted him
"Movie Villain of the Year".

The American "Axis of Evil" fighter is wooing voters with security pledges
ahead of the presidential election next week, but it was Bush's role in Michael
Moore's anti-war film "Fahrenheit 9/11" that won him the villainous title.

In a poll for Total Film magazine, the U.S. leader fought off competition from
such well-known baddies as atomic scientist Doctor Octopus from
"Spider-Man 2" and fellow Texan Leatherface from "The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre".

"The overwhelming response of our readers voting Bush top villain just goes
to show how frightening people found him in Fahrenheit 9/11," Total Film's
editor Matt Mueller told Reuters.

"He was absolutely terrifying in that film. The infamous scene where he's
informed about the Twin Towers attack while visiting a school, and sits there
absolutely paralysed, is enough to strike fear into anyone's heart," he said.

Posted by: beq | October 28, 2004 09:27 AM

Can we now officially call Bush the Butcher of Baghdad or Irak?

Household Survey Sees 100,000 Iraqi Deaths

On Kos someone mentioned that would be equivalent to 1.1 million American dead. I sure
hope this whole cabale will be tried for war crimes.

Posted by: Fran | October 28, 2004 04:04 PM

this thread is getting a bit long but I didn't know where else to put this

Hersh was asked why Sen. John Kerry isn't easily leading the presidential race... when the
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war in Iraq is going so badly. "I think one thing you have to face up to is the fact there are
roughly 70 million people in America who do not believe in evolution -- and those are Bush
supporters," said Hersh. Plus: AlterNet interviews 'Man On Fire' Hersh.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 28, 2004 04:41 PM

But if Roberts and Burnham are right, the US has already killed a third as many Iraqi
civilians in 18 months as Saddam killed in 24 years.

Good grief.

Posted by: DM | October 29, 2004 07:03 AM

Quote:
Can we now officially call Bush the Butcher of Baghdad or Irak?
***
It would be just right but no one in the world is brave enough to call him so...
I hear how Washington Times ( looks like Rep's "official" paper , ha-ha ) writes that Bush
administration now insists that Carla del Ponte should finish as soon as possible cases that
are already in the process in Hague and they want further cases to be sent to local courts on
the Balkan or to give them amnesty. Actually it looks like they want this tribunal to
disappearâ€¦ Guess why!
On the other hand Serbs in USA ( and there are lot of them specially in swing states) are
likely to vote for Bush because of his policy for Kosovo NOT to let it become independent
state. I am not very well informed but looks like Holbrook is sending totally different
message in Kerryâ€™s name. Looks like even Germans and other Europeans finally are
against independent Kosovo but USA Democrats who helped escalate this problem are
staying where they were during Clinton. But thatâ€™s another storyâ€¦

Posted by: vbo | October 29, 2004 07:56 AM
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October 25, 2004

Red Lights Flashing

Doug Noland of Prudent Bear started his weekly Credit Bubble Bulletin on Friday with the
words "It has the feel of an unfolding bear market." Martin Goldberg, author at Financial
Sense, titled his Thursday market wrap-up "Something big is about to happen."

For years the US has over consumed and under saved. Foreigners have financed the
difference between consumption and savings so far, confident in US politics and the US
economy. This is changing.

The US war adventure in Iraq has helped to push oil prices up 100% in only one year. This is
an oil shock for the global economy. Take a look at this chart and predict where the oil price
may go.

The Saudis say they are pumping whatever they can. Seeing these prices and imaginating the
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"love" the Saudis have for a Bush administration let me doubt that they are telling the truth.

According to Morgan Stanley the US needs to attract $2.6 billion per business day to stay
liquid. Foreign buying of US equities slowed to an average of just $0.6 billion of US equities
in the first seven months of 2004 - only 10% of the $5.7 billion monthly average in
2000-2003.

With less demand for US$ assets the Dollar will sink relative to other currencies. When the
US$ did sink to $1.30 per Euro in February, the Euro Central Bank did threaten to intervene.
This stopped the slide at that time. Last week the Euro finance ministers agreed to favour a
stronger Euro. Finance Minister Nicolas Sarkozy of France said, "A strong currency is better
when commodity prices are high." With the Euro higher, oil will be cheaper for Euro
countries. This will offset losses in exports.

The Japanese and Chinese Central Banks have not yet arrived at this conclusion. The current
exchange rate is around 107 yen per US$. At 105 the Japanese Central bank will threaten to
intervene, at 100 yen/US$ it will intervene. But what happens if oil goes to $70/barrel? Japan
is importing all its oil and at a certain price point it will come to the same conclusion as Mr.
Sarkozy. Better to buy cheaper oil than to waste money to keep the US$ up. At that point the
US$ will go down some 25%.

With the US$ going lower who will buy US treasuries? Currently treasuries only give some
4% in interest. This is not enough to compensate for the risk of a sinking US$. Therefore
treasuries will sink in value and their interest rate will go up. This may not happen
immediately (see Japanese intervention), but the long term trend is obvious.

Rising interest rates are bad for the bond markets. There are trillions in bonds in the market.
Fannie Mae alone has a book of business of $2.282 Trillion. It has sold Mortgage Backed
Securities (MBS) of about this value and lent the money to US homeowners. Many of these
loans are with Adjustable Rate Mortgages (ARM). When interest rates go up, this bubble
will burst. Fannie Mae being under SEC investigation and in de-facto receivership does not
help to keep ones confidence.

The stock markets show divergences. Since January the DOW is in a downtrend. But for the
last two weeks the DOW did fall while the NASDAQ did rise. What is the rational of Google
being evaluated at $46 billion when the company makes a profit of only $105 million? If you
buy a Google share you will get an interest rate of 0.2% plus a serious downside risk. This is
the sentiment of early 2000 and the result will be similar.

Often there are external events that trigger the fall of nervous markets. The US election is
right at the door. If the election is contested, as it is likely, what will happen with confidence
in the US democracy, in the US debt position, in the US markets?

Markets anticipate it is said. If this is true and the markets do anticipate problems after the
election what will they do this week?

Posted by Bernhard on October 25, 2004 at 05:05 AM | Permalink

Comments

This is the optimistic scenario!

Posted by: Greco | October 25, 2004 05:11 AM
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FALL.......and Bush is out like a January Christmas tree

Posted by: anna missed | October 25, 2004 05:23 AM

Something I did want to write about for a while, but didnÂ´t had even facts to prove my
thoughts.

US brand giants suffer a sales slump in â€˜old Europeâ€™

Many of the best-known US brands are suffering a sales slump in â€œold
Europeâ€•, raising questions about whether anti-Americanism is adding to local
difficulties caused by slow economic growth.
...
McDonald's said last week that a sudden deterioration in the German appetite
for some of its menu items had all but eliminated its sales growth in Europe.

Coca-Cola, which makes 80 per cent of its profits outside North America, also
had a sharp decline, selling 16 per cent less to Germans than this time last year.
It is writing off $392m (Â£214m) to reflect impaired business assets there.
Companies play down any political link, pointing to more immediate issues
such as changes to recycling laws and a cool European summer.

My stepson's clique decided, after the Iraq war started, to stop drinking Coca Cola and Pepsi
and not eat at McDonalds. It looks like this has been effective.

Posted by: b | October 25, 2004 06:22 AM

Brad DeLong's point of view:

The Current World Economic Situation

on whether or not loose monetary policy is especially dangerous as a creator of potential
bubbles.

I did not read it yet.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 25, 2004 09:18 AM

A nice fall in the $ would be a nice pre-election reality-based kick-in-the-butt for Bush...

Landslide, I'm telling you...

But Kerry will have a nasty mess on his hands, and he will need all the help he can get not to
be blamed for it right from the start. No circular firing squads, please!

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 25, 2004 09:51 AM

Key charts that deserve further discussion:

blaming China

My comment: China, Japan tilt the wage*currency advantage to their favor, cancel out
adjustment mechanisms (Where is India in this picture?)

Brad asks: 30% dollar decline?
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China gets capital-intensive components for labour-intensive processing. ( notice: Brad is a
free trader. Krugman, too.) Foreign firms relocating, not Chinese businesses undercutting
others.

My comment: China is driving up commodity prices worldwide. Polish bankrupt coal mines
became profitable since coal prices doubled. Scrap metal prices went way up ( national
newspapers have reports of bums stealing gutter covers, electrical lines) They must be
building a lot infrastructure.

I think Brad overestimates Ricardian comparative advantage. China can produce everything
industrial and is in the process of acquiring the know-how. IMHO, China assembles
motherboards from Taiwanese chipsets, but does not assemble computers for export (casus
Dell).

Do investors have confidence that fiscal sanity will return?

My comment: Kerry would face spending curbs from a Republican Senate. Bush does not.

Hint to Kerry: once in power, kill ALL Republican perks & pork barrells for the hardcore
Red States. Balance the budget.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 25, 2004 11:02 AM

Thanks for these economics-oriented threads.

Based on what is said here and elsewhere, U.S. currency collapse would be a drag on the
global economy, no? For example, I do not see how such calamity would benefit china or
india. Would like to know more how these pieces might fit together.

Posted by: slothrop | October 25, 2004 11:12 AM

Bernhard and others who know about these things-

it is my understanding that it will not be so bad for European nations for the Euro to rise
because oil prices are rising. This rise in value would help to offset the cost of oil then, right?

However, what would be the expected outcome if exports are more expensive?

Also, from the article posted earlier about China and India...they want to sell to invest in
infrastructure and (in the case of China, at least) in minerals, etc. to continue to power their
modernization.

How does this affect Europe? I know, for the U.S. it helps to devalue the dollar (which is
needed anyway for trade, right?) While it hurts when the U.S. wants to finance its debt...hurts
Americans because interest rates will rise.

What I don't understand (well, I understand it politically, but not rationally), is why the U.S.
doesn't start the push to alternative fuel sources while, at the same time, stop the pork for oil
program in the U.S.

If alternative fuels are "localized," wouldn't that help to create jobs that also create
infrastructure...new infrastructure? Couldn't a program like that be the equivalent to
Eisenhower's interstate hwy program?

I realize that the right wing in America would not and could not go for decreased military
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spending on worthless hardware (pork for oil, part 2), but I don't know why a dem couldn't
sell a program like this to the American people (because it has to be sold, no doubt) as an
alternative to wars over resources...and to explicitly TELL AMERICANS that this entire
issue relates to almost all of the problems in the middle east.

...the other problem, Israel and Palestine, is another issue. however, if America didn't feel the
need to have Israel as a base in the region, surely America would have some more leverage
with the Israeli govt when it comes to that whole issue, too.

This sounds so basic to me. That's why I wonder how many ways I'm all wrong.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 25, 2004 05:44 PM

IÂ´ll try to answer some questions in a later comment but for now just drop some links I
stumbled on:
China set to buy Canadian

In an exclusive interview with The Globe and Mail in Beijing this week,
Chinese Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing made it plain that the controversial
$7-billion takeover of Noranda Inc. is just a small element in a much more
ambitious strategy of investment in Canada's resources sector to feed China's
voracious appetite for raw materials.

"Given our rapid economic growth, we're facing an acute shortage of natural
resources," the Foreign Minister told The Globe.

"No matter how plentiful our natural resources, when you divide them by our
population of 1.3 billion, the figure will be very small," he said.

China is investing their US$ in resources. This will increase. How about your commodity
investments?

Posted by: b | October 25, 2004 05:58 PM

To bad I didnÂ´t put this into the original piece. This is the essence of the current stock
market.

The last time the Nasdaq was making a new 30 day high and the Dow was making a new 30
day low at the same time(as it happened Friday 10/22/04)was March 10, 2000!

Does anyone remember March 2000 and what happend to their 401k or other investments
during the following months?

Red Lights Flashing!

Posted by: b | October 25, 2004 06:02 PM

@slothrop and fauxreal

Any rebalance of the global economy system will now hurt everybody severly. But
prolonging the current imbalances will hurt everybody even more. The right thing after the
bubble burst of 2000 would have been a tightening by the Fed, i.e. higher interest rates and
less money supply to get the "bad stuff" out of the system. Greenspan didnÂ´t do so for
political reasons.

it will not be so bad for European nations for the Euro to rise because oil prices are rising.
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This rise in value would help to offset the cost of oil then, right?

Yes. Europe will lose some % in exports and it will hurt, but domestic demand can stay alive
if oil does not hit too hard. When the US consumers will see their heating bill next spring it
will be devastating to consumer spending.

---

China and India want to keep their people alive and most of their people employed. This is
their main concern. Without a suppressing and closed "communist" model, this can only be
done by industrialising. We should welcome this.

---

What I don't understand (well, I understand it politically, but not rationally), is why the U.S.
doesn't start the push to alternative fuel sources while, at the same time, stop the pork for oil
program in the U.S.

You are not alone on this one. Bush's program to "go to Mars" was stupit. The US needs a
decade program for alternative fuels. Invest 100 billion for ten years and get rid of 200
billion of "defense" spending each year and the world and the US will be in better shape.

That is the key but AIPAC may not agree to such a strategy....

Posted by: b | October 25, 2004 06:27 PM

China: well, considering that the US had no clue about the Pakistani nuclear program until
their first test, and had barely any clue about the Indian program, that they weren't much
better with both Iranian and N Korean programs, both underestimated, and that they were
pretty misinformed about the Iraqi programs, both the real ones before 1991, which were
underestimated before being cancelled in 1991/2, and highly overestimated recently, I'd risk
a suggestion about China's massive accumulation of resources these last 2 years. Common
wisdom is that there'll be a confrontation of some kind in, say, 30 years, between China and
US. My suspicion is that they're massively pushing for industrialisation to a point the
Western intelligence, notably the US one, really has no clue, and that they're aiming to be on
par with the US in a far shorter time, say 10 years. In a very short time, their overall
industrial capacity will be superior to the American one - partly thanks to bringing down
entire factories to rebuild them there -, and when this will happen, it may well be too late for
the US.
According to figures that appeared here some time ago, China increased by 15% its oil
consumption in one year. Now, they're buying so much they're doubling the prices of some
resources in just one or two years.
Oil is at 50+ $ to stay. And the Chinese know the production will soon go down, and are very
busy making sure they won't be left hanging when it happens.

Posted by: Hans Schmidt | October 25, 2004 07:11 PM

Hans,

unfortunately we can not look into their hearts to see the real motives of their elite. It's either
a pro-employment campaign to urbanise the poor rural population (which is really
happening) or as you say, a grab for industrial capacity. What will happen to all those
new-build factories when the US stops importing Chinese christmas toys? I have no idea
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how much they care about financials or unemployed riots. As long as everyone feels a little
on a day better then yesterday, nobody will think about changing the regime.

My guess is that the Chinese basicily are trapped in a routine: if it feels good, do more of the
same until it breaks. Maybe they will switch from a pro-export policy to Military
Keynesianism. To stimulate the high tech sector.

But the US has a good stategic counter-plan: hold the oil reserves tight. Don't steal, just be
ready to stop the flow at any time. (casus Japan 1940)

If we lay all moral issues aside, regime change in Iraq was the correct move. Thus it
preempted a Chinese move at a later time. Question is, how you hold Iraq?

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 25, 2004 08:29 PM

Wow.

Marc, you are talking about real politic now. I wonder what others have to say about your
point that taking Iraq was the right move.

Strategically it makes sense if you can hold it. My issue with that question is that a good deal
of the confusion now in Iraq seems to point to a strategy of messing shit up in the middle
east. That leads to such chaos that the only result is a flattening attack with overwhelming
technological might, of course that is the nuclear option.

I'm afraid that the goal of fuel-efficient vehicles is somewhat restrained by the weight of the
lead-lined gas tanks required to run on radioactive hydrocarbons.

Posted by: jonku | October 25, 2004 08:46 PM

How do you "hold the oil reserves tight"? How, for example, could the US, even as an
occupying force in Iraq, "control" the flow of oil out of the ground and into the marketplace?
What are the costs involved? What would this action do to the price of oil that the US would
have to buy from other places?

I'm certainly not an economist, and these questions are not rhetorical....

Posted by: alabama | October 26, 2004 12:35 AM

@ MarcinGomulka | October 25, 2004 08:29 PM

"If we lay all moral issues aside, regime change in Iraq was the correct move. Thus it
preempted a Chinese move at a later time. Question is, how you hold Iraq?"

The only problem, moral issues aside, is that this regime change may be correct in real
politik terms, but it was executed by real idiots based upon faulty intel ...because they
refused to consult with those who might actually know a thing or two about the region
(according to the guy who wrote Imperial Hubris.)

The way this whole misadventure was created reminds me of the Larsen cartoon of the
scientist with a entire chalkboard full of equations with one section which reads, "And then a
miracle occurs."

The same people who made this decision are the same ones who were part of Bush Sr.'s
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"Team B" who totally overestimated the Soviet threat because the "CIA had it wrong." Yes,
they did...there estimates were also over the top.

Of course, hawks use this to say, "See. This worked because we bankrupted the USSR,
combined with support for the mujahadeen in Afghanistan....which also gave us Al
Qaeda...but so what if there's a little blow back, huh? got the job done against the evil
commies.

that was also the rationale (evil commie stopping) for the US taking over the Vietnam mess
-- cause those dominoes were surely going to topple if Vietnam didn't stay under our
control...

that was also the rationale for installing Saddam in the first place, in the CIA assisted coup of
1963, and here we are full circle there. wonder how long before we declare the new govt our
enemy?

It's enough to make you an isolationist, at least militarily.

Our entire foreign policy seems to consist of trying to fix previous foreign policy decisions
that were all based upon interference that resulted in horrific abuses to the people were
supposedly were trying to keep free.

I dunno, but it seems like the "winner take all" attitude that has persisted for decades has
been a part of the problem, not the solution.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 26, 2004 02:48 AM

I too am not an economist but I see the advantage of controlling the oil of Iraq. I believe
control consists of determining how much oil is produced. Having the capacity to produce 4
or 5 million barrels per day means that if you open the faucet wide open you can flood the
market and bring the price down, if you close the tap the price will go up. Since it is not your
country you don't have to worry about hurting the local population either.

I probably would have supported the invasion of Iraq had these been the stated motives. All
this bullshit about fighting terrorism and bringing democracy to the middle-east is just that
and nearly everyone knew it.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 26, 2004 03:15 AM

I donÂ´t get it folks.

Why does China has to be seen as an enemy? An economic competitor, yes. But that is any
country in this world. But why should China be seen as unfriendly?

Oil control by the US - again why? If you need oil, buy it. There are people desperate to sell
it. To conquer a country to control oil is robbery and mass murder at large.
The economics of oil can be controlled on two sides. Supply is only one side and to control
supply while not being King of Saudi Arabia demands to give up the values that are the base
of our republics.
Why not control demand? If the US and other developed countries would cut their oil
demand by half, nobody would be able to use oil for blackmail.

The Iraq war will cost the US $25 billion (already committed) plus $70 billion (see todays
NYT) in 2005. The Iraq war is therby more costly than WW-1 (in adjusted US$). If this
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money would be used on alternative energy research, there would be an oil glut.

Posted by: b | October 26, 2004 03:30 AM

b,

I totally agree that your solution is the best or at least the better one. Problem is that it just
won't happen. People do the right thing when there are no other alternatives.

As long as there is greed and avarice in the world, high minded ideas will take the back seat.
Believe me, I am not a warmonger and take no pleasure in this. I do however enjoy a pretty
good lifestyle which has been afforded me by the economic policies of my country. So I
guess I understand that those things did not happen by magic, rather it is a result of powerful
taking from weak.

All things considered I would rather be on the strong side.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 26, 2004 03:50 AM

b,

Also, a part of what you suggested had already been proposed by Al Gore when he was vice
president. He challenged US industry to create a supercar, using composites and other
materials from the aviation industry to build an extremely light and fuel efficient
automobiile.

That went nowhere because fuel prices were very low at the time. I see no way any of us can
change the quarter to quarter profit/loss mentality of US big business. We will get alternative
energy when it is much cheaper than oil.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 26, 2004 03:57 AM

@ MarcinGomulka

China considers coal liquefaction project with Sasol

BLOCKQUOTE>25-08-04 China is mulling a $ 6 bn coal project with South African
company Sasol that could give the energy-hungry mainland an additional 6 mm tpy of oil. In
September a Sino-South Africa team would begin studying the feasibility of building two
coal liquefaction production bases in northern Shaanxi province and Ningxia autonomous
region.
"This marks Chinaâ€™s strengthened efforts in finding substitute energy and its attempts to
counteract price fluctuations in the global crude oil market," Zheng Xinli, deputy director of
the policy research office of the communist partyâ€™s central committee, was quoted as
saying.

Coal liquefaction is the conversion of coal into synthetic fuels. Liquid and solid products
from coal can be used for fuelling vehicles, power generators as well as yielding materials
for chemicals.
Chinaâ€™s increasing dependency on Middle East oil and rising crude prices have spurred a
new sense of urgency in the country to guarantee its energy supplies as the economy
continues to expand at record pace.

A net importer of petroleum products since 1993 and of crude oil since 1996, China is reliant
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on overseas producers for one third of its demand. To reduce its reliance on foreign crude oil,
China started coal liquefaction efforts in 2001 and has managed to keep down what are
generally considered expensive production costs to $ 20 per barrel, Zheng said.
China is interested in coal liquefaction on a large scale as the countryâ€™s coal reserves of
some 1 tn tons account for 70 % of its total energy reserves.

Posted by: | October 26, 2004 04:35 AM

At the central ontological core of the dominionist world view is this "pass" that is givin to the
instrument of power, to perform any&all actions including those that may violate known
ethical&moral parameters, to assume the grand mission (illusion) of preparing humankind
and the physical world for the second coming. Translated, and by extension, this is a
methodology that relies on on the fundamental assumption that success in domination is
expressed in the survival of the dominator over the other -- rendering the other mute -- and
therefore non-existant -- let alone the contrary. The sad fact that this tautology of action
receives any legitimacy, be it in the religious or the political world is a sordid reflection on
the capacity of the human imagination. And also it is clear that as the progress of such a
tautology gains momentum the feeding frenzy of power in this respect, will always devour
not only those that enable the power but also, eventually also those that are the perveraors of
it. In many respects, this is what history is -- and until history is seen as this, other
alternatives will remain in the dark. As long as we see survival exclusively as the elimination
of the other, be it for God, or the "strategic advantage", or any other winner take all
characterizations of culture, the story will remain the same ad-infinitum.

Posted by: anna missed | October 26, 2004 04:45 AM

As the subject of "control of oil" has cropped up again, may I remind you of the post I wrote
on this a few weeks back:

Control of Oil Part I
Part II

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 26, 2004 04:57 AM

Thank you for the links, Jerome, which in fact I perused when you posted them first. Then,
as now, the question becomes the following: isn't there something that prevents those who
control oil (in the many ways you describe such control) from witholding it from the market
completely, as it were? If so, does it matter? Or to put it another way, are there instances of
oil being massively witheld? Movements of oil can be interdicted by military means,
certainly, but that's another question. To put it yet another way: during the "oil shocks" of the
'70's, I had the impression that OPEC ran the marketplace. But then along came Marc Rich
and others busily providing the spot market. So there would appear to be no such thing as
cornering oil; and if you can't corner a commodity, how can you be said truly to control its
suppliers? Prompting another question: why would one or another provider then wish to opt
out of the market (granted the various local issues of opportunity spelled out in your posts)?
And given all the mediating processes involved in production and marketing, I can't suppose
that "an owner" can really buy the oil thus "owned" at a price below the one set by the
market as a whole.....Or should I?

Posted by: alabama | October 26, 2004 10:23 AM
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From anna missed above:

"As long as we see survival exclusively as the elimination of the other ... the story will
remain the same."

Well said! This is a good time to mention the game theory concepts of the "zero-sum game"
and the "non-zero sum game."

In the zero-sum game, there is a fixed amount of some desirable thing, let's say money. So
for one player to win, the other has to lose. This does actually apply to some scenarios, for
example the oil supply.

However the non-zero sum game rewards cooperation, at least as I understand it. So in the
case of oil we can step back and see that cooperating to develop alternative energy sources,
more efficient systems and so on is a net win for all parties. Better technology, "getting more
for less" fuel.

This type of thinking goes on all the time in military planning and think tanks.

To ignore the non-zero-sum game and say "I want to be on the winning side" is to overlook
the fact that this strategy can be successfully answered by the other players cooperating to
defeat the first party.

Non-zero sum techniques defeat the zero-sum strategy.

Posted by: jonku | October 26, 2004 12:09 PM

from Dan of Steele-

"As long as there is greed and avarice in the world, high minded ideas will take the back seat.
Believe me, I am not a warmonger and take no pleasure in this. I do however enjoy a pretty
good lifestyle which has been afforded me by the economic policies of my country. So I
guess I understand that those things did not happen by magic, rather it is a result of powerful
taking from weak.

All things considered I would rather be on the strong side."

This statement makes me want to cry. If everyone gives in to the idea that power will out,
then, yes, it will.

People in America fought in the streets for rights you now consider basic and your due. But
the power in America did not consider them your due. The same people who did not consider
them your due, philosophically, are the same people in power in the U.S. now. When they
start to fuck you personally, will you care then?

But why should anyone else care, if they've still got theirs?

With that attitude, abolition would have never occurred, and we'd still get to watch
lynchings...only now on Fox.

Whatever. I'm ready to leave America, if Bush wins, and maybe if he doesn't. I'm trying to
put myself in a position to do so as soon as I can.

I don't want to be one of the ones holding a gun to the rest of the world's head because of
fucking greed.
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Posted by: fauxreal | October 26, 2004 02:54 PM

dan of steel

like fauxreal - i too found what you said to be unimaginably cruel, empty of heart(as the
chinese might say) & & as bob dylan once sagely suggested "i've flown with wings & i've
dined with kings & i've never been too impressed"

if what you said was your tuth & not a provocation - i can't imagine the sadness that mustl lie
at the centre of your castle

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 03:12 PM

One day China will be the enemy, because at some point China will be THE energy
consumer, like the US is now. Therefore it will behave in the same grabastic way, only with
total disregard for 'freedoms', 'world opinion', etc.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 26, 2004 03:16 PM

In February 2003, a month before the U.S. invasion of Iraq, a 101-page document came my
way from somewhere within the U.S. State Department. Titled pleasantly, "Moving the Iraqi
Economy from Recovery to Growth," it was part of a larger under-wraps program called
"The Iraq Strategy."

The Economy Plan goes boldly where no invasion plan has gone before: the complete
rewrite, it says, of a conquered state's "policies, laws and regulations." Here's what you'll find
in the Plan: A highly detailed program, begun years before the tanks rolled, for imposing a
new regime of low taxes on big business, and quick sales of Iraq's banks and bridgesâ€”in
fact, "ALL state enterprises"â€”to foreign operators. There's more in the Plan, part of which
became public when the State Department hired consulting firm to track the progress of the
Iraq makeover. Example: This is likely history's first military assault plan appended to a
program for toughening the target nation's copyright lawsâ€¦..

And when it comes to oil, the Plan leaves nothing to chanceâ€”or to the Iraqis. Beginning on
page 73, the secret drafters emphasized that Iraq would have to "privatize" (i.e., sell off) its
"oil and supporting industries." The Plan makes it clear thatâ€”even if we didn't go in for the
oilâ€”we certainly won't leave without itâ€¦â€¦

Adventure Capitalism

Posted by: Machiavelli | October 26, 2004 03:43 PM

fauxreal & remembereringgiap

Now hold on just a damn minute. My attitude has got nothing to do with it. I can agonize and
wring my hands just as well as you can. What I said is what I see happening in the world, it
is not my desire that it be so and I do what I can to make the world a better place. I try to be a
good father and not preach hatred to my children, I try to understand other people and their
points of view.

I am far less intellectual than the rest of you and no where near as passionate as you
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remembereringgiap, that does not mean that I can not observe how things seem to work.

When any of you give up what you have and go practice sustenance farming in some
semi-arid land then you can tell me I am heartless because I prefer to have a few material
things. I donâ€™t know who said it but I too have been poor and I have been rich, I will tell
you that rich is better.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 26, 2004 04:18 PM

dan of steel

i know the north of italy quite well - semi arid it may be - but is more of a paradise than life
in the cities/jungles

it was the sentiment that you expressed dan - that made me feel horror - yes, that is the word
- i have devoted my life to struggle - outiside or organisations but always with communities -
& almost exclusively amongst the dispossessed. it is my preference, it is my duty & it is my
heart. i could not live otherwise nor would i want to for it is amongst those people that i have
found many things that i could have never found if i had remained within a literary milieu for
example, or the world of theatre or of film

i came into this world with a hard heart, with a 'fanatic heart', as i've expressed to alabama &
it is those people - who have never been abstractions for me - that have filled my life with
whatever joy i possess

no doubt i have failed them from time to time as perhaps i have failed myself - but it is to
them - to their 'poverty' that i write everything i do. it is to them that i can be corrected - it is
to them that i owe whatever gifts i have & i will always be in debt to them

but the world of power & of means is not the world i want to live in - i want to survive - i am
not a martyr through there may be renouncement in my soul - but survival means i do not
have to diminish the other & i do all in my power to do the opposite

i do not think i am particularly passionate - i have never here or anywhere else made a case
for my or anyone else's more lofty existence - even with the people i argue with i have
respect - but in the end i respect what woody guthrie had on his guitar -no dount written by
cisco houston - this guitar kills fascists & yes those, that enemy i will fight to the day i die -at
every level that is open to me

i do not think either i or fauxreal was judging you, dan of steele because judgement in that
sense means absolutely nothing at all - as you said it is the exemplariness of our lives that are
the teachers & the measure

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 04:38 PM

I am glad that game theory has been mentioned, as well as the very important concepts of
win-win vs win-lose. This made a good chunk of my PhD dissertation (entitled " Game
theory and its application to define what the independence of a country is. application to the
Ukraine" or more simply, "the independence of Ukraine") and is a subject very dear to my
heart.

And it is a fundamental subject to understand the positive side of our economic system. I
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don't have the time to go into it now, but for those interested, I would suggest the following
readings:

Robert Axelrod "The Evolution of Cooperation"
Mathew Maly "Russia As It Is: Transformation of a Lose/Lose Society"

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 26, 2004 04:46 PM

Thank you remembereringgiap

I do not have the skills needed to help the dispossessed, I see myself more like Boxer in
Animal Farm. So I do what I can and am a firm believer in what "goes around, comes
around".

I would also like to dispel the thought that I am farming in northern Italy, I am not. I did
however grow up on a farm in North Dakota and know something about it.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 26, 2004 04:53 PM

alabama

if a producer controlling a large enough part of the oil production withholds its deliveries,
there could be a physical shortage as neither demand nor other supply are elastic enough in
the short run to bring the market back to equilibrium even with a large price increase. This is
of course only possible if there are no stockpiles available to supply the market in the
meantime.

In the 70s, OPEC controlled a larger share of production than today (above 40% vs less than
a third today) and their targeted boycott managed to create shortages. As we all know, there
are products, especially in the energy sector (like electricity) where shortages are simply not
tolerated by the population or the economy and even a temporary shortage creates a rela
political crisis, if not necessarily a geopolitical one.
The West learnt the lesson, created stockpiles to prevent the effects of a short term (up to 3
months at least) disurpution of supply, and tried with some success to reduce oil demand
(some with more determination than others, see France's relentless nuclear programme). So
today, you'd need a much longer boycott to have actual shortages. However, the effect on
prices, especially at a time when spare production capacity is very scarce and demand is still
very unelastic (individual transport and petrochemicals) would be very big - and apparently
sufficient to create another political crisis in all consuming countries, where the consumers
take it as a "human right" to have cheap and plentiful gasoline.

To reply to your question in other terms - today, nobody needs to withhold oil to get prices
higher, because the demand-supply equilibrium is so close to the breaking point. Thus the
prices go even higher, no because of an actual shortage, but simply because of the non-zero
probability of any kind of supply-reducing incident (whether voluntary like a boycott or a
strike or unvoluntary like ouragans in the Gulf of Mexico) which would send prices to
double or triple the current level. Today's 55$/b is made up of let's say 35$/b as the current
"equilibrium price" and a 20% chance that the price will jump (by 100$) to 135$/b - or a
50% chance that it will jump to 85$/b for any unforessen reason.

As b mentioned, Europeans now seem willing to tolerate a stronger Euro because that allows
them (us) to get cheaper oil; this will certainly encourage the twin movement of oil up and
dollar down, with oil/euro changing much less. Europe is willing to let the full consequences
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of the oil shock fall on the US, which is an another interesting dynamic to follow...

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 26, 2004 05:08 PM

jÃ©rÃ´me was that thesis at science po or ens or somewhere else altogether

my administrator/mediateur culturel is in fact an economist at least his training is that field -
is it published

just curious - but i know as i warned someone else curiosity killed the cat

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 05:11 PM

neither did i dan - i just listened

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 05:12 PM

I think the cringe I personally admit to feeling when I first read Dan's provocative comment
was a cringe of recognition as well as sorrow. We -- people who have the means and leisure
time to sit at computers chatting in a literary way about the issues that trouble us -- are
clearly "winners" in a global game of very high stakes. I admit to a natural, but ethically
troubling, sense of good fortune in having been born pale rather than brown, inside rather
than outside the AngloAmerican power bloc, etc. -- clearly it is better not to be bombed than
to be bombed. It is better not to go hungry than to starve.

However, the triumph of brute power is not necessarily a given. Thought experiments are
several: in the triumph of Gandhi's non violent resistance movement in the face of heavily
armed and funded State repression; in the interesting period in Japanese history when the
culture managed to refuse the new technology of fire-arms; in any solidarity movement
whose members accept risk, suffering, even death rather than betray their friends and
comrades; in the eventually successful prosecution of the worst of the crime bosses who once
ran Chicago and other major US cities. Brute power does not always win in the sense of
getting its own way and bashing down all opposition; and it does not always win in the larger
sense of actually achieving something worth having.

In all the rhetoric about the "inevitability" of "winners and losers," of thieving and bullying,
selfishness and brutality, there is an implicit riddle of scale. Let's say we accept, for
argument's sake, the truism that selfishness and power will always carry the day, that human
nature is rotten to the core, the strong will always smash and possibly eat the weak -- and that
we would sensibly and selfishly rather be on the winning side: therefore, imperial expansion
is a winning strategy, and much though we might tut-tut over it and wish that things were
otherwise, that's just reality. Now, what happens if we scale that argument back down from
international to intranational?

That would mean that, say, California should not negotiate or dicker with Oregon or
Washington over water rights -- it should just exercise its massive economic power and
population power, and either starve them of trade or invade them outright, to secure total
control over water from the NW. After all, that would be a winning strategy: we want the
resource, it is essential to us, we must control it at any cost. And we could scale it down even
further: if my neighbour has a 60 inch TV screen and I rather covet it, why should I not
simply march over there, bash him over the head, and take it? After all, if I'm capable of
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bashing him over the head and thus "winning," then it's a winning strategy for me to take his
stuff and improve my own standard of living. I mean, he's not a relative or anything.

In fact, why should I exempt relatives from this reasoning? If my brother has a nicer house
than I have, or I visit him and notice that he has a good stock of canned chicken soup of
which my own larder is a bit short, why not just steal his soup, or kill him and inhabit his
house? There's a reason for the OT stricture about not coveting thy neighbour's ox (or
whatever else).

In other words, if it is pragmatic and correct in international terms to believe that "what's
right is what's right for Me," or that morality/ethics aka neighbourly/familial relations are just
a wishful fantasy and have no real-world application, then where do we draw the line of
scale, that delimits the scale on which such relationships are appropriate and necessary? Is
criminal behaviour magically legitimate if only it is done on a grand enough scale?

One way to look at this is that at some point in human evolution we applied "rules" and
standards of ethical conduct and reciprocity only to our own kin group. ("Me and my
brothers against the world.") People outside our kin group were fair game, people inside had
to be treated according to certain conventions and had "rights". Then we agglomerated into
larger and more abstract groupings: tribes, castes, nation-states, language groupings, "races".
People outside our Whatever were fair game, but people inside had to be treated according to
some kind of rules of fair play or ritual and had "rights".

Some of us still think, consciously or un, that people outside our nation-state (or, I suspect,
more persuasively outside our skin colour and language family, or outside our religion) are
fair game: it is no sin to cheat or kill the Unbeliever. Some of us think that this way of
thought is too deeply wired ever to change, that we can never agglomerate as human beings
on any level higher than the nation-state or the religious cult/church/faith. Some would say
we're not even too good at that -- we're not too good at agglomerating in any size much
larger than the village.

What does remain clear is that the behaviour of the US in Iraq would be flagrantly antisocial
and illegal if it were mimicked by one neighbour on my block against another; it would be
illegal and barbaric and flagrant if it were mimicked by my institution against another rival
institution -- UC bombs and invades Cal Tech to steal compute power! -- it would be illegal
and barbaric if it were mimicked by the State of California against the State of Washington;
it would be illegal and barbaric if it were mimicked by France against Germany. And anyone
who said, in any of those cases, "Well power will out, the strong will trample the weak, and
there is not much we can do about it," would be considered quite a strange person -- because
we have a long tradition of laws, restrictions, conventions, and so forth that have defined
such abuses of power as illegitimate.

What's at stake here in many ways is the fragile attempt at extending the conventions of
civilised life upward to a larger scale: the scale of international relations. The Bush Regime
categorically denies any such supranational legal structure. They are, geopolitically speaking,
like a fanatical tribesman who believes that it isn't murder if you kill one of that other tribe,
only if you kill one of your own (or if one of those other people dares to kill one of your
own).

This highly solipsistic morality -- exceptionalism, failure to generalise -- might be called the
root of barbarism. There was a time when its smaller-scale forms were accepted -- when it
would have been laughable to suggest a future in which relations between France and
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Germany might be regulated by international law or the constraints of a federation-like body
such as the EU. Imagine explaining the EU to a European living in the rather volatile 1700's!

There was a time fairly late in the game when, e.g. Germans (under the Kaiser or that other
nasty man) or the French (under Napoleon) thought that "power will out," might maketh
right, and there was nothing very much wrong with making a strong imperial bid for
domination of the other guy's territory and resources. I sincerely hope that we are not going
to revert to such a state of affairs.

And I sincerely hope that there will be a time, may it come soon, when behaviour like
invading someone else's country to control the oil -- even if their skin and hair is on average
darker than yours and their GDP doesn't put them in the Big League -- is considered just as
shocking and uncivilised and illegal as it would for me to bash my neighbour over the head
and steal his TV. It is rational to pursue self-interest, but it is barbaric to pursue self-interest
to the point of committing crimes, killing people, stealing things. Whether next door or
across an ocean.

I have often said that Americans (all AngloAmericans and to some extent all G8 denizens)
are trapped in the role of Mama Corleone. We are kept in style, living a life of luxury or at
least security and ease, by criminal means -- let us not quibble, the numbers are quite plain:
the rest of the world hungers so that we may overeat, the rest of the world cannot afford
kerosene to cook with because our SUVs and airplanes drive up the cost of fossil fuel. Whole
forests fall and tribes are decimated so that we may build crappy furniture out of chipboard,
or import cheap meat for vile McBurgers. Whole oceans are fished to extinction,
condemning coastal populations to hunger, so that we can gorge on cheap fish. And I haven't
even got to the impacts of mineral and fossil extraction. Our advanced mercantile economies
were founded on the massive infusion of stolen bullion, slaves, and other resources from the
"New World" -- a world some of whose cultures were actually far older than our own. Large
numbers of us live on land very recently plundered -- within living memory, almost -- from
its original inhabitants. The role of theft and murder in our pre-eminence is no more deniable
than it is for the Corleone Famiglia, so let's not mince words.

So, the question before us is, do we remain a pack of Mama Corleones -- nice, kind, sweet,
virtuous within our immediate purview -- and resolutely blind and deaf to any clue about the
Don's business? Do we continue to believe that whatever benefits our Famiglia is OK, or at
least inevitable, and that whatever the Don does to "protect his family" is justified regardless
of who has to lose so that we may "win"? Or do we, like Michael's young wife Kay, risk the
Don's wrath by "asking him about his business"? Do we reject the Don's patronage in favour
of a life possibly less luxurious, possibly less "safe" even, but one not based (or less based)
on criminal proceedings? Do we try to "make the Family legitimate"? To make our business
affairs conform to some conventional code of law and due process, rather than considering
every rival an enemy and every conflict of interest a mortal struggle best resolved by swift
and decisive murder?

It may "make strategic sense" to invade other countries, but it also makes strategic sense to
knock over gas stations, deal hard drugs to kids, steal other people's TVs, and sell our kids to
whorehouses for a profit rather than accept the expense of raising and educating 'em. We
have an ethical sense that prevents us from seeing those kinds of strategies as acceptable or
desirable. When are we going to scale that ethical sense up to a radius of more than a few
hundred miles? Now seems like as good a time as any.
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Posted by: | October 26, 2004 06:16 PM

oops that was me at 0616, but you knew that just by the sheer length of the post didn't you...
the bouncer let me in without my id card :-)

Posted by: DeAnander | October 26, 2004 06:18 PM

De - go read Axelrod, if you haven't, seriously. One word (ok 3): "iterated prisoner's
dilemna".

RGiap - EHESS. I have the text available in French if you are interested.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 26, 2004 06:27 PM

I'm going OT, but it's also on, in the wider scheme of things...

Dan- when I was born and going to school in the 1960s in the south, my grandparents did not
have indoor plumbing. In America. They were also farmers and they had eight
children...children were free farm hands. I bet you know this well.

Yet, as white people, we were far better off than many of the black families I knew.

I was chosen, while in elementary school, for "advanced" classes and was taken to college
campuses and was told that I, too, could do something other than get pregnant at 16.

And that was true. Not that I've been a great success, but I've had an incredibly wonderful
life, compared to what my prospects were when I was younger. My entire family and my
larger community benefited from a govt that really cared, rather than spouted words and did
nothing but pay off its base.

My marriage fell apart not too long ago and I have given up just about everything I had in
order to allow my children to be with both parents and to stay where they are until they are
old enough to make their own decisions. One of my children is high-functioning autistic, so
this is a big deal.

I have no health insurance. I do not make a living wage, even as a Phi Beta Kappa student,
because of where I live...for my children. I'm back in school and I'm trying to scrounge up a
way to pay for a masters. If my car messes up, if I get sick, I am SOL. The stress of living in
this way makes everything harder.

Where I live isn't "Bush's" fault, but believe me, if people were paid a living wage, my life
would be better. If people had single pay health care, my life would be better. I'm never
going to go to a fundie church for anything, so Bush's "faith-based" bullshit makes me sick.
Fundie bullshit was the problem, not the solution, when I was growing up.

So it's hard for me to hear people talk about being pretty well off and they'll let things
happen...which was the way your post sounded to me.

Yet I know the feeling. I've felt the same way sometimes...it's all too much...they don't listen,
why should I care.

But my children will have to grow up in the America AND THE WORLD I help to create,
will have to deal with how my generation deals with energy and security and foreign policy,
and I want them to have a better way than endlessly "fixing" bad policy based upon
ideological hatreds and the greed of the richest of the rich.
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And I want the rest of the children in this world to have the same hope for a sane future. And
their parents, too.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 26, 2004 06:36 PM

jÃ©rÃ´me

yes i would be interested & i think so would my administrator who follows your posts

deanander - exquisite/true/here/now/forever/breath giving strength
i've often thought that the people or individuals who are strong often have one weakness that
is not in fact a weakness - it is doubt. & the strength of weak (as in bush/cheny archetypes) is
that they somehow touch this achilled heel & we do our own demolition - they just have to
begin the process but really reading posts like that & also of fauxreal i identify the natural
beauty, the natural power, the natural good sense of us ordinary people living through
extraordinary times

fauxreal - as with the post of deanander i find strength in your words feel something human
& burning

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 26, 2004 06:52 PM

@DeAnander et al

More abstract but in that direction The Sources of American Legitimacy in Foreign Affairs.
Good historic description (debunking Kagan) and the essence:

There is no simple and direct route to the recovery of U.S. legitimacy. The years
when the United States appeared as the hope of the world now seem long
distant. Washington is hobbled by a reputation for the reckless use of force, and
it is going to take a long time to live that down. World public opinion now sees
the United States increasingly as an outlier-invoking international law when
convenient, and ignoring it when not; using international institutions when they
work to its advantage, and disdaining them when they pose obstacles to U.S.
designs.

The United States has gone down a road in which the use of force has become a
chronic feature of U.S. foreign policy, and the country's security has been
weakened rather than bolstered as a consequence. It is true, of course, that the
American public does not like the idea of deferring to others, but it may come to
see the advantages of doing so once it appreciates that enterprises undertaken on
a unilateral basis must be paid for on a unilateral basis. Ultimately, however, the
importance of legitimacy goes beyond its unquestionable utility. Certainly the
leaders who earned the United States' reputation for legitimacy in the
post-World War II era believed it to be a good in itself. For its own sake, and for
the sake of a peaceful international order, the nation must find its way back to
that conviction again.

Posted by: b | October 26, 2004 06:59 PM

An Analysis of US Foreign Policy coming from some institute in India that I've never heard
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of before. Pretty well footnoted, as much as I've read so far. It will take me a while to read it
all, thought I'd throw the link out in case someone else wants something substantial to chew
on. Not so much a bar snack as a serious sit-down dinner.

R'giap, sometimes all it takes is "common" sense, as in the sense of commoners. Jerome I
have made note of your author -- am familiar with Prisoners Dilemma and have some notion
what iteration might produce, but will look it up, sounds interesting.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 26, 2004 07:11 PM

A film you're unlikely to see on US TV

There are several rather important documentaries from the last couple of years that most
Americans will never see -- even those Amis who know of them and want to see them will
have a hard time managing this, unless they become available as NTSC DVDs. Damn!
voluntary censorship is just as stifling as the official kind.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 26, 2004 07:24 PM

Are the Chinese starting to put financial pressure on the US?

Taiwan calls Powell speech â€˜big surpriseâ€™- Secretary of State emphasizes â€˜one
Chinaâ€™ policy

TAIPEI, Taiwan - Secretary of State Colin Powell has angered Taiwanese
officials and lawmakers by making unusually strong comments denying that the
island is an independent nation and suggesting Taiwan should unify with China.

Posted by: Fran | October 27, 2004 01:39 AM

@Fran - you may be up to something
---
Another bear: Buttonwood: The parable of the cats

The dollar looks in danger of plunging, the price of oil continues to surge, gold
is going up and world growth is slowing. Oh, and America is about to hold an
election that could create as much uncertainty as it removes. Small wonder that
there are a few growls from financial markets. Buttonwood has a nasty feeling
that something worse is in store.

Posted by: b | October 27, 2004 06:09 AM

Thanks, fauxreal, for real.

Posted by: beq | October 27, 2004 07:28 AM

DeAnander is so breathtakingly eloquent, if I had known he had posted what he did, I
wouldn't have bothered with my dirt and grit online scratchings.

The funny thing is, in person, no one assumes I started out as a red dirt girl. In fact, they
assume just the opposite. For a variety of reasons, I feel more affinity with my European
ex-in laws than I do with my origins. No doubt that's why I feel at home here at the Moon.
Even so, my ex-in laws are also examples of the virture of a more social democracy too.

I do not understand why the nascar crowd doesn't understand where their interests are best
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served in American politics, because it most certainly is not in Bush's economic policies.
Well, I do undertstand, according to Rich's "What's the Matter with Kansas."

Style beats substance, even among those who would never open the covers of Vogue...

Posted by: fauxreal | October 27, 2004 01:46 PM

What I should have said in that damned earlier post was that if our government had trusted us
with the truth and given us the real reason for invading, I would have been more inclined to
support it.

That is something that bothers me a lot, this ever more accepted belief that we cannot handle
the truth, that we must be fed carefully crafted half-truths and lots of outright lies so that we
will act in our own best interests.

I agree with fauxreal that Deanander says this a lot better and I would like to thank him for
his kindness.

While I am at it, thanks Fran for great links, the Taiwan story should be a lot bigger than it is.
We were ready to defend Taiwan with nukes and the like and now they have been sold down
the river. What is up?

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 27, 2004 04:20 PM

Well Dan, hmmm... suppose Bush and Co had come to you 4 years ago and said, "Hey Dan,
the SUV-driving vote is really important to us; we all know Americans would really howl if
they had to change their energy-squandering ways in the least... but oil supplies are looking a
wee bit tight, so if Americans aren't willing to conserve quite a bit, we're gonna have to
invade Iraq and kill quite a lot of people to get control over an important source of supply.
Now, Dan, would you rather we kill all those people and destabilise the region and turn the
US into a pseudo-Spartan corporate-militarist repressive state in support of our war program,
OR would you rather pay $7/gallon for gas, turn your thermostat down a notch and wear a
sweater indoors in January, use public transit more often, and eat less long-haul groceries?"

I'd like to think that if they had put the matter that brutally, that honestly, that in fact you
wouldn't have been won over to supporting their war, but would have reached for a sweater
:-) I mean, they weren't saying, "it's us or them, either they starve or we starve." That's
guaranteed to bring out the worst in all of us -- when it's your kids or someone else's kids
faced with imminent death, the ol' gene machine speaks strongly. But that's not the case. If
they were being honest all they could say is, "it's our luxuries or their necessities: either we
live a bit less luxuriously or they starve, get blown up, etc."

I'm not saying everyone would cede some luxury rather than condem others to suffering and
death -- there are alway a hard core of selfish people (Marie Antoinette Syndrome) who
would rather drive over a peasant than get the new gilding on their chariot wheels muddy.
But would you, really, truly, have been inclined to support their invasion if they had
explained its direct benefits to you personally, the ways in which it is intended to prop up a
way of life, a consumption pattern, that isn't all that long for this world anyway? Somehow I
have my doubts :-) It's true that being treated like a grownup is less insulting than being
treated like a kiddie (shut up and colour), but some propositions are offensive, surely, even
from one grownup to another.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 27, 2004 05:33 PM
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BTW, there's a certain opportunity cost in the US' dogged insistence on fossil fuel
supremacy: in pursuing it so obsessively they are falling behind in other technologies.

Ten years ago, American companies owned 50 percent of the market for solar
photovoltaic panels - the key technology necessary for solar power. Today, says
Thomas Werner, CEO of SunPower, a solar-technology company based in
Silicon Valley, the United States has just a 10 percent share.
Yet even as the U.S. has lost its lead in solar, the worldwide demand for it, and
other renewable power sources, such as wind, has surged. According to one
report, solar and wind power generation capacity has grown by more than 30
percent annually over the past five years. That's the kind of growth market
high-tech venture capitalists and entrepreneurs are normally desperate for.

from the article 'How George Bush Lost the Sun' at Salon.com, you may have to subject
yourself to ads to view the article.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 28, 2004 02:26 AM

@ DeAnander

First and foremost I am completely against invasions of any kind. I will however fight to
defend my home and family from people who wish me harm and I believe this is my right
and duty.

The reasons you state are the actual ones for this invasion and I am completely against them
and was from the beginning. When I saw the twin towers in flames my comment to others
was that now many innocent people would have to die. I knew that there was going to be
revenge and nothing I could say or do was going to stop the troglodytes from extracting their
pound of flesh. I am labeled "palestinian" or "raghead lover" by many of the people I work
with and they probably do not really trust me because I am often critical about our motives.

Yes, I would like to be treated as an adult and that really was the kernel of the statement.
Sometimes you do have to do things that are very unpleasant and though we try to be kind to
others it is foolish to believe that there are not those who wish you harm.

I don't want it sugar coated, just lay it all out and let me decide whether it is worth doing. Of
course this will never happen because if ordinary folk could decide whether to go to war or
not, there would no longer be war. The people in charge know this and have stated so
clearly.....

â€œWhy, of course, the people donâ€™t want war,â€• Goering shrugged.
â€œWhy would some poor slob on a farm want to risk his life in a war when the
best that he can get out of it is to come back to his farm in one piece. Naturally,
the common people donâ€™t want war; neither in Russia nor in England nor in
America, nor for that matter in Germany. That is understood. But, after all, it is
the leaders of the country who determine the policy and it is always a simple
matter to drag the people along, whether it is a democracy or a fascist
dictatorship or a Parliament or a Communist dictatorship.â€•

â€œThere is one difference,â€• I pointed out. â€œIn a democracy the people
have some say in the matter through their elected representatives, and in the
United States only Congress can declare wars.â€•

â€œOh, that is all well and good, but, voice or no voice, the people can always
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be brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is tell
them they are being attacked and denounce the pacifists for lack of patriotism
and exposing the country to danger. It works the same way in any country.â€•

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 28, 2004 04:05 AM

JÃ©rÃ´me,

My Master Thesis in Economics was: >>Algorithmisation of the Shapley-Shubik Index.
Application for the analysis of Poland's position in the EU-Constitution negotiations.<<

BTW, have you seen that: 10 Nobel Laureates against Bush
Akerlof, Arrow, Kahneman, Klein, McFadden, North, Samuelson, Sharpe, Solow, Stiglitz

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 28, 2004 11:50 AM

@Dan I had a feeling that was exactly your position, just checking :-) and I agree with you
that I will however fight to defend my home and family from people who wish me harm and I
believe this is my right and duty. What's bugging me is that I strongly believe that BushCo
means all of us -- me, my home, my hometown, my family, not to mention millions of other
people's families -- great harm, and I am not sure how to fight.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 28, 2004 12:14 PM

De

I come to sites like this one to learn how to fight the bastards. I think I have to understand
what is going on before I could do anything at all. I don't want to be the Black Knight yelling
"Come here, I'll bite you"

Thanks to you and many others I believe I am getting a glimpse into this crap. I will tell you
that it is not pretty.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 28, 2004 12:26 PM

@Dan you know the catch phrase "not a nice monkey"? someone used it once, I forget who,
to describe the sorry-ass human race. And when I see Chimpy in still or video the phrase
irresistibly scrolls across my mental text-crawl space. I spent some of my youth yelling
"Come Here I'll Bite You", but that's what youth is for. Now I wish to conserve my strength
and try to "strike the root". Problem is, we seem to be in a mangrove swamp of nastiness and
I'm not sure which root is which or whether any of them is vulnerable to my poor tools of
reason and verbiage. Feeling very much in solidarity w/you at this moment.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 28, 2004 12:33 PM

Here is a premise you can kick around if you care to: The current ruling cabal has determined
that reason and verbiage cannot/will not stand in the way of their conquering the world.

It makes sense that mere language and logic be irrelevant. The true rationale for the torture,
murder, theft going on is impossible to see by us simple mortals who have been raised and
trained under a different set of standards than have these reptilian usurpers. I am now
constantly jolted by attempts advanced daily by thinking intelligent humans to categorise
these crimes in a familiar judicial context. They are missing the point.

It isn't like you have the right to complain that your rights are being violated. It isn't like the
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perps expect to have to defend themselves before a jury of their peers. None of this applies
here. The irrelevance of law has been openly blatantly clearly stated by the Cheneyites
repeatedly, and yet we cling to the hope that somehow in the end they will come around and
be civilised.

We are in a war to the end and no rules apply. Mother Earth cannot support her billions of
greedy inhabitants; only the strongest and wisest will survive. Wake up.

Posted by: rapt | October 28, 2004 02:37 PM
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October 24, 2004

Rovism

LA Times has an analysis by Neal Gabler on Rovism. Even without the religious extremes
taking over the Republican party, as has been discussed here in recent threads, the piece
finds that the concepts applied by Rove in and of themself constitute a theocratic scheme.

This election is about Rovism â€” the insinuation of Rove's electoral tactics
into the conduct of the presidency and the fabric of the government.
...

All politicians operate within an Orwellian nimbus where words don't mean
what they normally mean, but Rovism posits that there is no objective,
verifiable reality at all. Reality is what you say it is, ...

When neither dissent nor facts are recognized as constraining forces, one is
infallible, which is the sum and foundation of Rovism. Cleverly invoking the
power of faith to protect itself from accusations of stubbornness and insularity,
this administration entertains no doubt, no adjustment, no negotiation, no
competing point of view.
...
Americans love toughness. They love swagger. In a world of complexity and
uncertainty, especially after Sept. 11, they love the idea of a man who doesn't
need anyone else. They even love the sense of mission, regardless of its
wisdom.

These values run deep in the American soul, and Rovism consciously taps
them. But they are not democratic. Unwavering discipline, demonization of
foes, disdain for reality and a personal sense of infallibility based on faith are
the stuff of a theocracy â€” the president as pope or mullah and policy as
religious warfare.

Boiled down, Rovism is government by jihadis in the grip of unshakable
self-righteousness â€” ironically the force the administration says it is fighting.
It imposes rather than proposes.
...
All administrations try to work the system to their advantage, and some, like
Nixon's, attempt to circumvent the system altogether. Rove and Bush neither
use nor circumvent, which would require keeping the system intact. They
instead are reconfiguring the system in extra-constitutional, theocratic terms.
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...

Posted by Bernhard on October 24, 2004 at 09:24 AM | Permalink

Comments

I'm convinced that Rove is a minor-league player from Texas, someone who's in over his
head and can't really rise to the challenge. This is generally the case, as I see it, with Bush's
political advisers--not only with Rove, but also with Bartlett, Evans, Hughes and Albright
(the guy who used to run FEMA). They can't carry the blue states: they don't know the
language of blue, and so they can only draw on the votes of red voters in the blue
states--red voters being Republican churchgoers who do as their ministers tell them to do.
And so I doubt that they'll carry the day. One example: Kerry has captured the blue-state
IRA contingent with his frequent waving of guns from the podium, and his gleeful blasting
of the goose that got in the way. The president of the IRA is quoted as saying that Kerry
has played the situation brilliantly, where (for reasons unclear to him) Bush has blown off
support that he had in 2000. He has no difficulty supporting Kerry for President.

Posted by: alabama | October 24, 2004 11:25 AM

Was it Albright, or Albaugh? I'm having a senior moment.....

Posted by: alabama | October 24, 2004 12:01 PM

alabama,

Do you perchance mean the NRA?

Melanie over at Bump in the Beltway has some good commentary on this too, combining
Gabler and John Dean.

Posted by: Leslie in CA | October 24, 2004 02:00 PM

Right, Leslie. Another senior moment....

Posted by: alabama | October 24, 2004 02:58 PM

Bernhard -- and others who understand finance -- is there any truth to the rumour going
around that the Russians no longer support the US dollar? or the rumour that China is
dumping dollars and buying gold (and oil shares or futures or something else too abstract
for peasants like me)?

What does "support" mean in the first case? I know what the second case means -- it means
the Chinese are smarter than I am (I shoulda started shifting money to Canada or Euroland
some time ago, it's a bit late now).

What the heck is this doing in the Rovian thread? well ummm, Rove's fantasies about
controlling or creating reality, or hiding all the naughty bits with a huge thick slather of
spin, just don't work to cover up something as serious and real as the devaluation of the
dollar. As I understand it a lot of the US economy is "owned" by foreign investors (same is
true of many countries around the world since finance is international in a big way) -- and
since the US is badly in debt and shows signs of serious mismanagement, investors may
decide to dump their "stock" in the US and invest elsewhere. Nothing Rove and his
spinmeisters can do to prevent investors from bailing on a bad risk, is there? Other than
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threaten to nuke the HQ of the first transnat company that sells its US holdings...

I don't know whether I totally hate this line of thought -- i.e. how much power the transnat's
wield, that they are bigger and more powerful than governments etc -- or whether it's dimly
reassuring, as in "there are players that BushCo cannot own, suborn, or intimidate, and at
least some of those players are in touch with some kind of reality." Rove can fool some of
the people -- about half of Americans apparently -- most of the time, but he can't fool the
entire world banking and business community for very long. I hope.

Posted by: | October 24, 2004 05:01 PM

oops that was me 05:01, I'm out of town on a hotel LAN.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 24, 2004 05:21 PM

is there any truth to the rumour going around that the Russians no longer support the US
dollar? or the rumour that China is dumping dollars and buying gold (and oil shares or
futures or something else too abstract for peasants like me)?
Russia and China both said thay have to many US$ in their reserves and need to
"rebalance" their reserve, i.e. change the mix of US$/Euro/Yen included, so that it refers to
proportions of their real economic relations. Both have expressed the desire to have more
gold reserves.

I shoulda started shifting money to Canada or Euroland some time ago, it's a bit late now
The US$ will devalue at least another 25% and has just last week started the next move
down. It is not too late, but you should start moving away from US$ pretty soon. How
about tomorrow?

What the heck is this doing in the Rovian thread?
It fitscompletely: From a Paul Volker, ex chairman of the Fed, interview in this weekends
Financial Times:

Volker has raised eyebrows this year by claiming that there is a 75 per cent
chance of a financial crisis hitting the US in the next five years, if it does not
change its policy.
...
"I think the problem now is that there isnÂ´t a sense of crisis," he declares. "...
but there is no sense of crisis, so no one wants to listen."

Volker thinks that Rovian "realism" is at work in the financial world. Denial of the facts
and dangers - pure believe in self constructed "realism".

Posted by: b | October 24, 2004 05:27 PM

Forgot the full discloser:

I am "long" (I bet they will rise) - gold (physical and options), silver options, oil options
These are "investments" which I plan to keep for years.

I am also "long" oil shares
I am "short" (I bet they will tank)- Dow Jones Industrial Index options, US bonds options
I plan to go short on the NASDAQ-Index tomorrow
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These are "speculative positions" but I think they will work quite well over the next year

There are "Stop Loss" orders on all my positions, so if something turns agains my bets, I
may loose a bit, but only a bit.

Posted by: b | October 24, 2004 05:42 PM

FYI,

Interesting discussion of economic theories and the economic future going on over at BOP
News in posts by Stirling and Ian.

Posted by: Leslie in CA | October 24, 2004 05:43 PM

Unwavering discipline, demonization of foes, disdain for reality and a personal sense of
infallibility

If I invoke Godwin's Law now, do I violate Godwin's Law on a sugestive level?

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 24, 2004 06:22 PM

@MG

Not in my book. Whoever points out that Godwin's Law applies to the thread is also
considered to have "lost" the battle: GodwinÂ´s law
As you have not battled, you cannot have lost.

Posted by: b | October 24, 2004 06:33 PM

a really nice one "reality": Bunning unaware of Iraq story

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning said yesterday that he was unaware of reports that a
unit of Army Reserve soldiers in Iraq had refused an order to deliver fuel for
reasons including that their trucks were lightly armored.
...
When reporters told him that the unit's refusal was a national news story and
involved a soldier from Louisville, Bunning said, "Let me explain something: I
don't watch the national news, and I don't read the paper. I haven't done that
for the last six weeks. I watch Fox News to get my information."

Told that Fox News broadcast the report, Bunning said, "Not the times I
watched it. So the fact that somebody was from Louisville, I know about that."

Just one of a hundred Senators... we know this guy is of his meds but you can diagnose his
party, which supports him, by such events.

Posted by: b | October 24, 2004 07:18 PM

Gabler's bk. on Jews & Hollywood was outstanding, but he's out of his league here. World
Series going on, so my attention diverted....

Most obviously he throws theocracy in at the end, probably carrying on from comments
Suskind made acceptable last wk. He makes no case for why it's theocracy, rather than
dictatorship w/all it's irrational elements that's at work.

No discussion here or in Suskind that Rove is merely the vile, ruthless psychopathic servant
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of a radical right-wing agenda whose designers are not being outed. In fact, this discussion
so unfocused that even one of the most prominent leaders of the Theocrats, Pat Robertson,
could pretend to be part of the reality-based community!!!!
I'll try to find time to develop this later. The long & short is that Rove, Bush, theocrats &
reactionary economic & foreign policy agendas all being conflated into a convoluted
mess....

Posted by: jj | October 24, 2004 08:21 PM

OT, but not, since Rover's bitch Bush is the architect of our national mess...

can someone in Euroland tell me what's going on in the currency market? I'm dealing in
rumor these days, it seems, and the rumor I've heard, to coincide with DeAnander's post
about Russia, is that there is a massive selling off of the dollar going on.

And if so, will Japan buy?

Posted by: fauxreal | October 24, 2004 10:54 PM

Fauxreal:

Some official at the Bank of Japan said that it will start buying dollars if it slips below 100
yen (sorry, can't remember where I read it). But if a full-scale panic starts, who knows what
might happen.

Posted by: Harrow | October 24, 2004 11:34 PM

Thanks, Harrow.

Of course, panic is just another word for being the first one out of the selfish gene pool...

Posted by: fauxreal | October 25, 2004 12:43 AM

You can not beat this chutzpah:

using national security as an excuse to censor a quotation about using national
security as an excuse to stifle dissent

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 25, 2004 05:25 AM

There once was genius named Rove

And 'twas W's electoral car that he drove.

They both thought voter perception

Best shaped by deception.

'Til this year, when over the cliff they both dove.

Posted by: Jim Montgomery | October 26, 2004 10:57 PM
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« Strategic Campaign Extended | Main | Rovism »

October 22, 2004

Open Thread

Welcome ...

Posted by Bernhard on October 22, 2004 at 10:51 AM | Permalink

Comments

Can anybody debunk

this story which has been floating around for
a year or so?

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 22, 2004 11:08 AM

Fran pointed to the series in the older open thread - best read for today:
The Baghdad Blogger goes to Washington

Salam Pax in DC - day one to day seven - he is funny and thoughtful

Posted by: b | October 22, 2004 12:16 PM

Bye bye Pensions

US President George Bush's administration has weathered a pre-election mauling by announcing
emergency measures to skirt a $7.38-trillion debt limit.

Treasury Secretary John Snow said he would use pension money to keep the government running.

In a letter to US Senate majority leader Bill Frist on Thursday, Snow said he was immediately
suspending payments to a federal employees' retirement scheme, the Government Securities
Investment Fund (G-Fund).

The missing money would be repaid in full later, with no net effect on the fund or retirees, he
promised.

The treasury secretary said he was forced to take the emergency accounting step because congress had
not acted on his 2 August request for the government's legal debt limit to be raised.

Any move by congress to raise the debt limit could be politically embarrassing.

Democrats pounced on the news as evidence of fiscal mismanagement by the administration, less than
three weeks before Bush faces Democratic challenger Senator John Kerry in the 2 November
presidential election.

"George Bush continues to make history for all the wrong reasons: He's the first president to go
without creating a new job since the Great Depression and now he's run up more debt in [a] shorter
period of time than all the presidents combined in the 200 years from Washington through Reagan,"
said Kerry campaign spokesman Phil Singer.
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"On top of that, this is the third time he's broken his promise not to raise the debt ceiling. His fiscal
mismanagement is taking its toll on America and it's time for a fresh start," he said in a statement.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 22, 2004 02:10 PM

Chris Floyd on "Pin Heads"

OK, Chris is a ranter (a pretty good ranter at times) and I'm obviously a bit tetchy about totalitarian
Statists and such like control-freaks. but this is the Nth (where N is < 10 but > 5) little flash of the
Dominionist thread I've seen in as many days, so the story keeps popping up and irritating me.

To whatever extent this story is substantiated, it's scary as hell. Time to do some research (sigh) on the
"CRA 2004".

Posted by: DeAnander | October 22, 2004 02:13 PM

Has Chris Floyd been reading MOA recently?

Posted by: b real | October 22, 2004 02:14 PM

ha. I hesitated too long by taking out a comment that Cloned Poster was slacking on posting the Floyd
link first...

Posted by: b real | October 22, 2004 02:17 PM

b real

"Again, this is no tiny band of cranks meeting in some basement in Alabama....."

Excellent!

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 22, 2004 02:19 PM

Bernhard

I have you have to credit the Moscow Times with this quote and put it as an endorsement on the
Homepage.

Still laughing.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 22, 2004 02:23 PM

@b real

well you know what they say about great minds ;-)

Posted by: DeAnander | October 22, 2004 02:23 PM

@Hannah KO, I have heard this persistent rumour also (that a covert US mission to plant WMDs or
WMD "evidence" was hit by friendly fire and ended as a fiasco). I doubt we will ever get first-person
testimony on this one -- the whistleblower, though persuasive, is still only citing hearsay, alleged oral
testimony from third parties. for a really solid substantiation you need a whistleblower who
participated in either execution or planning -- or documents.

I'm not saying it's an unbelievable story. given the frequently lunatic and criminal schemes floated by
the spook factories (poisoned cigars, op northwoods, and the like) it is wholly believable that a plant
operation could have been proposed and even attempted. it's not like cops, fibbies, and spooks have
never been known to plant evidence. and given the potent mixture of chaos and incompetence that
haunts all war zones it is quite believable that a covert US mission (possibly instructed to maintain
radio silence or fly false colours) could be whacked in an own-goal by US air or artillery.
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but if it was hit hard and was carrying some dirty stuff, there may be no survivors to tell the story; the
troops involved in such an op may have had no idea what they were doing or why; and anyone
involved in planning or executing such an illegitimate and dismal failure would be highly motivated to
keep quiet about it. so unless someone was sloppy/stupid and kept documents (on paper or disk) which
get leaked or discovered at some future point, I doubt it will ever be more than a rumour...

actually, in context of the appalling dishonesty, mendacity, greed and incompetence of the whole
invasion, one little black op trying to plant evidence to substantiate BushCo's fabrications no longer
seems like such a big deal. and that's really sad.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 22, 2004 02:35 PM

@DeAnander

LOL - guess we're part of the meme generation

Posted by: b real | October 22, 2004 02:41 PM

DeAnander, Hannah KO

Does it really matter?

WASHINGTON, Oct 21 (IPS) - Three out of four self-described supporters of President George W
Bush still believe pre-war Iraq had weapons of mass destruction (WMD) or active programmes to
produce them, and that Iraqi President Saddam Hussein gave "substantial support" to al-Qaeda
terrorists, according to a survey released Thursday.

Moreover, as many or more Bush supporters hold those beliefs today than they did several months
ago, before the publication of a series of well-publicised official government reports that debunked
both notionsâ€¦..

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 22, 2004 02:46 PM

[60] The platform of the Republican Party of Texas may be found at: http://

www.4religious-right.info/texas_gop.htm. Here are excerpts: â€œThe Republican Party of Texas
reaffirms the United States of America is a Christian Nation ...
Â 

â€œ1. GOVERNMENT:Â  We reclaim freedom of religious expression in public on government
property, and freedom from government interference. Support government display of Ten
Commandments.
Â 
Dispel the "myth" of the separation of church and state. A strong and vibrant private sector [should be]
unencumbered by excessive government regulation. Oppose Campaign Finance Reform. Oppose any
form of gun control. Abolish: Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; Position of Surgeon General;
EPA; Department of Energy; Department of Housing and Urban Development; Department of
Education; Department of Commerce and Labor; National Endowment for the Arts.
Â 
â€œ2. ECONOMY: Â Abolish the dollar in favor of the gold standard. Â Abolish the IRS. Eliminate
income tax, inheritance tax, gift tax, capital gains, corporate income tax, payroll tax and property tax.
Repeal minimum wage law. ... Gradually phase out Social Security tax for a system of private
pensions.
Â 
â€œ3. UNITED NATIONS: Â Â .. We immediately rescind our membership in, as well as all financial
and military contributions to the United Nations." We should " ... evict the United Nations from the
United States and eliminate any further participation.
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Â 
â€œ4. FAMILY: We believe that traditional marriage is a legal and moral commitment between a man
and a woman. We recognize that the family is the foundational unit of a healthy society and consists of
those related by blood, marriage, or adoption. The family is responsible for its own welfare, education,
moral training, conduct, and property.
Â 
Â Â Â Â Â â€œThe practice of sodomy tears at the heart of our society... The party oppose[s]
decriminalization of sodomy.Â Oppose all forms of abortion - even in cases of rape or incest. We
unequivocally oppose United States Senate ratification of the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child.
Â 
â€œ5. EDUCATION: We call for the abolition of the U.S. Department of Education and the
prohibition of the transfer of any of its functions to any other federal agency.
Â 
Â Â Â Â Â â€œSupport official prayer in public schools Oppose Early Childhood Development
Programs. We support ... a program based upon biblical principles... Terminate bilingual education.
Since Secular Humanism is recognized by the United States Supreme Court as a religion ... Secular
Humanism should be subjected to the same state and federal laws as any other recognized religions.
Â 
â€œ6. THE ENVIRONMENT: Â Oppose the myth of global warming.Â Â Reaffirm the belief in the
fundamental right of an individual to use property without governmental interference. Oppose EPA
management of Texas air quality.
Â 
â€œ7. THE MIDDLE EAST:Â  ... Jerusalem is the capital of Israel ... therefore, the United States
should move its embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.â€•
Â 
To read the complete Texas GOP Platform click here to go to a PDF file: more
Â 

This ain't no party, this ain't no disco, this ain't no fool'in around........

So far this notion of dominionism, as a template, fits very well indeed over
the whole of whats been going down, with particular respect to:

the evolution of the Christian right into a political force

the utilization of the Republican party as the instrument of that force

the history of the neo-conservative movement from Leo Strauss to the present

the influence of Machiavelli on the neo-con movement

the functional synthesis of the Christian right and the neo-cons into a de-facto Dominionism

the philosophic suppositions, the methodology, and the record of fact, to all the above.

Posted by: anna missed | October 22, 2004 03:03 PM

I'm thinking it was in Dilip Hiro's last book that he pointed out that there were missions inside Iraq to
plant radio equipment in the sand, prior to the buildup of the March 2003 invasion. Might have been
earlier too, to aid flyover recon. Surely it wouldn't have been any more difficult to sneak a couple of
those little vials Colin Powell bandied about in there if they really wanted to build the case for wmd.
Or at least some more forged documents. One can carry a lot in those black bags.

Earlier this year in one of Seymour Hersh's articles he pointed out that Israeli operatives are training
Kurds and conducting recon operations inside Iran. One would think that they would seize these
movements as a prime time to set up Iran, esp given the problems generated by the non-appearance of
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wmd in Iraq.

Posted by: b real | October 22, 2004 03:12 PM

I recall hearing a brief reality blip on NPR before '00 election - Clinton read then current Texas GOP
platform & said "This is fascist." Perhaps Mexico would like Texas back - we get Molly Ivins, they get
the rest.

I think it's an error that it hasn't been more widely disseminated that it's the Theocrats that were prime
movers/bankers behind deliberately corrupt computerized voting systems. Then perhaps people would
understand that it's no accident they leave no trace behind & can be rigged by a chimp in a few mins.
Did everyone see the video that Bev Harris made & posted on blackboxvoting.org of the Chimp Fixing
the Election? (No Joke.)

Posted by: jj | October 22, 2004 03:31 PM

pat

read your last post on the other thread with great fury

you support operation iraqi freedom (a disgusting & mendacious appelation) because it exists

you suggest it is more complex than us dullards can comprehend

that what is apparent is not apparent

this is completely self serving

the genocide of 2 million vietnamese, 1 million indonesians, the murder of filipinos, chileans,
guatemalians, hondurians, bolivians nicaraguans - is ok - because 'it exists'

your memory is profoundly selective

i lay my cards on the table here - i am an anti imperialist of longstanding - and am not ashamed of that
- on the contrary i am proud that i have never comprimised that essential principle

your support for your army, your soldiers is done in the face of an ever increasing programme of terror
& murder - carried out by that very same army

you have sd you worked for freedom - against the east germans/russians - as a linguist - what freedom
exactly?

are you so proud of your country that you do not see that behind all these terms there are people, real
people, real iraquis - people who have as much right to live as you do

who are americans to believe their deaths are loftier than the deaths of others especially those of the
third world

i feel a profound disgust with the way you implicitly speak off the 'honour' & the 'integrity' of your
army

for me they are no different from the german armies who marched through western & eastern europe -
there is no difference to me at all. they were not imperialists either - they just wanted more breathing
space - that the other countries soiled with their useless humanity

you suggest that we are a little simple here , that we are dullards, that what is apparent is not apparent -
that there is a 'complexity' beyond the consdpiracies that are sometimes suggested here

look, even in your own journals, whether it is the new york review of books, whether it is atlantic,
rolling stone, whether it is new yorker of harpers or even vanity fair - article after researched article
proves what many say here - that there is a cabal, the cabal has a name & it has faces - & we all know
who they are - & they have acted in the most ideological fashion & have taken liberties with your
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legislative & judical process - this is not metaphysics - the brutal & ugly reality of that is repeated day
after day on sites a lot less simple than we are

this cabal - does not have to be in essence a complexity - on the contrary - many of the interventions
by your country were done under the 'instinct' that your president says he possesses. the despoilation of
latin american politics was not a complex matter it was simply a brutal one

look pat there is enough complexity in the extraordinary lives of ordinary people - we do not need the
fucking conspiracy theories - what we are seeing is what it is abuse, gross abuse of power by clique of
self chosen ideologue who i wouldn't piss on if they were on fire

they have despoiled your 'democracy' & with great & convincing professionalism. they make a
mockery - of freedom, of liberty & especially of equality

alright pat you fought the great game in germany but i wish that you were as informed as another
player in that game - john le carrÃ©(david cornwall) who from a position not so dissimilar to your
today has become through honest interrogation & a real questioning - a doubter of all elites - & yes
especially american ones

because he saw what you did in germany, in italy, in france, in greece & in portugal - he was disgusted
wioth what was done in the name of 'intelligence' & though your press will spread calumny on this
man as being an aged leftist - he is a long, long way from that. he is a decent human being- something
i am beginning to doubt that american can understand unless they are in your pockets

you were giving aid to freedom fighters against the old russia & i was giving medical aid to the
vietnamese so they could defeat without question your invading armies. we were & are still perhaps on
different side of the fence but being on either side of that fence does not discount the need of human
decency

you treat your armies as if they were boy scouts incapable of a bad word or a bad action. there are
history books pat many many history books & not from my side of the fence - that detail exactly what
the actions of your armies have been in the last century

i am angry - i am furious because - you coalesce when it is necessary - the extremists of the resistance
- & for me without question the resistance is both honorable & necessary - with the iraqui people. they
are a people who created your own culture in many many ways

this grand babylon that is being destroyed brick by brick by the new barbarians. & i don't care what
kind of man or women, west point, or the citadel etc etc create - with all their learning - they are
barbarians

& that barbarity has behind it the words of richard perle, the words of wolfowitz, the words of kristol,
of feith - of rumsfield & cheney - that is a cabal in any persons language

jimmy breslin calls them a cabal & i think he knows exactly what that word means

i hope jÃ©rÃ´me i correct & this cabal is defeated on november 2 - nut if not as the vietnamese before
them - the iraquis will defeat them on the battleground

this is not personal pat - not at all, this is business

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 22, 2004 03:52 PM

9/11 Mom: An Open Letter to George W. Bush
Â Â Â Â t r u t h o u t | Letter
Â Â Â Â By Donna Marsh Oâ€™Connor,Liverpool, NY,
Â Â Â Â Mother of Vanessa Lang Langer,
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Â Â Â Â WTC Tower II, 93rd floor

Â Â Â Â Friday 22 October 2004

On the Thirty-third Anniversary of My Daughterâ€™s Birth

Â Â Â Â cc: Senator John Kerry

Â Â Â Â Sometimes, Mr. Bush, itâ€™s the smallest of details that makes everything click. The
smallest of details. Right now, Mr. Bush, I am looking at your watch. Itâ€™s an item of clothing
accessory and, unlike your other costumes, it is one that is particularly revealing.

Â Â Â Â On Halloween my daughter would be thirty-three years old. Her child would be almost three.
Seven weeks before her twenty-ninth birthday, Vanessa, four months pregnant, ran from the falling
towers of the World Trade Center. She did not make it. Her body, and in it the small body of her
unborn child, was pulled from the rubble of the fallen towers on September 24th, just ten feet from an
alley between towers IV and V. It is important for me to tell you that she was on the phone to her
uptown office five minutes after the first plane hit tower I, explaining how she and others in tower II
were "safe."

Â Â Â Â Here is what you did regarding specifically the events of that morning: You vacationed
before, during and after August 6th, the day you were handed the presidential daily briefing that said
very clearly Vanessa Lang Langer and many other Americans were not safe. After the first plane hit
tower I, the fact of the PDB did not click in your mind, did not cause you to act, to turn on a television,
to contact the Pentagon. You sat so that you did not frighten a group of children. You did not worry
about Vanessaâ€™s brothers, or the young children who would certainly be directly affected by that
event. You did not, like her fourteen year-old brother, rush from your seat and head for a phone,
desperately trying to reach out, to fix, to save. You sat. You said, two weeks to the day before the
general election of 2004, that you would protect Americans; that is, according to you, your primary
responsibility as Commander-in Chief; no terrorists would get us, no terrorists would attack us (you
said this with your arm extended), and I you said and I quote, on your watch. You said this with no
sense of irony, no sense, no indication of how that text would sound to those you failed miserably to
protect. You never notified officially the airlines, flight schools, persons who lived or worked in our
tallest structures. You failed in your watch and on it.

Â Â Â Â Help me to understand this, because I was looking so closely at your watch. Five minutes,
Mr. Bush. Five minutes. In that five minute space my sons lost a best friend, a future that included a
loving sister and her future family. And my daughter lost the only thing in life I ever knew she really
wanted. In fact, you stood on September 13th, on the rubble that covered my childâ€™s bones and you
began your move to have the war you had been planning since the beginning of your term in office.
You, Mr. Bush, used my daughterâ€™s murder to perpetrate the most hideous example of racism with
the direst of consequences and you did it standing literally on her bones.

Â Â Â Â I am going to be very honest with you, Mr. Bush. I suspect that your culpability does not
begin with your failures that day. It may be imprudent to mention this now because evidence is
difficult to produce, but I am one of those pragmatists that rely on some basic fundamentals in crime
solving. So let me say, when a crime is committed we are to find suspects by exploring motive, by
looking at who had most to gain. You did, Mr. Bush, you and your friends at Halliburton and your
friends in Saudi Arabia. And you have never answered for this. Donâ€™t you think with all that has
happened it would be in order for you to explain all you have come to gain, now and in the future, in
terms of both money and power?

Â Â Â Â On September 11th, I was in Canada. When I heard the news I was walking in the street,
enjoying what was to be the last of the purely beautiful sunny mornings of my life. My cell phone
rang. And every second after that call was a mix of panic, dread, calm because this couldnâ€™t be
happening, and utter, absolute need to touch my daughter. What would you have done, Mr. Bush?
What would your instincts have been? As a parent? I ask this because Senator Kerry during the second
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debate mentioned you are a â€œgood father.â€• Are you? Have you made Americans, including your
own daughters safer? Let me tell you what I wanted that morning. I wanted to fly to New York, to put
my feet on my home soil as fast as humanly possible. I wanted to get to an airport and get home. Not
an option for me, Mr. Bush. My husband and I just made it over the border before it closed. And on
that morning, when no American citizen was allowed to fly in our airspace, on that morning and the
mornings to follow, Americans were grounded. But bin Ladenâ€™s family flew. They flew home to
Saudi Arabia. Before they were vetted by the F.B.I., by the C.I.A. And worst of all, you never were
made to tell the truth about why that was so. Iâ€™m sorry, Mr. Bush. I will never understand this.
Never. But still: your responsibility was then and is now to explain it. And to explain while that watch
of yours leading up to the election is still ticking.

Â Â Â Â Right now there is a report from the C.I.A. that names explicitly your administrationâ€™s
culpability regarding those events. Bipartisan leaders have requested, even demanded that those
reports be turned over now to congress. You, according to reports, have refused to allow the C.I.A. to
release them, just as you refused to testify under oath before the 9/11 commission. Now, Mr. Bush,
release them. Before the election.

Â Â Â Â Right now, Mr. Bush, there are wide-spread rumors of vote tampering all over this country.
And let me be clear about this: the rumors are that Republicans are benefiting from this tampering.
Instead of enumerating our safeties, perhaps you could show some leadership, Mr. Bush, and demand
that it stop now. Demand, Mr. Bush, that in this country our right to vote is protected. Because without
that, we are not safe. Wouldnâ€™t you agree?

Â Â Â Â After the 2000 election, where there were in Florida widespread problems with voting, Mr.
Bush, voting in African American communities, you also did nothing. Absolutely nothing. You did
nothing to counter the rumors that your brother handed you Florida. Nothing to smooth over what
must have felt to African Americans (even if this was just rumor) the painful and the absolute, clear
enactment of racial prejudice, not encoded in the ordinary acts of ordinary citizens, but in the very
structure of the government that must be protective of all citizens of this country and the world. Why,
Mr. Bush, did you fail to go to Florida and demand that these personsâ€™ rights were protected? Or,
at the very least, to apologize and guarantee that this would never happen again? What does America
mean to you? In August of 2001, the United Nations hosted a conference on racism and Colin Powell,
your Secretary of State wanted to attend. You did not allow this because, you said, we donâ€™t have
problems with racism in America. Do you see the pattern I am pointing at, here, Mr. Bush? In each
case, the problems in this country have been enacted and exacerbated by you and you have attempted
to cover them up. How could you do that to Colin Powell? How could you do that to another man?

Â Â Â Â When your children are young, Mr. Bush, they are often rebellious. They often admire you,
but buck you at the same time. One way a mature parent feels this love is sometimes in the very ways
in which your children buck youâ€”by using the very part of your example they most admire. Vanessa
confronted me every day of her life, especially on the days when she acted most loving. Parent/child
things. The kind of things that all someday are made into family jokes when the child becomes a
parent and sees that the very methods of touching and teaching and learning come from actions the
parent used without thought. I never had that fully with Vanessa, the day when she consciously,
because she was parenting herself, used my methods on another generation. But one day, almost there,
Vanessa said to me, â€œMom, you always made Christmases at home so beautifulâ€¦â€• and then she
said, â€œAnd you taught us how not to be racist. You have no idea, Mom, how much racism there is
and white people donâ€™t always see it.â€•

Â Â Â Â I cannot tell you in shorthand, Mr. Bush, how important it was that she said those words
before I lost her because unless she did, I would always have wondered, was I in any way that
mattered a good enough parent to a woman who would die so young. I can tell you some of the
methods I used with Vanessa and her brothers, but let me show you what you did that I had to explain
and counter with all three of them:

Â Â Â Â You refused, when you met face-to-face with James Byrdâ€™s daughter (You remember
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him, I am sure. Heâ€™s the African American man whose head was ripped almost off of his body in
Texas by three white men who tied him to their pickup and dragged him along a Texas road.), you
refused to sign a hate crimes bill as she begged you, crying. You didnâ€™t even, as Molly Ivins
reported, offer her a tissue. In that sense, Mr. Bush, you functioned as a very hostile branch of
government, one that we might have predicted would not care if persons of color or persons of the
other party were denied the right to vote.

Â Â Â Â But then, Mr. Bush, you used this tendency of yours, this refusal to get behind most
Americansâ€™ desires to eradicate racism by pretending Osama bin Laden is the embodiment of
Saddam Hussein and vice versa. One man equals the other. They are both Arabs. Do you own a globe,
Mr. Bush? Do you know where Afghanistan is? Do you know where Iraq is? Have you been there
since the war began to examine what you have done to the civilians you were going to protect?
Interesting detail (and perhaps a warning from G-d): Vanessa, when she got one of her first jobs,
bought me a daily planner with a map on it. The map on this particular piece of canvas has in its center
Afghanistan. To the right of this small country is a larger countryâ€”Iran and to the right of
thatâ€”Iraq, also small, even smaller (geographically and metaphorically speaking) of Afghanistan.
Just under Iraq, writ very large on my daily planner is Saudi Arabia. You know, Saudi Arabia, Mr.
Bush. I know you do because the families of 9/11 who got together to bankrupt terrorism, those people
who are bringing suit against the Saudis got no help from your administration. None. Though you
should know that a coalition of the willing, including France, Spain, Great Britain and Germany have
offered help to the families of 9/11 as they try to connect the events of 9/11 to the real perpetrators.
There are connections between the Saudis and the terrorists, the terrorists who, no doubt, now that you
have opened up a haven for terrorism in Iraq, are growing in number and resources. How much time
do you have left, Mr. Bush? What is on your watch? Am I taking too long?

Â Â Â Â What costume will you wear on Vanessaâ€™s birthday this year, Mr. Bush? Will you dress
up as the head of the military or a foot soldier of Prince Bandar or Dick Cheney? Will you wear a
white sheet with a cone head, Mr. Bush? Will you pretend youâ€™re a plain speaking, Texas cowboy,
with your shirt sleeves rolled up, proclaiming happily how safe youâ€™ll keep us as you point to your
watch? Will you dress up again as a good Christian? Will you dress up as a Republican? You are, you
know, not a Republican. You have shamed Republicans. I know one thing, Mr. Bush: I am going to try
very hard not to have you dress up anymore as Commander-in Chief. In more ways than I have
articulated here, that costume does not fit you. I am a proud American citizen, Mr. Bush, who is
disgusted that you try to portray yourself as patriotic. You have trampled every value of decency
America ever held dear.

Â Â Â Â Do you believe in G-d, Mr. Bush, really? Really? Because, to me, as a flawed parent, flawed
person, flawed citizen, I ask G-d to help me fix my flaws, to forgive me my trespasses. And hereâ€™s
what I hear Him telling me:

Â Â Â Â Donâ€™t let him speak for Me. If you do, it is you who fail to watch over your children.
You.

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 22, 2004 04:20 PM

RGiap - very moving letter, thks.

Still optimistic, despite all!

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 22, 2004 04:55 PM

Thank you Rgiap, for busting out of the restraints and telling it like it is. Your anger is well-placed and
refreshing. Gawd we are prevented here from hearing any of this thru our normal channels. And still it
is denied denied denied by so many that anything is out of the ordinary.

Perhaps that is in part because denial has become the norm. Sculpted and basted into the public psyche
for many years.
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I am sure we are headed for - near the precipice now - for a total meltdown of the faux civilisation that
has been built around humanity for the last several hundred years. That is good. It is time. There is no
alternative.

But the result of the meltdown can still be shaped by truly great minds and hearts if they are able to see
through and resist, overthrow this cabal of reptiles that has us in its grip. It can be done. The ancient
knowledge of Native Americans, the Earth People, confirms this.

We are all blessed with the gift that we are here at this time in history to witness and experience this
rebirth.

Posted by: rapt | October 22, 2004 05:20 PM

jÃ©rÃ´me

you are my poll at the moment - if you still feel optimistic - i will try to be - though my sickness has
had many complications in the last two weeks & i'm not feeling on top of the world - in any sense

but i still cannot believe what we are seeing - day by day in american politics & in their ugly war
against the arab nation. some writer in america sd that his chin was alway on the ground - he simply
cannot believe scandal after scandal, deception after deception, criminal acts beyond his perception &
the american media & public seem to do nothing about it

it's strange but somehow really moving to read these older commentators like breslin or rooney &
others - old men & women who are the ones who seem to possess the voice of that soldier who aske
joseph mccarthy - "have you any sense of decency, senator"

it will be so strange - if kerry wins - to see just how the monstrous media who have thrown in their lot
with bush will try to play another comedic role - their investment & interest has been so locked to the
fat of bush - it will be extremely difficult to play another role - that would be credible

all i hope for in a way is that cultures will become less disinterested - that the catastrophic policies of
bush have made the necessity of citizens playing their part so important. & france for all its flaws for
over twenty years has taught me the meaning of being a citizen & my life - whatever life i have - is the
richer for it

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 22, 2004 05:38 PM

@GOP church state discussion

Sullivan smells the shit:

THEOCRATS FOR BUSH: Here's a revealing tale about what's happening in the
Republican party. It's a story that needs to be followed up. Kudos to Beliefnet for
breaking it. The gist:

The Republican National Committee is employing the services of a
Texas-based activist who believes the United States is a 'Christian nation'
and the separation of church and state is 'a myth.'
David Barton, the founder of an organization called Wallbuilders, was hired
by the RNC as a political consultant and has been traveling the country for a
year--speaking at about 300 RNC-sponsored lunches for local evangelical
pastors. During the lunches, he presents a slide show of American
monuments, discusses his view of Americaâ€™s Christian heritage -- and
tells pastors that they are allowed to endorse political candidates from the
pulpit.

It gets worse. Barton is on the board of advisers for a Christian Reconstructionist group -
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people who believe that America should scrap its constitution and go back to Biblical
law. When I have described the trend within the GOP as theocratic, I am sometimes
criticized for hyperbole. But this is the reality. Barton is the vice-chair of the Texas GOP.
Figures.

The last time I have been on business negotiations in the states, 2002, I had several business meetings
in Denver. The CEO of that company skipt about 2/3rd of the allocated negotiation time during 3 days
because of some church duty. The other folks of that company were always kind of depressed when
again a meeting was shortened by this and never dared to excuse or explain it even when asked
privatly. They always changed themes when I tried to find out about their opinion on the CEOs
behaviour. Those folks were fine, mostly tending progressive, open minded and with international
experience.
Something had scared them shitless and I didnÂ´t understand what it was. Later one of the guys told
me on a private phone call: "He is a believer, heÂ´s dangerous". I didnÂ´t get it then, but it's creeping
up and I am getting cold showers remembering it.

Posted by: b | October 22, 2004 05:40 PM

rapt

who was it that sd recently "denial is not just a river in egypt"

still steel

deanander - we have an article today in lemonde where it has been revealed that between the dutch
intelligence service & the cia - they created from thin air a maoist communist party(marxist-leninist) -
that was all smoke & air - this went on for ten years - it was completely a construction of some bored
intelligence staff that was like a bad joke that just kept on being retold - it established links with envar
hoxha in albania & also with the chinese - the absurdity, the perversity & even the sadness of it seems
quite comic when you consider at that level - there is not a lot of difference between them

i think it was wm burroughs who sd - that after a few coktails - the people at the top get a little cynical

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 22, 2004 05:44 PM

Giap

Truly powerful words.........

You're the steel in the foundation of our community.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 22, 2004 05:55 PM

Rgiap

Where did I say that I support OIF? I said I accept it. I accept a lot of things with which I do not agree,
for which I have no argument. When effective movements arise to challenge and change those things, I
can choose to give them my support. Regarding OIF and its historical precedents, there is no effective
movement. It doesn't exist.

Not a few people - neocons among them, certainly, but also the majority in Congress - advocated the
overthrow of Saddam going back to 1996 and yet further to the first Gulf War. What convincing
argument would you have presented against it, rgiap? How would you have attempted to persuade
these people that Saddam was best left where he is, that under the circumstances regime change
orchestrated by the US would not be in the interests of the US? What argument might you present for
Iran or Syria?

You preach (or rant) to a choir here at MOA. That's easy. Presenting an objective, persuasive case to
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those in disagreement - that's different.

The old and enfeebled Left is just picking up the pieces, scratching at the ground, the morning after.
That's not a movement, nor an argument. That's a clean-up crew.

Posted by: Pat | October 22, 2004 06:17 PM

"You preach (or rant) to a choir here at MOA. That's easy. Presenting an objective, persuasive case to
those in disagreement - that's different."

It is you who rant Pat........you lost. Accept it and embrace enlightenment.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 22, 2004 06:54 PM

pat

firstly, i don't see a choir here - i feel a community of individuals & quite different individuals
covering both space & time, careers, ages

secundo, i am not here to convert - my mother sd an evangalist was a person so insecure with their
own beliefs that they wanted other people to be insecure with them. i think that my path has been so
singular i do not cultivate any communality.

community, yes. communality no

i've had enouugh arguments here to understand - there is a dialectic & i have learnt often from some of
the critiques as i hope i have highlighted something that was otherwise in shadow

i've been absolutely clear here about my own ideological imperatives - i do not hide behind any cover -
i am proudly an althusserian - & the people i work with here can attest or otherwise to the veracity of
that in practice

so when i come - i come to learn (through argument, discourse & for a computer illiterate - the links
have a special importance) - when there is an argument i do not shy from it - it is not my nature & i
have learnt that from a loving family & a loving community

there is no effective movement? are you kidding me pat! really! may i remind you that in the weeks
before the war there were ten million(10,000,000) people who opposed this immoral & unjust war. that
movement was worldwide. & the pulse of that movement exists.

in america, simply because it is not on television - does not mean it doesn't exist. there was a half a
million at demonstrations at the republican national convention. & that is in itself surprising with the
means used to silence & frighten dissent not seen since senator joseph mccarthy

& this movement is made up of multiples in a way that is probably different than those opposed to the
vietnam war - & i imagine it goes deeper - much deeper. but in a culture of fear - where ideology is
practiced with a baton or a supreme court - i know that people are frightened to express their
opposition & while i understand those fears - i pity them & the society that creates them

it was brecht who said in galileo
unhappy is the land without heroes
no, unhappy is the land that needs them

the arguments against regime change is that your country has a long history of supporting bloody
tyrants, enemies of democracy, rulers who have treated their own people like shit while receiving the
yankee dollar - & all of them will die safe in their beds with blood covering their bodies - ky or thieu
in vietnam, marcos in the phillipines, the vicious colonels in greece, the murderer pinochet, the cruel
videla, the gangster who have ruled el salvador dragging their people through blood, the antisemites of
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solidarnoc, the mafia chieftain guileo andreotti & his heir berlusconi & that's just those whose
connections are apparent to one & all & even official history.

so i would have sd you have always participated in tyranny & with saddam hussein - you have had a
long & profitable relationship - we'll blaackmail him & bully him like we've done with the others - &
we'll benefit by keeping iran & syria unstable

iraq & iran are important to americas proper interests - economic & otherwise - but your strategist are
no machiavelli & they have made a dog's breakfast of it - they've messed it up for one & all (by the
way this opinion is shared on truthout.com by the american conservative foundation (?) libertarians
whom i i imagine you share some of your views). they have made such a whorehouse of their
strategies - that they're being attacked from everywhere

let me remind you pat - a small islamic sect led by a multimillionaire osama bin laden - who at one
time shared the battlefield with & supported financially by americans suddenly decided he was the heir
of mohhomed & led a military action of staggering success - in their terms. they could not fight you
militarily - they fought you where it hurts - actually & symbolically. but it was a sect led by a madman
manipulated by smalltime ideologues. he was not saddam hussein. he was not iraq. he was a smalltime
thug - not unlike george bush. vulgar, prurient & puritan

osama bl was a creation of american coldwar politics as was the growing ossifiers in soviet politics -
without coldwar politics - perastroika would have happened during kruschev & there is abundant
historical proof of that

clean up crew. well. i'll let others decide. when igave medical assistance to the viet cong & the nva - i
played an infetismally small role in history - but i was completely cogniscent of what it meant at the
other end - including the fact that american australian korean lives would be lost before the war would
end - but end it would & end it did & if you remember there were helicopters falling into the gulf of
tonkin, there was money being burnt at the embassy, the ambassador was chasing his pet dog & the cia
were laughing themselves silly. i wanted that war to end. & it did

with this war. i want it to end & it will. sooner i hope than later

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 22, 2004 07:05 PM

& any worldview which say that american deaths are loftier than others is an obscenity in my mind
because it is not so very different from the murderous madness of king leopold in the congo

your military sd 'shock & awe' - what does that mean - it means the death of iraqi civilians for the most
part

your military leaders search like carnal wolves through the bible to name their 'operations' & thus to
sanctify them - they are what the german army used to call 'police actions' - einsatzcommando was the
name of police/Ã¹ilitary units who slaughtered jew & patriots all over eastern europe with the same
fervour as your army is doing - it is the same morally because you do not consider arabs - human.

they are so inhuman - that you do not do body counts as gen franks so stupidly sd - he is another
westmoreland - a vain & stupid man

let me repeat something again - you are not now today facing - a viet cong or battalions of battle
hardened nva - but you are being beaten by a chaotic melange of resistants who come from all over
iraq & from every tendency. the puppets in baghdad cannot hide that fact. the work of the extremely
courageous robert fisk make that clear in nearly every one of his articles

no death comes to us all but it should not come at the hands of a corrupt clique of gangster who are
holding america & the world at ransom
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still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 22, 2004 07:22 PM

cnn - saddam's cash funding the insurgency - where in hell do they get their narratives - they are from
hawaii 5 0 or 77 sunset strip or something

when they're searching through narratives they go through that back catalogue of television - soon
we'll come to hogan's heroes with col klink or are we already past that point

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 22, 2004 07:28 PM

remembereringgiap, you can be very eloquent (if rather predictably eloquent) about the shortcomings
of the USA in the scheme of things. And since MoA doesn't appeal to trolls, I think it might be fair to
say that everyone who contributes to MoA pretty much agrees that those shortcomings do indeed exist.
It's also true that you denounce those shortcomngs in a sweeping way. Given the option of analyzing
coolly or denouncing hotly, you'll go for the hot denunciation almost every time. As a result, you
misread the contributions of others, and inhibit the process of critique (Marx, it's true, could deliver the
coolest of critiques in the hottest language, but that was a gift that set him apart from the rest of us). I
don't, in any case, think that Marx, in the year 2004, would ever post a diatribe attacking any nation, or
even any class within a nation, for being the punctual site or source of our fundamental problems. His
take on the topology of violence would be a lot more subtle than that. And I don't think that he'd
misread Pat as you do: her posts are lucid and her parsings are pointed--something we sorely need
right now, because the Left is in disarray, and we have to recognize this fact.

Posted by: alabama | October 22, 2004 07:35 PM

alabama

i come here with a coolness in my heart but these are not cool times & i think i approach pat's posts as
i do others - with great care. i am extremely conscient of what pat brings to the community & i do not
demonise her & do not intend to. i oppose the opinions expressed & yes i oppose them vociferouslly.
& repeatedly. but again i do not presume - it is a chhoir i am speaking to - i insist on that point - that it
is clear to me i am speaking to a community of individuals who do not necessarily share the same
worldview. in fact - the contrary seems to be the truth. you are not jÃ©rÃ´me. deander is not dm.
clonedposter is not flasharry. there are many distinctive voices here. individual voices. i do not believe
i am in a church in alabama or elsewhere

& i'll accept i work with a large brush - like bush i don't do nuance - but i live & work with
communities that are affected in a daily sense by the politics of your country

& i want to be clearer so there can be no doubt - i consider the american 'leadership' the principal
enemy of mankind as we old maoists used to say - but if they are not that - they possess a moral
cowardice beyond comprehension. at least, my comprehension

i lay no claims to karl's oeuvre - my areas of expertise are strictly speaking outside the grandeur of his
work. i rest & remain a simple student. i neither posess his froideur nor his distance. i say althusserian
with specificity - i am troubled as he was - by his time & by the means to analyse & change it if that is
possible

nothing is hidden alabama - i believe what i say - it is so singual - i don't think i can be accused of
evangalising in any sense - my views come from my peculiar(in all senses of that word)path which has
intercrossed generations & continents

unhappily i learnt to argue on the street & in battle & then only after many decades through my verse -
so i remain a little hot headed but i do not feel like apologising for that
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i seek neither to redeem myself or the left if it comes to that. i seek an end to this war - by any means
necessary - you have the intelligence to comb through whatever i write here it to see if it resonates at
any level

the only apology i will make is that my disease & its recent complication do not make me gentle with
time & the concerns of time - i say what i feel needs to be said & i say it

i say it to argue my point - neither to demonise - even less to hurt but this time demands exigences &
contingencies that i attempt to approach here. sometimes succesfully sometimes not

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 22, 2004 07:55 PM

& if i repeat the vietnam, indonesia, chile greece etc it is because as culture we have a very short
memory & need to be reminded constantly of the contexts

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 22, 2004 07:57 PM

No one asks for apologies, remembereringgiap--your civility and politesse are foremost in what you
say, and you never fail to respect the voice of each and every poster. I only wish that your passion for
Althusser could draw you further along towards his analytical imperatives (and I might add, with
reference to this particular point, that Althusser absolutely revered the writings of Macchiavelli for
their passion as well as their insight, and had little or no use at all for Leo Strauss, no doubt because
Strauss was so clueless and ignorant in his denunciations of Machiavelli).

Posted by: alabama | October 22, 2004 08:10 PM

Keep an eye on this

it'd only early voting days yet, and the incident report centre is flooded.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 22, 2004 08:41 PM

alabama,

i hear what you are saying & i am listening. althussers essay on machiavel is written very early & he
also had a passion as negri does for spinoza who have been attacked here recently in defence of an
'idea of america' by a commentator called alexander adler. an intelligent man who assums he is the
only real student of raymond aron. unfortunately, like many french intellectuals of the left he is also an
arabaphobe & this intersects with an uncompfortable defence of bush's enterprise at all costs. it is as a
work deficient & his attacks on negri & his book empire do not amount to much in the end

here, today there are many intellectuals who paint with a finer brush than i do - glucksman, levy, adler,
goupil etc who come to the defence of this america - the america that gave them their wondroush
childhoods

i too had america in my childhood but for me frankly - it was & remains a nightmare. when it was
possible & indeed necessary for me to give aid to the vietcong i did. i wanted the beast to fall. & i still
do

whether it was we dubois, cisco houston, paul robeson, fred hampton, studs terkel, howard zinn - the
voices of america i have come to love speak openly of & for the dispossessed in your country & the
world

if i may be frank - the voice of america that i hear the most today is through these sites - & it gives me
a strength that would otherwise be completely melancholic in nature & form

i am not a polemicist - i speak perhaps too instinctually - & as i have noted here before perhaps i was
born with a fanatics heart but i have never hidden that fact
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you know that i respect the subtelty of your posts even when their intent has been a great deal more
sacage than my own in their subtlty & their focus & perhaps it is that at the moment - my sicknees has
focused in a very urgent fashion - because i feel our time is pregnant with that urgency. i do not feel
we have the time but at the same moment i try to write here with care. sometimes with great care & it
is not so easy for me sometimes

but alabama you are a teacher & you have a teachers care & attention. what i do here in my country is
exemplified by actions first & then my thoughts & then the expression of those thoughts through my
creations & perhaps i bring that here to moa

but i want to repeat what i have sd before i feel every iraqui death as i did those vietnamese deaths -
they are an element of the fabric of my life. they are not peripheral. as a poet i have been strongly &
practically influenced by the modernism of the poets of iraq & indeed the middle east. i feel extremely
close to their struggle & if i speak harshly of their enemy i do so because few others will. i speak
openly here in france in many public forums & i say there what i say here

in any case whatever i say here is said with respect especially with those who do not share my
opinions & i know in pats case i have often expressed my concerns with a greater delicatesse than is in
my nature but in my work here i sometimes have to work with old fascists, members of oas, ex foreign
legionnaires etc & i have learnt to see the humanity behind their stories, behind their lives but that
does not mean i do not oppose with all my heart the projects that led them there

but this is not about me, nor you or even pat - there needs to be argument, there needs to be analysis
but above all there needs to be change & there needs to be an end to this immoral & illegal war

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 22, 2004 09:01 PM

the only apology i will make is that my disease & its recent complication do not make me gentle with
time

yes, 'the prospect of hanging focuses the mind wonderfully'... rgiap imho you are indeed ranting, and
somewhat intemperately, but I have sympathy. all our nerves are on edge, even without the anxiety
and anger of physical disease, pain, timor mortis etc.

I too am disappointed by pat's 'get over it' dismissiveness, as the evidence for the criminality of the
selling of this war, as well as the criminality of its conduct, mounts up. what next? do we "accept" the
theft of indigenous people's land and laugh at those who continue to struggle for restitution/reparation?
should the S. Africans have "accepted" apartheid as a fait accompli and ceased to struggle? what is
this, the "lie back and like it" school of political philosophy? "facts on the ground," as the war criminal
Sharon is so fond of saying? the "let's just move on" tactic?

I agree that nothing can now undo the fact that the US, under false pretenses, with a barrage of
dishonest propaganda, faked evidence and bully tactics, invaded a crippled country that its own siege
warfare had over a 13 year period reduced to Third World status. nothing can undo the deaths of
maybe 30,000 Iraqi civilians (and counting). nothing can restore the generation lost to
easily-preventable disease during the Siege of Iraq, and nothing can erase from the historical record
Allbright's chilling callousness about their fate. nothing can restore the looted and burned libraries, the
smashed antiquities and vandalised historical sites, the stolen museum treasures, even the personal
trinkets and jewellery looted from individual homes. nothing can repair the scars left on millions of
lives during the period of invasion, mismanagement, looting, chaos. in that sense, yes, we have to
"accept" that this has all happened and it was not just a bad dream. nothing can erase this ugly blot
from the history of the US or its cowed pup the UK.

that does not mean that we should stop finding out how and why it happened, or fail in the duty of
naming and prosecuting those responsible (a) for funding and coddling Hussein from the git-go, (b) for
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encouraging his war on Iran and selling him WMD, (c) for betraying the Iraqi resistance after Bush
War I, (d) for profiteering off the bleeding Iraqi economy during the siege, (e) for constructing an
edifice of lies, suborning the media, shamelessly exploiting the WTC dead, and making a mockery of
legitimate political process -- all in order to justify an invasion and occupation that were a failure only
in terms of their overt rationale and agenda. the covert rationale and agenda -- hardly covert in its
flagrancy -- i.e. carpetbagging, war profiteering, commandeering Iraq's oil reserves, filling the pockets
and improving the quarterly reports of AngloAmerican oil, munitions, and services vendors -- has been
a howling success. the thieves have walked away with the treasure. are we to let them get away with
it?

simply to "accept" all this and stop seeking some kind of truth, justice, and reconciliation is beyond
me. the odds are against us: as r'giap points out, the majority of war criminals, dictators and gangstas
die peacefully in silken beds, with the best of care, while their victims lie in unmarked (sometimes
mass) graves. the lousy odds on seeing Messrs Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz, et al in the dock
at the Hague do not prevent me from wanting to see that day, earnestly hoping for it, doing whatever is
within my small power to bring it about. "accept" their malfeasance and give them a free pass?
unthinkable. when we "accept" soi-disant leaders of this calibre we render our polity indistinguishable
from any tinpot tyranny, save only in the size of our guns.

it is true that the American Left and the world community failed to prevent this crime. we failed, OK?
we tried and we failed. we also failed to prevent the installation and maintenance of Hussein in the
first place (though I was among those who were outraged by it and protested it 20 years ago when a
younger Rummie was shaking hands and slapping backs with a younger Saddam). we failed to prevent
the ouster of Mossadegh, which led to the tyranny of the Shah (another of the US' little pets with
charming habits), and thence inexorably to the tyranny of the ayatollahs, whose religious extremism
provided the rationale for installing and supporting Saddam. we failed to prevent the gutting of our
own movement and subculture by Joe McCarthy, the bizarre Dulles brothers and the seriously strange
J Edgar -- a putsch from which American political life has never recovered, one of the most successful
"social engineering" efforts of all time. but our failure to prevent these things despite resisting them, is
hardly to be measured on the guilt-o-meter against the culpability of those who actually did these
things -- or of those who still refuse to admit that any of it ever happened, or if it did happen, mattered
a whit.

and because we have not yet succeeded in stopping these crimes is not, imho, any reason to stop
trying. and trying. and trying.

r'giap you are a bad influence :-) I was getting better at shorter posts, and now look at all this text...

Posted by: DeAnander | October 22, 2004 09:29 PM

"it is perhaps only with him that the real question mark is posed for the first time....the hand moves
forwards, the tragedy begins."
f nietzsche the gay science

" - j'incline Ã  penser....commenÃ§ai-je.
- et moi donc! coupa brutalement sherlock holmes.
j'ai beau me compter parmi les mortels le plus indulgents de la terre, le sens ironique de cette
interruption me fut dÃ©sagrÃ©able.
- rÃ©ellement, holmes, dÃ©clairai-je sÃ©vÃ¨rement, vous Ãªtes parfois agaÃ§ant!"
conan doyle la vallÃ©e de la peur

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 22, 2004 10:08 PM

Here's an interesting site to keep you occupied for hours.
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I'll also just post the link in case I screwed up again on the html

http://www.rationalrevolution.net/

I'd be interested to hear what people on this site think about the one above. I think it's fairly
level-headed and really asks Americans to try to think about what's going on instead of falling prey to
"bad faith" as Sartre would perhaps call it.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 22, 2004 10:35 PM

DeAnander- here are some sites with some interesting insights into the theocrats-

Theocracy Watch is a huge site which is added to regularly.

Creative Loafing has an interesting article on the Reconstructionists

Jeff Sharletâ€™s article in Harpers concerns a group that is really about power, but used Jesus as a
cover. Sharlet, in an interview on Guerilla News network (also available online) talks about them
saying they admire dictators like Mao and Hitler. They are enthusiastic about the â€œHitler
Concept,â€• or using the tactics of fascism for â€œJesus.â€•

Scaliaâ€™s speech about the death penalty as an example of Godliness, compared to post-Christian
Europe, and the â€œproblemâ€• with democracy undermining the death penalty.

Faith-based initiatives in action from an ACLU press release.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 22, 2004 10:45 PM

I am not a frequent poster here, but thought I'd take a moment to share a small piece of good news that
speaks to the importance and validity of keeping up the fight. The general consensus on the
blogosphere tonight is that the lawsuits and boycott, letter writing, phone call, divestment of stock, etc.
campaign to stop Sinclair from airing "Stolen Honor" seem to have been effective. I did not see the
show on POWs and the media, but the reports by those who did (conservatives and progressives alike)
have indicated that it was fair-handed and perhaps even lent additional credibility to Kerry. While
charges were leveled at Kerry regarding his anti-war protest, a credible response was included.
Portions of "Going Upriver" were shown as well as testimony from Kerry supporters. Posters on the
Free Republic blog were more disgruntled after watching the show than those on Kos. So score one for
the left, and let's look at it as a much needed sign that the left can make a difference.

Posted by: conchita | October 23, 2004 12:11 AM

www.ralphnadir.com says he's throwing support behind kerry in battleground states,is this really his
site?does anyone know if it is true?

Posted by: onzaga | October 23, 2004 12:38 AM

DeAnander, since when does "accepting" something mean, necessarily, to "get over it"? For me, at
least, it means to "get on with it". If I accept the Holocaust, it's not that I consent to it, or applaud it, or
even agree that it was somehow fated to happen. No, I accept it in order not to be caught in the
pathetic whirlpool of the "holocaust deniers," who cannot be open to the surprising ways in which
something unexpected comes to our doorstep from the future.

I expect this to happen: I await a "new international," an as-yet-unimaginable converging of interests
from among the poor, the unschooled, the unexceptional, the ordinary, scattered around the smallest
corners of the globe. This thing impends, and nothing in 2004 can possibly stop it.
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Pat reminds us of what we must do to entertain such thinking. Bad things happen, certainly, but they
are, if I may put it so, not very interesting--not as interesting, anyway, as that unimaginable day, when
all the violence of our moment will have dwindled down to the flashings of a glass shard on a lawn of
green grass.

Posted by: alabama | October 23, 2004 12:39 AM

sorry, wasn't until i posted i noticed the spelling.

Posted by: onzaga | October 23, 2004 12:46 AM

Was it the

Paid for by Cheney-Bush 04 Re-election Committee, Inc.
PO Box 666, Washington, DC 20500

at the bottom of that webpage that gave it away onzaga?

Posted by: Jeorge Bush | October 23, 2004 12:56 AM

@alabama, who knew that you were such an optimist :-)

still bad things happen but they are not so very interesting? since you're bringing the holocaust of
European Jewry into the picture (always a dangerous rhetorical moment imho), is that bad thing that
happened not so very interesting? how many museums do we have to this event, how many films,
novels, poems, history books, tv documentaries? how thoroughly have we raked over the ideas,
careers, motivations, precursor conditions, mechanisms that made it happen or allowed it to happen?
how many trials did we hold, how many tribunals judged the guilt of those who participated to greater
and lesser extents in that era of crime? was it "not so very interesting?"

it's not the deniers of what happened in Iraq -- what is still happening -- what may, one fears, be only
the beginning of a holocaust of the pan-arab community -- who are trying to understand what
happened, find out who was responsible, hold someone accountable, come to terms with the truth. it's
the non-deniers, those who want to break through America's (in particular) strong and high walls of
indifference, disinformation, and, forgive my bluntness, sheer racist contempt for the fate of a lot of
darkish people who speak a foreign language and don't have a McDonald's on every corner.

this thing impends (the new international) -- oh, alabama, how I wish and hope that you might be right.
but I hope we are not just, once again, waiting for the messiah.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 23, 2004 01:05 AM

@DeAnander, alabama, rGiap, and Pat
Passions are running high, but I hope we'll be able to retain that courtesy and decorum, that, yes, seem
so rightist and inhibited, but also permit all of us to gradually overcome our vulnerabilities and enter
into
a fruitful dialectic (that word "dialectic" was chosen for
rGiap, others, steeped in other rhetorical traditions might prefer the milder term "dialogue"). I think
Yeats talked about "custom and ceremony" (in his
"Prayer for my Daughter") as the only way that "innocence and beauty" can be found, and although I
suspect most of us are far from embracing quietism, there is a lot to be said for respecting the "inner
light" within each of our dialectical partners.
Although I find myself very much in tune with DeAnander and Alabama's point of view, I suspect that
such lucid rationalism won't cut much ice outside such ivory tower retreats as MOA. Once again,
Yeats already knew that the best lack all conviction, while the worst are full of passionate intensity.
That is an oversimplified and overly rhetorical view of where we are, yet
I find it striking (and very dialectical) that the we (and here I include myself) are starting to reflect the
very qualities of "passionate intensity" that we find so worrisome in Dominionist circles. It's difficult
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to disagree so profoundly with
Bushite policies without becoming a bit fanatical, maybe "a little fanaticism" is even necessary but I
suspect that most of us know (permit me a grossly rhetorical "in our hearts") that none of us and no
ideology is the permanent repository of
all truth and wisdom, and that we ourselves can be, and oft are, wrong on points of both fact and
substance. I have no doubt that we (the MOA crowd) need companions who
excel at throwing an unforgiving light on dark corners and bringing the jagged edges of political
reality into sharp relief, but, in the end, I prefer those posters who make me want to hug them and
exchange an ironic smile.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 23, 2004 01:06 AM

@fauxreal, something really strange happened to a couple of your urls... at least as my browser sees
'em. one of them looks like this

http://www.moonofalabama.org/2004/10/%E2%80%9Dhttp://www.theocracywatch.org/%E2%80%9D

Posted by: DeAnander | October 23, 2004 01:07 AM

"Bad things happen, but they are, if I may put it so, not very interesting": this is not, DeAnander, the
same as saying "bad things happen but they are not so very interesting". An imperceptible difference?
Something in the cadence of the phrasing, perhaps? "Bad things happen" is an unconditional
declaration. "But they are not very interesting" is also an unconditional declaration. "Not very
interesting" means, that while they may engage our attention, they do not claim it as its all-consuming
interest. Not all the libraries, museums, conferences and observances in the world can do justice to the
Holocaust, and the Holocaust cannot, if we are honest in our acceptance of it, monopolize our
attention. Were it to do so, we'd turn the Holocaust into a fetish and a taboo, something to be
worshipped and not understood, and in the process we'd lose sight of the thing that matters most--or
matters more: that which lies ahead of us and comes toward us.

A weak messianism, if you will, without a messiah of any kind. Just an impending event--a
convergence welling up from within the innumerable issues of the now.

Posted by: alabama | October 23, 2004 01:43 AM

@alabama apologies for the moment of dyslexia.

Were it to do so, we'd turn the Holocaust into a fetish and a taboo, something to be worshipped and
not understood well I would agree with Finkelstein that that has already happened...

but do you really think what lies ahead of us is not conditioned by how we respond to what lies all
around us and immediately behind us? how can we go forward into a more just future if we agree to
write off, forget, turn our gaze away from the crimes being committed today, yesterday, last week, in
our names and with our tax dollars? what is it, exactly, that you're advising as a stance to take towards
the invasion and occupation of Iraq, in this historical moment?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 23, 2004 01:51 AM

@ Alabama
Sorry to "but in" to your dialogue with DeAnander, but your
mention of "fetish and taboo" seems to me particularly apt, and not merely for the case at hand. I
recently listened to a religious figure
who insisted that the "true" role of religion is precisely to combat fetishism, and that resonated within
me. I see American political life as replete with fetishism (U.S. flag lapel buttons being one of the
most
banal examples) but with very little "religion" in the authentic sense, whether that be the classical
religions or their modern analogues like Marxism, environmentalism, or "what have you".
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Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 23, 2004 01:57 AM

Well, let's see: we have an infinity of crimes at our hands--our hands are steeped in blood, and yet we
wish to repair things. This is an program of the greatest magnitude; certainly we must remember all the
damage done, and remember well that this damage is unforgivable. We must therefore forgive it, but
without forgetting it. "Forgive and don't forget" is the model here, as with the Truth and Reconciliation
practices of South Africa. I accept, in particular, the fact of IOF, I judge it unforgivable, and know that
I shall have to forgive it. I shall forgive it without forgetting it.

.

Posted by: alabama | October 23, 2004 02:02 AM

@ Alabama Right on!! But how to begin repairing things? Do any of us believe that electing Kerry
will change American Middle Eastern policy in any fundamental way? This interplay between the
moral fonts of a polity and its effective execution must be something that gives political scientists the
willies, and not for nothing the coldest Macchiavellian realpolitik has ever been accompanied by a
warm cloud of justificatory rhetoric. Mere "management of the existing" is not a glorious slogan, but
it looks like "mismanagement of the existing" will be what brings Bush down, that politically fatal
technical incompetence and not a totally justifiable moral revulsion at what he and his criminal crew
have perpetrated. Can our realistic ambitions be anything more than to restore a modicum of
rationality to the management of the American imperium? Of course, right now, even that looks pretty
attractive.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 23, 2004 02:22 AM

Bush has accomplished this by giving the U.S. a novel foreign-policy doctrine under
which it arrogates to itself the right to invade any country it wants if it feels threatened. It
is an American version of the Brezhnev Doctrine, but the latter was at least confined to
Eastern Europe. If the analogy seems extreme, what is an appropriate comparison when a
country manufactures falsehoods about a foreign government, disseminates them widely,
and invades the country on the basis of those falsehoods? It is not an action that any
American president has ever taken before. It is not something that â€œgoodâ€• countries
do. It is the main reason that people all over the world who used to consider the United
States a reliable and necessary bulwark of world stability now see us as a menace to their
own peace and security. [...]

Iâ€™ve heard people who have known George W. Bush for decades and served
prominently in his fatherâ€™s administration say that he could not possibly have
conceived of the doctrine of pre-emptive war by himself, that he was essentially taken for
a ride by people with a pre-existing agenda to overturn Saddam Hussein. Bushâ€™s
public performances plainly show him to be a man who has never read or thought much
about foreign policy. So the inevitable questions are: who makes the key foreign-policy
decisions in the Bush presidency, who controls the information flow to the president, how
are various options are presented?

The record, from published administration memoirs and in-depth reporting, is one of an
administration with a very small group of six or eight real decision-makers, who were set
on war from the beginning and who took great pains to shut out arguments from
professionals in the CIA and State Department and the U.S. armed forces that
contradicted their rosy scenarios about easy victory. Much has been written about the
neoconservative hand guiding the Bush presidency - and it is peculiar that one who was
fired from the National Security Council in the Reagan administration for suspicion of
passing classified material to the Israeli embassy and another who has written position
papers for an Israeli Likud Party leader have become key players in the making of
American foreign policy.
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[italics mine]

This comes not from the "tired old Left" mind you, but from the irritable pen of rightwing pundit Scott
McConnell at The American Conservative (actually the link is to a reprint at Truthout).

I would take issue (very much) with his disingenuous (they can hardly be naif) natterings about "no
US president has ever started a war on false evidence before" -- it's been done before, and more than
once. Gulf of Tonkin, the Maine, and some would say the Japanese raid on Pearl Harbor was not quite
as it was presented to the American public at the time... the US also collaborated in the Lusitania
disinformation campaign, of course... anyway, much as I dislike the Bush Regime, to claim that they
are historically unprecedented as liars (or thieves) among US presidents is piling it on a bit thick.

needless to say, I find much of the rest of McConnell's article either silly or scurrilous; but what do we
make of his insistence that there are, in fact, a small and identifiable number of culpable persons
behind the Big Lies that sold the Invasion of Iraq? the very same "cabal" theory which Pat has been
telling us is the "strident" and "titillating" fantasy of worn-out, irrelevant old Reds? if such persons
exist and did falsify evidence, abuse positions of trust, etc -- then why should they not be held
accountable for the damage?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 23, 2004 03:28 AM

RGiap

I must respectfully voice my disagreement with your posts. I'll do bullet points to keep it short.

- I think you are being unduly harsh with pat. If I understand her correctly (and Pat, please speak up if
I misunderstood what you say), she thinks - regretfully - that we should not count on Kerry to do much
better strategically than the current crowd (which I interpret as criticism of that crowd...), while noting
that people - Americans - active in the field today - are mostly honorable and decent and doing their
job well (tactically competent) within the frame they are given. While I am not as close as she is to the
battlefield, I see no reason to think this is not overall correct.

- I think you are also misguided to blam all evil in the world on the US or its leaders. I don't deny all
the ugly things that have been part of US policy (although I must confess I am really surprised to see
Solidarosc - the Polish one - as part of that ugliness), but I cannot let pass the fact that you seem to say
that this is the only source of evil/ugliness in our world, because it is clearly not.
I know we are on opposite sides of the fence on this, but I'd still say that the US (and the West in
general) is one of the most benign forms of dominant power, and it was in particular more benign than
all forms of communism pushed by Russia and China (now maybe you also count this as part of
Western domination...). I agree that we should set our standards higher than Stalin or Mao, but your
posts are so heated that this basic fact (Stalin was worse) seems forgotten.

The reason I am optimistic these days, and upbeat about the US/the West is that our system does not
eliminate the possibility of evil - it makes it easier to fight it if it appears. The most vociferous critics
of all the misguided US policies of the past half-century came from within the US itself and they
prevailed (and for instance John Kerry was instrumental in that process re the Vietnam war, which is
one of the reasons I have a lot of respect for him). The lessons from that pretty recent part, as well as
current trends within the US lead me to my upbeat diagnosis that the current cancer in the White
House is going to be voted out and thouroughly discredited. This is the force of our systems - not that
our mistakes are somehow smaller, but that we correct these mistakes faster and end up being stronger
for it. If this does not come to pass on Nov. 2, then I agree, we're fucked, and I will let you rant until
you run out of breath...

To comment on the extremism vs moderation / passion vs. reason theme, I must say tht I have sadly
come to the unpleasant conclusion that it is the extremists that get results when serious change is
needed. They bring the issues on the table and force change on the unwilling status quo. Ask kindly
and you will be ignored. Of course, at the end of the process, you need credible moderates to actually
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get to an agreement with the other side...

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 23, 2004 03:35 AM

@ JÃ©rÃ´me
As always, a well-thought out and incisive contribution.
I guess it's important to set the parameters of "moderation" versus "passion" and the their relative
efficacity in producing "serious change".
I think that often the changes induced by "true believers" while superficially revolutionary are, in fact,
also heavily freighted with an unconscious continuation of the status quo ante. The French, Russian
and Chinese revolutions were nothing if not radical in their attempts to root out ancient injustices and
illusions, and for that
surely are "globally" positive movements in their initial ideals, but
each of them also carried within the seeds of involution and degeneration (as, of course, does any
human enterprise). Perhaps France is still split between those who think the Revolution went to far,
and those who think it didn't go far enough but at least the dialectic is now pretty tame compared to
trundling of nobles off to the guillotine. The kind of revolution that I approve of without reservation
(well,almost) are those like what has happened in Italy over the last 60 years, and more generally that
which is still in progress in Western Europe with its (far from perfect) project at consensual unification
and federalist democracy. These are revolutions from the bottom up, produced by people working
daily to create and come to terms with their evolving realities, although the contributions of statesman
who knew enough to try to create the favorable "initial conditions" were also
indispensable. This is a variation on a theme dear to Max Weber: the
constant dialectic between the "charismatic" and the "bureaucratic".

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 23, 2004 04:06 AM

I was not that guy that caught the ball last in last year's Cubs game, although it was my post last night
that Pat was responding to, so I'll just say this; Pat I always like what you bring to the moon, most
importantly as alabama once said, as an interlocuter. Even if your motives are otherwise, and you are
not singing to the choir here, you bring a lucid point that is impossible to neglect in the discourse here.
And if something I happen to say here set off such an encyclopedic response I would consider it
anything but condemnation, and trust rGiaps prouncement that above all "this is business".

Posted by: anna missed | October 23, 2004 05:00 AM

Pat Buchanan, a prominent paleoconservative with whom I vehemently disagree on many issues,
recently said that, yes, the Bush administration carried out a largely incompetent and in all ways
unnecessary war in Iraq. And, speaking to fellow conservatives, he asked why, upon what grounds,
Kerry should be rewarded for that. It was in an article titled, "Time to Come Home."

We have, of course, no major candidate nor political party that stands in opposition to OIF. Voters
who oppose it, but do not want to cast a ballot for a minor party or withhold their vote, will "come
home" in the presidential election to the party with which they feel most comfortable despite its
official, painful disagreement with them on this particular issue. For me, that's still the Republican
Party. For most of you Americans here at MOA, that's the Democratic Party.

I'm a far outlier here (as far an outlier as I would be at a Christian fundamentalist website). I do not
share the general politics of most, or even any, posters. I am not anticipating the imminent collapse,
nor the terminal moral rot, of the United States at the hands of this administration, nor am I inclined to
relish our defeats, our setbacks, our trials by fundamental error. I believe in our ability to right
ourselves, though not in ways that can satisfy cultural competitors and ideological opponents.

Posted by: Pat | October 23, 2004 05:36 AM
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@anna missed

Thanks.

Posted by: Pat | October 23, 2004 07:02 AM

@Pat

thanks for your calm and clear reply. I second anna that we need your voice around here even though -
no, especially as - we don't agree on everything. (But these days, you sometimes find yourself in
strange company in agreement on specific issues...)

@Hannah

thanks for the response on the passion vs reason theme. I strated it but was called up by family and cut
it short a little bit... In my view, there is this association passion/extremism/power vs the
reason/moderation/negotiation; which these days I also associate with USA vs Europe: the army
solution vs the Brussels bureaucracy solution.

As I am an ardent Europhile, as you may have read already (not passionate, mind you, just ardent:-),
you know on what side I put myself... but the again I am also sensitive to the arguments put forward
by Kagan and others, that the peaceful, negotiated situation we have in Europe is only possible
because the US still works in the "Old" power-is-all frwmework and protects Europe from what would
otherwise be irrelevance, inefficiency, invasion or worse. Although I believe that Europe is showing a
better way to manage international relations, I don't have a convincing argument against Kagan's -
except to say that the Europeans followed a way which was promoted and encouraged by Americans
and that the two continents were working together, slowly, haphazardly, to bring such mechanisms to
bear in relations with other countries, by the great mechanims of creating precedents. The current US
administration is basically throwing down the drain 50 years of precedent and relative regard for
international norms which they had largely contributed to shape. It's just such a waste.

The point I started with, "passion" vs. "reason", is the following: "Passion" is certainly more efficient
to get to your political goal, but "reason" is more effective to make it last beyond the effect of your
passion. Great rulers are those that built lasting institutions, not those that built great empires.
Institutions last because there is minimum level of consent from those that live under them, and this
usually requires a minimum of consistency in rules, adaptability to the needs of the population and
restraint. (Which is why Napoleon is still well-regarded in France, despite his ruinous military
campaigns - he left us a working civil code, and an efficient administrative network of prefects and
public engineers)
Power does not tolerate restraint.

The US has no external limitation on its power (not completely true, I know, but it has an
overwhelming domination, at least militarlily), but it has a lot of internal limits (you know, check and
balances...). Let's see these get to work.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 23, 2004 08:12 AM

PASS KAFFIR?

It seems fitting to begin this little notice with the standard insulting question black Africans were
subject to for decades in white supremacist South Africa.

In the lead story by James Dao in today's New York Times, it was revealed that on voting day in Ohio,
thousands of paid Republican workers will be swarming around the states many polling places
demanding that voters (I imagine particularly minority voters recently registered) produce proof that
they are qualified to vote. As far as I know, no one has the legal right to demand that you produce this
on the spot. In fact, if I recall correctly, it is the sole job of the state and those running the polls to do
so. This appears to be a massive campaign against, most probably, minorities.
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In any case, every black man and women will have to run through a gauntlet of angry, white,
intimidating thugs to vote. There are only four points that may be challenged in Ohio: challenges could
be made: whether the voter is a citizen, is at least 18, is a resident of the county and has lived in Ohio
for the previous 30 days. While these are banal questions, they could clog lines and intimidate
minority voters.

Paid RNC "volunteers" will stop people who look like they just registered (criteria unknown but easy
to guess) or look handicapped in some way (they will have to prove to the RNC troopers that they are
intelligent to vote). If the RNC workers feels they are unqualified, they will follow them into the polls
and challenge them publically once they try to vote. How these people (1400 in Cuyahoga County
alone) are and will be "trained" is not yet known. We also don't know if members of the press will be
allowed to be present during the training process. Oh, for a hidden camera!

Pardon my use of the vocative, but this is a national shame and the RNC has been planning it for
months. The article only mentioned Ohio, but I would suspect that other swing states will have similar
tactics. I would request that anyone with additional information respond to this post.

Posted by: Diogenes | October 23, 2004 08:35 AM

Diogenes - go see this Kos diary

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 23, 2004 08:48 AM

i want to be absolutely clear

it is never personal - it is business

the invasion of iraq & the forthcoming invasions are consitent with american foreign policy of the past
- even the recent past

u s foreign policy, on the contrary, as is proved by muroch & his affiliates - is forgotten for the most
part - except for those with special concerns - policies such as the invasion of iraqu could not have
taken place if people did not possess such short memories

i am different from alabama in the sense that i cannot forgive nor forget. it is not for me to do the
forgiving. the populations of many many countries must try to do that - latin america especially must
have both its heart & body broken by us foreign policy

to blackmail, to corrupt, to suborn, to destabilise & in the final analysis to set up a beauracracy of of
evil - death squads, assasinations, etc

jÃ©rÃ´me, i do not consider, given the absence of any real norms, in a murdochian world, good &
eveil as useful notions. in any way. in any sense. i do not consider 'america' the source of all evil. i
accuse here this administration of exacerbating, of accumulating all the wrongs of us foreign policy of
the last century into a ball of consuming fire which is destroying all in its path. i think the tendency of
all elites to financial & moral corruption - an 'evil'

i consider absolutism of all kinds, repeat of all kinds reprehensible

i want to repeat other points that seem to be glossed over. i do not consider the inhabitants here a choir,
in any sense, at all

i argued with the substance & inference of pats post not pat. given that pat has been open about her
work in germany - i decided i could afford to be franker still

yes perhaps it is true - i do not have the refinement of which alabama speaks - or the distance
necessary - the struggle of different peoples has been an integral part of my life, all my life & i have
seen darkness others would not wish top witness

but this moment we are living through seems to me to be one of unrelenting darkness with above all a
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kind of negligence in our duty to the other whether it is our own citizens or those of another country

when i wrote that post to pat i was speaking to pat but as i do here all the time - i speak to the
substance & implications of the post. i know pats reading of kerry, i know the libertarian politics pat
articulates. i did not set out to misread, to twist, to turn anything she said. i am not a polemicist - i am
like many others here - including pat - a life full of duty with a multiple population. even less in
condemantion of a person or even of persons

this is the only space i write in english & i arrive here hoping what i am capable of saying contains
some truths - some ability to communicate. sometimes i succeed. sometimes not

above all as jÃ©rÃ´me says you live in the belly of the beast - so certain realities you know much
better than those of us on this old & beautiful continent

i thank deanander for offering the refinement i seem incapable of offering & for the details - i also
thank alabama also - for the critique - it is understood & hopefully interpreted & i thank jÃ©rÃ´me -
who like i at this moment is going through a physical suffering - & who is still capable of offering
optimism

i on the other hand - do not feel optimistic & it is darker thoughts, darker realities which cloud both
my heart & mind

in any case, thank you

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 23, 2004 09:12 AM

I think there is a good reason the article only mentioned Ohio. This is still just me guessing, but I think
Ohio and Florida will be the main centers of election theft this year.

If I am right (and do correct me if I am wrong) the last election was only stolen in Florida. I think
focusing the theft is a clear strategy to decrease the number of citizens who get their vote stolen, thus
making it easier to hide, while still winning.

The breakin at the democratic headquarter mentioned the other day, RNC trying to block voters and
Strategic vision (R) polling Ohio a lot and always shoving Bush as leader. I think it all adds up.

And I checked, Ohio has had republican governors since 1991, probably making every important
official republican. Though I admit I do not really know anything about Ohio politics, so I repeat: do
anyone else?

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 23, 2004 09:33 AM

just a point of memory, here

when pat was attacked intemperately by the ex israeli soldier - i was ther first amongst those who
defended her right to speak - though her opinions are diametrically opposed to my own

i attacked that poster because i thought he was personal in his attack & while that might be
approropriate elsewhere - it was not here

i attacked him if i remember correctly for an intemperateness that bordered too close to hatred,
personal hatred

in my post to pat i was not being intemperate - i was angry at certain deliberate & conscient absences
but even then i am thankful that otherwise pat speake honestly of her own position & have sd so even
when i've been insulted for being gracious

the fact that this is not a choir here i think is outlined by pat & i. i actively through action, military
action sought the defeat of your empire in vietnam & i repeat that i am proud of that fact, deeply. pat,
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on the other hand sought through action the defeat of the soviet union & sattelites through action. that
we speak here at all is a celebration of a certain idea of community

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 23, 2004 09:55 AM

DeAnander- sorry. I'm hyperlink impaired these days. You can easily get to Theocracy Watch by
googling. It's a very good site.

As to the issue of foreign policy, etc... again, I recommend all to go to the rational revolution link I
posted.

The guy makes a very good point that Bush came into office with a war cabinet in place, especially
and including Cheney. I take issue with The American Conservative for constantly railing on the
"likudniks" in this war cabinet because this obscures a greater issue.

Israel is, obviously, not just another nation for many in the Bush administration for a variety of
reasons, and each faction within the Bush war cabinet has its own rationale (or unreasoning position,
in the case of Bush, etc.) for unquestioning support of Sharon's version of Israel.

This war cabinet had already signed on to the PNAC document, had already recommended Clinton
initiate regime change in Iraq.

The reasons have little to do with who Saddam was. After all, when it was politically convenient to
assist Saddam, we did. It was not because Saddam was a potential threat to the U.S. now. But "threat"
is a reason that the American citizens would buy in order to go into Iraq.

What is going on in the Bush administration is also broader than the "WOT." As Perle notes, their
version of America has its "reasons" to be antagonistic toward Europe, and to try to undermine the EU
in order to make it impossible for the EU to challenge the U.S. economically.

The Frenchman Emmanuel Todd wrote about this issue as well, noting that the EU is a threat to
America economically because of decisions made vis a vis investment in various manufacturing areas,
in terms of alternative energy initiatives, an area in which the U.S. has lagged because of the oil
industry govt lobby (that is now also actually in office), and more.

The issue, for me, is to what extent Americans are willing to face the truth of our reasons for the
foreign policies we have. I don't think most are willing to do this.

If you don't think Kerry's policies will change so much, you must ask yourself how much of this is
because of some lobbying group, and how much of this is because of an American mindset that
expects to maintain its standard of living at the expense of so many other people, both in the U.S. and
in the rest of the world. You must ask yourself how much of this is because of American jingoism.
You must ask yourself who could ever get elected as president of the United States who also
advocated an America that was one among equals and enacted policies to seek greater justice and
fairness both in America and abroad.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 23, 2004 10:03 AM

rememembereringgiap, there's something missing from this thread, and I'm a little perplexed as to
what it may be. We've done a bit of worrying over "acceptance" (Pat's deliberated word), but it may
well be that we haven't looked hard enough at the words "act" and "action". "What 's to be done?," as
the venerable phrase would have it--and then, upon asking it, lo and behold, we find ourselves
wandering around in the labyrinths of "tactics" and "strategy"!...

(more)

Posted by: alabama | October 23, 2004 10:53 AM
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Of one thing I'm absolutely sure: punctual, visible and audible acts of resistance--call them, if you will,
acts of "terror"--cannot carry the day. As forms of relief they can be priceless--they "complete our
partial mind," as Yeats would put it--but as levers, fulcrums or pivots to turn things around they fail
every time. I don't know what was on the mind or minds of whoever killed John F. Kennedy, but it
strains all belief to suppose that any meaningful goal was achieved in the doing of that thing. On a
larger scale, wars are equally fruitless; they only kill, without altering the inertial tendencies of the
bigger picture. Two world wars and several genocides have done nothing to stay the relentless
unfoldings of capital concentration and commodification--trends far more transformative, finally, than
all the bloodshed they unleash....

(more)

Posted by: alabama | October 23, 2004 10:54 AM

"Action," in this baffling context, becomes inextricably tied to reflection on what the word "justice"
could possibly mean in the midst of such bizarre and sweeping dynamics. And of one other thing I'm
absolutely sure: the labor of the negative--Hegel's definition of reflection generally--entails a
movement of forgiveness that is not a forgetting. That's what I'm groping for in these posts, and that's
what's so hard to come by.

Posted by: alabama | October 23, 2004 10:55 AM

As for the USA, well, it's corporate and statist sense of "election" (Calvinist and "republican") is
doomed to fail, just as it's failed in South Africa (for example). But whether the "elections" of the
"republic" in 2004 will hasten or retard this process is an absolute mystery to me.

Posted by: alabama | October 23, 2004 11:07 AM

I feel the effort people are making here, and value it tremendously. Nowhere else in my daily life (in a
very liberal + libertarian neighborhood) do people confront each other so constructively with their
views of politics and action. I remain rather afraid to express my thoughts frankly, but you all nourish
my courage and remind me of my responsibility not only to think and understand, but also to speak
and lead.

I am heartened we each pursue different threads of action yet wish to engage each other's
understanding. Increasingly, I think Pat is right that the U.S. will right its policies and recede from its
current Manichaean mania. Yet, increasingly, I understand the U.S. abroad exactly as
rememberinggiap describes it - 500 years of genocide which seems to decrease its fury at a pace
visible only to deities. I am left confused by this, and so I focus my efforts on developing communities
stable enough to support actual and regular befriending in my city, so that despite the insanity, a few of
my circles will at least know how much heart can be found in real cameraderie, and seek that
cameraderie above all bribes.

There is more for us to do than this, and the Moon here is a place I seek guidance. Thanks to all who
recommend new starting points - especially things I have been introduced to by alabama, rgiap, and
kate storm. For me Roy Bhaskar and Adorno offer the most encouraging paths forward, but I continue
to wander in the desert musically.

Sorry to ramble, but I am trying to balance my internal version of Pat and rgiap's exchange (not, of
course, that I am in a choir for either). Anyone like Chinaco Anejo? I'm buying.

Posted by: Citizen | October 23, 2004 11:07 AM

What to do about people who do not want to see?

It all seems so clear that this administration is bad, whether it be for their economic policies, their rape
of individual freedoms, the unabashed relationship with big oil and defense contractors, their secrecy,
and finally their imperialistic invasion and occupation of two countries with two more in the pipeline.
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My goodness, how much worse could it possibly be?

And we all fret over John Kerry. Will his middle east policy be different from the present one? How
can it possibly be any worse. We are committed to perpetual war with this cabal and lucid articulate
people like Pat say they are going to vote for Bush because she is a Republican and needs to vote the
party line.

We desperately need balance in the US and that is not possible when the House, Senate, Executive,
and Judicial are all in Republican control. Kerry as president will help restore that balance. This I
believe is the most important reason to vote for him.

I often hear people say that I need â€œto get over itâ€•. Well, that is pretty easy for me to do when it
gets right down to it, but how will all the dead and maimed Iraqis â€œget over itâ€•? Or for that matter
all the dead and maimed US soldiers? How can anyone be so superficial and debonair? Does empathy
not exist anymore?

These are not the things I grew up believing about the US. I think most Americans believe they are
generous and giving, that they have a better life than others, that their government wants to do good.
We are however, extremely divided over the proper course. Many have been duped into believing that
simply killing everyone who disagrees with you is a good solution. A change in leadership can change
that overnight. Living in fear is not good for anyone except those in control.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 23, 2004 11:47 AM

I sympathize w/ the view that the good fight must continue against power. I also am concerned w/ the
seeming effeteness of opposition. So many problems--the most usual of which is the historic political
impassiveness of the middle and lower classes. The factionalization of publics has resulted in the
bizarre cathection of these voters upon right-wing imperialism. My hunch is that the appeal of rightist
extremism lies in the vestigial American frontier values of domination, of which the narcotic of
religion merely serves as a vindication. Elevating general consciousness about the futility of such
alliances is crucial, but I have few ideas how this is to be done. On the one hand, the fount of
domination--capital--must suffer the insurmountable contradiction (global warming, end of oil, nuclear
war). On the other hand, such cataclysm is unlikely to be averted by quasi-democratic processes that
ridiculously depend on the vote of the Nietzschean Last Man, the thoroughly administered subject, to
be the locus of hope.

Basically, we're fucked, no?

Posted by: slothrop | October 23, 2004 12:00 PM

"I often hear people say that I need 'to get over it.'"

There are only two things you 'need' to do, Dan: pay taxes and eventually end your time on earth.
Everything else is up to you.

Posted by: Pat | October 23, 2004 12:13 PM

Per alabama's thoughtful request for clarification of 'justice.' What can be done? Perhaps the further
fragmentation of discourse via new media will neutralize the cultural hegemony of elites. Utopic new
media communications would destroy intellectual property, the status quo of truth, trusted branding
and celebrity. This development might assist in the movement towards what Bookshin referred to as
â€œlibertarian municipalism." Forms of interaction would be oriented to local agreement and
complementarity rather than domination. It hardly needs to be added that the postcarbon age will
require such municipalism. Thus, justice is resolved in the basic sense that the move towards local
economic autochthony will require communities to constantly choose a place to go to in their own
direction so long as the means of doing so are 'sustainable.' Encouragingly, in a small way, new media
are the 'tools of conviviality' that could aid in this necessary transformation both by obviating the need
for elite cultural (re)production and by facilitating communications for this emergent form of life.
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Just trying to find a silver lining.

Posted by: slothrop | October 23, 2004 12:21 PM

Slothrop- although I would like to have Jerome's optimism about the American election, I also know
that if Kerry wins, the fight will not abate right here in the U.S.

The fight in the U.S. is between fascism and democracy, and anyone who denies this is, imo, afraid to
look the current Republican power structure in the face and call it what it is.

I am not talking about real conservatives in this country.

I'm talking about "Bush Republicans." Do you know how Bush was able to "work with Democrats" in
Texas? By destroying them. Don't take my word for it. Nicholas Lehman had an article in last week's
New Yorker about the ways in which Bush governed there, and how he governs now.

Bush Republicans want nothing less than a one-party nation which is so far to the right of the majority
of Americans I think this nation will not know what hit it.

speaking of not knowing what hit it, a huge rumor is going around now that the Bushoviks have a
terror attack coming up this next week. Senator Mark Dayton, MN, closed his D.C. offices based upon
warnings by Frist. I tend to think the attack will be outside of D.C.

This is, of course, only a rumor. Just like the rumor of an upcoming attack on Iran via Israel that I
posted from this site:

http://www.tbrnews.org/

The site went offline for a while because it was innudated with hits after it posted the Iran attack
rumor/leak/whatever.

Newest leak/rumor/whatever from that site is that Iran has a list of gay Republicans who used credit
cards to pay for male prostitutes, as does a gay organization.

If this information is true, I hope it is leaked before the election to keep the Christo-fascists home on
election day. Democrats are involved too, of course.

And speaking of....no doubt lots of support for terrible policies is possible under threat of blackmail,
no?

Posted by: fauxreal | October 23, 2004 12:21 PM

Basically, we're fucked, no?

Might be, but I am going down swinging.

Paying taxes and dying are given as things that are inevitable, My life is just a little bit more
complicated than that. I give a shit about the world my children will live in too.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 23, 2004 12:26 PM

slothrop, I really dig that post of yours @ 12:21 PM. It helps me understand why I spend so much time
on the net, which is distressing to the wife, amusing to the young, and perplexing to all....

Posted by: alabama | October 23, 2004 01:09 PM

alabama, citizen & slothrop

you're a very prudent thinker alabama & as sam spade says to guttman in the maltese falcon "i love a
man who....." i want to go back & perhaps harp(or rant) but not in nostalgia but in what i believe is
active reflection - at the time of the war in vietnam against the american empire - i as many others
passed through many stages - all were based on some idea of 'action' but finally at a certain point - i
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decided to aid medically & then militarily the defeat of america in indochina. that 'action' was very
concrete - it was not 'clean' in that it entailed at the other end - concrete facts - which included miltary
defeat which included naturally , mutilation, death & nightmares that seem to exist in the american
imagination

i have also been involved in 'action' in relation to the countries i speak of the greeks, the chileans, the
nicaraguans & i must admit here that there were a number of americans also involved in those 'actions'
- there young americans who died in chile & especially el salvador & nicaragua in the defence, the
active defence of a people attacked by the empire

that action was 'materiel' in every sense of that word. practically. those 'actions' determined the life i
lead. i was groomed even by the comrades to live out my years softly propogating at universities or
otherwise playing the artist maudite but i have always been propelled to work physically amongst the
people - perhaps the maoist fish amongst a sea of people touched me directly. i work to effect changes
on a day to day basis. 'action' with communities that are in desperate straits. i have as mayakovsky
suggested trampled on the throat of my verse for the service of a community & communities where
that struggle may appear to be peripheral

what i think is missing here & perhaps why i responded in such anger to pat - was the way americans
seem to be silent about the destruction of iraqui culture - it is a cradle of civilisation & it has been
irreperably destroyed - it is a matter of grave import. as a writer but also as an internationalist i am still
shocked practically by what was done

how could it be done? without second thoughts? it can be done because there exists a theocratic belief
that not only do these people do not matter but their culture is not our culture - so it doesn't matter. the
problem is it is our culture in a very practical sense & each book burned, each piece of art, every
archive that went up in flames destroys us, practically. then how can people live with that? well that is
an old story - they can because they believe & believe in practic&al & military terms like boykin for
example that their works are informed & led by their god. it is their only excuse that can respond to the
terrible destruction of the cradle of our civilisation. & that excuse is neither comforting for now or for
the future

slothrop, when you speak of a redistribution of the means of communicating - well - i just don't see it -
well yes i feel it here & at the speakeasy - but the real & ultimately with laws like the patriot act & the
laws to come - will restrict free speech. you are correct - if we could somehow maintain the
communities of resistance through these form - it is something - though it may not be the 'action' of
which alabama speaks - it is something - so that when pat says for example that there was no
movement against the war - at least this form of communication exists to say there were ten million
people who opposed the war & that in itself is a history exceptional

i hope that we can constitute those networks, those communities of resistance but murdoch & his pals
who meet every year in aspen or wherever it is have been totally concerned with the same question - &
they are not gentleman opponnents - more than this, they are enemies of democracy & they have
proved it beyond reasonable doubt

that an american does not know of the demonstrations all over the world - these actions of many - says
to me the control of your media is close to total

but i want to go back to this point of the bibliteques, museums & archives - when i hear read &
watched that - & i used the filter of robert fisk & his courageous articles - i was practically shocked &
disgusted in the same way that i was when the taliban exploded the budhhas of banyiman because both
'acts' were act of barbarians - & in both case fully informed barbarians. there is no other word. barbaric

the people who do this, who allow it & as robert fisk suggests led the sacking of baghdad are a species
of man i am very frightened of because their absolutism is not confined to the dinner table but to our
reality & they dominate our reality. to say otherwise is wishful thinking
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& that act of destruction does not onlyrequire reflection it requires 'action' & not just of forgiveness. it
demands a reparation but we know what happened is irreperable - in concrete terms. an artifact
destroyed is lost to us forever & for that & for future generations we have no right to forgive - that is
not a forgiveable crime

look i'm sorry alabama that i cannot be more concentrated because i feel in equal parts shock & a
melancholia towards the future that overwhelms me. if only for the daily 'act' that my work demands -
i would have taken pats advice to dan & finished my existence on this earth that i find more cruder &
vulgar by the minute

still(not quite)steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 23, 2004 02:19 PM

@slothrop I second 'bama's endorsement of yours at 12:21.

the cyberpunk SF authors tried to envision and articulate various futures (eu- and dystopian) in which
the decentralisation and immediacy of electronic comms would -- rather than creating the panopticon
society of control-freak dreams -- create a highly fractal "libertarian municipalism" (your term) so
liquid and polymorphous as to defy control-from-above. that's a future I could live with.

right now it seems like a race between the panopticon dream and -- what shall we call it -- the
polyopticon dream. the US, as Rifkin [w/whom I disagree vehemently on many points but not on this
one] says, is stuck intellectually, politically, culturally in the 19th century, in the idea of the pyramid
of control, the regimented factory floor, monoculture, an hysterical fear of randomness, a childish
desire for sameness, replication, conformity, material excess. it's still at the nexus where hereditary
monarchy and feudalism meet Henry Ford.

the methods of repression used by the US (domestically or abroad) are 19th century methods: big
guns, heavy metal, military might (squadrons of replicated, pseudo-identical soldiery in lockstep), "ID
cards", mobility restriction, tagging/branding (RFID), and above all techno-managerial control.

late capitalists love to scoff at the obvious control-freakery of the Soviet failure, the fantasy of the
commissars that control could be exercised on a continent-wide scale by a small elite supervising and
interfering and planning the life of millions down to the smallest detail. but the same fantasy emerges
in our own midst, not only in the Straussian mania of the neocons and the revanchism of the
Dominionists, but in the "mindshare capture" and "covert advertising" of the PR industry, the capture
of all mass media into a few commissar-like hands, the monopolistic practises in all industrial sectors,
even telling kids what brand of soft drink they will be allowed to drink on a school campus.

this fantasy of an elite few controlling the lives of millions, of techno-planners so able, informed and
brilliant that they can serve as the "brain" of a large, stupid "body" (the people), is sooooo C19 it ought
to make chuff-chuff steam engine noises and run on coal.

the internet comms technology could, as slothrop suggests, subvert this paradigm (as fax machines
briefly subverted the control of the Chinese techno-managerial ruling class) and -- we should be so
lucky -- finally lay it to rest. or, the same comms technology could be bent into the old C19 mold and
used asymmetrically, from above to below, to enforce the ultimate panopticon society, the nightmare
of all thinking people, Orwell's 1984 on crack, the kings and the commissars meet the Matrix. there is
my deepest fear.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 23, 2004 02:28 PM

Agree with r'giap about the persistence of a drumbeat (if one may call such a vacuity by so dynamic a
name) of complete callousness, a racial/religious posture of Uebermenschkeit that informs US
"patriotic" and rightwing discourse on Iraq. Going back to McConnell whom I quote above, among the
several scurrilities in his text I would count this -- worth examining more closely:
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These sentiments mean that as long as Bush is president, we have no real allies in the
world, no friends to help us dig out from the Iraq quagmire. More tragically, they mean
that if terrorists succeed in striking at the United States in another 9/11-type attack, many
in the world will not only think of the American victims but also of the thousands and
thousands of Iraqi civilians killed and maimed by American armed forces. The hatred
Bush has generated has helped immeasurably those trying to recruit anti-American
terrorists...

What I note is the emphasis, the focus, the direction. McConnell does not say that he is personally
ashamed of or grieved by the murder of thousands of Iraqi civilians, or that their deaths are a great
tragedy -- of course not, they can hardly be compared to the deaths of 3,000 or so of the Herrenvolk at
the WTC, which were a Tragedy for the Ages, the Worst Thing That Ever Happened, the Day the
Earth Stood Still and so on ad nauseam. No, he is distressed by these deaths -- he finds them tragic --
only because they may draw the sympathy of the world away from the US, or even encourage anger
and vengeful feelings towards his country. The only reason he regrets this enormous pile of dead
bodies is a strategic one: they died publicly, their deaths are common knowledge, and this reflects
poorly on the reputation of the US and may encourage bad attitudes towards it. If it were not for Mr
Bush stupidly leaving his victims lying around in plain sight, the world would focus its attention and
sympathy properly: exclusively on the American victims of "terrorist" attacks. The world should "only
think of the American victims" -- anything which distracts it from that duty is bad politics, and Bush
should be held culpable for this failure of leadership.

"The hatred Bush has generated" is the issue in this pundit's mind, not the wickedness of the original
crimes that elicit that hatred. This is corporate thinking at its finest: spin control first and foremost, the
moral/ethical signature of authoritarian, unaccountable elites the world over. In this gravitational field,
the real problem with wrongdoing is getting caught. The real problem with a dead body is that
someone might find out about it and that would look bad. It is editorials like this that reinforce the
image of Americans as completely, hopelessly, almost psychotically selfish, self-absorbed,
self-regarding, autistic, solipsistic, arrogant -- in other words, "people who cannot be reasoned with."
McConnell berates Bush for giving America a bad name, but imho it is the impermeable, smug,
oblivious disregard for the Other manifested in McConnell's own prose that elicits the desperate
response of violent action, the last resort when trying to get the Uebermensch to admit, finally, that the
Other exists as a person, as a free human being.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 23, 2004 03:01 PM

Parks Service Sticks With Biblical Explanation for Grand Canyon
God is Great! Praise Allah!

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 23, 2004 03:32 PM

How is this possible in a so called democracy?

While waiting in line, he noticed a stranger standing alone and invited the person to stand with him. 'I
didn't think that would be a problem,' he said. It turned out to be. Individuals from the Bush campaign
spotted the individual with the soldier and identified the person as a Democratic supporter.

Amazingly, the unnamed Democrat -- who didn't complain about being searched -- had a ticket to the
rally but still wasn't let in. And then it get even creepier.

The Bush people claimed the Democrat wasn't on a "master list." The soldier asked to see this list but
the organizers said "they didn't have it." But, they soon told the solider that he wasn't it, either -- and
they turned him away from the event as well.

The story says that the soldier who came to the event undecided walked away vowing to volunteer for
the Kerry campaign.
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More on the "1984" election

Looks as if it still might be ok for Catholics to vote for Kerry!

Based upon Cardinal Ratzinger's statement, Catholics might have ''proportionate reasons'' to vote for
John Kerry. On Nov. 13, 2002, the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops issued a statement on Iraq. It
''raised serious questions about the moral legitimacy of any pre-emptive, unilateral use of military
force to overthrow the government of Iraq.''

Catholics who intend to vote for George Bush based solely on the issue of abortion should ponder the
bishops movingly eloquent message: ''Based on the facts that are known to us, we continue to find it
difficult to justify the resort to war against Iraq, lacking clear and adequate evidence of an imminent
attack of a grave nature. ... We fear that resort to war, under present circumstances and in light of
current public information, would not meet the strict conditions in Catholic teaching for overriding the
strong presumption against the use of military force.

Bishops' letter on Iraq gives Catholic voters options

Posted by: Fran | October 23, 2004 04:42 PM

have just read in murdoch's soft pornography the 'times literary supplement' - the refined rhetoric of
that old cold war warrior edward n luttwak in a review he has written of sy hersh's book 'chain of
command'

in this review he manages to demonise & marginalise the effort & work of hersh, praise the army &
pass the ammunition, gives homage to the belated chalabi, offers condolence to bush & company, give
perle a talking to for being vulgar enough to be caught red handed

all done with a face like buster keatons & the pomposity of an old senator down on his luck in some
out of way bar in the backwoods of somewhere else, somewhere south of wherever

in the article - arab is a simple language - easy to 'pick up in a couple of months with a bit of effort',
the vietnamese were damnable scoundrels who shot back at the invaders, he also wants the ivy league
back at the cia because they know a thing or two about intelligence & in a terminal flourish - he
suggest in any case all power is in the liberal infested state department

i do not remember the buffoons name who was once thatchers press secretary & one of murdoch's
whores - sir something or other ingram(?) like some caricature from wodehouse - luttwak writes in
those sort of tones - decent & all that - just a slight hiccup in the valiant history of empire

that was the bad news
the good news is that germaine greer has written a book demanding that australia needs to be
reconstituted as an aboriginal republic - oh my tough girl is getting dreamy but i love her for all that

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 23, 2004 05:28 PM

@Diogenes - I slept on that article. I wonder if voters who are challenged are put in the provisional
box to be further checked later. If so, that sets up another Florida scenario - if they can get enough set
aside for later inspection & hand count, they could declare themselves the winner in the state & prob.
the nation again, while sending in rioters & goons to hamper the hand inspections.....

But I am just as worried that networks are not going to be using exit polling this year. That is accurate.
They are only using AP results from the Central Tabulator. That's the thing that Bev Harris taught a
chimp to fix & obliterate any record it had ever been there doing it. (Video of this on her site,
blackboxvoting.org.) People all over the country know how to fix the results......This Election is
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Beyond Nightmare.....The only hope is that the CIA, which wants these guys out, gets in the last fix!
INSANE

Posted by: jj | October 23, 2004 05:29 PM

@DeAnander
That was a remarkable piece of extraction you did on that McConnell text

and I would just add

and therein lies the central kernal of our mistrust. that democracy, to them is the look of democracy --
layered thick in the salesman pitch, the buried appeal of instinctual self preservation that ontologicaly
requires one to look away from the other, is thus covered with a mountain of that which it is not, the
better good, spreading freedom, foiling evil, and the like. That the fundimental flaw of democracy,
when grounded in capitalism, carries within it's heart an irreconsilable contradiction that will belie any
truth to its stated intentions. Democracy, and/or the functions of democracy, cannot be sold and/or
exported as a product without also having the preconditions of being a product.

Posted by: anna missed | October 23, 2004 05:36 PM

this just in from AP via truthout.org
Â Integrity of Florida Virtual Vote in Doubt
Â Â Â Â By Rachel Konrad
Â Â Â Â The Associated Press

Â Â Â Â Friday 22 October 2004

Â Â Â Â Delray Beach, Fla. - Edward Bitet fought in World War II, built affordable housing for
veterans and taught sixth grade. When the Long Island native retired to Florida, he fulfilled another
civic duty by becoming a poll worker. But Bitet, 77, isn't volunteering this year â€” he says he doesn't
trust Palm Beach County's electronic voting machines. He walked out of a county demonstration of
touch-screen terminals convinced that software bugs could wreak havoc on Nov. 2.

Â Â Â Â "We lost an election four years ago because they fooled around with the paper ballots and
couldn't recount them," said Bitet, a Democrat. "Now we're moving to a system without paper, and
they won't even have the ballots to recount. I can't be a part of this."

the article goes on to discuss the fury of the masses when they discover that Repugs plan to steal this
one electronically.......I recommend everyone consider this article......I hadn't realized we could have
prolonged chaos...the only institutions that adjudicate this have been stolen or taken over by Repugs.
Article finally out about politicization of Supremes & deLay's gang under indictment for fixing
districts in Texas which will prob. guarantee Repugs control House of Rep. So......does the military
step in? Just asking. Anyway, consider this may well be a helluva lot uglier than we are thinking
about.....

Posted by: | October 23, 2004 05:44 PM

oops, sorry, that last post was me.

Posted by: jj | October 23, 2004 05:45 PM

also from truthout:

Â Â Mother of Fallen NYPD Cadet: Does President Bush Know the Anguish of Losing a Child?
Â Â Â Â By Talat G. Hamdani
Â Â Â Â Yubanet.com

Â Â Â Â Saturday 23 October 2004

Mother of Mohammad Salman Hamdani
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Â Â Â Â My name is Talat Hamdani and I lost my son, Mohammad Salman Hamdani at the WTC
terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Salman was my first-born. I joined my husband, Mohammad
Saleem Hamdani, in New York on February 3, 1979. Salman was thirteen months old, learning to
walk. We had come in search of the American Dream, which was cruelly shattered that fateful day of
September 11, 2001.

Â Â Â Â Salman was a paramedic and an NYPD Cadet who voluntarily went there to rescue his
fellow Americans and gave the ultimate sacrifice. He had been accepted to Howard Hughes Medical
Instituteâ€™s MD PhD program in July 2001. A patriotic citizen, he wanted to become a medical
doctor on American soil. Ironically, he was suspected and investigated as a terrorist and we were
informed on March 20, 2002, that his remains were found, twenty four pieces, outside the North
Tower. My life changed forever. I expressed my grief in numerous interviews on the first anniversary
of 911.

Â Â Â Â There was a void in life, a vacuum, a sense of incompleteness. I stopped cooking and
happiness was an alien creature. This loss took its toll on my husband, and he lost his battle with life
on July 21, 2004. The loss of my husband, my best friend, my partner of grief, whom I knew for the
last 38 years, made me sit back and reflect on my life. Destiny pushed me on a new path of life. I am
compelled to speak the truth and participate actively for the security of all human life.

Â Â Â Â An educator by profession, I was living in my own world, far away from the world of
politics. Thatâ€™s why, although a registered Democrat, at the advice of my husband, I had crossed
party lines and voted for G.W. Bush in 2000, like Salman and my husband. I paid dearly for my
mistake and this realization has forced me to get involved with politics. I donâ€™t want to repeat my
mistake, nor suffer any more. That is why I am endorsing the Kerry-Edwards team. I feel betrayed by
President Bush.

Â Â Â Â President Bush led our nation to an immoral war in Iraq where our troops are dying daily and
their parents and families are receiving the flag draped coffins to be buried under tons of dirt. Is there
any price for life? Can President Bush bring these courageous men back to life? Does President Bush
know the anguish of losing a child? Not to be able to see your dear one whom you raised for twenty
three years ever again? Each and every moment of my life I miss my son.

Â Â Â Â My husband always wondered why were the Bin Ladinâ€™s escorted to safety from our
country and not handed over to us? Why did President Bush call this war on terror a crusade? Is this
the way you make America safer? Americans are being hunted down and beheaded and we have lost
our dignity and credibility in the global community.

Â Â Â Â I endorse John Kerry because he has fought for our land and has seen death, and therefore he
can empathize with our loss and protect us from any further terrorist attacks. He has put his life in
harms way for our nation, and will do again, if necessary. John Kerry supports the 911
Commissionâ€™s recommendations without jeopardizing our civil liberties. John Kerry is a man of
moral values, who does not lie and I trust him and have full faith in him.

Â Â Â Â John Kerry believes in a strong coalition of nations, not of puppets. He knows the
importance of alliances which is an important tool to win this war on terror.

Â Â Â Â America needs a man of moral values, a man of principles, a man who will not exploit the
tragedy and loss of others life for his own selfish ends. America needs a man of integrity and honesty
so she may get her dignity and command respect in the world once again.

Â Â Â Â John Kerry has all these attributes and I know he will lead our nation to her old glory of
liberty and justice for all.

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 23, 2004 06:02 PM

Concerning the theocray: I have spent the summer talking to people about the neo-theocracy and their
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propaganda unit run by Wallbuilders and David Barton. As an historian, I am appalled at this glib
attempt to remove over two hundred years of safeguards our founding fathers had the wisdon to add to
the constituion and its interpretation regarding the separation of church and state. Barton's "proof
texts" from the founding fathers expressing items of faith, either made up or out of context, is an
historical travesty fit only for the fundamentalist home school crowd. But its hit that target hard. Do a
Google search and your find thousands of sites hawking his nonsense curriculum. As of yet I have
found no Americanist who is willing to take him on. They consider him "beneath their radar" but
usually are unaware of his impact with the Bush crowd. Barton's the second biggest religious threat to
human freedom and dignity next to the other Bush spiritual advisor and supporter, the cult leader and
owner of UPI and The Washington Times, Sun Myung Moon. With the money Bush is pumping into
his cult-generated abstinence program, Free Teens USA (estimated by some to be 270,000,000 of your
tax dollars) any American should be shocked. The cult that stole our children in the 1970's is Bush's
favored religion to teach our children about sex! Sick, Sick, Sick! God, Kerry's win won't stop the
Neocons or the RNC master plan, but it will set it back long enough for people to catch on.

Posted by: Diogenes | October 23, 2004 06:18 PM

@Pat,
This morning 7a.m. NPR announced that Zarqawi had been captured. Surprised not to see other posts
about it here. I think that falls within the 48 hr prediction. Kudos!

Re: Pat Buchanan's question Why reward Kerry for Bush's mistakes: I would answer because it beats
the alternative, which is that rewarding the culprit for his own bad policy removes accountability.
Surely we can also throw Kerry out on his can in 4 years if his policies prove to be equally disastrous.

To do otherwise is to put partisanship above principles.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 23, 2004 07:02 PM

about voting: one of my colleagues is deeply involved in the effort to enforce requirements for an
auditable paper trail on the new evoting machines. as s'ware engineers we feel very strongly about the
release of such inferior technology for such an important application. anyway, a few things to watch:

VoteProtect.org system for receiving and collating reports of voting irregularities. watch their map
display of reported voting irregularities in all the states. use mouse over any state to see total count of
incidents reported. click on state to see more detail.

just for grins, look at the total report count, then put your mouse over Florida and see its contribution
to the total. I could go on but you get the picture.

this site, as well as verifiedvoting.org, blackboxvoting.org and the rest, are entirely volunteer efforts.
software engineers, civil libertarians, researchers, information scientists, activists have been working
around the clock to get (and keep) these sites up and running. now I ask myself, why are not such sites
as these operated and run by the government as a matter of course? and audited by a bipartisan
national committee of qualified statisticians, computer scientists, and civil liberties advocates?

another thing to watch out for. if you go to a precinct to vote and you are a late registrant and/or at the
wrong precinct, you may not be on the voter rolls. but they are supposed to give you a special
provisional ballot so that you can vote anyway. however, a major scandal is brewing over these
ballots. in several states (I will leave you to guess which ones) the authorities have interpreted the
language of HAVA (which you should really read), i.e. that these ballots are valid "within the
jurisdiction," to mean strictly "within the precinct". so though you may be given a form and you may
vote, your ballot will be discarded in these states if you do not go to exactly the right precinct.

now consider Florida -- recently devastated by multiple hurricanes. buildings flattened, power out,
precincts have been relocated, early voters are not sure which precinct to go to... getting the picture?

and this is just the tip of the mighty iceberg of vote fraud. there's the Sproul-owned company where
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voter registration records were destroyed when marked for the wrong party (again I'll leave you to
figure out which one that was). there was the incident where college students thought they were
signing a med marijuana petition, but were suckered into signing a voter reg form for a party they
didn't want to register for (three guesses). and more.

VerifiedVoting
BlackBoxVoting
Electoral Fraud and Evoting Machines

Tammany Hall was nothing compared to this.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 23, 2004 07:13 PM

@gylangirl

The coyote again, in a new form?

Posted by: anna missed | October 23, 2004 08:10 PM

When I was 15 & 16, my best friend was an Iraqi classmate. At the time, Iranians were quite
unpopular in the U.S., and he regularly got insulted for being an expletive expletive Iranian. Usually,
he explained that he was Iraqi and that his nation was Iraq's great enemy, and people would respond
with some version of, "Whatever, we hate you."

What I saw in those people's faces was merely the desire to torment someone who they hoped would
not be defended. In their eyes you could see they were happy to find someone they could classify as a
legitimate enemy, a legitimate subhuman. It didn't matter then to them, and it doesn't matter now to the
people who are looking to prove they're better by treating someone else worse. This works for adults
in the States because there is a lot of money to be made from dispossessing people, and the
government is not going to be the solution to that, not until and not unless people realize that they
themselves already are the Untermenschen, that they're next in line (see Fran's story above on the
continuing education).

But even that is not enough. The fellow unpopular kids with whom I hung out in high school were
always eager to take crumbs of kindness from the popular kids, even if it meant betraying their daily
companions. The problem was that they hated their 'friends.' This is the sad and dangerous state of the
fascist supporters. They have no friends, only allies, temporary allies. And they will sell themselves up
the ladder at the first offer, even when they know it's temporary. What is shocking is that our media
became important enough to be taken over by these geldings, and we are used to hearing this bleating
as normal discourse. The problem is that Americans view each other as disposable accessories,
accessories needed to prove to tomorrow's enemies that they are "in," not vulnerable to becoming
suddenly 'Iranian.' That's the permanent insecurity our security state increasingly seems meant to
create.

Personally, the solution was to grow up, to leave behind that strange holding space of school.
Nationally, we are still in high school.

Posted by: Citizen | October 23, 2004 10:55 PM

Our Magical President

Believing, it seems, is more important to the President than the substance of his belief. Jesus
Christâ€™s particular teachings -- well, those are good, too. But what really matters is that if you
believe you can do something, you can.

What Suskind misses, and what Bushâ€™s more orthodox Christian supporters seem to dodge, is that
this is not Christian doctrine by any definition. It is, in fact, a key element of the broad, heterodox
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movement known as New Age religion.

A common aspect of many New Age schools of thought (though not all) is a gentle disdain for
perceived reality. That's different from the fundamentalist aversion to worldliness; rather, this
approach views the "real world" as that which is within the mind or heart or spirit of the believer. That
idea is often dismissed as a modern bastardization of psychology, but many New Agers argue that
their beliefs are actually ancient; and, despite the fact that the superficial characteristics are often of a
recent vintage, thereâ€™s some truth to that assertion. New Age religions are, literally, reactionary,
responses to whatâ€™s been called the disenchantment of the world. Another word for that process is
the Enlightenment, with its claims of empirical accuracy. New Age movements attempt to revive -- or
create anew --pre-Enlightenment ideas about magic, alchemy, ghosts, and whatever else practitioners
can glean from a record for the most part expunged by institutional Christianity.

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 24, 2004 01:20 AM

The "Ohio-Florida-Diebold-voting-rights-suppression" aspect of this thread seems crucial. I assume
(but "hope" would be more accurate)
that Democrats are taking serious steps to win this aspect of what
current jargon calls "the ground war" (naturally it has to be a military metaphor to "capture" the spirit
of this election). I also wonder if minorities (and here I include "scruffy looking types",not just blacks
or non-Cuban Hispanics) are going to raise hell when confronted with self-appointed "challengers".
Everybody (who is interested) remembers the mini-riot staged by Republican operatives
telecommanded from Washington(or Texas) which succeeded in stopping a vote recount in Dade
County (I think, perhaps it was another Florida county), and, of course, Greg Palast has documented
the conscious effort to "clean" the voting rolls of "convicted felons" in Florida, which, not
coincidentally, just happened to exclude a lot of perfectly legal black voters. It's clear that the first step
in countering these actions should be a highly visible and well-staffed legal counseling service ready
to intervene "on demand". Beyond that
I suspect that there is going to be "major friction" between competing
partisans. It could get, to use Pat Robertson's phrase "very messy"

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 24, 2004 01:57 AM

King George the Witless is truly the most venal and corrupt of all American Presidents, a true nadir in
U.S. politics. Today the guy saying that he is going to simplify the tax code and make it more fair just
signed a pork-laden, $146-billion dollar 'Corporate Tax Bill' into law. Here is a list of some of the
corporate welfare giveaways:

Ceiling Fans - $44 million - Suspends a $4.7% duty on ceiling fans, which Home Depot is one of the
main beneficiaries. This is for any ceiling fans purchased before 12/31/2006: Home Depot is a big
supporter of Bush and the Repugs, responsible for more than $500K in direct and indirect campaign
contributions. Not a bad investment for them!

Whaling subsidy - Charitable contributions deduction for certain expenses in support of native
Alaskan subsistence whaling - $4 million: Isn't the concept of subsistence whaling to preserve
traditional Native American culture? Or have they always hunted whales using power boats and
50-caliber rifles?

etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc............... I guess you get the message.

More on Needlenose, they also have a direct
Link to the article.

Determined to deal aggressively with the terrorists they expected to capture, the officials bypassed the
federal courts and their constitutional guarantees, giving the military the authority to detain foreign
suspects indefinitely and prosecute them in tribunals not used since World War II.
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The plan was considered so sensitive that senior White House officials kept its final details hidden
from the president's national security adviser, Condoleezza Rice, and the secretary of state, Colin L.
Powell, officials said. It was so urgent, some of those involved said, that they hardly thought of
consulting Congress.

Island of Balta has more and also a direct link to the article.

Now I have to run, as I am working today.

Posted by: Fran | October 24, 2004 02:34 AM

This thread is one of the best I ever read and the first I printed to keep and reread in future. Thanks to
everybody who participated.

Two news items I stumbled on today:

The Washington Post endorses Kerry Kerry for President

These failings have a common source in Mr. Bush's cocksureness, his failure to seek
advice from anyone outside a narrow circle and his unwillingness to expect the
unexpected or adapt to new facts. These are dangerous traits in any president but
especially in a wartime leader. They are matched by his failure to admit his errors or to
hold senior officials accountable for theirs.
...
We do not view a vote for Mr. Kerry as a vote without risks. But the risks on the other
side are well known, and the strengths Mr. Kerry brings are considerable. He pledges
both to fight in Iraq and to reach out to allies; to hunt down terrorists, and to engage
without arrogance the Islamic world. These are the right goals, and we think Mr. Kerry is
the better bet to achieve them.

The Geneva convention is not regarded as law by the US.
NYT After Terror, a Secret Rewriting of Military Law partly cited by Fran above and WaPo Memo
Lets CIA Take Detainees Out of Iraq

At the request of the CIA, the Justice Department drafted a confidential memo that
authorizes the agency to transfer detainees out of Iraq for interrogation -- a practice that
international legal specialists say contravenes the Geneva Conventions.

One intelligence official familiar with the operation said the CIA has used the March draft
memo as legal support for secretly transporting as many as a dozen detainees out of Iraq
in the last six months. The agency has concealed the detainees from the International
Committee of the Red Cross and other authorities, the official said.

The draft opinion, written by the Justice Department's Office of Legal Counsel and dated
March 19, 2004, refers to both Iraqi citizens and foreigners in Iraq,...

- can they spell war crime?

Posted by: b | October 24, 2004 08:00 AM

The plan was considered so sensitive that senior White House officials kept its final details hidden
from the president's national security adviser, Condoleezza Rice, and the secretary of state, Colin L.
Powell...

and of course it would be just coincidental that these are the only two prominent Black folks in the
inner circle, right? the two who don't need to be consulted, who only find out by water-cooler gossip
or (worse) reading the papers, what has gone on behind their backs? what a great feeling it must be for
Condi and Colin, to have made it so far and then find out they are just window dressing to paper over
the Party's longstanding racism. or maybe they knew that all along and are only in it for their
respective family businesses...
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Posted by: DeAnander | October 24, 2004 09:46 AM

One of the things about living in a country that's getting seriously weird -- infected with the Beloved
Leader virus -- say, Russia after Stalin got a grip, N Korea, Germany 1936 or so, the McCarthy
episode, or our own freakshow decade -- is that once the media accept the weirdness, propagate it, or
at least decline to comment on it, it becomes "normal." It's like living in a bubble -- a collective
fantasy into which no reality is allowed to intrude. Thank goodness for the internet and voices from
outside the bubble, like Charlie Brooker's savage editorial from the Guardian yesterday. If this were
published by any paper in the US, the FBI would be knocking on their door next week -- and perhaps
that's why no US paper is saying the obvious:

The internet's a-buzz with speculation that Bush has been wearing a wire, receiving help
from some off-stage lackey. Screen grabs appearing to show a mysterious bulge in the
centre of his back are being traded like Top Trumps. Prior to seeing the debate footage, I
regarded this with healthy scepticism: the whole "wire" scandal was just wishful thinking
on behalf of some amateur Michael Moores, I figured. And then I watched the footage.

Quite frankly, the man's either wired or mad. If it's the former, he should be flung out of
office: tarred, feathered and kicked in the nuts. And if it's the latter, his behaviour goes
beyond strange, and heads toward terrifying. He looks like he's listening to something we
can't hear. He blinks, he mumbles, he lets a sentence trail off, starts a new one, then
reverts back to whatever he was saying in the first place. Each time he recalls a statistic
(either from memory or the voice in his head), he flashes us a dumb little smile, like a
toddler proudly showing off its first bowel movement. Forgive me for employing the
language of the playground, but the man's a tool.

So I sit there and I watch this and I start scratching my head, because I'm trying to work
out why Bush is afforded any kind of credence or respect whatsoever in his native
country. His performance is so transparently bizarre, so feeble and stumbling, it's a
miracle he wasn't laughed off the stage. And then I start hunting around the internet,
looking to see what the US media made of the whole "wire" debate. And they just let it
die. They mentioned it in passing, called it a wacko conspiracy theory and moved on[...]

The silence is all the more troubling since in the past the US news media has had no
problem at all covering other wacko conspiracy theories, ones with far less evidence to
support them. (For infuriating confirmation of this, watch the second part of the must-see
documentary series The Power Of Nightmares (Wed, 9pm, BBC2) and witness the absurd
hounding of Bill Clinton over the Whitewater and Vince Foster non-scandals.)

Throughout the debate, John Kerry, for his part, looks and sounds a bit like a haunted
tree. But at least he's not a lying, sniggering, drink-driving, selfish, reckless, ignorant,
dangerous, backward, drooling, twitching, blinking, mouse-faced little cheat...

What I'd give to read such plain speaking on the op/ed page of any major daily in the US. The
Emperor Has No Clothes! OK, Brooker may be a bit over the top there near the end -- but do we only
think so because we're living inside the bubble? Ever watched old newsreel footage of Herr H
speaking to the masses? it's ridiculous. He's a high-pitched, spittle-spraying ranter, someone who'd get
laughed off a box at Hyde Park Corner. A certified nutter -- who could have taken him seriously? And
yet a nation swooned over him, turned their brains off, put their racism in gear, and marched their
country into appalling crime, into political disaster -- and into opprobrium that will take generations to
wear off. And the downhill effects of that avalanche continue to roll -- if it weren't for Herr H and his
teppischfressing, would an IDF goon have emptied his clip into the body of a Palestinian girlchild a
few days ago, just to make sure?

What, in G-d's name, have we set in motion in the last 4 years and what downhill effects will still be
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rolling throughout my lifetime and after? Suppose our naked aging boy-Emperor (or his clever
ministers and handlers) manage to retain the crown (literally, the one they're installing in the Lincoln
Bedroom in anticipation of the re-coronation) -- I'm at a loss for words here, what I'm trying to say I
think is that America is drifting away from the shores of reality. We're to the point already where we're
told to take seriously and treat with respect, even venerate, a man who publicly behaves like a fool, a
man who even, on the record, openly jokes about his own regime's lies (looking under the table for
WMD -- with the cameras rolling), a man who performed so poorly in even the most dumbed-down
television debate that the rest of the world is wondering what must be our drinking water.

Once you get inside an airtight bubble like the one Rove is trying to build around the US, any horror is
possible. It's not just stupid and embarrassing. It's scary as hell.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 24, 2004 10:19 AM

By way of consolation, DeAnander, I offer the following quote from this morning's WaPo, to be found
in an article by Mike Allen and Lois Romano on page AO9, entitled "Candidates Hit Key States":
"One Republican official described the mood at the top of the campaign as apprehensive. '"Grim" is
too strong,' the official said. 'If we feel this way a week from now, that will be grim.'"

Posted by: alabama | October 24, 2004 11:11 AM

deanander

yes, its scary as hell & as the resistance has sd despite the forthcoming massacre that will take place in
fallujah - 'we gave closed the doors of paradise for you & you have opened the doors of hell' - though
hyperbole that may be - i have no doubt that this unorganised resistance will overwhelm the american
army & soon offer defeats that will be reminiscent of dien bien phu, khe sahn, hue etc - when they
coalesce these forces - they will not only defeat the americans - they will also create a middle east i
don't even want to think about

scary as hell, yes

still(not quite)steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 24, 2004 11:11 AM

alabama

will you go as far as jÃ©rÃ´me & say that there could be a landslide for kerry?

look at the vote prediction site each day but with my absence of talent for chiffres i'm a little lost -
well, more lost than normal

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 24, 2004 11:15 AM

deanander

it's not only in your country that it is getting weird

in afghanistan - you have a mockery of an election that is being presented as if it is a model of
democracy - hiding the fact that it iss an organisation of forces that created the taliban in the first place

if there is an election in iraq - what kind of elections will they be - already the things sd by this
administration make it lool like it will mirror the worst of the fake elections of latin america organised
from your state department

the english - with their bible thumping prime minister - who is as about as far from reality as you can
get without being hospitalised against your will - pretending to be a churchill - who himself was not
very compfortable with reality - & so drank morning & night & hid out in dark rooms when the dark
times came
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it is endless this circus - even berlusconi going one step further this week to tutn italy into a franchise
& even in my own country some very strang thing happening in polynesia

jÃ©rÃ´me - a post the other day - yes i included solidarnosc - & yes it was a flourish - not seriouslly
compared to the other tyrannies - but i have always been concerned with their very active antisemitism
which ios a histroical continuum in polish thinking

& speaking of anti semitism - i had a question for clonedposter - truth out like common dreams is a
very good filter of information but truthseeker.uk seems to me to be a very dodgy site - who are they?
- while there is some good articles they are shared with a quite vulgar form of antisemitism. is that my
misreading? & while i am not a paragon of calm myself at this moment - they do seem a little hysteric

still(notquite/quiet)steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 24, 2004 11:32 AM

remembereringgiap, I don't understand numbers at all, but the received wisdom (as reviewed in the
article cited above) insists on two things: no president wins with approval ratings below 50% (a
persisting problem for Bush), and this president has no meaningful leads over Kerry in the swing states
(a meaningful lead being a spread of 5%--large enough to beat the margin of error). Given the
resources poured into the swing states--esp. Florida, Ohio and Pennsylvania--any incumbent would
have to worry if he hasn't put the expected distance between himself and his challenger. The
Republicans may be worried, also, about the inhibiting presence of lawyers observing the voting
sites--not a problem in 2000.

Posted by: alabama | October 24, 2004 11:55 AM

Oh, and as for Jerome's "landslide for Kerry": last New Year's Eve, in a moment of ecstasy, I bet $500
that Dean would win in November by 70 electoral votes. I got it wrong about Dean....

Posted by: alabama | October 24, 2004 11:59 AM

alabama

the numbers a little clearer

i'll read that - despite yr new yrs flourish - as a guarded prediction of a kerry victory

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 24, 2004 12:13 PM

i've been meditating over this question of 'action' for a litte moment in response to alabama

& i thought what is it fundamentally that seperates moral men from immoral ones

& i thought of two men who perhaps have been the moral beaconse of the last century & who shed
light on our own

one of course is nelson mandela - the only statesman worthy pf that name - the others are less than
nothing & sometimes a great deal less than nothing

the other is muhammad ali - this great, great man - who showed the world & especially the oppressed
the meaning of love, of grace & of power carved with human hands

i saw ali once & he rest a human of the profoundest beauty

but what did these men do more than others - & what they did was - give - they gave everything &
they never sought affirmation or reward - they both sought justice

who can ever forget his moral refusal to participate in an immoral war - when he sd "no vietcong ever
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called me nigger" & how he was demonised, pilloried by the politically powerful & their media

no these men gave - while those most immoral of men - the bush/cheney junta like the south african
racist leaders - took & took & took until there was nothing else to take

& i know fundamentally that bush & his ilk have no conception, moral or philosophic of giving. the
notion is completely foreign to them. they take & they take

on the other hand, resistance by its very nature is a giving, a sacrifice, a form of renouncement - an
action that in its nature mÃªme is transendental - is understood only in its traces

yes, 'giving' is an action & taking is its negation

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 24, 2004 03:24 PM

Which brings us to "forgiving"--Mandela being the paragon of forgiveness. Webster calls it "giving
up" or "giving over" one's claim to retribution, however valid this claim may be in a given scheme of
equity. In a spirit of creative justice, forgiving propels the forgiver beyond the traffic of settling scores.
But this can only be possible if we see the promise of a life unfolding beyond the settling of scores.
And it requires that we not forget! For how can we forgive if we forget what we've given over?
Forgetting just reinstalls us in the cycle of paybacks, sooner or later. I admire Mandela for his
memories, remembereringgiap, as when he takes one or another visitor, in a spirit of good humor, on a
tour of his jail cell.

Posted by: alabama | October 24, 2004 04:00 PM

alabama

i get lost a little with your reasoning

while i can understand the moral necessity of '(for)giving)' i do not understand its concrete reality
because who am i to forgive in the sense that you mean it, can a people 'forgive' as the vietnamese
have seemed to do in some important ways, no they certainly do not forget & sometimes sometimes
their refusal to forget is not for'giveness' - no it is more than that - it is something i have seen in many
indegenous cultures - what the australian aborigines call 'a shame job' - they make themselves a mirror
for the other to see how shameful they are & hopefully direct those people to other meaningful
reflections

but this culture of yours, american culture has not only a limited capacity to forgive - if such a capacity
exist at all - but it certainly has the capacity to forget & forget in a way that is shameful, dishonest &
finally corrupt

& i mean this in every sense - literary culture for example - in your culture hides, marginalises that
whichh it cannot abide - as in dresier, or a dos passos or it marginalises it by forms of sanitisation
something peculiar to a puritan culture

the popular culture of america is based entirely on a culture of for(getting) to denude all that is
mysterious, beautiful & alchemic as deanander has pointed out here & at 'le speakeasy' - this culture
has within its nature to destroy with noise, with repittion, with agressive rhythme, with cataclysmic
sideshows to hide the terrible truths that lie at the heart of your culture

if benjamins words that behind every artifact of culture lies an acto barbarism" - then america is its
synthesised reality. this christian, puritan culture regards giving & for(giving) as an (un)(for)giveable
weakness - a weakness that needs to be extinguished

& there is a hint in what you say & perhaps i am misreading - is an instance of premptive forgiveness
in the case of the bush/cheney junta - no before a forgiveness can begin - they must be defeated, they
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must be brought before tribunals - for what they have done & they must admit to their crimes - as
some of the perpertrators white & black have done in the truth & reconciliation commission - but do
you really believ that is even within the realms of any sort of possibility

your legislative & judicial apparatus is so degraded it would have to judge itself first before judging
this administration - but if such a justice was possible - perhaps then forgiveness could take place - but
who are we - you & i - to demand forgiveness - from societies & communities that have been all but
destroyed by this administration & by the policies of previous administrations

i think if your country had listened to the world just before the world with the historic demonstrations
all over the world - then countries & culture could try to forgive - though it would have been difficult
with this brutal & corrupt administration

your own culture is so divided - as in no other time except the civil war - i think it will find it difficult
this act of fogiving even if kerry wins - if he does not - there are only two scenarios - that of a
complete moral collapse of your culture or of a divided society which will 'act' to change the division,
the inequalities & the injustices

i did not mention muhammed ali lightly - i think he was the first cultural figure that gave lie to your
culture - that exposed it in all its venality & this resonated with people all over the world. like mandela
he became a symbolic figure of the utmost importance. in one man the dignity of the oppressed had
found a name. a name & a person who is adored & admired universally. not least for his capacity for
truth

what i'm saying alabama is neither you or i is in a position of being able to do the (for)(giving) as elie
wiesel correctly states - that he as a man has no right to give pardon for what happened to european
jewry

so i will return to the first 'action' of a human being especially in western culture is to give & not to
take, to divest & not to accumulate, & in opposition to libertarian nonsense about the 'individual' - for
a person to find their central meaning amongst the people in all their multiplicity & difference

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 24, 2004 05:41 PM

Josh Marshall

Some 350 tons of high explosives (RDX and HDX), which were under IAEA seal while
Saddam was in power, were looted during the early days of the US occupation. Like so
much else, it was just left unguarded.

Guess what - its gone. Could the SCLM push this a little?

Posted by: b | October 24, 2004 06:07 PM

I just noticed that Americans Coming Together which is fielding 25,000 volunteers to get out the vote
on election day in the US has a need for volunteers to make calls from home - you can sign up at Party
for America and they will email you a list of 30-50 Kerry voters in selected states (right now they have
names in Oregon and Florida) to call and encourage to actually vote - they give you a script and all the
info you need and you can do this from your own home on your own time schedule.

With voter suppression and fraud looking like the keys to BushCo strategies for election day, the more
folks we can turn out the better - and this is a pretty painless to help out.

Posted by: Siun | October 24, 2004 08:13 PM

Yes, remembereringgiap, I leaped a little too lightly forward in the survey of topics here. I only meant
to suggest that "giving," "the gift," and "forgiving" are topics interinvolved--different, but
indissociable, as our languages tell us (Fr. "le don," "le pardon"). I'll try to proceed a little more
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patiently in posts to come.

As for the acts of giving and forgiving--speech acts of the greatest power--these are given to us by the
languages we speak. Whether we know how to enact them well (forcefully and pertinently) is quite
another question; Mohammed Ali is a powerful example for us all.

Posted by: alabama | October 24, 2004 08:53 PM

CommonDreams today headlines Gumbel's article in the Independent/UK on the US electoral
tragicomedy. Gumbel anticipates a legal, you should excuse my vulgarity, shitslinging war
post-election. The only thing I can see to prevent this would be a Kerry landslide, and that (pace
Jerome), I find unlikely (although, I must admit, to my surprise my hometown newspaper --
Republican to the bone, crassly pro-corporate, notoriously lacking in the copyediting department --
just endorsed Kerry!).

Anyway Gumbel is worth reading.

As to the culture of forgetting, R'giap and 'bama -- I think when we look at the US and Oz there are
some good reasons why these are cultures of forgetting. People who came here had a lot to forget. For
many of them -- refugees from poverty, transshipped criminals, religious dissidents, desperately
ambitious souls frustrated by the rigidity and lack of opportunity back home, slaves -- their transfer to
the "new world" was literally that, travelling to a new planet. The colonies had a "forward looking"
aesthetic and ethos -- forward to the frontier, forward to the future -- which disdained everything "old"
or "backward." While Americans might occasionally envy, in a sentimental way, the age and "lovely
architecture" of old European cities, they were far more proud of their own "built yesterday" creations.
A favourite meme of the "booster" culture used to be (and still is to some extent), "See that city there,
boy? Just ten (twenty, thirty) years ago that was all just farms (swamp, prairie, desert) and look at it
now!" In other words an inordinate pride in rapid transformation, and (pay attention here 'cos I think
I'm onto something) the accompanying destruction of the old and of natural resources.

That same relish in destruction and failure to look backwards -- a reckless, looters', freebooters' stance
in life -- is found in the feverish egotism of the neocons, and in the more extreme dogmatists of neolib
capitalism. "Creative destruction" is their mantra... and this for me arouses echoes of similar attitudes
from the Stalinist literature, the "manly" and "resolute" attitude of "can't make an omelette without
breaking eggs" and "history will justify us," or in other words the old bromide that the (glorious) end
justifies the (criminal) means.

Well anyway, I think there's more to the forgetfulness of American culture than just shame or guilt
over the treatment of indigenes or slaves... there are other powerful memes encouraging amnesia... and
to me the most ironic thing about all this is (reverting to previous comments) all this Futurism is so
hopelessly C19, is itself quaint and historical.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 24, 2004 11:38 PM

Thank you all for the vivid displays of eloquence.

Nota bene: discourse such as the above is what creates reality; neocon-ism merely tinkers with stealing
and reaffixing labels.

Compare the term "reality based" to "very unique" - it either is or ain't...

Posted by: fiumana bella | October 25, 2004 01:37 AM

@DeAnander - good post. Gumbel's art. was a sobering reminder of how Radical Right's
determination to steal the election will accelerate the crumbling of US reputation internationally.

Another aspect of the culture of forgetting is that US born of rebellion of the sons against the fathers.
I've been waiting for an American historian, prob. an intellectual historian, to write of the roots of
Miltie Frieman's economics which form the basis for the misnamed "neo-liberal capitalism". Only sons
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obsessed w/overthrowing the influence of the fathers could call such a dysfunctional destructiv system
"free" anything. Such a background also accounts for US worship of science & technology. To take
the obvious example of genetically mutilated foods. The French have been farming for millenia &
have a much deeper appreciation of the traditions of their ancestors. We have no ancestors & traditions
to look back to, to carry on w/pride, so we compensate w/"knowing a better way".

Posted by: jj | October 25, 2004 02:02 AM

I wonder, could we reframe in at least historical terms, this (important) notion of forgiving and/or as
opposed to forgetting. It would seem to me that in the pop American culture that the slippery edge
between forgiving and forgetting may lie in the banana of pop American religion where that banana of
sin and forgiveness is understood as sin to be forgotten, particularly if that sin can be construed by
some construct of success -- which is the the veiled version of "might makes right" -- and at the same
time, is the tacit admission of the predetermined right of the assasin to carry out his work with
immunity. As I type this, on the TV is preacher (and former herion addict) Casey Treat is saying
"when I am weak, that's when I am strong because that's when the Lord Jesus comes in with the
supernatural POWER (his favorite word) -- and so, I take this to to mean that the POWER lies in the
self willed ability to ignore the tragedy of ones action, to forget, in the assumed light of forgiveness.
And so the banana of individual indifference becomes the banana of the republic.

Posted by: anna missed | October 25, 2004 04:09 AM

alabama & others

though the guts of what i want to say is in the post - with my current illness - i feel i am sometimes -
having a race between fatigue & my ability to concentrate

to that end, i have taken a pause from work here for a few weeks to concentrate those energies because
the workshops i direct sometimes suffer from this same conflict between concentration & fatigue

so in a sense - it is to demand pardon from alabama - not for the argument - which i feel to be basically
'correct' - but for the ellipsis & certain absences & losses of concentration in their telling

it is a paradox because this is a community of individuals - crossing so many topics - in this particular
time for me - i hope it is also true for jÃ©rÃ´me - the act of writing to you at once gives me strength
& helps me towards a concentration i could call my own

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 25, 2004 06:51 AM

"the good news is that germaine greer has written a book demanding that australia needs to be
reconstituted as an aboriginal republic"
Great! Where do I sign? (not to mention for the rest of the settler areas, NZ, American, S Africa) How
I live to see the day where Repubs will have the choice between staying in America and be ritually
sacrificed by pissed off natives, or shipped back to "socialist Europe".

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 25, 2004 11:03 AM

If I can expand on what DeAnander is pointing out in In other words an inordinate pride in rapid
transformation, and (pay attention here 'cos I think I'm onto something) the accompanying destruction
of the old and of natural resources.

Here are three relevant definitions to the issue of forgetting that I pulled from Derrick Jensen, the first
two probably synthesized from Lewis Mumford:
Production -- the conversion of the living to the dead
Technology -- that which separates us from nature; that which leverages power
Rationalization -- the deliberate elimination of information unnecessary to achieving an immediate
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task

Russell Means pointed out that the problem is essentially the European idea of Rationalisation :
rationality is a curse since it can cause humans to forget the natural order of things in ways other
creatures do not. A wolf never forgets his or her place in the natural order. American Indians can.
Europeans almost always do.

And there is the account of Sweet Medicine's prophesy to his Northern Cheyenne community that they
would meet the white people, who would come w/ long hair on their faces. The white people would
give them new things, like sugar, in return for things they want. They will try and teach the Cheyenne
their way of living. The new way of life will take over and when this happens, you will become crazy
and will forget all that I am teaching you now.

Posted by: b real | October 25, 2004 11:46 AM

In my martial arts training, we practice for techniques that will cause disabling pain, but not disabling
injuries. The reason is that we mean to convince people that not only did they lose, but that they have
just wronged someone who respects them nonetheless. The idea is to take mercy on someone just
when he is sure that he is in your power - at the moment when that person already realizes that he has
asked for the injury coming to him.

It is not really human to be grateful to someone who will forget. But people do seem to discover
gratitude when they can finally perceive that mercy is being offered to them not out of weakness, but
strength. But first you have to get to the position to offer mercy.

What are our strengths?

Posted by: Citizen | October 25, 2004 03:03 PM

Forgiving, or forgiveness, is possible only when the agressive or injuring party accepts it is forgiven,
when it takes the pardon that is offered by the victim(s) to its heart. Once the pardon is acknowledged
and admitted as a valid move, worthy of respect, guilt or fault of some kind is admitted and is at the
same time washed away. Reparation can then take place, it becomes possible to move on. (Reparation
need not involve money, concessions, apologies, etc.)

Forgetting is then no longer an issue. One can remember, or forget, or dance between the two.

A very simple thing, often forgotten.

On a dark desert highway, Cool wind in my hair ..Some dance to remember, some dance to forget...

(Eagles, Hotel California, just popped into my head...)

Posted by: Blackie | October 25, 2004 03:09 PM

Blackie: even more, first you have to make sure that the injuring party actually feels it has injured,
wronged someone, and that there is something to be forgiven, that there is something requiring
reconciliation. Otherwise, the injured party forgiving the injury will only empower the bully to go
further, and he will feign reconciliation, playing the others for fools. Basically, it's my opinion that it
was partly the case in S Africa and it was basically a way of making sure the Blacks wouldn't harass
the criminal Whites by asking for huge and well-deserved financial reparations; and it really pisses me
off when it comes to a case like Rwanda, where people are expected to forgive when there has been a
genocide and one group was nearly obliterated.
Frankly, all this is nice talk and feel-good-stuff, but do you think Hitler should simply have been
forgiven for WWII, for the Holocaust, and that was it, case settled? Should there never be any measure
of punishment as long as there is forgiving and reconciliation?
As far as I'm concerned, I'm rather a "never forget, never forgive" type, and my memory goes back a
very very long time ago.
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Posted by: Hans Schmidt | October 25, 2004 03:26 PM

I agree with Blackie on how forgiveness works from the perspective of the offender. However,
forgetting cannot really be an option for this forgiveness to do its work. If offenders forget what they
have done, then the forgiveness loses meaning.

Remembering by the offenders works best when it becomes understanding that motivates them to
relate to people differently. The resulting new ties and commitments can keep memories alive well
enough. Imagine if the United States had committed in 1973 to repairing all the bombing damage in
Vietnam, treating all Agent orange victimes, and helping to bury all the dead. The commitment
publically would have been enough to ensure that the practical details could be worked out later.

Michio Takeyama, a veteran, meditated on this from a Japanese postwar perspective in Harp Of
Burma

What should we be asking for people to do when we make real our chance to forgive them?

Posted by: Citizen | October 25, 2004 03:41 PM

I should add...

that I take seriously r'giap's warning about who has a right to forgive. Not having been misused there
as a soldier nor attacked as an Iraqi, I have no such right on the Iraq war. But if I accept responsibility,
then I will also have to say and do my part to making a path toward reconciliation. Some of that, I
expect, will involve creating a way of domestic remembering and forgiving.

Posted by: Citizen | October 25, 2004 03:53 PM

Hans:

Yes, the injured party has to feel injured, treated in an unjust, unlawful, way. ~I skipped that part, took
it for granted.

Injury is often feigned, or hyped up, as well. Victimhood can bring much attention, financial reward,
justification..amongst others, for illegitimate ripostes.

Bullies often are in the position to demand pardon, and blithely do so, counting on washing their slate
clean, at least publicly. SEE? they say. If the injured give in and comply, they are doing nothing but
bowing down their heads and submitting once more. Claro. That is clear.

I agree that S Africans were victims of such a process, but perhaps not entirely... I am far off though, I
wasnâ€™t there, it is hard for me to judge.

No, I certainly donâ€™t think Hitler should have been forgiven for WW2, the Holocaust, etc. My
position here is both that of an indignant (late!) bystander and that of a third generation victim. It is
mixed. Overall, I donâ€™t personally judge that I have the right, at this late date, to demand
reparation; and my pardon would be meaningless, I would not offer it even if I felt like it, which I
donâ€™t. I mention myself, because all this is about individual people and their emotions.

My post was not about feel-good stuff. It was, as RGiap would say, business. The business of pardon.

And pardon cannot be combined with revenge or punishment or even agressive demands for
reparation.

It takes two to pardon, that is all. It is a simple point, and does not pre-judge when, where, or how,
pardon can (or should) be offered or not, what reparation can be made, or not - that is up to the victims
and their tormentors.

I'm all for it though, if it is at all possible, and would prefer to dissociate 'forgive' from 'forget.'
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Posted by: Blackie | October 25, 2004 04:11 PM

Citizen wrote: Remembering by the offenders works best when it becomes understanding that
motivates them to relate to people differently.

I agree.

Better without the intermediary of religious belief, in my opinion, see for example:

... The Khmer Rouge's mountain stronghold, the town of Pailin in south west Cambodia, has four
churches, all with pastors and growing congregations. At least 2,000 of those who followed Pol Pot,
the guerrillas' former leader who died six years ago, now worship Jesus. (...) According to one pastor,
70% of the converts in Pailin are Khmer Rouge. For many, it offers a hope of salvation. "When I was
a soldier I did bad things. I don't know how many we killed. We were following orders and thought it
was the right thing to do," said Thao Tanh (52). "I read the Bible and I know it will free me from the
weight of the sins I have committed." ...

Mail and Guardian

Posted by: Blackie | October 25, 2004 04:26 PM

â€œBut to the simple, religion itself becomes a substitute for religion. This fact has been half
recognized since the early days of Christianity, but only the paradoxical Christians, the anti-official
philosophers, from Pascal by way of Lessing and Kierkegaard to Barth, made it the cornerstone of
their theology. With their new-found awareness they were not only radical but patient. But the others,
who rejected this knowledge and persuaded themselves with a heavy conscience that Christianity was
their own sure possession, had to affirm their eternal salvation as against the wordly damnation of all
those who did not make the dull sacrifice of reason."

Adorno and Horkheimer in Dialect of Enlightenment

This was written in 1944, but it continues to apply. We will not be thanked for being reasonable, but
recognized as dangerous challengers.

Posted by: Citizen | October 25, 2004 04:58 PM
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October 22, 2004

Strategic Campaign Extended

Fri Oct 22, 2004 06:21 AM ET

Washington DC (RBN)

The US government has extended its strategic communication campaign to remind
"Old"-Europeans of the danger of terrorism. The advertising and influence campaign,
which has be running for one year, recently launched into a new phase.

"We need to get more determination to actively fight the war on terror into the European
mind" a senior administration official said. "There is no way we will ever have German or
French troops in Iraq or Iran if we can not stir up the popular fervour," he added.

The campaign with the slogan "There is no future in terrorism" began in November 2003
with full page advertisements in leading newspapers in ten Western European countries.
Additional newspaper ads were launched in March 2004 and in October. New committed
funds now allow for 30 seconds TV spots with powerful scenes of nuclear, biological and
explosive attacks to be broadcasted.

The advertisement campaign is supervised by VALE International LTD, a group of
international professional advertising and public relation consultants under the leadership
of Norman Vale, a long time professional in international marketing.

VALE International has established a European entity under the label of "European
Security Advocacy Group". The website www.esag.info promises "sustained effort to
change people's attitudes and behaviour" and to "raise people's concern about the disastrous
threat terrorism poses to world peace".

The strategic communication effort is estimated to have cost $20 million. "We intend this
to get us at least one division of European troops into Iraq. That could save us a billion a
month," one official said. "It is the cheapest imaginable way to free our troops for other
commitments."

Related links:
European Security Advocacy Group
VALE INTERNATIONAL LTD
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BjÃ¸rn StÃ¦rk has the TV ads and more information

Posted by Bernhard on October 22, 2004 at 07:40 AM | Permalink

Comments

This initiative arrives none too soon!! Apparently European modes
of liberal theological thought are infecting such bastions of American moral rectitude as
Scarborough Country .
God only knows where it will all end, but a judicious application of American psywar
know-how may yet allow the heavenly-inspired hosts to prevail in Iraq, and everywhere
that terrorists dare to confront the armies of the Lord.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 22, 2004 07:56 AM

I predict the Europeans are [again]laughing at the 'ee-jits' in the white house.

If the White House REALLY wants to influence European public opinion, all they have to
do is 1. buy up European news outlets. Get Viacom and Disney and GE and Murdoch to
grab everything.
2. Pull back troops out of Europe and send Baptist missionaries instead. When the
Europeans have to cut social programs to fund their own defense, compassionate
conservatives will be poised for the kill.

If it works here, it will work there too.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 22, 2004 09:30 AM

"'There is no future in terr'ism'? Yeah, that'll convince them furriners... Euros... whatever
they are! Just like the War on Drugs stopped people from gettin' high..."

Seriously, the Bush administration answer to everything seems to be an
advertising/marketing campaign (translation: psy-ops). The truly sad part is that it seems to
actually work on many people.

Posted by: Jeff | October 22, 2004 09:53 AM

@gylangirl
Your point 1 is already well under way: Murdoch controls Sky-TV the largest satelite TV
company in Europe (I believe) and a good bit of the British press;
Berlusconi, another Bush ally
has a quasi-monopoly on Italian
mass media; and after bankruptcy Leo Kirch's German TV empire is now controlled by
Haim Saban, a self-confessed one-issue guy. (Israel)

Of course only Tin-hat conspiracy theorists see anything disquieting here.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 22, 2004 10:00 AM

I keep a 3-4 tin-foil hats on rotation, just so I'm always prepared.

I'm old enough to remember the news of military takeovers in foreign lands (Africa stands
out in my mind) and the point my history teacher made -- they always take over the radio
stations, TV stations, newspapers FIRST.
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Posted by: Jeff | October 22, 2004 10:06 AM

I don't want to descend into full paranoid mode: as Harry Truman used to say there's
nothing wrong with lobbying, and just as industrial lobbying could be countered by labor
lobbying (at least back in the good old days) so too media concentration, while disquieting,
is potentially counterbalanced by the possibilities offered by the internet. That is a delicious
paradox when one considers the military origins of the net. It's possible to be better
informed than ever before, but, I fear, most people have neither the disposition, time, nor
the energy to exploit these
new possibilities. This forum is one place that gives rise to some hope.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 22, 2004 10:14 AM

most technologies have some military origins. subsidized by the public, of course.

Want to know the hardware behind Echelon?

Posted by: b real | October 22, 2004 10:27 AM

@ b real
Nice link. Recent (dis?)information would have it that Echelon is outmoded, and that
"they" are having difficulty
in coping with the enormous flux of new signals. But then, that's what "they" would want
us to believe isn't it. I am a bit fanatical about the importance of COMSEC,
(communications security) in
international affairs, but I suspect the Yanks are really losing that battle by now, despite
undocumented software and hardware "features" supplied by complacent national
companies. There was an interesting thread ("Thuraya Phones in Iraq") in this regard on
George Maschke's

Intelligence forum at the Topica website. (Registration required, I think, but no big hassle,
you can even be anonymous if you desire).

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 22, 2004 10:40 AM

Is this a fake news site or something? ESAG is not funded by the US government. There is,
from what I'm aware, not a shred of evidence indicating otherwise - and the matter of fact
way this article claims that there is is highly suspicious, as is the quote at the end.

I've got nothing against fake news sites, as long as they're fairly obvious fakes. That is not
the case here, which makes me wonder about the author's motives.

Posted by: BjÃ¸rn StÃ¦rk | October 22, 2004 11:10 AM

Someone seems to be ESAG-erating.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 22, 2004 11:16 AM

@ BjÃ¸rn StÃ¦rk
Yes, it is fake, Bernhard does this to us and is probably peeing his pants laughing.

What messes you up is that it could be.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 22, 2004 02:56 PM
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Unfortunately this is apparently not fake.

Science magazine suggests Brazil has capacity to produce nuclear weapons.

Oh boy, let's invade Brazil! I wonder what they've got that we want? Is Science a known
element of the Mighty Wurlitzer, btw?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 23, 2004 09:38 PM

The posting is only one quarter fake. ESAG is existing. I did see the TV spots several times
myself. That`s why I started researching.

- the TV spots are runnning as are the newspaper adds.
- ESAG has a website but does not name any money source
- VALE International is running the campaign
- Mr. Vale will not say who pays or this multi million $ campaign.
These are facts!

- The "officials" and their cites are made up by me.

Now who is paying multimillion $ to scare Europeans on terror?

Posted by: b | October 24, 2004 06:01 AM

b: The posting is only one quarter fake. ESAG is existing.

Yes. But I don't see the relevance. You're making up facts in a way that, to accidental
readers with little knowledge of the subject, appear factual. Why? I don't detect an attempt
to be humorous here. So why did you make up these facts? Why didn't you mark this entry
in a way so that a random intelligent reader searching for, say, ESAG + US government,
can tell that it is fake?

Posted by: BjÃ¸rn StÃ¦rk | October 24, 2004 11:45 AM

@BS

Because it is
1. most likely the US government is paying this campaign and I am not aware of any other
organisation that
1a. had officially annonced a program of strategic disinformation
1b. could have any interest in spending millions on such a thing

2. Because it is a message from RBN - reality based news and this is a Reality-based blog -
(sometimes in the Bush sense).
3. The readership of this blog knows itÂ´s half truth because they did read the last two
RBN messages here too
4. Because it is my blog run in the tradition of Billmons Whiskey Bar and the first
amendment is relevant here

Posted by: b | October 24, 2004 12:48 PM

b

the event are so, so sad - that i like others here need your humour tho i've been tricked more
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than once

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 24, 2004 12:52 PM

b: Because it is
1. most likely the US government is paying this campaign and I am not aware of any other
organisation that

Irrelevant. You may argue that this is likely all you like. That's not what you did here.

The readership of this blog knows itÂ´s half truth because they did read the last two RBN
messages here too

I'm sure they do. Random visitors, possibly researching who ESAG's sponsors are, do not.
Did you follow the Google link? Your site is number 9 on the search ESAG + "US
government". All I'm saying is that this gives you a moral responsibility to mark your fake
entries as fake. Otherwise you mislead people.

Posted by: BjÃ¸rn StÃ¦rk | October 24, 2004 04:54 PM

@BS

All I'm saying is that this gives you a moral responsibility to mark your fake entries as fake.
Otherwise you mislead people.

Say as you like - I deny any "moral" responsibility to mark what I write to your
satisfaction.

If people are mislead by this it's fine with me. Maybe they will ask their government who
pays for these aids. That should be helpful to find out who has the moral responsibility for
the disinformation terror campaign.

Posted by: b | October 24, 2004 05:10 PM

b: If people are mislead by this it's fine with me. Maybe they will ask their government who
pays for these aids.

Then you're a liar, who use false information to further your political cause, and no better
than the kind of group you believe ESAG is. Very well, I won't bother you any more.

Posted by: BjÃ¸rn StÃ¦rk | October 25, 2004 01:34 AM

Well, anything that can convince people the current US admin at large is a bunch of
traitorous scheming scumbags bent on world domination is fine with me. Doesn't matter if
it's true or not, as long as it helps to bring them down by any means necessary.
Beside, this whole stuff is stupid. If the US wants to convince Europe that they too have to
fight terrorism, they only need to do some covert ops terror attacks, like blowing up
Spanish trains. Not that I'm suggesting any link here, mind you. Just keep in mind that
Instapundit once said that since "EU was using Palestinians killing Israelis as a proxy war
against the US, the US would be legitimate to fund Muslim terrorists to kill Europeans, this
way showing them they're not safe and should support Bush instead of fighting him".
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Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 25, 2004 09:13 AM

I went down to the Pentagon for the annual Army 10 Miler race on Sunday. My husband
couldn't run in it this year because registration closed before his return from overseas, so
the two of us worked as volunteers. We arrived before dawn and it was cold and wet and
coffee was maddeningly hard to come by, but it was not an unenjoyable morning. With
about 20,000 participants, the 10 Miler is open to civilians but thousands of active-duty,
National Guard, and Reserve soldiers take part, many competing in teams that come from
posts abroad. It is not often anymore that I find myself moving about in a sea of soldiers,
especially the very young men and women who comprise the majority of the Armed Forces
- Privates and Lieutenants and Specialists and Sergeants and Captains. Observing and
listening all morning, I kept in mind rgiap's words:

"for me they are no different from the german armies who marched through western &
eastern europe - there is no difference to me at all"

What to make of that?

Rgiap is obviously quite sincere, and is to be given credit for stating unequivocally what
logically follows from the not uncommon belief that Bush is appropriately likened to Hitler
and OIF (or the War on Terror generally) to Germany's war under the Reich. Referring to
US soldiers as murderers became unfashionable and rather frowned upon after Vietnam and
it is currently the habit of most American war protesters to steer clear of such broad
indictments. They support the soldiers but condemn the war, they say - or support the
soldiers BY condemning the war. But terrorists and murderers, as rgiap specifically
identifies American soldiers in one of his Saturday posts, deserve no such support. What
terrorists and murderers deserve is death and defeat - the complete removal of their threat to
the civilized world. Those who defend or consciously refrain from condemning the guilty
commit treason against the innocent. And, truth be told, the Nazi army had a greater claim
to innocence, on the whole, than our own, being in large measure conscripted.

Just as the Third Reich's campaign of extermination and enslavement could not have been
improved upon under different leadership, so our own war cannot, if the comparison is
accurate, benefit morally from a change in fuehrer. If its execution becomes more
competent, more efficatious, under a new civilian leader, then it is all the more dangerous
and regrettable. Furthermore, any man who would desire to lead, to carry on with, such a
brutal criminal enterprise is a psychopath of the first rank, in common with the present
leader - a man from which civilized human beings can only recoil in horror, and one for
which there can be no redeeming feature.

Rgiap means what he says and what he says has logical implications. Because he is highly
respected here by many, his words merit serious attention, and none perhaps more than the
grave opinion expressed above. He is certainly not the only person on earth, or even at
MOA, to be of that opinion and this is another reason to carefully consider where it leads.

Think about it.

Posted by: Pat | October 25, 2004 12:40 PM

pat

i do mean what i say - & i thank you for recognising that fact & the implications of what is
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being said

i know you say it as a complete condemnation of my position but as always your post have
the merit of being honest - of not pulling back - & i appreciate that

as in the instance i gave in the case of the vietnam war - i understood exactly what were the
implications of my actions & i took & still take responsibility of those actions - knowing
absolutely that their end product perhaps comprimised my humanity. but that war needed to
end as i feel this war needs to end - & i knew one had to go further than talking, or writing
or a whole range of other activities - that in & of themselves do not lead to a soldiers death
- soldiers of either side - but i knew that my action was directly connected with that
possibility & i had to reconcile myself to that fact though i shared that responsibility with
others

& you're also correct pat - that i see this army as an army of barbarians - as a mass - they
are - i do not withdraw that statement - knowing that the men & women who constitute that
army are men & women like you & i & they contain disproportionately - the people with
whom i feel a natural affinity - the poor, the marginalised, foreigners who fight to have the
green card. but as a mass, a force, a power - they indeed constitute an enemy of humanity &
for me not so different in fact or reality from the unspeakable reality of the organisation(s)
which are constituted either by the salafist, or by o b l - for them as for all absolutists - the
people do not even constitute anything other than a contingent reality(ies)

& i do believe as you have suggested - that for me silence constitutes consent & consent
equals without doubt - in any fundamental sense - accord

i am too melancholy a marxist to believe we are capable of qualitative change in a moment
- or even over a long period of time - but i do think we are capable of qualitative shifts -
even if those shifts are made for the sake of nothing other than survival. in that sense kerry
could constitute a quantitative change - but also as you've pointed out - i accept that if he is
just a more efficient means to carry out this war - then yes - he becomes a palpably more
dangerous instrument than the dregs of the three or four administrations who are in effect
the circle of bush. & they carry with them all the bent & perverse follies of those
administrations. so if kerry was to continue this war by other means - then yes he is
undoubtedly the more dangerous

i want to go back to your actions in germany & mine in vietnam - we accept responsibility
& acted out our world views & that is in effect simply what i ask other people to do & it is
a large part of my work in this country is to demand for people to take responsibility for
their lives, the lives of their community, the lives of their country & the world they live in -
this responsibilisation for me is the most basic fact of my life - it means as i have said to
alabama - that the giving can be done without wanting the other to share my opinion, for
example & would see as a logical consequence of my work that people differ violently
from me, & they do

you demand as i do - that people really reflect on what is being said - that is is not
fetishistic or elaboration - but in some sense - a coming to terms. i am reminded here of
what the filmmaker rainer fassbinder once sd 'that if you are incapable of telling the truth
the least you can do is to try not to lie"

& in that sense, i respect what you have said, & waht you say - while acknowledging we
are diametrically opposed - but that our duty here - & i take these post very seriouslly
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indeed, requires the truth to be said despite the offence it may cause

i remember defending you pat against the texts of galiel because i thought he was being
personally offensive to you - & for me that was unacceptable - i suppose you will find that
strange, tragic maybe even comic - that the person who implicity calls for military end to
your country's occupÃ¢tion is the same person who wants manners to be considered
seriouslly. & it seems to be the highest manners here is to listen. to really listen. & that i
have tried

& i have found it disrespectful - when you & others have spoken of a choir - i simply do
not see that - at all. everyone here is so singular in their intent, in their manner, in their
writing - in their way of communicating with one another - i cannot possibly see it in any
forms as a choir. if we write & we think well - then hopefully there is a resonance with the
other who is reading & sometimes responding. & when i write to you i think i see a pat not
just any public whatever. certainly i must make presumptions but we exist within a forum
where those presumptions can be hit on the head, quickly

i am also thankfull for the interventions of alabam & deanander - who demand a cooler
response - less heated - & they are right to ask for that - there is sufficient noise in our
world - but as you have clearly understood - when i am speaking here i speak with my
voice & perhaps the traged of that voice is that i was born with a yeatsian 'fanatic heart'

this to say you are an essential voice here - you are not a bully & a thief like a roy cohn or a
karl rove - your voice's humanity is clear to me - thoug i would never wish to be on the
other side of your interrogators table

speaking of which i & others have been concerned fro a long time with the dissapearance of
'outraged' - he brought so much to this community that i long for his frantic posts

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 25, 2004 02:05 PM

From what I understand of the professional German military in WW2, they were not to be
confused with the evil SS. Individual german soldiers, like Rommel, had integrity and
honor -- and saw Hitler for what he was and, although they followed orders on the
battlefield, they did not follow the bigotry and hatred and the orders to commit civilian
atrocities.

Can the same be said for our military? Are our soldiers merely fighting enemy soldiers on
the battlefield, or are they jarhead bigots who believe they are on a Christian crusade to kill
'sandniggers' and 'towelheads'? There seem to be some elements of the SS within our own
military system. Two words: ABU GRAIB.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 25, 2004 08:49 PM

2 more words: geneva conventions.

Our military is becoming a Republican Party tool opposed to the geneva conventions,
blindly following the Party, not the UCMJ.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 25, 2004 09:04 PM
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October 21, 2004

Newsflash

Mon Oct 25, 2004 03:12 AM ET

BAGHDAD (RBN) - Jordanian militant Abu Musab al-Zarqawi has been captured after a
firefight at a roadblock north of rebel-held Falluja. The announcement was made early
Monday morning at an hastily arranged news conference by Falah Hasan Al Naqib, Iraqs
Interior Minister.

"We have heard those reports and we do believe they are true," Lieutenant Colonel Steve
Boylan, a U.S. military spokesman in Baghdad, told RBN. "We are in contact with the
marines based around Falluja," he said.

An Iraqi defense ministry spokesman also confirmed the report.

Zarqawi is believed to have been among 5 militants seized at a U.S.-led roadblock
operation on their way north from Falluja. One man resembled Zarqawi and DNA tests are
being conducted, the sources said. There were no further details.

Another senior U.S. officer also confirmed the report. "There was a short firefight and
several of the terrorists are wounded," Lieutenant Colonel Eric Schnaible told RBN.
"Zarqawi seems to be unharmed," he added.

Zarqawi, with a $25 million price on his head, is the United States' main enemy at large in
Iraq and is blamed for some of the worst insurgent violence against the U.S.-backed interim
Iraqi administration.

Zarqawi's Tawhid and Jihad group claimed responsibility for suicide bombings last
Thursday that killed up to four Americans in the heart of Baghdad's fortified Green Zone,
seat of the government and home to the U.S. and British embassies.

A spokesman of President Bush in Washington would not confirm the report but refered to
an exclusive life interview with the President by Charlie Gibson scheduled for today's
"Good Morning America".

Posted by Bernhard on October 21, 2004 at 09:03 AM | Permalink

Comments
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Oh shit, there goes the election. Well Jeb Bush and Diebold would have seen to it anyway,
with the introduction of electronic voting machines, I doubt there will be another Democrat
president ever again.

Posted by: Mapreader | October 21, 2004 09:22 AM

So who gets the 25 million? Keep your eye on the money...

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 21, 2004 09:42 AM

How come no one else is reporting this? I expected to see the fox news website loudly
screaming about it.

Posted by: | October 21, 2004 09:48 AM

What's RBN? "Real Bernhard-manufactured News"?

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 21, 2004 09:50 AM

b
yr a little devil
still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 21, 2004 10:10 AM

You mean this is a joke, I was shitting my fucking pants anbd cursing god, but I am
relieved.

Posted by: | October 21, 2004 10:13 AM

We should get ready for something along these lines in the next few days. Zarqawi is
probably too obscure (even for those who believe in his existence) to give Bush the
needed pre-electoral boost, so I would be betting on either Osama being "found" )or
"found dead") or a providential terrorist
attack, perhaps "nipped in the bud" thanks to
Bush's resolute (and fictitious) intervention. With luck, even such nonsense won't be
enough to stop the post-debate Kerry surge.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 21, 2004 10:44 AM

Darn,
I bought it. Can only console me with that I saw through the drunken-bush story. CanÂ´t
trust anyone these days, but I guess thats the point.

But if they hand up some "Zarqawi" I think it might be interesting to see who gets those 25
million bucks. And who doesnÂ´t. If it is known as a ploy by the soldiers who "captures" a
tied-up "Zarqawi" from the back of a us-military truck. Their colleges might be jealous, as
might the grunts who picked up the poor fellow in the first place. And so on. Store this plan
in reality-based drawer.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 21, 2004 10:47 AM

I do not believe anything.

Posted by: curioso | October 21, 2004 10:48 AM
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similar to the rumour that bushCo will announce that they have the corpse of UBL (via
China?) right before the election and then, after king george's coronation, announce that
they were mislead and that the bogeyman is still plotting dastardly deads b/c he has an
ideology of hate and the king will have to unleash more jackbooted freedom marchers to
protect our cities, shopping malls and schoolkids

Posted by: b real | October 21, 2004 10:57 AM

Bernhard is just predicting the news on Thursday 28 Nov 2004

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 21, 2004 11:26 AM

28 October even

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 21, 2004 11:33 AM

people, there is a hint right at the beginning of the article: Mon Oct 25 . I assume RBN ==
Republican Broadcasting Network.

/tin foil mode on
Zarqawi has been the boogeyman for every single shootout or bombing in Iraq. Zarqawi
this , Zarqawi that, the news hacks will swallow anything. It's almost as if he was beeing
prepared to be captured/killed. Either they allready got him or now exactly where he is.
Some "black op squad" will retrieve him at the right time.

/tin foil mode off, yes, off

If you do not believe in conspiracies like this, there was a documentary on BBC about the
Watergate break-in.

Here is a short introductory passage from the Wikipedia:

Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy ... had also previously worked in the White House
in the Special Investigations Unit, nicknamed the "Plumbers". This group
investigated leaks of information the administration did not want publicly
known, and ran various operations against the Democrats and anti-war
protesters. Most famously, they broke into the office of the psychologist of
Daniel Ellsberg, who had leaked the Pentagon Papers and was prosecuted for
espionage, theft, and conspiracy. Typically for their level of work, Hunt and
Liddy found nothing, and so they trashed the office to cover their tracks. The
break-in was only linked to the White House much later, but at the time it
caused the collapse of Ellsberg's trial.

Attorney General John Mitchell, ... as the head of CREEP, along with
campaign manager Jeb Stuart Magruder and Fred LaRue, approved Hunt and
Liddy's espionage plans, including the break-in,

In the documentary, either Hunt or Liddy was interviewed. He bragged how they made
many scenarios of operations against the Democrats and gave them code-names like
"Diamond", "Rubin". They made so many of the plans that they run out of names and had
to use names like "Brick", "Coal". The whole project was called "Gemstone". Most of the
operations were really dirty tactics, like paying prostitutes to seduce candidates and take
pictures.
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They went to AG Mitchell to approve them. Mitchell looked through the plans and said that
this is not exactly what he expected, too illegal. He approved the Wategate break-in as the
most legal of them all.

So here you have it. All that is needed are a few determined men from the "security
industry" who do the dirty work. If you "believe" that Bush is the only candidate to fight
terrorism, then the ends do justify the means. It happened before. Bush does not even need
to know anything about it.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 21, 2004 11:48 AM

Since we're having a little fun here with the reporting game, I recommend a brief tour of
Juan Cole's site this morning, where he tells us what it's like to read today's long NYTimes
piece by Michael Gordon, the one about the disbanding of the Iraqi army in May of 2003.
Cole calls Gordon's article "maddening," and that's almost an understatement. Gordon
barely mentions the name of Wolfowitz, and rigorously excludes any mention of the
"Gestapo" in the Pentagon (Powell's own term) or its bond with Likud, the neo-cons, and
Cheney. Given the scope and ambitions of this article, it may qualify as the single worst
piece of "journalism" to appear in the Times since the silencing of Judith Miller, and
anyone who doubts that the Times is a privileged mouthpiece for AIPAC really ought to
scope it out (Bremer's the scapegoat this time around).

Posted by: alabama | October 21, 2004 11:59 AM

my nerves are now officially shot to pieces!

Posted by: ByteB | October 21, 2004 12:58 PM

So here's the question. If the NYT is really "The Jerusalem Post West", and I grant you
there is plenty of supporting evidence for such a view -- then how is it that the damning
Suskind article made it to print? Does this mean that AIPAC is backing Kerry?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 21, 2004 01:13 PM

Maybe the above press release of Reality Based News (RBN) was wrong.

The AP story says

Bush has visited his Crawford home 40 times since 2001, according to the
White House travel office. He will be back in Texas on Saturday for his 41st
visit since he was sworn into office in 2001.

Why is Bush going to Texas so shortly before the election? When he delivered the plastic
turkey in Iraq on thanksgiving, he was also supposed to be in Crawford.
If he flies out to Iraq Friday night he will be in Iraq around Saturday afternoon local time.
Some pictures, some handshakes and back on the plane. He could be back Saturday
evening. The stunt would be discussed on the Sunday morning shows and Bush would
deliver his points Monday morning in "Good Morning America" (that interview IS
scheduled).
He would dominate at least two news cycles, maybe even more. That would be a typical
Rove stunt.

Of course it would be much better if he personally would catch Zarqawi while in Iraq -
cameras rolling - but that is some strech. On the other side - if Zarqawi would be "catched"
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around the time Bush is in Iraq Fox news would declare that it was Bush personally who
did it.

Even Hollywood would be impressed.

Posted by: b | October 21, 2004 01:51 PM

Yep it looks to me like the Big Boyz are dumping the Dub. Of course they can't be too
obvious about it. Wouldn't it be fun to see the inner workings a bit more clearly; we know
there are some wars going on in there but it is hard to tell whose side who is on and what
exactly the various objectives are.

I mean if nobody can answer the -objective?- question for invading Iraq, some of these
others must be quite murky too. The trick must be to just believe and pray. No point in
trying to think it through.

Posted by: rapt | October 21, 2004 01:53 PM

Give credit to Pat who first predicted this story would break within 48 hrs. 24 hrs to go....
but it's a good bet it WILL happen prior to the election. Frankly if this is the October
surprise, I will be somewhat relieved.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 21, 2004 02:04 PM

Anybody see the weird photo of Carl Rove under Air Force One?
Shortly afterward there was an item about mysterious holes found in the undercarriages of
some commercial aircraft. Now there's a fake news story waiting to happen!

Posted by: | October 21, 2004 02:08 PM

Goodness b, pass the dope around. Danke!

I agree with Hannah, Zarkaoui is not important enough. A ‘dead’ latecomer doesn’t hack it.

Binny, now, the poster boy with kidney problems, that’d be something.

Rumors have Binny sipping tea with the Uighurs.*

It is true, I have heard, that in Uighuristan things have been quiet. One of my cousins
married one, so I get news from time to time.

*Xinjiang Uygur Zizhiqu, Uighuristan or Eastern Turkistan or Chinese Tukerstan. - an
Autonomous Region of China. Spelling varies...

El Mundo has the dope, err, the rumors:

El Mundo (English) via Info Clearing House

Posted by: Blackie | October 21, 2004 02:22 PM

DeAnander: have you heard Kerry utter a single word that would give AIPAC any cause
for worry? I haven't heard it myself....

Posted by: alabama | October 21, 2004 02:28 PM

so much disinformation... so little time...
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Posted by: b real | October 21, 2004 02:33 PM

@ Coyote Bernhard

Took that one HLS* but thought good, better now than
Nov1st. Such a farce, like the capture of Pablo Escobar slowed the drug train down -- don't
see why they insist on personification as the means to characterize some larger issue, when
the bump of success is so quickly followed by the void of inconsequence.

Anybody see the Suskind interview on Charlie Rose?
A very weird interview indeed. Suskind had this disconcerting combination of bubbley
effusive blind praise of Bushs Godly intuition while also exuding this sense of dread about
the consequences of those actions. Interestingly enough, Suskinds obsession with the Bush
personality seemed, implicitly to revolve around this dominionist/fundy notion of sin/evil
as it pertains to the actions Bush has taken -- and that would be; Bush cannot be held
morally responsible for the evil things he has done because he has been chosen,
predetermined by God, to take the actions he has taken -- therefore Bush is doing Gods
work and is beyond rebuke. And also herein lies the fundamentalist handshake with the
Machiavelli drivin neo-cons. Anyway I could'nt decide whether Suskind was drunk or
hungover, or both.

Posted by: anna missed | October 21, 2004 02:53 PM

@anna missed
didn't catch rose, but i got a kick out of suskind's stmt yesterday in the democracy now
interview "Iâ€™m not pro-Bush or anti-Bush, Iâ€™m pro-fact. I'm a reporter."

Posted by: b real | October 21, 2004 03:06 PM

@anna missed -

you wonder "why they insist on personification as the means to characterize some larger
issue" - giving escobar as an example

i believe that the the personification of the supposed enemy is useful for its effect on the
thinking of the masses - it gives them someone to hate, and a chance to rejoice when they
are killed or, less dramatically, captured - it's melodrama, entertainment, that's all

and speaking of larger issues - more and more, as the time when i patronized the informal
economy for recreational substances becomes longer and longer ago (i may have inhaled a
few times) - i realize that the trade in psychoactive powders is VERY big business - and i
wonder how much of what goes on is shaped by the rivers of THAT money flowing
underground - who gets a cut, how much of what they do is designed to keep that cash
coming

as lily tomlin's character stated, "no matter how cynical i get, i still can't keep up"

Posted by: mistah charley | October 21, 2004 03:09 PM

@gylangirl

I said I'll be surprised if he's not dead or in custody "very soon" and that it might be 48 hrs
between the time of capture/kill and the time of announcement. I'd put "very soon" within a
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couple of weeks. (Stop talking about it or you'll jinx it. Some guy at USNWR or Newsweek
has an article on it today and I had an unhappy Geraldo moment just spying the headline.)

But then I wrongly predicted the outcome of the ALCS. (Anaheim-Long Beach Chompsky
Symposium? Alice Longworth Cribbage Smackdown? Angry Liberal Conspiracy
Sweepstakes? Acronyms are fun.)

Posted by: Pat | October 21, 2004 04:39 PM

This is all well and good but how many Americans can find Abu Musab al-Zarqawi on a
map?

The small percentage that know about Mr. Z are following the war closely enough to know
that the whole Iraqi situation is lost and that capturing one Scarlet Pimpernel won't change
things.

Meanwhile Falluja becomes the Mafeking of the Arab world, just waiting for an Iraqi
Baden Powell and some Boy Scouts to rescue its citizens from the Boerish Americans.

Posted by: biklett | October 21, 2004 04:54 PM

airlift[airborne launch] control squadron? a[ir]c[ommand]c[ontrol]s[system] logistical
support concept? automated laboratory [or library] control system? american league
championship series?

so many acronyms... so little time...

Posted by: b real | October 21, 2004 05:21 PM

If a bunch of mercs capture Usama, Zarqawi or the dead corpse of one of them, there is still
bound to be some low-grade military officers who saw the orders to clear the area (no
witnesses) and let in the mercs. And they are bound to feel had if the mercs get the 25
million. I feel the Bushies has trapped themselves when they put up the rewards, the greed
makes it harder to keep people in cheque.

But if the corpse turn up within days of the election, they might be able to drown every
dissenting voice until after the election. But isnÂ´t the Bushies losing their grip over the
media?

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 21, 2004 05:47 PM

anna missed i saw the show last night. i admit it was pretty weird but i chalked it up to him
trying to seem like he was really exploring the depths of his nature so the viewer could trust
his (suskinds)judgement. but i did wonder if he was going to come out with a personal
stand against him, i mean that article was not written by a pro bush guy. at the end when
charlie ask him for or against and he said as an american his gut feared for another term he
came out clearly against him, and that coming from someone who almost defended bushes
rational for being the way he was, spoke for itself.

Posted by: annie | October 21, 2004 05:59 PM

ref. Pat

When I was in a German Army S1 course and franticly trying to find some acronym I
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didnÂ´t know, a staff sergeant pointed me honestly and seriously to long row of
instructions and to a binder that was labeled:

AkvzdBw.
That binder kept the current version of the
"AbkÃ¼rzungsverzeichnis der Bundeswehr"
translated:
"Acronym Catalog of Armed Forces or
AnCloAFc.

Later I found this to be an interesting boot problem for computing.

"Find the start address of the program you need to execute to find the start address."
or for insiders:
FSAopyntetFSA.

It took a while to find a generic solution for this problem.

Posted by: b | October 21, 2004 06:01 PM

Ex-CIA Chief Tenet Calls Iraq War 'Wrong'

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 21, 2004 06:22 PM

@biklett:

One person's Pimpernell is another's Saladin, or something. More serious, how many
Americans could find Iraq on a map?

@AkvzdBw:

Bernhard Minderbinder strikes again.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 21, 2004 06:46 PM

@b

Fun with German acronyms/abbreviations! We used to make up our own. I was a German
linguist in the Army (back when all interrogators had to have a foreign language). The
majority of foreign acronyms running around in my head were Soviet/East German.

Posted by: Pat | October 21, 2004 07:03 PM

Remember that acronyms are words formed by abbreviations. If you can't pronounce it
easily it is probably a TLA (three letter abbreviation; if more than three, just an
abbreviation).

WTF? is the most useful TLA I know. Especially lately.

Posted by: biklett | October 21, 2004 08:12 PM

Ahh people, the home stretch is here and I can see everyone is holding their breath for that
October suprise that will make them fall off their seat and claim its all over except for
Bushie to win the WH again. Bullshit. I was watching a show, either hardball or capital
report that had Larry Sabito, the best predictor of presidential elections I've seen through
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the years. He believes the polls are not reflecting new voter registration that usually go's at
least 67% to the democrat.

In other words Sabito believes the polls are full of shit and kerry is leading in all of the
swing states. Lets hope he's right. Cheers, I know tomorrow I will be at the cabin on Lake
Huron ribbing my brother in law about how Bushie is toast.

I love Irish Creme.

Posted by: jdp | October 21, 2004 09:27 PM

biklett said --

"...This is all well and good but how many Americans can find Abu Musab al-Zarqawi on a
map?..."

Point taken.

But then again, may not be the point.

Instead Real point may be that the Rovians have used the Ozzian Wizardry set up their new
straw man behind the curtain, and if/when they take it down the SCLM will eat it up, hard
evidence or no.

Hell, Bernhard may wanna move that date up to Saturday.....The Twig's next day off.

Posted by: RossK | October 22, 2004 02:10 AM

@ DeAnander, Alabana and Blackie

The AIPAC penetration of Kerry's inner circle is not secret, and no surprise. The lobby
always hedges its bets and leave no useful palm ungreased. It wouldn't be "serious" if it
acted in any other way.
A bit of Googling produces the following indicative snippets:

The 50 members of the board of directors [of AIPAC] are a cross section of
influential figures in Republican and Democratic politics and in civic affairs
across the country ... Norman Brownstein, a prominent Denver lawyer, was an
early financial backer of the Kerry campaign.

Since 2000, the board members have contributed an average of $72,000 each
to campaigns and political committees. One in every five AIPAC board
members is a top fundraiser for Kerry or Bush.
************************
From the Iowa Kerry Campaign Website:
*********************
Caucus/Field Director Jonathan Epstein
Worked ... at Kerry national headquarters as the campaign desk for Iowa, New
Hampshire and California. National political director for the Citizen Soldier
Fund, Kerry's leadership PAC. Campaign director at the DSCC in the
beginning of the 2002 cycle. Deputy political director at the DSCC in 2000.
Political outreach director for AIPAC from 1997-99.
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Roger C. Altman, while not, to my knowledge directly, employed by or affiliated to AIPAC
has been characterized as an "uncompromising pro-Israel spokesman" and has an

interesting past and

interesting business associates.

There's nothing surprising here, although one might wonder
about what sort of influence is wielded by other figures not in the public domain.

Even those of us who know we don't know anything
can anticipate a smooth transition from the Bush
to the Kerry Administrations, as one Skull and Bonesman passes the crown to another.

The Gordon Thomas link was interesting. It would make an interesting book to read about
journalists who have made a career out of being more or less open and more or less credible
spokesmen for various intelligence agences, e.g. Gordon Thomas ,
Bob Woodward, Vernon Loeb, Sy Hersh, Victor Ostrowsky, and my
personal favorite the unforgettable KGB flack Victor Louis.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 22, 2004 04:20 AM

Kudos to Pat. I awoke this morning to the announcement on NPR that Zarqawi has been
captured.

Keep us posted, Pat!

Posted by: gylangirl | October 23, 2004 06:37 PM
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October 21, 2004

World League

Congratulations to the Red Sox for winning the American League. The next step is to play
and win the World Series now.

After the US baseball team did not make the qualification for the 2004 Olympics, playing
the World Series is quite an achievement.

There is also this contest about being leader of the free world where an underdog may win
this year. Let's take the Red Sox win as a good omen.

Posted by Bernhard on October 21, 2004 at 04:39 AM | Permalink

Comments

I have been a Red Sox fan for over 50 years,
and if there's one thing I have learned it
is to deal with defeat, disappointment and downright psychological disaster. This victory of
the Yankees is particularly sweet, but if Red Sox history is any guide it will only lead to
disappointment in the finals.
On the other hand, a World Series between the Boston Red Sox and the Houston Astros
reaching a conclusion at the same time as the Kerry-Bush battle could seem like an
alignment of the stars and planets fit to
delight the adepts of both "biblical rapture" and progressives hoping for a political and
paradigmatic realignment.
The possibilities, though limited, are all fraught with "moral significance" or
"eschatological content":
1) Red Sox and Kerry both win; it's the millenium, the second coming, and rapture
all in one.
2) Red Sox win, Kerry loses; God gives a consolation prize to the godless liberals
3) Astros win; Kerry wins; the rapturists
get the consolation prize
4) Astros win; Bush wins; the triumph of faith over reason; the humbling of the Eastern
establishment and the establishment
of athletic theocracy.
Of course it may be the Cardinals, rather than the Astros, in which case any Bostonian's
memory returns with trepidation to memories of Enos Slaughter and Johnny Peskey (1946)
or Bob Gibson and Lou Brock (1967). The latter match-up would enrich the baseball lore
of an already historic rivalry, but this year an Astros-Red Sox World Series would
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transcend
mere baseball and enter in American mythology.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 21, 2004 06:03 AM

Oops, make that "this victory OVER the Yankess" (Ingrained habits die hard!)

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 21, 2004 06:04 AM

Always great to see the Yankees go down. They are the Republican Party of baseball.

Posted by: chaelman | October 21, 2004 09:36 AM

B - the "World Series" actually comes from the name of a newspaper, "the world". No
imperialism, or thinking that "North America rules" in that case...

Glad that the Red Sox won as well. I'm actually looking forward to a very symbolic sweep
of the Astros by the Red Sox. As I read this morning, the psychological effect of having
Red Sox fans, starting with Kerry himself, in a great mood, is a psychological phenomenon
which can have real political effects (motivating the troops, following a winner, etc...)

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 21, 2004 09:45 AM

@JÃ©rÃ´me

A persistent myth is that the "World" in "World Series" came about because
the New York World newspaper sponsored it. Baseball researcher Doug
Pappas refutes that claim, demonstrating a linear progression from the phrase
"World's Championship Series" (used to describe the 1903 series) to "World's
Series" to "World Series". Furthermore, investigation of the New York World
for the relevant years revealed no evidence of the supposed sponsorship. (For
details, see Mr. Pappas's web page on the subject: Link

Wikipedia

Posted by: b | October 21, 2004 10:32 AM

And Snopes seems to agree the New York World origin is BS.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 21, 2004 11:17 AM

Thanks guys. Out-smartassed!

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 21, 2004 11:19 AM

I'm just so happy that the Cardinals took out the Astros. I spent all day dreading a
Boston/Houston series, and all the metaphors that would engender.

It'll be a Red series, comrades.

Posted by: catlady | October 22, 2004 02:05 AM
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October 20, 2004

Latest News

Wed Oct 20, 2004 11:59 AM ET

Washington (RBN) - President Bush caught the flu and will rest in the White House until
further notice. "The President came down with a nasty variant of a regular flu virus and
suffers from a cold and intermediate headache," spokesman Scott McClellan announced.
"His doctors asked the President to refer from further travel and the President has agreed,"
he added.

The announcement came shortly after the President had attended a campaign strategy lunch
at an institute in Rancho Mirage, California. Witnesses said the President fainted while
picking up a heavy brown bag that has slipped out of his hand on the way back from the
meeting to his official limousine. The President is currently aboard Air Force One flying
back to Washington DC.

Unlike Congress the President had refrained from a flu shot after a recent shortage in flu
vaccine has resulted in accusations of administration mismanagement.

Posted by Bernhard on October 20, 2004 at 01:54 PM | Permalink

Comments

Fainted?

Passed out? overmedicated? stumbling drunk?

Sheesh. I'm beginning to have those USSR flashbacks again -- remember how highly
visible Party figureheads who had exhausted their usefulness or stepped out of line would
suffer an unexpected "illness" and retire abruptly from public life?

This plus Robertson's stab in the back -- hmmm. Are the ultra rightists preparing to toss
sock-puppet-boy aside and hand the Mandate of Heaven to a new puppet? How about
handsome, muscular, white-toothed Aaaahnold? Any bets?

Well -- is there a bright side? -- after a generation of this kind of lying, secrecy, police state
tactics, a crashed economy and all the rest, perhaps Americans will come up with a fine
new line in brilliant, cynical, wildly surreal novelists and poets?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 20, 2004 02:22 PM

parody, parody. [right?]
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hee-hee!

Posted by: gylangirl | October 20, 2004 02:29 PM

Robertson: Robertson: I warned Bush on Iraq casualties

He described Bush in the meeting as "the most self-assured man I've ever met
in my life."

"You remember Mark Twain said, 'He looks like a contented Christian with
four aces.' I mean he was just sitting there like, 'I'm on top of the world,' "
Robertson said on the CNN show, "Paula Zahn Now."

"And I warned him about this war. I had deep misgivings about this war, deep
misgivings. And I was trying to say, 'Mr. President, you had better prepare the
American people for casualties.' "

Robertson said the president then told him, "Oh, no, we're not going to have
any casualties."

Posted by: b | October 20, 2004 02:31 PM

Sheesh. Bernhard, you suckered me into it. There I was googling for "Bush Faints" and all I
could find was the pretzel incident from a couple of years ago. It would be on the news
feeds by now if real, surely. OK, OK, you got me (blush). Made me look!

In my own defence I'll sputter that this regime is so downright weird that almost anything,
even satirically intended, could well be real. I mean, who would have believed the US
occupiers would pass a law forcing Iraqi farmers to use patented and/or GMO seed from
big agribusiness? That sounds like satire too. Most everything Rumsfeld says sounds like
over-the-top satire.

Life in the US right now is like some kind of weird psy-ops where they keep testing our
perceptions with weirder and weirder stuff until we can't tell what to believe any more.
Welcome to The Village, eh?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 20, 2004 02:35 PM

Thanks for tipping us off DeAnader. I did your Google search and was surprised that this
reference hadnâ€™t been picked up.

I donâ€™t think itâ€™s quite fair b, but appreciated anyway. A lot of us arenâ€™t
registered and couldnâ€™t (refuse to register, wouldnâ€™t) check your link.

There is a couple of lessons here for me. I had a response all ready just before I read
DeAnaderâ€™s outing. You saved me another embarrassment DeAnader.

Posted by: Juannie | October 20, 2004 03:26 PM

"picking up a heavy brown bag" full of what?
I want to know .

Posted by: curioso | October 20, 2004 06:16 PM

why cnn or reuters said nothing? whats happening?
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Posted by: curioso | October 20, 2004 06:31 PM

google news:
Cheney Got Flu Shot, Aides Say, Citing Heart Issue

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 20, 2004 06:50 PM

Bernhard: Now, that's really not funny that it's only a ruse. There I was, enjoying this great
mental image of Dumbya deathly ill from his own ineptness, only to find out it's just
parody. Aw, shucks! :-(

DeAnander: Ahnold isn't qualifed for the job. He's not a native-born American, one thing
the presidency requires, barring some sudden change in the Constitution ... er, um ...

Come to think of it, WHAT am I saying??

"All hail President Ahnold!!" (Or else.) ;-)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 20, 2004 08:55 PM

Breaking news

Arnold just sneezed

more to follow..............

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 21, 2004 01:47 AM

@Bernhard

Let that coyote side out again?... love it

@ DeAnander

Second that notion on the cynical,wildly surreal novelists

and Da Da may live again also.

Posted by: anna missed | October 21, 2004 03:07 AM

Well I believed the tall tale but wondered what he was doing carrying his own bag, and
how that bag could be Brown. Brown Bag? No, I thought, that can't be right, it must have
been black.

-Blackie

Posted by: Blackie | October 21, 2004 05:53 AM

Well I believed the tall tale but wondered what he was doing carrying his own bag, and
how that bag could be Brown. Brown Bag? No, I thought, that can't be right, it must have
been black.

-Blackie

Posted by: Blackie | October 21, 2004 05:54 AM
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Sorry!

Posted by: Blackie | October 21, 2004 01:36 PM

Good job Bernard,

Your fake news is better than the networks' fake news. Next time have him break an elbow
or knee or something, he needs to out do Castro.

Posted by: sukabi | October 21, 2004 07:45 PM
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October 20, 2004

Fear No Fear

Conservative NYT opinion editorial writer William Safire crusades agains fearmongering
in: The Year of Fear.

the Fear Room at Kerry campaign headquarters is on a hair trigger to turn any
breaking news into a personal threat. ... After approving ads that strike fear
into U.S. television viewers by exploiting terrorist beheadings of Americans,
John Kerry had the chutzpah to say of Bush's reminders of 9/11: "He's scaring
people." That was a classic Fear Room maneuver: as soon as editorial
revulsion at scare tactics breaks into print, direct that reaction at the other side.

Like many OpEd writers Safire obviously does not read the news sections of the paper he
writes for. Today he did not even scan the NYT front page which has a lead titled:
Cheney Cites Bomb in Critisism of Kerry

Vice President Dick Cheney cast doubt Tuesday on whether Senator John
Kerry was strong enough to fight terrorism, and asserted that the nation might
one day face terrorists "in the middle of one of our cities with deadlier
weapons than have ever before been used against us,'' including a nuclear
bomb. ... "The biggest threat we face now as a nation,'' he said, "is the
possibility of terrorists' ending up in the middle of one of our cities with
deadlier weapons than have ever before been used against us - biological
agents or a nuclear weapon or a chemical weapon of some kind - to be able to
threaten the lives of hundreds of thousands of Americans.''

Are Dick Cheney's speeches written by the Fear Room of the Kerry campaign?

We will not be caught by fear mongering politicians, says Safire and continues:

My advice to voters in this political Year of Fear, as well as to journalists and
our sources, is from Joshua 1:9: "Be not afraid, neither be thou dismayed."
Courage and freedom will win, and the purveyors of panic will lose.

We hope so and ask Mr. Safire to follow Cheney's advice who adds:

"You have to get your mind around that concept."

Posted by Bernhard on October 20, 2004 at 04:20 AM | Permalink

Comments

Say, this is a bit OT, but where's billmon? Is Moon of Alabama now a second-level
pseudonym for billmon?
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Ciao

Posted by: french speaker | October 20, 2004 09:17 AM

Bush, Cheney, et al and their press lackeys such as Safire exist in that alternate reality
discussed in the NYT's Sunday magazing. In their bubble universe, facts are annoying flys
to be swatted away...

Posted by: ByteB | October 20, 2004 09:58 AM

*magazine not magazing!

Posted by: ByteB | October 20, 2004 09:59 AM

It is fascinating to watch this work, Bu$hCo has been using fear as their only weapon since
Sept 12, 2001. Now everyone from the Shrub to Rush Limbaugh is accusing the Democrats
and specifically Kerry of doing that very same thing.

And they get away with it.

No one calls them on it.

Maybe you doom and gloomers are right after all. I should probably agree but that prospect
is just too horrible to accept.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 20, 2004 01:59 PM

Hey Dan, you can't be so sure they are getting away with it. Just cause the media wonks
don't call em on it doesn't mean that we all suck it up as offered.

Remember, these clowns are getting desperate; less and less of what they say is taken as
relevant. Or true by their mangled definition of that word.

There is still hope. Please let there be hope...

Posted by: rapt | October 20, 2004 03:05 PM

Let them scream, "Politics of Fear!" They are playing our song.

Some good news:
more and more people online are learning to check up on the "news" they hear.
more people respect Jon Stewart's comedy news than respect any actual news show.
Pat Robertson says Bush told him before the iraq war, 'There won't be any casualties.'
Bush's staffer, Karen Hughes, all but calls Robertson a liar.
The serpent has gone around the world, and now it is swallowing its own tail.

Posted by: Citizen | October 20, 2004 06:25 PM

@Citizen

Karen Hughes, all but calls Robertson a liar

Yes, music to my ears, that grinding and groaning
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of the gears right at the neo-con / fundy nexus.

Let them have cleavers unto themselves, for they

had heavens chance and made a hell of it.

Posted by: anna missed | October 21, 2004 02:40 AM

We must fight John Kerry's empty rhetoric of fea... Wait, this just in! Terror alert Level
RED! Aaaah! Run, hide! Only Chimpy can save us!!!

Posted by: melior | October 23, 2004 04:30 PM
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« The Party is Over ... | Main | Fear No Fear »

October 19, 2004

Another Open One

Iraq, Election, Iran, Election, Israel, Election, ...

Please contribute your news, reviews and opinion ...

Posted by Bernhard on October 19, 2004 at 05:27 PM | Permalink

Comments

US Election?

As a regular visitor to Kevin Drum and Josh Marshall, I just find that (IHMO) the Dem
bloggers are patsies, they do the shapes and the swerves but cannot make the killer
punch............

Bush will win.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 19, 2004 05:49 PM

yep. they help to legitimize the whole farce and protect the system.

Posted by: b real | October 19, 2004 06:34 PM

The rumour and the scoop vs. the (still existing?) discussion of politics in the media
INSIDE DOPE by DAVID GRANN - Mark Halperin and the transformation of the
Washington establishment.

Posted by: b | October 19, 2004 06:54 PM

The Dem party needs new blood. Dems should start throwing out incumbents in the
primaries. Look how the far right has taken over the GOP. The far left should be outing
DLC moderates a la RINOs, not running in hopeless third parties. Start with the Young
Democrats clubs on college campuses. Instead of joining the food coop and the PIRGs,
progressives should take over the YD's. That's how the current crop of GOP neocons got
their start, in the CR's.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 19, 2004 07:17 PM

And while we're on the subject, what's with those liberal women's organizations that can't
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recruit enough women? They're losing membership numbers. The League, AAUW, NOW,
Feminist Majority, they need to reach out to MORE than just lesbians, college students,
women of color, unmarried [for now]professionals [for now], and elderly/dying bridge
players.

They need to reach out to married mothers. What IS the feminist agenda for them, besides
avoiding marriage and motherhood altogether? Government funded childcare and health
care issues, while valuable to working mothers, don't seem to be getting traction with this
demographic: Because they ignore the biggest reason women stop expecting their own
childcare and healthcare: gender discrimination in the tax code.

That's right folks, married working women pay the highest marginal taxes in America. And
NOT ONE women's organization has decried this blatant gender discrimination -- which
contributes to married women dropping OUT of the paid workforce in droves, which in
turn results in employer rationales to discrimninate against them in hiring, pay, promotions
etc. It also means these women no longer require childcare; and it means that they rely on
their husband's health benefits and that they vote, by the way, to give their husbands bigger
tax cuts. It's a vicious circle.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 19, 2004 07:42 PM

Regarding the Abuse of Acronyms:

A mild but meaningful complaint and request. Except in the case of bona fide "household
word" type abbreviations, e.g. CIA, FBI, GOP, would it be possible for contributors with a
penchant for shorthand to at least expand their acronyms once in a post. For example,
"DLC" and "CR's", in gylangirl's above, are by no means intuitively discernible to me,
though "YD's" at least has a *precursor* of Young Democrats to explain it.

Especially for anyone whose first language is NOT English, the too-frequent resort to
undeciphered shorthand like this has to be amazingly baffling and fairly exclusionary.
English *is* my first language, and I still find some of these more cryptic acronyms quite
inscrutable. [When in doubt, I'd personally suggest the standard convention --
"Amalgamated Steel Manufacturers (ASM)" -- for the first iteration, before wielding
"ASM" itself as an stand-alone term.]

Naturally, it's not mandatory. But if you're going to take the time and effort to write
something, it's nice to know that people will actually *understand* your message without
any ambiguity.

Thanks.

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 19, 2004 08:04 PM

What is that IMHO, anyway?

International Mothers Hoes Organization?

Just seriously curious.
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Posted by: FlashHarry | October 19, 2004 08:27 PM

some Americanese acronyms explained:
IMHO In My Humble Opinion
OTOH On The Other Hand
LOL Laughing Out Loud
CR's College Republicans
DLC Democratic Leadership Conference
AAUW American Association of University Women
NOW National Organization for Women
LWV League of Women Voters

gylangirl

Posted by: | October 19, 2004 08:47 PM

RINO Republican In Name Only

gylangirl

Posted by: | October 19, 2004 08:49 PM

PIRG Public Interest Research Groups

gylangirl

Posted by: | October 19, 2004 08:51 PM

Thanks gylangirl:

Ran into IMHO so many times; had no clue what it meant. Also LOL, and OTOH.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 19, 2004 08:57 PM

b

possess neither you or jÃ©rÃ´me optimism about the defeat of bush. on the contrary - feel
that as howard has done in australia - bush will be returned with a majority

because the mediocre mephistopholese karl rove will have it no other way - you can hear
them cranking out the factor of fear & demagogy by the minute

& i, like many others are genuinely frightened by that outcome because it will without
question be catastrophic in almost every sphere

i cannot believe that these populations - the populations of the anglosaxon world can so be
so easily be bought off as they were with howard. their smalltime concerns disgust me. i
have fought with people on three continents who every breath, whose every day is a
testimony to struggle & a love of life, a real love of life

& there - these masters of death, these bringers of the plague will have finally destroyed
what the enlightenment set out in fragile terms to establish & i think it is that grave

they will do as reagan & thatcher did - destroy the last vestiges of community life, attack
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the institutions of defence of the rights of workers & they will continue not only as
defenders of capital but of capitalism most uglier aspects - greed, envy, jealousy, stupidity,
brutality - negligence

& if bush wins - it will speak of negligence of the people as the australian elections have
just told us of the negligence of the australian people & no dount the election next year will
prove for blair - that through this negligence - the people have thrown away what it has
taken centuries to create, consolidate & defend

& their negligence is not naive nor is it innocent - it is as gulity as hell - they will deserve
the price they will have to pay for that negligence

there will be no tears for them
no tears at all

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 19, 2004 09:04 PM

Thanks gylangirl & JMFeeney,

Iâ€™ve struggled with the acronyms ever since Iâ€™ve been reading this & Billmonâ€™s
blogs. Sometimes I just post and ask (not too often), I have at times asked another blogger
friend, and sometimes it just comes to me and I say, Ah Ha!

International Mothers Hoes Organization was one that just dawned on me recently FlashH.
Iâ€™d struggled with that one for months.

But the main mystery I have the most fun with is figuring out the handles, gylangirl &
JMFeeney (USA)?, of the contributors here? Some are very enlightening as when I got it
from râ€™Giap and discovered General Giap.

Iâ€™ve copied your list gylangirl and appreciate it.

Posted by: Juannie | October 19, 2004 09:29 PM

@Juannie,

gylangirl -- from the sociological term 'gylany' first used in the book The Chalice and the
Blade by Riane Eisler.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 19, 2004 09:39 PM

For reference on the gender discrimination in the US income tax code, see the book Taxing
Women by Edward J McCaffery. Great economics text.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 19, 2004 10:00 PM

gylangirl: Thanks for the follow-up.

Juannie: My own "handle", strangely enough, is just my name and "address" -- J.M.
Feeney, USA. I adopted the habit of adding the "(USA)" suffix on another board I frequent,
where international posting is relatively high at times. (I just thought it would be nice to
know where commenters came from, so I decided to say so myself.)

I'm always eager to see non-US inputs, in addition to the abundance of American ones,
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since there's generally a certain "objective detachment" about them, in my mind. (I don't
mean to say that they're bland or unemotional; quite often they're extremely passionate
statements. But they frequently provide a rare glimpse of reality as viewed from *outside*
the influence of the US propaganda mill -- "outside the Matrix", if you will.)

I believe in "brain pollution", you see. As a result, I suspect that just *living* here is
enough to color one's perspective somewhat. And let's face it -- for Bush supporters, it
seem to color "reality" itself.

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 19, 2004 10:41 PM

A teacher in a small Texas town asks her class how many of them are Bush fans. Not really
knowing what a Bush fan is, but wanting to be liked by the teacher, all the kids raise their
hands except one boy, little Johnny. The teacher asks Johnny why he has decided to be
different. Johnny says, "I'm not a Bush fan." The teacher says, "Why aren't you a Bush fan,
Johnny?" Johnny says, "Because I'm a John Kerry fan." When the teacher asks why, the
boy says, "Well, my mom's a John Kerry fan, and my Dad's a John Kerry fan, so I'm a John
Kerry fan!"

The teacher is a little put out about all of this. After all, this is Texas, so she says, "What if
your mom was a moron, and your dad was an idiot, what would that make you?" Johnny
says, "That would make me a Bush fan."

Posted by: jj | October 20, 2004 12:06 AM

rgiap

Yes it is frightening that the election may be stolen but it's too early for despair. Bush
cannot win honestly. The emperor's lack of clothes is more evident every day.

Posted by: Liz | October 20, 2004 12:28 AM

I now expect Kerry to win, at least in the
actual voting process, if not, perhaps, in
subsequent legal maneuvering to disqualify his majority. Numerous reports indicate that the
Bush team is quite ready to try to repeat the same vote suppression strategy and covering
fire of the Supreme Court that permitted them to prevail in 2000. It's not so clear that the
court majority will be as docile this time. More to the point, however, is my belief that even
if Bush risks a constitutional crisis and manages to eke out a tainted "victory", he will not
complete his term of office. Just as Nixon won in 1972 only to be flushed away by
Watergate, so too Bush finds himself abandonned by the very elites (traditional Republican
strongholds like Wall Street and the military in the first place) that will bring him down.
The project will require time to bathe the Bush electorate in "news" of scandals which are
already well known to anyone who has been really watching. The Sibel Edmonds case
comes readily to mind,
but that may only be the opening wedge in a media "shock and awe" campaign. It would be
better for the country if this torturous
path can be avoided, but the Bushites show no signs of being willing to go quietly.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 20, 2004 12:54 AM

I agree. The Bushies would have to steal the election, and in obvious ways. I already
assume a lot of votes manufactured by Diebold no-record vote machines, but there are
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many, many people working to get a big enough margin to overcome this.

The most encouraging news is that every day a few more Republican icons criticize Bush
(most recently Pat Robertson), or the CIA puts out a new report that undermines him, and
so on. Even if he steals it, too many people are turning on him for it to last. He could try to
imitate the 1930s, but they're still a few years away from being able to get away with that.
My bets are that the cauldron boils over before they can finish welding on the lid.

But they still might steal it this year.

Posted by: Citizen | October 20, 2004 03:02 AM

I also expect Kerry to win, and have felt this way for the past 9 months or so. In a small
way this election seems in reverse of the Carter - Reagan election, this time Bush being
Carter with a long record of foreign policy failure coupled with a flagging economy, and
Kerry offering a different and more optimistic way out of the morass albeit not as cheerily
as Reagan. And I would add these endgame factors for Kerry:

1) The inability to face the consequences of four more years, even if you like some of
Bushs policys.

2) The rooting for the underdog" effect" (that often adds a few extra points).

3) The yet undesclosed advantage of the large number of recently registered voters.

4) The underestimation of just how pissed off half the country is, and their ability to do
something about it, like an unusually high turnout - which always benifits the Democrats.

5) More slippage in the stock market.

6) More trouble in Iraq

7) The fact that I have cast a very potent spell in favor of Mr Kerry

Posted by: anna missed | October 20, 2004 03:03 AM

Well looking on the bright side for a change, I am delighted to see that "Reality Based
Community" is catching on like wildfire. It's a powerful concept -- with echoes all the way
into sustainable ag and energy policy (anything else sure ain't reality based), reality-checks
on neoliberal fantasy, reality-checks on imperial nostalgia... a good, powerful phrase and I
hope it gets a lot of use over the next couple of decades.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 20, 2004 04:11 AM

On the not so bright side, I saw a headline recently which read "Prisoners Held by US
Exposed to Torture, Report Says."

Exposed to torture? What, they were shown a picture of torture? Someone played them a
tape of torture? They were assembled in a small theatre and someone was tortured in front
of them? What is this "exposed to torture," the latest chicken-manure euphemism?

Either they were tortured or they weren't. Criminy. Does language even mean anything any
more, or are well over the border into Orwell-land?
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Posted by: DeAnander | October 20, 2004 04:16 AM

Obscenity of the Week Award

US occupiers attempt to prohibit Iraqi farmers from using non-GMO, non-patented seed.

From now on all you peasants will pay yearly tribute to your occupiers -- in perpetuity --
regardless of what puppet government rules from week to week. Remember what happened
to Percy Schmeiser -- shut up and pay up.

I could weep for shame and rage.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 20, 2004 04:37 AM

Jonathan Freedland in a Guardian comment: Faith against reason

For the clash under way now is about more than Bush v Kerry, right v left. It
seems to be an emerging clash of tradition against modernity, faith against
reason. The true believers pitted against the "reality-based community".

That leaves two questions, one for the future, one for November 2. For the
future: how long can these two competing world views, so far apart from each
other and so sharply divided, co-exist in the same country? For November 2:
which of these two camps is going to be absolutely determined to win?

Posted by: b | October 20, 2004 05:27 AM

John le CarrÃ© in LA Times If Le CarrÃ© Could Vote

...your Patriot Act has swept aside constitutional and civil liberties that took
brave Americans 200 years to secure and were once the envy of a world that
now looks on in horror, not just at Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib but at what
you are doing to yourselves.

But please don't feel isolated from the Europe you twice saved. Give us back
the America we loved, and your friends will be waiting for you. Here in
Britain, for as long as we have Tony Blair singing the same lies as George W.
Bush, your nightmares will be ours.

Posted by: b | October 20, 2004 05:48 AM

DeAnander: That's absolutely disgusting. And of course it's completely illegal, like most of
the laws implemented in Iraq. The occupiers simply can't legally change the key laws and
economic system of the land.
And that's a key reason why the rest of the world should better take note of what happens.
One day, some country may well be invaded just so that Monsanto can sell that crap.
This shit has to stop, as soon as possible. But I suppose it would be fairly un-PC to wish for
the fast annihilation of the current world-enslaving ultra-capitalist econimic system. The
same way it is un-PC to say I wouldn't mind if the entire occupying Army, occupying
foreign administration, mecrenaries and contractors were wiped out next morning.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 20, 2004 06:41 AM

IÂ´ve been following the polls at electoral-vote.com and the news here and IMHO (thanks
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JMF & gylangirl) I think the bushies will try to steal the votes in Ohio in addition to
Florida. Republican polls has been giving Bush the lead here (important in covering up the
theft) and with the news of the break-in at the democratic headquarter on an other thread
this is what I think it adds up to.

So it could be interesting to find out in advance who the governor is in Ohio (and
connections to Bush or Kerry (maybe another skull&bone?)), the composition of OhioÂ´s
supreme court, election officials and so on. In short, knowing the pawns the game was
played with in 2000 in Florida.

@Juannie
My handle is just an extremly silly swedish-english wordplay with my own name. And I
am from Sweden, and as JMF I think it is interesting to see were others are from and thus
expect others to be interested in where I am from.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 20, 2004 09:09 AM

Looking at the most recent CENTCOM newsreleases pertaining to Falluja, I'll be surprised
if Zarqawi does not show up in custody (or in a post-mortem photo) very soon. He may
beat the odds but I increasingly doubt it - and I read his very public oath of allegiance as an
indicator that he doubts it, too.

I'm not sure how long we'd have him before disclosure; two days maybe.

Posted by: Pat | October 20, 2004 09:58 AM

has the comment layout changed? almost too wide for comfortable reading/scanning...

Posted by: b real | October 20, 2004 11:11 AM

@b real - layout - my fault, corrected - thx

Posted by: b | October 20, 2004 11:51 AM

@DeAnander,

Yes that's called passive voice headlining. News editors use it to report the bad deeds
committed by the USA. ie not 'US tortured prisoners' but 'Prisoners held by US exposed to
torture, report says'. Actually I'm surprised they included the 'held by US' part. In passive
headlining, often there's no subject in the headline: 'Prisoners exposed to torture' as if it just
happened mysteriously.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 20, 2004 12:08 PM

@Hannah,
Did you know that some astrologists have also been predicting that Bush will not complete
his second term?

@b,
The Guardian' Faith against Reason' analogy plays into the same false dichotomy followed
by the Bush administration: that faith and reason are opposites. Instead of positing that
either science OR faith is real, the reality is that faith and science co-exist. Even Einstein
had a faith. And science validates some mysteries of faith, the mind-body connection being
one, the matter/energy connection being another.
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One of the worst philosophical ideas, in terms of human consequences, has been the
ideological separation of the spirit from the body. It has resulted in the denial of half of
human reality by both religious and secular organizations.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 20, 2004 12:31 PM

DeAnander I would thank you to desist from taking my name in vain.

--Criminy

Posted by: Criminy Jicket | October 20, 2004 12:51 PM

Here goes one last time, then I promise to shut up.

(HGOLATIPTSU, often abbreviated Golat) ;)

Bushâ€™s presidency has been a secret presidency. It has been fraught with fraud and lies.
My guess is that we donâ€™t even know a small part of the things he has done, nor do we
know exactly how the neocon cabal intends to hold on to power. -- Look at the discussions
of an October Surprise!

Admitting that manipulations, trickery, fraud, or even exteme measures (e.g. code red and
martial law) will play a role in elections invalidates them and means that the better cheater
will win. At that point, discussing the merits of the two candidates in conventional terms of
political position, past performance, number of adherents, etc. is no longer rational.

** 1. Bush has already shown that he (or rather BushCo ..) is the better manipulator. Why
on earth shouldnâ€™t he manage it again?

It is too late. The American people should have risen up and demanded justice and proper
accounting after the previous election. After 9/11 they should have protested at practically
every step the Gvmt. took. They didnâ€™t.

BushCo, I am sure, took careful note. They may even have been surprised at the lack of
opposition and may now be a little over-confident. I doubt that the small window of
opportunity offered (an over-confident opponent can be tripped up) will be exploited by the
Democrats, Kerry seems set on out-Bushing Bush, following the misguided principle of
â€˜moving to the centerâ€™ or â€˜doing better than your opponent on the issues but in the
same directionâ€™, etc. (Other matters may play a role.. money...Israel...)

** 2. So: who, one asks, set the agenda? Bush. Who wins? The person who set the agenda.

Hope I am wrong.

--------------

gylangirl, I didnâ€™t know that about married women in the US, interesting.

Posted by: Blackie | October 20, 2004 12:51 PM

Juannie and other acronym challenged posters

FWIW there is a website for you.

Here are some more acronyms and emoticons
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Enjoy

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 20, 2004 01:12 PM

from "the despoiling of america" by katherine yurica. this is not conspiracy theory stuff

How Dominionism Was Spread
Â 
Â 
The years 1982-1986 marked the period Pat Robertson and radio and televangelists
urgently broadcast appeals that rallied Christian followers to accept a new political religion
that would turn millions of Christians into an army of political operatives. It was the period
when the militant church raised itself from centuries of sleep and once again eyed power.
Â 
At the time, most Americans were completely unaware of the militant agenda being
preached on a daily basis across the breadth and width of America. Although it was called
â€œChristianityâ€• it can barely be recognized as Christian. It in fact was and is a wolf
parading in sheepâ€™s clothing: It was and is a political scheme to take over the
government of the United States and then turn that government into an aggressor nation
that will forcibly establish the United States as the ruling empire of the twenty-first century.
It is subversive, seditious, secretive, and dangerous.[9]
Â 
Dominionism is a natural if unintended extension of Social Darwinism and is frequently
called â€œChristian Reconstructionism.â€• Its doctrines are shocking to ordinary Christian
believers and to most Americans. Journalist Frederick Clarkson, who has written
extensively on the subject, warned in 1994 that Dominionism â€œseeks to replace
democracy with a theocratic elite that would govern by imposing their interpretation of
â€˜Biblical Law.â€™â€• He described the ulterior motive of Dominionism is to eliminate
â€œâ€¦labor unions, civil rights laws, and public schools.â€• Clarkson then describes the
creation of new classes of citizens:
Â 

Â 

â€œWomen would be generally relegated to hearth and home. Insufficiently Christian men
would be denied citizenship, perhaps executed. So severe is this theocracy that it would
extend capital punishment [to] blasphemy, heresy, adultery, and homosexuality.â€•[10]

Â 
Â 
Today, Dominionists hide their agenda and have resorted to stealth; one investigator who
has engaged in internet exchanges with people who identify themselves as religious
conservatives said, â€œThey cut and run if I mention the word
â€˜Dominionism.â€™â€•[11] Â Joan Bokaer, the Director of Theocracy Watch, a project
of the Center for Religion, Ethics and Social Policy at Cornell University wrote, â€œIn
March 1986, I was on a speaking tour in Iowa and received a copy of the following memo
[Pat] Robertson had distributed to the Iowa Republican County Caucus titled, â€œHow to
Participate in a Political Party.â€• It read:

Â 
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Â 

â€œRule the world for God.
â€œGive the impression that you are there to work for the party, not push an ideology.
â€œHide your strength.
â€œDonâ€™t flaunt your Christianity.
â€œChristians need to take leadership positions. Party officers control political parties and
so it is very important that mature Christians have a majority of leadership positions
whenever possible, God willing.â€•[12]

Â 
Â 
Dominionists have gained extensive control of the Republican Party and the apparatus of
government throughout the United States; they continue to operate secretly. Their agenda to
undermine all government social programs that assist the poor, the sick, and the elderly is
ingeniously disguised under false labels that confuse voters. Nevertheless, as we shall see,
Dominionism maintains the necessity of laissez-faire economics, requiring that people
â€œlook to God and not to government for help.â€•[13]
Â 
It is estimated that thirty-five million Americans who call themselves Christian, adhere to
Dominionism in the United States, but most of these people appear to be ignorant of the
heretical nature of their beliefs and the seditious nature of their political goals. So
successfully have the televangelists and churches inculcated the idea of the existence of an
outside â€œenemy,â€• which is attacking Christianity, that millions of people have
perceived themselves rightfully overthrowing an imaginary evil anti-Christian
conspiratorial secular society.
Â 
When one examines the progress of its agenda, one sees that Dominionism has met its time
table: the complete takeover of the American government was predicted to occur by
2004.[14] Unless the American people reject the GOPâ€™s control of the government,
Americans may find themselves living in a theocracy that has already spelled out its
intentions to change every aspect of American life including its cultural life, its
Constitution and its laws.

much more at www.yuricareport.com

Posted by: anna missed | October 20, 2004 01:15 PM

With its history of devious machinations, why didn't the administration plant 'wmds' in
Iraq? Such a solution surely was considered by the Bushies?

I agree this great Illusionist Act--these masters of serendipity-- that is the American
presidency, will reveal this or that infamous 'terrisht' in the coming days.

Posted by: slothrop | October 20, 2004 01:19 PM

rgiap: that the middleclass and working poor vote for these right wing jackals is not even
pitiable. You are right: the 'people' are monstrously culpable.

M.S. Merwin:
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My friends without feet sit by the wall
Nodding to the lame orchestra
Brotherhood it says on the decorations
My friend without eyes sits in the rain smiling
With a nest of salt in his hand
....

Posted by: slothrop | October 20, 2004 01:32 PM

@ Dan of Steel,
A great set of links. Iâ€™ve bookmarked them. Thanks.

@ gylangirl,

It has been too long since I read â€œThe Chalice and the Bladeâ€• and I had lost memory
of the term gylany. It should have dawned on me. The book made a major impact on my
thinking but I retained dominator and partnership as my conceptual terms and had forgotten
gylany and itâ€™s anthesis, androgyny? (I have lent out two copies and have found myself
without it when I want a I want it for reference.)

I find myself thinking how apropos Eislerâ€™s ideas are right now. The three religions
involved in the major world conflicts are dominator-male-blade god oriented. The life
giving-nurturing-partnership goddess model is painfully missing.

Keep on helping to keep gylany alive gylanygirl.

@ JMFeeney (USA)

I also appreciate the diversity of the cultural/national input here. I like your idea of
identifying your â€œaddressâ€•.

Posted by: Juannie | October 20, 2004 01:40 PM

Oil and Water, Japan and China Robert Feldman, Morgan Stanley (Tokyo)

No, this piece is not about how Japan and China do not get along politically.
Rather, it is indeed about oil and water â€” or more precisely about how the
competition for resources will shape the world in which Japan and China
interact over the next decades.

Posted by: b | October 20, 2004 02:36 PM

@annamissed,

Yes, Dominionism [theocratic authoritarianism] seems alive and well in fundie Christian
America [where its adherents spread the outrageous notion that we are 'not a democracy
because we are a republic'], and also apparently alive in Likud Israel and Wahhabi Saudi
Arabia etc...perhaps even in nationalistic India...

Posted by: gylangirl | October 20, 2004 02:59 PM

@Juannie,

gylany and androcracy.

I had the same life-changing reactions to The Chalice and The Blade, including lending it
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out too much.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 20, 2004 03:14 PM

Actually, annamissed's reference above to the term 'dominionism' is really androcracy as
Eisler described it. I'd bet annamissed would also enjoy the book, especially the early
chapters critiquing the judeo-christian bible.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 20, 2004 03:26 PM

Bernhard: "However, fortunately, the details suggest that Japan and China (along with the
United States) have much more to gain by cooperation than by competition, especially
military competition."
Well, sure, but you have to be purely rational and reality-based for that. I think Jaures wrote
in the early 1910s that the main European powers were so interconnected economically, by
the capitalist financial system, that they wouldn't go to war against each other ever again.
Except that national pride and insane greed of some rulers hoping to take on half the
continent came into play, and tens of millions paid the price in the next 30 years.

Posted by: Clueless Joe | October 20, 2004 03:57 PM

Bush relatives use website to show support for Kerry

check it out

i love this

Posted by: annie | October 20, 2004 03:58 PM

@CJ

I agree with you - the cooperative solution may not happen - most probably because the US
will interfere. The strategic interest of the US is to hold China down and they can use Japan
to do so.

On 1910 - on thought I have running around today is the comparrison of Bush with William
II

Recent analyses of records of his birth in the former Imperial Archives have
also suggested that he may have experienced some brain trauma, possibly
leading to some brain damage. Historians are divided on whether such a
mental incapacity may have contributed to his frequently aggressive, tactless,
headstrong and occasionally bullying approach to problems and people, which
was evident in both his personal and political lives. Such approach certainly
marred German policy under his leadership, most notably in his dismissal of
his cautious chancellor, Otto von Bismarck, while he had a strikingly poor
relationship with his mother.

Posted by: b | October 20, 2004 04:10 PM

@ anna missed

I sent your link to a friend who sent me a link to a Harper's article
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It was even scarier than the Yurica story.

this just gets curiouser and curioser

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 20, 2004 04:12 PM

most esteemed comrade slothrop

yes. these 'people' have been bought off by rupertmurdochs worldview which is as sinister
as it is profitable

in each country he has laid his dirty hands he has corrupted at every level he has been
involved in - i have no question that in the 'junk bonds' period he was involved in criminal
activity in the same way that that group of capital accumulators were.

he has mocked through his own act & through his properties the idea of being a citizen. he
was once an australian - sold that citizenship to lord it over the english & to become pals
with thatcher - he sold his english citizenship to join the big boys in the united states - each
time done with a cynicism that is so strong i sense the stench from here. no doubt when it is
necessary he will become a chinese citizen

there is not a leader in the countries he operates who is not in his pocket & they act before
him & his dominion like the caricatural gangsters they are. murdoch has taught them to say
nothing but to do as he wants. & they do. without fail.

blair, this buffoon on a string being pulled from one side of the atlantic to another is merely
a creation of this man & he is the natural heir to thatcher. that is what rupert wanted & that
is what rupert has got

i've never had much time for that pumped up pomposity of verbiage called the bbc - but
whatever it might have been - once so long ago - it is nothing now but a branch office of
newscorp. there is no qualitative difference between what they do & what newscorp wants

they have not only made a mockery of civic duty but they have destroyed the language we
use here - if i hear humint or sigint one more time i will shove it up the commentators ass.

how i detest those lackies employed by murdoch who are so eager to please their master
that they write shit that we will smell in high heaven. there is not one, not one of them that
is anything but a scibbler with too much drink in them. their detestable commentaries are
just so much pap, so much propoganda to fill the whole in the wall where useless words go

they have neither dignity nor posess any remnanjts of human decency. foxnews is the most
blmatant example of their indecency & their taste for political pornography. the obscenities
that they pile one after the other

let there be no doubt - i may doubt & question the people - but this man & his minions hate
them - & hate them with a fervour that has been practiced for fifty years & his hatred of the
people is evident for all to see in what his lackies write & speak

the execrable bill o'reilly is the perfect example of a murdoch employee - a bully, a thug a
man without any real power, i would suggest a man without any real substance even with
his oft repeated harvard education & his 'journalism' 'prizes' - but this unworthy piece of
shit is not worth the spit on martha gellhorns shoes. but the rest of murdochs employees can
believe if they want that they are not bill'o reilly but that is exactly who they are. wothless
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men with worthless minds who write worthless words

perhaps they are the natural expression of the bullshit pretence of 'objective journalism so
thazt we can now see what they are - employees, if you like, lackies. that is what they were
in the days of beaverbrook & hearst & that is what they are today, employees & lackies

but what harm they have done is incalculable - in every country in every land he has
touched - he destroyed working class communities in australia england & america - he has
made of the middle class a piss & shit filled buckets of fear & panic

he has turned them on to whatever thrill he wants to offer whether it is reality tv, elections,
pornography or 'talent' contests. he has paraded their weaknesses before them - their envy,
their insecurity, their fear & he has made a profit form them - no doubt laughing at them &
at his lackies

fortunately there is nothing semitic about the man & he is a real representative of the
callousness, the coldness - the absence of care australians cultivate to live in their island
prison

he is not only an enemy of democracy - he is the enemy of all decent humane people - he
has profited from the suffering of the 'other' & he has sold that suffering as a tool to make
the middle classes shit in their pants. he has exactly that goebellian strategy of exuding a
force that makes people too scared to offer opposition & what opposition has this man
murdoch face. not much. commission after commission. enquiry after enquiry he has shown
he own politics & politicians in a sense poor don corleone only imaagined

how i detest this man with the purest hatred i possess because he diminishes that which is
sacred in ordinary peoples lives - their participation. their participation. he has made
spectateurs of them all & he has done it at the lowest cost imaginable so we are not
confused with what he thinks of us. he does it with the production values of a kitsch
bordello from some whorehousetown in his own imagination

what murdoch wants is another four years of his lackey's service & that is why bush will
win this election - murdoch always gets what he wants. what are we people but poor
abstraction in his calculation - not worth a second thought. do not forget that. we are not
worth a breath or a second thought to this man. this monster

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 20, 2004 05:56 PM

Giap

"this man. this monster"

I wish I could syndicate this opinion and sell it worldwide.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 21, 2004 02:23 AM

One of the relatively convincing reasons for
choosing to vote for Kerry (rather than
a truly antiwar candidate like Nader) is the
fact that the next president will very likely nominate more than one Supreme Court justice.
The senatorial confirmations are likely to be highly contested, partisan, and acrimonious,
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especially if the Republicans retain control of the Senate. Nomination of
a centrist may reduce the partisan bloodletting, but it's clear that such turf-battles are now a
permanent feature of the American political landscape. One
interesting proposal for a solution to this
problem is

this Virginia Law review note which is both interesting in itself, and also a refreshing sign
that traditional (but rational) Republicans and Democrats can still cooperate on issues of
national importance. (The authors belong, I believe, to different parties.)

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 21, 2004 03:31 AM

Gov't, IDF helped establish outposts

West Bank settlement outposts were established with massive assistance from
several government ministries - and the army - according to a draft report to be
submitted to the government in coming weeks.
...
* Most government ministries gave the illegal outposts massive assistance,
worth tens of millions of shekels. The Education Ministry set up kindergartens
and paid for the kindergarten teachers, the Energy Ministry ensured the
outposts were connected to the electricity grid, and the state also financed
construction of access roads.

* Until two years ago, when Sharon, under American pressure, ordered a halt,
the Defense Ministry and the army were also involved in the outposts. Even
today, the army still guards the outposts, arguing that its job is to protect all
Israeli citizens. But the report's main accusation against the army is that
regional brigade commanders, and sometimes even more senior officers,
reached quiet understandings with the settlers about establishing the outposts,
as did the Defense Ministry. Later, the Civil Administration helped connect
the outposts to infrastructure systems.
...

Posted by: b | October 21, 2004 06:24 AM

@ gylangirl

I wasn't aware of being in syzygy with the astrologists, since I'm a non-believer in
astromancy. Still, I've always agreed with a friend who claimed that no university should
allow any department whose theoretical foundations were
any less secure than those of Renaissance Astrology: he felt that sociology, political
science, economics, and psychology might all be subject to such ostracism.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 21, 2004 06:37 AM

A Family in Baghdad Faiza, the mother writes.

The American elections are also nearâ€¦ and both Bush and Kerry have no
vision towards Iraqâ€¦ both are lost, and flounderâ€¦
Four more years shall come to Iraqâ€¦four mysterious years.
Whether by Bush's staying, or Kerry's coming. The situation will remain
ambiguousâ€¦but perhaps Kerry will try to calm the violence, we are not sure,
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the whole matter is speculations. But we hope from him, if he comes to power,
not to follow in Bush's aggressive foot steps, and not to make matters more
bad, and the situation worst.
We want to build Iraq, and live peacefully, and securely, these are our
prioritiesâ€¦ we wish to have Iraqi, honest, free electionsâ€¦to bring new Iraqi
leadershipsâ€¦ clean, honest leaderships, who love Iraq and the Iraqis â€¦
collects them, and bind them together againâ€¦
If they had to stand beside the American, they wouldn't forget that they came
to rule to help the Iraqis, and defend themâ€¦ came from Iraqis, and for Iraqis,
to defend them, and their right to live a safe, stable, free, good lifeâ€¦ if they
had to sit and negotiate with an American, they should have to explain to him:
Our hearts are with the Iraqis, we shall not put our hands in yours, except for
the good work for the Iraqisâ€¦ we will not allow you to kill them, demolish
their houses, and will not join in signing your security plans â€¦ to bomb cities
with planes, and the falling of more victims, under various reasonsâ€¦ all this
is empty talkâ€¦
You say you are here to help Iraqisâ€¦ we want you to help us, not by more
armies, and killings, and destructionâ€¦ help us to build our lives, our
countryâ€¦ in the way that satisfies us, and makes us a shining example to
othersâ€¦
We want freedom, and democracy, not violence and killings, and we do not
think them the right way to reach our aimsâ€¦ never one day was the road to
noble aims achieved by committing ugly, unjust acts.

The Jarrar family is building a private help channel into Iraq. If you want to support this
check with Raed at: Raed in the Middle

Posted by: b | October 21, 2004 07:05 AM

Kid's vote.

"An unusual opinion poll that has correctly predicted the winner of the last four
presidential elections has given Democratic challenger Kerry 57 percent against 43
percent for Bush, according to results released on Wednesday."

Posted by: beq | October 21, 2004 07:12 AM

@b... and meanwhile Palestinian villages that had been there for hundreds of years were
declared "unofficial" and received no electricity, no phone service, etc.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 21, 2004 01:16 PM

This is NOT a Joke

would to god this were one of Bernhard's little spoofs. it is not. it could, with a BushCo
victory (or maybe even in any case) become deadly, terrifyingly serious.

STOCKHOLM - Bush Plans to Screen Whole U.S. Population for Mental Illness', read the
headline in the 'British Medical Journal' (BMJ) and the project, with increasingly
controversial drug treatment at its core, is underway as you read this.

Structures to put the scheme in place have been developed under a so-called "Federal
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Action Agenda," announced in Washington on Jun. 9, and include mandatory mental health
screening, which the plan recommends be linked with "treatment and supports".

read it, please -- read it and pass it on, and get the Reality Based Community talking about
this incredibly dangerous Bush Regime plan. this is not Tin Foil Land here folks, this is
InterPresse reporting on sourced comments, this is on the congressional record. please read
it?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 21, 2004 01:54 PM

time again to bring out that aldous huxley quote cited in john marks' "the search for the
''manchurian candidate'', seeing as how orwell has been so spot on lately, it's only fair to
give huxley rapt attention too...

And it seems to me perfectly in the cards that there will be withing the next
generation or so a pharmacological method of making people love their
servitude, and producing...a kind of painless concentration camp for entire
societies, so that people will in fact have their liberties taken away from them
but will rather enjoy it, because they will be distracted from any desire to rebel
by propaganda, brainwashing, or brainwashing enhanced by pharmacological
methods.

Posted by: b real | October 21, 2004 02:20 PM

Need to throw up?

BBC Gaza girl death officer cleared

"We saw her from a distance of 70m. She was fired at ... from the outpost. She
fled and was wounded," a soldier said.

While Iman was lying, wounded or dead, about 70m from the Israeli guard
post, the platoon commander approached her and fired two bullets from close
range at her head, the soldiers said.

He then went back a second time, put his weapon on the automatic setting and
- ignoring their objections on the walkie-talkie - emptied his entire magazine
into her body.
...
"The investigation did not find that the company or the company
commander had acted unethically," an army statement said.

"The investigation concluded that the behaviour of the company commander
from an ethical point of view does not warrant his removal from his position."

But the investigation criticised the officer's leadership abilities.

Are these general zionist ethics?

Posted by: b | October 21, 2004 02:25 PM

They've already got brainwashing over here. It's called TV.

If they start scaling down the criteria/definitions in the DSM [Diagnosic and Statistical
MAnual of mental disorders] and start authorizing 'screeners' to 'detain' rather than 'refer',
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then you've got a Soviet-style system. But folks have the right to refuse treatment and even
to refuse their meds; unfortunately for many innocent people gunned down at schools,
workplaces, and restaurants by a raging psychotics.

I wouldn't worry about more widespread screening for Mental health disorders; they are
undertreated anyway.

But the main problem remains in the way drugs are tested, there's a lot of falsified research
for profit. THAT's where the problem lies. Those pharmaceutical companies are going to
make their mistakes more widespread if this issue remains.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 21, 2004 02:41 PM

Newspaper articles on the "New Freedom" often state that the American Psychiatric
Association supports it. This is not quite correct. They are inadverently referring to the
American Psychological Association, wildly keen:

APA - Psychology

The American Psychiatric Association has had serious doubts:

The American Psychiatric Association released its own blueprint for the nations mental
health care system in April titled 'A Vision for the Mental Health System.' The APA's plan
called for an investment in mental health care services that is equivalent to the level of
disability caused by mental disorders, an end to behavioral health carveouts, and better
integration between psychiatry and primary care. The report was released in the hopes of
influencing the Commission's work.

Psychiatric Times

The psychiatrists have nevertheless given prudent, confused, critical, thus ambiguous,
endorsement ... (see the same link - and read between the lines.)

See also: Testimony of Darrel A. Regier, M.D., M.P.H.: On Behalf of the American
Psychiatric Association For The President's New Freedom Commission on Mental Health.

Regier testimony

Conclusion: if lost up the creek without even part of a paddle, bumbling about blind, prefer
an (accredited) psychiatrist over a psychologist.

Original Gvmt. Report:

President's New Freedom: Commission on Mental Health -- Achieving the Promise:
Transforming Mental Health Care in America.

Gvmt. Report - Mental Health Commission

Posted by: Blackie | October 21, 2004 03:24 PM

hey y'all. i was reading up there where you were discussing acronyms. i was so clueless
about things LOL etc til someone @ billmon sent me to wikipedia.

huge list of acronyms
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Posted by: annie | October 21, 2004 06:14 PM

@Annie:

You really didn't need to do that, IMHO.

ITE, Bernhard and Pat are probably going to turn it into German & Russian acronyms,24/7,
by the looks of it.

Ought to be the most interesting zoo since Hannibal acquired elephants, and simultaneously
discovered the Tower of Babel.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 21, 2004 07:44 PM

I recently heard an interview w/top executive from Pharm. Co. He said they have a Huge
Problem w/their business Model. They're trying to "defy gravity" - his words - 'cuz 50% of
their profits come from the Am. market. Other West. govts. are bright enough to regulate
drug prices, so all our children end up on drugs!! The only good thing about this fool
bankrupting the country is that he won't be able to afford it.

Another sad aspect of it is that many children have undiagnosed ADD & desperately need
help, but the problems are extremely complicated requiring top talent much time to figure
out - none of which is avail. by definition in an assembly line procedure.

Posted by: jj | October 22, 2004 02:24 AM

Nice reading:The Baghdad Blogger goes to Washington: day one

Posted by: Fran | October 22, 2004 02:35 AM

Actually there are a few more days (7 days all together) of the Baghdad Blogger in
Washington. This is from day two:

Sergeant Sean was writing his blog, Turningtables, from Baghdad. It was funny, it had a
very distinctive voice, and somehow it did not fit with the Terminator image of American
soldiers in Baghdad.

A couple of days ago, I emailed Sean to ask whether he could hook me up with a soldier
who was in Baghdad and is now in the DC area. I wanted to sit down with an American
soldier over beers and talk about Iraq. Since there is no chance of this happening in
Baghdad any time soon, this trip to the US would be my opportunity.

And guess who lives and works in the DC area after finishing his six-year enlistment? Sean
- Mr Turningtables - is here himself, and he said he would be glad to meet me. We had
dinner together and talked about a million things.

You have no idea how strange it feels that we share so much in common. When I told him I
would never actually approach an American soldier on the street in Baghdad, he told me
that if we were in Baghdad he would probably be talking to me with his gun pointing at me
because he would be scared shitless. Yet there we sat, drinking beers together.

We exchange stories about how badly both of us are dealing with sounds of things popping.
He tells me he will never again go to a July 4 celebration because of the fireworks, and I
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tell him how I got laughed at when I ducked and ran after a car backfired near me in
London.

The rest is here

Posted by: Fran | October 22, 2004 02:47 AM

Listening a couple of nights ago to a local, super-hawkish radio show, in which the
argument was made that OBL and al Qaeda are now small potatoes while Iran is the REAL
security crisis of the decade, I was reminded that certain things have to take place before
any possible strikes against that country. Just like the more or less predictable rundown of
events to OIF, there must be a similar drill followed for Iran.

Where are we in the rundown?

Buying Nuclear Fuel Said to Interest Iran
Updated: Tuesday, Oct. 19, 2004 - 3:21 PM

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - Iran is interested in buying nuclear fuel from the West, one of the
incentives expected to be offered in a European package aimed at persuading Tehran to
abandon uranium enrichment, a top nuclear scientist said Tuesday.

Britain, France and Germany are expected to offer Iran a number of incentives, including
nuclear fuel, in an attempt to head off a confrontation between Tehran and the U.N. nuclear
agency over the country's nuclear program.

The Europeans are trying to convince Iran to abandon uranium enrichment, a technology
that can be used to produce fuel for nuclear energy and nuclear weapons. The United States
contends Iran has secret plans to build atomic weapons and wants the matter referred to the
U.N. Security Council, which could lead to sanctions.

"We may purchase fuel from the West and develop its technology. We have not rejected the
West's fuel proposal, but not losing our right to the technology is the point," Gholamreza
Aghazadeh, head of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran, was quoted as saying by
state-run Tehran television.

Iran has been under enormous international pressure to abandon its nuclear program. On
Monday, the country's top nuclear negotiator said Iran was prepared to temporarily suspend
some nuclear activities though it would not relinquish its right to enrich uranium.

The foreign ministers of Britain and Germany urged Iran Tuesday to indefinitely suspend
its nuclear program and avoid a showdown next month with the U.N. nuclear agency.

"Iran has yet to give us the confidence we need about its intentions," British Foreign
Secretary Jack Straw told reporters in London with German Foreign Minister Joschka
Fischer. "We cannot go on indefinitely, but Iran could still give us that confidence by
introducing an indefinite suspension of its enrichment and processing activities."[...]

[Iran is going to have to give up its uranium enrichment activities, as the British and
German Foreign Ministers said, "indefinitely." Declining to do so will move the matter up
to the UNSC next month. Iran has stated that it will not forfeit its right to uranium
enrichment and that, if it is dragged to the Security Council, it will throw out UN nuclear
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inspectors. But throwing out the nuclear inspectors - or the recall of inspectors by the UN -
is the last significant event to look for prior to major breaking news.

Iran's between a rock and a hard place; it wants to join the nuclear club, but the IAEA
membership that has thus far protected its nuclear program development is not going to
amount to a hill of beans without its formal abandonment of uranium enrichment. Thus it's
a game of chicken. Iran only has to correctly guage whether the threat to them is real. This
is not, after all, about sanctions, but about the grounds for sanctions - the formal violations -
that the Security Council will have to put in writing.

Some may hope but I don't think anyone expects Iran to accept enriched fuel in exchange
for giving up its own fuel development indefinitely. The only way out for both parties that I
can see is for European negotiators to grant Iran the right to fuel development in principle,
with a formal agreement on Iran's part not to exercise that right for the time being - kicking
the whole thing a little further down the road. A couple more weeks and we'll see.]

Posted by: Pat | October 22, 2004 03:06 AM

@Fran & Pat
Up late again, having finished the Atlantic Monthly Green Zone piece tonight
I'm reminded of Pats story about whether, as in post war Germany, some schools, or streets
in Iraq may someday take it's namesake after the American initiative now in Iraq. Pat, I
think your dad was right to laugh at that suggestion if only that we have failed so badly at
the integration of the Iraqi culture into some simple equation for stability of that country --
to help them in their own way to find their own agreement.

A vet friend of mine has gone back to Vietnam now some three times, no schools, or streets
named in honor of the American effort there , but also , on the personal level there seems to
be no outright anomosity among the people there. And this reminds me of the story of the
Baghdad blogger meeting up with the soldier over beer -- and how on the human level
people can, without the burden of their circumstance, find the mutual understanding of their
plight and take some comradship in that. So as Iraq unwinds on a parallel trajectory as did
Vietnam, there will be some residual understanding and history also mutually felt. I find it
sad that this process could not in some way be reversed, so that individuals, with
understanding, could effect change.

Posted by: anna missed | October 22, 2004 05:08 AM

@ DeAnander

STOCKHOLM - Bush Plans to Screen Whole U.S. Population for Mental
Illness', read the headline in the 'British Medical Journal' (BMJ) and the
project, with increasingly controversial drug treatment at its core, is underway
as you read this.

Structures to put the scheme in place have been developed under a so-called
"Federal Action Agenda," announced in Washington on Jun. 9, and include
mandatory mental health screening, which the plan recommends be linked
with "treatment and supports".

I saw something interesting on the Italian news this morning, apparently the government
wants to give pyschiatric tests to judges. You might be on to something here. I know this
sounds dangerously paranoid but if you were able to control the shrinks (psychiatrists) you
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could pretty control the whole show. If someone gave you a hard time you could put it in
your report that they had some ailment and that would pretty much put them out of
contention.

The whole deal discussed in your linked article is probably just the frosting on the cake. I
mean if you can makes lots of money all the while controlling the populace to an
unprecedented degree.....why not?

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 22, 2004 07:05 AM

@anna missed

My son and I just finished reading the Green Zone article last weekend. Very interesting
and really rather sad.

During the last couple of months, out of weariness and disgust, I've come round to
accepting OIF. I don't have to like it; I don't have to agree with it. And I don't have to bang
my head against the wall and wail and howl about an event that is not going to be undone.
Operation Iraqi Freedom JUST IS. All I have to do now is try to discern its end. I would
like to see Tawhid wal Jihad badly damaged -hobbling on bloody stumps - before we go. A
few other details would also satisfy. Beyond this, I shrug my shoulders. It could've been
worse.

I am tired - most especially of the high emotion, the strident rhetoric, and what I honestly
believe to be the misguided exercise of pinning the whole war on a relatively small handful
of individuals, a cabal of public conspirators, a den of incompetents. It's just not that
simple, nor that titillating.

OIF may very well soon be finished. America, however, is not.

Posted by: Pat | October 22, 2004 07:11 AM

This link talk about CBS 60 min show. The one who was talking about skull&bone.
http://www.indiadaily.com/editorial/06-19-04.asp

Posted by: | November 3, 2004 06:51 PM
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October 19, 2004

The Party is Over ...

Throughout the last years Asia has been financing the Unites States consumers. This is now
about to change. The US is not prepared for the resulting foreign policy and economic
trouble.

The Problem's Start

After the stock bubble burst in 2000, the Federal Reserve Bank lowered its interest rate to
stall off a recession and allowed for cheap and plenty credit availability. The government
lowered taxes financed by additional debt. Cheap mortgage rates allowed real estate to be
used as an ATM. This and the tax cuts put money into consumer pockets.

On the other side of the Pacific central banks were concerned with underemployed masses
in their countries. To bring the people into employment and develop their economies they
needed growth in production facilities and export markets.

With sinking US interest rates, the Dollar should have lowered versus all other currencies
and should have allowed for more US exports and fewer imports. Asian countries could not
allow their currencies to increase and stall their exports. They pegged their currencies to the
US Dollar.

The Circle

The US consumer carried their Dollars to Wal Mart in exchange for goods produced in
China. The producers in China exchanged the Dollars through the Chinese Central Bank
into freshly printed Yuan to pay their workers. With its Dollars the Chinese Central Bank
then bought fresh US debt in form of Treasury Bills and Mortgage Backed Securities. This
facilitated further US tax cuts and even cheaper mortgage rates. The Dollars found the way
back into consumer hands.

To the astonishment of many economists this "vendor-financing" circle did work for some
years. But ever increasing US debt levels and increased printing of Yuans are not
sustainable. Nobody wants to finance a house to 150% of its value and nobody wants to
build unprofitable Mobil-Phone-Factory-No.52 in Shanghai.

The Crunch

As Stephen Roach reports India is starting to use the Dollars owned by their Central Bank
to finance new roads and water pumps. China starts using its Dollar reserves to bail out
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some of its failing banks and to build strategic commodity reserves. Roach cites an Indian
official:

"We are subsidizing the American economy. These are scarce resources that
can be put to better use."

As China and India slow their recycling of Dollars, the Dollar will have to decrease relative
to other currencies. To finance its wars, the US will have to pay higher interest rates on
renewed an additional debt and will have to increase taxes. With higher rates and taxes the
consumer will no longer be able to sustain current consumption levels. Falling consumption
will lead to a recession.

As consumer, financial institute and government debt are at unprecedented highs, higher
interest rates and a recession will facilitate severe dislocation in financial markets. The
Fanny Mae and Freddie Mac have reached the Outer Limits and will fail.

Unprepared

So far the US has denied these unbalances and the problems that will result. Fareed Zakaria
is correct when he writes in WaPo about America's Big Challenge: Asia. The election
discussions have been about foreign policy on a country with 23 million inhabitants and
some minor domestic economy issues. A real foreign policy discussion would be about
3,000 million Asians and the coming economic train wreck.

Posted by Bernhard on October 19, 2004 at 01:22 PM | Permalink

Comments
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(unnecessary space)

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 19, 2004 02:11 PM

b, you are exactly right. I still don't believe taxes will be raised enough to cover repatriation
of monies by China, India and Japan. I believe we will default. Any way we go we drive
down the value of the dollar. It's already down say 30% this year. This translates into those
higher commodity prices, like oil.

Somewhere, somehow, reality will hit. My debt compared to many is low, but still
unsustainable.

We are going to need a depression just to clean up the books. Its a hard thing, but true.

Posted by: jdp | October 19, 2004 02:11 PM

Interesting!
This WaPo article is about the same point.

Bearish on Uncle Sam?

Here are the first paragraphs for all those not wanting to register. :)

Bearish on Uncle Sam?
As Foreign Investment Shows Decline, Economists Keep Watch
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By Jonathan Weisman and Ben White
Washington Post Staff Writers
Tuesday, October 19, 2004; Page E01

NEW YORK -- On Sept. 9, as it must frequently do, the U.S. government turned to Wall
Street to raise a little cash, and Paul Calvetti bet that demand for $9 billion worth of
long-term Treasury bonds would be "huge."

But at 1 p.m., as the auction opened and the numbers began streaming across his flat-panel
screens, the head of Treasury trading at Barclays Capital Inc. slumped in his chair.
Foreign investors, who had been voraciously buying Treasury bonds, failed to show up.
Bond prices cascaded downward, interest rates rose, and in five minutes, Calvetti, 38, who
makes money by bidding on bonds at one price and hoping market demand lets him quickly
resell them at a profit, had lost $1.5 million.

"It's amazing," he gasped, after the Treasury Department announced that Wall Street
traders, not foreigners, had been left to buy virtually the entire auction. "I don't think I've
ever seen this before."

The most recent auction of 10-year Treasury notes may have been a fluke, a momentary
downturn in one aspect of the massive world market for U.S. government and
private-sector bonds, stocks and other securities -- a market so large and diverse that it has
long been the world's safe haven. But a rash of new data, including Treasury Department
figures released yesterday showing a net sell-off by foreigners of U.S. bonds in August, has
stoked debate over whether overseas investors -- private individuals, institutions and
government central banks -- are growing dangerously bearish on the U.S. economy.

It is a portentous issue. Foreign governments and individuals hold about half of the $3.7
trillion in outstanding U.S. Treasury bonds, for example, and the government has been
heavily dependent on continued overseas bond purchases to finance the roughly $1 billion
a day it has to borrow to pay its bills. Foreign lending and investment are also needed to
finance the country's roughly $50 billion monthly trade deficit, while foreign capital has
been a key prop to U.S. stock prices.

A turn in overseas attitudes toward the United States could ripple deeply through the
economy, depressing the market, raising interest rates and pushing down the value of the
dollar.

Posted by: Detlef | October 19, 2004 02:20 PM

So this headline and thought about retrackting the above piece Greenspan: consumer debts
OK

But then I did read the text:

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan said Tuesday that
American consumers seemed to have their hefty debt burdens in control,
provided that incomes and home prices did not tumble.

"A significant decline in consumer incomes or house prices could quickly
alter the outlook," Greenspan said in prepared remarks for delivery to
America's Community Bankers, adding: "Nonetheless, both scenarios appear
unlikely in the quarters ahead."
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The Federal Reserve chief noted there were "pockets of distress" among U.S.
households, indicated by high bankruptcy rates, but on balance Americans'
finances "appear to be in reasonably good shape."

Posted by: b | October 19, 2004 02:21 PM

@MG - Link corrected - thx

Posted by: b | October 19, 2004 02:28 PM

Here is part of Al Martin's piece of 18 Oct.

It seems that Stanley Sporkin, an old member of the gang, a fixer, is being brought in to
sort out problems with Fannie and Freddie. He is a coverup artist extrordinaire.

I will try and edit this down to fit, and not run into copyright problems.

:--start quote--This guy, Stanley Sporkin, in his entire career has been put in charge of an
investigation of a coverup, or in his capacity as a judge has overseen a case that, were the
entire truth to be told, it would open up a Pandoraâ€™s Box. What this guy Sporkin
specifically does as a cover-up guy is to make sure that lids on old and deep Pandora Boxes
stay shut.

Sporkinâ€™s participation in the Fannie/ Freddie debacle is like, in the old days, the
Chicago mob family sending one of their top guys to Vegas to scope it out.

Itâ€™s big, because it would be a real problem if somebody ever looks at Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac within the context of the entire GSE complex. You know what it really is?
Itâ€™s adding up the numbers that nobody has ever done. Not even a GAO has ever done
that. No one has ever actually bothered to do an audit to actually determine what the actual,
not supposed, value, but what the actual value of these GSE assets are.

The trillions of dollars in mortgage paper, in some cases, to properties that never existed,
that were completely fictitious, properties that have been in foreclosure for decades or
burned down or wiped out by a flood. It reminds me of the joke Jeb Bush used to tell me.
HUD had more apartment buildings on empty lots than all of the realtors in the nation
combined. People must understand today the enormity of the fraud.

But people wonâ€™t understand. Theyâ€™re not meant to. You could write a book about
it if you want to. I mean you could add Sporkin in by saying that the reason an old
Republican coverup guy with such stature has been brought in is that heâ€™s the guy
thatâ€™s in charge of keeping some of the ultimate Pandora Boxes shut.

Remember what Henry Kissinger used to say. George Bush used to use Kissinger language.
So did George Schultz and James Baker. They used to call it -- â€œThe domino effect of
breaking lies.â€•

When one lie is broken, in this case, for instance, â€œWhere are the missing trillions?
Where is all this property, this underlying property, the trillions of dollars of paper
thatâ€™s been written or guaranteed against? What happened to it?â€• When you break
that lie, then suddenly the next lie: â€œHow did it occur? How did it happen?â€•
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What happens is that the dominoes fall backwards and successive lies fall down. Now, the
last domino is the domino that canâ€™t fall. Itâ€™s what George Bush called â€œthe
jiminy domino.â€• The jiminy domino is the last domino at the end that is right on the edge
of the great vortex, the great abyss of the way everything works and what itâ€™s really all
about.

If the last domino falls into the abyss, then the world, as George Bush said, would collapse
because then the American people would first understand the great postwar lie, that
everything theyâ€™ve been told was a lie. Then you break into whatâ€™s called the
second set of lies, at a next higher level. The dominoes begin to fall backwards, where the
American people learn that everything they have ever been told has been a lie, all they have
ever learned. Even some of what they believe to be mathematical constants are, in fact, a
lie.

It would become a global event. Itâ€™s actually called â€œthe omega effect of the lie
conundrum.â€•

--end of insertion--credit:almartinraw

The piece goes into more detail on who is involved and that the cabal goes back 1500 years
to the Byzantine Empire and is based on using religion to keep the people in line. Sound
familiar?

Martin professes to agree that it is too late to tell the truth, and that it would damage the
world to do so. This is of course the position of the 5000 or so members of the cabal
worldwide, and they have been quite confident til now that their secrets will remain hidden.

I would advise them that it is too late, the lock is broken and there will be no getting
Pandora back into the box. This would explain the desperation on the faces of some of our
current players. Their time is up; they are frantically stuffing all the cash into their pockets
to make a getaway. To where?

Posted by: rapt | October 19, 2004 02:42 PM

What does it mean to be 'unprepared'? China can have the hegemony. Being number 1 is
psychologically fatiguing.

One outcome is certain in all this. When American workers in Iowan call centers and
Floridian tennis-shoe sweatshops realize they are, were forever, exploited by capital, it will
be too late.

Posted by: slothrop | October 19, 2004 02:53 PM

From Bernhard's link to Roach's piece for Morgan Stanley, it seems clear that a Nat'l Sales
Tax will be imposed very quickly to supposedly increase savings, no matter who steals the
election. (If I were a Repug Overlord, I'd fix the election to put Kerry in - let him impose
the draft, I mean Nat'l Service, Nat'l Sales Tax, etc., so Repugs would be spared the
consequences of their actions.)

From reading that & another Morgan Stanley link on 10/13 open thread, it seems to me that
Reactionaries tax-cut for top .001% & resulting deficit was financed w/by destroying
american jobs by shipping them to Asia. Is this right?
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Posted by: jj | October 19, 2004 03:37 PM

Just read NYT Private Investors Abroad Cut Their Investments in the U.S.

The Treasury Department reported yesterday that net monthly capital flows
from the rest of the world fell for the sixth time this year, declining to $59
billion from $63 billion in July.

Private investment from abroad fell by nearly half - to $37.4 billion in August
from $72.9 billion the month before. Investors appear to be concerned over
cooling growth and a rising American trade deficit.
...
"Foreign central banks saved the dollar from disaster," said Ashraf Laidi, chief
currency analyst of the MG Financial Group. "The stability of the bond market
is at the mercy of Asian purchases of U.S. Treasuries."
...
"If all we have funding our current account imbalance is the good graces of
foreign central banks, we are on increasingly thin ice," said Stephen S. Roach,
the chief economist at Morgan Stanley. Of Washington's call for China to stop
interfering in currency markets, he cautioned, "That could come back and bite
us."
...
A disorderly situation would occur if foreign money dried up suddenly when
the United States still needed it. Then, the adjustment in American savings
might happen involuntarily. Interest rates would rise sharply, and the dollar
could fall abruptly. This could induce a sharp economic contraction, even
stagflation.

Posted by: b | October 19, 2004 03:58 PM

@jj

it seems to me that Reactionaries tax-cut for top .001% & resulting deficit was financed
w/by destroying american jobs by shipping them to Asia. Is this right?

It is a consequence but most probably not intended and its hard to reverse.

Usually when the Dollar would drop, US exports would pick up and imports drop.

Now China has build manufacturing capacity and the US has reduced its manufacturing. If
the Dollar drops now, exports will not increase because even with 50% loss in US$ value,
China will be able to produce cheaper.

Instead of an upturn in exports and less imports we may see no upturn in exports and no fall
in imports, but only higher import prices. This would lead to even higher deficits and a
further downturn of the Dollar.

Politics would turn to protectionism with all nasty effects one would not like to have.

Posted by: b | October 19, 2004 04:08 PM

Paul Krugman in his excellent lecture says that a collapse is coming in five years due to
government debt and mismanagement. The Great Unraveling: Losing Our Way When I saw
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the Washington Post article I thought it's coming sooner. Interest rates have to raise to sell
fed bonds. These are very strange portents. Gasoline is back over $2 a gallon. Yet, Dell
sold out today its production of laptop computers at half price ($750 off $1500). If I were a
fiscal wizard, this would seem to indicate that there is decrease in spendable income and
price cutting to keep production lines going. Will the crash come even before the January
Inaugural?

On top of all this Bush doesn't see longtime presence in Iraq. â€˜If free and open Iraqi
elections lead to the seating of a fundamentalist Islamic government, â€œI will be
disappointed. But democracy is democracy,"â€™ Bush said. "If that's what the people
choose, that's what the people choose." A Islamic Republic will force the US to pull out its
troops. A huge strategic defeat. Will any investor have any confidence in the US
leadership? In four short years the greatest country in the world was turned into a Banana
Republic.

Posted by: Jim S | October 19, 2004 11:34 PM

From Bernhard's link to Roach's piece for Morgan Stanley, it seems clear that a Nat'l Sales
Tax will be imposed very quickly to supposedly increase savings, no matter who steals the
election.

I know Bush is toying with this idea, although it's probably more to do with getting rid of
the eeeevil income tax than about increasing savings. Politicians seem clueless right now
about the economic imbalances facing the American economy, and once this party's beer
keg is finally emptied, the American people will have no choice but to save more of their
income.

That NY Times article was pretty startling. A decline for six of eight months? Net sell-off
of Treasuries by private foreign investors? Maybe I'm just being naive, getting hung up on
one month's figures, but you could almost say there's a pattern developing there!
All the same, I can still hear the annoyingly loud, thumping music playing from the party,
so it's not over quite yet. Maybe we're just seeing a blip on the way to a higher plane of
New New Economy absurdity.

Then again, I may wake up tomorrow to Black Wednesday.

Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan said Tuesday that American consumers seemed
to have their hefty debt burdens in control, provided that incomes and home
prices did not tumble.

Since income growth in the last 4 years has been feeble and can't gently reduce the debt
burden, this is only possible if the US never again has a recession. Looks like someone
drank a bit too much.

Posted by: Harrow | October 20, 2004 12:32 AM

Detlef, that Washington Post story is the sign I've been waiting for. Once Japan, China, etal
stop buying our debt, the party has begun to end.

Curiously, doesn't this mean that people who have locked in low rate loans already will do
well as everything (including loans) gets more expensive? Its the consequences I'm trying
to figure.
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Posted by: Citizen | October 20, 2004 02:48 AM
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« What will he be like? | Main | The Party is Over ... »

October 18, 2004

Endorsement

Together with Putinâ€™s endorsement for Bush today, a qualitative equivalent testimony
by Abu Musab Goldstein al-Zarqawi emerged today.

An Arabic written message was posted on several Islamist websites and message boards
and is said to be Zarqawi endorsing Osama bin Laden.

"We announce that the Tawhid wal Jihad (One God and Holy War) Group, its
prince and soldiers, have pledged allegiance to the sheikh of the mujahideen
Osama bin Laden,"

[The Islamist websites do not use Christian Web Hosting and real Christian IP addresses.
As General Boykin explained, the IP addresses used were "only idols" and the postings
could therefore not be tracked back to the poster.]

With today's announcement there is now final proof for the prophetic abilities of George
W. Bush and his administration.

Powell soothsaid to the UN on February 5, 2003:

We know these [Al Queda] affiliates are connected to Zarqawi because they
remain, even today, in regular contact with his direct subordinates

Three days ago, anticipating today's evidence, Powell even put Zarqawi on the State
Department's terror list.

Now Zarqawi's connection to Al Queda is proven beyond doubt. The statement is in
Arabic, posted on the Internets, it includes his name and, most conclusive, US officials say
it is credible.

Endorsing Mr. Zarqawis help in the election process White House spokesman Trent Duffy
said in Washington:

"This underscores once again why Iraq is the central front in the war on
terror," .. "It's also proof positive of why the president's firm resolve to fight
terrorists overseas so we don't face them in America's neighbourhoods is the
only clear way to prevail."

The flypaper theory, now officially endorsed as No. 10 on the List of Iraq War rationales
cited by Bush administration.
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UPDATE:
Atrios asks what Kerry's response to Bush capturing Zarqawi should be.

The build up of Zarqawi as the current Goldstein and now his connection to AlQueda could
be the hint that they already have someone they can present as a captured Zarqawi.

CNN has a picture with this recent article of a man supposed to be Zarqawi. The picture has
the copyright notice of AP/Department of State. It is significant different from the picture in
Powells UN presentation.

Where does this new picture come from, why has it not been in the UN presentation
and how do they know it is Zarqawi?

Posted by Bernhard on October 18, 2004 at 01:41 PM | Permalink

Comments

Found this on another blog.

Intelligence doesn't come wrapped up like a Tom Clancy novel with a beginning, middle
and an end. Intelligence comes in bits and pieces, from numerous sources. It is collected by
thousands of agents and analysts in numerous agencies over prolonged periods of time.
These thousands of scattered tidbits must be pieced together to form a coherent picture.

Before the 9/11 attacks, an FBI agent in Minneapolis discovered a suspicious Muslim
taking flying lessons but not wanting to know how to take off or land. That was an
intelligence success. Another FBI agent in Phoenix uncovered several Muslim suspects in
flight schools. That was an intelligence success. Their discoveries were ignored. That was a
leadership failure.

There were numerous analysts in several intelligence agencies who had concluded that Iraq
did not possess "weapons of mass destruction." That was intelligence success. They were
ignored. That was leadership failure.

Others knew Iraq was not a partner in the 9/11 attacks. That was intelligence success. They
were ignored. That was leadership failure.

Ambassador Joseph Wilson was sent to Africa to check out stories that Iraq was seeking
processed uranium for a nuclear-bomb project. He found no truth to the stories. That was
intelligence success. The administration ignored him and launched a
character-assassination attack against him. That was leadership failure.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 18, 2004 05:27 PM

Just seen the update.

You could be right Bernhard........... a proxy Zarqawi.......... but what's new?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 18, 2004 05:29 PM

How long before the lightbulb blinks and we figure out that this is all a setup, from the
beginning.

As long as our beloved gang of criminals owns all the planes and tanks and troops, we have
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no way of saying, "wait a minute, where'd you get that?"

While we're on the subject, isn't it a bit cute that Saddam was caught in a hole, all drugged
up and cruddy-lookin? Do we have any credible confirmation that this body is really him?
Or that the real Saddam is not in a fine safehouse somewhere?

For the record, I believe NOTHING said by the govt.

Posted by: rapt | October 18, 2004 06:05 PM

Goldstein?
Who is Goldstein?

If this is a hint of anti Semitism, I strongly disapprove. Not all Jews support the madness in
the Middle East. I take exception to your assuming that a Jewish person was posing as
Zarquawi (if he is alive, and exists.)

Shame on you for damning when you have no proof. You are just as bad as the people you
are decrying.

Posted by: albatross | October 18, 2004 07:59 PM

@albatross,
A little behind on your reading assignments? I suggest a visit to Room 101.

Posted by: biklett | October 18, 2004 08:13 PM

Shame on you for damning when you have no proof. You are just as bad as the people you
are decrying.

Albatross: You might at least try looking it up before indulging in wild, irresponsible
accusations of pseudo-anti-semitism. (What made you assume "Goldstein" was
automatically Jewish??) A simple Google search would have got you the following as the
first match:

Emmanuel Goldstein

As for the rest, talk about rapid, sequential leaps of logic! That clincher above was certainly
a FAR cry from the initial "IF this is a hint of anti Semitism ...".

Now aren't you thoroughly embarrassed?

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 18, 2004 08:48 PM

Berhard: The "Goldstein" tag certainly fits. Zarqawi has been blamed for virtually all the
evils of Iraq by this fraudulent administration. Personally, I suspect he's being "groomed"
by the Bush Regime as Bin Laden's replacement bogeyman, possibly because it's lookng
ever MORE unlikely that US troops in Afghanistan will be able to capture UBL.

The AP / State Department photo indeed looks only loosely like an AFP photo I have --
close, but no booby prize! (I'll see if I can re-locate the link.)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 18, 2004 08:57 PM

Here's the link to actually TWO additional photos from a BBC News Profile on Zarqawi.
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I certainly wouldn't be willing to swear the same guy was depicted in all three.

Note: I have mirrored the images, as well, just in case one had been reverse-printed. (Faces
are generally asymmetrical.) But no difference. The nose and forehead in the AP/State
Department pic look quite wrong, compared to the other two.

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 18, 2004 09:22 PM

A little behind on your reading assignments? I suggest a visit to Room 101.

And it definitely ain't the reading room.

IMO, the picture of Bedouin Zarqawi in JMFeeney's BBC link looks somewhat like the
State Department picture. If I recall, he spent some time in Europe, so maybe he was trying
to blend in.

"It's also proof positive of why the president's firm resolve to fight terrorists
overseas so we don't face them in America's neighbourhoods is the only clear
way to prevail."

Thanks to Dear Leader's "firm resolve", increasing numbers of Iraqis are joining al-Tawhid,
something that could not have happened under Saddam, according to Juan Cole. And
makes ol' Duffy so sure the terrorists won't just ignore the bait and slip across the border to
attack a less well defended American target?

Posted by: Harrow | October 19, 2004 12:20 AM

Not everyone sees things in the same light
as the Moon of Alabama habituÃ©s, not even
those capable of writing a cogent statement
of their position. An extreme case is
that of Spengler
while
Venik who previously gave interesting
postings on the early engagements in the American military campaign in Iraq, now offers
some insight regarding Putin's endorsement of the incumbent puppet.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 19, 2004 01:11 AM

Goldstein... ROFL! That's excellent, Bernard.

And Albatross, have you never read George Orwell's "Nineteen Eighty-Four"? Are you
pretending to be silly? I hope that's the case, but if not... Emmanuel Goldstein is the brute
wholly-invented enemy of Big Brother. Never dead, always threatening the "security and
safety" of the people of Oceania. His photo, big and ugly, is played prominently for the
weekly Four Minutes Hate, so all the outer party members can get their needed patriotic
catharsis.

Read the book. You'll like it. ;-)

Okay everyone. Back to your cubicles.

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 19, 2004 01:16 AM
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And so I wonder, why has'nt there been the smallest peep or even a squeak over the
continued bombing of Christian churches in Iraq? One would think the religious right here
in the US would be foaming at the mouth over this, I would have thought that General
(torture advocate & Christian) Boykin would have assumed at least some tokin defense
posture on behalf of the Iraqi Christians. Funny how they turn their allegence away, when
there is no political gain to be made. Or maybe it is, because they are, Iraqi.

Posted by: anna missed | October 19, 2004 04:22 AM

Point taken. Yes, I read 1984, AND "Brave New world" and was not pretending to be silly.
I AM highly stressed and very worried about what is going on.

There has been a significant increase in Anti-Semitism lately due to the continued
obscenities in the Middle East. I've gotten worrisome reports from some European friends
on what is going on there. I forgot about the literary 'Goldstein' and assumed that this was a
story akin to the ones I've been reading about "Mossad agents" being captured in New
Zealand and Savannah, Georgia.

I don't know if reading 1984 right now would be a comfortable experience. I know that we
are living it.

Posted by: albatross | October 19, 2004 04:27 AM

Oh, sure, Europeans are already setting up concentration camps, that's pretty clear, isn't it?
As Sharon said, the only safe solution is for every European Jew to flee to Israel, huh?

Hannah: Is it me or is Spengler bordering psychotic? Yeah, 20th century would've been
great if Europe had been ruled by Prussia from 1906. Doesn't he realise that the US
would've been at war with Prussia sooner or later, and would've probably lost, because the
2nd Reich would've been more powerful and the US would've had fewer allies?
Oh well, I'm gonna do like Terry Jones in an old Guardian article, complaining that my
annoying neighbor is a threat to my security, and pre-emptively attack him. In fact, I'll
follow Spengler's advice that everyone who may in the future be a risk to me is a legitimate
target, and I'll kill every single person I'll ever meet for the rest of my life. That makes just
as much sense...

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 19, 2004 04:55 AM

Clueless Joe

No, it's not you. Spengler is psychotic - not even borderline.

I don't have enough time to deconstruct what this guy is on about - he is either a composite
or someone who has spent his life in esoteric study to justify his xenophobia and
deep-seated racism.

Posted by: DM | October 19, 2004 08:16 AM

@ Clueless Joe and DM

Well, at least Spengler isn't dishing out the usual pious mush. As one who invariably
"misses the point" I can't help wondering
if Spengler is engaging in an extended display of irony, and laughing up his (or her) sleeve
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at all those who take it seriously.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 19, 2004 08:46 AM

Re Spengler:
Isn't it Thai?
"shuak gai hi ling do" == "Cut the chickens throat and let the monkeys watch"

Here are some of my Chinese proverbs:
"If a son is uneducated, his dad is to blame."
"Lift a stone only to drop on your own feet. "
"How can you put out a fire set on a cart-load of firewood with only a cup of water? "
"Even a hare will bite when it is cornered."

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 19, 2004 09:08 AM

Brooks, today: "The truth, however, is that voters are not idiots."

Sadly, and how frequently we forget, Americans on average are pretty dull-witted when it
comes to 'reality-based reality.'

Posted by: slothrop | October 19, 2004 11:57 AM

Ha, and here I was thinking that al-Zarqawi had a wooden leg, a Jordanian accent, and was
dead. He was killed around my last birthday, March 2004. The death was caused by a
combination of US bombs and the leg: the one causing a murderous blast, the other
preventing rapid movement.

Corpses still carrying out their duties, too cool.

But then, I havenâ€™t tracked this latest terrorist montage, perhaps the news of his death
was false. All I remember is that Zarqawi was announced as a member of the team that
killed Nick Berg, but he cannot have been present as his artificial leg, the tatoo on his hand,
and his Jordanian accent were not discernable on the video tape. It is quite unlikely that he
would have put an American trainer shoe on his false foot and managed to move the leg in
a life-like fashion. Max Factor CoverAllUp on the hand seems rather odd as well.

The US has not been able to produce a live Khalid Sheik Mohammed, reportedly being
held at a secret location in Jordan according to recent news (existence of secret prison
denied by the Jordanians, ha ha.) The 9/11 report quotes KMS on many points. Reading
parts of it my conviction that the info therein actually came from Ramsi Bin al-Shib (held
in Gitmo) grew.

Posted by: Blackie | October 19, 2004 01:31 PM

Anti-Semitic racism, Switzerland.

In years 95 - 02, 218 complaints were filed under the 'anti-racist' law. The pop. of CH is
around 7 million.

56% were â€œclassedâ€•, that is, interrupted - complainant never showed or gave up, Judge
threw it out, etc. - or lead to acquittals. Only 93 cases lead to some sort of mild punishment.

One quarter of complaints concerned verbal insults (e.g. You filthy *** etc.), and these
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donâ€™t really fall under the anti-racist propaganda law. The acts have to be public, have
to incite to hatred, have to be addressed to a large audience in some way (e.g. radio speech,
pamphlet), have to have some kind of weight or permanent nature, etc. - it is all very vague
and I donâ€™t know the exact terms of the law, and more importantly, how it is interpreted
by the courts.

Certainly, calling someone â€œa bloody wogâ€• when that person stole the parking place
you were aiming at - picking something rather old fashioned and innocuous on purpose -
has no chance of leading to reparation for the insultee or jail time for the perp!

The groups targetted, and symmetrically the complainants, concern:

1) about 25 % Jews and/or Israelis; 2) Refugees and assorted or any foreignors (13%); 3)
Blacks (11%); 4) Unspecified right-wing neo-nazi kind of stuff (9%), and then, all for very
small percentages:

People from Eastern and Southern EU (â€œAlbaniansâ€•, â€œeffen fish eatersâ€• - the
Portuguese, though the stats. donâ€™t specify that), Muslims and/or Ay-rabs, Whites, the
Swiss, Gipsies, and Asiatics.

In about 31% of complaints it was not possible to identify a target group. (e.g. Scr** you
all!)

In CH, discrimination is rampant, and it affects, not in order: foreignors (institutionalised,
legal racism), young people (modern times), women (traditional, but regulated by different
legislation), refugees and asylum seekers (also institutionalised), homosexuals (much
violence towards then, while many laws protect them), and subtly and insidiously, people
from the â€œfourth worldâ€• - le quart monde, that is, the lower-class unemployed or
uncooperative.

The 218 cases brought have not made even the tiniest dent on any real issue.

Posted by: Blackie | October 19, 2004 01:40 PM

Putin stikes me as the same as Bush, a greedy authoritarian oligarch, perhaps totalitarian.
What did he get from the US administration in exchange for repeating the neocon crap
about the terrorists wanting Bush to lose? Bush is the terrorists' best recruitment tool.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 19, 2004 09:56 PM

gylangirl: easy, he got the oil barrel at 55$, twice as much as when W came to power. That
means billions more for Russia. Same goes for Iran, who openly endorsed Bush yesterday.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 20, 2004 06:23 AM

He can beat the Chechens up with impunity and keep their oil for Mother Russia.

Posted by: Blackie | October 20, 2004 12:57 PM

@gylangirl

Careful and don't take all this stuff at face value. Putin may be a dictator, etc. but I am sure
he is a Bush enemy in the ways that matter. They are fighting over the scraps of oil and
hegemony left lying about, a serious fight.
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It has been said today that our beloved CIA was instrumental in the recent school massacre.
Who supposedly calls the shots there? Um it is your very own Dub, although I doubt he had
much to do with the decision.

I hear often that Russia is standing by Iran and its oil contracts, etc, as a buffer against wild
neocon attack plans.

Bush and Putin are not buddies; of this I am quite certain.

Posted by: rapt | October 20, 2004 01:21 PM

Bush relatives for Kerry - because blood is thinner than oil

Posted by: Fran | October 20, 2004 02:08 PM
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October 18, 2004

What will he be like?

Conservative blogger Andrew Sullivan asks the question every voter should ask:

This insularity, of course, is not a sign of strength, but of weakness. So there
are no deficits; or they do not matter. There has been no increase in domestic
spending because the president's plans say so. There was no insurgency in
Iraq, just a fgew 'dead-enders', And on and on. The reason Bush cannot name a
mistake he has made is not because he is smart enough not to admit error in
public. It's because he doesn't believe he has ever made a mistake. If you are
God's instrument, how could you? And notice the only mistake that came to
his mind: he allowed a few non-believers into his inner circle. You can be sure
that won't happen again. I cannot be the only person of a conservative
disposition in politics to be alarmed at this kind of blindness in a president.
Most people become tempered by experience; they learn from their mistakes;
they adapt and reflect and adjust. Not this president. If he is as sealed off
from reality now, what will he be like if he's re-elected handily?

Posted by Bernhard on October 18, 2004 at 07:34 AM | Permalink

Comments

How many Bush administration officials does it take to change a light bulb?

None. Thereâ€™s nothing wrong with that light bulb. There is no need to change anything.
We made the right decision and nothing has happened to change our minds. People who
criticize this light bulb now, just because it doesnâ€™t work anymore, supported us when
we first screwed it in, and when these flip-floppers insist on saying that it is burned out,
they are merely giving aid and encouragement to the Forces of Darkness.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 18, 2004 08:37 AM

I think "Bush as instrument of God" is a cooked-up way to present Bush that clears away
the need to answer for his actions. This role accommodates Bush's many inadequacies and
helps forestall any answering by members of the administration. It's a shield and a mask,
and it's phony. I don't have the impression that assertions of Bush religiosity are genuine.
They seem much more to be a political device, adopted by people who are accustomed to
being shameless.
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Posted by: emereton | October 18, 2004 09:52 AM

I've come to the conclusion that Bush's secret weapon is his stupidity. I don't believe he's
really that stupid, but I think his mixing up words and various other mannerisms actually
make a lot of people feel he's one of them and they trust him because he doesn't seem too
"slick." I'm positive he learned this from being a politician in Texas. There's no trace of
Yale, no trace of the elitist family he comes from, no trace of the Harvard MBA. He seems
like someone people might hang out with over a barbeque.

For me, John Kerry is someone I think I would like to know personally, and Bush is rather
frightening. But for that a lot of people out there, I'm afraid that's not the case.

I've also known former alcoholics who turned from rather loveable if mistake-prone people
into vigilant martinets, vicious in their condemnation of anybody else's mistakes. Maybe
there's some of that in Bush too.

Posted by: | October 18, 2004 10:20 AM

I don't have the impression that assertions of Bush religiosity are genuine

Neither do I. BTW that's me above.

Posted by: jody | October 18, 2004 10:21 AM

There's an obvious reason why you don't see Bush going to church. And it is probably not
because he's just a heathen masquerading as a fundie. Clearly, if you have a direct line with
God, you simply don't need any priest as intermediary between Jeebus and your own soul.
He's just like Caligula who went into temples and stood beside statues of gods so that the
Romans could worship both of them - except that there's still the possibility Caligula knew
that he was just perverting the system by showing them how they had become mere slaves
of the Emperor, but with Bush there would be no doubt left.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 18, 2004 10:22 AM

i think gwb's dad hooked him up w/ billy and franklin graham for a reason. Whenever one
feels the need to take bush's religious rhetoric too seriously, reconsider what strauss
outlined:

1. a leader must perpetually deceive those being ruled
2. those who lead are accountable to no overarching system of morals, only to the right of
the superior to rule the inferior
3. religion is the force that binds society together, and is therefore the tool by which the
ruler can manipulate the masses (any religion will do)
4. secularism in society is to be supressed, because it leads to critical thinking and dissent
5. a political system can be stable only if it is united against an external threat, and that if
no real threat exists, one should be manufactured

One cover for sinister policies is to hide them behind a cover of incompetence and chaos.
One of those yurica reports pointed this out wrt abu ghraib. Another yurica rpt quotes from
a "teaching manual" on how the right is to take over the government of the united states,
which illustrates bush's role: We must reframe this struggle as a moral struggle, as a
transcendent struggle, as a struggle between good and evil. And we must be prepared to
explain why this is so. We must provide the evidence needed to prove this using images and
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simple terms...

Two days ago on another thread I pointed out the amazon page for the 911 commission's
final report, where the reader reviews are heavily skewed w/ christian fundamentalist
propaganda. At that time the number one customer recommendation (w/ over 160
recommendations) was "The American Prophecies: Ancient Scriptures Reveal Our Nation's
Future" which is a fundie book described as "According to author Michael Evans, a
fundamentalist Christian minister, biblical prophets already predicted that America is
doomed to collapse unless its government stops accommodating the Arab world for the
sake of oil and instead offers full military and diplomatic support to Israel." Now those 166
customer recommendations are no longer there. It was up for at least 3-4 days, which is
when I first noticed it, but is no longer even recognized as a single customer
recommendation.

Posted by: b real | October 18, 2004 10:52 AM

United Methodists Calling for Accountable Leadership

A Letter of Complaint Against George W. Bush and Dick Cheney

We, the undersigned, do hold that George W. Bush, a member of Park Hill
United Methodist Church (UMC) in Dallas, Texas, and Dick Cheney (local
membership unknown) are undeniably guilty of at least four chargeable
offenses for lay members as listed in 2702.3 of the 2000 Book of Discipline of
The United Methodist Church. These offenses are: crime, immorality,
disobedience to the Order and Discipline of The UMC, and dissemination of
doctrine contrary to the established standards of doctrine of The UMC. For
these offenses, we the undersigned call for an immediate and public act of
repentance by the respondents. If the respondents do not reply with sincere and
public repentance for their crimes, we demand that their membership in the
United Methodist Church be revoked until such time that they sincerely and
publicly repent.
...
In Conclusion

We, the undersigned, are also very much disturbed by President Bush's many
references to the significance of Christian faith in the decisions that he has
made as President of the United States. George W. Bush has called Jesus his
"favorite philosopher", said that Jesus changed his life, and that his decisions
are often guided by prayer. In fact, we feel that most of his actions as president
have directly contradicted the philosophy of Jesus. Jesus said to feed, clothe,
and shelter the "least of these", not to starve, strip, and bomb them.

We are also concerned that the respondents seem completely ignorant of their
denomination's stances on many weighty moral issues and have consistently
ignored the advice and pleadings of their own Council of Bishops. We, the
undersigned, recognize that the Methodist tradition is founded on both support
and accountability. Our leaders and our members have tried to support the
respondents with prayers and petitions, but we fear it has been to no avail. At
this point, we cannot be expected to "encourage and enjoin obedience to the
powers that be" (2000 Discipline, p.66) when they are reckless and
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irresponsible with power given them by our democratic process.

Now is the time to hold them accountable, or to be judged ourselves by God
for not doing so.

Posted by: b | October 18, 2004 01:22 PM

@b real

followed your lead on the 911 report the other day, and found that a pretty amazing little
detail, it was as if the report was a fundamentalist document that was missing from a lot of
church librarys -- exclusively.

and katherine yurica has quietly been doing some great work, maybe essential, on the
religious right, we all need to know this stuff.

it is an indoubtable fact that the unwavering, unquestioning, & unreasonable base of
support for bush is the anti-secular religious right, and if he wins it will be because of them
-- and no longer will we just ratchet a notch or two toward theocracy, but many gears will
strip off in the lunge for it.

Posted by: anna missed | October 18, 2004 01:26 PM

@B@122PM:

Good find there B.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 18, 2004 02:42 PM

found a cached copy of the amazon page w/ the now missing "our customer's advice" entry
for American Prophecies.

Posted by: b real | October 18, 2004 03:13 PM

Bushâ€™s religiosity is entirely fake. It is a mantle he adopted at some point in life, to gain
legitimacy, popularity, status, some â€œrealnessâ€• or â€œsolidnessâ€• as human being.
That is the realist viewpoint.

On a personal level: people who are lonely and lost and desperate, no matter what their
earthly position or possessions often nevertheless feel the need to to project their emotions
and whatever love they can give somewhere - to feel, as one might say today, some
â€œconnectionâ€• - and when incapable of inventing their own investment, they often turn
to a personalised form of established religion. All this has the effect of making them
accepted, but very idiosyncratic, adherents. They tend to despise dogma and community
and go for the personal view - â€œmy own wayâ€•. Alarmingly so when they are powerful
and/or obstinate. (Bush is both.) They can rarely (in my experience) use these feelings or
insights creatively - they become stuck in a routine of professed personal belief minus the
joy of discovery or giving.

Naturally, in Bushâ€™s case the picture is muddied by vital political considerations (e.g.
the Evanglical Vote), his interactions with his handlers, etc.

So, Bushâ€™s religious adherence is both phony and real - ersatz but still there all the
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same, a kind of shoddy substitute for something more profound, a public ploy that does link
to some personal feelings while furnishing considerable benefits, as it serves to shield him
from the challenges and criticisms he is exposed to.

I mean, who is challenging Godâ€™s messages to Bush? People may challenge or question
Bush, but not God, or the fact that he sends messages, etc.

Posted by: Blackie | October 18, 2004 03:54 PM

What will he be like?

Maybe like Brezhnev. Old and senile.

This kind of preparation for visits proved very useful as Brezhnev gradually
started sinking into senile dementia. Answers to the questions his hosts would
ask could be written for him beforehand in large letters on cards, although
after a while, even this no longer helped.

Here is today's "Global Test". Please underline the correct expressions:

the Soviet Union adopted a policy of combating "anti-socialist forces". The polict became
known as "Brezhnev Doctrine". It was in November 1968, speaking before Polish workers,
that Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev gave the following justification:

The measures taken by the (Soviet Union / United States) , jointly with other
(socialist / Western ) countries, in defending the (socialist gains / freedom and
liberty ) of the (Czechoslovak / Iraqi ) people are of great significance for
strengthening (the socialist community / UN credibility ) , which is the main
achievement of ( the international working class / Free World ).

We cannot ignore the assertions, held in some places, that the actions of the
five ( socialist / coalition ) countries run counter to ( the MarxistÂLeninist /
U.N. ) principle of sovereignty and the rights of nations to
selfÂdetermination.

The groundlessness of such reasoning consists primarily in that it is based on
an abstract, ( nonclass / pre-9/11 ) approach to the question of sovereignty and
the rights of ( nations to selfÂdetermination / the West to defend itself ).

The ( socialist / Western ) states respect the democratic norms of international
law. They have proved this more than once in practice, by coming out
resolutely against the attempts of ( imperialism / communism ) to violate the
sovereignty and independence of nations.

However, from a ( Marxist / national security ) point of view, the norms of
law, including the norms of mutual relations ( of the socialist / with the rogue )
countries, cannot be interpreted narrowly, formally, and in isolation from the
general context of ( class struggle / weapons of mass destruction) in the (
modern world / hands of terrorists) . The (socialist / coalition ) countries
resolutely come out against the exporting and importing of ( counterrevolution
/ terrorism ) .

Concretely, this means, first of all, that, in its activity, ( each Communist party
/ The President of the US ) cannot but take into account such a decisive fact of
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our time as the struggle between two opposing social systems - ( capitalism /
islamic terrorism ) and ( socialism / democracy ) .

This is an objective struggle, a fact not depending on the will of the people,
and stipulated by the world's being split into two opposite social systems. (
Lenin / Abraham Lincoln ) said: "Each man must choose between joining
our side or the other side.Any attempt to avoid taking sides in this issue
must end in fiasco."

It has got to be emphasized that when a ( socialist / western ) country seems to
adopt a ( "nonÂaffiliated" / unwilling) stand, it retains its ( national
independence / security from terrorism ) , in effect, precisely because of the
might of the ( socialist community / Coalition of the Willing ) , and above all
the ( Soviet Union / United States ) as a central force, which also includes the
might of its armed forces. The weakening of any of the links in the ( world
system of socialism / Global War on Terror ) directly affects all the (socialist /
willing ) countries, which cannot look indifferently upon this.

The (antisocialist / Baathist) elements in ( Czechoslovakia / Iraq ) actually
covered up the ( demand for soÂcalled neutrality / intent to restart
programmes ) and ( Czechoslovakia's / Iraq's ) withdrawal from the ( socialist
community / UN inspectors regime ) with talking about the right of nations to
selfÂdetermination.

Such "selfÂdetermination," as a result of which ( NATO troops / terrorist
organisations ) would have been able to (come up to the Soviet border /
operate in Iraq and gain WMDs) , while the community of ( European
socialist / UN ) countries would have been split, in effect encroaches upon the
vital interests of the peoples of these countries and conflicts, as the very root
of it, with the right of these people to ( socialist selfÂdetermination / security
from terrorism) .

Discharging their ( internationalist / multilateral ) duty toward the fraternal
peoples of ( Czechoslovakia / Iraq ) and defending their own ( socialist gains /
security), the ( U.S.S.R. / U.S. ) and the other (socialist / willing ) states had to
act decisively and they did act against the ( antisocialist / anti-Iraqi ) forces in
(Czechoslovakia / Iraq ) .

From Pravda, September 25, 1968;

It's all the same. Only the words change. The devil is in the nuance.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 18, 2004 05:29 PM

Remember two things: - First, it is not who has power that's the problem. It's
that someone has power. - Second, the founders of the United States designed
inefficiency into the government precisely to prevent accumulations of power,
having had immediate experience with imperial tyrants.

Beware those who would bring efficiency to government. A government that's
run like a business is a dictatorship.

The appeal of fascism
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Posted by: b | October 18, 2004 07:00 PM

"sealed off from reality"

My latest pet theory is that W's presidential persona is an NLP construct. With the strain of
the election and failure in Iraq, it's shattering beyond Herr Rove's powers of mesmerization.

Anyone remember Armitage/Corto in William Gibson's Neuromancer?

Posted by: catlady | October 18, 2004 08:52 PM

My latest pet theory is that W's presidential persona is an NLP construct.

Sounds pretty good to me, catlady.

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 18, 2004 11:09 PM

@b

that b a very fine link" the appeal of fascism".............

did he call bush "a jug eared cipher" ............that's got

to be an image of bush i'll never be able to get out of

my head.

Posted by: anna missed | October 19, 2004 12:45 AM

Catlady, yes... Armitage/Corto, very vivid memory. "Operation Screaming Fist" -- Gibson's
a wicked satirist.

I find myself wanting to re-read Sterling's Distraction. I'm about ready for the Netherlands
to invade the US.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 19, 2004 01:04 AM

My latest pet theory is that W's presidential persona is an NLP construct.

Catlady, Kate - I disagree with you. If Bush's persona were a NLP construct, he would be
functionen much better. Because through NLP that persona would have been integrated,
what with him is not the case.

Posted by: Fran | October 19, 2004 01:15 AM

You must read this woman's commentary on GOPUSA called

"Many times people don't recognize greatness. "I have knocked on the door of this man's
soul, and found someone home," said Democratic leader, Zell Miller, as he spoke of
George W. Bush at the recent Republican convention.

The words of the columnist in my hometown paper still haunt me: "I wonder if Bush,
Cheney, and Rumsfeld know, deep down, how awful war is?"

I believe George Bush sought guidance from God regarding this war. If only men who
know war can lead us, then we would have re-elected George H.W. Bush and then Bob
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Dole, rather than President Clinton, who never knew war either, but yet sent soldiers to
fight during his entire Presidency. We didn't question him. Did we trust God more then . . .
thus trusting our leader more?

When did we stop trusting God? When was our faith shaken? And if you say, "It's all
George Bush's fault . . . then you're saying it's God's fault. Is it just easier to blame
the President?"

--good thing Zell didn't knock on Bush's head, or he would have heard that it is
hollow.

this woman is so repulsive to me, yet she is the same irrational sort of person who will
work with all her heart and soul to put a torturer in the White House yet again.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 19, 2004 01:57 PM

yikes. "

called Oh Ye Of Little Faith.

Here's the link:

http://www.gopusa.com/commentary/ddaniel/2004/dd_1013.shtml

Posted by: fauxreal | October 19, 2004 01:58 PM

when God is in control, it doesn't matter who's driving the car.

that woman is scary...

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 19, 2004 02:30 PM

I really wish all these lunatics fundies would follow the example of the guys from Heaven's
Gate. Just make them willingly drink some potent poision and rid us of their stupidity once
and for all.
Sooner or later, the (majority?) of sane people in our world will realise that if they decide
the whole world is an "us vs them" issue, the "them" side can't ignore it and is eventually
forced to act accordingly.

Posted by: Clueless Joe | October 19, 2004 03:20 PM

Many non-fundie Bush supporters have asserted that Bush is just 'pandering to the
fundamentalist base to get re-elected'. They, like cynics on the left, also believe that Bush's
religiosity is a front.

They insist that when Bush is reelected to a second term, he will drop the pandering
because he doesn't need the religious right's votes anymore. Therefore they reason that in
his second term, Bush will NOT push anti-abortion legislation, will NOT push faith-based
governmental initiatives, will NOT push anti-gay constitutional amendments, will NOT
nominate Scalia-Thomas type judges etc etc. They also beleive he will purge his
administration of the extremists like John Ashcroft but keep so-called moderates like Colin
Powell.
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Never mind that this ignores the fact that the GOP Congress still has to pander to the
fundies and that Jeb's future political career is depending on turning out the extremist base.
It also ignores the fact that Bush converted to fundamentalist christianity in his forties. He
really is a true believer, which is a lot scarier than a mere political panderer.

But I believe that Bush's heartfelt religiosity will dictate an irrational exhuberance [sp?] in
his faith based policies and extremist appointments. When Bush uses his second term to
force his warped religious views onto the Supreme Court, into congressional legislation and
into administration policies, the non-religious, taxcut-addicted sheeple will turn to Jeb to
ease their consciences. And of course Jeb will deliver the 'moderate, uniter not divider,
humble foreign policy, morning in America, kinder gentler nation compassionate
conservative' rhetoric the non religious Bushies crave so that they can convice themselves
that they did not sell out their daughters and the bill of rights for another tax cut.

Meanwhile Jeb will benefit from the fundies perception that he is the heir to the god
mantle. By then the damage will be done: Jeb will not be held responsible by the
non-fundies for George's extremist appointments to the Supreme Court.

Kerry should be pushing the Supreme Court issue to peel away more Bush moderates.
Instead he is himself pandering to the religious right, which has already made up its mind to
vote for one of its own.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 19, 2004 06:47 PM

@gylangirl - good analysis - I see no reason to expect Bush to be less extreme in the
coming four year, but many why he will be more extreme.
Snowcroft in the FT and other Reality Republicans may wish so but it is just that a wish.
Sad. Lets hope Kerry will win by a decent majority. If he does not, the courts will give it ot
Bush and he damage will be serious and all of us will have to pay for it.

Is there a parallel in the prohibation campaign in the early 20th century?

Posted by: b | October 19, 2004 07:02 PM

@b,
The prohibition campaign began in the late 19th century temperance societies as a 'good
intention'. As you know its failure resulted in the repeal of a constitutional amendment, due
in part to a) intolerable mob crime and b) profit motive of liquor companies and retail
establishments. So no I don't see a connection...

Posted by: gylangirl | October 19, 2004 08:06 PM
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October 17, 2004

Just Another Open Thread

News and Views...

Posted by Bernhard on October 17, 2004 at 05:40 AM | Permalink

Comments

The New York Time Magazin has a Bush portrait written by Ron Suskind (Author of "The
Prince of Loyalty"). It is absolutely chilling.

One Bush aid:

In meetings, I'd ask if there were any facts to support our case. And for that, I
was accused of disloyalty!

ItÂ´s faith based madeness.

Posted by: b | October 17, 2004 05:45 AM

Juan Cole: Ron Suskind's profile of George W. Bush reminded me eerily of Mao Zedong,
the leader of the Chinese Communist Party. Suskind portrays Bush as filled with
unwarranted certainty, sure that God is speaking and working through him, and convinced
that decisive action shapes reality in ways that make it unnecessary to first study reality.

This approach to policy-making, it seems to me, should be called Right Maoism. (bold by
me)

The rest is here

Posted by: Fran | October 17, 2004 06:05 AM

Bushie thinks he's some kind of Moses leading us to the promised land. This is very scary
politics. Wouldn't you think Powell or someone else would inject some reality into these
people?

Posted by: jdp | October 17, 2004 09:26 AM

@jdp - "reality"

From the Suskind article
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The aide said that guys like me were ''in what we call the reality-based
community,'' which he defined as people who ''believe that solutions emerge
from your judicious study of discernible reality.'' I nodded and murmured
something about enlightenment principles and empiricism. He cut me off.
''That's not the way the world really works anymore,'' he continued. ''We're an
empire now, and when we act, we create our own reality. And while you're
studying that reality -- judiciously, as you will -- we'll act again, creating
other new realities, which you can study too, and that's how things will sort
out. We're history's actors . . . and you, all of you, will be left to just study
what we do.''

Posted by: b | October 17, 2004 10:30 AM

No doubt Bush and Rummy/Cheney/Neocons are maniacs. The question is why have the
Democrats gone along with this madness, on both the war in Iraq & Israel/Palestine?

Posted by: | October 17, 2004 10:50 AM

How's this Reality?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 17, 2004 10:55 AM

Suskind's article on Bush and Juan Cole's observation that Bush is America's Mao dovetails
nicely w/ the (mostly anglo) excoriation of Derrida. Derrida, as I understand him, fought
against reification--the petrification of ideas and forms of life--because such reification
induces tyranny. Those who have attacked Derrida do so in the interest of defending the
reification of capitalism. Suskind offers a portrait of Bush demonstrating the madness of a
defense of a reification that is basically preenlightenment. Bush taps into a vestigial desire
of the electorate to become feudal and to live under a sacred canopy spun naively out of
Bush's brain. Forget about bourgeois values. We're talking the reactionary politics of the
medieval Church w/ its ideology of the chain of being and the godliness of kings.

Posted by: slothrop | October 17, 2004 11:45 AM

Good Bush Toon

Posted by: Blackie | October 17, 2004 11:56 AM

Correction: I don't think Hari criticizes Derrida to defend capitalism. I merely point out the
way that a defense of Enlightenment often tends to butress and naturalize capitalist social
relations.

Posted by: slothrop | October 17, 2004 12:08 PM

my esteemed comrade slothrop

who is this buffoon writing for the independant - he appears like hofmanstahl to have a
perfect understanding - of the surface

i read nothing in this text which can substantiate or constitute a real critique of derrida

anglosaxon empiricism has been at a dead end for a century or more & it is convenient for
them to attack 'continental' philosophy as he does here & his friend a mr tallis at the tls does
in everincreasing circles of stupidity
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there is a left - a comfortable left that needs its orthodoxies but to me in any case thinkers
like derrida & negri offer means to understand the shit we are in & some strategies for
getting out of it

i've ever only had a quibble & that is on the sanctification of heidegger - who i regard &
still regard as a minor thinker with a terrible history

i think in the space of the post - slothrop - you have nailed something, something essential

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 17, 2004 12:18 PM

minor minds try to build their reputation over the dead bodies of real ones

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 17, 2004 12:19 PM

rgiap

Well...let's just say that you can know alot about a person's worldview when they insist, as
Hari does, that Thomas Pynchon is a shitty writer.

Posted by: slothrop | October 17, 2004 12:31 PM

Here poodle. Nice poodle.
Poodle want to pray with me?
Good poodle...

------------snip------------

Although the outside participants were reluctant to quote the words of the Government side
- Downing Street said: "It's not our policy to comment on private meetings" - what struck
several of the experts was the lack of response. "There was no real argument," said one.
"You sensed they were heading into a war they couldn't avoid. Although we were sitting at
the cabinet table, the decisions were being taken on the other side of the Atlantic."

-----------------------------

That's about right.

My bet is that Bush told Blair he was going to war with him or without him, and that his
country could either be with America or against America.

At that point in time... the poodle jumped onto Bush's lap and curled up snugly. It has been
there ever since, asking but for a pet and a shared prayer every now and then.

But one phrase of the above irks: "...a war they couldn't avoid."

That's a weak alibi for weaker leadership.

Blair didn't have to fawn. He didn't have to play second fiddle to Bush's Nero. The fact that
he did reveals oodles about Blair's canine backbone.

Talk about a dog having faith in its Master!
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Here boy. Sit. Roll over. Play dead.

Posted by: koreyel | October 17, 2004 12:50 PM

@Koreyel

IMO you give Blair too much credit for having a choice in this matter of being or not being
a poodle. He got himself, or was gotten, in way too deep and has no way to extract himself.

Perhaps you have read some of the (inside) stories of Diana's death. Then there is the
unsolved mystery of Dr. Kelly's murder. I'm sure Tony B knows that if he steps out of line
his family is in grave danger of horrible accident. Not just the big Tony himself.

He is given no choice.

Posted by: rapt | October 17, 2004 01:07 PM

slothrop

again & again for years & years the dull thud of empiricist philosophy tries to do its worst
against the work of post war french philosophy

amongst these critics have been thinkers i do respect like ep thompson & eagleton but they
have come from a background rooted in a certain type of thinking that i understand to be
impoverished

i think it was thompson who once sd he was tired of english empiricism having to do the
dirty work that french philosophy was incapable of doing. like the british empire itself - it is
said with delusion of grandeur & of significance. these marxist thinkers 'allowed' through
the reign of terror of both thatcher & blair - the complete & utter destruction of all of the
organs of defence of the working class. they never spoke for the people who live in the
direst poverty. the critiques inferred a dialectical tradition - that does not exist - neither for
them or their country

i have come from a marxist leninist tradition which in its essence should reject the
elaborations of french philosophy but it is in work amongst the most disinherited of europe
that i have found real meaning only through these thinkers

althusser - who i remmain both an obediant & dumb student - clarifeied for me through his
reason & his madness - the real costs of engagement. the nature of that engagement. & the
multiplicities of that engagement & the multiplicitous levels of action to be taken. althusser
taught me through his fragile corp - the unmediated 'sense' of marxism. that it was a 'living'
philosophy. a philosophy that had only begun to teach us - this is most clear ion his books -
available in english - for marx, reading capital lenin & philosophy but for me the real
resonance exists in his lettres Ã  franca - they are beautiful, complex, multiple renderings of
this most precious of minds

i use althusser ever day in my field of activity

the work of a derrida & a baudrillard have been informed by a world that changes with such
rapidity that thoughts need to be in front - not at the back - they need not be just
commentaries but also strategies

as a poet - i know the gravest of my realities as an artist is to take the opposite position of
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the one i actually take because without the power of contradiction - without it being
informed by oppositions & interrogations - it will remain a flimsy thing

one of thos realities is to go to very dark places - not out of fashion or out of some romantic
duty but out of civic responsibility

certain can read that as an excuse for nihilism but for me it is the opposite - it is the difficult
& vital search for meaning

antoni negri supplies us with the most sublimest of tools for understanding this world & if
others read that as vague, as oblique, as elliptic - i would suggest to you that concrete
reality is all these things - in awe & wonder

foucault, lmyotard & others have led to a democratisation of the academy & i think it is
there that there harshest critics come from - from the self enclosed hermeticism. until them
it was a boys club, a white boys club - now there exist a multiplication of institutes of
higher learning for both bad & good reason - but it is in these institutions where the young
turks have defended this necessity to open thinking up to something corresponding with a
lived reality

the bully boy academy is finished & the clowns like alan or harold bloom waving their
batons of what constitutes real scholarship & what constitutes a real canon appear like
ridiculous figures in a pantomime. they exist in close proximity to their adored elites but to
reality - they know oh so little, really

what french philosophy has done is allow me to take from all manner of diciplines &
sometimes opposing ones if it is necessary in the day to day work - it is not just about
utility - it is about finding tools that work

& these heretics of heretics like hani are just so small in the the life of a philosophy

as isd the only discomfort i have ever felt is with a reliance on martin heidegger whose
actions on the contrary spoke much louder than his words. his words have their better in a
feurbach, shopehauer, in husserl or even jaspers

there exists a great great mind that died impoverished in france & that was the grande
marxiste - phenomenologist tran duc thao - who went to practice his thinking in vietnam.
tran would wipe the floor with the likes of a hani

in a world so ravaged by the likes of bush & their economic rationalism, their hatred of the
poor & marginal - i need tools, tools that work & french philosophy has provided me with
them

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 17, 2004 01:34 PM

The only positive thing I can see with this mess is that the SCLM is turning on Bush. There
has not been an article so critical of him since before Sept 11, 2001.

I have a feeling, now that the Times has come out and endorsed John Kerry for president
that we will see a lot more of the same. If the other outlets pick up on this and don't leave
the Times hanging, we could just have a regime change.
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Even though someone (Greco I think) posted some time ago that the greatest curse we have
is hope, I still cling to it foolishly. It frightens and saddens me to contemplate a
continuation of this madness.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 17, 2004 01:41 PM

@Koreyel

Blair is no poodle. In the past he was very willing to conduct military interventions (for
humanitarian purposes).

He criticised the Conservative government for weakness over Bosnia. He was the one
PRESSING Clinton to use ground troops in Kosovo. Clinton was afraid of combat
casualties (a 2nd Mogadishu would hurt him politically ) and would only conduct a massive
air bombardment.

The point is that to achieve the same goal a ground offensive would cost some American
lives, but would cost much less civilian lives then a bombing-only campaign.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 17, 2004 01:42 PM

Naomi Klein kicks ass again:
United Nations Compensation Commission being used as a slush fund for multinationals
and rich oil emirates

Since Saddam was toppled in April, Iraq has paid out $1.8bn in reparations
to the United Nations Compensation Commission (UNCC), the Geneva-based
quasi tribunal that assesses claims and disburses awards. Of those payments,
$37m have gone to Britain and $32.8m have gone to the United States.
That's right: in the past 18 months, Iraq's occupiers have collected $69.8m
in reparation payments from the desperate people they have been
occupying.

much larger awards have gone to corporations: of the total amount the UNCC
has awarded in Gulf war reparations, $21.5bn has gone to the oil industry
alone. Jean-Claude AimÃ©, the UN diplomat who headed the UNCC until
December 2000, publicly questioned the practice. "This is the first time as far
as I know that the UN is engaged in retrieving lost corporate assets and
profits," he told the Wall Street Journal in 1997, and then mused: "I often
wonder at the correctness of that."

But the UNCC's corporate handouts only accelerated. Here is a small sample
of who has been getting "reparation" awards from Iraq: Halliburton ($18m),
Bechtel ($7m), Mobil ($2.3m), Shell ($1.6m), NestlÃ© ($2.6m), Pepsi
($3.8m), Philip Morris ($1.3m), Sheraton ($11m), Kentucky Fried
Chicken ($321,000) and Toys R Us ($189,449). In the vast majority of cases,
these corporations did not claim that Saddam's forces damaged their property
in Kuwait - only that they "lost profits" or, in the case of American
Express, experienced a "decline in business" because of the invasion and
occupation of Kuwait. One of the biggest winners has been Texaco, which was
awarded $505m in 1999. According to a UNCC spokesperson, only 12% of
that reparation award has been paid, which means hundreds of millions more
will have to come out of the coffers of post-Saddam Iraq.
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Despite the $18.4bn of US tax dollars allocated for Iraq's reconstruction, the
Washington Post estimates that only $29m has been spent on water,
sanitation, health, roads, bridges, and public safety combined.

if post-Saddam Iraq had not been forced to pay these reparations, it could have
avoided the $437m emergency loan that the International Monetary Fund
approved on September 29.

With all the talk of forgiving Iraq's debts, the country is actually being pushed
deeper into the hole, forced to borrow money from the IMF, and to accept all
of the conditions and restrictions that come along with those loans. The
UNCC, meanwhile, continues to assess claims and make new awards: $377m
worth of new claims were awarded last month alone.

LOST PROFITS?!

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 17, 2004 02:14 PM

@Marcin ... speechless ...

Posted by: DeAnander | October 17, 2004 02:42 PM

rgiap

yes. in an even more concrete sense, the struggle against reification includes aesthetics.
There is presently so little in modern life that unsettles ennui, that forces on the individual
the 'shudder' of comprehension of the catastrophies of humanity born again and again by
stultifications of reified life. The disaster of the American Way of Life is the space between
the individual and the kind of reflection made possible by art & representation is
impassable. So, it is no surprise that so many Americans cling to the virtues of 'gut-instinct'
and the revelatory inspirations of god. Such is the fantasy life of all us 'good people' who
look to death as our only salvation.

Ah Pook is Here.

Posted by: slothrop | October 17, 2004 03:06 PM

I read this chilling quote this afternoon, and it deserves some commentary. Occasionally
you find a qoute that could have come form Leo Strauss' playbook:

''We're an empire now, and when we act, we create our own reality. And while you're
studying that reality -- judiciously, as you will -- we'll act again, creating other new
realities, which you can study too, and that's how things will sort out. We're history's actors
. . . and you, all of you, will be left to just study what we do.''

I remember years ago Strauss' arch-rival Voegelin accusing him of being a neo-gnostic
thinker. I see this tendency in the Neocons (both the prominent ones in the news and those
that seem to be recent graduates of Patrick Henry College sucked into the Bush White
House), as holding to a dimwitted, religious, Disney-like political "imagineering" doctrine,
where if you can image the world as a right wing day camp in your inner most thought, you
CAN create it militarily and politically. Chilling really when you think about it. Bush may
have a prophetic and messianic complex, but he's perpetually egged on by a cadre of
devoted clacks that seem to have less sense then he does and more devotion to an almost
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mystical set of political core values. Their only foundation seems to be themselves. That is
a recipe for hubris and consequently, disaster!

Posted by: Diogenes | October 17, 2004 03:47 PM

Knight Ridder has a good series about Iraq
Post-war planning non-existent

Iraq reconstruction efforts overcome by ongoing violence

Iraq's future path uncertain because of insurgency

Posted by: b | October 17, 2004 03:54 PM

@Diogenes

The more power you have the more reality you can create.

I think we will see lots of news this week that smash the reality in Bush's head.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 17, 2004 03:56 PM

Dan of Steele:

I have a feeling, now that the Times has come out and endorsed John Kerry for president
that we will see a lot more of the same.

I hope so also... but one wonders if the Times is for Kerry in name only.

Have you been following Mike Shaw's work over at bagnewsnotes?

He has been running a series of parodies on the Times' covert photographic acts against
Kerry. It is enough to make one grind one's teeth.

Here are a couple of links straight to the apropos posts.

Something sinister does seem to be going on behind the scenes.

Posted by: koreyel | October 17, 2004 04:04 PM

Sharon, the Butcher

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 17, 2004 04:12 PM

koreyel

I happened to see that site just a little while ago. You may be right, it could be that they are
endorsing Kerry because most of their readers are Democrats.

Like I said before, I foolishly hope for a Kerry victory. I do not have a gut feeling either
way who will win right now, it is still too far away. The attention span in the US is only a
few minutes it seems so some could make up their minds who to vote for or even if they
want to vote on election day.
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I don't think I have ever seen Democrats so riled up as they are this year. People vote for
strange reasons, a smirk at the wrong time could cost a vote here and there. If there is not
massive fraud with the electronic machines Kerry could very well win.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 17, 2004 04:43 PM

since we got in the philosophical mode here, I would like point to Karl Popper's "Open
society and it's enemies".

Here is a short summary of his thought by George Soros:

philosopher Karl Popper who explained that both fascism and communism
suffered from a fatal flaw: they claimed to be in possession of the ultimate
truth.But our understanding is inherently imperfect so the ultimate solution can
be imposed only by force.It is better to live in an imperfect society that holds
itself open to improvement through freedom of thought and expression,
elections, markets and laws that are open to modification.

The problem is, that Bush BELIEVES that "democracy" and "capitalism" is the best,
ultimate end-state of societies that solves all other problems. Therefore the shortest path on
the way there is the RIGHT choice, and any doubt or diversion is FALSE and EVIL. His
FAITH makes him STRONG and the DEVIL can not mislead him into non-action.

Marxists believed that the means of production in private hands are the source of all evil,
because they lead to exploitation. Revolutionaries hold the belief that "There is no THIRD
WAY." No compromises, no half-socialism.

Good communists had the holy mission to change the social order in every country in the
world. Bush has his own. He wants to change the society of all the Muslim states. Bush is
technically a marxist (a world revolutionary with an utopian goal). No compromises, no
half-capitalism.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 17, 2004 05:28 PM

Something from the Suskin article which coresponds with Popper:

This is one key feature of the faith-based presidency: open dialogue, based
on facts, is not seen as something of inherent value. It may, in fact, create
doubt, which undercuts faith. It could result in a loss of confidence in the
decision-maker and, just as important, by the decision-maker. Nothing could
be more vital, whether staying on message with the voters or the terrorists or a
California congressman in a meeting about one of the world's most nagging
problems. As Bush himself has said any number of times on the campaign
trail, ''By remaining resolute and firm and strong, this world will be
peaceful. ''

But I do not think we should blame Bush personally. Firm faith is a guiding principle of the
Christian faith. (St. Peter the Rock ) George would have to betray his religion in favor of
ever-doubting Humanism. Tragic.

Maybe he should read this site: today's "Religious Right" are much more like the kind of
clerics who battled Jesus

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 17, 2004 05:57 PM
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@Marcin & DeAnander - But that is Exactly the Reason to Force Them to Pay Reparations
- So International Kleptocracy can get control of their economy behind closed doors, while
making it seem essential for the welfare of all, inevitable & irreversible.

While on the homefront, they are bankrupting the Nation & the States to achieve the same
results - a transfer of assets to the Kleptocrats.

Posted by: jj | October 17, 2004 06:27 PM

@b Much better article on post-war planning is Naomi Klein's in Harpers - avail online
@harpers site & truthout.org. (I promise to learn to link - just got new computer 24 hrs. ago
& am a bit overwhelmed - but finally I can get this site.)

Gist is they did post-war planning they cared out - arrangements to steal resources etc. they
wanted. They don't give a shit about people. "We don't do nation-building." This point was
underscored by Michael Klare yesterday on his booktv appearance w/Chomsky & Amy
Goodman - & presumably in his new bk. ~"Blood & Oil". He argues that Am. not building
Empire, at least in classical sense, as it has Zero interesting in building & running afflicted
societies - merely stealing/obtaining control over the resources.

We see same thing here. Americans lives are being destroyed but elite doesn't give a flying
shit....just stealing everything they can.

Posted by: jj | October 17, 2004 06:36 PM

Bush is not a Marxist ! the recent abandonment of Kerry as the flip-floper is now replaced
with Kerry the extreme left liberal or the socialist statist. The new battleline of statist
welfare state is of course the pablem spoon feed to the American delusional notion of
individualism. The problem for the American bodypolitic is to effectivly develop the
appropriate gag reflex to such spoonfeeding and to see that the Bush agenda for what it
truely is -- and that is profoundly STATIST in and of itself. Bushes tyranny of the majority,
being composed of of the theocratic dominionism of the religious right looking to recast
government power into both the enforcer of the deterministicly established Christian
agenda (theocracy) and shrink government economic regulation to facilitate the evolution
of a worldly bound market state.The market state is then the privitization of all government
functions, thereby subjugating the individual to the moral and ethical standards of monoply
capitalism. In this light the Bush initiative is a trade of government for the people, by the
people, in exchange for the far more oppressive statism of the theocratic state fuled by
runaway capitalism that leaves any sense of individualism a forgotten myth.

Posted by: anna missed | October 17, 2004 06:42 PM

He is Marxist-like in the international context. That's what I mean. Export of revolution VS
export of capitalism.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 17, 2004 06:53 PM

I guess I knew that, but the term statist (collectivist as opposed to individualist) better
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covers the similarity -- and also puts the termnology theocracy, capitalism, socialism within
the same field of choice concerning the instruments of governance. If people in the US are
knee-jerk afraid of socialism and its supposed denial of individualism, why can't they see
(on equal footing) the same peril in the move toward theocracy and the market-state?

Posted by: anna missed | October 17, 2004 07:15 PM

because my dear friend anna missed they have watche too many i love lucy, father knowx
best & dragnet

& theocracy becomes them

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 17, 2004 07:28 PM

Ah yes, as you say the deprivity of the individual as aculturating a starvation diet of
television air waves must surely rank high in the overall denial of the true individualism,
which can only find its full dimension and expression in its reciprocal acknowledgement
and benifit of the other. Anything less is solipsism on a life support machine.

Posted by: anna missed | October 17, 2004 08:35 PM

Golden rule, anyone?

A little faith-based campaign ad from Mad Magazine.

Posted by: catlady | October 17, 2004 09:11 PM

Great link Catlady!

I was getting one hell of a headache with all the philosophy.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 17, 2004 09:35 PM

I was getting one hell of a headache with all the philosophy.

FlashHarry: Me too! ;-)

What I believe Suskind's article provides us with is an unadulterated, first-hand perspective
on just how utterly *daft* this president is. He insinuates "divine inspiration", while
indulging in acts that are completely in opposition to the world's religions. He alleges
"Christianity", while practicing none.

In the Middle Ages -- think Joan of Arc -- they had a certain way of perceiving people who
claimed to be messengers of God, usually branding them heretics "in league with the
devil", and consigning them to the flames.

Alas, George W. Bush was born a few centuries too late to be subjected to such "rational"
treatment. Instead, he gets to pontificate ceaselessly and run for RE-selection on a platform
of "the voices in his head".

Beware of false prophets; they are wolves in sheep's clothing.

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 17, 2004 10:24 PM
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CatLady:

When I tire of election propaganda, Mad Magazine always is a pleasant diversion. Several
times in grad school, it kept my head from exploding. So what's next? Swift Boat Apostles
Against Jesus and Jesus: Unfit to Command?

I need a pill. I'm laughing too hard.

But seriously the religious right has been refashioning Jesus into one mean son of a bitch
for 20 years and has been abandoning the Jesus of the 19th century Romantic movement.
Love, care of the poor, social justice and reconciliation are now old fashioned. Let's move
back to the Medieval Jesus of judgement and the Crusades: The one that made Martin
Luther have to change his pants on occasion as a young man. The Bush adminstration
thrives on fear. They need a scary Jesus.

Posted by: Diogenes | October 17, 2004 10:25 PM

It is because they are starving for something that sounds like truth, but have been told that
truth is an American birthright, that truth requires no effort. So the first person who offers
the solid guarantees of truth without demanding anything besides a simple donation of
one's money and soul gets to play leader.

The problem is that everyone who has tried to point this out since McCarthy and Truman's
security state culture gets cut off at the knees. Very few people are anxious to be the next
Bobby Kennedy or Martin Luther King Jr., except now the price of cretinism is rising again
- even seems to be changing me.

Posted by: | October 17, 2004 10:34 PM

that's me at 10:34.

Posted by: Citizen | October 17, 2004 10:34 PM

And they need "persecution." Need to feel they are being persecuted, by liberals, by the
media, by Islam. It would be too sad if its wasn't so monumentally dangerous.

Posted by: SME in Seattle | October 17, 2004 10:41 PM

And they need "persecution." Need to feel they are being persecuted, by liberals, by the
media, by Islam.

SME: Well, not really. Thst's actually a standard ploy in Right Wing double-talk. I've
noticed for some time now that their hallmark "pre-emptive" tactic is simply to attribute
their *own" worst faults to their opponents, sight unseen.

Thus, it's "liberals" (ad infinitum) who allegedly persecute the poor little Fascists, when in
fact it's obviously the other way around. Similarly, "liberal liars", "liberal bias in the
media", tax and spend", election rigging, and baseless smears -- all skills highly typical of
the GOP's worst -- are merely ascribed to the "left" as tactical defense.

Actually, one of their most *cunning* tactics of recent years, though I digress, has been this
establishment of a "culture of derision" towards so-called "conspiracy theorists". As
enthusiastic perpetrators of well-greased conspiracies ever since the Nixon presidency, the
Right has reaped huge rewards from that media-induced conditioning of the public to reject
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such notions, however realistic they may be. (Take 9/11 ... please!)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 17, 2004 11:28 PM

@ Diogenes:

Of course, if you're gonna have a kickass mean SOB Jesus, then ya gotta have , too.

I just don't get Xtianity in its mean mode. Though the UU minister I work with says,
"maybe the problem with 'love thy neighbor as thyself' is that people do just that."

What the 1#&*$! do I know, hanging out with Unitarians, who believe Jesus's teachings are
worth following, even if he's a man and not the divine Son-o-God, and Universalists, who
believe God loves everybody.

Posted by: catlady | October 17, 2004 11:50 PM

oops, how do I close that tag? like this?

Posted by: catlady | October 17, 2004 11:51 PM

What the 1#&*$! do I know, hanging out with Unitarians, who believe Jesus's teachings
are worth following, even if he's a man and not the divine Son-o-God, and Universalists,
who believe God loves everybody.

CatLady: Obviously a LOT more than George W. Bush, who seems to think *he's* the
divine Son-o-God. :-)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 18, 2004 12:22 AM

What the 1#&*$! do I know, hanging out with Unitarians, who believe Jesus's teachings
are worth following, even if he's a man and not the divine Son-o-God, and Universalists,
who believe God loves everybody.

CatLady: Obviously a LOT more than George W. Bush, who seems to think *he's* the
divine Son-o-God. :-)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 18, 2004 12:23 AM

THIS WILL BLOW YOUR MIND

www.forceministries.com

Posted by: anna missed | October 18, 2004 02:02 AM

Christianity gets redefined as and how the ruling elites require. In light of current events it
is worth looking back in curiosity and wonder to the "Muscular Christianity" of the British
Empire, in which Jesus was imagined as something between a Scoutmaster and a drill
sergeant.

There's something so perfectly radical and subversive about the core content of the
Gospels, that every hierarchical/authoritarian statist structure has to rewrite or re-vision
them no matter what violence must be done to the text and the spirit in the process :-)
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Posted by: DeAnander | October 18, 2004 02:50 AM

Elections in Iraq - we donÂ´t want no *Â³~-@ elections.

U.S. Reportedly Blocked Bid for Muslim Forces

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia â€” President Bush rebuffed a plan last month for a
Muslim peacekeeping force that would have helped the United Nations
organize elections in Iraq, according to Saudi and Iraqi officials.
...
Saudi leaders, including Crown Prince Abdullah, lobbied Bush to sign off on
the plan to establish a contingent of several hundred troops from Arab and
Muslim nations. Abdullah discussed the plan in a 10-minute phone
conversation with Bush on July 28 after meeting with Secretary of State Colin
L. Powell, Saudi officials familiar with the negotiations said.

Diplomats said Annan had accepted the plan. But the U.S. objected because
the force would have been controlled by the U.N. instead of by U.S. military
officers. Muslim and Arab countries, however, refused to work under U.S.
command, and the initiative died in September.

Posted by: b | October 18, 2004 04:10 AM

Swift Boat Apostles? Already done.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 18, 2004 10:30 AM

Sorry about the extensive quote but this is bloody brilliant imho

Let America now imagine this. Imagine waking up tomorrow in an
upside-down world, one in which the history of America's relations with the
Arabs is inverted. Iraq is now the global hegemon, the world's richest
democracy, a beacon of freedom; Iraq and the Arab democracies dominate the
world and what was once the USA. Imagine that the Arabs have used their
power to replace a United States of America with forty-four nominally
independent states--with states for native Americans, African-Americans,
Asians, Latinos, Italian Americans, German Americans, Anglo-Americans,
Jews, Mormons, Sikhs, the Amish, etc--with most of these states run by
despotic Iraqi surrogates.

Iraq, after colonizing New England and ethnically cleansing its native
inhabitants, has converted it into an exclusive, racist, colonial-settler state for
Arabs brought in from Sudan who were dying from a severe drought, the
worst in a thousand years. This state, Arabistan, is by far the most powerful of
the states on the American continent. It is Iraq's strategic asset in the
Americas, periodically mounting incursions against the neighboring states
from where the New Englander refugees wage occasional guerilla attacks on
Arabistan.

Starting in March 2003, the Iraqi marines, supported by two divisions from
Palestine, had invaded and occupied Texas. The Iraqi administration argued
that this was a preemptive invasion to prevent the fanatical Texans from
developing biological weapons. However, some Arab publications on the Left
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have argued that the Texan oilfields were Iraq's real target. It is well known
that production from the Arab oil fields has been declining since 1997.

What would the Americans, now split, divided, corralled into forty-six racial,
ethnic and sectarian states do if they found themselves in such a world? Would
they resent the surrogate despotisms that ruled over them with Iraqi arms and
money? Would some of their young men, faced with overwhelming Iraqi
power, resort to suicidal attacks within Iraq itself? Would they too hate the
Iraqis and Arabs and attack them because they are free, prosperous and
democratic?

What would the New Englanders do, now scattered in refugee encampments in
New York, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Ohio? Would they dream of returning
to their country? Would they demand the right to return to their homes in New
England? Would they demand compensation for the homes they had lost?
Would they hate the Sudanese settlers who now lived in their homes, their
towns and cities?

What would all the other Americans do if the New Englanders began to wage
a campaign of terror against Iraqi interests in the former USA? What would
they do if Arabistan--the Iraqi surrogate--then retaliated by bombing New
York, Detroit, Washington and Albany? What would they do if the Iraqi media
accused them ad nauseum of hating Iraq's free, open, democratic society?

If only Americans could imagine all this--imagine all this for even a few
seconds--how would this change the way they think about what their country,
the United States, together with its democratic ally, Israel, have been doing to
the Arabs? Can Americans imagine this? What would it do if they could
imagine this--even for a few seconds? Would they recognize in their imagined
pain, in their imagined humiliation, in the imagined wars and destruction
imposed upon them, the real wars, occupations, massacres, ethnic cleansings,
tortures, bombings, sanctions and assassinations endured by Palestinians and
Iraqis for more than eight decades?

Would they?

M Shahid Alam, "America, Imagine This"

Posted by: DeAnander | October 18, 2004 01:42 PM

Dear Limey Assholes

http://www.guardian.co.uk/uselections2004/story/0,13918,1329858,00.html

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 18, 2004 02:11 PM

i've thought of this repeatedly. there would be more than a few charred bodies hanging
from bridges.

b, thanks for the link. although i just googled this story it doesn't seem to be all over the
news yet. seems like general knowledge of this could really help kerry right now. an
obvious solution to reducing our troop levels in the future.
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Posted by: annie | October 18, 2004 02:37 PM

...bloody brilliant. O I know it is a bit off-the-wall to keep bringing this up in a civilized
forum like this one, but here it is. Doesn't it occur to anyone else here that there has to be a
system of mind-control going on (television perhaps?) to prevent a population of perfectly
intelligent people from seeing right through the crimes we are committing? As the cocksure
closely shaven CIA spook said, "Think outside the box people."

Inside the box are approved history books, school curricula, advertisements. Outside,
whooo I can hardly imagine, but there's a lot of stuff.

Reason for this post: I've had Ruppert's Crossing the Rubicon for a week now and have
scanned thru a lot of the new and important stuff. He has identified most of the perps in the
9/11 massacre, highest-up so far is Dick Cheney. This guy Ruppert digs carefully and deep.
He has the facts to back him up when he comes out and accuses Cheney of being in charge
that day.

Obviously it is a big and complicated case, and 100% of the govt. is working on a coverup,
not an investigation. That makes it much harder to conclude a case as you can imagine.

OK that takes us back to the mind-control, the reptiles, and all that other unbelieveable
stuff. If Ruppert is right, and I'm sure he is, it leaves us with nothing to believe in. In other
words, everything in the box is bullshit. All of it. Start over. New assumptions. Not that I
love Cheney-the-reptile-in-the-box, or hate him. He is a tool.

So this is where we are going and nobody can stop it, not the chimp, not Cheney, nobody.
John Kerry may try but...well we know he is just another puppet.

Ruppert calls for a dumping of our monetary system as the only way to pull back from this
monster greed-machine we have created, but I haven't read that part yet. And we know we
can't just dump the monetary system and go our merry way without a long and deadly fight,
can we Bernhard? War. Yeah lets have another war.

If you can't see my logic here don't worry. I will bring this up again repeatedly until you get
it. It's over folks. Constitutional democracy blah blah blah.

Comments welcome.

Posted by: rapt | October 18, 2004 03:22 PM

Rapt............. I think you're thinking too much...........the populace (ie the non-voters) just
are interested in their next soap-opera episode, the latest story from the Sun or the pictorial
from Hello or the news from the National Enquirer................ um you may have a point.

As for the Bush Fundies.......... just Civil War politics and being too proud to admit they
have a cretin in charge.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 18, 2004 04:17 PM

...thinking too much... Good point CP. Please help me learn to cut out that nasty habit. A
new TV program perhaps?

Posted by: rapt | October 18, 2004 04:27 PM

yup it is over, rapt.
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DeA, that was an interesting read. But the author forgot to mention that Palestinians have
become Native Israelis or American Arabs (idea stolen from some article to which I dont
have a link.)

Posted by: Blackie | October 18, 2004 04:27 PM

@ rapt

the mind control goes way deeper than just the telly/media, but that's a good, visible target
for challenging perceptions, which could lead to structural changes, etc... haven't read
ruppert's book yet, though I do have it and am looking forward to following his
investigations... hope it's not as fatalistic as the picture you paint, though. it's impossible to
know what's possible. Before destroying the monetary system, a strategic move to
accelerate the oil crisis might knock the highchair out from under them...

Posted by: b real | October 18, 2004 04:55 PM

The book is very thick. But a lot of it is detailed investigation, details details details, some
of which I read and a lot of which has already been published on Ruppert's website. His
main theme was to make sense of the thousands of unanswered questions about what really
went down that day, and he did a very thorough job, although the results are sort of
scattered in the book. He was in a hurry to publish it before the election cuz as he says,
after so long it becomes history like the JFK murder.

An admirable effort in any case, and he is able to nail down some serious facts.

No point in trying to save the monetary system, if that is what you aim at. It is obsolete. A
new approach is necessary. Knocking away the high chair could cause a blip, but these
guys are out to destroy, kill. I dunno how they can be stopped but I'd like to find out.

Posted by: rapt | October 18, 2004 05:54 PM

Cloned Poster: That's hysterical. That kind of stuff deserved to be widely shared,
mass-mailed. Reminds me of my idea of mailing to the whole EU Commission and EU
Parliament some chosen LGF and Freeper threads, in case Bush gets another 4 years, just to
show them who they're really dealing with in the US.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 19, 2004 05:16 AM

Read Arthur Schlesinger in a Guardian Comment Seeking out monsters

President Bush is a militant idealist. He proposes to use America's military,
economic and cultural power to spread "liberty". However, there are a lot of
bad guys on the planet. Is the US obliged to eliminate them all? Does the US
serve as the world's judge, jury and executioner?

As John Quincy Adams, perhaps our greatest secretary of state, said, America,
while sympathising with struggling peoples, "goes not abroad in search of
monsters to destroy". Should America seek out monsters, Adams continued,
"the fundamental maxims of her policy would insensibly change from liberty
to force ... She might become the dictatress of the world: she would no longer
be the ruler of her own spirit."

That is the significance, for America and the world, of the American
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presidential election.

Posted by: b | October 19, 2004 06:52 AM

Spencer Ackerman has a good piece ("Ten More Years?") up at TNR.

The clock is ticking in Iraq.

Posted by: Pat | October 19, 2004 07:00 AM

Thanks Pat for the TNR piece

Knight Ridder has a three part story Post-war planning non-existent on how the war was
and is misplanned.

NYT today added a long piece to document the screwup The Strategy to Secure Iraq Did
Not Foresee a 2nd War

Hoping to stay until the Iraqi Army is up and running is not an option. To a large part the
occupation is the reason for the insurgency. Staying on can only increase it.

More than 100 dead or injured in mortar attack

More than 100 Iraqis were killed or wounded today in a mortar attack on an
Iraqi National Guard headquarters north of Baghdad, Iraqi officials said.

Posted by: b | October 19, 2004 07:30 AM

I bring this up because over at Atrios he has a post entitled:October Surprise Watch.

Rove Lays Under plame Plane Tire?

Looks to like Rove is showing his pseudo-"loyalty" to try to sell Bush on some debauchery
coming soon to a corporate news media near you.

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 19, 2004 08:46 AM

US soldier's non-combat death raises toll to 1,100

The soldier's corpse was found in his bunk house after he did not return to
guard duty, the military said in a statement.

Posted by: b | October 19, 2004 09:08 AM

The NYT piece linked by b at 7:30 AM is indeed a strange one. It reads as if a review of
OIF and its aftermath, but anyone who's kept up with Juan Cole (or with Pat's various links
right here) would hardly recognize the story told there. We read, for example: "Soon after
arriving in May, Mr. Bremer, who replaced General Garner as the chief occupation official
sooner than expected...."--and that's all you'll read about the disappearing of Jay Garner!
The piece is full of stunts like that: it has an interview with Feith, but none with Bremer
(who refused). I take it as an apologia for (1.) the neo-cons and (2.) the NYT itself (the
name of "Judith Miller" doesn't appear in this article).
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I think these folks are scared. How else to understand Ed Koch's grotesque performance
last night with John Stewart?

Posted by: alabama | October 19, 2004 10:05 AM

British Army Move North

LONDON, Oct 19 (AFP) - Britain's Prime Minister Tony Blair said Tuesday that British
troops would only be deployed to the dangerous US-controlled sector of Iraq from the more
peaceful British zone if it is military justified.

"There has been a request by the American military to the British military, not a political
request from the US president to me," Blair said the day after Defence Secretary Geoff
Hoon announced Britain was considering the move.

"No decision will be taken to re-deploy British troops unless it is clear militarily that that
should and can happen," Blair said after a Downing Street meeting with UN Secretary
General Kofi Annan.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 19, 2004 11:50 AM

Blair sounds just like Bush, taking no responsibility for anything, ever. Weak models for
the young, those two....

Posted by: alabama | October 19, 2004 12:15 PM

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/3756552.stm

The Care worker is Dublin born as per the BBC link above. Why the Fuck is Bliar and co
mouthing off about her Britishness and putting a price on her head?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 19, 2004 01:51 PM

@alabama

Of course they are scared. Their shit is indeed hitting the fan as we blog. Recommend
moving assets into hard commodities pronto.

Posted by: rapt | October 19, 2004 02:54 PM
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October 16, 2004

Gignac's Gargantuan Gaffe

by Harrow

You usually don't read the business section of the newspaper for laughs, unless you're
reading quotes on the economy from Bushco. But I got a good chuckle when I picked up
yesterday's Globe and Mail. In the previous day's edition, there was this:

It's proverbial wisdom in the stock market that when the base metal stocks
such as copper and nickel are soaring in price, it is a sure sign that the
economic cycle is about to peak and it is time to take profits.
...
But that is not Mr. Gignac's view. He is confident that the rally is
sustainable, helped by growth in China and India, ample liquidity provided by
the central banks in the Group of Seven countries and continued moderate
growth in the United States.

The very next day, their story changed somewhat.

VANCOUVER -- High-flying metals prices and mining stocks thudded
back to earth yesterday, dragged down by factors that included a stronger
U.S. dollar, worries about slowing demand in China and signs that shortages
of some metals, such as copper, could soon ease.

Wow, what a difference one day makes!

I especially like how it was China's fault either way. If and when a serious economic crisis
hits the US, there's going to be a lot of opportunistic demagogues pointing their fingers
overseas and bellowing about the yellow peril. Maybe another way of interpreting this is
that China has become so huge and voracious (it surpassed Japan as the world's third
biggest trader sometime earlier this year), it can drastically affect the world economy one
way or the other, depending which side of the bed it got up on that morning. At any rate,
there's another peril much closer to home:

Analysts said the rout was aggravated by the increased influence of
institutional investors such as hedge funds, who stepped up their activity in
metals markets to offset disappointing returns in other sectors. The presence of
these large traders has helped push commodity prices higher but has also led to
more volatility.

"We have unleashed a horrible monster of liquidity," said John Ing, president
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of Toronto-based investment dealer Maison Placements Canada Inc. "With
interest rates where they are, and stock markets such miserable performers,
there have been a great number of these hedge funds or commodity funds
created, because that's where the action has been."

I've heard that hedge funds are increasingly dominating the stock market. How long until
the next business section flip-flop?

Posted by Bernhard on October 16, 2004 at 07:57 PM | Permalink

Comments

Certainly there was and is too much money created by the Fed and by other central banks.
With interst rates this low anybody can get credit.

Commodities are still cheap. China may slow down itÂ´s rate of growth, it will not stop
growing and demand for commodities will grow further.

Hedge fonds have a problem. When there were only a few, they could arbitrage between
markets and make money. Now there are some 8,000 of them all trying to the same and so
noboday is making money anymore. Some are trying new strategies taking more risk.

There is to be expected a "dislocation" somewhere in the next months. Maybe a derivative
event like LTCM or a new scandal at another big insurance company. This could start a
chain reaction. Now too mayn fonds are sitting on the same side of the boat. If the all want
to change the side at the same time, the boat will take water.

Posted by: b | October 17, 2004 05:39 AM

Certainly there was and is too much money created by the Fed and by other central banks.
With interst rates this low anybody can get credit.

How so, b? Money created by the central banks is debt-free, while that created by private
banks adds to the already too-heavy debt level that is a feature of the modern economy.

Posted by: glenstonecottage | October 17, 2004 09:50 PM

Glenstonecottage:

It's true that money created by a central bank does not create debt (only inflation). But it
lends money at X% to banks, which lend it at X+Y% to others. When X is extremely low,
as it is right now in the US, it encourages a frantic borrowing spree, as greed overcomes
fear, and the debt burden you point out. Not to mention increasingly reckless lending and
investment practices.

Posted by: Harrow | October 19, 2004 12:08 PM
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October 16, 2004

Cease and Desist

There are rumours that a decent answer to this recently discovered letter could have
prevented the war in Iraq.

Mr. Saddam Hussein
Presidential Palace

Bagdhad, Iraq

VIA FACSIMILE

Dear President Hussein:

It has been brought to our attention - and was confirmed by the Los Angeles
Times yesterday - that your country is sponsoring and promoting a false and
misleading campaign designed to scare America into believing that there are
no Weapons of Mass Destruction in Iraq.

As you must be aware, this urban myth regarding the non-existence of WMD
in Iraq has been thoroughly debunked by no less than the President of the
United States, who explicitly stated in a radio address, "We have sources that
tell us that Saddam Hussein recently authorized Iraqi field commanders to use
chemical weapons," as well as the Vice President, who declared, "Simply
stated, there is no doubt that Saddam Hussein now has weapons of mass
destruction." Additionally, the Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, said,
"We know where they are. They're in the area around Tikrit and Baghdad and
east, west, south, and north somewhat.'"

In the light of the above statements, the only conclusion to be drawn is that
your campaign is being conducted with malicious intent and a reckless
disregard for the truth. You have an obligation to immediately cease and desist
from promoting or conducting your "nonexistent WMD" campaign.

As we know, the addressee of the letter did not cease and desist his campaign.

Senior administration officials, citing the President and the Vice President, now assert, that
a fulfillment of the request to cease and desist the campaign would have avoided the issue.

Thereby, if Rock for Vote would only cease and desist their "Draft" campaign there would
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be no draft.

A PDF version of the letter
Josh has the story

Posted by Bernhard on October 16, 2004 at 11:54 AM | Permalink

Comments

They could have telephoned Scott Ritter.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 16, 2004 03:04 PM

This is really a desperate bit of stupidity on the part of the Republicans. With many
mainstream anlaysts musing about how troop levels can possibly be kept up in the next 1-2
years, letters like this just look like ham-fisted intimidation, the kind you'd expect to see
from some thuggish legal firm.

Posted by: Harrow | October 16, 2004 03:11 PM

Not that this is much of a
surprise, considering the new depths to which the presidential campaign has sunk.

In one of President Bush's latest advertisements, a clock ticks menacingly as a
young mother pulls a quart of milk out of a refrigerator in slow motion, a
young father loads toddlers into a minivan and an announcer intones
ominously, "Weakness invites those who would do us harm."

All they missed was the mushroom cloud from the dirty bomb blowing up the young
family.

Posted by: Harrow | October 16, 2004 03:20 PM

"Weakness invites those who would do us harm."

Harrow: Disgusting. I have to say, though, it *begs* for an appropriate follow-up, like:

"Don't be weak on November 2 -- Vote Democratic and OUST those who would do us
harm!"

(Till then, kids, just "duck and cover"!) ;-)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 16, 2004 04:08 PM

Piven on the politics of fear and resistance strategies

Posted by: DeAnander | October 16, 2004 04:10 PM

All they missed was the mushroom cloud from the dirty bomb blowing up the young family.

Didn't Lyndon Johnson air an ad where a little girl was picking a flower and a mushroom
cloud blossomed behind her, signalling the death of innocence?

looked it up ::

The commercial begins with a small girl picking the petals of a daisy while counting
slowly. An ominous-sounding male voice is then heard counting down as the girl turns
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toward the camera, which zooms in until her pupil fills the screen, blacking it out. Then the
countdown reaches zero and the blackness is replaced by the flash and mushroom cloud
from a nuclear test . A voiceover from Johnson follows: "These are the stakes! To make a
world in which all of God's children can live, or to go into the dark. We must either love
each other, or we must die." Another voiceover then says, "Vote for President Johnson on
November 3. The stakes are too high for you to stay home."

Link

Picture

Posted by: Blackie | October 16, 2004 06:21 PM

DeAnander: What Piven subtly suggests -- and I wholeheartedly endorse -- is that directly
confrontational tactics are absolutely necessary to sway typical politicians, that people like
the Weathermen were essential to turning the tide of the War in Vietnam to ultimately get
us out.

I've always believed that myself, based on experience. The more mainstream Peace
Movement of the 1960's saw equally tepid reactions from the powers that be, while the
radicals were simply *impossible* to just ignore. I'm certainly willing to give Kerry a
chance to set things right. But nothing short of civil insurrection is likely to sway the Bush
Regime; that's been obvious for a long time now.

Those who repeatedly insisted, "Play nice" or "Don't give Americans any cause to criticize
the anti-war movement", simply don't get it or have never really "been there". (More was
likely accomplished in the long run by those nearly 2000 illicit arrests in New York, and
the subsequent lawsuits, than the massive, peaceful protests themselves.) "The Keys to the
White House" -- a standardized predictive index based on historical, retrospective analysis
-- includes among its 13 critical determining factors "civil unrest"; if the people have
remained relatively placid during his tenure, the incumbent holds an *automatic*
advantage.

To draw a parallel from simple physics, when push comes to shove, there *must* be equal
force, or one side falls. Better that it be the belligerent, corrupt chickenhawks of this
so-called presidency than the American people themselves. (And clearly, mere attempts at
"equalization" will not suffice!)

Thanks for the link.

Viva la Revolucion!

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 16, 2004 06:37 PM

@ JMFeeney

I think it was Chomsky who asserted that the fear of revolution (or at least civil chaos) and
the lack of militaty force to confront it, had a lot to do with the decision to withdrawl from
Vietnam.

Curiously, the Symbionese Liberation Front probably instilled more fear in the Nixon
whitehouse (and the public) than even the SDS or the Weathermen -- after all, they had
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both the spector political (celebrity) kidnapping and the fear of won-ton irrational civilan
bombing going for them -- and it is also kinda weird how closely their methodology
resembles that of the Zarqawi gang, Did they call them "terrorists" on the media back then?
i can't remember.

Posted by: anna missed | October 16, 2004 07:32 PM

In one of ******* ****** latest advertisements, a clock ticks menacingly as a young
mother pulls a quart of near empty milk out of a refrigerator in slow motion, a young
unemployed father loads toddlers into a minivan with an empty gas tank and an
announcer intones ominously, "Real wage loss invites those who would profit off of
YOUR deliquent mortgages payments...."

Sorry folks...

I got no pity whatsoever for America or Americans...
They deserve Bush, and Bush deserves them:
Stupid + Stupid = A very secure stupidity.

In a sentence:

What a great opportunity for China and Europe to step up and fill a void.

You all gonna do something about it? Or you gonna continue to carp about America as a
failed state? Sure we are banana republicans over here. That's obvious. So step up and take
the helm of civilization.

Step up.
Step up.
Step up.

Posted by: koreyel | October 16, 2004 07:46 PM

what were the physical realities of that resistance in america:

the continued incarceration of many many people

the liquidation of generation of indian, afroamerican & hispanic leaders

the extermination of their political leadership

there is a very strong documentary - that i saw here - which is essentially about the black
panthers but covers the waterfront goes into this in as much detail as a documentary can &
it spoke to the present

i think it was called 'all power to the people' with a chinese director or perhaps japaanese or
none of the above - it might have been subtitled as a history of the black panther party

but what remains clear was that resistance, armed reistance was met by disproportionate
military & judicial force - the assasination of the saint fred hampton & bobby hutton come
to mind - but it is clear beyond words that even a militant organisation in todays america
will meet the same repression

they have shown they are prepared to meet resistance with absolute force & to some degree
they would welcome it as it would supply an evidence of their perverted logic
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it is the catch 22 of the left - by the time organised resistance starts to have real meaning -
because of the elaborate security networks of the government - these organisations become
comprimised in fact & in detail

resistance must be based on a community level, always - even when it is slow & hard work

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 16, 2004 07:46 PM

Excellent article, but I disagree with one thing.

Piven:
"I think we should work to get Kerry and Edwards elected, and after that, if Kerry and
Edwards are elected, we should raise hell."

It doesn't matter who wins, the organizing that's going on needs to keep working for more
no matter who takes the executive, or legislature.

Posted by: Citizen | October 16, 2004 09:19 PM

The Guardian today had an article on an intense negotiation underway between the U.S.
Administration and the Blair Administration over moving a substantial number of Brit
troops north from Basra into the so-called Sunni Triangle area to help take up the slack
while U.S. troops are redeployed to kick the shit out of Fallujah.

How can anyone who is aware of what is going on over there not see that there is no way
we will have enough troops to continue this occupation unless they join the military
involuntarily?

Posted by: maxcrat | October 16, 2004 09:33 PM

Sorry folks...

I got no pity whatsoever for America or Americans...

C'mon, Koreyel, that's mean-spirited. You sound like a conservative who says countries
always get the leader they deserve. There may be precious few democrats in the Middle
East, but that doesn't mean Saddams are inevitable; the US may not have many
progressives in the government, but no one deserves a radical rightist meathead like Bush.
Certainly not the half of the electorate that didn't vote for him.

What a great opportunity for China and Europe to step up and fill a void.

Oh great. The small countries of the world can transfer their allegiance from pimp-daddy
America to pimp-daddies China and Brussels. Oh well, it's probably inevitable anyway.

Posted by: Harrow | October 16, 2004 11:08 PM

... they have shown they are prepared to meet resistance with absolute force & to some
degree they would welcome it as it would supply an evidence of their perverted logic ...

rememberinggiap: That's why successful resistance movements typically employ guerrilla
tactics. It cuts down the likely "casualties" while maximizing the damage inflicted. That's
one reason, relatively speaking, that the insurrection in Iraq is going rather well (for the
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insurgents). They know better than to lead a frontal assualt against a massively superior
force.

As for would-be "evidence of their perverted logic", this regime hardly needs *us* to
provide them any. They make it up as they go along! Conversely, our seeming compliance
offers abundant "evidence" that they can simply continue to dictate in this fashion.

They've already managed to fabricate a state of national emergency where none exists, via
these Pavlovian "terror" alerts. What's worse, the root cause of this state of panic -- 9/11 --
simply

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 17, 2004 12:34 AM

... they have shown they are prepared to meet resistance with absolute force & to some
degree they would welcome it as it would supply an evidence of their perverted logic ...

rememberinggiap: That's why successful resistance movements typically employ guerrilla
tactics. It cuts down the likely "casualties" while maximizing the damage inflicted. That's
one reason, relatively speaking, that the insurrection in Iraq is going rather well (for the
insurgents). They know better than to lead a frontal assualt against a massively superior
force.

As for any presumed "evidence of their perverted logic", this regime hardly needs *us* to
provide that. They make it up as they go along! But our seeming submission offers them
abundant "evidence" that they can simply continue to dictate in this fashion.

They've already managed to fabricate a state of national emergency where none exists, via
these Pavlovian "terror" alerts. What's worse, the root cause of this institutionalized alarm
-- 9/11 -- sim

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 17, 2004 12:41 AM

... they have shown they are prepared to meet resistance with absolute force & to some
degree they would welcome it as it would supply an evidence of their perverted logic ...

rememberinggiap: That's why successful resistance movements typically employ guerrilla
tactics. It cuts down the likely "casualties" while maximizing the damage inflicted. That's
one reason, relatively speaking, that the insurrection in Iraq is going rather well (for the
insurgents). They know better than to lead a frontal assualt against a massively superior
force.

As for any presumed "evidence of their perverted logic", this regime hardly needs *us* to
provide that. They make it up as they go along! But our seeming submission offers them
abundant "evidence" that they can simply continue to dictate as they please.

They've already managed to fabricate a state of national emergency where none exists, via
these Pavlovian "terror" alerts. What's worse, the root cause of this institutionalized alarm
-- 9/11 -- simply *reeks* of government complicity, no matter how you slice it. Moreover,
the largely fictitious goal of "countering terrorism" has allowed the people to once again be
victimized by their own government.

One thing's for sure: Nobody is going to TALK George W. Bush and his NeoConNazis out
of anything! So if Americans want their country back, should this regime manage to slither
its way *back* into office, they're going to have to fight. As it was for the French
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Resistance during World War II, it will be for us.

Besides, it isn't necessary to *vanquish* the powers that be. What's needed is merely to jolt
them out of their complacent belief that Americans are sheep who will simply bleat
incessantly but do nothing. As anna relayed above, it's the *fear* of chaos that induces
change in governments. (Of course, this bunch would likely require a lot more "persuading"
than most.)

The alternative, I believe, is fairly foreseeable -- a continued descent into Fascism in a
nation ruled by NeoConNazis. What's most important about this *election*, I think, is that
it may be our *last* chance to get these lunatics out.

The stakes are very high, but so are the rewards. And I didn't plan on living forever,
anyway. ;-)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 17, 2004 12:45 AM

... they have shown they are prepared to meet resistance with absolute force & to some
degree they would welcome it as it would supply an evidence of their perverted logic ...

rememberinggiap: That's why successful resistance movements typically employ guerrilla
tactics. It cuts down the likely "casualties" while maximizing the damage inflicted. That's
one reason, relatively speaking, that the insurrection in Iraq is going rather well (for the
insurgents). They know better than to lead a frontal assualt against a massively superior
force.

As for any presumed "evidence of their perverted logic", this regime hardly needs *us* to
provide that. They make it up as they go along! But our seeming submission offers them
abundant "evidence" that they can simply continue to dictate as they please.

They've already managed to fabricate a state of national emergency where none exists, via
these Pavlovian "terror" alerts. What's worse, the root cause of this institutionalized alarm
-- 9/11 -- simply *reeks* of government complicity, no matter how you slice it. Moreover,
the largely fictitious goal of "countering terrorism" has allowed the people to once again be
victimized by their own government.

One thing's for sure: Nobody is going to TALK George W. Bush and his NeoConNazis out
of anything! So if Americans want their country back, should this regime manage to slither
its way *back* into office, they're going to have to fight. As it was for the French
Resistance during World War II, it will be for us.

Besides, it isn't necessary to *vanquish* the powers that be. What's needed is merely to jolt
them out of their complacent belief that Americans are sheep who will simply bleat
incessantly but do nothing. As anna relayed above, it's the *fear* of chaos that induces
change in governments. (Of course, this bunch would likely require a lot more "persuading"
than most.)

The alternative, I believe, is fairly foreseeable -- a continued descent into Fascism in a
nation ruled by NeoConNazis. What's most important about this *election*, I think, is that
it may be our *last* chance to get these lunatics out.

The stakes are very high, but so are the rewards. And I didn't plan on living forever,
anyway. ;-)
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Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 17, 2004 12:45 AM

Oh, CRAP!! (I posted that "4X" above -- two full iterations and two partials -- only
ONCE!!!!)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 17, 2004 12:50 AM

WoW Top Billing on Google News!
Florida Today

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 17, 2004 03:04 AM

what about this - HR 163 and this - S89. feel kinda dumb mentioning them because they're
so obvious, but does anyone know what's happening with these bills nowadays.

Posted by: esme | October 17, 2004 06:37 AM

ok, did some further reading and seems S89 was quashed this month...

Posted by: esme | October 17, 2004 07:03 AM

Maxcrat & Citizen:

At this point I think we're going to wind up with a draft no matter who wins the Presidency.

Posted by: | October 17, 2004 10:27 AM

@JMF
The mulitple post syndrome is because of the CIA interfering with your posting :)

Seriously, have you tried changing browser? I hear Mozilla is good.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 17, 2004 11:40 AM

A swedish kind of death: Well that first part I could sorta believe. Although, I suspect it
would really be the *FBI*. Past and current CIA folks have been fiercely engaged in their
own brawl with this regime, and personally I've been rooting for them for some time now!
;-)

I have IE, but Opera is my browser of choice. (IE is slow as molasses on my system.) But if
worst comes to worst ...

[I'd love to use Mozilla, but we're strictly a 16-bit family here.]

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 17, 2004 10:38 PM
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October 15, 2004

DoD Mystery

Last Monday LA Times reported: Major Assaults on Hold Until After U.S. Vote

The Bush administration plans to delay major assaults on rebel-held cities in
Iraq until after U.S. elections in November, say administration officials,
mindful that large-scale military offensives could affect the U.S. presidential
race.
..administration and Pentagon officials say they will not try to retake cities
such as Falluja and Ramadi .. until after Americans vote in what is likely to be
an extremely close election.

A similar article, which I currently can not find, did appear in the New York Times some
two weeks ago. Reoccupying rebel cities would require more Iraqi forces and would have
to be delayed because these forces were not yet trained.

In opposition to the above articles, a full fledged offense on Falluja did begin last night.
WaPo reports

The intensified assault on Falluja, involving Iraqi and U.S. forces, started
Thursday afternoon and was of a magnitude well beyond the "precision air
strikes" that had become routine in recent weeks.

CIA asset Allawi had yesterday challenged the peace negotiators from Falluja to produce
the ominous Jordanian militant Zarquawi. Otherwise Falluja would be "smashed". The
negotiators replied not to know about the whereabouts of Zarqawi and left the negotiations.
By one report the negotiators have now been arrested.

From a psychological warfare aspect the start of a larger scale attack on the day that marks
the begin of Ramadan is a mistake. It will provoke a harsh answer.

There is split between the planed leaks from individuals in the Department of Defense to
the press and reality. This doesnÂ´t sound like the usual propaganda but more like a split
personality. Something mysterious is happening at the DoD. Who is in control?

Posted by Bernhard on October 15, 2004 at 12:10 PM | Permalink

Comments

Well, maybe they have to hold on until after election, because they now have to look up US
soldiers for mutiny in Iraq.
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A 17-member Army Reserve platoon with troops from Jackson and around the Southeast
deployed to Iraq is under arrest for refusing a "suicide mission" to deliver fuel, the troops'
relatives said Thursday.

The soldiers refused an order on Wednesday to go to Taji, Iraq â€” north of Baghdad â€”
because their vehicles were considered "deadlined" or extremely unsafe, said Patricia
McCook of Jackson, wife of Sgt. Larry O. McCook.

Sgt. McCook, a deputy at the Hinds County Detention Center, and the 16 other members of
the 343rd Quartermaster Company from Rock Hill, S.C., were read their rights and moved
from the military barracks into tents, Patricia McCook said her husband told her during a
panicked phone call about 5 a.m. Thursday.
The platoon could be charged with the willful disobeying of orders, punishable by
dishonorable discharge, forfeiture of pay and up to five years confinement, said military
law expert Mark Stevens, an associate professor of justice studies at Wesleyan College in
Rocky Mount, N.C.

Platoon defies orders in Iraq - Miss. soldier calls home, cites safety concerns

Posted by: Fran | October 15, 2004 01:00 PM

Just a stupid question: How long is Zarqawi the "superterrorist" and why only now is there
an attempt to grap his finances?

U.S. Orders Freeze on Zarqawi Network Assets

i seriously believe that Zarqawi is a Psy Ops invention. When like yesterday "Zarqawi
claims suicide attacks in the Green zone on Islamist website" my question is why not track
down the website, who posted that piece, from where did he post and than set up some
surveilancy and catch the poster. To follow IP addresses is trivial.

Posted by: b | October 15, 2004 02:22 PM

Here's the answer:

More than 1,000 US and Iraqi ground troops encircled the insurgent-held Iraqi
city of Fallujah Friday in a bid to trap insurgents, including followers of Iraq's
public enemy number one, Abu Mussab al-Zarqawi.
...
"Iraqi and multi-national forces have taken up vehicle checkpoints around the
city of Fallujah with the purpose of channeling anti-Iraqi forces through these
main points of passage, identifying and detaining them," spokesman
Lieutenant Lyle Gilbert said.

Considering it took 5000 men to overrun Samarra, this probably isn't a full fledged
offensive quite yet. Just an effort to keep them in one spot during Ramadan.

Posted by: Harrow | October 15, 2004 03:09 PM

Pepe Escobar on the myth of Zarkawi Zarqawi - Bush's man for all seasons.

The Guardian has a nice piece on Al Queda: The making of the terror myth.

Posted by: b | October 15, 2004 03:49 PM
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Zarqawi is Emmanuel Goldstein.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 15, 2004 06:02 PM

@Marcin: the latest in a series: collect them all!

Posted by: DeAnander | October 15, 2004 08:19 PM

Good eeeveniiing,

Ah, the Bushie and neo-con war machine is breaking down. This refusal of orders shows
the Bushie has no Clothes.

Something is f----- in Bush land. They sense they are in real trouble. When those good'ol
southern boys that comprise that unit show insubordination, the south could be lost for
Bushie. Well, it could happen, couldn't it? HA, HA

Posted by: jdp | October 15, 2004 09:41 PM

Sigh. I have just learned that my church minister has a private side business as a
government sub-contractor hiring Americans to do reconstruction type work in Iraq. The
minister actually thinks this is helping Iraquis. I am stunned.

No wonder there's no anti-war activity at this otherwise liberal church. I am sitting here
hoping that my minister, rather than cynically exploiting an unjust war, is just
naive/uninformed. Surely others in the church have mentioned the imperialist nature of
Americans contracting in a country invaded solely for profiteering where the people
themselves aren't offered contracts and cannot get jobs. Not to mention the ethics of hiring
employees to send them into harms way. What happens when any of those employees are
kidnapped/bombed/beheaded? The responsibility of it.

I am still processing this information. I didn't ask these questions yet, but I really am
curious to hear how my minister would respond to them,
or whether anyone else [such as colleagues or board members] has raised them.

Good God.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 15, 2004 11:13 PM

I am so sick of being surrounded by folks who don't get it! My parents, my brother, my
husband, my neighbors, and now my own minister! Is nothing sacred? I feel so alone. It's
crazy-making, effin crazy-making!

I just want to SCREAM!!

Posted by: gylangirl | October 15, 2004 11:33 PM

@gylangirl

Whooh, you might check uncle $cams links on the Matthew 7;35-5 thread or

//www.publiceye.org/magazine/chrisel or for a full roundhouse;

www.halexandria.org/dward810.htm

you're not alone with this "situation"
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Posted by: anna missed | October 16, 2004 05:20 AM

thanks anna for the great link to halexandria.org I particularly liked the George Carlin take
on it all.

good way to start the day!

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 16, 2004 06:27 AM

@ gylangirl
just listened to a swedish song where the lyrics goes something like "you canÂ´t become
stupid again, no matter how hard you try". It sucks that making rest of the world less stupid
is so hard and so ungrateful. Hang in there.

And do ask your minister: Do you employ any iraqis? Why not? Would it not be better and
cheaper with iraqis working in Iraq?

If he is naive searching for answers to those questions might cure it.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 16, 2004 08:58 AM

@annamissed,

i would appreciate a little more respect for my feelings when i expressed them above. my
religion is NOTHING like what you linked. how insulting to imply that i am 'not alone' in
such a nasty way. you've got a hell of a nerve.

for your information i don't 'worship' a supreme being but i do try follow certain spiritual
principles, about which you obviously know absolutely nothing.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 19, 2004 09:24 PM
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Promotion Balloon?

Fay Report on Abu Ghraib (pdf)

b. (U) RESPONSIBILITY ABOVE 205th MI BRIGADE

(c) (U) I find that LTG Sanchez, and his DCG, MG Wojdakowski, failed to
ensure proper staff oversight of detention and interrogation operations.

LA Times reports: 4-Star Plans After Abu Ghraib

Senior Pentagon officials, including Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld
and Air Force Gen. Richard B. Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
have privately told colleagues they are determined to pin a fourth star on
Sanchez, two senior defense officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity,
said this week.

Schlesinger Report on Abu Ghraib (pdf)

COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES

Although LTG Sanchez had tasks more urgent than dealing personally with
command and resource deficiencies and allegations of abuse at Abu Ghraib, he
should have ensured his staff dealt with the command and resource problems.
He should have ensured that urgent demands were placed for appropriate
support and resources through Coalition Forces Land Component Command
(CFLCC) and CENTCOM to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He was responsible for
establishing the confused command relationship at the Abu Ghraib prison.

To become 4-star, Sanchez will have to be approved by Congress. That chance is near to
zero. So the question is why are anonymous senior defense officials lauching this.

Red meat for the base?●   

An attack on Rumsfeld?●   

A smoke screen to something else?●   

A trial balloon to really get a fourth star for Sanchez?●   

Posted by Bernhard on October 15, 2004 at 10:18 AM | Permalink
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Comments

Power always power w/these ideological fucks, after you have all the money you want next
is Power. And I don't mean LTG Sanchez, so much as I mean the anonymous senior
defense officials.

Onward Christian soldiers!

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 15, 2004 11:31 AM

Let's hope it's a DoD rebellion at work in the leaks. Let's hope old CRummy's time is up!

Posted by: jody | October 15, 2004 11:41 AM

Ohmigawd. I'm thinking how this plays on the world stage.

The Americans torture and abuse prisoners at Abu Ghraib and other locations.

The blame is placed high up the chain of command, on Sanchez among others.

Sanchez gets a promotion and another star.

See what I mean? as in, Publicity So Negative You Need Scientific Notation To Express It
On One Page?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 15, 2004 11:53 AM

Sanchez is not alone limbing the latter.

The Army's intelligence chief said yesterday that he has "great confidence" in
the ability of Maj. Gen. Barbara Fast, the highest-ranking intelligence officer
tied to the Abu Ghraib prison scandal, to lead the Army's intelligence school.

"In my opinion, she's a great officer and we ought to put her in command," Lt.
Gen. Keith B. Alexander, the Army's deputy chief of staff for intelligence,

Army Official Backs Ex-Abu Ghraib Officer

Posted by: b | October 15, 2004 02:56 PM

Sanchez will probably get the star..........

My unit, in Vietnam was involved in a major operation that lasted about a week. During
this operation our company commander made many many bad tactical decisions that
resulted in unusually high casuality numbers to our side. The co unwittingly led the
company into several pre-planned ambushes and rather than retreat and call in air/arty
support, he deemed it more necessary to fight through the set up on the ground. The co also
initiated unwarranted attacks against civilian(s) targets in the area so as to inflate his enemy
k.i.a. numbers to cover the dispraportionate number of causalties that we were taking.
Essentially, this guy was totally out of control in every respect, and had to be outranked by
the top seargent several times, not a common thing. Soon after this operation was
concluded, the co was taken out of the field (the bounty on his head by this time was
unmistakable) and received a promotion to the rank of
light colonel.
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...................because, not so secretly, the military loves leadership that will push up against
any and all opposition -- and will willingly and knowingly violate all known conventions of
law and human decency to accomplish the mission -- even if such actions result in the
ultimate failure of both the spirit and the fact of that mission. He'll get the star as long as he
keeps his mouth shut and the commander in chief is reelected.

Posted by: anna missed | October 15, 2004 03:13 PM
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October 14, 2004

Matthew 7:3-5

Readers Beq and DM pointed to a report on a new legislation effort:

In another test of Europe's frayed relations with the United States, Israel and
other allies, the European Parliament has ordered the European Commisioner
for Foreign Relations to start rating governments throughout the world on their
treatment of Muslim and Christian citizens.
...
The proposed law was passed on Monday, in response to what its sponsors
called an alarming surge in anti-islamism and anti-christianism, especially in
Israel.

Recent incidents show how urgently this legislation is needed.

When he returned to his car, an elderly man wearing a skullcap came and
knocked on the window. When the [Greek Orthodox] clergyman let the
window down, the passerby spat in his face. The clergyman prefered not to
lodge a complaint with the police and told an acquaintance that he was used to
being spat at by Jews.
Link

the officer ignored warnings that a person approaching an army outpost last
week was a schoolgirl. After she was shot, he approached Imam al Hamas, 13,
as she lay on the ground and fired two bullets at her body before emptying the
contents of his rifle magazine into her ... The second schoolgirl, Ghadeer
Mokheimer, 10, died of injuries sustained on Tuesday at her UN-run school in
Khan Yunis. It was the second time in recent weeks that a schoolgirl had been
killed at her desk by Israeli gunfire
Link

The fire that destroyed a storage shed at the Islamic Center in Columbia
Heights on Oct. 3 followed an incident in which two unidentified assailants
entered the mosque and threw a bottle of rotten eggs at worshippers. On Sept.
23, vandals splattered pink paintballs at the Islamic Center of Minnesota in
Fridley.
link

The two [teenagers] allegedly assaulted Arab taxi drivers and pedestrians in
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the Jerusalem area, in addition to hurling stones at vehicles belonging to
Arabs.
Link

The first quote about the new legislation is, of course, a joke. The real article is about US
legislation and anti-semitism in Europe.

In another test of America's frayed relations with France, Russia and other
allies, the US Congress has ordered the State Department to start rating
governments throughout the world on their treatment of Jewish citizens. ... The
proposed law was passed by the House of Representatives on Monday, in
response to what its sponsors called an alarming surge in anti-Semitism,
especially in Europe.

There is hate crime in Europe and it is harshly prosecuted. Congress is right to be
concerned about hate crimes and should read Matthew 7:5 and the Christian Science
Monitor.

In Westchester County, N.Y., for example, there were 26 anti-Semitic
incidents last year, up from seven in 2002. ... the number of racist skinhead
groups in the United States has doubled over the past year, and that the Aryan
Nations has 11 new chapters. ... "One-third of Americans believe today that
American Jews are more loyal to Israel" than to the United States, says
Abraham Foxman, ADL's national director. "That's the oldest anti-Semitic
canard in history."

Let me urge the State Department to include in its report this quote of liberal Brent
Scowcroft who openly provokes anti-semitism through the European press:

"Sharon just has [the president] wrapped around his little finger"

Add to that the House of Representatives and the Senate.

Posted by Bernhard on October 14, 2004 at 12:58 PM | Permalink

Comments

If you already read this comment at fresh and open thread I apologize, but I posted just
before this subject got a thread of itÂ´s own. So without furter ado my doubleposting:

As I see it the US will pass a Global Anti-Israel Policy Review Act.

And then any critic of Isreal will give a higher rating in the anti-semitism review, thus
lending more credability to the israelic standard defense "they just say that because they are
anti-semitic". In the future it would be followed by "if they were not so anti-semitic why
would the US government say that they are?"

Sort of a israelic-american governmental echochamber in response to fears from Isreal that
they will be isolated like South Africa was.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 14, 2004 01:22 PM

You see, all countries will now have to pass a "Global Test". The State Department will do
the rating.

Irony? Yes.
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Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 14, 2004 02:20 PM

How about a trade embargo against all countries that bad mouth Israel?

One almost expects that. Because fundamentally the escalation of confrontation is what
Texas republicans do best.

I really can't find any other language with which to describe their behavior:

They are bullies itching for a fight.

I wish I could say there was some sort of political philosphy going on here. Some sort of
shrewd policy making. But there is none of that. What is happening here is too simple and
too primitive for that.

In essense, the Texas Taliban has taken over Congress. They like to beat the shit out of the
opposition. And right now their brass knuckles are being flexed towards you Europeans.

How does that make you feel? Mad as fire? Peeved? Get used to it, because with Bush
there is more nasty on the way.

Those of you who claim there is little difference between the French-speaking Kerry and
the Texas-speaking Bush are in for a crude surprise.

If Bush gets reselected, expect more knives, clubs, and groin kicks aimed at Europe.

If Kerry gets elected, expect at the very least: sotto voce appologies and a return to
diplomacy.

This election is between consultation and confrontation.

Between a valedictorian and his diplomats
and a bully and his Texas thugs.

There really is no other fair way to parse it.
What you see is what you get.

Thugs and turmoil or diplomacy and dialog?

The choice couldn't be any more stark or any more critical.

Posted by: koreyel | October 14, 2004 02:28 PM

Your satire EXACTLY sums up what is inane about this legislation. We should pass
legislation against these types of behaviors ANYWHERE, not just for one ethnic group,
race, or religion. Don't get me wrong, I am all in favor of stamping out anti-semitism--but
because it is anti-human generally. Maybe this is too sweeping a statement, and I don't have
time to think it through carefully enough and craft it scientifically, but I think any time we
as a country single out one ethnic, religious, or racial group for special or different attention
or concern as a matter of policy, we are asking for real trouble.

Furthermore, we as a COUNTRY should try to pretend to live up to the standards we are
setting for others before we "rate" anyone else accordingly. For god's sake, how can a
country that has brought the world the illegal war on Iraq and the Guantanamo and Abu
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Ghraib nightmares give itself the right to "rate" and "judge" any other country's human
rights record in any respect????

Not to mention the utter hypocrisy of passing this legislation, when Israel is doing what it is
doing to many if not most of the non-Jews under their rule, is -- is -- is -- words fail me.
Which is a rare occurrence indeed.

Posted by: Bea | October 14, 2004 02:29 PM

koreyel:

In case you missed it, this legislation is passing through the House of Reps. I guarantee you
that you will find Democrats flocking to support it as well as Republicans. They are all in
the pocket of AIPAC, and you will not hear Kerry do anything but support it.

I urge you to carefully read the following two paragraphs from the article cited above:

The law, the Global Anti-Semitism Review Act, also ordered the establishment of an office
at the State Department dedicated to monitoring anti-Semitism, again over the
department's protests.

The resulting internal row must now be resolved by President George W Bush as the
legislation heads to his desk from Congress. With the act overwhelmingly backed by both
parties, officials in Congress said they expected he would sign it into law.

The Democrats in the House obviously have backed it. They have to, they can't go against
AIPAC. It's the State Department (currently administered by Republicans, note) that does
not want this legislation. It's all a part of the election year nonsense and getting AIPAC's
support.

Posted by: jody | October 14, 2004 03:09 PM

the more i read about the american politicos, the more i come to the conclusion that these
people live in a world disconnected from the world where us mere mortals live, where
nothing is of consequence, where nothing has a consequence and where anything goes.

do these people think (if they think at all) that such a ridiculous law will bring either the US
or israel a better name or improve their standing in front of the rest of the world ? did it
occur to anybody that this could perhaps be seen as ridiculous by somebody outside their
bubble ? did they consider or even dream that there is a world outside the US and israel
where people do exist who also have an opinion, an idea on how to run things ?

to me the most distinguishing aspect of this piece of legislation is not the belligerence of
this attempt to impose an arbitrary standard on the world, it is not the hipocrisy, and it is
hipocrisy BIG TIME that the US would pass such a law, but it is the incredible level of
inmaturity of all those involved to which it attests. i can only imagine 14-year-olds high on
their first joint doing such a stupid thing and still expecting to be regarded as upstanding
members of society.

i have seen lots of stupidity from the politicos everywhere but this time i am just fucking
awestruck.

Posted by: name | October 14, 2004 03:24 PM
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Is Chris Floyd a traitor?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 14, 2004 05:00 PM

Yeah Jody, I knew the act had both parties in support. And I agree, to vote against it takes a
kind of blunt courage not found in many election year <small>democrats</small>.

But the real question that needs to be answered is:

If Delay et al. weren't spreading their venom in a House of Reps lorded over by
Republicans, would this thing ever have come into being?

If you can show me that it would have... then I stand correctly (but not necessarily amended
in my overall theme of confrontation-bush vs. consultation-kerry).

Otherwise, I still maintain this is the blithe work of bully-boys in jackboots.

Posted by: koreyel | October 14, 2004 05:34 PM

Mad? No.

Surprised? No, not that either.

All in all I think it is a good thing when european countries are critizised because our
politicans can use some spanking from time to time, whether it is deserved or not. And
from a internal perspective I think the disagreement over Iraq has slowed the european
acquiescence to the new american standards on human rights and detentions (that is
anti-americanism in action).

But this piece of legislation I think is solely for internal use in the USA. By painting out the
rest of the world as anti-semitic it creates a frame to view all critizism of Isreal as
anti-semitic and shows why the USA must give shiploads of cash and weapons to Israel. So
I understand the diplomats feeling bad.

And I hope Kerry will win, not for Europes sake (our politicans have enough photo-ops)
but for the iraqis. And the afghanis. And the iranians. And the syrians. And the americans.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 14, 2004 06:49 PM

who was it said of Israel that "the country has no foreign policy, only domestic policy."

now it seems that the US has no foreign policy, only a domestic policy -- one that is driven
by the foreign policy of Israel which also has only a domestic policy.

so the US election hinges on keeping a bunch of Gaza settlers happy enough to vote for the
Likud party...

ouch. Ogg head hurting.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 14, 2004 06:55 PM

You will be conquered by Stealth and Deception: in the swift advance of a long-planned
coup against secular society, to launch an American theocracy, "the Dominionists" are
succeeding in their quest for national control and world power" - Kathleen Yurica, founder
of the Yurica Report which, like Theocracy Watch , monitors the American religious right
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writes "Since the writing and posting of my essay, The Despoiling of America in February
2004, there is more and more evidence that not only has a cultural war been launched, but
that the plotters are winning it....First the hard right dominionists took over the Southern
Baptist Convention with its 16 million members and a fortune in corporate businesses.
Then they took over the Republican Party ...they are moving to limit the power of the
Supreme Court
. Now there is evidence dominionists are trying to take over the U. S. military Praise Allah!

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 14, 2004 08:49 PM

Uncle $cam -- thanks for those links

Posted by: b real | October 14, 2004 11:42 PM

Hello again Koreyel,

You write:

If Delay et al. weren't spreading their venom in a House of Reps lorded over by
Republicans, would this thing ever have come into being?

If you can show me that it would have... then I stand correctly (but not necessarily amended
in my overall theme of confrontation-bush vs. consultation-kerry).

All I can point to is the history of this type of legislation, pushed by AIPAC and then
pushed by AIPAC's supporters. Like, for example, a fairly recent bill supporting Israel's
building the Wall. This was championed in the Senate, for example, by Dianne Feinstein,
Democratic Senator of California (among many others).

Again, quoting from the article above:

Tom Lantos, a California Democrat and Holocaust survivor who was one of the sponsors,
denounced State Department talk of "favouritism" as an alarming nod to "the worst
stereotypes of Jews perpetrated in anti-Semitic tracts throughout modern history".

This bill was first introduced in a much weaker form originally by a Republican from New
Jersey, but its current form was actually written by Lantos, a prominent Democrat from
California, as a much stronger version of the same legislation. It's also referred to as the
"Lantos bill." And I don't think you can blame that one on DeLay.

Posted by: jody | October 15, 2004 02:22 AM

One actually has to be something of a specialist, today, to even begin to grasp quite how
fantastically, how baroquely and at once brutally fucked the situation of the United States
has since been made to be. William Gibson is Blogging Again...yay!

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 15, 2004 03:20 AM

Uncle- thanks for the posts. I've been reading Yurica for a while and, while I don't know
how the power struggle will play out, she is raising real concerns. the latest, the last link to
the way the military is getting "dominionized" is truly chilling.

jody- I do not think AIPAC is the real problem in the United States right now. The religious
right "Talibornagains" in America have a nihilist view and they insist, in order to bring
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about their desired "end of the world" scenario, that politicians pass a litmus test...do they
support Israel, no matter what.

...Because the Talibornagains believe that Israel has to control all of area mentioned as
Israel in the Bible in order to bring about the end of the world.

The talibornagains are not the majority in the U.S., but they control the Republican Party
(Yurica is exactly right about Texas as a model) and they have found common cause with
the neocons who have a different reason for their agenda, but a similar goal.

And the Republican Party controls all the branches of the Federal Govt.

The problem for the world at this time is the possibility of a "self-fullfilling prophecy" in
the groupthink of the religious right in America.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 15, 2004 08:35 AM

fauxreal:

I know all about the "Talibornagains" as you call them, but they don't have the political
clout that AIPAC does, and they don't form, for example, Lantos' or Feinstein's
constituency. Certainly the fact that they are allies with AIPAC, has helped the
Talibornagains politically to gain power and AIPAC as well. But you cannot blame this
legislation solely on them; they've grabbed onto some very powerful tailcoats that were
long at work before them appeared on the scene. Just look at this bill and its history. And
Wolfowitz and Perle and Feith did not rise nor consult for the Talibornagain camp.

You write:

The talibornagains are not the majority in the U.S., but they control the Republican Party
(Yurica is exactly right about Texas as a model) and they have found common cause with
the neocons who have a different reason for their agenda, but a similar goal.

And the Republican Party controls all the branches of the Federal Govt.

Except that this bill, if you read that Telegraph article carefully, has been opposed step by
step by the currently Republican-controlled State Department on many grounds. It's just
another power play in election year. The Dems are trying to prove they're more loyal to
AIPAC than Bush and putting him in a political situation where he has to once again shove
aside the State Dept for domestic political bantering and one-upmanship.

Posted by: jody | October 15, 2004 11:37 AM

jody:

And I don't think you can blame that one on DeLay.

Yes you are right, I can't blame the "Lantos bill" fully on DeLay. But I can, and still do,
blame him for today's sweltering climate of calumny:

-------- snip--------------
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DeLay has repeatedly put pro-Israel measures, such as last Octoberâ€™s Syrian
Accountability Act, to votes in the House.

DeLayâ€™s litmus test-vote strategy establishes a track record of GOP support for Israel
and requires House Democrats to cast votes that some, especially left-leaning supporters of
Palestinian rights, are reluctant to cast.

DeLay exults in these test votes: â€œThe Republican leadership, especially that leadership
in the House, has made pro-Israel policy a fundamental component of our foreign policy
agenda and it drives the Democrat leadership crazy â€” because they just canâ€™t figure
out why we do it!â€•

-----------another article snip----------

"Israel's fight is our fight. And so shall it be until the last terrorist on Earth is in a cell or a
cemetery," DeLay said, drawing loud applause from the crowd of lawmakers and Cabinet
ministers.

Palestinian lawmaker Saeb Erekat called DeLay's remarks "despicable and satanic."

"Our world is not divided between those who are pro-Israeli and those who are
pro-Palestinian," Erekat said after hearing the text of DeLay's speech. "It is divided
between those who are pro-peace and those who are against it, and DeLay truly deserves to
head the camp of those who are against peace."

----------------------

Before DeLay got reincarnated as a Congressman he was a bug exterminator. Before that,
he was a cockroach. I suggest God send him back in his next life as a Palestinian.

Posted by: koreyel | October 15, 2004 12:46 PM

Swedish kind of death wrote:

But this piece of legislation I think is solely for internal use in the USA. By painting out the
rest of the world as anti-semitic it creates a frame to view all critizism of Isreal as
anti-semitic and shows why the USA must give shiploads of cash and weapons to Israel. So
I understand the diplomats feeling bad.

No, S, I disagree. The aim of the legislation is to make other countries bow down to the
desires of US-isr, in small increments. You see, when taxed with anti-semitiism, as anyone
can be at any time (there are desercrated graves and neo nazis all over, including, btw, in
the US), some repair must be made. And it is that repair that counts; no one at all cares
about swastikas painted on marble tombs - that hype is only for the dopes who want
victimhood and hate and revenge as their companions, while guzzling whatever in front of
the TV, planning their super support of the Almighty Vengeful.

Bill Clinton bluffed the Jewish community and attacked Switzerland over the Jewish Funds
business, it was a great success. It was a good choice, really smart. (I dislike Swiss bankers
too, but that is another discussion.) It was smart because it was minor, it was bound to
succeed, it was impressive all the same - and nobody died. Arguably, it was even
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â€˜justâ€™ or â€˜rightâ€™ (not my topic now.)

After that, Switzerland was in the doghouse with Israel and the US, even though CH lost.

You canâ€™t believe the pressure, the things that happened. If I told the truth here, you
would think I was mad or an anti Semite myself! .. I am hunting and pecking amongst hair
raising... no...no that...something simple:

Shortly after, a Gvmt. order came down to all educational institutions that no important
activities, certainly no exams, could be scheduled on a Saturday. Saturday morning was,
and still is, part of the working week in CH (even though most people have it â€˜offâ€™
and primary schools, for example, have been closed on Sat. since 96 or so.)

Objections were raised; Deans and Directors argued that it was illegitimate (and often
practically impossible..) to adjust complex schedules to the wishes of a tiny minority; that
the separation between Church (Any Church!) and state was sacrosanct; that giving into
such demands was the begining of the end; and so on.

There was nothing to be done. I had Jewish students who stood up and boldly announced
that they could not be present on FRIDAY and claimed the credit anyway, see my lawyer!
Etc. etc.

The backlash was incredible: Jewish students were ostracised. The others could not
understand why they could claim such crazy privileges, and basically, not participate, not
be part of the crowd, not study, and still get their degrees.

Today, no activities can be planned on Sat. and almost no Jewish students enroll, and CH is
still considered a beacon of anti-semitism.

That is a typical story I think.

Posted by: Blackie | October 15, 2004 03:18 PM

I agree with you Blackie. I did not mind at all that the Swiss people had to revise some of
their views about their roll in WWII - but I still feel somewhat frustrated because I feel that
Switzerland has been singled out - there are other countries (as far as I know also the US)
and banks that did the same. But most of all it is the hypocrisy, that Jewish banks in Israel
don't have to lay open silent Palenstinian account. They simple refused to and that was it.
No pressure no nothing.

Also interesting that Switzerland is considered anti-semitic, after all it is one of the few
countries who had until recently a Counsellor and President who was Jew.

Posted by: Fran | October 15, 2004 03:41 PM

Fran:

I did not mind at all that the Swiss people had to revise some of their views about their roll
in WWII - but I still feel somewhat frustrated because I feel that Switzerland has been
singled out - there are other countries (as far as I know also the US) and banks that did the
same.

You didn't have Prescott Bush in mind did you Fran?

There really is something diabolically delightful about that fact isn't there? Some feeling
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deeper and more sinfully pleasurable than schadenfreude...

I can't quite pin it down...
Maybe... well... ummm...

Oh I know:

Does any language have a word for the pleasure derived from rubbing a rude and rabid
dog's nose in its own familial shit?

Posted by: koreyel | October 15, 2004 11:28 PM

I think it might be time to mention the controversial-and-very-informative book The
Holocaust Industry . . . which I hasten to say is not the work of some lone, obsessed White
Power nutcase in a basement in Montana who thinks he's "proved" that the Holocaust of
European Jewry never happened -- no, it is a harsh, realpolitikisch analysis of the "cult" of
Holocaust memory, memorabilia and so forth, and (the author asserts) its exploitation for
profit. The author is Norman Finkelstein, (imho) a very gutsy Jewish scholar, child of
survivors. His motivation appears to be a deep outrage that some persons (opportunistic
capitalists, basically) have turned the tragedy of European Jewry -- his own family's
personal tragedy -- into a profit-seeking business.

The subtitle is "Reflections on the Exploitation of Jewish Suffering" and it's one of the most
mind-upheaving books I have ever read. Of course no one author has all the little pieces of
the One and Only Unified Historical Theory that covers all bases, explains everything etc.,
and I'm sure nits can be picked, but NF asks some good questions and reveals some
fascinating dirt. If one is struggling with the bizarre uses to which "anti-semitism"
(accusations thereof, real incidents thereof) is being put these days -- to silence criticism of
Sharon and the Likudniks, etc -- NF's book is like a breath of fresh, if somewhat scary, air.

It's a scary book in more than one way. The ideas are radical, the revelations are very
challenging to the received consensus, but it's a dangerous book in that it risks feeding the
genuine antisemitism that thinks "all Jews are only interested in making money." One can
imagine genuine antisemites latching onto it as "proof" of the bad character of Jews in
general, though of course the book proves no such thing. NF took a lot of heat from the
AIPAC/ADL camp, of course -- his name is basically mud throughout much of the
conventional/conservative Jewish community. Anyway, it's an interesting read and
certainly opened my mind to a more complicated view of the post-Holocaust decades in the
diasporic community and in Israel. I think that in the end he made the right decision -- that
the fear of airing dirty laundry in front of a potentially hostile and biased audience, is never
a good reason to keep the dirty laundry buried deep forever, festering. It's a
glasnost-what-the-hell kind of a book, maybe that is why I liked it.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 15, 2004 11:51 PM

I tried to post yesterday put IE ate my long and very, very good post (I am traveling, on my
own computer I use Opera and I never eats my posts. Actually Opera is much better in all
aspects.[/advertisment] But I heard Mozilla is even better.) Anyway, I will now try to piece
together the highlights.

I watched when the israeli ambassador to Sweden in january made a fool of himself trying
to destroy an art installation. Then he tried to brand it anti-semitic. It lead to no reparations
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(expect of the installation, that is) since it lacked support in the jewish community in
Sweden (at least there was no other reparations that I know of, I am not privy to all
backroom deals). The artist being jewish contributed to the lack of response. I reckoned at
the time that it was for the israeli public back home. Reinforcing the
everbody-hates-us-we-must-vote-for-likud and so on.

However, in light of your story Blackie, I guess it can be a dual target. Israel makes a
diplomatic attack on an other country branding it anti-semitic and then on of two things
happen:

a) the country backs down. Score for Likud as they defeated the evil anti-semitists.

b) the country doesnÂ´t back down. Score for Likud as the everybody-hates-us-picture is
reinforced.

Result a is much more likely if there is a direct connection to the Holocaust (like with the
swiss banks). Of course, in the long run it hurts Israels diplomatic standing in the world
going around flinging accusations, but what who cares about the long run.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 16, 2004 08:38 AM

Bush signs global anti-Semitism law

Posted by: b | October 16, 2004 02:25 PM

Yes swedish k-o-d, I reckon that is about it! (a- and b- alternatives.)

DeA, I have a friend of 21, involved in politics - he is right wing, and Catholic (i.e. hyper
social conservative.) I recommended the â€œHolocaust Industryâ€• to him, and he read it
through and through, learning English, word by word, on the way. He now speaks English -
boy is it weird, no experience in London or Brisbane, just Finkelsteinian prose.

At age 19, he formed the project to write his â€˜end of studies paperâ€™ about the rhetoric
of revisionism. He made a stab at it - and was thrown out of school. The topic was taboo. (I
didnâ€™t read what he submitted - it may have been, between the lines, very anti-Israel,
anti-semitic, racist..)

His story hit the papers, there was a hell of a hullaballo. He claimed his topic was
legitimate, an intellectual disussion that was worthwhile, history was always being revised
in the light of the present, etc.

The education board would have nothing to do with it.

He is now working on a building site.

He has three younger brothers. One has quit school already.

Agonising topic for me, not that Finkelstein changed anything.

Posted by: Blackie | October 16, 2004 05:39 PM

i think it is absolutely necessary to study the exterminationj of european jewry - there rest
still only one book that is magisterial in its comprehension of the subject & that is raul
hilbergs book - the destruction of european jewry'
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the book is very, very clear on the mechacnisms & on the terrible reality - his work cannot,
is not & will not be contradicted in any of its basic tenets

what hilberg tells us is absolutely necessary top understand the genocidal politics that came
after the shoah & if we read him well - we can read what happened in algeria, in
indo-china, in latin america, in africa & in the middle east

what hilberg has to teach us in the practical details is how many of those mechacnism the
nazis used - the israeli state reproduces today

a) territorial imperatives
b) ghettoisation
c) criminalisation of resistance
d) collective punishment
e) disproportionate incarceration
f) incarceration directed towards death implicitly or through execution
g) laws based on race
h) subversion of civic & political institution
i) target assassinations (murders)
j) the beurucratisation of death
k) utilisation & debasement of language

in all these aspects & many others there are profound similarities - disturbingly it is the
young who created the warsaw ghetto uprising - it is the youth who created & led the
intifada

bernhard knows better than i the language used but words like vernichten or
einsatzcommando describe extermination as cleansing & as a police actions. the german
language hid well the physical realities of that extermination as does the english language
with meaninggless words & in the case of al zaquarwi - meaninglless character - even if
they turn up in one piece

in saying this - we must always be absolutely clear - as indeed finklestein is - on seperating
the zionist project & the opposition to that project & anti-semitism

we need to define it also because the language that is being used - in the war against the
arab people - is the same used by the nazi - if not in form - then absolutely in substance

it is interesting to note that jewish intellectuals like hannah arendt did all in their power to
silence hilberg & his scholarly work because it implicitly attacks capital (not so vulgarly)&
connects that with a real practical history of fascism. it was attacked also because he was
the first to speak openly of the traitorous actions of the judenrats - jewish councils in all the
occupied territories

hilberg is hard with his history but his firmness is absolutely necessary

a real anti semitism, though it has pockets of power - is an empty vessel - in europe - there
is a prfound hatred of what sharon is doing - i think largely it is simply affective - a big
powerful guy is beating the shit out of a relatively helpless smaller man & because like
bush israeli policy on the ground ever since sharons walk on the temple mount has been
provocative in the extreme. there are problems with the young north africans in the 'hot
districts' - but lets be clear here on this in morroco, algeria & tunisia there has been a long
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& close relation with their jewish communities. but here in france - the destruction of
nearly all forms of panarabism & the provocation & the humiliation meted out to the arab
nation has created instinctive & passionate responses - they are neither learned or are
particularly hegemonic - though there are those like tarek ramadan who hide between the
double language of 'taffikiyah' whp would like to concretise these instincts & passion into
something ideological

it is also a reflection of their own difficulty in their relation with the french nation - but in
my mind it dies not constitute anti- semitism of substance

with people crying wolf all the time they permit real fascist to work & to be integrated into
the political process

it is not an accident that the last two significant 'anti-semitic' incidents in france were
completely fabricated from thin air

it is by forcing the melodrama of the calls of wolf which are in essence - melodramatic -
hides the situation on israel with the wall & the daily terrorisation of the palestinian people

the young jews who fought in the warsaw ghetto were not accidentally communists - it was
as communists they inderstood the real threat, it was as communists they understood
resistance & it was as communist that they understood as human being the historical
iperatives of their action

an action we would do well to understand in all its implications today

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 16, 2004 07:14 PM

from that article on bush signing bill

sleight of...

"Defending freedom also means disrupting the evil of anti-Semitism," Bush told thousands
of cheering supporters packed into a sports arena usually used by the Florida Panthers
professional ice hockey team.

Jewish voters are thought to favor Democrats historically, but the Bush campaign hopes
that his strong support for Israel and aggressive outreach efforts could win a majority of
Florida's sizeable Jewish community.

...hand in the cookie jar

The US State Department had opposed the legislation, saying it was unnecessary as the
department already compiles such information.

Under the legislation, the State Department will have to produce an annual report on
anti-Semitism around the world and form a specific office headed by a special envoy to
document anti-Semitic abuses and design strategies to combat them.

Posted by: b real | October 16, 2004 09:11 PM
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October 13, 2004

Fresh and Open Thread

Posted by Bernhard on October 13, 2004 at 04:24 PM | Permalink

Comments

The president of Baltimore-based Sinclair Broadcast Group Inc., which owns
the local Fox television affiliate, was arrested Tuesday night and charged with
committing a perverted sex act

Link

Sinclair plans to broadcast an Anti-Kerry movie short before the election. The above will
help to stop this as the various actions Josh Marshall and Atrios have taken.

But I have different question.

[Police] said they witnessed the two engage in oral sex while Smith drove
north.

How can any grown up call this an unnatural and perverted sex act?

Posted by: b | October 13, 2004 04:33 PM

@B:

A lot of really serious issues here.

That's probably how the Maryland satute refers to the act. These type laws have been on the
books for over 100 years.

They should have just charged him with distracted driving, and let him explain it all in
court. That would have been even funnier.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 13, 2004 04:57 PM

They should have just charged him with distracted driving

Why - he did drive north. Where else can you drive in that situation?

Posted by: b | October 13, 2004 05:42 PM

Some thoughts on oil, dollar, gold in Ominous: The US deficit vs the dollar
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Economic vodoo, if you are not familar with this stuff, but serious for your financials. IÂ´ll
try to boil this down tomorrow.

Posted by: b | October 13, 2004 06:31 PM

@B,

Old joke- Coming and going don't mix.

Oil (via Xymphora):

"The days of giving oil away for free belong to the past . . ."

Posted by: biklett | October 13, 2004 07:39 PM

If you haven't seen it yet, head over to thesmokinggun.com and read the torrid details of the
sexual harrassment suit against Bill O'Reilly of Fox, brought against him by producer
Andrea Makris. The guy is clearly ill, and the suit will finish him. It is unbelievable (and
disturbing) reading.

Posted by: | October 13, 2004 08:40 PM

My synopsis of Bush in the 3 debates:

1) Narcotics

2) Stimulants

3) Tranquilizers

Obviously, by tonight (3) they managed to get him on the appropriate "meds" for overall
presentability. But his credibility is still clearly non-existent.

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 13, 2004 11:07 PM

JMFeeney...

I am glad someone can tell if he is coming or going or chilling.

If you are right--and his eyes were rather watery tonight (did you note also the lack of
muscle tension on the left side of his face?)--our best bet is to hope they continue to slip
extra tranqs into his Mickeys.

This is especially so if he should win the election. A mellow Bush is about all the world
can take for another four.

And speaking of mellow....Kerry was nearly somnolent tonight. Initially I was furious at his
passivity. He should have wound up with at least a few caffeine pills. Or maybe, avoided
that bike ride yesterday.

But then, as with Bush, maybe a somnabulist is really what a doctor would order for
America right now. Someone who is too tired or too tranqed to push the boundaries of
Empire any further.

Americans may be in a mood to give their vote to the candidate who demonstrates the least
initiative. Someone who will put us gently to sleep everynight. If so, Kerry won big
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tonight.

Posted by: koreyel | October 14, 2004 12:06 AM

Little bit o' irony (from a former Sundevil): The final debate was held in Grady Gammage
Auditorium on the ASU campus in Tempe, AZ. The design of the building, by Frank Lloyd
Wright, originated in earlier plans for the Crescent Opera Civic Auditorium in, wouldn't ya
know, Baghdad.

Posted by: catlady | October 14, 2004 12:23 AM

I am sure all of you have noticed the heartfelt news over at Today in Iraq.

As much as we all miss Billmon's brilliant pen, I suspect Yankee Doodle is equally missed.

There are two huge holes now out there.

Hopefully Yankee Doodle will be back in a week or so to continue his good work for
gratis. What a remarkable person.

While none of us are irreplaceable, some of us are more irreplaceable than others.

Salud Yankee Doodle, Salud.

Posted by: koreyel | October 14, 2004 12:27 AM

Better pictures:

baghdad

tempe

Posted by: catlady | October 14, 2004 12:31 AM

Catlady,

I saw a production of Aida in that building.

At intermission I walked to all the building's corners and visited the various seating
sections.

I noted the carpets, the bathrooms, the ceilings, the hallways, the aisles, the seats, the stair
railings.

It was all so damn gorgeous.

I didn't think my perspective could be further enriched. Thanks for the further enrichment.

Fascinating.

Posted by: koreyel | October 14, 2004 12:36 AM

@ Koreyel:

When I was a student at ASU, I was in a production of "Kismet" in Gammage Auditorium.
For a giggle, look up the song "Was I Wazir? I Was!"
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Posted by: catlady | October 14, 2004 12:45 AM

History may rhyme. (But you already suspected as much, didn't you?) From the Seattle
Times:

Provisional votes could be this year's hanging chads

By Anne Gearan
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON â€” Call it the law of unintended consequences.

A new national backup system meant to ensure that millions of eligible voters are not
mistakenly turned away from the polls this year, as happened in 2000, could wind up
causing Election Day problems as infamous as Florida's hanging chads.

Congress required conditional, or provisional, voting as part of election fixes passed in
2002. For the first time, all states must offer a backup ballot to any voter whose name does
not appear on the rolls when the voter comes to the polling place on Nov. 2. If the voter is
later found eligible, the vote will count.

But Congress did not specify exactly how the provisional votes will be evaluated.

Add the ordinary problems that come with something new, and the result is a recipe for
mix-ups at the polls and lawsuits over alleged unequal treatment of some voters, said Doug
Chapin, executive director of Electionline.org, a nonpartisan clearinghouse for information
on election reform.

"If I had to pick the one thing that will be source of controversy on Election Day, it will be
provisional voting," Chapin said.

State election officials have adopted differing standards for when a provisional ballot will
count; some of those rules are still in flux three weeks from the election.

Rules for who casts provisional ballots and how they are counted probably will vary even
within states, especially if there are long lines, confusion and hot tempers at the polls,
election experts said.

Some states where the race is tightest, such as Florida and Ohio, also have the strictest rules
for provisional ballots.

Democrats and Republicans are training lawyers and election monitors to look for problems
with provisional voting. Already, suits in five states claim officials are adopting too strict a
standard, denying the right to vote to some eligible voters.

Questions about provisional ballots could produce a battle after the election, too, with
echoes of the Florida fight of 2000.

Lawyers for President Bush and Sen. John Kerry are ready for a new overtime contest in
states where, if the election is close enough, the winner could be determined by provisional
votes.

Like Florida's punch cards, provisional ballots are pieces of paper that must be evaluated
individually and counted by hand. The task is time-consuming, and most states have short
deadlines to get the job done, said Doug Lewis, director of the Election Center, a
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nonpartisan research and training organization for state and local election
administrators.[...]

Posted by: Pat | October 14, 2004 01:03 AM

US to rate its allies on their treatment of Muslims

In another test of America's frayed relations with France, Russia and other allies, the US
Congress has ordered the State Department to start rating governments throughout the
world on their treatment of Muslim citizens.

The resulting report cards on anti-Islam would be published in annual US surveys of
human rights abuses around the world.

The proposed law was passed by the House of Representatives on Monday, in response to
what its sponsors called an alarming surge in anti-Islam, especially in Europe. It has
already been passed by the Senate.

Congress overruled strong opposition from diplomats at the State Department who
complained in an internal memo that a special focus on Islam, "opens us to charges of
favouritism and challenges the credibility of our reporting".

There is little doubt that the new law will create diplomatic waves.

France, Russia, Malaysia, Egypt, Canada and Australia were singled out by congressional
sponsors of the law as countries that had witnessed disturbing outbreaks of discrimination
against Muslims in the past year.

Posted by: DM | October 14, 2004 06:07 AM

More on O'Reilly..via Drudge

OCTOBER 13--Hours after Bill O'Reilly accused her of a multimillion dollar shakedown
attempt, a female Fox News producer fired back at the TV star today, filing a lawsuit
claiming that he subjected her to repeated instances of sexual harassment and spoke often,
and explicitly, to her about phone sex, vibrators, threesomes, masturbation, the loss of his
virginity, and sexual fantasies. Below you'll find a copy of Andrea Mackris's complaint, an
incredible page-turner that quotes O'Reilly, 55, on all sorts of lewd matters. Based on the
extensive quotations cited in the complaint, it appears a safe bet that Mackris, 33, recorded
some of O'Reilly's more steamy soliloquies. For example, we direct you to his Caribbean
shower fantasies. While we suggest reading the entire document, TSG will point you to
interesting sections on a Thailand sex show, Al Franken, and the climax of one August
2004 phone conversation.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 14, 2004 06:50 AM

@DM - good one!

Posted by: b | October 14, 2004 07:01 AM

The FT really is a must-read these days.

Leading Republican lambasts Bush
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Money quote:

A leading Republican says President George W. Bush is "mesmerised" by
Ariel Sharon, Israel's prime minister, and that the Bush administration's recent
co-operation with the United Nations and Nato in Afghanistan and Iraq is a
desperate move to "rescue a failing venture".

Brent Scowcroft, a former national security adviser and close collaborator of
former president George H. W. Bush, told the Financial Times that the US
administration's "unilateralist" stance had contributed to the decline of the
transatlantic relationship.

"It's in general bad," he said. "It's not really hostile but there's an edge to it."

(...)

"Sharon just has him wrapped around his little finger", Mr Scowcroft
said. "I think the president is mesmerised."
"When there is a suicide attack [followed by a reprisal] Sharon calls the
president and says, 'I'm on the front line of terrorism', and the president says,
'Yes, you are. . . ' He [Mr Sharon] has been nothing but trouble."

(...)

Mr Scowcroft said the US's initial failure to take up Nato offers of assistance
in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of September 11 2001 was a "severe
rebuff". "We had gotten contemptuous of Europeans and their weaknesses," he
said. "We had really turned unilateral."

Go read the whole thing. Of course, we already know that Mr Scowcroft is "stuck in 9/10
mode", but how often can you read these things about Mr Sharon from a person like him?!

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 14, 2004 07:44 AM

The most safe place in Iraq

Blasts Kill at Least 8 in Baghdad's Green Zone

Posted by: b | October 14, 2004 08:34 AM

From JÃ©rÃ´mes FT article

"When I first heard Sharon was getting out of Gaza I was having dinner with
Condi [Rice] and she said: 'At least that's good news.' And I said: 'That's
terrible news . . . Sharon will say: 'I want to get out of Gaza, finish the wall
[the Israelis' security fence] and say I'm done'."

Shows how little understanding Mrs. Rice has of dealing with complex problems.
The worst National Security Adviser ever.

Posted by: b | October 14, 2004 08:39 AM

Link for Cloned Poster comment:
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O'Reilly Hit With Sex Harass Suit

Posted by: b | October 14, 2004 08:59 AM

The other part of Monday's new law:

US to rate its allies on their treatment of Jews
By David Rennie in Washington
(Filed: 13/10/2004)
Telegraph on New Law

"In another test of America's frayed relations with France, Russia and other allies, the US
Congress has ordered the State Department to start rating governments throughout the
world on their treatment of Jewish citizens.

"The resulting report cards on anti-Semitism would be published in annual US surveys of
human rights abuses around the world.

"The proposed law was passed by the House of Representatives on Monday, in response to
what its sponsors called an alarming surge in anti-Semitism, especially in Europe. It has
already been passed by the Senate.

"Congress overruled strong opposition from diplomats at the State Department who
complained in an internal memo that a special focus on Judaism, "opens us to charges of
favouritism and challenges the credibility of our reporting."

"There is little doubt that the new law will create diplomatic waves.

"France, Russia, Malaysia, Egypt, Canada and Australia were singled out by congressional
sponsors of the law as countries that had witnessed disturbing outbreaks of discrimination
against Jews in the past year.

"The law, the Global Anti-Semitism Review Act, also ordered the establishment of an
office at the State Department dedicated to monitoring anti-Semitism, again over the
department's protests.

"The resulting internal row must now be resolved by President George W Bush as the
legislation heads to his desk from Congress. With the act overwhelmingly backed by both
parties, officials in Congress said they expected he would sign it into law.

"A three-page State Department memorandum, leaked to The Telegraph yesterday,
complained that congressional plans would throw US human rights reporting "out of
balance", and "erode our credibility by being interpreted as favouritism in human rights
reporting."

"In a sign of the diplomatic anxieties, the State Department argued for anti-Semitism
monitoring to remain a task conducted behind closed doors, by the department's existing
"special envoy for holocaust issues."

"At the moment, US diplomats discreetly gather data on anti-Semitism from other
governments, in multilateral conferences held in Europe and an annual international
religious freedom round table sponsored by Washington.

"There is no need for the special envoy to hold public hearings, take testimony or receive
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evidence to effectively monitor and combat anti-Semitism," said the memo, which was sent
to congressional sponsors of the new law.

"Tom Lantos, a California Democrat and Holocaust survivor who was one of the sponsors,
denounced State Department talk of "favouritism" as an alarming nod to "the worst
stereotypes of Jews perpetrated in anti-Semitic tracts throughout modern history".

"Mr Lantos said the objections from diplomats overlooked existing offices at the State
Department dedicated to promoting religious freedom, women's rights, and Tibetan rights.

" did not touch directly on the risk of offending French or other allied sensibilities.

"Lynne Weil, his communications director, said: "It's unclear why anyone would be
offended by this.

"If a government takes offence at this, that government should be offended by the acts of its
own citizens, if they are hateful."

Thoughts?

Posted by: Bea | October 14, 2004 09:32 AM

Bea: You want thoughts? My only real thoughts is "fucking bastards, may they all drop
dead". If you want more subtle thoughts, well, I have to see why going after Australia, one
of the last solid allies, is a wise move. And more to the point, I have to see how Canadian,
French and Australian govts and policies are "anti-semite", because overall they're not. Of
course, a fringe of their people is, but that's also the case in the US.
Can't they understand the US has no, as in ZERO, credibility, worldwide, in anything
related to human rights, minorities rights, women rights, children rights, workers rights,
environmental rights. The only rights the US still supports are the copyrights and the
business rights - and personally I would live just as finely if they both disappeared.
If you want to see just how anti-semite France is, well, they had not one but TWO cases of
fake and fabricated anti-semite attacks in just one month; each time, the media and pols
came and said it was despicable, pure WWII racism and that kind of things, and the Israeli
authorities complained that this was just another proof that France was so anti-semite it
would be quite close to Nuremberg laws. And all of them looked like total fools just a
couple of days after.
I also suppose the bright minds who propose that kind of Laws in the Congress don't realise
that the only result such reports can have on the targetted countries is to actually increase
for most of the locals anti-Americanism (typical reaction being: "Can't they bother with
their own problems and human rights countless violations?") and probably anti-semitism
(stuff like "If it's so bad here, why don't they all go to Israel?", plagiarising the "If you don't
like it, go to Moscow" of old).

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 14, 2004 11:39 AM

Is 'The Onion' a serious newsource? If yes, this sounds scary. Has Cheney gone over the
edge?

Cheney vows to attack US if Kerry is elected

In an announcement that has alarmed voters across the nation, Vice President Dick Cheney
said Monday that he will personally attack the U.S. if Sen. John Kerry wins the next
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election.

Above: Cheney issues a warning to Greensboro, NC voters.
"If the wrong man is elected in November, the nation will come under a devastating armed
attack of an unimaginable magnitude, one planned and executed by none other than
myself," Cheney said, speaking at a rally in Greensboro, NC. "When they go to the polls,
Americans must weigh this fact and decide if our nation can ignore such a grave threat."

Added Cheney: "It would be a tragedy to suffer another attack on American soil, let alone
one perpetrated by an enemy as well-organized and well-equipped as I am. My colleagues
and I urge voters to keep their safety in mind when they go to the polls."

Although Cheney would not comment on the details of his proposed attack on a John
Kerry-led U.S., national-security experts said he possesses both the capabilities and the
motivation to pose a serious threat.

Posted by: Fran | October 14, 2004 12:00 PM

@Bea
some context, perhaps...
Israel Fears Strong EU

A confidential report from the Israeli Foreign Ministry has predicted relations
with the European Union could further deteriorate in future, hitting Israel
economically and diplomatically...the document, a ten-year forecast prepared
by Israel's foreign ministry, states that Israel and the EU find themselves on a
collision course which would cause serious economic and diplomatic damage
to the country. "Such a collision course holds the risk of Israel losing
international legitimacy and could lead to its isolation in the manner of South
Africa"

Posted by: b real | October 14, 2004 12:04 PM

Fran, the Onion is a serious parody. Always. Relax.

Posted by: rapt | October 14, 2004 12:09 PM

@ b real & Bea

Ah,
so the US will pass a Global Anti-Israel Policy Review Act.

And then any critic of Isreal will give a higher rating in the anti-semitism review, thus
lending more credability to the israelic standard defense "they just say that because they are
anti-semitic". In the future it would be followed by "if they were not so anti-semitic why
would the US government say that they are?"

Sort of a israelic-american governmental echochamber.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 14, 2004 01:04 PM

The Onion is certainly parody, but it is sometimes amazingly good at finding the truth via
parody.
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One of the best examples is their January 2001 article entitled "Bush - Our national
nightmare of peace and prosperity if finally over". Their archives are not accessible
anymore, but someone recently pulled the article and inserted some links into that article
(which, remember, was written just as Bush was entering the White House) to refer to
actual events. The result can be found here

If you have not seen this previously, go see it, it's really amazing.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 14, 2004 01:04 PM

Freedom from fear That's my name, don't wear it out...lol

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 14, 2004 04:12 PM

MOSCOW (Reuters) - Russia's top nuclear authority said on Thursday it had finished
construction of an atomic power plant in Iran -- a project the United States fears Tehran
could use to make nuclear arms.

"We're done. All we need to do now is work out (with the Iranians) the agreement on
sending spent fuel back to Russia," said a spokesman for Russia's Atomic Energy Agency
(RosAtom).

To allay U.S. concerns, Russia has promised not to start up the Bushehr plant in southern
Iran until Tehran guarantees to return to Russia all spent nuclear fuel, which can be used in
making weapons.

Looks like the mad mullahs have countered the mad likudnikes?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 14, 2004 04:43 PM

Uncle S$am re your post..................it beggars belief

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 14, 2004 04:46 PM

How is Iraq?

ginmar, feminist blogger GI somewhere in iraq, writes

They're delivering mail at night---or trying to. Seven days without mail,
because they keep getting attacked. Not enough people for an escort. Nobody
has their election ballots yet. The people fighting to bring elections to the
people here might not be able to participate in their own.

Next to that, the Green Zone, which should be the most secure place in Iraq was
successfully penetrated by suicide bombers. Several Iraqis and GIs died. Allawi is
threatening to have Fallujah bombed to rubble if the donÂ´t hand over the (not existing)
Zarqawi.

That war is lost for the US. The question now is only how long and how many dead and
wounded will it take for the US to recognize it.

Posted by: b | October 14, 2004 05:10 PM

b

absolutely. the war was lost when they won. they won whatver it was they wanted. they
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wanted to destabilise the middle east, they wanted oil, they wanted the first of the
perameters in their coming war of worlds with china which will be fought first on the
economic front

but the world has been taught a lesson. one that mao tse tung once sd ' reactionaries are
paper tigers' & it has agin proved to be true - they cannot maintain any kind of control even
with massive military force

their faustian 'awe' was just thunder & the real hell will be coming forth on many fronts in
the middle east & i suspect in pakistan & perhaps egypt.

kerry would have to do some pretty fast footwork to defuse the situation & i'm not even
sure he wants to

even if they are crazy enough to intervene in iran through the israelis - it will only create -
many more instances of resistances that will also be both mad & holy, both nationalist &
religious

they are not mad enough to do anything with north korea because kim il jong is madder
than they are & he's seen all the movies so the moves won't work

what is truly terrible that the coming catastrophe's will not be central - they will be
peripheral to the western eyes. there will be destabilsation, there will be demonisation &
then there will be destruction. town after town, village after village, population after
population as it is today in afghanistan & iraq

the media in concert with this criminal administration & their lackey in britain have hidden
the death of the afghani & iraquian people

it is only here, common dreams, counterpunch that i read the tears of those of us who have
seen too much already

but this thing that is too much for us is not enough for the criminal junta - i am convinced it
will continue & the real massacres will be hidden demanding that the resistance prove
again & again it is powerful & integrated enough to destroy the beast becoming the beast
itself

me, i don't see any fundamental difference between the mullahs of the middle east & the
mullahs of the white house & their soiled & sordid think tanks

that being so - they cannot win & despite pats faith in the military machine - it will be
defeated as i sd as were the 365 german divisions were stopped in stalingrad, koursk,
sebastapol, moscow etc

i am dumb enough to believe in hstorical materialism
i am human enough to be cowed at what price liberation will come

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 14, 2004 07:23 PM

The peak oil crisis is the million pound gorilla in America's near-future. The trade
imbalance is equally troubling. Seems to me, though I'm guessing, that Europe is better
prepared, in an instrumental way, to cope w/ the end of oil. Nothing about the political
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campaigns here in the U.S. even attempt to address these structural failures in the global
economy.

Perhaps the days of creative destruction are over. Now, the gyre of the historic balance of
social relations and forces of production will not hold--will not be offered its regular
restitutions. It is easy to fear for the future, though perhaps the form of life that emerges
from this calamity will listen to freejazz and refuse to watch the NFL on Sundays.

...and how shall we presume,
and how shall we begin?...

Posted by: slothrop | October 14, 2004 08:32 PM

BODY COUNTâ€”1,000
Where have all the soldiers gone?

By Stan Goff

These milestones come along, reminding usâ€¦ and the wrath struggles to break free again.
The anger is never really absent, just dormant like a sleeping volcano.

Back when the pack of professional liars in Washington DC and their slavish corporate
press still had Americans brainwashed that Iraq was a threat to the United States, General
Tommy Franks - then the chief military planner of the catastrophe in Iraq - said, "We don't
do body counts."

He didn't want anyone to know what might be behind the numbers.

I could say the same thing now, as we arrive almost simultaneously at 1,000 US military
fatalities in Iraq and the third anniversary of the attacks of September 11, 2001.

So I'm saying it. This is not a body count. This is not about the number of dead GIs. This is
not about almost 7,000 wounded. It's not about 14,000 dead Iraqis, or any of the
considerable inventory of macabre enumerations we might clinically extract from the orgy
of cruelty that is now Iraq.

We won't do body counts. War is more than a number. This war is an expanding ocean of
unanswered pain, and it cannot be reduced to a number.

One thousand times now, people have arrived home or looked out the front door only to see
a military sedan, with two troops in their dress uniforms.

This was my nightmare while my own son was there. An army sedan.

When people see it, they know in that terrible instant that someone they pushed out of their
own body, someone they saw take a first step and speak a first word, or with whom they
made love, or the anchor in the stormy world that is a parent, someone called brother or
sister or grandchildâ€¦ that sedan with the survival officer and the chaplain signifies that
this someoneâ€¦ has been erased and is no longer in the world with us, that something
shocking has happened to the living body we once held close and will never hold again.

One thousand times now, as George W. Bush and his entourage smirked and plotted and
slapped each other on the back, those left to live have been flayed with grief then set adrift
in the void of their own loss to seek some trifling scrap of consolation. Why?
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It's so the oxygen thieves who run the US Empire can chase after their grandiose delusions
in drawing rooms, surrounded by an army of servants attending to their every whim, and so
the class they represent can continue to accumulate money. That's why a thousand ripped
up bodies have been shipped home - boxed and draped in bright new flags to sanitize the
obscenity.

These pampered fucking sociopaths have no conception of the anguish of ordinary people,
of how inconsolable is this loss.

When we reflect on the personal enormity and breathless depth of the sorrow of ordinary
people that we know, then maybe we can begin to understand how that pain is mirrored in
the ordinary Iraqi people who have been occupied - where their children have been
bombed, homes destroyed, husbands and fathers and wives and mothers and best-friends
and sons and daughters and grandchildren and neighbors and schoolmates killed and
maimed, whole communities reduced to rubble, dignity daily kicked face first into the mud,
humiliation their daily bread and fear their meat, the very soil transformed into a
radioactive toxin that leaves women giving birth to pitiable monsters and people rotting in
their own bodies from inexplicable malignancies.

This is what we can appreciate about others when we begin with the loss of those we think
of as our own. This is what we can comprehend about who is the real enemy here; when we
begin to really see the kind of personal devastation that is the price of this war. And a price
paid for what?

The same Tommy Franks who didn't do body counts once, in his soldierly way, called
Douglas Feith, one of the intellectual architects of this enterprise of grief, "one of the
dumbest motherfuckers on the planet."

Yet Franks - ever the obedient servant - has now climbed up on a political cross to sop up
the guilt for the "Mission Accomplished" fiasco organized by Karl Rove's reptile
myth-makers. Franks now enthusiastically campaigns for the election of George W. Bush, a
de facto chief executive whose cognitive capacities make Feith look like Robert
Oppenheimer.

Franks is teaching us something right now far more significant than how to count or not to
count corpses. He is teaching us with his example where our own culpability lies.
Obedience.

It would seem that Pete Seeger's lyrics from the last great American antiwar movement still
apply:

Where have all the soldiers gone, long time passing?
Where have all the soldiers gone, long time ago?
Where have all the soldiers gone?
Gone to graveyards, everyone.
Oh, when will they ever learn?

Oh, when will WE ever learn?

sorry for cut & pasting the entire article by the soldier stan goff but it moved me, greatly

still steel
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Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 14, 2004 08:37 PM

my esteemed comrade slothrop

i think we, here in europe will also be paying for bush stupidity for a long time to come.

he sd there would be no shelter for terrorists except the reality is the contraire - we will pay
for the holy war of the americans. there is no refuge from the consequences. they are going
to be felt everywhere

know that perhaps i am too apocalyptic in my tones but that is what i feel in my bones. the
stupidity of what they have done does not reduce the enormity of their acts & deeds

& i still think that even though we are all devoting our best efforts to comprehend what is
happening - what is happening is so terrible in its reality that we will wake decades from
today feeling the aftereffects of what has gone down

what i have sd before here - this anarchic & clearly directionless (aalmost) resistance is
capable of inflicting what it took the vietnamese thirty years to attempt with standing
armies

this loose grouping of people is tearing the american army down forcing them time & time
again to use puppets, to create fortresses & even then it does not work. it leaves american
force with only one option - systematic massacres - as seymour hersh proved beyond any
dount was the standard operating procedure in vietnam for the u s army

the bloodbaths that have been conducted & the bloodbaths to come will not wash away the
sins of this administration

i'm so sick & tired of their endless & stupid narratives - al zaqarwi did this, al zaqarwi did
that - as someone pointed out - a necesary narrative for them - i think someone here used
the analogy of carlos the jackall - where everyhting north south east & west was pinned on
him because it served their interests - meanwhile was smoking cigars & chasing women in
syria & sudan

the narratives exist to hide the enormity of the failure

the narrative exists as it must have for effram zimbalist each week telling the stories of the
fbi

the narrative exist to hide what is multiple is perverted into something singular

the narrative exist to hide all significant factors who? what? when?

the narrative exists in the end to be bought & sold like the whores they are

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 14, 2004 08:53 PM

First Ahmad Chalabi goes off the reservation, now this:

Shahwani told AFP a series of raids on three Iranian "safe houses" in Baghdad
on September 29 had uncovered a treasure trove of documents linking Iran to
plots to kill members of the intelligence service and using the Badr former
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militia of the Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq's (SCIRI) as
its tool.

Now, it may well be true that the new intelligence service is chock-full of old Baathist
intelligence agents with a grudge (or animosity against a party they don't want in power).
But I wouldn't be surprised if it were true, given SCIRI's Khomeinite ideology.

The major Iraqi parties that control the government claim to have disarmed, but I'm sure
that could be reversed in a heartbeat. The ruling "oligarchy" is a wild hodgepodge of six
Islamist, nationalist or ethnic parties, and maybe this is the first sign of it coming apart.

Posted by: Harrow | October 14, 2004 10:01 PM

Hurry...go to C-pan's home page.

A picture is worth 10³ words.

The words say: Status of U.S. Economy

But Greenspan's picture shows the real nature of America's economy. It ain't pretty, but it
sure the hell is voluble.

Posted by: koreyel | October 14, 2004 10:13 PM

from richard heinberg's new, cogent book powerdown - options and actions for a
post-carbon world : "The Bush crew's incompetence, so abundantly on display in their
handling of the economy and the Iraq invasion, will eventually do them in. But in the
meantime they may take the nation, and perhaps the world, down with them. They have one
thing going for them: they understand oil depletion at least to some extent, and they
understand that the US is about to descend into economic chaos. This is knowledge that
few others possess, and it is knowledge that makes them bold. Perhaps they feel that they
have nothing to lose."

the entire book is highly recommended reading

Pepe Escobar debunking part of the zarqawi myth
Zarqawi - Bush's man for all seasons
and as an aside, after reading the gwb quote escobar uses to lead off the article, just how
many times and types of instances has bush said "i understand how these people think..."
He used it at least a couple of times in the debates. How does he know all this?

Posted by: b real | October 14, 2004 11:38 PM

Josh Marshall has linked to this Article in Atlanic Monthly (August Edition) which he has
written. It shows that there is a difference in the view and approach toward terrorism,
between Bush and Kerry.

Kerry Faces the World - What would a John Kerry foreign policy look like? In some ways
a lot like one the current President's father could endorse

Posted by: Fran | October 15, 2004 01:32 AM
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Just realised that the Marshall article can only be view fully by subscribers, so here the
excerps from Josh's site:

From its inception the Bush Administration has viewed states as the key actors on the
world stage, and relations among them as the primary concern of U.S. foreign policy. It is
a mindset rooted in the realities of the Cold War, which defined U.S. foreign policy at the
time when most of the president's key advisers gained their formative experience in
government. The fixity of this mindset also explains why the Bush Administration spent its
first months so heavily focused on the issue of national missile defense, and seemed so
surprised by al-Qaeda's transnational terrorism. The Bush team didn't discount the
problem of weapons of mass destruction; it simply expected trouble to come from an
ICBM-wielding "rogue state" like Iraq or North Korea rather than from Islamic terrorist
groups.
Viewed through this lens, the Administration's fixation on Iraq after 9/11 becomes
somewhat easier to understand. As Undersecretary of Defense Douglas Feith explained to
Nicholas Lemann, of The New Yorker, on the eve of the Iraq War, "One of the principal
strategic thoughts underlying our strategy in the war on terrorism is the importance of the
connection between terrorist organizations and their state sponsors. Terrorist
organizations cannot be effective in sustaining themselves over long periods of time to do
large-scale operations if they don't have support from states."

To the Democrats ha Kerry's orbit, this approach is at best inefficient and at worst akin to
fighting fire with gasoline--for example, it has created terrorism in Iraq where little or
none previously existed. Last fall, when I asked the presidential candidate General Wesley
Clark about Feith's characterization of the threat, he said it was the "principal strategic
mistake behind the Administration's policy." Clark went on, "If you look at all the states
that were named as the principal adversaries, they're on the periphery of international
terrorism today."

First as a military negotiator in Bosnia and later as NATO Supreme Allied Commander in
Europe during the second Clinton Administration, Clark was one of the figures at the
center of the process that shaped current Democratic foreign-policy views. In its early
years, rhetoric aside, the Clinton Administration hewed closely to George H.W. Bush's
policy of studied non-involvement in the Balkans, even as Yugoslavia slid into chaos. But
over time that region became a forcing ground for re-evaluating Democratic beliefs about
foreign policy. The Balkans proved that soft-sounding concerns like human-rights abuses,
ethnic slaughter, lawlessness, and ideological extremism could quickly mount into
first-order geopolitical crises.

By the mid-1990s this had led the Clinton Administration to focus on terrorism, failed
states, and weapons proliferation, and as it did, its foreign-policy outlook changed. The key
threats to the United States came to be seen less in terms of traditional conflicts between
states and more in terms of endemic regional turmoil of the sort found in the Balkans. "The
Clinton Administration," says Jonathan Winer, "started out with a very traditional
Democratic or even mainstream approach to foreign policy: big-power politics, Russia
being in the most important role; a critical relationship with China; European
cooperation; and some multilateralism." But over the years, he went on, "they moved much
more to a failed-state, global-affairs kind of approach, recognizing that the trends
established by globalization required you to think about foreign policy in a more synthetic
and integrated fashion than nation-state to nation-state"
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As Winer argues, the threats were less from Russia or China, or even from the rogue states,
than from the breakdown of sovereignty and authority in a broad geographic arc that
stretched from West Africa through the Middle East, down through the lands of Islam, and
into Southeast Asia. In this part of the world poverty, disease, ignorance, fanaticism, and
autocracy frequently combined in a self-reinforcing tangle, fostering constant turmoil.
Home to many failed or failing states, this area bred money laundering, waves of refugees,
drug production, gunrunning, and terrorist networks--the cancers of the
twenty-first-century world order.

In the Balkans, Holbrooke, Clark, and other leading figures found themselves confronting
problems that required not only American military force but also a careful synthesis of
armed power, peacekeeping capacity, international institutions, and nongovernmental
organizations to stabilize the region and maintain some kind of order. Though the former
Yogoslavia has continued to experience strife, the settlement in the Balkans remains the
most successful one in recent memory, and offers the model on which a Kerry
Administration would probably build. As Holbrooke told me, the Bush Administration's
actions in Iraq have shown that the Administration understands only the military
component of this model: "Most of them don't have a real understanding of what it takes to
do nation-building, which is an important part of the overall democratic process."

A key assumption shared by almost all Democratic foreign-policy hands is that by
themselves the violent overthrow of a government and the initiation of radical change from
above almost never foster democracy, an expanded civil society, or greater openness. "If
you have too much change too quickly," Winer says, "you have violence and repression. We
don't want to see violence and repression in [the Middle East]. We want to see a greater
zone for civilization--a greater zone fur personal and private-sector activity and for
governmental activity that is not an enactment of violence." Bush and his advisers have
spoken eloquently about democratization. But in the view of their Democratic counterparts,
their means of pursuing it are plainly counterproductive. It is here, Holbrooke says, that
the Administration's alleged belief in the stabilizing role of liberal democracy and open
society collides with its belief in the need to rule by force and, if necessary, violence: "The
neoconservatives and the conservatives--and they both exist in uneasy tension within this
Administration--shift unpredictably between advocacy of democratization and advocacy of
neo-imperialism without any coherent intellectual position, except the importance of the
use of force."

Because Afghanistan was the Bush Administration's first order of business following the
9/11 attacks, the results of this policy have advanced the furthest there. And because Kerry
is on record as saying he would increase the number of U.S. and allied troops in
Afghanistan, it's probably the clearest measure of how a Kerry Administration would differ
from Bush's. Afghanistan is a subject that Kerry's advisers and other senior Democrats
turn to again and again. When I interviewed Joseph Biden in late March, he recounted a
conversation he'd had with Condoleezza Rice in the spring of 2002 about the growing
instability that had taken hold after the Taliban was defeated, in late 2001. Biden told Rice
he believed that the United States was on the verge of squandering its military victory by
allowing the country to slip back into the corruption, tyranny, and chaos that had
originally paved the way for Taliban rule. Rice was uncomprehending. "What do you
mean?" he remembers her asking. Biden pointed to the re-emergence in western
Afghanistan of Ismail Khan, the pre-Taliban warlord in Herat who quickly reclaimed
power after the American victory. He told me: "She said, 'Look, al-Qaeda's not there. The
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Taliban's not there. There's security there: I said, 'You mean turning it over to the
warlords?' She said, "Yeah, it's always been that way.'"

Biden was seeking to illustrate the blind spot that Democratic foreign-policy types see in
Bush officials like Rice, who believe that if a rogue state has been lid of its hostile
government (in this case the Taliban), its threat has therefore been neutralized. Democrats
see Afghanistan as an affirmation of their own view of modern terrorism. As Fareed
Zakaria noted recently in Newsweek, the Taliban regime was not so much a state
sponsoring and directing a terrorist organization (the Republican view) as a terrorist
organization sponsoring, guiding, and even hijacking a state (the Democratic view).
Overthrowing regimes like that is at best only the first step in denying safe haven to
al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups. Equally important is creating the institutional bases
of stability and liberalization that will prevent another descent into lawlessness and
terror--in a word, nation-building.

For all those who say there's no difference between the candidates on foreign policy, this is
a critical one.

Sorry, if it is a bid long, but I thought it was worth it.

Posted by: Fran | October 15, 2004 01:52 AM

Pepe Escobar's Asia Times article linked by b real includes, among other interesting things,
this...

"Disinformation and propaganda are key. Creating a 'face' to terror is key. So these black
psy-ops always include the creation of a cipher. One American psy-ops operative recently
leveled with the Australian newspaper The Age: 'We were basically paying up to
US$10,000 a time to opportunists and criminals who passed off fiction and supposition
about Zarqawi as cast-iron fact, making him out as the linchpin of just about every attack in
Iraq.'"

Funny, I thought that statement, originally attributed to a "US military intelligence agent,"
was made to a reporter (Adrian Blomfield) for the Telegraph, where the statement first
appeared. Whatever, it's circulating. It definitely caught my eye because here allegedly was
a self-identified military humint guy volunteering to dishing newspaper reporters that he
and his fellows were taken for a wild ride by their sources. (Shorter revelation: Boy, we
suck.) Um, not LIKELY. And $10,000 a pop for information? The CIA bids up the price of
intel wherever it goes - competition, what can you do? - but the DoD ceiling remains well
below that lofty sum.

It wasn't an MI agent who spoke to the reporter. But it WAS somebody seriously
disgruntled with the administration. So whose bogus "psyops operative" or "military
intelligence agent" was it? Inquiring Minds Want To Know (TM).

Posted by: Pat | October 15, 2004 02:58 AM

US image problems continue.

The world backs Kerry
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The Intimidating Face of America

Posted by: Fran | October 15, 2004 03:06 AM

Pat.............Zarqawi must be superman........ hiding in Fallujah...........bombing inside the
Green Zone...........that the media buy this shit, especially the BBC is just a fucking
disgrace.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 15, 2004 04:32 AM

Did Blair know that the Iraq war was illegal?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 15, 2004 04:42 AM

@CP

That one man is responsible for the deaths of more Iraqi civilians than all Israeli citizens
killed in the Intifada. Does that mean he's killed every one of them personally? No. OBL is
responsible for the murder of almost 3,000 on US soil. Last I checked, he didn't do it
himself.

If Zarqawi is, as some never tire to assert, a convenient invention, then he's an invention
that the intelligence services of the UK, Germany, France, Jordan, and others are busy
contributing to.

Posted by: Pat | October 15, 2004 04:55 AM

Pat

Ever go here?

http://rudepundit.blogspot.com/

Excerpt

Holy fuck, what else does America need to see? Where's the line? For four and a half
hours, we've finally, at long last, gotten a look at this man we didn't elect President last time
(wasn't it wonderfully uncomfortable when Bush said the nation was divided in 2000 and
then quickly blamed the 1990s for it? Hmmm, wonder which party made the 1990s so
divided?). We saw the petty tyrant railing and screeching, unable to make a rational point
without beating his chest and grabbing his balls. It's over, innit? At some point, isn't the
illusion over? Christ alfuckingmighty, the gut fear here is that so many Americans are so
blinded by the asbestos dust of the twin towers that they can't see beyond the changed
skyline of Manhattan.

For three nights, America had a chance to witness the empty space occupying the
Presidency, the black hole that has sucked us dry, the vortex that wants to drag us all down
into the darkness. At the end of the debate, Bush invoked an Oval Office painting that
directs the viewer to the coming light, but it's just oil and pigment on a canvas. Just then
Bush offered America a vision of fake light, a false sunrise, an isolated picture of dawn. He
would rather an image than the reality of daylight.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 15, 2004 06:03 AM
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Roach on the difference in the current economic development of Europe and the United
States: Productivity Convergence?

Europe has nowhere to go but up, and that long and arduous journey now
appears to be under way. America, by contrast, is at the top of its game --
coming off eight fat years the likes of which most leading economies have
rarely seen. But now burdened with an unprecedented shortfall of national
saving, a record current-account deficit, and a massive overhang of debt, it
will be exceedingly difficult for the US to keep the magic alive.
...
If US and European productivity growth were, in fact, to converge over the
next few years, this would have very important implications for financial
markets. Global investors have become convinced that America is the
worldâ€™s best productivity story. This, together with outstanding earning
performance, has had a profound impact on the perpetual overweight of US
equities in global asset allocation portfolios. The US-centric productivity story
has also been key to Americaâ€™s seemingly effortless ability to finance an
ever-widening current account deficit. Most believe that there is a
â€œnaturalâ€• demand for dollar-denominated assets since they represent a
claim on the worldâ€™s greatest productivity story. The productivity
convergence play could certainly challenge that presumption as well --
undermining dollar support and providing a boost to the euro at just the
time when Americaâ€™s current account deficit is veering out of control.

Productivity growth is where the rubber meets the road for economic and
financial market performance. One of the key assumptions embodied in the
collective mindset of investors, businesspeople, and policy makers is that the
United States has established permanent leadership in the global productivity
sweepstakes. A corollary to that belief is that Europe will never get to the
Promised Land of productivity revival. In the realm of economics, itâ€™s
change at the margin that always matters most. For a congenital euro-skeptic
like me, it is very hard to admit it -- the coming productivity convergence
could force us to rethink the long-standing contrast between America and
Europe.

Posted by: b | October 15, 2004 10:44 AM

If Zarqawi is, as some never tire to assert, a convenient invention, then he's an invention
that the intelligence services of the UK, Germany, France, Jordan, and others are busy
contributing to.

it'll click, eventually. The war on terrorism is a war over energy resources, the most vital of
which are located in Muslim cultures. The US is the military enforcer of the international
capitalist system. Preserving the hegemony of the dollar is important to those who benefit
most from the global economy as it operates today.

Posted by: b real | October 15, 2004 11:00 AM

Looks like the US is now also devolving into a third world nation concerning womens
rights.
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U.S. Rejects U.N. Plan for Women

UNITED NATIONS â€” The United States has refused to join 85 heads of state and
government in signing a statement that endorsed a 10-year-old U.N. plan to ensure every
woman's right to education, healthcare and choice about having children.
...
The statement was signed by leaders of 85 nations, including those in the European Union,
China, Japan, Indonesia, Pakistan and more than a dozen African countries, as well as 22
former world leaders.

Even China and Pakistan signed it!!!

I think Monford is pointing on a important issue.

Can John Kerry Cure Cancer? Miracle worker or no, after the tyranny of BushCo, a
"normal" prez will be a blessed relief

Posted by: Fran | October 15, 2004 11:31 AM

@Fran of course the Shrub cannot sign the declaration of women's rights. That would
alienate his Dominionist base, the Paulists (one can hardly call them Christians) who
believe in the lordship of men over women and the duty of a wife in obedience and
submission, blah blah blah.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 15, 2004 11:37 AM

Makes you wonder about Karma and all that stuff.

No flu vaccine aid from Canada is likely, as issue becomes political

Posted by: Fran | October 15, 2004 12:12 PM

Is this Watergate all over?

RED ALERT! GOP ELECTION THEFT IN OHIO!

Well, this is my last post for today.

Posted by: Fran | October 15, 2004 01:24 PM

A good one from the Guardian about an upcoming BBC documentation by Adma Curtis:
The making of the terror myth

The Power of Nightmares seeks to overturn much of what is widely believed
about Osama bin Laden and al-Qaida. The latter, it argues, is not an organised
international network. It does not have members or a leader. It does not have
"sleeper cells". It does not have an overall strategy. In fact, it barely exists at
all, except as an idea about cleansing a corrupt world through religious
violence.

Curtis' evidence for these assertions is not easily dismissed. He tells the story
of Islamism, or the desire to establish Islam as an unbreakable political
framework, as half a century of mostly failed, short-lived revolutions and
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spectacular but politically ineffective terrorism. Curtis points out that al-Qaida
did not even have a name until early 2001, when the American government
decided to prosecute Bin Laden in his absence and had to use anti-Mafia laws
that required the existence of a named criminal organisation.
...
They are not the only ones who find opportunities. "Almost no one questions
this myth about al-Qaida because so many people have got an interest in
keeping it alive," says Curtis. He cites the suspiciously circular relationship
between the security services and much of the media since September 2001:
the way in which official briefings about terrorism, often unverified or
unverifiable by journalists, have become dramatic press stories which - in a
jittery media-driven democracy - have prompted further briefings and further
stories. Few of these ominous announcements are retracted if they turn out to
be baseless: "There is no fact-checking about al-Qaida."
...
As Curtis traced the rise of the "Straussians", he came to a conclusion that
would form the basis for The Power of Nightmares. Straussian conservatism
had a previously unsuspected amount in common with Islamism: from origins
in the 50s, to a formative belief that liberalism was the enemy, to an actual
period of Islamist-Straussian collaboration against the Soviet Union during the
war in Afghanistan in the 80s (both movements have proved adept at finding
new foes to keep them going). Although the Islamists and the Straussians have
fallen out since then, as the attacks on America in 2001 graphically
demonstrated, they are in another way, Curtis concludes, collaborating still: in
sustaining the "fantasy" of the war on terror.

Posted by: b | October 15, 2004 02:53 PM

Faith-Based Parks:

Apres moi, le deluge

Posted by: biklett | October 15, 2004 04:54 PM

@biklett - thatÂ´s redicules - whats next?

The Statue of Liberty was created by Moses enginers?

Posted by: b | October 15, 2004 05:45 PM

We never plan to carry out terrorist attacks in Egypt, but above all, not towards our own
citizens. erm, The Lavon Affair springs to mind.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 15, 2004 06:14 PM

@biklett

Unfuckingbelieveable

Meanwhile........
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21st Century Book-Burning
Mrs. Cheney, There's More to U.S. History than Heroes.
by Steven J. Ross

One of the marks of authoritarian regimes is their effort to stop the spread of knowledge
and free speech. In May 1933, Nazi sympathizers in Berlin burned 20,000 "degenerate"
books, many of them written by Jews and anti-fascists such as Albert Einstein, Bertolt
Brecht and Franz Kafka. Here at home, slaveholders were so frightened by the power of the
word that throughout the antebellum South legislatures made it a crime to teach slaves to
read and write.

Now, Lynne Cheney, Vice President Dick Cheney's wife and the former head of the
National Endowment for the Humanities, has placed herself in the company of dictators
and slaveholders. At her urging, the Education Department destroyed more than 300,000
copies of a booklet designed to help parents and children learn more about America's past.

Cheney objected to the booklet's reference to the National Standards for History, guidelines
for teaching history in secondary schools that were developed at UCLA in the 1990s and
that suggest that American history should be taught with an eye not only to America's
successes but to its struggles and dark moments as well. ...

Posted by: | October 15, 2004 06:46 PM

me above

Why did MOA lose my personal info?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 15, 2004 06:47 PM

bicklett

So now we have a little clue as to what Jim Towey was up to over at Faith Based
Initiatives, and the opening of offices in 10 government Departments. I suppose next we'll
see a faith based grant from the Dept of Agriculture promoting "prayers for rain" as the
governments solution to droughts, or maybe funding "the crime prevention merits of
stoning as opposed to incarceration" through the Dept of Justice. Who knows !!

Posted by: anna missed | October 15, 2004 08:58 PM

bicklett

So now we have a little clue as to what Jim Towey was up to over at Faith Based
Initiatives, and the opening of offices in 10 government Departments. I suppose next we'll
see a faith based grant from the Dept of Agriculture promoting "prayers for rain" as the
governments solution to droughts, or maybe funding "the crime prevention merits of
stoning as opposed to incarceration" through the Dept of Justice. Who knows !!

Posted by: anna missed | October 15, 2004 09:02 PM

Actual Text of Senate/House Bills Kept Secret

thomas.loc.gov Oct 15, 2004:

The final versions of House Bill (HR 10) and Senate Bill (S2845) currently being
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reconciled to implement the recommendations of the 911 Commission and to implement an
unconstitutional National ID System have apparently not been made available to the public
in the thomas.loc.gov website.
Bill Summary & Status for the 108th Congress
S.2845
Title: A bill to reform the intelligence community and the intelligence and
intelligence-related activities of the United States Government, and for other purposes.
Sponsor: Sen Collins, Susan M. [ME] (introduced 9/23/2004) Cosponsors (10)
Related Bills: H.R.10, H.R.5150, S.2840
Latest Major Action: 10/8/2004 Measure amended in Senate by unanimous consent after
passage by Unanimous Consent.
Note: Per H.Res. 827, upon receipt of a message from the Senate transmitting S. 2845, the
House shall be considered to have inserted H.R. 10 - as passed House - in S. 2845, insisted
on its amendment to S. 2845, and requested a conference with the Senate on S. 2845. The
texts of H.R. 10 / S. 2845 as passed House and as passed Senate are not yet available.

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 16, 2004 01:35 AM

Millions have been devoted to investigating the healing powers of prayer, with many
studies financed by the Government, e.g. National Institute of Health.

NYTimes

Posted by: Blackie | October 16, 2004 06:19 AM

at the amazon page for the 911 commission rpt the customer recommendation (more than
160 customers too), in addition to the commissions book, is The American Prophecies:
Ancient Scriptures Reveal Our Nation's Future. It's obvious from reading through the user
reviews of the 911 book what's going on. For fun, follow some of the poster's other
reviews, if the link even works.

Posted by: b real | October 16, 2004 01:59 PM

Trend change?

01/10/04 - 2
02/10/04 - 3
03/10/04 - 1
04/10/04 - 2
05/10/04 - 1
06/10/04 - 2
07/10/04 - 1
08/10/04 - 2
09/10/04 - 1
10/10/04 - 2
11/10/04 - 4
12/10/04 - 7
13/10/04 - 6
14/10/04 - 4
15/10/04 - 5
16/10/04 - Car Bombs Kill Five U.S. Troops in Iraq
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Posted by: b | October 16, 2004 02:17 PM

b, just the first day of Ramadan................

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 16, 2004 04:19 PM

Servin' Mistah Cheney

I know some of you have linked and written about the mini-army mutiny in Iraq.

But read this quote:

"He spoke but to command, and commanded but to be obeyed; he dealt sparingly with his
words, and bountifully with his whip, never using the former where the latter would answer
as well. When he whipped, he seemed to do so from a sense of duty, and feared no
consequences. He did nothing reluctantly, no matter how disagreeable; always at his post,
never inconsistent. He never promised but to fulfill. He was, in a word, a man of the most in
flexible firmness and stone-like coolness."

~Frederick Douglas

And then check out the story yet again--("The platoon has troops from Alabama, Kentucky,
North Carolina, Mississippi and South Carolina.")--with its attendant photo.

Posted by: koreyel | October 16, 2004 09:03 PM

Hi all - great to see/read everyone again. Just got spiffy new Mac w/ OS X/Safari so I can
get this site. Netscape 4.x didn't cut it!

@b 10/15 - 10:44am. Read entire essay on Productivity Convergence w/yr. link. Coming
from a family monoculture of Business, I'm really weak on econ/business/finance, so I'd
appreciate clarification. Is this article saying, in effect, that there's a relationship bet.
Bu$hCo's huge tax cuts for top .001% & massive firings of the rest of us - shipping jobs
overseas? That the latter was necessary to drive sufficient foreign capital into America via
"artifically" inflating stock values etc. to offset deficits his tax cuts generated? thanks

Posted by: jj | October 17, 2004 03:36 AM

Must Read Article

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 17, 2004 03:45 AM

CP, thanks for the link. What I still do not understand is Blairs thinking and behavior. Bush
was somehow clear to me from the very beginning, it was one of incompetence, if not of
stupitity. But Blair somehow was able to convey an image of intelligence and even
compassion for the weakest in the world. So was he just a brilliant image creator or has
something happened that has turned him into a 'poodle', thereby risking everything that has
seemed to be dear to him?

Or maybe, does the Bush administration blackmail him with something. How else to
explain another Independent article today.

Star Wars deal places US missiles on UK soil
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Posted by: Fran | October 17, 2004 04:25 AM

Fran, I did a google news search when I woke up. I posted it on another MOA thread.

As for Star Wars..........that's another spin.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 17, 2004 04:34 AM
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October 13, 2004

They May Survive

Mark Hertsgaard has written that Bush can not win this election. He compares the situation
with Mc Carthy, were people were intimidated into silence, but after four years the
nightmare unravelled within just a few months. I now think he is right.

Only a minority is better off after four years of Bush. The majority has lost on its standard
of living or has paid for it with higher debt. Conveniently for todays debate (and not by
chance) the DOW fell below 10,000 today and oil did reach $53.60 again.
The Iraq explanations are gone one after the other and the public feels that there is a big
mess out there, though it does not openly confess this yet. Six dead GIs today and the
coming Ramadan weeks will push this - right up to the election.

So the chances are high Kerry will win, as Hertsgaard and JÃ©rÃ´me expect, the popular
vote by a wide margin, maybe even by a million and some votes. But will he win the
presidency?

Seymour Hersh says, Bush & Co are believers, not rational liars like Kissinger or Nixon.
Believers are right by definition. They have the right by definition. They can do no wrong.

There are many fraud possibilities with the US election system. And already there are
plenty of cases of unrightful registrations or non-registrations of voters. Given that only a
few votes in a few states may decide the ultimate result, someone, somewhere will try for a
fix.

Will this be detected? Yes. Will there be litigation? Yes. Will Kerry win those? Unlikely.

Like in Iraq, the real war will only start after the mission is accomplished party and the
polling station close. The October surprise may come 3rd of November or even later.

With a clean since unused conscience, never being wrong, there are many ways to achieve
a fix - you just have to think big enough.

The junta may survive this indecent onslaught of an election, even if it looses the vote.

Posted by Bernhard on October 13, 2004 at 04:01 PM | Permalink

Comments

b
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I guess that people that follow closely the campaign on our side are slighly numb from the
staggering number of events that each should be a major scandal and yet aren't, and despair
that anything will "reach" the Bush mafia. (somewhere I read one commenter noting that
his chin hurt from his jaw dropping repeatedly to the floor...)
I think that this steady stream of horrors makes it possible for most of the non politically
active to be reached nevertheless, each in his/her own way, and to be sufficiently disgusted
by one or a few of these "events" to switch sides or simply give up on Bush.
I believe that the strength of that trend will be so trong that even cheating, as is very likey,
will not be enough for Bush. I'm actually beginning to believe that he will actually be
shamed one way or another.

Worst. President. Ever. is about right, and the election results will formalise that.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 13, 2004 05:12 PM

b

as much as i would like to believe jÃ©rÃ´me & hertsgaard - i do not believe that the bush
cheny criminal junta can allow themselves to be defeated

they have much more than nixon had at stake - their own personal
interests(cheney:halliburton & james baker/carlyle group) & their interest not to be shamed
in front of a court(the vast majority of them in one tribunal or another)

they have all been running this junta seamlessly & if it was not for reality intruding (iraq,
oil, unemployment , outsourcing etc) - i am sure rather than losing power they would
consolidate it & with the help of the neocons who have not gone into the water to never
come back - but who are taking a necessary repos before they invent other onslaughts &
obscenities

they need for example to control the judicial process that they have already comprimised -
it is said 3 or 4 supreme court justices will leave within the next four years. they & the
people they protect needs this court in their pocket as don corleone held judges &
legislators "in his pockets like so many nickels & dimes". they cannot allow what has been
a systematic demolition of that court to go unfinished

i want to believe in a kerry victory - knowing that too much damage has already been done
& that kerry can only be a quantitative change - but as the man sd - at least it would mark
the point as it did in the mccarthy army hearings - except any claims or demands for
decency would fall on deaf ears

the mccarthy army hearings were a special moment when a demand for decency could have
a larger meaning. today indecency is their coin. i imagine that elites were threatened by
mad joe & the means were there for him to be removed after he had served his purpose.
there is a man connected tangentially with mccarthy - james jesus angleton - who ran
counter intelligence in the cia - & he alone nearly destroyed the c. i. capability - he tore
down the house more efficiently than any mole. & mccarthy was made from the same cloth.
so too edward teller. yes they all failed in the end but the damage they were able to wreak
was enormous. this current gang of criminals is in a league of its own in carnage

i hope a change is gonna come
but i'm not holding my breath
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still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 13, 2004 05:27 PM

jÃ©rÃ´me

i think yr made from tougher stuff than i am

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 13, 2004 05:29 PM

@RGiap:

Just commune with your inner dingo.

This thing is going to be close.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 13, 2004 05:41 PM

i'm trying flash but he's howling at the moment

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 13, 2004 05:47 PM

re bushco staying in power, i'd keep an eye on developments in the southwestern usa.
cryptome.org points out that the ashcroft alert (that a 911 will happen w/i 6 weeks) is still
being circulated in new mexico. the arizona division of emergency mgmt has two courses,
one titled WMD/Terrorism Incident Defensive Operations for Emergency Responders,
scheduled for election day Nov 2nd. and, in addition to the latest rpt that chechen terrorists
are sneaking across the mexican border, there has been more than one phony rpt of al
quaeda entering the country in the same way. the latter stories might be related to stoking
fear of immigrants in the border region, but the other dots might connect to something
ugly...

Posted by: b real | October 13, 2004 06:09 PM

Nothing will surprise me this time around.

Employees of a private voter registration company allege that hundreds, perhaps
thousands of voters who may think they are registered will be rudely surprised on election
day. The company claims hundreds of registration forms were thrown in the trash.
Anyone who has recently registered or re-registered to vote outside a mall or grocery store
or even government building may be affected.

Or check out November 2nd Should Be Fun on The Poor Manâ€™s blog.

Iâ€™m not betting on the election. I banking on criminal charges taking these gangsters out
asap.

Posted by: Juannie | October 13, 2004 07:12 PM

Chechen terrorists hitting the US? That's quite a funny one for me. Frankly, they should be
totally insane and have a death wish to try that, since the US is probably closer to their
position (independance from Russia) than to Putin's (let's kill them all). So far, I'd say it's
just fear-mongering, or these guys are no Chechens at all.
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Election: I will hold my breath until February 2005, because I'd expect these frauds to try
any kind of nasty trick as long as they're in power. I mean, I wouldn't put it past Bush to
nuke Pyongyand in mid-January, or to bomb Iran's nuclear sites. Or even some far more
tin-foilerish hat.
I think it's better to assume Kerry has already win, and therefore if the numbers don't
confirm it, there has been major fraud going on, because simply Bush can't win.

Posted by: Clueless Joe | October 13, 2004 07:38 PM

I don't know how reliable this source is, but this has been posted for a few days. Rumsfeld
just got back from visiting the U.S.S. John Kennedy, fwiw.

http://www.tbrnews.org/Archives/a1130.htm

it has been firmly decided that both Israel and the U.S. will launch a surprise attack against
1., Iranian missile sites, 2. Iranian nuclear facilities and 3. the leadership of Iran located in
and around Tehran. How will this be done? By aircraft attack using U.S. developed
â€œsmart bombsâ€• and the so-called â€œbunker-busterâ€• bombs designed to destroy
underground reinforced concrete facilities .We just sent these to Israel. Because of the
political ramifications, the Israelis will conduct the main strikes, supported by U.S. aircraft
as needed. The aim will be to wipe out any vestige of nuclear weaponry, its delivery system
and all the Iranian leaders capable of starting any attacks on Israel (mostly Tel Avivâ€¦too
many fellow Muslims in Jerusalem.) Since it would be a problem for Israeli Air Force units
to fly round trip from Israel, the solution will be to launch these attacks from U.S. aircraft
carriers located in the Persian Gulf area. As I write, the super carrier USS John F. Kennedy
(CV 67) is now in the Persian Gulf along with the so-calledÂ  Essex Expeditionary Strike
Group (ESG) [31st Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) (SOC)] which consists of:: USS
Essex (LHD 2) USS Juneau (LPD 10) USS Harpers Ferry (LSD 49) USS Mobile Bay (CG
53USS Hopper (DDG 70) USS Preble (DDG 88) The initial attacks will be an
early-morning surprise attack launched to coincide with religious services in Tehranâ€™s
Muslim mosques with the idea of catching not only the leading Mullahs inside but a large
number of their congregations as well. One attack will concentrate on these religious
centers and the other will hit both the underground nuclear facilities and identified
(courtesy of U.S. satellite shots) missile launching sites

Posted by: fauxreal | October 13, 2004 11:07 PM

b real, is this of interest?
A rural Montana weekly has this today (no byline): "A free one-day workshop aimed at
preparing professionals to deal with chemical terrorism will be held Oct. 20 in nine
Montana cities.
"Entitled 'Chemical Agents of Opportunity for Terrorism,' the course is intended for
[various health and other professionals].
"The workshop will take place in...Helena [with videoconferencing in the eight other
cities].
"The topics to be discussed include toxic warfare, use of fertilizers for terrorism, threats to
food and drug supplies, and the psychological impact of mass chemical exposures.
Presenters will be certified medical toxicologists from throughout the nation...
"Preparedness agencies agree that the most likely terrorist threat is a chemical attack using
toxic materials that are readily available in every community...
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"The workshop is sponsored by the American COllege of Medical Toxicology, with
support from DPHHS, the Federal Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry and
St. Vincent Healthcare Mansfield Education Center. It is funded in part through a grant
from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services."
...

Posted by: emereton | October 13, 2004 11:44 PM

fauxreal,

This is a hard one to read. But if there is any semblance of credibility in it, it needs to be
widely disseminated before it happens.

I don't advocate this be done. I'm not informed/smart enough to make that call.

But IMHO I think this crew needs to check into it, FAST.

Is my tin-foil-hat on tonight or what? Arrraggh!!

Posted by: Juannie | October 14, 2004 12:31 AM

of COURSE they'll try to hang onto power. they'll cheat and cheat -- and smear the
opposition party for complaining about it.

But if the Kerry margin of victory is as wide as Jerome & Co suggest, then they would go
to plan B: use GOP Congress to unseat President Kerry via impeachment for some trumped
up scandal -- with the complicity of the corporate media.

And Jeb, more articulate and electable than his brother, is waiting in the wings.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 14, 2004 12:51 AM

With regard to a possible joint U.S.-Israeli attack on Iran the always precious

globalsecurity.org
has a more detailed analysis which certainly doesn't contradict fauxreal's posting.
It would be the realization of the Manischewitz-Dry coalition's fondest apocalyptic dreams
of imperial rapture.
(Make that Carmel-Dry for those wets who only drink imported wine).

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 14, 2004 01:08 AM

gylangirl

as part of my "wide Kerry victory" prediction, I also include that the Democrats will take
back the Senate AND Congress. Yes, I am that optimistic!

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 14, 2004 06:54 AM

Iran. From the press:

Israel 'should attack nuclear sites in Iran if diplomacy fails'

Times Oct. 13

The deputy head of the Center, Dr. Ephraim Kam, said the United States seemed closer to
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the possible use of force to prevent Iran from completing its nuclear program. According to
Kam, any Israeli military operation against Iran would require dialogue with the United
States because U.S. forces are currently positioned between the two countries.

Haaretz Oct. 12

If it happens, it won't be the surprise attack that Osirak was. Both Israel and the US seem
set on allowing widespread speculation about pre-emption, presumably in the hope that the
threat will underpin diplomatic attempts to deter Iran from going nuclear. But is the threat
realistic? Maybe it is: look, after all, at the men who are ruling Israel. We should not forget,
wrote Aluf Benn in Haaretz on 29 September, that "the present political-military leadership
- Sharon, Mofaz, Moshe Yaalon [Israel's chief of staff], [Major General] Dan Halutz - has
few inhibitions about exercising military might. Operations that were once considered
taboo, such as attacks on Damascus and assassinations of Hamas leaders, now seem
self-evident.

New Stateman Oct. 18 (Subscription)

The administration has even encouraged speculation that, if the Security Council did not act
as it wished, it might be prepared to take preemptive military action against specific
nuclear-related sites to frustrate Iran's alleged plans to acquire a weapon.

Jim Lobe Oct. 14

Posted by: Blackie | October 14, 2004 07:27 AM

Iran:
If they target Tehran, Qom and Esfahan mosques at the same time they bomb the nuclear
facilities, they'll kill a huge number of people, because between now and the elections, it's
Ramadan. Attacking at this time would be just as low and despicable as attacking Israel
during Kippur.
I still doubt they'll do something as big and as big a blunder. I hope these idiots realise that
if they bomb the main Iranian mosques during Ramadan, Sistani himself will call for jihad,
and there probably won't be any American alive in the whole area at the end of next year.
Someone probably thinks the US hasn't fucked up enough so far, but if the neo-cons try to
pull up this crap, I'll have to agree with Steve Gilliard that someone up there wants to
destroy the US military and sink the whole country - and apparently the neo-cons are too
stupid to realise that if the US economy and army go down, the Jews will make a very
convenient scapegoat inside the US.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 14, 2004 10:54 AM

funny that tbrnews.org is now gone.

Google search is not aware of a page named "a1130", but there is a page a1129, the last one
that can be found.

Posted by: | October 14, 2004 12:18 PM

Jerome I love your optimism it sways me more than any reasoned argument. ..but..

Although tyranny, because it needs no consent, may successfully rule over foreign peoples,
it can stay in power only if it destroys first of all the national institutions of its own people.
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Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism.

Both Dems. and Repubs. in the US have participated in the destruction of:

Law, civil rights, proper procedure, transparency, and accountability as they were
previously coded; morality (fair dealing, etc. - somewhat intangible), the gathering of facts
and their reasoned use to implement action (science, health, energy, etc.), in conjunction
with the erosion of the separation between Church and State; as well as international law,
treaties, and multilateralism.

The first meaningful sentence on the Kerry site reads:

John Kerry and John Edwards have laid out specific plans to hunt and kill the terrorists,
offer a fresh start in Iraq so we can finish the job there, and to fight for the middle class.

Under the Plan for America section, one finds many reasonable statements specifying
desirable future states-of-affairs: affordable health care for all Americans, energy
independence, a new version of no child left behind, etc. The Civil Rights section quotes
Martin Luther King and promises to promote â€œequalityâ€• (educational opportunities,
etc.) and reduce discrimination.

Kerry has not said one word about reversing present laws, legislation, ways of doing. None
of the things he aims for can be accomplished without that. (He certainly knows it.)

For example -elaborating one topic I know something about-, one canâ€™t invest in
technology, as he promises to do, and hope to be successful with the Patriot Act on the
books.

Present laws, directives and procedures prevents the US from organising international
conferences, bringing essential (or just cheap) employees from abroad in quickly or at all,
pushes companies to de-localise (and not just for pay-per-hour reasons, as is usually
argued), leads to the closing of University programs because of lack of paying students,
creates anger and disillusionment in gvmts, scientists in other countries, who are then
unwilling to collaborate, fund (joint funding), and, ultimately, buy.

Technological development (difficult to distinguish from science itself) cannot deal with
Gvmt. control on issues such as : particular classes of people, ethnically or religiously
defined, being seen as non-grata or suspicious; obscure moral principles as viewed through
a crackpot religious filter; hazardous and uncertain funding; supression or transformation of
results due to Gvmt. decree, pressure or control; imposed secrecy and fears of â€˜leaksâ€™
or spying; obligations of political correctness; control of communications, e.g. sanctions
that prevent Iranians, for example, publishing papers in US scientific journals, articles
being censored, a desire to control the internet; and so on.

There is nothing new here. The US has in the past gleefully castigated the USSR on this
point. Today, arguments like this are applied to the Muslim/Arab world, and have been
sometimes been timidly taken up by them.

If one looks at my little list up top, it is clear that Kerry had only one real issue (pipe
dreams of affordable health care set aside) on which he could hope to credibly oppose
Bush. That was multilateralism, as it is obscure, and relatively detached from â€˜homeland
laws', and even international law, as it is still somewhat personally driven, and (perhaps
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more important) not understood by Americans. However, the US position is inalterably
unilateral, and Kerry knows this too.

Posted by: Blackie | October 14, 2004 02:18 PM

that's certainly odd. the site I linked to above has disappeared. when I went to the link to the
earlier archive (1129), it's also "not found."

when I simply type in the site name, I get a "coming soon!" domain registration page as a
destination.

I wonder what that's all about.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 14, 2004 11:36 PM

I sure hope you are right JÃ©rÃ´me. However, it looks as if Bush expects to stay at the
White House. Found this tidbit in today's comment of Sidney Blumenthals comment in the
Guardian - if this is true, though he seems to be a reliable source. These days it is becoming
more and more difficult to differentiat between satire and truth.

Even now, the White House - or at least one room, the Lincoln bedroom - is being
redecorated for President Bush's second term. The famous long bed will remain; so will the
original Emancipation Proclamation in its glass case. But, dominating the room, above the
bed, will be placed a large carved crown from which will flow, ceiling to floor, royal
purple satin drapes. The crown has been sent to be gilded with gold in anticipation of
Bush's triumphant return from his campaign.

Talk about 'delusion of grandeur'.

Posted by: Fran | October 15, 2004 03:03 AM

Is that serious? gilded crown and royal purple drapes and all? I mean this is not The Onion
or Blumenthal having an unaccustomed moment of snarky humour?

[moment of stunned silence]

we're in even deeper trouble than I thought.

and we apparently have a fair number of followers ready for a King.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 15, 2004 11:50 AM

I thought the crown in the Lincoln Bedroom must be satire - but no.

Here's another comment about the re-do of the Lincoln bedroom in the White House -
originally published in the Washington Post, I got it from the South Florida Sun-Sentinel
site:

"The piece de resistance, both decoratively and symbolically, will be a carved bed canopy
in the shape of a crown. It, too, has been sent for gilding. When affixed to the ceiling, the
crown will support yards of regal purple satin over white lace, both trailing to the floor.
White House curator William Allman, who detailed the project recently at a White House
Historical Association symposium on the decorative arts, describes the decor as 'back for
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the future.' ...

'It will be very Victorian, very appropriate and very grand,' Allman assured. He did not say
how much the project would cost. But he noted that the White House Historical Association
was providing funding as it would do for conservation of the mansion's museum rooms."

Linda Hales, the author of the news story, does note:

"Gilded crowns and royal colors strike an unusual note in a house carefully stage-managed
to symbolize the democracy. Neither element would have been acceptable to George
Washington, who was advised to surround himself only with things that were 'substantially
good and majestically plain.' Eagles were fine in 'the President's House.' Allusions to
monarchy would have been anathema."

May the Creative Forces of the Universe stand beside us, and guide us, through the Night
with the Light from Above (speakingmetaphorically).

Posted by: mistah charley | October 15, 2004 12:37 PM
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« Who? Me? | Main | They May Survive »

October 13, 2004

Debate Preparations

Are you in need of a serious depression?
Has your urge to kick some ass slacked?
Is your outrage temperature below boiling?

Just read some news:

Seymour Hersh narrated in Berkley last Friday. Here is the webcast (RealPlayer).

And as he told the story, another platoon from his company came and
executed all the guards, as his people were screaming, stop. And he said they
just shot them one by one. He went nuts, and his soldiers went nuts. And he's
hysterical. He's totally hysterical. And he went to the captain. He was a
lieutenant, he went to the company captain. And the company captain said,
"No, you don't understand. That's a kill. We got thirty-six insurgents."

Consigliere James Baker is travelling the world to reduce Iraqs debt, while his company,
the Carlyle Group, works for Kuweit to maximize their share in debt collection from Iraq.

"Baker is on two sides of this transaction: he is supposed to be representing the
interests of the US, but he is also a senior counsellor at Carlyle, and Carlyle
wants to get paid to help Kuwait recover its debts from Iraq."

Charles County May Change School Reading Lists. WaPo adds:

Board [of education] members would also invite Gideons International to
provide Bibles to students, and cull school reading lists to ban books offering
"a neutral or positive view of immorality or foul language."

As it happens, one of the board members, Collins A. Bailey, is a member of
Gideons International. A second, Mark Crawford, is host of a weekly religious
radio show whose producer favors the abolition of public schools and opposes
women holding elected offices that exert authority over men.

The basis of optimism is sheer terror. - Oscar Wilde

Posted by Bernhard on October 13, 2004 at 08:29 AM | Permalink

Comments

CIA holding Al-Qaida suspects in secret Jordanian lockup
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The Central Intelligence Agency runs a top-secret interrogation facility in
Jordan, where at least 11 detainees who are considered Al-Qaida's most senior
cadre are being held, Haaretz has learned from international intelligence
sources.
...
Their detention outside the U.S. enables CIA interrogators to apply
interrogation methods that are banned by U.S. law, and to do so in a country
where cooperation with the Americans is particularly close, thereby reducing
the danger of leaks.

See also Human Rights Watch Briefing Paper

Posted by: b | October 13, 2004 08:48 AM

The bipartisan, Congress mandated US Comission on Civil Rights finds nothing new (PDF)

This report finds that President Bush has neither exhibited leadership on
pressing civil rights issues, nor taken actions that matched his words.

Posted by: b | October 13, 2004 09:10 AM

George W. Bush tells New Yorker writer Ken Auletta: "No President has ever done more
for human rights than I have.".

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 13, 2004 09:30 AM

A report on these prisoners issued Tuesday by the Human Rights Watch
organization claims they are being held somewhere so secret that U.S.
President George Bush asked the CIA heads not to report it to him.

???

Guilty conscience?

Fear of being kidnapped and interrogated by al-Qaida?

Tourette's Syndrome?

Posted by: Harrow | October 13, 2004 12:15 PM

And justice is being demanded by those who are losing their fear.

See this article by a former interrogator in the AG prison in Iraq. He repeatedly reported
abuses and repeatedly his superiors did not pass on the complaints. Systemic?

Posted by: Citizen | October 13, 2004 12:44 PM

Off Topic for Jerome and Bernhard:

Gulf states have been producing about 16.5 million barrels per day, almost at full capacity.

Trillions or billions (always confuses me) but that is annual revenue of
$325,215,000,000.00

WTF is this money going?

On topic for this thread:
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The moderator in tonight's last debate is the one and only Bob Schieffer:

"Others wonder how tough he'll be on Bush, who named his brother Tom ambassador to
Australia. I raised the subject with Schieffer last year, and he said he had struck up a
friendship in the '90s when W. and Tom were running the Texas Rangers. Bob and the
future president went to ballgames together and played golf."

Looks like the fix is on.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 13, 2004 01:02 PM

@CP

thanks for that, guess nobody will need the wire tonight.

lets hope kerry can turn the boat right at them, upset the table, send the chips a flying, go
down swinging if its down hes a goin -- he owes at least this much to US.

Posted by: anna missed | October 13, 2004 01:37 PM

Anna, "watch this drive"

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 13, 2004 02:17 PM

My despair of the moment? Jacques Derrida died on Saturday, and on the very next day the
New York Times pissed on his ashes in a slanderous front-page obituary (calling to mind
their front-page book revue of Bill Clinton's autobiography). No other paper in the world
did anything like this--not even the WSJ or the Washington Times. So whatever else I'm
feeling these days, the worst is the shock and shame of having been a faithful and patient
NYTimes reader and subscriber for over fifty years.

Posted by: alabama | October 13, 2004 03:23 PM

Good news, Secretary Snow just made an idiot statement about job losses being a "myth,"
and the wheels seem to be falling off the Republican campaign in Ohio as a result. Kerry is
already on top of it and ready to speak to this tonight.

It reflects the degree to which the White House tries to spin its way out of the problems
facing working America when it should be focusing on solutions. President Bush will have
to answer directly tonight for this outrageous slap in the face to America's middle class.
He'll also have to answer for the worst jobs record since Herbert Hoover."

Posted by: Citizen | October 13, 2004 03:37 PM

OPEC production ceiling allocations (tb/d)

NovÂ Â 1, 2004

Algeria 862
Indonesia 1,399
IR Iran 3,964
Iraq
Kuwait 2,167
Libyan AJ 1,446
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Nigeria 2,224
Qatar 700
Saudi Arabia 8,775
UAE 2,356
Venezuela 3,107
OPEC production ceiling (excl. Iraq) 27,000

Actual production for all of OPEC is around 28mbd, i.e. 1.4 billion $ per day, or close to
500 billion $ per year at that price.

That money, of course, is in New York (it's dollars). It is partly spent (mostly on European
goods, think Mercedes or Louis Vuitton), partly used to repay debt (so back to whoever had
lent to these governments), partly invested offshore, nowadays a lot more in Europe or Asia
than in the US (because of 9/11 and its after effects), so it goes to buy European stocks and
bonds and thus funds European investment. A little bit is invested more locally (see Dubai).

(/OT) Meanwhile, the US consumes 20 million barrels per day. Any chance that oil
consumption will be discussed in tonight's debate???

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 13, 2004 03:43 PM

alabama

there is an eloge pour derrida posted here through anna missed or rapt from asian journal

concise & honourable

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 13, 2004 03:46 PM

Pepe Escobar (of Asia Times Online) on Derrida - Decontructing the War on Terror

Posted by: b rea

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 13, 2004 03:50 PM

as citizen mentions above, things are getting icky in Ohio

"Thieves shattered a side window overnight at Lucas County Democratic headquarters in
Toledo, ... (read more at The Blade linked above).

Posted by: esme | October 13, 2004 04:10 PM

that Derrida link Deconstructing the war on terror

Posted by: b real | October 13, 2004 04:15 PM

From b's Haaretz exerpt at the top of the thread:

"[The Al Qaeda members'] detention outside the U.S. enables CIA interrogators to apply
interrogation methods that are banned by U.S. law, and to do so in a country where
cooperation with the Americans is particularly close, thereby reducing the danger of leaks."

A few points: First, all CIA detention facilities (and there are many) are located outside the
U.S... because, you know, that's were the CIA actually operates. Second, Jordan is an ally
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of the U.S. in the WoT, and within the borders of U.S. allies one finds (surprise!) U.S.
detention facilities. Third, the location of a detention facility has no bearing upon the laws
applying to agents, other facility staff, or the persons under confinement there. Those laws
are the same whether the facility is in Jordan, Indonesia, Yemen, Italy, or... Canada. Lastly,
as for the existence and location of the facility in Jordan or any other such facility being
"top secret" and unknown to the general public: I sure as hell hope so.

If Human Rights Watch, which loves unsourced material, is going to go after the CIA, it
might as well do so for something concrete, like the Agency's insufferable arrogance and
substitution of me-focus for mission-focus. That'd be a good read.

Posted by: Pat | October 13, 2004 08:02 PM

@Pat

Get a Grip!

When Little Caesar or Little Custer(Rummy or GW Bush ) lead the Army and the Corps
into a shit-swamp of GW's own making, I think it is high time for everyone to get focused:
on the insane shit that this administration has been dumping on us for four long years.

If the Army and the Corps really love all this so much, I'm sure as you say , they will vote
Republican.

You go on along and vote Republican now. Good for the Army and the Corps. Good for the
country too.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 13, 2004 08:43 PM

My little droll look at "debate" #4 sez; Kerry same centered, coherent, and steady -- too
understated if anything. Bush on the other hand continues to exhibit yet another facit of his
MULTIPLE PERSONALITY SYNDROME. Gone this time are Mr HunchbackofNotre-
Dame, also gone is Mr Nicknicknick Loudalker, so now comes
Mr Empathetic Softy. There were a couple of momentary lapses into the other personalities
and at least one lapse into the (not fully developed) Mr Sotiredofworking -- but essentially
he stayed with the "compassion" meme this time around.

I'm sorry but this guy is so affected, so discombobulatedly affected, that its hard to believe
anybody could walk away from this with any CONFIDENCE that Bush could tie his shoes,
let alone cope with the leadership of the free world -- not to mention BELIEVING all this
horseshit about his "steady leadership" , his "moral core", his "comfort in his own skin" all
of course which are totaly belied by his own
performance.

The issues of course are another matter.

Posted by: anna missed | October 13, 2004 11:48 PM

anna: As I suggested on the open thread here, I think what happened tonight is that the
White House shrinks finally got Dubya's "meds" relatively well adjusted. But not perfectly,
obviously, since Junior was compulsively guffawing and smirking throughout the ninety
minutes -- when he wasn't putting on his "pious" routine -- somewhat like a lobotomy
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recipient. ;-)

A better performance in general by Bush, I suppose, but a mere "performance" nonetheless
-- all hat and no herd, that one, mentally and otherwise. Once again, Kerry seemed a
distinctively rational alternative to this incumbent Clown-in-Chief.

F--- Dubya, we're taking *him* out! ;-)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 14, 2004 12:18 AM

anna: As I suggested on the open thread here, I think what happened tonight is that the
White House shrinks finally got Dubya's "meds" relatively well adjusted. But not perfectly,
obviously, since Junior was compulsively guffawing and smirking throughout the ninety
minutes -- when he wasn't putting on his "pious" routine -- somewhat like a lobotomy
recipient. ;-)

A better performance in general by Bush, I suppose, but a mere "performance" nonetheless
-- all hat and no herd, that one, mentally and otherwise. Once again, Kerry seemed a
distinctively rational alternative to this incumbent Clown-in-Chief.

F--- Dubya, we're taking *him* out! ;-)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 14, 2004 12:18 AM

@FlashHarry

I take it you were responding to my post of yesterday rather than to the one above at 8:02,
which doesn't reference Bush or the administration.

What's good for the country, Harry? A guy whose position on Iraq, the single most
important issue of this election, is incoherent? A guy who says that the way to tell if a war
is right or wrong, a mistake or not, is by the outcome? Is that what's good for the country?

Posted by: Pat | October 14, 2004 12:31 AM
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October 12, 2004

Who? Me?

AllHatNoCattle.net

Your caption?

Posted by Bernhard on October 12, 2004 at 10:49 AM | Permalink

Comments

How The Grinch Stole Another Election!

Posted by: b real | October 12, 2004 10:52 AM

What bulge?

Posted by: beq | October 12, 2004 11:13 AM

CNN 24 Feb 2004

"So far, all we hear is a lot of old bitterness and partisan anger," Bush said. "Anger is not an
agenda for the future of America. We are taking on big issues with strength and resolve and
determination -- and we stand ready to lead this nation another four years."
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Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 12, 2004 11:39 AM

Caption ? Here is one from the AFP:

"March 11, 2005 - Former President Bush on the way to The Hague where he will stand
trial for war crimes and other accusations. He and top officials of his administration were
surrendered to the ICJ by the incoming Kerry administration after tense negotiations which
cemented the view that the actions of the Bush administration were not compatible with
international law or the Nuremberg Principles. Kerry commented that it was in the best
interest of U.S. relations with the international community to take this painful step. It
emerged that the Spanish government had taken the initiative behind the scenes to bring the
Bush II administration before the ICJ after conclusive evidence surfaced that American
operatives had been behind the March 11, 2004 bombings in Madrid. A number of officials
of the previous Spanish administration have been imprisoned during the last weeks for
various charges related to these bombings. In the U.S., Perle, Wolfowitz and Feith have
escaped arrest by fleeing to Israel. Strong international pressure is on Sharon to surrender
the trio, whose involvement in stealing at least US$ 8 Billion of Iraqi funds together with
Paul Bremer has been documented. Bremer is among those to stand trial in The Hague for
war crimes."

Posted by: name | October 12, 2004 12:02 PM

In my dreams, name.

Posted by: beq | October 12, 2004 01:30 PM

"You're next, expletive!"

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 12, 2004 01:31 PM

I'm Good Enough, I'm Smart Enough, and Doggone It, People Like Me!

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 12, 2004 01:53 PM

A Portrait of Wolfowicz As A Young Man

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 12, 2004 01:59 PM

We wantssss it, my Precioussss... we wantssss it!

Posted by: DeAnander | October 12, 2004 02:22 PM

The Uruk-hai have returned!

Posted by: Aigin | October 12, 2004 02:31 PM

quoting j.j. cale: "If you got bad news, you wanna kick them blues..."

Posted by: b real | October 12, 2004 02:33 PM

I don't know about a caption per se, but what a hideously appropriate snap of the
ogre-in-chief!

Is that the portrait he keeps "locked away" in the attic -- you know, the one that keeps
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"changing"? ;-)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 12, 2004 04:37 PM

"Enraged ape captured in front of giant flag."

Posted by: bd | October 12, 2004 04:54 PM

bd has won my prize anyway

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 12, 2004 05:11 PM

By my actions my soul has been revealed.

Posted by: sukabi | October 12, 2004 05:11 PM

look pa, no soul

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 05:37 PM

When my arms wrap you round I press
My heart upon the loveliness
That has long faded from the world;
The jewelled crowns that kings have hurled
In shadowy pools, when armies fled;
The love-tales wrought with silken thread
By dreaming ladies upon cloth
That has made fat the murderous moth;
The roses that of old time were
Woven by ladies in their hair,
The dew-cold lilies ladies bore
Through many a sacred corridor
Where such grey clouds of incense rose
That only God's eyes did not close:
For that pale breast and lingering hand
Come from a more dream-heavy land,
A more dream-heavy hour than this;
And when you sigh from kiss to kiss
I hear white Beauty sighing, too,
For hours when all must fade like dew.
But flame on flame, and deep on deep,
Throne over throne where in half sleep,
Their swords upon their iron knees,
Brood her high lonely mysteries.

Oh, who is the President of the USA?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 12, 2004 05:59 PM

Whaaterrye lookin' at, punk?
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Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 12, 2004 06:33 PM

@ CP: Nice.

Posted by: beq | October 12, 2004 07:03 PM

CP in a landslide.

Posted by: Citizen | October 12, 2004 07:35 PM

Gotta keep that pretzel salt away from the Vaseline.

Posted by: biklett | October 12, 2004 07:47 PM

Mom always liked you better.

Posted by: Jack | October 12, 2004 07:48 PM

Smirky imitates Snarly.

Posted by: | October 12, 2004 07:57 PM

If looks could kill,....

oh, wait.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 12, 2004 07:59 PM

why our jests about unmarked sedans are not entirely funny

I think it may be time for Americans to learn both to spell and pronounce lèse-majesté.
(Francophone friends, did I get it right?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 12, 2004 08:48 PM

Oh yea, it's good....Carl.............pay the man.

Posted by: anna missed | October 12, 2004 09:00 PM

Sy Hersh on why it may not be appropriate to call Bush a "liar".

Wm Rivers Pitt on activism and heartbreak:

Shame on this administration for exploiting our fears after September 11 in
order to get this war. Shame on them for lying to us all, day after day, for all
this time. Shame on them for refusing to admit, even today, that we have
embarked upon a disastrous course. Shame on every company which
barnstormed to profit from this war by way of our tax dollars. Shame on our
'journalists,' who failed completely to report the truth that has been lying
fallow since July of 2002 and before.
. . .
As for myself, I am almost bereft of words. I have spent every day of the last
two years working against the invasion, the occupation, and the lies that rode
shotgun . I have met the soldiers forced to fight it, now returned home with
their trust in the commander-in-chief gutted. I have met the mothers and
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fathers, the sons and daughters, the brothers and sisters, the wives and
husbands of the dead and wounded. I have felt their tears on my shoulder, and
I have read their anguished words in letters and emails beyond counting. I
have borne bloody witness to this horror, and it has left me scarred.

This is more or less how that pic of Gollum/Bush really makes me feel ... shamed -- and
bereft of words.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 12, 2004 10:25 PM

"This is Balok! The destruction of your democracy has been delayed until we have proof of
your corbomite device!"

Posted by: OkieByAccident | October 12, 2004 11:44 PM

Wow DeAnander.

Those links are about as powerful a one-two punch to the guts of Bush's America as you
are going to find.

It just leaves one speechless...

Posted by: koreyel | October 13, 2004 01:10 AM

Verified Voter Registration Fraud in Colorado

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 13, 2004 02:34 AM

"I don't like that essay!!!"

Bush is coming to Medford, Oregon Thursday. John Edwards is here Wednesday morning.
Edwards' visit is already sold out. There are tickets available for Bush, even though his
visit was planned in advance. This is in republican-leaning rural southern Oregon.

Copied from DailyKos

I tried to get tickets to both events. Edwards was sold out, but I could still get them for
Bush, provided I:

1. was a registered republican

2. wrote an essay about why he should be president

3. promise to support him

Posted by: Fran | October 13, 2004 02:46 AM

Gee, Karl, not so sure that elephant on the package meant it was a GOP suppository!

Posted by: Serf in USA | October 13, 2004 03:13 PM

Post a comment
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October 11, 2004

Arbitrage

Arbitrage:

In economics, arbitrage is the practice of taking advantage of a state of
imbalance between two markets: a combination of matching deals are struck
that exploit the imbalance, the profit being the difference between the market
prices.

An upbeat article in the NYT is headlined:
Rebels Loyal to Shiite Cleric Begin Handing In Arms in Iraq

(paragraph 1) Militiamen loyal to the rebel cleric Moktada Al-Sadr
surrendered hundreds of weapons today in what appeared to be an encouraging
start to a deal struck with the Iraqi government and the American military to
end months of fighting in the eastern Baghdad area known as Sadr City. ...
(paragraph 3) In exchange, American commanders agreed to halt military
operations against the group, known as the Mahdi Army, and to begin
hundreds of millions of dollars worth of reconstruction projects in the
impoverished and dilapidated Sadr City area. The Iraqi government also
promised to release any member of the Mahdi Army, among the dozens picked
up in sweeps here, who has not been charged with a crime. ... (paragraph 15)
The weapons drop-off sites brought out an array of characters, some of them
Mahdi Army loyalists following orders to turn in their weapons, and some of
them unemployed Iraqis looking to make some quick cash for their old army
equipment. Under the agreement, the Iraqi government agreed to pay
above-market prices for any weapons turned in; $250 for a mortar, $170
for a grenade launcher, and for a bullet, 25 cents. ... (paragraph 28) at the gates
of one of the weapons-disposal sites, the Iraqi security officers checked the
identification card of an American reporter and then made him an offer.

``Do you want to buy the weapons inside?'' he asked. ``Just $150 for a
Kalashnikov.''

Every sane inhabitant of Sadr City will rush to buy a weapon at his favorite bazaar and sell
it to the Iraqi government for a profit. The bazaaris will then replenish their shops from the
new government stocks. At least three Iraqis will benefit in each transaction - the
arbitrageur, the bazaari and the Iraqi security officer. Others will profit from the additional
reconstruction funds.
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The Neocon utopia of economic revolution in Iraq fulfilled? Only if the markets would
balance. But with guaranteed prices, the business opportunity for Iraqis is now endless and
as some might see it, one-sided.

(paragraph 30)
In violence today, three American soldiers were killed and 14 were wounded
in a pair of attacks in Baghdad and Mosul. In the first, two American soldiers
were killed and 5 wounded in a rocket attack in south Baghdad. In the second,
one American soldier was killed and 9 wounded when a car bomb crashed into
a convoy in Mosul.

BTW, how to value the NYT's reporting priorities?

Posted by Bernhard on October 11, 2004 at 07:48 PM | Permalink

Comments

Hilarious, B:

You really shouldn't write all that much about economics.

You are too Adam Smith vicious.

Is there a futures market for AKs, RPGs, and mortars.

Entreprenurial minds want to know.

Who knows, "foreign entreprenurial elements of the worst sort" might enter the game.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 11, 2004 08:45 PM

Say Bernhard, your not really Billmon, are you?

Posted by: Justasking | October 11, 2004 08:50 PM

The whole "contractors and free markets" approach is a total ideological absurdity.

The present model is a monstrous hybrid of artificial demand signaled by the CPA and
private supply lured by the potential profits. I say the demand is artificial, because the
Iraqis obviously have no personal disposable income to spend.

Capitalism works well, when three roles are played by one person: the benefiter, the payer
and the decident. You know what is good for you, you have the money, therefore you
decide. Here the people of Iraq are supposed to benefit from the decisions of the CPA and
the US tax-payers foots the bill.

The most important thing to observe is that CPA contracting ALREADY IS a 'big
government' subsidy and a giant distortion of free markets.

No sane investor would put his money into building Iraqi infrastructure and the subsidy is
trying to distort that. No sane person wants to risk one's life, and the profit to make is trying
to distort that behaviour, too.

It is the choice between profit and risk, the fight between greed and fear, the classic
capitalist game. At some point, the profits needed to offset the growing risk shoot up
expotentially. More money is needed to distort. Which brings us to the conclusion that free
market solutions to the problems can be very expensive.
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In a emergency environment BIG GIANT OPPRESSIVE GOVERNMENT _IS_ the logical
solution, and that is how it has usually been done. You take the profit motive completely
out of the behavioural equation, because you mandate risk. That is how the military works,
soldiers do not demand a pay huge rise when they are send to the front. The logical choice
would be to force-employ every single adult Iraqi and create reconstruction plus protection
units. Possibly import from abroad what can not be produced locally. Whoever else runs
around has obviously a 'unofficial' source of income.

But that would be Communism and we know that Communism does not work. Except for
maybe 70 years.

P.S. If you are outraged at this, observe how I use the keyword 'emergency'. I asume that
Iraq is in an emergency since March 2003.

P.P.S. A fine (although not perfect) example is the German Technisches Hilfswerk which
provides relief during natural crises. No sane person will expect the market to come up with
a quick solution during a disaster. At least not at reasonable prices.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 11, 2004 10:15 PM

General Bernhard Sir,

Just goes to show the infinite wisdom of our Dear Leader and his neo-con Lieutenants to
both jump start the Iraqi economy and end the insurgency in one genious stroke. May I
further suggest, that all Iraqis be paid a nominal sum for every intention of owning a bullet
or a firearm, and then perhaps, a handsome sum for an imagined program to own such
weapons, because as we have learned, the greatest danger lies not so much in the facts, but
in the
evil realm of the possible.

Yours in moonlighting,

PFC Missed

Posted by: anna missed | October 11, 2004 10:33 PM

Quote:
"Say Bernhard, your not really Billmon, are you?"
***
I was about to say that Bernhard is getting better and better and is great "replacement" for
Billmon and I want to thank you for doing this Bernhard...Keep up good work as long as
you can...
------------------------
It is incredible how those â€œwarâ€™s economiesâ€• work â€¦you wouldnâ€™t believe
that. In Bosnia for example all 3 sides used to trade everything including all sorts of
weaponry in between fights. Problem is once this kind of economy is introduced it really is
practically impossible to change it in to the normal one for decadesâ€¦And there is nothing
some people will not do for money... Profiteers know it and exploit it. Itâ€™s even so
much better when you donâ€™t have to risk your own money to make a profit but USA tax
payers money that government is so willing to riskâ€¦Itâ€™s a profiteers paradise.
And about Iraqâ€™s police officersâ€¦do you really believe they will risk their lives and
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their families just for a salary (no matter what amount of money that could be but I suppose
not more then one or two hundred dollars)???? You must be joking. There is nothing as
profitable as being a policeman in times and countries like thisâ€¦Corruption is a name of
the game and itâ€™s growing as hell â€¦

Posted by: vbo | October 11, 2004 10:51 PM

Quote:
"May I further suggest, that all Iraqis be paid a nominal sum for every intention of owning
a bullet or a firearm, and then perhaps, a handsome sum for an imagined program to own
such weapons, because as we have learned, the greatest danger lies not so much in the facts,
but in the
evil realm of the possible."
***
You are great Anna...

Posted by: vbo | October 11, 2004 10:55 PM

The NY Times had a picture earlier of some terrorists/insurgents standing before a pile of
rusting mortars.

I had a chuckle.

Partly from the rampant iron oxide, and partly from wondering if the gunpowder had all
been sucked out with a straw like yolk from an egg.

Gunpowder out. Sand in.

Of course, more is going on here that meets the eye. Well, check that...

The more that is going on here is PRECISELY what meets the eye. This was nothing more
than a photo-op for the "things are getting better in Iraq" crowd.

Or, to quote the other article Bernhard linked to on the previous thread, this was just
another "dog and pony show":

The frustration of the Marines was evident one afternoon last week as
members of the platoon traveled from Forward Operating Base Kalsu back to
Camp Iskandariyah. An attack had reportedly taken place in the area, and
members of the platoon were asked to leave their Humvees and walk up a road
to look for suspicious activity.

Traffic quickly began to pile up: cars packed with families, trucks loaded with
animals and vegetables. The line of vehicles would have taken hours to search.
An order was suddenly passed for the Marines to search all buses for
insurgents or weapons.

"This is what we call a dog-and-pony show," said Kelly, the heavyset,
sharp-tongued lance corporal from Fairbanks. He said the operation was
essentially a performance for American reporters who were traveling with the
Marines. "This is so you can write in your paper how great our response
is," he said.

Obviously we in America have the best government money can buy. Unfortuantely, in a
democracy at least, money can't buy a government worth a damn. But at least we have
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pretty photo-ops.

Posted by: koreyel | October 11, 2004 11:03 PM

@Marcin

While I would agree with you're general advocacy of big government, as the better
prescription for the post war Iraq -- I have often wondered why after the fall of Baghdad,
the occupatation did'nt simply proclaim victory, then send out a general proclamation to
both the military and the civilian population that all functioning economic livelihoods
would continue as normal, and with normal pay schedule intact. Iraq, being a centeralized
state run economy, should have made this not an impossible task. The Jay Garner initiative
seemed, at least in part, to be headed in this direction; using the army for reconstruction &
security, with a rapid political reallignment through elections sooner rather than later. Why
Washington rejected this approach in favor of the "Naomi Klein" model (as she theorizes)
of reorientation -- the complete breaking and remaking of the Iraqi economy as an idealized
laissez-faire utopia is a mystery I don't get. The neo-con approach may think a free
economy would attract enough investment to reconstruct the country, but they had to be
aware of the insurance problems that would sabatoge most investment initiatives. Some
would also say this runs contrary to the notion of neo-con imperialist inclinations -- how
could you guarantee statist control of the country by the introduction of so many wild
cards. So in the end , or at least so far, they rejected keeping intact a socialist and culturally
compatable governmental structure with the smallest footprint surgical change of political
leadership, and instead chose the complete destruction of infrastructure and economy to
impliment a program of reconstitution that could never work because of international
(legal/insurance) problems inherent in the plan. Go figure.

Posted by: anna missed | October 12, 2004 04:55 AM

i.e. there's a libratarian objectivist dis-connect as far as the neo-cons are concerned

Posted by: anna missed | October 12, 2004 05:21 AM

Actions you should not take in Iraq include messing with the religious authorities.

U.S. Forces Arrest Top Cleric in Iraq's Ramadi

U.S. forces Tuesday arrested the top cleric in Iraq's volatile western Anbar
province after fighting in the regional capital of Ramadi, witnesses said.

Cleric Abdel A'leem al-Saadi, the top Sunni cleric in Anbar, was arrested at a
mosque in rebel-held Ramadi and six other people were detained at other
mosques, the witnesses said.

Three days left to Ramadan

Posted by: b | October 12, 2004 06:20 AM

A very good analysis in the LA Times about the Saddams miscalculations and the
miscalculations of the United States.
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Through Hussein's Looking Glass

Both had their Looking Glasses.

Posted by: b | October 12, 2004 06:44 AM

@MarcinGomulka
No sane investor would put his money into building Iraqi infrastructure and the subsidy is
trying to distort that. No sane person wants to risk one's life, and the profit to make is
trying to distort that behaviour, too.

I hate to disagree about something I imagine you already know perfectly well, but we may
need to remind ourselves that this sort of economic-speak is bad for us.

Specifically, there are both sane investors who would commit to building infrastructure in
Iraq, and there are sane people who continue to want to risk their lives. They are the Iraqi
taxpayers and the individuals who live in actual, particular places with actual neighbors and
relatives. They, most sanely, are ready everyday to do these things.

The occupation is essentially unprepared to use these, Iraq's best assets. The proof is that
nearly all the money goes to foreign (which means non-Iraqi!!!) contractors. The proof is
that the occupation forces were planned at a size that could never be large enough to protect
Iraqi citizens from postwar chaos.

We're quite used to underestimating the power of trusting the citizenry, but let's remind
ourselves. It might keep us clearer on exactly what is not merely criminal in this
occupation, but also self-destructive.

Posted by: Citizen | October 12, 2004 02:09 PM

"Arbitrage" - perfect response.

I just about fell out of my chair when I read this story in the paper. Apparently, watching a
war on TV makes one think that Iraq is not a war theater, but just an electoral one.

Posted by: Citizen | October 12, 2004 02:23 PM

@Citizen
Good point. There were some Iraqi expats who came back to Iraq with all their savings.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 12, 2004 05:13 PM

A Guns-for-Dollars Swap in a Militant Stronghold isses Its Target
To give up your weapon for money, you first have to pay the Iraqi army. If you have no
money, you will have to keep your weapon.

Posted by: b | October 16, 2004 04:34 AM

Post a comment
Name:
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« Kudos to the General | Main | Arbitrage »

October 11, 2004

Iraq Mix

Some mixed news about Iraq

As expected, massive fraud was (and is) part of the action. It was easy to do:

The lawsuit said Custer Battles took at least one and as many as eight forklifts
from Iraqi Airways at the airport, repainted them to cover their former
markings and billed the CPA for leasing them at thousands of dollars per
month.

Custer Battles seams to have defrauded the CPA of some $50 million. The government sees
no reason to join the whistleblower lawsuit, because the CPA was no government entity
and money was from Iraqi oil revenue and confiscated funds. Why should one wash a
rented car?

---

Friday marks the beginning of this years Ramadan. During last years Muslim holy month
US casualties doubled. Therefore the president decided: Major Assaults on Hold Until
After U.S. Vote. The resistance needs more time to prepare for battle and to read the new
Abu Graibh documents.

---

Some Marines are unhappy:

"Every day you read the articles in the States where it's like, 'Oh, it's getting
better and better,' " said Lance Cpl. Jonathan Snyder, 22, of Gettysburg, Pa.
"But when you're here, you know it's worse every day."
...
Asked if he was concerned that the Marines would be punished for speaking
out, Autin responded: "We don't give a crap. What are they going to do, send
us to Iraq?"

---

The GOP candidate for the Senate for Colorado, Pete Coors says about voting in congress
on giving Bush the authority to wage war in Iraq:

"I suspect that, given what we know today, there would be a much different
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outcome than we had a couple of years ago" ... "Clearly, we should be more
worried today, actually, about Iran and North Dakota than we are -- that is,
North Korea -- than we are about Iraq, based on weapons of mass destruction."

North Dakota has about 1,140 nuclear weapons, North Korea may have 10, Iran has none.

His democratic competitor has a different opinion on the Iraq vote:

Seated next to Coors, the Democratic candidate for the Senate seat, state
Attorney General Ken Salazar, said he would vote today for a resolution
giving the president authority to act in Iraq.

Now that is some party discipline.

---

Faiza blogging at A Family in Baghdad observes on democracy

[The lecturer] said every candidate has a message, which he keeps repeating to
people's attention until they memorize itâ€¦
I smiled........... imagining the poor American citizen these daysâ€¦they all
fight, and debate, giving him the headaches, as they try, each separately, to say
he is completely right, and the other is completely wrongâ€¦and whoever votes
for the opponent is a complete foolâ€¦
Ha, ha, haâ€¦
A game that gives people the headachesâ€¦as if you are in a Bazaarâ€¦each is
calling for his merchandise, wanting to sell it more than the others.
...
A very dangerous gameâ€¦.this is Democracy.

Posted by Bernhard on October 11, 2004 at 12:45 PM | Permalink

Comments

"Custer Battles"??? ROFLMAO! Does some one of us need to give the lowdown on
General George Armstong Custer. The nerve of some people's kids. Jebus!

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 11, 2004 03:10 PM

What a wonderful country.

Posted by: beq | October 11, 2004 03:36 PM

In Iraq...for better or for worse...

Here are 99 photos taken by a girl soldier. See: proudly winning at Bingo, posing with
Mohamed 1 and 2, cake with candles, a bed with childhood cuddlies, guns clumsily held
and pointing fingers reminsicent of other points, and more, such as 'cool' graves where the
long dead are buried.

(office / child safe, no sound.)

Link

A hallucinating experience.

Posted by: Blackie | October 11, 2004 03:38 PM
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Just came across these numbers at bartcop's - incredible that there is not more reporting
about them. I knew that the number injured was high, but wasn't aware that they were this
high.

Bush's American soldier body count in Iraq
1054, 1059, 1067, 1071 dead American soldiers.

The number of amputees, wounded, injured or mentally ill is a staggering 28,150

Posted by: Fran | October 11, 2004 04:04 PM

But Bush's war rationale is now the alledged UN oil for food corrupt thingy............regime
change in the USA?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 11, 2004 04:12 PM

Billmon had a post on the topic back in April. I remember reading a long feature on
mercenaries in Iraq, and that company was mentioned (the Billmon thread mentions a NYT
article, but I could not find it). The name actually comes from the last names of the two
founders...

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 11, 2004 04:38 PM

Jerome,

The name also rings symbolic bells for those people schooled in the US ... The
famous-infamous George A. Custer. It's can't help but call up some glorious mythology,
and I'm sure the owners of the company knew as much when they chose it.

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 11, 2004 04:57 PM

@Jerome and Kate:

They would have been better off to have gone with a seasoned firm:

Hawkwood-Sforza comes to mind, among others.

Posted by: Arnaut de Cervole | October 11, 2004 05:10 PM

@Fran - Body Count Iraq

Not in the media so far:

The military only makes press releases of GIs who died within Iraqi boarders. There have
been more than 20,000 injuried evacuated from Iraq. There were reports that these were
often very serious cases (body armor lowers small injuries cases).

There has been no anouncement from the military of any GI that died in Lahnstein hospital,
the Iraq war hospital hub in Germany, or after being transfered back to the States.

With more than 20,000 evacuated you can expect some percentage 2%, 3%, 5% (?) dying a
few days after they received their wounds and while in intensive medical care. That are
400, 600, 1000 additional dead GIs in the Iraq war never mentioned (real intensive care
units are used to 50% loss quotes).
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There are also rumours that foreign GIs death, of those who joined the US military without
a US passport to get a green card, are systematically not counted. There are some 30,000 of
these folks reported to be in Iraq.

The official numbers are spin numbers. It may take years until the real ones come to light
or somebody in the military making a call to the right media outlet. My guess is that we
will hear more thruthful numbers pretty soon.

Posted by: b | October 11, 2004 05:12 PM

@B:512PM above:

There are some groups over here (US) that are watching and tabulating the numbers
carefully. It seems like they should already have picked up on the discrepancy.

Have you seen anything in the American press on this? I haven't been watching this issue
that closely, but I haven't.

I have a hard time believing that anyone would be foolish enough to try a stunt like that.
If it gets exposed it bites someone in the ass real bad.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 11, 2004 06:01 PM

Just found this blog

http://fistfulofeuros.net/

Anyone here have any views?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 11, 2004 06:28 PM

@Flash Harry

I follow the official war death announcements through the Central Command Casulalty
Report. There is always a location given where the death occured - it is always in Iraq. The
messages always come within a day or so after the incident. I have not seen ONE report of
someone who died like 7 days after an incident in Iraq in a hospital outside Iraq.

By all probability there must be cases like this. Where are the reports?

BTW: The have done so many stunts - why not this one?

Posted by: b | October 11, 2004 06:30 PM

Thank you for that one CP.

I've bookmarked it.

Very interesting blog sites there, by the looks of it.

Might have to take Evelyn Wood's course if I tried to read it all.

Thanks!

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 11, 2004 06:38 PM

OT
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Act has a live webcast of the Vote for change finale.

www.vfcfinale.com

Starts 7pm EST

Posted by: aemd | October 11, 2004 07:22 PM

Asked if he was concerned that the Marines would be punished for speaking out, Autin
responded: "We don't give a crap. What are they going to do, send us to Iraq?"

Gallows humor. In the amputee ward, Ward "K", at the Philadelphia Naval Hospital, the
East Coast center for Navy/Marine amputees during Vietnam, there was an ongoing battle
between Nurses and the patients about military duties which were still to be performed,
despite the fact that every amputee would be retired.

The Nurses, all officers, were regailed at almost every turn with the reply; "What are you
going to do, cut off my leg and send me back to Nam?"

Posted by: Jack | October 11, 2004 08:35 PM

Jack""What are you going to do, cut off my leg and send me back to Nam?"

Yeah, baby. Do your worst, yes! Reminds me of Ron Kovic.

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 11, 2004 09:47 PM

Asked if he was concerned that the Marines would be punished for speaking out, Autin
responded: "We don't give a crap. What are they going to do, send us to Iraq?"

Yeah, I can see troop morale is at an all-time high! ;-)

But then, when you're deliberately being fed into the meat grinder to protect George
"aWol" Bush's election bid, who WOULDN'T be thrilled?

That sarcasm is in reference, of course, to that major offensive "prudently delayed" until
after the elections, when its "safe" -- for *Bush*, that is. As for the troops themselves (and
the Iraqis), every day they're forced to wait contributes significantly to the incremental and
ultimate casualty counts.

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 11, 2004 11:04 PM

Oh, thank God!! It only posted once. :-)

[Did somebody put in a fix?]

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 11, 2004 11:06 PM

It usually always works for me. Don't hit "Post" more than once, and don't use your
"reload" button.

Arrogant programmers don't understand how people think. They should have programmed
for it, but didn't.

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 11, 2004 11:38 PM
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Kate: Thanks. Exactly what you said is what I did -- not re-post, but just *preview* to see if
it really took, which it did.

What *had* been happening previously was that on a *first* post (e.g., of the day), I
wouldn't even get the misleading error message. The thing would just "successfully" post,
albeit TWICE! (Afterwards, the above logic would generally pertain, and I could prevent
any duplications by adhering to it.)

Just glad that particular gremlin seems to have been banished. (Yes, the error message is
still quite incorrect, but one can at least live with that, provided one recognizes the bug and
has the ability to double-check with preview.)

But hey, all programmers aren't arrogant! ;-)

(Of course, along with many others in the United States of Outsourcing, I'm technically an
Ex- in that regard.)

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 12, 2004 05:04 PM

Hackworth continues to blast
the liars:

Latest Hack attack
Hack is anything but a weak-kneed liberal, so his voice should carry weight with the core
Republican constituency. But then, no one ever lost a U.S. election by underestimating the
intelligence of his electorate.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 13, 2004 03:04 AM
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« Off Topics Here Please | Main | Iraq Mix »

October 10, 2004

Kudos to the General

Blogger Gen. JC Christian, Patriot has achieved an ultimate prize.

Campaign and Elections Magazine, The magazine covering the business and trends of
politcs, has listed him as Republican / Anti-Kerry in their Political Blog Directory

Highly conservative and anti-liberal, the blog discusses religious aspects of the
campaigns and issues involved.

It is extremly difficult to be named in this category. So far neither the hard trying Free
Republic nor the well financed Wall Street Journal's Opinion Journal have achieved the
Republican / Anti-Kerry glory. They were evaluated to fit only the lesser category of Non
Partisan.

On Real Clear Politics, Campaign Magazine writes, This blog was credentialed at the
Republican Convention. Even that has not done it. The blog is still down as Non Partisan.
The General really did beat them all. Such are the business and trends in politics.

Please help the General to continue his fight for a less French republic. Buy one of his Bush
campaign t-shirts and give him your vote in the Washington Post Best Blogs - Politics and
Elections contest. The sanctified General challenges the National Review in the Best
Republican Party Coverage category. Your vote will help to achieve the Lord's will.

Posted by Bernhard on October 10, 2004 at 09:24 AM | Permalink

Comments

I am glad you put this here B, it speaks volumes about how difficult it is to be sarcastic in
these forums.

This is probably the funniest thing I have ever seen and very telling of the natural curiosity
of many people, or rather lack of curiosity.

I have sent pages from the Onion to conservative friends and they almost always agree with
article and never guess they are being played. This is the other 50% of the US populace.
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You should be afraid, very afraid.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 10, 2004 10:38 AM

Jibjab again..

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 10, 2004 12:13 PM

What a kick! This is right in tune with Alabama's question about Bush supporters and
"badness"... and some other things mentioned by DeAnander concerning perception,
cognitive dissonance and such. The ability to perceive satire, certainly a function of both
neurology and psychology... training and conditioning...

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 10, 2004 12:21 PM

i thought patriotboy was a joke, a legpuller. could somebody tell me for certain whether he
is for real or not ? thanks.

Posted by: name | October 10, 2004 01:11 PM

Surely Campaign and Election Magazine is a satirical rag itself, right?

B, you should put a diary on dKos on this (also a useful reference for our other discussion).

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 10, 2004 02:13 PM

I don't think Campaigns and Elections is a parody website - I read several of the articles,
and it seems quite serious and geared towards political junkies and party apparatchiks.
There's gonna be some red faces over at C&E soon, when they actually read some of
General Christian's posts and take a look at his dashing Bush-Pinochet '04 fashions. Way to
go, General, you've tweaked the establishment! Almost as good as the time you tossed the
money-changers out of that temple.

Posted by: Harrow | October 10, 2004 05:24 PM

And so the Republicans have outdone themselves, in their neverending quest to define and
to redefine the one true meaning of what it is to be SQUARE.

& it goes to show these people will believe ANYTHING, surrender to ANYONE, and
follow them ANYWHERE, with the promise that it's GODS WILL.

will now let loose one primal scream out the back door

Posted by: anna missed | October 10, 2004 05:31 PM

Well, that's truly terrifying! I've always thought that the General was so over the top that
NO ONE could possibly be confused. But then again, he has managed to actually get
serious replys to some of the letters he sends out.

People are NUTS!!!

Posted by: sukabi | October 10, 2004 06:40 PM

Congratulations to General J.C. Patriot, and your friend and spokes-diety "Republican
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Jesus" as well!

Who says "you can't make this shit up"?

Patriotboy makes such good shit up that even wingnut shitheads can't tell the difference!

Posted by: glenstonecottage | October 10, 2004 06:48 PM

The General is nuts.

Uncle $cam, that JIBJAB is a whoot. Thats great stuff.

Its always nice to step back and have a laugh.

Posted by: jdp | October 10, 2004 06:55 PM

The General's blog is a daily read for me. I'm constantly staggered that "some" don't know
that he's skewering wingers every day. Soma, you think?

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 11, 2004 03:14 PM

Hate to tell you this - yesterday, he was moved to satire, and today he's no longer listed on
the site.

Ah, fleeting fame.

Posted by: fatbear | October 12, 2004 10:53 AM
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« Killing Them Loudly | Main | Kudos to the General »

October 09, 2004

Off Topics Here Please

Posted by Bernhard on October 9, 2004 at 07:11 AM | Permalink

Comments

Seymor Hersh talk:

Europe is set to become a collective violent block against the United States, if
the war against Iraq continues, investigative reporter and New Yorker writer
Seymour M. Hersh said at a talk Friday night at the University of California,
Berkeley.
...
"If Bush is re-elected, he has one thing to do. He will bomb the hell out of the
place," Hersh said
...
Hersh said sources indicated that "the war in Iraq is done, the insurgency has
won the war."
...
"The real serious problem is that he (Bush) believes what he's doing. He sees
himself as the guy in the white hat. He sees himself as virtuous."

I donÂ´t agree on that "violent block"

Posted by: b | October 9, 2004 07:15 AM

i'm currently enjoying an mp3 audio file in which gw bush does the vocals to a version of
the u2 song "sunday, bloody sunday" -

i believe it is bush's voice, not an impersonator, creatively cut and pasted from his many
public utterances -

the friction between the spoken delivery and the words of the song helps me to focus on the
absurdity, rather than the tragedy, of the current situation
===================================

by Rx (http://www.thepartyparty.com/)

Song Webpage (http://www.audiostreet.net/artists/006/407/
song_sunday_bloody_sunday.html)

Download MP3 (http://www.audiostreet.net/newmedia/
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B5FE87B6AB8C442AB6AAB43092F2CFD1/Download/sunday_bloody_sunday.mp3)

Stream Hi (http://www.audiostreet.net/playsong.m3u?mode=StreamHi
&song=B5FE87B6AB8C442AB6AAB43092F2CFD1)

Stream Lo (http://www.audiostreet.net/playsong.m3u?mode=StreamLo
&song=B5FE87B6AB8C442AB6AAB43092F2CFD1)

Posted by: mistah charley | October 9, 2004 07:21 AM

the australian people under their reichsfÃ»hrer howard have shown the world yet again that
australia is the true heir to apartheid south africa

their yes to the fÃ»hrer is a yes is a yes to child detention, a deeply racist foreign policy
that conforms with what was called the white australian policy

its a yes to the belittling of the mind

it is a yest to fear
it is a yes to panic

it is a yes to being the slavish sons of american foreign policy following its every turn &
abberation

as alabama noted the other day the left has failed in its work of pedagogy & only horror
awaits

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 9, 2004 08:00 AM

Hack says the draft is inevitable.

And as usually... slaps Rummy around the side of the head en route:

Rumsfeld, in fact, has already kicked off the anti-draft campaign by
denigrating the draftees who fought in Vietnam. The SecDef, who prefers
sycophants who donâ€™t ask questions, recently stated that Vietnam-era
draftees added â€œNo value, no advantage, really, to the United States armed
services ... because ... it took an enormous amount of effort in terms of
training, and then they were gone.â€•

Wrong once again.

Posted by: koreyel | October 9, 2004 08:09 AM

mistah charley,
more of the same stuff can be found here: http://thepartyparty.com

another good mashup artist is Mark Vidler at: www.gohomeproductions.co.uk

He has done a tremendous job with 'SHANNON STONE' Shannon / The Rolling Stones
Let The Music Play / Gimme Shelter / Honky Tonk Women / Sympathy For The Devil
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Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 9, 2004 10:11 AM

i am not very good at maths
but
cnn says debate a draw
but
its own poll of 500,000 people
has kerry at 74% bush at 13%
& that is much much more than
their first poll
2 and 2 should equal 4
but with rusfieldian metaphysics
i guess any number is good enough

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 9, 2004 11:16 AM

@rgiap The US has interfered in Australian political affairs before. It's possible the Ozzies
were collectively stupid enough to vote for Howard (after all, he's presided over a real
estate bubble that has everyone slavering with greed). Or maybe the results were stir-fried
somehow (though w/o e-voting machines it is harder to falsify an election).

Let's face it: my native land (UK), vbo's adopted homeland (Oz), Japan, Saudi and Israel
are nothing but aircraft carriers for US military projection. In exchange for this our
"leaders" (poodles all, some more rabid than others) are supposed to get "protection",
whatever that means. It's demeaning and shameful and maddening and Mafia-esque -- so
this is how it feels to be a Roman Province, and for Britons it's deja bloody vu all over
again.

@vbo all my sympathy. Life is indeed happier when we don't spend it minutely examining
the stinking posteriors of those who are sitting on us heavily, but try to crawl to some more
comfortable location and focus our attention laterally rather than upwards. Being "political"
means being angry a lot of the time -- hurting one's brain trying to understand the Byzantine
corruption of palace intrigues and dirty fiscal dealings -- and experiencing the daily grind of
fighting losing battles (despite the chirpiness of such lovable cheerleaders as Howard Zinn).
I have sympathy with anyone who wants to just quit.

But there are ways and ways to quit. One way to quit is the old strategy of dropping out of
the system (as much as possible): reduce one's use of fossil fuel to a minimum, refuse to
participate in hyperconsumption, buy and sell used stuff rather than new, eat low on the
food chain, try to support organic and local agriculture, engage in barter and exchange
when possible, withdraw money from financial markets, ignore chain stores, etc. A
conscious attempt to boycott the corrupt mechanisms of the empire, while never wholly
successful (it's a radical hegemony and it's got us right where it wants us), is to my mind a
way of making even withdrawal a political action in its own right...

Many will disagree vociferously (go ahead, I know most of the counterarguments and don't
deny their virtue)...

Posted by: DeAnander | October 9, 2004 01:40 PM
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I like the new wider margins! Ogg happy -- have room to scrawl on cave wall!

Posted by: DeAnander | October 9, 2004 01:41 PM

thank you deanander for the material

yes it was often called chile without blood
their complete & utter subjugation to the american will is a cause of great sadness

talka about 'false conciousness' - there appears to be no conciousness in australia at all

only the aboriginals possess - conciousness, will, desire, sense & realism

vbo - the only people who deserve to be connected with that country are aboriginals &
immigrants like yourself

the rest do not deserve what is in physical terms - a majestic but brutal physicality

it is easy on days like this to develop an ayn randian hatred of the 'people' when witnessing
how easily they can be coerced

the two goons of the press in australia murdoch & packer will be very pleased indeed

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 9, 2004 01:57 PM

Wow, such a shock, the new margins! ;-)

Koreyel, I love reading Hackworth, and I'm not one to crow unneccesarily flattering about
military men. I saw him once on a short-lived show with Jackie Mason, called either
"Crosstalk" or "Crossfire" ... he always had a panel of people, six or eight. The one with
Hack is vivid in my memory.

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 9, 2004 02:03 PM

There is a thing about these huge, lush, open, easily conquered territories - US, Australia -

These wide margins are going to make me sprawl out.

(rest of post deleted by author)

Posted by: Blackie | October 9, 2004 02:53 PM

At 01:40 PM, DeAnander spells out a fundamental (and rather new) truth about political
power: our culture, as Nietzsche sought to remind us, initially evaluated things in terms of
"good" and "bad" ("fortunate" or "unfortunate"); and then, thereafter, in terms of "good"
and "evil" (of "right" and "wrong"); and then, yet again (as nowadays), in terms of
"strength" and "weakness" (of "health" and "unhealth")..... Strength, in these Nietzschean
terms, is not a measure of physical force (muscle power or economic power); it's a willed
commitment (resolute and composed) to the proposition that we can (and should) seek
strength in relationship to the corruption surrounding us. "Boycotting" corruption, as
DeAnander puts it, is a step towards gaining that strength; and while each of us has a
unique way of practicing boycotts, we share the common starting-point of learning to think
in these terms (which it isn't easy to do: I find that it takes time).
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Posted by: alabama | October 9, 2004 03:21 PM

I agree with the post quoting Hersh above. Lone ranger Bushie is very dangerous for the
world.
I still cannot believe some of the Neocons and their PNAC bullshit haven't been charged
with treason.

I talked to my sister in Orlando and she said some real bullshit is going on in Florida. The
Bushwack brothers are trying to steal Florida again. They are advertising about how much
Fema is doing for Florida, yet, she said nothing is being cleaned up at a decent pace. Bushie
is using Fema as a campaign commercial. She said the rich and the stupid are voting for
Bushie.

Posted by: jdp | October 9, 2004 04:34 PM

Dumb question, but it's on my mind. Are people who vote for Bush every bit as bad as
Bush himself?

Posted by: alabama | October 9, 2004 04:39 PM

Well, my post debate, ontological hair of the dog morning tonic comes in the form of
Sartres "bad faith".In some sense "boycotting corruption" can (in Sartres view) be seen as
an antithesis of bad faith -- an acceptance of ones own freedom, and the recognition that we
are solely responsible for our own acts. The fact that (as you point out) it is is not easy to
do, is our recommended dose of "anguish".

This is important because (to go on with Sartre) our president and commander oblesk, has
seen it fit to not only engage in bad faith himself, but to hawk it wholesale to the American
public already primed for such snake oil consumption.

The overridding and swollen irony of this situation is that it in Sartreian bad faith, there is
an anguished attempt to evade the responsibility that comes with this burdon of freedom, to
conceal that freedom in some form of psychological determinism -- to make the self like a
thing. The grand irony, in this respect, is that FREEDOM itself is being iconified and
objectified as the refuge of bad faith. The body politic has fueled this with a bonfire of fear,
it has screamed FIRE in the theater of the anguished -- and has presented freedom, strength,
and persistance not as qualities of action but as the absolutist, deterministic face of God. A
refuge of immobility as opposed to an opportunity for action.

Posted by: anna missed | October 9, 2004 04:45 PM

THIS IS DEFINITELY NOT OFF-TOPIC !

anybody need some WOOD ? GO GET Wood at Ebay !

Posted by: name | October 9, 2004 05:06 PM

a sad day

philosopher & sometime colleague of louis althusser, jacques derrida died today & the
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australians in another leap of faith in their
false conciousness have chosen to be yeat another soiled state of america

i no longer grieve for what will be but for what has been done & what hass led them there

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 9, 2004 06:11 PM

alabama: Dumb question, but it's on my mind. Are people who vote for Bush every bit as
bad as Bush himself?

Dumb question? I see them as gullible and duped, veils before their eyes and cotton in their
ears preventing the "actual" from getting to the most important synapeses.... then, I also
think Marshall McLuhan was a prescient genius. Bad? Bad's one of those very subjective
terms -- one that the Shrubby-Grinch monster sock puppet wouldn't "get".

Cheney, Bush, Rumsfeld, Ashcroft, Wolfowitz and Perle: BAD. At least in my mind that I
think is unveiled.

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 9, 2004 06:41 PM

a country like australia is steeped in its racist genocidal history - & it has stayed true to that
heritage

young countries like america & australia have a chance to reconcile what is wrong with
them & see themselves anew & to be anew

america & australia have both gone through their history like a steamroller - not only have
they never really looked back - never able to understand the present - they are doomed to
fuck the future

& they fuck the future with such fury that you know their impotence is really the only card
in their pack

they are sad & pathetic nations who destroy all that they touch. they are as their novelists
suggest corrupt at conception

it is strange that both countries have within their own stomach - indians & aborigines who
do have a real connection with both space & time in a very real way

they are the only culture within them that can really speak, really communicate & finanlly
the only ones to really understand

we whites are but a sad & stupid people - what did yeats say - a rag on a stick - & we have
shamed our heritage & we ruin our future

these countries pay for their absence of reconciliation because they can never never resolve
the problems that lay deep at the core

what was it reich sd - that to get to eros you had to go through the death instinct - in these
cultures they do everything to escape death but all they do is reproduce death

they are cultures without the joy of wonder - because for them wonder can be bough, or it
can be projected on a wall, or it can be scribbled on the margins of some supreme court
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justice sadistic & sociopathic socratic discourse with himself

when julius & ethel rosenberd pissed themselves on the electric chair - roy cohn might have
been getting an erection but in their fear, in their hope in their dream of a better world -
they showed what commitment mean

treason to people like bush seems to me to be an honorable & in fact deeply dignified way
of conducting a life. it is not so strange that those who have 'really' committed treason have
been true sons of america - ames etc if you like they followed the consistencies of a
particularly american logic

as i have tried to suggest to pat - like the death squads of colombia, el salvador & honduras
- armed muslim fundamentalist - are a creation of a particularly american foreign policy

as rap brown once sd - violence is american as apple pie - & what atta & his colleagues in
cretinism did was completely consistent with a certain idea of america

rigidity is the natural brother of corruption & this world is becoming more corrupt & more
rigid. alabama has pointed out that it was like this before - except we are living through this
- it is touching all our lives in a deeply distressing way

deanander & i can be forgiven our drolleries in face of our fear which is of course your fear
but we are here to try to do away with the institution of fear. i hope we are trying to tear
that institution down - brick by brick - breath by breath

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 9, 2004 07:11 PM

a country like australia is steeped in its racist genocidal history - & it has stayed true to that
heritage

young countries like america & australia have a chance to reconcile what is wrong with
them & see themselves anew & to be anew

america & australia have both gone through their history like a steamroller - not only have
they never really looked back - never able to understand the present - they are doomed to
fuck the future

& they fuck the future with such fury that you know their impotence is really the only card
in their pack

they are sad & pathetic nations who destroy all that they touch. they are as their novelists
suggest corrupt at conception

it is strange that both countries have within their own stomach - indians & aborigines who
do have a real connection with both space & time in a very real way

they are the only culture within them that can really speak, really communicate & finanlly
the only ones to really understand

we whites are but a sad & stupid people - what did yeats say - a rag on a stick - & we have
shamed our heritage & we ruin our future

these countries pay for their absence of reconciliation because they can never never resolve
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the problems that lay deep at the core

what was it reich sd - that to get to eros you had to go through the death instinct - in these
cultures they do everything to escape death but all they do is reproduce death

they are cultures without the joy of wonder - because for them wonder can be bough, or it
can be projected on a wall, or it can be scribbled on the margins of some supreme court
justice sadistic & sociopathic socratic discourse with himself

when julius & ethel rosenberd pissed themselves on the electric chair - roy cohn might have
been getting an erection but in their fear, in their hope in their dream of a better world -
they showed what commitment mean

treason to people like bush seems to me to be an honorable & in fact deeply dignified way
of conducting a life. it is not so strange that those who have 'really' committed treason have
been true sons of america - ames etc if you like they followed the consistencies of a
particularly american logic

as i have tried to suggest to pat - like the death squads of colombia, el salvador & honduras
- armed muslim fundamentalist - are a creation of a particularly american foreign policy

as rap brown once sd - violence is american as apple pie - & what atta & his colleagues in
cretinism did was completely consistent with a certain idea of america

rigidity is the natural brother of corruption & this world is becoming more corrupt & more
rigid. alabama has pointed out that it was like this before - except we are living through this
- it is touching all our lives in a deeply distressing way

deanander & i can be forgiven our drolleries in face of our fear which is of course your fear
but we are here to try to do away with the institution of fear. i hope we are trying to tear
that institution down - brick by brick - breath by breath

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 9, 2004 07:12 PM

sorry

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 9, 2004 07:12 PM

This needs to be considered: (and kept in mind)
HOWTO censor the net with a Hotmail account
Alex sez, "Members of the Bits of Freedom group conducted a test to see how much it
would take for a service provider to take down a website hosting public domain material.
They signed up with 10 providers and put online a work by Duthc author Multatuli, who
died over 100 years ago. They stated that the work was in the public domain, and that it was
written in 1871. They then set up a fake society to claim to be the copyright holders of the
work. From a Hotmail address, they sent out complaints to all 10 of the providers. 7 out of
10 complied and removed the site, one within just 3 hours. Only one ISP actually pointed
out that the copyright on the work expired many years ago. The conclusion of the
investigation is worth reading, it starts 'It only takes a Hotmail account to bring a website
down, and freedom of speech stands no chance in front of the Texan-style private ISP
justice.'"....244K PDF Link
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Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 9, 2004 07:14 PM

Derrida is dead?

Nice reference to Nietzsche, above. When Kerry blurts something like "sanctions worked,"
my head feels like it's going to explode. Thus, Nietzche: "In their hearts they want simply
one thing most of all: that no one hurt them. Thus do they anticipate every one's wishes and
do well unto every one."

No Grand Politics, for sure. The only hope that peaks out of the darkness of Kerry's
herd-man obsequiousness is the moment that he denounced the War In Vietnam. I want to
believe that his formative and brave rise to awareness was real and that this moment of his
greatness still flickers even while he out-hawks Chimpy McFlightsuit.

Posted by: slothrop | October 9, 2004 08:03 PM

Derrida continues to be as he's always already been: spectral.

Posted by: alabama | October 9, 2004 08:13 PM

How weird that Howard campaign signs read "A Stronger Australia" and Kerry's read "A
Stronger America"

Posted by: b real | October 9, 2004 08:25 PM

Yes, I also saw that Derrida died. What an amazing mind.

I read more Foucault than Derrida, but that's a fault of mine, not his.

DeA- I've tried to "opt out" of the empire as much as possible over the last year or so too.
It's really an exercise in freedom.

I've also started walking more and more.

Habits are funny things, once you get rid of ones that support the system of inequity and
find ones that free yourself.

Of course, we all make compromises and choices. I don't hand crank my computer...

Posted by: fauxreal | October 9, 2004 09:37 PM

Old story, but funny choice of words:
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/4756962/

According to a report Friday by The Washington Post, Woodward also claims that:
* Secretary of State Colin Powell felt Cheney and his allies â€” among them the
undersecretary of defense for policy, Douglas Feith, and what Powell called Feith's
"Gestapo" office â€” had established what amounted to a separate government.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 9, 2004 10:04 PM

Which brings up the question why the separate government would by run by a guy, whom
Gen. Tommy Franks called, quote:

"the fucking stupidest guy on the face of the earth."
-- http://slate.msn.com/id/2100899/
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Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 9, 2004 10:06 PM

sorry, Franks talked about Feith, and Colin meant Cheney is the ruler. That would make
Feith ... whom? The clown?

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 9, 2004 10:10 PM

@ alabama & Kate

I would say not as bad but as neurologically mal-wired from early youth and daily
reinforced with prolonged doses of the boob tube. As much on the chimpâ€™s part as the
sheepleâ€™s.

@ râ€™giap,

Donâ€™t be sorry. I read it twice and it was worth the second read. You mix heart and
head in your writings to make powerful communicating vibrations in my heart and head.

Posted by: Juannie | October 9, 2004 11:49 PM

Hey, about the Bush Bulge -- ya know, the thing on the back that might be wired... another
technology that looks rather like this is an electronically controlled dosage drip, you know,
the metered drug drip devices used (mostly) by people with really serious chronic pain. The
back would be an odd place to wear it -- why not around the waist? actually same is true of
a RF audio rig -- why wouldn't he have worn it around his waist on a belt of some kind
instead of digging into his back like that?

Another theory: he's no fool -- he's wearing Kevlar.

Jeez, I wish we had a spy in the White House who was quietly recording everything. Come
to think of it, doesn't real transparency in government require that the White House should
be kind of like a reality show or Ozzie Osbourne's family show? Shouldn't we the people --
who are paying the rent, after all, and all the salaries -- be entitled to see what kind of
people are running our country?

Now that's a reality show that could be really interesting. I'd love to know how the rest of
the crew talk to Little Boot when no outsiders are watching/listening.

BTW rgiap, a lot of native american folks call the whiteboy cultures the "Younger
Cultures". food for thought.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 10, 2004 12:08 AM

If the firefighters are voting for John Kerry and the Democrats. That's good enough
for me.

Posted by: | October 10, 2004 12:54 AM

The American public schools start the processing early. The training for "factory" has to
circumvent the child's innate curiosity and desire to comprehend and construct his own
foundation of knowledge, so that is the first skill to be destroyed. Soon the fledglings are
only reservoirs, gaping mouths open to receive the meager nourishment their rich and
vibrant minds desire. As their minds are starved and their capacity to think for themselves
is crippled, the socialization and programming begins. Chldren are not allowed to express
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opinions or debate. They are not even allowed to talk amongst themselves, interpersonal
reinforcement is verboten, someone may actually gives these children ideas or heaven
forbid they might learn to think for themselves. Their emaciated psyches dart here and
there, looking for any morsel of information and there is the state, the savior in the guise of
teacher, filling the barren brain with platitudes and nationalistic jingo. That filling, that
sensory pleasure of finally being fed is what drives American voters who are manipulated
by the catch phrses and signal words that illicit those programmed responses. It takes an
enormous amount of metacognition and self realization to see the effects of so many years
of programmed responses being spoon fed to the populace. Unfortunately, many never have
the energy or desire to feed themselves. Hence, the Bush voter has been poured and
molded. Identical products churned out by the factory schools.

Posted by: SME in Seattle | October 10, 2004 01:19 AM

A small sign of hope - both candidates in the debate mentioned in turn the need for the
USA to "reduce its energy dependency on the ME". Now that's a lot of hot air as we know,
especially on the Bush - let's drill Alaska or subsdise my Big-energy friends in some new
way- side, but I find it interesting that it is entering the general discourse nevertheless.
At some point, someone with real power will point out that this actually is a demand
problem and not just a supply problem (just like drugs, btw) and maybe, maybe push to
modify the incentives on demand. Here's hoping!

As an aside, may I request all readers of this thread to come back around again to the Oily
Thread below which disappeared rather rapidly in the flurry of recent texts.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 10, 2004 07:36 AM

R'Giap

Mostly I have the utmost respect for your posts, poetry, and insights.

However, in regard to you comments re Howard's re-election - I think you need a reality
check with respect to Australian history and Australian people.

Yes, it is very disappointing that Howard was re-elected.

But please consider some realities.

While you are remembering General Giap, please consider that Howard was re-elected with
the not inconsiderable backing of Vietnamese and other Asian migrants and 2nd and 3rd
generation descendants (and Yugoslavs). Most Asian and other migrants know little
(nothing actually) about Australian history, but Australia led the world from the late 19th
century through the early part of the 20th century with social and political reform.

The White Australia policy was ditched a long time ago. Australia is now a multi-cultural
society in a way that would seem inconceivable to Americans. Apartheid? Get real. There is
no deeply racist foreign policy. Absolute bullshit.

The child detention policy is a big problem. Do you know anything of the racist and
deplorable policies of every SE Asian country without exception?

In the 18th century, there were an number of killings of Aboriginal people (most notably
Tasmania) - but this was not genocide of the scale of American natives (again Tasmania
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excepted).

Australia is a "client" state of US foreign policy. The same dynamics exist here as in the
USA. Who controls the Fourth Estate?

The "fear" and "panic" issue might have influenced the previous election. This time - the
criminal war was not even on the radar. The ALP are aware that if this was made an
election issue then the USA would intervene as they have intervened in the past.

Just who are you excluding here? "the only people who deserve to be connected with that
country are aboriginal & immigrants like yourself". An Ayn Randian hatred of everyone
except Aboriginals and disaffected Yugoslav communists?

But mostly, I don't like this "we whites" bullshit. This is a cultural war not a racial war.

Posted by: DM | October 10, 2004 07:53 AM

And while I'm at it, I'll take this opportunity of this OT thread to give you some personal
news: my son's tumor is borderline between being benign and malign, but the doctors have
decided for the time being to treat it (i.e. what's left after surgery) as benign, with only
chimio but no radiotherapy (he also has to do physical reeducation to get back the motricity
lost in surgery - his right side is partly paralysed). So we're off for a year and a half of
treatment, which at least means some predictability and stability for us, if a different kind
than before. My wife has pretty much given up on her job, but we stick together with the
other two kids, our families and friends around us in a really strong way. So my message is:
don't despair, be optimistic, look around you and remember what (and who) is important to
you, and act on it!

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 10, 2004 08:00 AM

dm
let me repeat it then australia has had, does have now & will have in the future a deeply
raci!st foreing policy

there is no substantial difference in their racist policies from robert menzies to john howard.
it is not a 'mutticultural' society. it is a society which absorbs others without in any real way
accepting them. aceeptance is not just the appreciation of their culinary skills

australia has accepted since the fall of saifgon people who fled vietnam - largely peoiple
who profited in one way or another from the war & from the americo-austral presence

the absorption of asians is borne of necessities that you do not speak as was the absorption
of eastern & western european migrant after the second world war

they often live in unitegrated & isolated communities - adelaide & melbourne which i know
very well are perfect examples of that

dm - you do not speak of the detention centres, the internment of children, you do not speak
of their refugee policy, you do not speak of their inability to recognise what commission
after commission on the aborigines has told them. they are completely incapable of even
demanding pardon

their occupation of australia was terra nullis until the high court sd it wasn't & even then
bourgeois justice has tried to find ways to water that decision down
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i disagree completely & there is sufficient evidence from manning clark onwards to a roger
millis. it was in reamins essentially a genocidal practice towards the aboriginals. they have
the highest infant mortality rate in the world, eye diseases, tuberculosis- they have been
treated with a mixture of contempt & neglect

tasmania was not the only instant of massacres - new south wales, queensland northern
territoty, western australia & even south australia have a scandalous history of systematic
murder of aboriginal people. the history becomes clearer & clearer on this point

yes i hear that a geoffrey blainey & his revisionist pals would call this a black armband
view of history but it is the history that is bening found more & more

so i feel quite clear in saying australia has earned its apartheid south africa heritage

you speak of the south east asian govts who 'support' australia - from their people i doubt
that very seriouslly indeed from their people there is no question - the feel a distaste fro
australia. i work with communities from south east asia here in france & their opinions are
quite clear on the matter

dm it was not me but john howard who called himself the 'deputy sherrif' of the united
states & that is exactly what he is - yes the australians supported the corrupt governments of
indonesia & the phillipines, it accepted wholesale the occupation of timor. it supported the
autocrats of singapore & malaysia. it accepted hong kong chinese after the chinese took it
back & they had enough money

it is the country which has freely taken all the racist white people from south africa and
zimbabwe (ex rhodesia) in the greatest numbers - more than any other country

yes it is a client state - what are american bases doing on your soil - basketweaving. except
for a three year period 1972 - 1975 - there has been no independent foreign policy from the
americans

deanander has offered links on the nature of us involvement in the coup of november 11 - &
of the involvement of their intelligence agencies there can be no doubt. it is systematic & i
would feel total. asio is a sub branch of the nsa. even the creation of asio was at the demand
of the americans. dm the history on this is absolutely clear

the war is a war using fear & self interest & has been so since the americans & menzies
used the infamous 'petrov spy' case in the fifties as a means of frightening the australian
people. it was so until 1972 & then they invented other ways of frightening the people
whioch serve theiors & the americans interests

but it seems to me that the australian people like to be frightened - to have the frisson of
being important - they are not- not at all.. their 19th century politics will leave them on the
dustbin of history

if violence is american as apple pie - then corruption is australian as a eucalyptus. from
colonisation onwards - corruption either direct or implicit in all the states that make up
australia has been present in a way unimaginable for people who do not know australia.
queensland was run for over twenty years by a corrupt dutch reform evangalist who sold
everything except the kitchen sink, in new south wales - premier after premier has been on
the take, in melbourne bolte took monies from the underworld or their representatives in the
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world of business - it goes on & on

this is a young country but it is not an innocent one

still steel

i would counsel a reading of john pilger on this & other questions - this man who was a
consequence of a particularly australian reality - a larrikan who served the interests of
media & state has developed into a man whose deep compassion & ability to see through
the mist of bullshit has given me some hope

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 09:13 AM

jÃ©rÃ´me

take care - we all here support you in your courage & that of the family

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 09:14 AM

dm

you have spokn of the political reforms of the 19th & 20th century - no doubt there will be
a mention of australia being the first place women got the vote but....

but the reality, the political realities of this 'nation' led them into the slaughterhouse of
imperial politics as willing cannon fodder for the imperial cause

they were sacrificed, as the irish were sacrificed - you lost a genberation of men in 1914-18,
with pigiron bob menzies as a japanese collaborator just up until the wsecond world war -
your men were sacrificed in the imperial dollies of singapore, of new guinea, burma - on &
on - then you were used as a comprador fighting force for the americans in korea - in all the
counterinsurgency wars in south east asia, you were complici in the murder of over a
million people in indonesia, you supported the corrup marcos right up until the end, you
like dick cheney regarded - that greatest of humanists, nelson mandela, as a terrorist & did
everything in your power to keep him in prison & from a free south africa developing. just
ask anybody from south africa especially those with a political history what they think of
australian foreign policy of which the people are responsible. they are not innocent. not at
all

their meddling in zimbabwe has only accelerated the problems they already have

you support the brutal indonesian reign over timor & have done everything to blackmail
this nation into following your demands

you are young but you are not innocent

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 09:39 AM

alabama: Dumb question, but it's on my mind. Are people who vote for Bush every bit as
bad as Bush himself?
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I think the answer depends on if willed ignorance can be classified as every bit as bad as
intentional evil.

Jerome, I'm glad to hear you're entering a period of stability after the last month or two of
crisis.

Posted by: SusanG | October 10, 2004 10:20 AM

Australian Greens leader Bob Brown said Australia would be a nastier country with the
government in control of the Senate.

"But I did predict it. Australians voted for it," Senator Brown said.

"They will now see Telstra sold, the majority, we will see our indigenous people left off the
agenda, we are going to see nastier legislation on civil liberties ... and that nastiness, that
Hansonite attitude towards people who are 'other' will express itself over the coming three
years."

theage.com.au

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 10:54 AM

You can repeat it until the cows come home, but it still doesnâ€™t make you right.
Australia does not have a deeply racist foreign policy. Show me the policy paper, facts,
immigration statistical breakdown, public or private sector discrimination.

You are taking sophism to unprecedented heights. Asians living in unintegrated & isolated
communities? These â€˜communitiesâ€™ are created by there own choice â€“ and what we
are talking about is specific suburbs where immigrant groups congregate â€“ not some
apartheid division.

It depends on which ethic group. Personally I would prefer that these â€˜communitiesâ€™
did not exist, but by and large most ethic groups appear to prefer to create their own
communities and social groups within the larger context. Unfortunate â€“ but it is their
choice. Depending on the ethic group, these tight-knit groups tend to mix more in the 2nd
generation and on.

You speak of the detention centres.

The background to this (for others) is that the Howard govt. got re-elected the last time
because of his â€œget toughâ€• policy that stemmed the tide of boat people and people
smugglers. I can attest to the fact that Howard was cheered on by Asian Australians.

It is not only wrong to lock up kids for so long â€“ but stupid. What can I say? I am not
defending this, but you seem to want to avoid the nuances. The world is not all black hat
(white skin) - white hat (non-whites).

When you look at historical events, it is best not to filter them through Chardonnay
Socialist glasses. To all intents and purposes, Australia was terra nullis when the British
arrived. Should they not have come? What would you expect to be the alternate course of
action in the eighteenth century? Times will change again, and from demographic pressures
alone, Australia is pre-destined to become an â€œAsianâ€• country.

You do a great disservice to the fight against the banal injustices of this world when you
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mix fact and fantasy and state that there remains a genocidal practice towards Aboriginals.
To state that Aboriginals have the highest infant mortality rate in the world is repeating a
lie. They are not neglected, yet the problems that many Aboriginal communities face is real.
The reasons are many and varied and the nuances can not be avoided.

There were indeed, scandalous massacres on mainland Australia. These were not
systematic.

I have spent many years in Australia and Asia â€“ but I canâ€™t quite figure out who are
the most racists. Australians? Japanese? Chinese? Filipino?

All SE Asia governments are corrupt (all governments are corrupt but then it comes down
to a question of degree). There is little question that Australia is â€˜less corruptâ€™ â€“
and I also content â€“ less racist â€“ than any other country in the region.

You talked about â€˜racist policiesâ€™. Policies like they have in the Philippines, where a
3rd generation â€œChinese Filipinoâ€• is not considered a citizen (something in the works
to change this â€“ but they also tried hard to disqualify Fernando Po because he was not a
â€œnative bornâ€• Filipino - which apparently means something more than in which
country you were born).

Does all the â€˜racist white peopleâ€™ from South Africa and Rhodesia mean that all
white people are racist ? Well, I donâ€™t know about that as I donâ€™t know any of them.
They all apparently live in unintegrated and isolated communities like St. Ives (out of my
price bracket). More than any other country? No â€“ give me some facts to back up that
claim.

As for the little deputy sheriff. I would consider him a war criminal (but better get Blair and
Bush first).

I have absolutely no issue with you take on client-state foreign policy, but the rest is really
a bit over the top. If you want to know what real corruption is, I could give you some
insights on Asian countries that would show Australians to be pretty amateur in
comparison.

There are no goodies and baddies.

Posted by: DM | October 10, 2004 11:18 AM

dm
i'm not nuanced because at the end of the day the politics of oppression is not nuanced

i think there is sufficient historical analysis to bear out a clami of genocidal practice. i or
pilger are not the only people to make this claim. the united nations itself on a number of
occassions has sd what i have sd in more diplomatic (nuanced) words

on infant mortality - check the figures with the world health organisation - it speaks of the
health situation for aboriginal australians as catastrophic. genocide & neglect. & neglect in
this sense is really just another word for genocide

i know australia quite well dm & i know what segregated communities are - self selected or
otherwise. a cartographer could situate ethnic quite esily on a map of any major australian
city - it was so with the greeks, italians now it is true of the asians. that segregation in my
mind constitutes a subtle but very real form of apartheid. there is no reconciliation in the
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australian soul. to anything.

you say the white australia, the 'two wongs don't make a white' of arthur calwell - i am
telling you that the deeper impulses af that statement are operative - as spoken by pauline
hanson & as interpreted by thepolicies of the american puppet john howard - only two
leaders of the labor party are clean in this regard - whitlam & hayden

the racism of australia is born deep into its foundation

if the aboriginals had fought as the maoris did there would have been no declaration of terra
nullis

look australia was built as a prison & borne in hatred - that too is robert hughes thought in
his magnificent book -'the fatal shore' - & it has remained one

as far as corruption goes - what i am saying is self evident - from petersen, askin wran,
bolte kennet on & on from the gangster businessmen rupert murdoch & peter abeles. there
has been a consistent & sometimes elaborate corruption of the legislative process

a young country is not an innocent country

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 12:24 PM

Adorno:

When it is a matter of art, the bourgeois habit of attaching itself fiercely and
with cowardly cynicism to something once it has seen through it as false and
untrue becomes an insistence that: "What I like may be bad, a fraud, and
fabricated to dupe people, but I don't want to be reminded of that and in my
free time I don't want to exert myself or get upset."

Kery: "I support[ed] the Patriot Act.

Posted by: slothrop | October 10, 2004 01:14 PM

...That is to say, by voting for Kerry, do I merely serve the "perpetuation of existing
society" (militarism, golbal economic elitism, etc.) and that a Kerry vote is thus
"incompatible with consciousness of [society] itself"?

I feel like a filthy whore.

Posted by: slothrop | October 10, 2004 01:22 PM

R'Giap

This is my last (brief) word on this subject, so you are are free to have to the closing
remarks if you like.

I have been integrated for the last 25 years (silver this month).

The 'subtle but real form of apartheid' is too silly for words.

There are plenty of real problems in the world without inventing more.

Cheers.
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Posted by: DM | October 10, 2004 01:30 PM

Good reading - Interview with John Kenneth Galbraith. Here his final comment:

As he disappeared from sight he called out: 'There's just one more thing.' His nurse
brought down a car bumper sticker, with a picture of George Bush. The slogan was: 'Some
things were never meant to be recycled.'

and here the article: 'Why is Blair in Bush's gang?' - William Keegan wanted some answers
from John Kenneth Galbraith, but the famous economist was preoccupied with questions of
his own

Posted by: Fran | October 10, 2004 02:06 PM

dm

on the substantive arguments i have placed here - you have not really differed

at first you sd that australia was not a client state - a vassal - but in your last but final post
you have agreed with this contention

on the arguments in relation to the genocide of aboriginals - you have not given any
reference to histories or scholarly work which would make me believe otherwise

on the health of aboriginal people & i would also add their 'judicial' or 'jurisprudential' state
austalia has been attacked with surprising firmness by the united nations, who, unicef &
many many other n g o's. this is beyond attack. it is documented in commission after
commission

on the deeply racist politics of australia - you do not have to take my word - but the words
of two great freedom fighters & humanists - nelson mandela & bishop desmond tutu have
been absolutely precise on this point

more recently mbeki has his words to say at commonwealthy meetings & with european
journalists

segregation - self selected or otherwise constitutes an inability to accept - this inability to
accept is for me a form of apartheid
no it doesn't have passes, no it does not routinely jail people because of what they are but
with a wholly new form of judicial rendering - you have other more subtle means of doing
that - racial profiling etc

australia is a land without reconciliation to any of the truths that have been placed before it
- & i will admit here that i deeply loathe that country & i have lived there at one time but i
would never ever return. it is a country whose history is written in shame

in france the realities of its history & its recent history are bloody & terrible - but i feel at
all levels there is reconcilation - in fact. i work amongst the most disinherited in europe & i
see that even under the profoundest difficulties my people believe in the republican dream.
at a daily level people live their history - & it could be sd that as a nation it is melancholic.
perhaps that is why i love it so but i actually think that it is because it 'lives its history' in a
way younger nations cannot possibly understand
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for those who do not know australia i would suggest a reading of robert hughes ' a fatal
shore', i would suggest a reading of anything by john pilger who is pilloried in australia as
was the great journalist wilfred burchett before him. i would also suggest the work of roger
millis. there are beginning to exist after many years of academic blindness on the matter
despite what the historical revisionists try to attempt - aboriginal histories which
substantiate my point of genocide. amongst these historians the late but great robert
mate-mate who was a friend & colleague to me have elucidated this point beyond any
reasonable persons effort to say the contrary

a more recent exegesis has been made by three important intellectual figures in australia -
robert manne - who was once an ideologue for the right but has turned & turned towards a
clearer heart - his work is outstanding, dennis altman - who has written profound thoughts
on the australian condition of course the blessed germaine greer who has demanded to
much ridicule & contempt - an aboriginal republic

only in australia would one of its greatest intellectuals manning clark - the first real
historian of australia - be accused of being a soviet spy & of secretly receiving the lenin
prize - as he was after his death. that is what australians have done they have killed all their
giants, they have dominated or ignored them & when that didn't work - use the bully boy
journalists of the murdoch & packer press to demonise them

let me be clear - i find the physical australia majestic but also brutal - my contact with the
aboriginal people both humbling & enlightening. as for its faux european people &
habitudes - i care less today than last week which i admit is not a great deal

& yes i loathe it because of the way that history is borne in extremes, how it has never been
reconciled in a fundamental way, that it prides itself on its isolation & expects the world to
weep at bali - when a million people or more have dies in indonesia & timor under the reign
of suharto whom both liberal & labor in following their american masters were deeply
complicit. a people slaughtered. however sad the events of bali - the scale of suffering
doesn't even come close

& for the most part australian have lived in a state of happy mutual infantalism with their
governments from the ogre robert menzies who cast a cloud of darkness, a physical
darkness over australia for 23 years, from the clowns who followed him to the little
moment of dignity 1972-75 with the grandeur of whitlam to successive caricatures of
caricatures who have been in the pocket of us imperialism. & i am not ashamed of using
that kind of language - only a fanaticism could make an australian real & living

australians proudly proclaim their independence with special mention of south east asia but
they have never ever been independent. there has never been an independent foreign policy
from their british or american masters. never

& the only time they have under whitlam - the american brought a little of chile 1973 to
them - but wxhat it was saying finally in this little little moment of national independence
was to shut up, to just shut up - itt is not you who decide - what is important for you is
decided in washington & has been so since the second world war & frightneningly after a
week or two of demonstrations that is exactly what australians did. they shut up once & for
all time.

not a peep from them in their splendid isolation to the real issues of this or any other day.
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they are a perfect mirror of america & it is no wonder that bush watches that scene with
special interest -not because the real result were ever in doubt but to see how a populace
can be cowed as he has cowed his own

he has watched the success of the use of media by his friends murdoch & packer. he
watches with special interest how easily a nation can be bought or sold. he watches how
easily it is to do away with civil rights. he watches how you can immerse the populations in
his own crimes as nixon before him

no my friend & perhaps i take liberty in calling you that - there is nothing, not a word or a
breath that would change my contention that a young country is not an innocent one

i am only glad it is a history i personally don't have to live through & can imagine well
vbo's fears & commisserate with him for that reason

so i use this space to consecrate a moment when i have cut whatever links i may have had
with that country

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 02:37 PM

some War footage

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 10, 2004 02:43 PM

thank you fran

a little taste of the maÃ®tre

Galbraith gave a dire warning of what would happen if Bush was re-elected. 'Under the
thrust of power of present forces, including the money-making powers, there's going to be a
continuing and disastrous [American] decline. The Rumsfelds and the Cheneys will still be
there, and anyone with a grasp of world history should be here to report it.' He smiled and
said: 'Why don't you do that?'

The great man feels passionately. 'In all my 90-odd years, I've never had such a clear view
of the future,' adding with a twinkle in his eye, 'with still, of course, the possibility of being
wrong.' But only the possibility. 'I have a feeling that not since the end of World War Two
have we had such a time when the role of wisdom, action and misunderstanding in the US
has such worldwide consequences.'

guardian

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 02:43 PM

DM, RGiap, I think you talk at cross purposes. One question is an absolute level of racism,
the other is a relative one, right?

I'd like to contribute an anectode. Back in 1995, when France did its last nuclear tests, the
backlash in Australian public opinion (and elsewhere) against France was massive, and you
saw the same kind of anti-French fury that we have seen in the US in the past 2 years. I read
a Sydney Morning Herald editorial back then (sorry, could not find it online despite a good
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search) that explained it as an outlet for all the frustration of the Australians: unable to
critisize women, blacks (Aborigenes), asians, gays, the poor, etc... they suddenly found in
the French a great outlet for all that pentup rage: rich, white, arrogant, unrepentant and not
giving a damn about it... and they went for it with a vengeance.
This is just to say: - there is racism in Australia, as in the US and elsewhere (in France of
course, in other Asian countries certainly); there is also a lot of frustration in the Western
world (from not being able to express that racism openly and from a more general
impression of lack of control over our lifes), which expresses itself in various ways,
including voting for noxious but superficially attractive candidates like Le Pen or Bush (if
you have not seen this great article, Spite the Vote go read it).

We should criticise racism within our (Western) societies, but probably not idealise other
societies, because they are not better in that respect. Western racism gets so much more
play because (i) Western countries are so much powerful and when they act on that racism
it has had large scale consequences (ii) the Western world, or at least parts of it, does try to
acknowledge this racism and fight it, and thus it becomes more of a public issue than in
other societies.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 10, 2004 03:00 PM

jÃ©rÃ´me

the less i have to think of australia the better

but on another point - do you still hold to the kerry landslide - i'd like to check up with you
each week on this

really, i wish you all the best on the home front & know in my heart that it will be better

unfortunately, my daibetes is being complicated by an irregular rhythm of my heart - so its
off to visit the cardiologue - i'm really entering the medical model here & i am a little
frightened.

i've always thought of myself as a sleek samurai with a socialist sensibility but my body is
telling me otherwise with a degenerescence in my sight & don't have a lot of room to
manouevre as i'm already blind in one eye( i can hear the other poster finally breathing a
sigh of relief - in this medical explanation of my fanatic heart). no, on the medical front
2004 has been my worst year

jÃ©rÃ´me, your commentaries are important to me - so i'd really like to know if you still
believe in a kerry landslide as also michael moore seems to

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 03:23 PM

Australian Social Trends 2002
Health - Mortality and Morbidity: Mortality of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples

In 1998-2000, life expectancy for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples was
shorter by 21 years for males and 20 years for females, compared with the total population.
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Ample texts, charts:

Australian Bureau of Statistics.

Similar large differences are seen in Britain, for the lower-class men who suffer from
chronic unemployment. Also in the US, for Blacks who were born in the US. Recent
immigrants have a life expectancy of 10 years more or so than installed people - for groups
comparable on measures of employment, salary, no prison, etc.

The causes are hard to unravel, but the injustice is plain.

News snippet: Desmond Tutu is playing a judge in a play about Gitmo, off Broadway.

BBC

Posted by: Blackie | October 10, 2004 03:26 PM

thank you blackie - there is a great deal more on infant mortality, on blindness etc but i'm
not so skilled with intenet to find & use links

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 03:32 PM

remembereringgiap

your passion always moves me as do your frank admissions of your failing health. My wife
is currently driving 1,350 km to be with her mother who is dying of a tumor. She will be
the first of our parents to go and is the youngest of all four. If there is a God, he sure makes
it hard to understand why these things happen. Not having much experience in these
matters I can only hope that you find doctors who can make you better. I would also hope
that you believe you will be better as that does make a difference.

JÃ©rÃ´me

Thank you for the link explaining why the NASCAR dads vote against their own interests.
We foolishly want to believe people are rational. Sadly they often are not.

Posted by: dan of steele | October 10, 2004 03:37 PM

Jerome, glad to hear that news about you son is not negative and that you are all bearing up.

RGiap, my thoughts are with you. Les mÃ©dÃ©cins se prenent trÃ¨s au serieux - ben, on
leur demande de lâ€™Ãªtre aprÃ¨s tout - une insouciance lÃ©gÃ¨re de leur part serait vue
comme criminelle - alors ils ne savent plus temperer optimisme et son contraire - ils se
concentrent sur les aspects techniques, les protocoles, leur routines, tout correct, tout
comme il faut - et ainsi ils perdent parfois le contact avec le patient, ou jettent ce pont
uniquement de personne Ã  personne au dessus ou en dehors de la maladie elle-mÃªme -
câ€™est trÃ¨s dÃ©routant pour ceux qui essayent de toucher lâ€™essence - ou du moins
câ€™est ce que j'ai vecu...

Posted by: Blackie | October 10, 2004 03:41 PM

@rgiap desolated to hear of your fragile health. one rather dark consolation is that the end
state of diabetes is merciful compared to many other exits; I have lost one friend by that
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route and her passing was peaceful and dignified, in her own home, a long sleep without
any precipice or panic. there's an old, hokey faux-country pop song popular in my younger
years, and one verse of it has stuck with me ever since, banal as it may be, because of the
real kick of truth in its tail:

Ev'ry gambler knows that the secret to survivin'
Is knowin' what to throw away and knowing what to keep.
'Cause ev'ry hand's a winner and ev'ry hand's a loser,
And the best that you can hope for is to die in your sleep.

@jerome, all fingers crossed for your son's recovery and no recurrence.

@dan one of my oldest friends (25 years and counting) has just discovered that her elderly
mother has lung cancer that has metastasised to the bone. prognosis very poor. am bracing
for the troubles ahead. I don't know what your politics are around death and the dying of it,
but I find myself (selfishly, for my own part, thinking ahead to my own eventual demise)
thinking longingly of Doc Kevorkian. I wouldn't put a cat or dog through the travails that
the med mafia inflicts on so many dying people. but that's probably a whole other thread,
and possibly one so fraught and contentious as not to be worth starting.

BTW, Illich's _Limits to Medicine_ or _Medical Nemesis_ might be interesting reading.

@dm re rgiap's fulminations against Oz, I don't think rgiap singles out Oz as worse than
any other place -- all colonial outposts share an essential mentality, from the US to Oz to S
Africa to Israel. I assume that this mentality would be the same if the outpost were a
Chinese one dominating an Anglo hinterland -- certainly the behaviour of the Japanese
during their brief imperial fling in Manchuria was in keeping with the colonial mentality.
nor were the "older countries" of Europe any better -- it is startling, in light of Belgium's
modest and civil reputation today, to remember the atrocities committed by King Leopold's
men in the Congo. and then there is Algeria, the shame of France. I need hardly comment
on the record of of my own homeland (GB/UK) in India, Burma, Kenya etc. -- Churchills's
comments on the utility of poison gas in suppressing native uprisings gall me with
unbearable shame to this day.

no country holds a copyright on racism, arrogance, greed, delusion, etc. some countries (for
reasons neatly outlined by Jared Diamond in _Guns Germs and Steel_) got a head start in
the weapons-and-tech stakes, and managed to impose themselves on others, expanding their
empires faster than others could expand theirs (those who were in the empire business, that
is). I wonder what King Kamehameha would have done with gunpowder. I beware the
Rousseauvian tendency to believe that the "noble savage" is inherently more pacifistic,
enlightened, etc. than the white bullies who wrecked the noble savage's life. some
indigenous cultures appear to have been more peaceful, productive, and level-headed than
others, but I note that many of these existed in resource-poor regions where there was little
surplus to fight over... another huge topic that deserves a separate thread. at any rate,
despite the severity of rgiap's comments on Oz, I don't think there is an implicit claim of
superiority for France or any other country -- when it comes to blood on the hands, it's
tough to pick a winner in the "Mr Colonial Universe" competition.

Interesting interviews with ordinary Europeans about their current views on America.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 10, 2004 04:22 PM
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RGiap

I am indeed still optimistic, more than ever. I just placed a bet than Kerry would win
400-138 (basically, all the not-strong-Bush states here plus Arizona), and that the
Democrats will win the Senate and the House. IT HAS TO BE SO. Anything else is simply
too depressing. But I do see it as really possible. We'll see; anyway, I'm on the record!

Dan - I am sorry to hear about your mother in law. Is it that there is an ill wind around us
and more diseases for us or our families, or is it simply that this community is getting
"tighter" and discussing more intimate and personal topics is possible amongst us? I
certainly hope it is the latter, and I wish you all the best outcomes. And as dan says,
optimism DOES help.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 10, 2004 04:22 PM

[damn, what happened there? my post got truncated. Comrade Slothrop, is this a hint? may
I expect another visit from the unmarked sedan with the strangely bulky occupants?]

... committed by King Leopold's men in the Congo. and then there is Algeria, the shame of
France. no country has a copyright on racism, arrogance, greed, delusion, etc. some
countries (for reasons neatly outlined by Jared Diamond in _Guns Germs and Steel_) got a
head start in the weapons-and-tech stakes, and managed to impose themselves on others,
expanding their empires faster than others could expand theirs (those who were in the
empire business, that is). I really wonder what King Kamehameha might have done with
gunpowder.

so ummm... I beware the Rousseauvian tendency to believe that the "noble savage" is
inherently more pacifistic, enlightened, etc. than the white bullies who wrecked the noble
savage's life. some indigenous cultures appear to have been more peaceful, productive, and
level-headed than others, but I note that many of these existed in resource-poor regions
where there was little surplus to fight over... another huge topic that deserves a separate
thread. at any rate, despite the severity of rgiap's comments on Oz, I don't think there is an
implicit claim of superiority for France or any other country -- when it comes to blood on
the hands, it's tough to pick a winner in the "Mr Colonial Universe" competition.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 10, 2004 04:25 PM

New Swift Boat Vets ad on the way. Starring Bud May.

Jerome, there will be no Kerry landslide. We have, as in 1999, an evenly divided electorate.
Neither presidential candidate has been able to overcome the partisan divide to capture an
overwhelming majority.

Anti-war liberals cannot, however, be too unhappy to watch the defeat of the (as Charles
Cook put it) hawkish Thurston Howell III. Better to lose with a candidate you can't get very
enthusiastic about than one you really can, eh?

But just think about what a fantastic set-up it is for 2008. I can almost see the Hillary/Barak
ticket from here. It won't be an anti-war/anti-interventionist/anti-empire ticket (Hillary is
none of those things, nor is any other big-name Democrat that comes to mind).

The anti-war Left is dead as a popular movement, and if I had to name just one reason why,
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it would be the All Volunteer Force - stop-losses and all. Charlie Rangel's not dumb.
Neither, on this score, is the White House.

Posted by: Pat | October 10, 2004 04:26 PM

That was weird. I suspect a s'ware problem with MT (I assume this is an MT forum). I
posted, scrolled down to my new post and found it truncated at "to remember the
atrocities"... went back to recover the missing text, posted it, and Presto, when viewing the
forum anew, the original post was no longer truncated! I wonder if this was a race condition
between me and Jerome at exactly 4:22 and some number of seconds.

anyway, my apologies to all for the redundant text. verbose I admit to being, but repetitive I
would prefer not to be :-)

Posted by: DeAnander | October 10, 2004 04:28 PM

dan & blackie

thank you for your thoughts - i am only fifty - & the health situation has hit me like a ton of
bricks & i'm unaccustomed to as you say blackie - all the protocols

my work is extremely stressful but rewarding & i have not wanted to stop even for a pause -
the communities need me & that has been made perfectly clear in the last month

as i sd scared of falling under the wheels of the protocols & have been proud that i've been
absent from the medical model except for my eyes for most of my life.

my life has been fought as a warrior & i feel that i am being straightend down at a time
when the world needs all the attention we can give

& i have learnt here that in giving - as is necessary in my work - that i have been rewarded
with participating in real history & with the blessing of real people - they have given me
strength

but at this moment i feel my strength as being very fragile indeed & i do not want to go
gently into the night as dylan thomas sd of his father

nor do i want to melodramatise what is already genuinely frightening to me - & i want to
continue fighting & continue to give

for so many years i was the respected poet - theatre writer but it is amongst the dispossessed
that i have found my real role as a writer & as a civic being

& i suppose that is why i get so angry over the australian situation - know that country well
- & it is where they destroy the civic being - they want spectateurs - silent spectateurs to
their crimes - & that i can never be - i am verbose perhaps but as i've sd i am waht yeats
spoke of when he spoke of fanatic hearts. except this heart is taking a bit of a battering

again thank you for your thoughts

avec force et amitÃ©

still steel
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Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 04:34 PM

jÃ©rÃ´me

i'm going to hold you to that - if you're right i'll pay a ticket for you to come & have a cafe
at a terrase of my choice & if not you can buy me a coffee - an expensive cafe jÃ©rÃ´me -
in the bastille

deanander - comradely greetings after our terrible treatment at the hands of those bulky
fellows who still rest in their sedan outside my studio. yr right & so is jÃ©rÃ´me in not
idealising or nationalk chauvinism but but i feel here & have thought for a very long time
that france 'lives' its histories at some deeper level & accounts for all the sad & beautiful
eyes you see on the metro - but i do mean it . yr homeland deanander is the opposite - in the
sense it imagines a grandeur that has not existed for a very long time indeed - not since
perhaps occupation of countries like australia

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 04:45 PM

RGiap - d'accord et bonsoir.
Pat - as I said, we'll see... I know you are much less enthusiastic about Kerry than I am.
Time will tell.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 10, 2004 05:21 PM

bonsoir jÃ©rÃ´me

i'll do the nightshift

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 10, 2004 05:57 PM

@Jerome

I've no enthusiasm for Kerry at all. None. I cannot think of a single reason to vote for the
man.

My mother, a Democrat, is still among the undecided - unable as yet to choose whose lap
into which to drop Iraq.

Posted by: Pat | October 10, 2004 06:34 PM

Sorry. That would be Bud DAY, not May.

Posted by: Pat | October 10, 2004 07:46 PM

We will never forget them

The remains of hundreds of victims of the September 11 attacks are to be permanently
buried in the world's largest rubbish dump, to the consternation of their grieving
relativesâ€¦â€¦

Remains of 9/11 victims 'to spend eternity' in city rubbish dump
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Posted by: War on terror | October 10, 2004 08:02 PM

So, if the Army Times report is anything to go by, soldiers support Bush in greater numbers
now than they did in 1999.

Wow.

Posted by: Pat | October 10, 2004 11:14 PM

Rgiap agrees that the first thing one ought to do upon entering a rich man's house is to spit
upon the floor.

Clueless Joe believes that Christmas lights are an objectionable waste of energy.

Jerome agrees that non-aboriginal Australians have used the French as outlets for their
incorrigible bigotry.

DeAnander agrees - touchingly - that we're parasites upon the planet.

Goodness me, but you're a remarkably crabbed bunch.

Posted by: Pat | October 11, 2004 12:53 AM

Superman dies

12:30:02 ET: Veteran Hollywood reporter Nikki Finke has learned that actor Christopher
Reeve is dead, according to sources close to the actor. He died suddenly Sunday. News of
his death has not been reported publicly yet. His family will make an announcement
Monday at the earliest. Reeve was just mentioned Friday in the second live presidential
debate by John Kerry. Noting he was a friend of the paralysed Reeve, Kerry said he was in
favor of further stem cell research because Reeve could walk again one day thanks to such
science....

Posted by: dan of steele | October 11, 2004 01:42 AM

Pat,
My take on the Army Times survey of soldiers (72% said they supported Bush as I recall) is
that it does not measure the soldiers' political leanings, but rather, it measures their
awareness that they are being measured. For example, the Yokosuka base (Navy, I know)
has been organized to ensure a 100% voter participation. I think the soldiers are smart
enough to know that they're being watched.

Posted by: Citizen | October 11, 2004 11:17 AM

re Army Times survey

Propaganda - communications where the form and content is selected w/ the single-minded
purpose of bringing some target audience to adopt attitudes and beliefs chosen in advance
by the sponsors of the communication.

I have two friends that have been in Iraq and among current enlistees. One served in Iraq in
'91 and now works w/ Bring Them Home and Veterans For Peace. The other was there for
the first year and has been lucky enough to be home w/ his wife and young son since
December. Both assure me that there are large numbers of soldiers that have a pretty good
grasp on what is going on and hold the current admin (esp Rumsfeld and Bush)
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accountable. My friend that recently returned guarantees that all his soldier buddies are
supporting Kerry. And I haven't followed the letters too closely on the Army Times or
hack's sites, nor Michael Moore's letters from soldiers, but I would suspect that those
openly critical are only the tip of the iceberg. I'd view the AT survey w/ a healthy
skepticism, perhaps more of a recommendation than reflection.

Posted by: b real | October 11, 2004 12:01 PM

Comrade Slothrop...

OK. I get the message. I won't post here anymore.

Posted by: slothrop | October 11, 2004 12:59 PM

The world is starting to wonder what Bush is wearing beneath its jacket during the debates -
here from "Der Spiegel".

the picture

Posted by: Fran | October 11, 2004 02:08 PM

Mr.(Ms.) Slothrop, Sir (Ma'am), don't go away, please.

Posted by: beq | October 11, 2004 02:44 PM

@Slothrop -- was that my post you were quoting? I think you must have misinterpreted, if
so -- the reference to you was merely a continuation of the running joke from previous
threads, not to be taken seriously: no deep meaning should be read into it. I enjoy your
posts and would be disappointed if you disappeared, with or without the assistance of
unmarked sedans. You'd be missed.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 11, 2004 02:52 PM

@War on terror, I saw that news item (9/11 victims, rubbish dump) and thought it was so
completely, shockingly apt. The victims have been treated with treacly sentimentality and
cold cash coercion. The families have been bought off, silenced, their pain used to
galvanise others. They are second degree victims who will not find closure - expendable,
good for a few covers of Time, not more.

The material debris of the attacks were speedily transported away, hidden: Move on there is
nothing to see here.

Together, they are Revolting Relics:

Trashy sentiment, and ugly, disgusting, terribly dangerous remains.

I suppose it is fitting all should end up together as a heap of garbage.

Honor and honesty in feeling and action, as well as some social frame to project them in,
might negate the importance of the physical remains (besides the pragmatic needs of
forensic science.) I remember the Americans proposing to raze Abu Ghraib - as if more
destruction could effect repair - the Iraqis refused, arguing it was a perfectly fine building,
it would be a waste.

Posted by: Blackie | October 11, 2004 02:57 PM
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slothrop donâ€™t go!

Posted by: Blackie | October 11, 2004 03:14 PM

I second Blackie's request.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 11, 2004 04:27 PM

slothrop

its just a running joke between deanander & myself - releasin the tension - as buddy gut
might have sd

@pat - much as i'd like that quote to be my own it of course belongs to the greek derelict &
philosopher, diogenes

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 11, 2004 05:13 PM

another missive pour slothrop

i want you to understand clearly that deanander & i have been joshing with one another at
each others expense. & i am thankfull to deanander for the few laughs i have had in the last
weeks

as i've sd with my diabetes & now some related heart condition - i am not so cheery at this
moment - not at all - i need all the laughs that i can get

but on another but related matter - i don't know how other posters write but sometimes with
certain posts - for example the pieces i posted on australia - take a great deal of energy &
concentration - they are not easy for me & i've been writing for fourty years - i want the
posts i write here to be true - to be what i am really thinking using all the resources i
possess within me. & it is not easy & so when a kate storm, an alabama a deanander rib me
- i take it in good heart & read whatever criticism in a human way

i've been corrected here on an occassion or two - & i have been able to use & incorporate
that (on the australian question - that is not within the realm of the possible)

me - i'm sufficiently old fashioned that to be regarded as a cultural bolshevik is is a form of
flattery & i'm old fashione enough to like the use of the term comrade - companero als has
something in it - that implies a deeper friendship or at least a deeper desire for friendship

so i'd like to take this little moment to thank all the peopl who've sent me emails giving me
their conseil, their warmth & their humour - it has been important to me in this difficult
time

i come here as i've sd repeatedly - not not not for affirmation but to be energised with the
discussion so that it can inform the work i do & i hope the work i do informs the posts i
write here

so slothrop - please take it in good heart - but i must admit i'm a little confused with your
anger if that is so

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 11, 2004 06:40 PM
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"And what of the Americans themselves? I've been re-reading Seymour Hersh's stunning
1970 account of the My Lai massacre in Vietnam. And there's something about the casual
attitude to death and cruelty in the way that Medina and Calley did their killings there that I
find chillingly familiar.

The Americans have a professional army in Iraq, but it is becoming frighteningly casual
about the way it kills women and children in Fallujah, simply denying that its air strikes are
killing the innocent, and insists that all 120 dead in their Samarra operation are all
insurgents when this cannot possibly be true. What about the latest wedding party carnage,
another American "success" against terrorism? Because journalists can scarcely travel in
Iraq any more, there is no longer any independent witness to this awful war. What is going
on in Ramadi and Hilla and all the other cities where US forces carry out their brutal raids?

Tony Blair still thinks his hideous invasion was not a mistake. He still seems to believe in
his own version of The Great War for Civilisation, just as my father once believed in it.
And now I wonder what terrors this disaster holds in store for our future generations, who
will also ask themselves if they can escape from history. "

robert fisk

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 11, 2004 06:59 PM

Giap

http://www.iha.com.tr/bin/directory.dll/pf?QW4FJ

Try this for some Iraqi news.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 11, 2004 07:10 PM

Interesting article in WaPo about attititudes amongst Marines in Iraq:

The reality right now is that the most dangerous opinion in the world is the
opinion of a U.S. serviceman," said Lance Cpl. Devin Kelly, 20, of Fairbanks,
Alaska.

Lance Cpl. Alexander Jones, 20, of Ball Ground, Ga., agreed: "We're basically
proving out that the government is wrong," he said. "We're catching them in a
lie.

for the complete article: Marines in Iraq

and for a little fun, the Betty Bower's report on the last debate:
Betty Bower's news from the latest debate

Posted by: Siun | October 11, 2004 10:01 PM

Jerome I am happy that there is a hope for good outcome for your son. Iâ€™ll keep praying
for all of you.

Quote:
â€œit is not a 'mutticultural' society. it is a society which absorbs others without in any real
way accepting them. aceeptance is not just the appreciation of their culinary skills... they
often live in unitegrated & isolated communitiesâ€¦
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***
Great said Râ€™giap. But then again show me â€œmulticultural societyâ€•â€¦itâ€™s an
ideal.

Quote:
DM: â€œShow me the policy paper, facts, immigration statistical breakdown, public or
private sector discrimination.â€•â€¦
***
Miloshevic never had any such a â€œpaperâ€• to discriminate others but it didnâ€™t stop
him. No need for â€œpapersâ€• when you have everything working for you (judicial
system, media and most of all UNSPOKEN LOW of discrimination when it comes to
employment, high level positions mostly, business making â€“giving a huge government
and other contracts to â€œour boys and occasionally girlsâ€• etc) .
To be perfectly honest I donâ€™t know enough about Australian history but what I know is
consistent with what Râ€™Giap said. Australia probably has made a big step forward
comparing with what it has been at the beginning but if it is to take a prize for being better
then Asia it would be a kind of step back if you ask meâ€¦I mean no matter that there is a
truth in â€œTimes will change again, and from demographic pressures alone, Australia is
pre-destined to become an â€œAsianâ€• country.â€• But Australians like to consider them
selves like being in the company of most developed countries like EU or USA (disputable
nowadays), Canada etc.â€¦they canâ€™t have it both ways. If you are (or want to be) one of
them compare to them.
Quote:
â€œa young country is not an innocent countryâ€•
***
Australia is anything but innocent. But then again who is? Generally new generations in big
cities at least learn how to live side by side with others. Immigrants HAD to make their
own â€œenclavesâ€• if they are not to be toilet cleaners from generation to generation for
ever. They had to invest in their childrenâ€™s education in order to avoid this and they had
to also do business amongst themselves. But then again itâ€™s similar with Turks in
Germany and other immigrants in Europe.

No time to write right now...It never was a nice friendly place...this world...but it geting
worseinstead of better and that is a worry...

Posted by: vbo | October 12, 2004 03:11 AM

vbo

I have seen many people gnaw their insides out with complaints of discrimination when
faced with personal setbacks and failures. No one has ever offered me any high level board
positions either.

I have also known many former communist country immigrants who complain that not
enough is done for them, that nobody told them they could go here or there for additional
assistance (courtesy of the almost 50% tax rate I pay on 90 hour working weeks). The
problem is, for whatever it is worth, this is a capitalist society, not a nanny society.

The best that can be done anywhere, is to have laws against discrimination - which
Australia does. Comparison with Turks in Germany is also a misrepresentation - but hey -
it's your fantasy.
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R'giap is too far gone in his navel gazing. He is eating himself up with hate, angst, and
puerile fantasies of dialectic materialism. His lack of nuance reminds me of Bush.

What was that Lennon Revolution song? People with minds that hate â€¦ ainâ€™t gonna
make it with anyone anyhow.

Hey â€“ until now I didnâ€™t really miss Billmon â€“ but the general tone of this Blog is
getting a bit tired. Alabama â€“ we need you to spark things up a bit â€“ can we have an
intelligent debate about Greater Israel or Anarchy? Whatever happened to four legs good,
outraged, floopmeister ?

Posted by: DM | October 12, 2004 05:10 AM

dm
on the contrary dm - here in france - i am treated & treat myself with great love & respect

hate does not eat me - nor me it

i admitted quite frankly that in the last instance - as a country i know very well - i loathe it
& its hypocricy - the stench of mendacity as tennessee williams sd

you sd you would offer details, statistics, graphs etc that would deny my contentions -
books whatever - i await them with eagerness

australians & especially recent australian want top protect their 'island dream' from the
horros of the outside world but australia has been a determinant factor in creating horror

that is all

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 06:09 AM

R'giap is too far gone in his navel gazing. He is eating himself up with hate, angst, and
puerile fantasies of dialectic materialism. His lack of nuance reminds me of Bush. dm

if that is so & others believe it to be so - i will without recrimination - leave

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 06:12 AM

@r`giap

Let me assure you that I do not share dm's opinion. I value any word you have written here.

Thanks

Posted by: b | October 12, 2004 06:23 AM

DM have you ever been an immigrant? And I donâ€™t think doing business in some
foreign country for any length of time..

Quote:
I have seen many people gnaw their insides out with complaints of discrimination when
faced with personal setbacks and failures. No one has ever offered me any high level board
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positions either.
***
So I am imagining things? Where ever you go, from Parliament to a big government
companies/departments etc. where ever you can smell big money for less work one can
hardly count non-English surnames on fingers of one handâ€¦if you know what I mean.
Itâ€™s not only that they are owners of anything that makes big money in this country
naturally because they came first . Lately they are selling to much of real estate and tourism
business to Asians so I wonder whatâ€™s going to be catch in the end. They may just wait
until next WW to confiscate everything from them like they did from Germans during
WWII. Am I nasty ? I donâ€™t want to beâ€¦Now I understand that English origin people
here are majority but I donâ€™t think thatâ€™s adequate proportion.
I am not grouching here about my specific position , I am talking generally.

Quote:
I have also known many former communist country immigrants who complain that not
enough is done for them, that nobody told them they could go here or there for additional
assistance (courtesy of the almost 50% tax rate I pay on 90 hour working weeks). The
problem is, for whatever it is worth, this is a capitalist society, not a nanny society.
***
So for some reason you hate â€œformer communist country immigrantsâ€• isnâ€™t it?
Câ€™mon DM. People you know are REFUGEES and Australia was FORCED by USA to
take them in, because all the mess on Balkan was made by USA and itâ€™s other Western
allies (similar like case of Vietnamese and others). As for me and â€œnew waveâ€• of
Serbs I know here we never had a chance to receive a fucking cent in any kind of benefits
and we also are â€œfortunateâ€• to pay 50% tax being doctors, engineers etc. Australia
never was a nanny for us but mostly like step mother. I am not complaining , we are doing
OK economically but there are other aspects of life too to consider. And I am afraid for the
future cause I donâ€™t like what I see where itâ€™s going. I am worrying because I have
children and grandchildren. And I intend to stay here and I would like them to stay here. I
know some â€œcapitalist societiesâ€• more human in social issues then most communist
society. Like Sweden for example and as far as I understand like Australia used to be at
some pointâ€¦not any more and not under Howard and conservatives. I guess those were the
days during Cold war. Now when there is no threat of communism who cares about social
justiceâ€¦we are going back to feudalismâ€¦

Quote:
â€œR'giap is too far gone in his navel gazing.â€•
***
Maybe a little bit â€¦

Posted by: vbo | October 12, 2004 06:26 AM

DM

I don't agree with all that RGiap writes here, but I like his distinctive voice here.
I agree that there have been quite a few pessimistic or similary down voices around here.
I'm one of the more optimistic around here, it would seem, but don't hesitate to do your bit
to bring up more joyous themes!

The worst would be that either you or RGiap leave. We've learnt quite a few things on
Asutralia in recent days, and some have contributed on side topics that were raised in your
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debate. Any voice that disappears is less richness here on the site, so please reconsider!

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 12, 2004 06:29 AM

& let me absolutely clear
the only thing i apologise
in my post are my terrible typing
some spelling errors & sometimes their
desire to say too much

on their thematic & subject concerns - i am not only not about to apologise but in a rather
vain way i am proud of them

on the other hand dm you have not refuted with facts, details, statistics any of my claims
but you can have the last word on the matter. you live there - you need the rational more
than i

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 06:29 AM

Quote:
â€œR'giap is too far gone in his navel gazing. He is eating himself up with hate, angst, and
puerile fantasies of dialectic materialism. His lack of nuance reminds me of Bush. dm
if that is so & others believe it to be so - i will without recrimination - leave
-------------------
Please donâ€™t leave. We are here to talk about things. Sometimes emotionally but hey we
are humansâ€¦

Posted by: vbo | October 12, 2004 06:34 AM

jÃ©rÃ´me

you & i
should be working
at this hour
actually

kind thoughts

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 06:35 AM

Râ€™Giap re your health problems. Do not despair! All tho I do not know your exact
situation with diabetes I can tell you about my experiences. First of all my grandfather and
my father both were diabetics. My grandfather was very disciplined and he managed to live
without insulin for 20 years or so. He was on a diet practically all the time (except
celebrations like birthdays, weddings, Christmas etc) and he used to walk
extensivelyâ€¦every fucking day. He died at the age of 70 â€¦which is not much but stillâ€¦
My father wasnâ€™t like his dad. He couldnâ€™t be disciplined, he kind of was lying
himself that he is doing or will do it â€œfrom tomorrowâ€• all those diets and exercises and
he died younger at the age of 62. I my self expected to become diabetic (50 % was my
chance anyway with one parent diabetic) and yes after being diagnosed with â€œsugar
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intoleranceâ€• few years ago I was told by my new doctor a month or so ago that I better do
not fool my self because I am diabetic. I stopped smoking since(was a big smoker all my
life all tho had pause of 3years 3 times). I am doing moderate exercise and will do better
gradually but itâ€™s going to be very hard with diet and I am seeing dietician for some
help very soon.
What I wanted to say is that we can prolong it and who knows they may even find some
medicine in the main time.
I had an aunty that was terribly sick all her life and very serious illnesses of which every
single one could kill her at any time (thrombosis, bad hearth condition, high blood presser,
and cancer at her 50-ies). But she had strong will to live and she managed to live until
70-ies burying a lot of younger and healthier people around her.
And after all itâ€™s a matter of destiny. All we can do is do our best...those of us who trust
in God can find some comfort in itâ€¦
Hang in there...

Posted by: vbo | October 12, 2004 09:07 AM

To Celebrate Columbus Day.

Posted by: beq | October 12, 2004 10:01 AM

vbo

thanks - walking now like its a new fashion & i'm eating more tofu, soya than any
reasonable person is expected to eat though it reminds me a great deal of a rubber product

but then i'm an old hunter gatherer

i hope you have family close & your heart always seems to be in the right place - cobtrary
to the publicity campaign for australia where they shamelessly use aboriginal images that
do not belong to them - i know it to be an extremely difficult place - spiritually as much as
politically - it is one of those countries where being loved & loving is of primary
importance

myself, i have held dual citizenship - but have written to the embassy here renouncing that
citizenship - whatever connection i want cut once & for all

the toughness of living in yugoslavia - which i also know but not quite as well - on the
contrary to md position - gives you a moral equipment so thaat you can see the barbarism or
the neglect or the absence that is behind people's eyes. i'm sure you are creating something
of yourself there

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 01:05 PM

Sorry. Sometimes I'm an impulsive sentimental liberal sissy. Especially after too much gin.

Posted by: slothrop | October 12, 2004 01:08 PM

All hail, DM. The alligators of the work-place are swimming all around--above, below,
behind and before. I'll get back on track as soon as they clear out......

Posted by: alabama | October 12, 2004 01:12 PM
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alabama

hope i am not one of those alligators

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 01:49 PM

I've been doing an alternate history of the war, from inside, because people, right after 9/11,
because people inside â€” and there are a lot of good people inside â€” are scared, as scared
as anybody watching this tonight I think should be, because [Bush], if he's re-elected, has
only one thing to do, he's going to bomb the hell out of that place. He's been bombing the
hell of that place â€” and here's what really irritates me again, about the press â€” since he
set up this Potemkin Village government with Allawi on June 28 â€” the bombing, the daily
bombing rates inside Iraq, have gone up exponentially. There's no public accounting of how
many missions are flown, how much ordinance is dropped, we have no accounting and no
demand to know. The only sense you get is we're basically in a full-scale air war against
invisible people that we can't find, that we have no intelligence about, so we bomb what we
can see

seymour hersh

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 02:30 PM

Generalities::

Equality and Discrimination.

The first thrust of â€˜minorityâ€™ or disavantaged groups in the â€˜democratic Western
countriesâ€™ - visible immigrants, ex-slaves, ethnic communities, newcomers, women,
and many others - was to obtain rights, in the law, equal to, or as good as, those enjoyed by
the dominant group.

After WWII these demands were given a big boost. For ex., in Canada, it was hard to
justify fighting the Hun and disgust for the Holocaust with discriminatory laws â€˜at
home.â€™

Depending on time and place, the rights petitioned, sued for, or merely clamorously
demanded, were the right to vote and be elected, the right to marry whom one pleases or
have a family, the right to engage in business and own property, the right to a similar wage,
the right to comparable Gvmt services (e.g. water, education), and so on. These struggles
are familiar, described in history books.

The contesters, on the whole, adhered to the system in which they lived and which they felt
was not treating them fairly. They used legal and legitimate means to achieve their ends.
(Exceptions exist.) They do it still today. Often their efforts are funded by the taxpayer.

On the whole, it is judged that their struggle was mostly successful, and that many social
advances took place in the years 45 - 60 (e.g. womenâ€™s rights, the franchise for Blacks,
the eventual death of Apartheid in SA, etc.)

Part of the excessive, fatuous pride of â€˜democraciesâ€™ hinges on this point. (It is an
illusion in part.)
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-- The Iraq constitution set up by the CPA is a beautâ€™ (to use an Aussie word...) of this
kind of thinking, a progressive model that has no impact whatsoever on the violent ground.
--

At the same time (mid 50's on..) there quickly arose a perception that the new or upcoming
dispensations did not, or could not, quash discrimination. Discrimination seemed to
continue willy-nilly (employment, housing, school marks, entry to night clubs, etc.). So,
during the late 60s and the 70â€™s, and still today (very general here..) it was considered
that extra laws could put a stop to discriminatory practices.

The protective shield - equal rights on paper - turned into a vengeful sword - the obligation
to grant compensation, or set up new, special, rules for the disadvantaged. The result was
policies like â€œAffirmative Actionâ€•, obscure legislations laying out the obligation to
have all minorities represented, to have 50% of women in parliament, etc.

Backlash was inevitable.

Posted by: Blackie | October 12, 2004 02:49 PM

Blackie

You set this up beautifully but then you kinda leave me hanging. I too feel that the golden
age has passed on and we are returning to serfdom. Many of the future serfs seem all too
happy to make this so.

What can those of us do who prefer not be serfs but are not part of the elite? Things are not
bad enough to get people all riled up for a revolution so you have to rely on cold logic. That
rarely seems to work so it would seem we are screwed.

I heard an analogy some time ago that spoke of boiling a frog (the amphibian kind here so
take it easy Jerome and r'giap). It goes like this, if you throw a frog into a pot of boiling
water, he will surely jump out. If on the other hand you place this same frog in a pot of cool
water and slowly heat it, you can boil the frog as he will never notice that the water is
getting hotter.

If someone had slipped into a coma 20 years ago and awakened today he would be amazed
and terrified of just how many personal freedoms we have lost in the US. No one could
have imagined that the police would be able to come into our homes without a warrant,
without telling us, or take us away without charge and hold us for as long as they like and
not notify anyone or give us the right to counsel.

This too is happily accepted by most people.

How do you counter this? I am baffled and this is a feeling I do not like. Believing myself
to be a pragmatist I foolishly think there is a fix. I say to myself, if others have taken us
here, we should be able to move back to where we were.

OR, I could be full of shit and we never did have it good as I remember.

comments?

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 12, 2004 03:07 PM
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Re: The Military Times survey of Kerry/Bush support.

There is an interesting piece on the survey in today's WaPo op-ed pages, touching upon
suspected reasons for the Bush-heavy results. Likely under-representation of lower-enlisted,
short-termers (haven't seen the internals posted anywhere, so although I can't agree or
disagree, this does not strike me as unreasonable speculation). Also, Kerry might be
generally unpopular with the military for reasons that are entirely valid, something that
must be categorically denied by those who insist that continued support for Bush among
roughly half of all voters is due to stupidity, willfull blindness, hopeless irrationality,
psychopathology, etc. It is simply impossible, when this is one's basic understanding of
Kerry's failure to attract more support, that a soldier's or an Airman's or a Marine's vote for
Bush is anything other than one more instance of a misinformed or propagandized or
unhealthy mind.

Sour grapes, anyone?

Posted by: Pat | October 12, 2004 04:54 PM

@Pat:

There is an old poverb, I think it's Spanish; goes something like this:

"Get what you wish for, then pay for it".

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 12, 2004 05:11 PM

@FlashHarry

I believe it's an Arab proverb.

Take what you want and pay for it.

Posted by: Pat | October 12, 2004 05:18 PM

dan of steele/blackie

from where i sit bourgeois democracy has always been fragile in two spheres - legislatively
& in terms of jurisprudence

i think in three countries america, britain & australia - they are deeply comprimised with
only rare moments of purity or wonder

i think alabam was correct about the sixties - there was a moment in each of these countries
where the tide could have turned - in australia & britain to functioning social democracies
& in america to a really representative democracy. the left in each of these countries failed
what they call in france, ' the long march through the insitutions' - where people stayed &
worked within the monster itself & have had a profound affect on health, education,
workers rights etc they have worked at both a political & economic level

in anglo saxons countries - precisely when their countries called for more social activism
you had the infulx of two things that i think are directly related - the availability of heroin
& other marketable drugs & the extremely powerful impact of quasi religious organisations
from alll over the spectrum - from jesus freaks to guru maharaji, bhagwan rajaneesh etc -
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these thing (amongst others) took the best & brightest & the left was too scared of proper
responsibility - which was going to be long term by anyone's imagination

this failure of the left was compounded in the eighties with a level of jeux with capital in
the form of junk bonds, raiding, the worl of milliken in short, bcci bank, nugan hand bank
etc & the rise of a criminal capital class who had as its representative - rupert murdoch -
who articulates without exception their desire & wants

it is a truism to say that almost all govt elected in australia & britain in tthirty years were
elected by murdoch not the people. they synthesis of this criminal class comprimised the
elites who worked through the legislative process - i just think it became less & less a
reality that committed, concerned people went to work within that process.

coupled with this was a way of thinking of ourselves outside the context of time & space

to start living outside of contexts. historical & otherwise. academics stayed in the
academies & while other professionals - in health & in law have done some important work
- i see that the majority guarded itself above all else

murdoch fostered this - he placed that life within a cadre - that people could begin to live
with - & that cadre implicitly rejected any form of marginality & was capable of subverting
any democratic impulse that threatened their positions. in this regard i think billmon was
correct to offer warning in relation to the internet

but what is happening today & is unfortunately invoked in the returned majority of howard
in australia is the celebration of ignorance, of the complete absence of caring, the utter
disregard for the 'other' as long he is not bombing your embassies, beaches or hotels

their completely ugly & obscene celebration of their deaths mirroring as it does the death of
the princess - completely created - nothing real in it at all - a politcal feuilliton - a
'neighbours' of the soul. these cultures regard their deaths as somehow more important that
the bloody slaughter thay inflict on society after society, they neglect countries until it is
too late, they cry false tears while profiting from the suffering of third world countries

there is a mendacity that does no one honour - either the person who propogates it or the
ones who hear & imlpicity accept it

in the era of bush all of these things have become so escalated, so accentuated, so
exacerbated - that to even the simplest of us - it is obscene - this absence of equality, this
absence of justice

there is a part of us - even in the most ideological of us who cannot believe what is going
on - it is utterly fantastic - in the worse sense of that word & i imagine in us theire is fear
also

we speak here to confront that fear, to hear the voices of the multitudes who are other &
whom are ourselves

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 05:34 PM

From the Cato Institute:
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Hamdi Back in Saudi Arabia

"Yaser Esam Hamdi arrived home in Saudi Arabia yesterday, bringing an end to a
philosophical and legal battle over his confinement that helped clarify the government's
power to fight the war on terrorism," according to the Washington Post.

In "Hamdi and Habeas Corpus," Timothy Lynch, director of Cato's Project on Criminal
Justice, writes: "[T]he Bush administration has been using the Hamdi case to advance a
sweeping theory of executive branch power. According to this theory, the president can
deprive anyone in the world of his liberty and hold that person incommunicado indefinitely.

"... The Al Qaeda terrorist network is an evil organization that must be vanquished. But as
we go about that task, we must not lose sight of what we are defending. Free societies do
not 'just happen.' Freedom in America rests upon a framework of checks and balances that
was designed by men who were steeped in history and political philosophy. If that
framework is neglected, constitutional guarantees will become nothing more than hollow
promises on pieces of paper."

The Cato Institute filed an amicus brief with the Supreme Court on Hamdi's behalf.

Posted by: Pat | October 12, 2004 05:35 PM

I would like it if all you Moon-of-Alabamians take a quick hike over to
thetruthseeker.co.uk and see the latest report from their contact inside the WH.

It appears that the Dub and the generals are gearing up for a joint (with Israel) strike on Iran
before the election. I'd like to see some discussion here on this very real and scary
possibility. They may be going nukular at last. So it is time to pay attention.

Survival time.

Posted by: rapt | October 12, 2004 06:11 PM

"When truth is replaced by silence," the Soviet dissident Yevgeny Yevtushenko said, "the
silence is a lie." He might have been referring to the silence over the devastating effects of
the embargo. It is a silence that casts journalists as accessories, just as their silence
contributed to an illegal and unprovoked invasion of a defenseless country. Yes, there was
plenty of media noise prior to the invasion, but Blair's spun version dominated, and
truth-tellers were sidelined. Scott Ritter was the UN's senior weapons inspector in Iraq.
Ritter began his whistle-blowing more than five years ago when he said: "By 1998, [Iraq's]
chemical weapons infrastructure had been completely dismantled or destroyed by
UNSCOM. . . . The biological weapons program was gone, the major facilities eliminated. .
. . The long-range ballistic missile program was completely eliminated. If I had to quantify
Iraq's threat, I would say [it is] zero."

Ritter's truth was barely acknowledged. Like Halliday and von Sponeck, he was almost
never mentioned on the television news, the principal source of most people's information.
The studied obfuscation of Hans Blix was far more acceptable as the "balancing voice."
That Blix, like Kofi Annan, was playing his own political games with Washington was
never questioned.

Up to the fall of Baghdad, the misinformation and lies of Bush and Blair were channeled,
amplified and legitimized by journalists, notably by the BBC, which defines its political
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coverage by the pronouncements, events and personalities of the "village" of Whitehall and
Westminster. Andrew Gilligan broke this rule in his outstanding reporting from Baghdad
and later his disclosure of Blair's most important deception. It is instructive that the most
sustained attacks on him came from his fellow journalists.

In the crucial 18 months before Iraq was attacked, when Bush and Blair were secretly
planning the invasion, famous, well-paid journalists became little more than channels,
debriefers of the debriefers â€“ what the French call fonctionnaires. The paramount role of
real journalists is not to channel, but to challenge, not to fall silent, but to expose. There
were honorable exceptions, notably Richard Norton-Taylor in the Guardian and the
irrepressible Robert Fisk in the Independent. Two newspapers, the Mirror and the
Independent, broke ranks. Apart from Gilligan and one or two others, broadcasters failed to
reflect the public's own rising awareness of the truth. In commercial radio, a leading
journalist who raised too many questions was instructed to "tone down the antiwar stuff
because the advertisers won't like it."

In the United States, in the so-called mainstream of what is constitutionally the freest press
in the world, the line held, with the result that Bush's lies were believed by the majority of
the population. American journalists are now apologizing, but it is too late. The U.S.
military is out of control in Iraq, bombarding densely populated areas with impunity. How
many Iraqi families like Kenneth Bigley's are grieving? We do not experience their
anguish, or hear their appeals for mercy. According to a recent estimate, roughly 37,000
Iraqis have died in this grotesque folly.

Charles Lewis, the former star CBS reporter who now runs the Center for Public Integrity
in Washington, D.C., told me he was in no doubt that, had his colleagues done their job
rather than acted as ciphers, the invasion would not have taken place. Such is the power of
the modern media; it is a power we should reclaim from those subverting it. "

john pilger

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 06:23 PM

@Pat
Also, Kerry might be generally unpopular with the military for reasons that are entirely
valid

No doubt true, but that shouldn't necessarily translate into unwavering support for a war
criminal either. The survey holds no value for anything other than a propaganda piece for
bush & it quickly found its way to the news services being spun as 3/4's of the military
hates kerry. The 4000 respondents volunteered. 27,000 others who were offered declined.

Posted by: b real | October 12, 2004 06:28 PM

rapt

read article. seems a little too hysterical. written in a journales not unlike murdoch's

but

i wouuldn't put anything past these bastards
it's a very good site though with lots of good information
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still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 06:31 PM

@Rgiap

I never took you for a cut and paste kind of guy. Just a name-dropper.

Posted by: Pat | October 12, 2004 06:42 PM

i'm any kindda guy you want me to be, pat to paraphrase marlon brando, or as you put it, to
name drop him

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 06:46 PM

Legitimate uses for erasable ink in an election

Ethnic Tajik candidate Yunus Qanooni, considered Karzai's closest rival, said Monday he
would accept an investigation by independent experts into opposition complaints that the
supposedly indelible ink used to mark voters' thumbs in some polling stations could be
rubbed off, allowing some to vote more than once. [snip]

"Polling stations were supplied with one of two products with which to ink voters' left
thumbs â€” voter ink pens or ink sponge containers," Assistant Secretary-General for
Peacekeeping Hedi Annabi told the U.N. Security Council. "Both products appear to have
functioned satisfactorily when used properly."

So, either the voting pens or the ink to mark a voter's thumb were erasable. Working
"satisfactorily" presumably includes erasing thoroughly.

"It appears that polling officials did confuse the products on many occasions," he said.
"This produced, in the early hours of polling, fast-flying rumors that the ink was in fact
erasable and that the election was therefore compromised."

"The problem was identified and resolved within the first hours of polling, and complaints
had ceased by early afternoon," he said.

Very true, Yunus Qanooni (Karzai's main opponent) has already backed off from
boycotting the vote. 'Independent experts.' Sure. Erasable ink - WTF?

Posted by: Citizen | October 12, 2004 06:47 PM

About the AT poll.

I have no more doubts about how well soldiers are informed about Kerry and Bush than I
have about myself.

I had the curious experience of watching the 2nd prez debate as if I were watching that
drawing that can be seen as an old hag or a beautiful young lady. At some moments, I could
see Bush as the forceful proponent of sticking to a moral policy, a man not infected by the
sausage making politics of DC. He mentioned the Dred Scott Supreme Court decision, and
I could hear it as a clever hint to anti-abortionists that he was on their side. Yet, with
another eye, I could watch him lying shamelessly and doing his best to call down another
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Jesus Christ from Heaven who might remind all the people that the Pharisees like to be seen
praying in public places, that they make God himself look bad by pretending to be his
followers. Then I could see Kerry as the only one there with any heart for justice.

I watch myself from either of these two eyes. So I am quite aware of ways that I am being
watched. And I know to be afraid that my opponents have their reasons to be merciless.

I do not despise them. No, I believe I am their brother.

Posted by: Citizen | October 12, 2004 07:17 PM

citizen
the i is the eye that watches you
still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 07:33 PM

I am learning about that.

Or rather, this heart is learning to brass (steel?) through the I of my storm.

Or rather...
(working on it)

Posted by: Citizen | October 12, 2004 07:41 PM

citizen

think we are all learning inside the eye of this storm

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 07:51 PM

il est l'homme au secret, l'endeuillÃ© au sourite humide de larmes. condamnÃ© - Ã©lu -
mohel de son Ã¢me. dans les deux cas, souffrance, cruautÃ©. combat avec l'ange qu'il est
jacques Ã  l'Ã©chelle suthumaine. Ã©tant vaincu il sera son vainqueur.

hÃ©lÃ¨ne cixous portrait de jacques derrida en jeune saint juif (galilÃ©e - paris 2001)

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 12, 2004 08:08 PM

@rgiap

I have not posted here before but feel I know some of you a little. Rgiap, I respect and
appreciate your voice, but must take issue a little bit with your comments at 05:34pm about
American society (not government). You speak of the rise of drugs and â€œquasi religious
organisationsâ€• in the 70s as undermining the left. The left had already splintered into
nonexistence and many people in their deep discouragement turned to various spiritual
paths from the serious (e.g. Buddhism) to the flaky and all stages in between. And/or they
worked in various single-issue movements for the environment, civil rights, womenâ€™s
issues, gay rights, disability rights, etc. And/or they raised their families and lived their
lives and tried to do meaningful work and held tight to their values through the depressing
political/economic environment of the 80s and 90s. And associated in various kinds of
communities, formal and informal, in an ever-growing network of what one study in I think
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the late 90s called â€œcultural creativesâ€• (which the study estimated at 20% of the
population). When I compare the deadly conformist 50s in which I grew up to the diversity
of opinion and ways of life that prevail today, well, there is no comparison. My 19-year-old
son finds unimaginable the way things were. Some victories have been won. And the
moments of purity and wonder that I experience are far from rare.

As to the recent political revival, first the anti-globalization movement and then of course
on a much larger scale the lead-up to the Iraq war has revitalized the older generation and
drawn many more to our ranks. You say â€œbut what is happening today & is
unfortunately invoked in the returned majority of howard in australia is the celebration of
ignorance, of the complete absence of caring, the utter disregard for the 'other' as long he is
not bombing your embassies, beaches or hotels.â€• Yes, of course there are those people,
but weâ€™re polarized over here, remember?

Though Iâ€™ve lived mostly in more progressive parts of the country (e.g., Oregon, New
Mexico), I live now in Atlanta, so Iâ€™m well aware of the Bush base. But itâ€™s been
heartening to do door-to-door voter registration in the mostly black low-income precincts
and find that almost everyone is already registered and many are highly motivated to vote. I
think that we may be experiencing a sea change in political participation in this country,
thanks to George Bush. The fear that was pervasive a year ago has turned to determination
in many quarters. Of course, only time will tell.

My best wishes to you in your fight for your health. I myself have battled chronic
depression all my life - my greatest sorrow is how it has drained energy that would have
gone into activism - and though I am doing better now I know well how physical and
emotional frailties can color oneâ€™s outlook. Stay strong and know that the struggle lives.

Posted by: liz | October 12, 2004 10:23 PM

Isn't there even one decent person with the Bush government. Read the Noami Klein article
on Baker.

In the confidential documents, the consortium appears acutely aware of the sensitivity of
Baker's position as Carlyle partner and debt envoy. Immediately after listing the powerful
players associated with Carlyle--including former President George H.W. Bush, former
British prime minister John Major and Baker himself--the document states: "The extent to
which these individuals can play an instrumental role in fashioning strategies is now more
limited...due to the recent appointment of Secretary Baker as the President's envoy on
international debt, and the need to avoid an apparent conflict of interest." [Emphasis in
original.] Yet it goes on to state that this will soon change: "We believe that with Secretary
Baker's retirement from his temporary position [as debt envoy], that Carlyle and those
leading individuals associated with Carlyle will then once again be free to play a more
decisive role..." etc., etc..................... well it's a long article.

James Baker's Double Life

Posted by: Fran | October 13, 2004 01:26 AM

Can you believe this - entire buildings and other nuclear structures in Iraq have gone
missing, according to IAEA!!!
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Mahablog has more and additional links

Posted by: Fran | October 13, 2004 01:57 AM

Just found a shorter version of the Noami Klein article on Baker.

Bush special envoy embroiled in controversy over Iraq debt - Consortium plans to cash in
as Baker asks countries to end Â£200bn burden

Posted by: Fran | October 13, 2004 02:46 AM

Ashcroft declares "most aggressive assault" on piracy in US history
At a press conference in Los Angeles today, Atttorney General John Ashcroft announced an
expansion of Department of Justice powers to combat intellectual property theft. Some say
the approach appears to be modeled after the war on drugs.
The U.S. Justice Department recommended a sweeping transformation of the nation's
intellectual property laws, saying peer-to-peer piracy is a "widespread" problem that can be
addressed only through more spending, more FBI agents and more power for prosecutors.

In an extensive report released Tuesday, senior department officials endorsed a pair of
controversial copyright bills strongly favored by the entertainment industry that would
criminalize "passive sharing" on file-swapping networks and permit lawsuits against
companies that sell products that "induce" copyright infringement. boingboing

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 13, 2004 03:09 AM

PAPER: CHECHEN TERRORISTS 'ENTERED USA FROM MEXICO'
(DRUDGE)

Well, what's life if you can't have a little joke !

Posted by: DM | October 13, 2004 05:30 AM

re Baker/Carlyle story

Naomi is on Democracy Now today

Posted by: b eral | October 13, 2004 12:17 PM

Uncle $cam:

Ashcroft declares "most aggressive assault" on piracy in US history. At a press conference
in Los Angeles today, Atttorney General John Ashcroft announced an expansion of
Department of Justice powers to combat intellectual property theft.

I've been thinking about this and other what-if scenarios lately.

Hopefully I might find some time to work it up into a post you folks can comment on.

For now, I just want to throw out a huge CAVEAT:

Anybody with politics to the left-of-center would be well-advised to make sure ALL
DOWNLOADS are fully legal.
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Posted by: koreyel | October 13, 2004 12:46 PM

koreyel.
You read the next move perfectly.

I'm not denying that intellectual property laws are the foundation of a whole new vision of
feudalism - where Net surfers get truncated to Net serfs - but the first step in accomplishing
this is to criminalize the surfers and kick them off the commons.

No accident that this is modeled on "War on Drugs".

Posted by: Citizen | October 13, 2004 01:08 PM

liz

yr right . sometimes i pÃ¢int with a big vrush as much to consentrate my frail energies as
much as anything else

tho i still feel alabam was right - that whatever left their was after the fall of saigon needed
to be more aware of pedagogy & not scared into becoming another elite

read something alarming the other day - a philosopher here - before my time - kojeve - who
was the main introducer to hegel in france & whom i read almost religioussly - is a
profound influence on the neocons . diagrammatically - kojece influenced fukuyama -
fukuyama influenced bloom - bloom influenced krostol/wolfowitz & on & on

i've alway acceptted that a little hegel can go a long way - but that is disturbing news

liz, your points have been accepted & your critique understood - what i owe people like you
is more precision

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 13, 2004 01:44 PM

Pepe Escobar (of Asia Times Online) on Derrida - Decontructing the War on Terror

Posted by: b real | October 13, 2004 02:05 PM

@ r.giap

As above, to take a truth in structure, to carve a different end? A means to take the ideals of
collectivism, to subvert democracy into facisim. Some have said the neo-cons are really
statists using individualism/religion (instead of nationalism/race superiority) as a key to
economic hegemony. Been looking for peices of this puzzel. Of to work now but would like
to know the jist of Hegel -- neo con connection as you mentioned

Posted by: anna missed | October 13, 2004 02:23 PM

re: Copyright (or wrong)

I have been thinking of this subject for quite some time now. When copyright was invented
in England in the 18th century (I think it was the 18th) it was the right to produce and sell
(why would anybody make copies if not for selling?) copies of a book. The author had that
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right for 14 years after the first print.

In the spirit of that law I would suggest a copyright law that clearly limits it scope to protect
the authors sole right to make money of a intellectual work. That is if someone sells a copy
of some one elseÂ´s book/music/whatever he or she can be sued for the money they made
selling copies. To days law that protects potential profits is equal to candlemakers suing
Edison for limiting their potential earnings. And I think the public is waiting for someone to
speak for the millions of downloaders and against the few copyrightholders.

Phew, I got that of my chest. If you want to use any of this, koreyel, go right ahead. But if
you make money of it I want my share :)

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 13, 2004 03:18 PM

anna missed

the article was on truthseeker.org uk - i think

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 13, 2004 03:48 PM
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Killing Them Loudly

by koreyel

There is absolutely no comparison between these two candidates. None whatsoever. One is
clearly superior to the other.

That this election is evenly divided speaks volumes about how shallowly engaged
Americans are in politics.

Which is to say, the sheeple aren't thinking much at all, rather they are reacting to fear.
Specifically, fear for the big bad terra wolf. Never mind that automobiles murder over 100
Americans a day. It's the big bad terra wolf that is going to get you. Tomorrow probably if
not sooner.

That's the sophistication of the American voter. It really is chicken shit.

And so we have this spectacle of a man with a command of topics, and a vision for
America having to repeatedly belittle himself so as to appeal to
America's runaway fears.

How many times did Kerry say he was going to KILL KILL KILL terrorists? Disgusting.

Disgusting that he has to so belittle himself. Surely his parents taught him not to make such
spree use of the word KILL. He is educated. He knows better.

But even more disgusting is that the sheep demand such cheap red meat. That they need to
be so desperately and artificially assured. Poor things. They need to be pampered and
petted, and told repeatedly that the big bad terra wolf won't get them because we are going
to KILL him first.

Bah humbug.

I'm sick of the whole thing. Walt Whitman once said: "To have great poets, there must be
great audiences." I wonder what Old Walt would say about trying to make a democracy out
of a herd of sheep?

Posted by Bernhard on October 9, 2004 at 06:30 AM | Permalink

Comments

from my persective, worse than kerry saying "kill kill kill"
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remember, he's an actual decorated war hero, and killing - specifically, mass murder in the
service of national policy - is the business of the military

is his assertion that he has a plan to win in iraq - didn't he get the memo that we've already
lost?

unless by "win" he means "get out as soon as possible" - in which case, i admire his ability
to express himself so unclearly -

as the prophet muhammed, peace be upon him, once stated, "speak to people in accordance
with their understanding"

may the creative forces of the universe have mercy on our souls, if any

Posted by: mistah charley | October 9, 2004 07:11 AM

Kerry's KILL line made me cringe too. Now that you've brought it up Koreyel, we have to
consider the game he is playing. For now, after hearing him last night, I am willing to give
credit to Kerry for his creativity in making stuff up to get votes. It is probably necessary.

F'rinstance promising to win in Iraq. Now we know these guys are not stupid enough to
believe that victory is possible, but he has to say it to win over that fear-drenched margin of
undecideds. Same with promising to kill terrorists. Dumb on its face, but necessary to say
in this weird world we have allowed to be built around us.

You are invited to come back and slay me in '05 when pres Kerry nukes Bahgdad and sends
thousands of special forces on search-and-destroy missions. For now I give him credit for
being smarter than that.

Posted by: rapt | October 9, 2004 11:38 AM

Eighteen hours after the "debate," and I'm becoming more and more disgusted with the
mere idea of Bush--the mere memory of his behavior in that room. He isn't just sick and
twisted, he's a mean little sadist who takes pleasure in beating up on other, bigger
people--Charles Gibson, for example. Bush is nothing but a mean, nasty, little boy. Some
of Kerry's stiffness--and at times he can be pretty stiff in these "debates"--must come from
the terrible self-restraint he has to exercise. That he can actually function in this
environment is as a strong a reason as any to support him (and maybe, just maybe, he's
driving Bush crazy).

Posted by: alabama | October 9, 2004 04:25 PM

Both candidates know too little of the issues tearing apart Islam today. Bush buries them in
the buzz word terror and Kerry speaks of somehow winning the war with international help.
I really do hope that when addressing their close associates, the conversation is more
sophisticated than what I've heard from both candidates so far. Who is briefing these
people?

Posted by: Diogenes | October 9, 2004 07:43 PM

Listen people, the following is a clear description of the rationale for the GWOT, taken
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from the second debate. Bush has 50% support, because people think it is plausible. How
plausible is that Saddam would give away the weapons, which are supposed to protect his
regime, to a foreign group?

Mr. Bush: And secondly, it's a fundamental misunderstanding to say that the
war on terror is only Osama bin Laden. The war on terror is to make sure
that these terrorist organizations do not end up with weapons of mass
destruction. That's what the war on terror's about. Of course we're going
to find Osama bin Laden. We've already got 75 percent of his people. And
we're on the hunt for him. But this is a global conflict that requires firm
resolve.

And by the way, if the new al-Kaida is merely a bunch of separated off-spring cells and can
not function as a whole, then Bush is right to come up with the 75% figure. Those
off-spring cells may do more small-scale, local bombing attacks, but as a whole al-Kaida is
not able to make a sophisticated large-scale operation.

This is me, playing the devil's advocate.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 9, 2004 09:54 PM

Big bad teror wolf is going to bomb your child's school!!!
Maybe as soon as tomorrow!!!
Hurry somebody hurry!
Someone call that wolf-killing, patriotic, Texas cowboy to pen the sheeple from harm! Like
right now! Hurry!

Yeah right.
I am shivering in my lamb's wool underwear over here.

Bah Humbug America.

It is time to stop pissing your pants in fear. You are starting to stink like a bunch of
scaredy-cats with urine-drenched fur.

It's time to grow up little boys and girls. Time to start acting like men and woman rather
than sheep ripe for shearing.

Yeah... damn straight: I am chiding you. And yeah damn straight: you need to be chided.
Your fear of the boogie man has become obsessive-compulsive.

Grow up! Show some backbone you lisping sissies!

There is something really disarming about a nation, armed with guns to the teeth, having its
teeth-chattering away in fear.

It really is unbecoming.
Call it faux manly republicanism...
A nation of panty-waists and chicken shit artists.
Shiver. Shake. Whimper. Mewl.

Wimps.
Don't you remember anything from your own great history?
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The only thing you have to fear is fear itself.

Repeat after me:

The only thing you have to fear is fear itself.

The only thing you have to fear is fear itself.

The only thing you have to fear is fear itself.

Posted by: koreyel | October 9, 2004 09:57 PM

I donâ€™t get it. I really donâ€™t.

Kerry has to say Kill Terrarists and I will Win in Iraq and so on - because that is what
people want to hear?..?

What about if he said:

Our soldiers are dying in Iraq. Many Iraqis are dying too. Iraq is unstable, there is no rule
of law, no democracy. The invasion of Iraq does not further American interests. Our duty
now is to bring our troops home safe and to do what we can to help stabilise Iraq. We need
to start spending some of that allocated money, help the UN to organise elections. We
should build hospitals and send medical supplies. Children are dying for lack of care. It is
time for the Goodness and Greatness of America to shine like a beacon of hope once again.
(note to speechwriter: do a good job on that last point.)

And if he went on:

There hasnâ€™t been a terrorist attack in the US since 9/11, and even the official Gvmt.
reports show that terrorism is abating world wide. Terrorism must be fought with stealth
and intelligence, not bombs. I will continue that fight (add some detail..)

Iraq was not a threat to America. Saddam did not have WMD, and there were no links
between AlQ and Saddam, or Iraq as a whole. We know that now; the time has come for
honesty, responsibility, reparation, and a return to a legitimate furthering of Americaâ€™s
interests - first, the interests of its own people, in the schools, communities (etc. etc.)

Are people trying to say he would not be elected if he said that, or something like it?

I canâ€™t believe it. It would be a landslide. There would be people partying in the streets
all over America..Every TV station in the world would suspend all its programs and throw
confetti about. Internet providers would crash because of the volume of congratulatory
traffic...

Kerry is not saying such things for one of two reasons:

a) he himself thinks that the US has no choice before it except the decisions taken in the
past three years, which are in direct continuity with previous history;

b) he is a patsy, a spokesperson, beholden to others, even if the relation is not explicit.

-- both may pertain.

Posted by: Blackie | October 10, 2004 11:32 AM
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i would very much like kerry to give the speech you wrote, blackie - but he's not going to -

either because he doesn't agree with it[your alternative a],

or doesn't think he could say it and get elected[which is less than honest, but maybe part of
practicing "the art of the possible"],

or his masters have have forbidden him [your alternative b] -

if he's elected, his actions will in the end show us which is correct

Posted by: mistah charley | October 10, 2004 02:24 PM

Yes - and I hope he is elected, but still don't think he has much of a chance.

Posted by: Blackie | October 10, 2004 02:47 PM

Yes - and I hope he is elected, but still don't think he has much of a chance.

Posted by: Blackie | October 10, 2004 02:48 PM

Yahoo has had this headline up all day today:

Mathematicians Offer Help in Terror Fight

No... it is not what you think.

I mean... did you expect them to assemble some stats to show you have a far greater chance
of dying by a car accident than by an arab terrorist?

No mathematicians know better than that.
They've run the numbers.

They know that probability says they ought not to get on the wrong side of the Bush
administration... or else,

there goes tenure,
there goes the grant,
there goes easy access to airline flights.

So they are going to play the bogie man game too.

Here comes tenure.
Here comes the grants.
Here comes that vacation to Bermuda.

Smart mathematicians. Very smart.

Posted by: koreyel | October 10, 2004 06:09 PM

@koreyel... re professional academics -- right on. been enjoying your posts lately.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 10, 2004 11:21 PM

@Blackie

Your alternative b) -patsy- is right on. That puts us in the uncomfortable position of
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begging for something we don't want. That thought kind of presses me toward supporting
the Dub in the interest if getting this nightmare over sooner and more finally.

Let us hope that, as I said upthread, Kerry has no intention of following through on these
promises to win in Iraq and kill more tarrsts.

The reptiles are in charge, and some of them are very smart.

Posted by: rapt | October 11, 2004 01:16 PM

@ rapt: "That thought kind of presses me toward supporting the Dub in the interest if
getting this nightmare over sooner and more finally."

While I agree with Blackie, somewhat, there is more at stake.

Right-wing legal activist Clint Bolick has said, "This election could be a
twofer--we win the White House and the Supreme Court."

A *whole* lot more.

Posted by: beq | October 11, 2004 02:06 PM

Thanks for reeling me back in beq.

Posted by: rapt | October 11, 2004 04:25 PM

@koreyel said:
you have a far greater chance of dying by a car accident than by an arab terrorist

It's not the possibility, it's the scale. Bush promised to prevent anything big-scale. Up until
2001 we all thought that terrorists want to make a political statement through not
necessarily big-scale, but frequent violence. It turned out different. Their plans do include
mass murder, if they get the means.

Quote from the article:

You don't need political influence, military might or economic resources to
plant bombs or take hostages; but without brains, terrorism is nothing more
than random violence.

Look at my Bush quote from above. Bush thinks that it is worth to trade a small
well-organised secret organisation for a bigger formless structureless guerilla front which
uses it's resources for IEDs, head-chopping, pay local gangs for hostage taking, etc.

Bush thinks Al-Kaida COULD get weapons from Saddam, because Saddam DID support
terrorists (families of Palestinian suicide bombers) before and USED WMDs against Iran,
the Kurds, Israel and the Shia. Therefore it was smart to close that shop.

Kerry thinks Al-Kaida would rather BUY loose WMDs in Russia, than work with Saddam.

The whole debate should concentrate on the following questions: Do regimes obtain
WMDs to protect themselves from regime change (doomsday device) or do they really
want to use them once they got them (first strike capacity)? Did Saddam want to risk that
Baghdad would become a glass crater?

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 11, 2004 05:23 PM
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Kerry's plan to win the war is to ask a frenchman 'to be the last soldier to die for a mistake'.
The french are not so gullible, but perhaps they could be bribed by new contracting rights
to loot Iraq alongside the Americans.

They've already got Saddam. They should just declare 'victory' and get out. But they won't
because they didn't really want Saddam. They want the oil and the war profits and the
military bases.

Posted by: gylangirl | October 12, 2004 06:05 PM
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October 09, 2004

New Free Speech Zones

by Citizen

According to indymedia.org, its servers in London have somehow been seized by order of
U.S. authorities. Their press release:

Thursday morning, 7 October 2004, US authorities issued a federal order to
Rackspace ordering them to hand over Indymedia web servers to the
requesting agency. Rackspace, which provides hosting services for more that
20 Indymedia sites at its London facility, complied and turned over the
requested servers, effectively removing those sites from the internet.

Since the court order was issued to Rackspace and not to Indymedia, the
reasons for this action are still unknown to Indymedia. Talking to Indymedia
volunteers, Rackspace stated that "they cannot provide Indymedia with any
information regarding the order." ISPs have received gag orders in similar
situations which prevent them from updating the concerned parties on what is
happening.

It is unclear to Indymedia how and why a server that is outside the US
jurisdiction can be seized by US authorities.

The timing of this media suppression is suspicious, coming during the last month of an
election in which more and more statements by the administration are being recognized as
fabrications, lies, and damned lies. Indymedia generally takes up stories that would be
dismissed as marginal or tin-foil hat by mainstream media, but the function of the media in
a democratic society is not to hew to the mainstream, but to report news within the limits of
the law. This seizure, although still unexplained by authorities, appears to be aimed to bury
press freedoms under the mass of the security state.

In Iraq, seizure of the press drove Moqtada Al Sadr into open battle with U.S. troops, and
seems to have cost much more security than it achieved. While we cannot know what sort
of state secrets this action might possibly have been aimed at, we do know that for the last 3
years, "state secret" as
become a byword, and the U.S. reputation a laughing stock.

To channel Rumsfeld for a moment: Will this action help the U.S.'s
reputation as leader of the free world? Probably not. Should we oppose this?
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You betcha.

Posted by Bernhard on October 9, 2004 at 06:23 AM | Permalink

Comments

i suggest a typographical correction for the headline - more accurately, one could say

"new speech-free zones"

Posted by: mistah charley | October 9, 2004 07:04 AM

indymedia posted today (saturday) that they did this on behalf of the italian and swiss
governments, in accordance with an international treaty aimed at prosecuting "terrorism"
and other nasty stuff.

it would appear that the US is not only conducting wars on behalf of israel and its own
plutocrats, but that it has now found a new occupation as rent-a-bully to do unsavory things
on behalf of governments who, while not being exactly fond of freedom of speach, are still
fond of their good name as "democratic" states.

my conclusion is that not only the US ruling classes are throwing democracy over board,
but that increasingly europeans are doing the same, feeling they can now come out of the
closet with their basest instincts after the demise of the US as a democracy.

switzerland and italy govts have always been very conservative and shown a tendency to
look askance at opposition, especially from the left. but other european countries are not far
away. germany has all but destroyed alternative websites by use of dree-for-all
cease-and-desists which are rubberstamped into approval by all judges regardless of merits
of frivolity involved, austria has for years criminalized and prosecuted lefty groups into
bankruptcy or collaboration, england belgium netherlands denmark are basket cases in one
way or other.

on top of that the EU has brought a rash of bad laws: anybody in the EU can be prosecuted
for infringing the laws of any of its states, regardless of their location at the time of the
supposed crime, there is a so-called "europol" with powers which would have made the SS
pale with envy.

the US is 5-10 years before europe in social and technological developments. the future
which the european political classes are importing from the US is nothing to be happy
about. and, while europeans are arguably better informed about politics than americans,
those interested in politics on this side of the atlantic are looking at the dire developments
in the US while our cleptocracies are destroying a nce prosperous continent.

Posted by: name | October 9, 2004 08:39 AM

Indymedia servers seized:

"We don't know why it happened," said Hep Sano, a member of the IMC organization in
San Francisco. "We did not receive a copy of the subpoena. Right now, we're trying to
organize legal help to figure out what the procedure is."

She added that the group thinks the issue might be related to recent requests by the FBI
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asking that the site remove photos posted by IMC's Nantes affiliate, purportedly depicting
Swiss undercover police.

Link

The story about that is a saga.. Briefly, the police published pictures on the internet of
supposed vandals or agitators at the G8 (Evian meeting) demonstrations in Geneva. To
retaliate, someone sent Indymedia pictures of two undercover Swiss police officiers, and
they published them.

First complaint

Details (French)

A parody of the original police site, the pictures are similar (and there are policemen
amongst them, it is said):

Poliche

The last time (about two years ago) Swiss-French Indymedia was attacked by the
authorities it was for publishing 'anti-Semitic propaganda' - a set of cartoons entitled "Nous
sommes tous Palestiniens" by Carlos Latuff.

Latuff

Posted by: Blackie | October 9, 2004 11:23 AM

more re. "free speech zones"

slashdot sez that during the presidential debate, two of the other presidential candidates,
who had tried to enter the locality of the debate, were arrested. was, in this case, the "free
speech zone" inside or outside ? there are some pretty upset commentaries about this from
the rather-not-so-lefty readership there.

funny - rather strange - that this has been missed completely by the blogsphere until now.

Posted by: name | October 9, 2004 05:14 PM

and then, there is a call to boycott rackspace over at cryptome - they allegue that rackspace
acted against the best interests of their customer, indymedia.

Posted by: name | October 9, 2004 05:33 PM

Hey Mistah C (top 'o the thread)--

Yup and just like he's declared himself the enviroPrez, the Twig will soon pronounce that
he's forthwith to be known as The Supreme Leader of the new, improved and better than
ever 'SpeechFreeWorld'.

Posted by: RossK | October 9, 2004 08:13 PM

the St. Louis Indymedia server (www.stlimc.org) is not pinging today, post-debate. related?
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Posted by: b real | October 9, 2004 08:28 PM

@b real - the servers taken down hosted a number of indymedia sites including several
local ones - I know they listed the one in Western MA as down due to this seizure -
indymedia has a complete list on their site. Also indymedia radio was impacted.

The Green and Libertarian candidates were arrested while trying to serve a show cause
order on the Debate committee - I stumbled across this tonight on the Libertarian site
Badnarik Blog - there's interesting material there on the overall treatment of folks outside
the debate by security forces. I haven't checked the Greens site yet.

Posted by: Siun | October 9, 2004 11:16 PM

At least some journalists are recognizing this seizure as a misuse of the law to get news
organizations to censor real political news:

Aidan White, the General Secretary for the International Federation of Journalists (IFJ)
had this to say. "We have witnessed an intolerable and intrusive international police
operation against a network specialising in independent journalism. The way this has been
done smacks more of intimidation of legitimate journalistic inquiry than crime-busting."

link

White is absolutely correct to say so, because the owners of the servers, Rackspace, say that
the seizure was done under cover of the Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty, a treaty that, on
the face of it, was designed to help countries work together to investigate international
terrorism, kidnapping, and money laundering. Does anyone seriously think Indymedia
kidnapped anyone? No, but they've probably been talking to people with connections to
terrorists. Bad reporters!

The message is not simply that so called fringe media organizations will be harassed, but
that YOUR news organization will be defined as a fringe group if it dares to report news
that casts doubt on the legitimacy of the powerful in the US, Switzerland, and Italy.

Significantly, ABC News is coming under fire for a 10/8 memo published on the Drudge
Report that concluded with these lines:

Kerry distorts, takes out of context, and mistakes all the time, but these are not central to
his efforts to win.

We have a responsibility to hold both sides accountable to the public interest, but that
doesn't mean we reflexively and artificially hold both sides "equally" accountable when the
facts don't warrant that.

I'm sure many of you have this week felt the stepped up Bush efforts to complain about our
coverage. This is all part of their efforts to get away with as much as possible with the
stepped up, renewed efforts to win the election by destroying Senator Kerry at least partly
through distortions.

It's up to Kerry to defend himself, of course. But as one of the few news organizations with
the skill and strength to help voters evaluate what the candidates are saying to serve the
public interest. Now is the time for all of us to step up and do that right.
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Surveying the right wing blogger response to this, the general reaction seems to be that
ABC News has decided to attack Bush. So, just as 2003-04 saw attempts to redefine
Democrats as traitors to the country, we will now see the same attacks on ABC and CBS.
And they have just announced the new, international approach to dealing with anyone
treacherous enough to publish significant facts about the powerful.

Posted by: Citizen | October 11, 2004 10:51 AM

I'm confused. How can the 'media' which is owned by the establishment be targeted by the
establishment for having attacked the establishment?

When the CEO of Viacom, a Bush supporter, spikes an anti-Bush CBS 60 minutes story 'to
avoid influencing the election', how can Bushies possibly see CBS as a traitor? Or does
CBS have some autonomy left with which it can bite the hand that feeds it? Same question
for Disney/ABC and General Electric/NBC, Murdoch/Fox and AOL? TimeWarner/CNN.

On the question of European freedoms of press etc: darnit, ya'll were supposed to be my
fallback position. Where else can freedom-lovin' Americans emigrate?

Posted by: gylangirl | October 11, 2004 09:00 PM

I watched the "Third Party Candidates" debate at Cornell University yesterday on C-Span.
David Cobb, the Green Party candidate for president said: "My 'free speech zone' is
wherever I'm standing."

I must say, I like Cobb, and the Libertarian candidate a lot more than what the GOP and
Dems have put up.

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 11, 2004 09:38 PM

Did you know that Badnarik (the Libertarian candidate) is attempting to sue over the
Arizona debate? They claim that it is unjust because it uses taxpayer dollars (sited at a
public university) that are taken from registered Libertarian party members and uses them
as a sort of donation to the Democratic and Republican presidential campaigns. Logical,
no?

Indymedia link on the story

hearing today

Posted by: Citizen | October 12, 2004 01:43 PM
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« The Second Debate | Main | New Free Speech Zones »

October 09, 2004

Billmon: Anger Management

Billmon sees a walking bomb.

UPDATE: 11:15am
The post at the Whiskey Bar is no longer on the front page. The above link goes to the
archives.

Posted by Bernhard on October 9, 2004 at 04:06 AM | Permalink

Comments

http://www.oliverwillis.com/node/view/956

That's the bomb

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 9, 2004 04:08 AM

@Billmon

Is that a little wistful glance, a little smile as you walk past, gazing into the sky?

Allthewhile thinking

This is IRRESISTABLE

Come on man, jump in

Posted by: anna missed | October 9, 2004 04:33 AM

Something is definitely wrong with Billmon...Either he is not controlling his site any more
orâ€¦I donâ€™t know â€¦but this is not him as we know himâ€¦Wouldnâ€™t be surprised
in any case.

Posted by: vbo | October 9, 2004 09:11 AM

It's already been removed. Wow.

Posted by: Bea | October 9, 2004 10:11 AM
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'Tis very strange indeed, the comment is gone now. Perhaps Bush's unhinged performance
in last night's debate caused Billmon to forget his Early Retirement and post impulsively
but to remove it so soon...well, it's all very odd.

Posted by: ByteB | October 9, 2004 10:33 AM

Thanks for the clip CP, I watched it, something I almost never do.

Around here that performance wouldn't count as loosing one's temper.

Still, it is the loss of control, whatever the conventions, that counts.

But - but - would Bush supporters consider the display in any way odd or reprehensible?
Bush's point, while poorly expressed, was valid. (Kerry knows that perfectly well.)

The US does have allies re. Iraq: willing (GB), willing but undercover (Australia, Israel -
not mentioned), originally keen but now wilting (Poland, Italy, etc.), bought and coerced
(e.g. Micronesia). Turkey is the interesting case ..

As usual, I found the content expressed by both speakers more worrisome than the manner.
They were arguing about a tangential issue, and if anyone was false, opaque and speaking
in code, it was Kerry, not Bush.

High-school debate techniques (rattle your opponent!) are all very well in the proper
context.

Posted by: Blackie | October 9, 2004 12:28 PM

@ billmon

why oh why oh why does he have to leave us NOW ?

Posted by: annie | October 9, 2004 01:00 PM

on & off
very odd indeed

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 9, 2004 01:30 PM

Richard Cranium at the ASZ has a link to it in Billmon's archives ... here at the Bar

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 9, 2004 01:52 PM

I miss Billmon's wisdom and his remarkable insight. He did a remarkable amount of
research for almost every post. He was angry, but that anger was always channeled into
productive comments rather than gain saying.

Perhaps it is time for us who have appreciated his work to do the same. I have found myself
doing much more research rather than posting comments on someone else's. After all,
wasn't that what Billmon would like to see in the first place? A few million amateur
journalists with well-researched material making wicked people uncomfortable with tough
questions? While the press is free, lets give it some bit. I'm not a journalist. I am a historian.
But I fear a press that is the victim of one source for news more than any of the evil of the
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Neocons.

Yeah I'd like to see Billmon get out of the stratasphere and come back down to us grunts.
But it would do more damage if a few more of us would do the work as well.

Posted by: Diogenes | October 9, 2004 07:51 PM

I miss Billmon's wisdom and his remarkable insight. He did a remarkable amount of
research for almost every post. He was angry, but that anger was always channeled into
productive comments rather than gain saying.

Perhaps it is time for us who have appreciated his work to do the same. I have found myself
doing much more research rather than posting comments on someone elses. After all,
wasn't that Billmon would like to see in the first place? A few million amateur journalists
with well-researched material making wicked people uncomfortable with tough questions?
While the press is free, lets give it some thought. I'm not a journalist. I am a historian. But I
fear a press that is the victim of one source for news more than any of the evil of the
Neocons.

Yeah I'd like to see Billmon get out of the stratasphere and come back down to us grunts.
But it would do more damage if a few more of us would do the work as well.

Posted by: Diogenes | October 9, 2004 07:53 PM

To Billmon, wherever you are-- smooooches and much happiness to you and yours.

When Bush jumped up and treated Gibson like the field you-know-what, I just stared at the
tv thinking...why in hell is this man not eviscerated in the press for the huge fucking mess
he's made of EVERYTHING he's touched in this country since he stole the freaking
election?????

Can't the journalists see the INCREDIBLE HARM they are doing to this nation by letting
the Bush shitters intimidate them, by playing this whole thing as a game...who won the
debate...well, who was lying his ass off about the war and the economy, punditheads?

I have to deal with the current "reality" by watching Jim Jarmusch's "Dead Man" at loud
volume over and over again, just to reclaim my sanity.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 9, 2004 09:22 PM

As others have already suggested, "curiouser and curiouser"! A relatively tiny post, unlike
Billmon's usual thoroughness, appears and almost instantly disappears at the Whiskey Bar
site.

I'm still remarkably skeptical about what's going on. It ain't at all like the "barkeep" to play
bizarre games. In a nutshell, it's uncanny. And as vbo said, it doesn't seem as if Billmon is
in full control of his own web site!

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 12, 2004 05:15 PM
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« Oily Thread IV | Main | Billmon: Anger Management »

October 08, 2004

The Second Debate

It has been a bad week for Bush so far:

Bremer said he asked for more troops, and Bush didn't give them●   

Duelfer said no WMD program related activity in Iraq●   

terrorist action in Egypt, Pakistan, Iraq and France●   

employment numbers are lower than expected●   

crude oil closed at $53.05/barrel●   

Like this weeks headlines, the last debate was terrible for Bush. That makes it easy for him
to be better in this debate and maybe they will spin that into victory. If Bush is wired again,
they may even have trained for it by now.

What questions should be asked?●   

What is your immediate impression?●   

Who did win and what's the spin?●   

Your comments are welcome!

Posted by Bernhard on October 8, 2004 at 03:31 PM | Permalink

Comments

I think the Global Corporate Cabal that run the show are turning towards Kerry.

Obama, the great Black Hope from Ohio(?) called recently for the bombing of Iran.

Meet the new boss.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 8, 2004 05:13 PM

Obama, the great Black Hope from Ohio(?) called recently for the bombing of Iran.

Huh?

Say what?

For reals?
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Posted by: koreyel | October 8, 2004 05:32 PM

Koreyel

Doing a google, I'll be back.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 8, 2004 05:36 PM

That was quick

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 8, 2004 05:40 PM

The wired thing caught me by surprise a few days ago. What surprised me was not that he
was doing or would do a thing like that, but that I hadnâ€™t run across this before.

I was going to post it on the next OT but you beat me to it Bernhard.

If you click on Bernhardâ€™s wired link be sure to scroll down to the pictures. They are
worth a thousand words, especially the one with W walking across the stage with the flag
behind him.

I read the whole thing, I thought there were some excellent comments.

Posted by: Juannie | October 8, 2004 05:40 PM

Chicago Tribune Archive:
Obama would consider missile strikes on Iran; [Chicago Final Edition]
David Mendell, Tribune staff reporter. Chicago Tribune. Chicago, Ill.: Sep 25, 2004. pg. 1

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 05:44 PM

news.google.com snippetes:

"But if those measures fall short, the United States should not rule out military strikes to
destroy nuclear production sites in Iran, Obama said."

"Obama said the United States must first address Iranâ€™s attempt to gain nuclear
capabilities by going before the United Nations Security Council and ... "

===========
Obama wants to be president one day. He can not appear soft on defense. I see him only
saying "not rule out", but not "prefer".

Look how Kerry has to explain himself on the "pre-emptive" thingy. If Obama did rule out
the use of force, it would come back to haunt him one day. He would destroy his career
with one sentence.

People, remember one thing: Kennedy won with Eisenhower on the fake "missile gap", but
during the Cuba crisis he overruled his war-hawk military staff on invading Cuba.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 8, 2004 06:43 PM

MarcinGomulka

Suppose it's politics at the end of the day.
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Where was the media during the Cuban Crisis?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 8, 2004 07:02 PM

[CounterPunch]

The US government is not opposed to nuclear weapons. It is opposed to
regimes other than its friends having nuclear weapons. Indeed, Congress
recently approved a program that would develop new nuclear weapons for use
by the US military.

Furthermore, if one looks at the current Department of Energy budget, they
will see that the dance is better funded than it has been in years. One item
alone-the uranium enrichment fund-has increased from around $320,000,000
to over $500,000,000 just since 2003. Now, if one recalls Washington's
objections to Iran's nuclear program, it centers on their uranium enrichment
process, since it is this process that is required for nuclear weapons
development.

the current leadership on both sides of the aisle pursue a course of
confrontation and conflict as if that will prevent nations that it opposes to give
up their nuclear plans when virtually everyone in the world (who isn't a US
resident) understands that it is the possibility that those nations have nuclear
capability that prevents the US from attacking them now.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 8, 2004 08:01 PM

Well, for what its worth, here is what I wish he would be asked about:

â€œThe government has to borrow an average of more than $1.1 billion a day to pay its
bills, and it spends more on interest payments on the federal debt each year -- about $159
billion -- than it does on education, homeland security, justice and law enforcement,
veterans, international aid, and space exploration combined.â€•

â€œWhen Bush took office in January 2001, the government was forecasting a $5.6 trillion
budget surplus between then and 2011. Instead, it is now expecting to accumulate an extra
$3 trillion in debt -- including a record $415 billion in the fiscal year that ended Sept.
30.â€•

From an article in todayâ€™s Washington Post.

Posted by: maxcrat | October 8, 2004 08:50 PM

Beautiful line from Kerry:

"We did something that you don't know how to do. We balanced the budget."

Posted by: Citizen | October 8, 2004 09:45 PM

Timber company? WTF?

Posted by: catlady | October 8, 2004 10:11 PM

major coaching:
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I saw a heads-up to listen for W saying "of course" when dropping whoppers. many
examples from 1st debate transcript.

not a single "of course." no twitching during K's comments--well, there's that unstoppable
chin tic.

wonder if he smeared Vaseline on his lips, like the Miss America contestants

Posted by: catlady | October 8, 2004 10:14 PM

They dropped the wire in his pants tonight?

Posted by: beq | October 8, 2004 10:56 PM

after seeing this debate, i'm reminded of what adlai stevenson was told in his run against
eisenhower (1952 or 1956) - "every thinking person will be voting for you"

stevenson's reply: "unfortunately, that won't be enough"

at least bush can now think of a mistake he's made - some of the people he's appointed
haven't worked out - in order to spare their feelings, he won't name them on tv - if i was
making a list, i'd start with cheney, rice, rumsfeld, wolfie, etc. etc.

i hope that although this is not a spectacular a trainwreck for bush as last time, it will not
reverse his slide in public opinion

Posted by: mistah charley | October 8, 2004 10:56 PM

Election day today here in Australia...
Stay tuned...

Posted by: vbo | October 8, 2004 11:04 PM

wire or no wire, Bush did not come across well to my mind (not that I'm predisposed or
something) - he sounded like he was yelling the whole time and did not appear like the nice
cowboy guy. Kerry was more responsive to the individual questioners - expressed respect
for the ones who poked at him while Bush came across like he was mad at folks for asking
tough questions.

Posted by: Siun | October 8, 2004 11:07 PM

On a few questions, Bush definitely looked as if he was listening for prompts. Particularly
on the supreme court one and the environment one, which makes sense since those are
subjects he is not a familiar with. Did anyone else sense this? I thought it was fairly blatant
that he started saying words more slowly, waiting for the next one and listening.

Posted by: Bea | October 8, 2004 11:36 PM

I might be halluncinating but Billmon's written something about tonight's debate over at the
Whiskey Bar.

Posted by: ByteB | October 9, 2004 12:08 AM

Whoa, Billmon's back. Very terse, but it sounds like his voice.
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And he's right on -- Bush's petulance, sulks and near-flameouts are very distressing to
observe. This is the guy who gets to tell those other guys with the matching keys around
their necks what to do?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 9, 2004 12:20 AM

My favorite moment was when Kerry remembered Nikki's name 20 minutes later and
referred back to her.

Talk about being tuned in.

Posted by: koreyel | October 9, 2004 12:52 AM

In Condemnation of Despair presidential candidates Michael Badnarik (Libertarian) and
David Cobb (Green Party) were arrested tonight. What a wonderful free country we live in.
Here are you choices fucked or fucked lightly.

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 9, 2004 03:02 AM

Opps, that should have read:
Green Party and Libertarian Presidential Candidates Arrested presidential candidates
Michael Badnarik (Libertarian) and David Cobb (Green Party) were arrested tonight.What
a wonderful free country we live in. Here are your two choices fucked or fucked lightly.

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 9, 2004 03:04 AM

Billmons debate comment:

Anger Management
If Kerry and the Dems can't make an issue out of the fact that the president of the United
States is utterly incapable of controlling his hairtrigger temper, they don't deserve to win
this election.

I mean, the man is a walking time bomb.

Posted by: Fran | October 9, 2004 03:15 AM

It has indeed been a bad week for W, and his performance in the debate won't help reverse
his downtrending popularity. Ergo, we should soon be seeing an "October Surprise". My
guess would be that Osama's corpse will soon
be made available for the edification of the
American electorate, and needless to say problems regarding its authencity can be finessed
for the 3 weeks or so before the election. Meanwhile, suitable successors are
already being groomed for the indispensable role of national hate object.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 9, 2004 03:38 AM

My droll debate scorecard sezz -- more of the same, ole george continues to evaporate in
spite of not entirely appearing as the hunchback- of -notre- dame, but still having a little
nicknick problem and only having the appeal of asking us to trust HIM personally, to figure
it all out........I don't think so........bye bye.
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Posted by: anna missed | October 9, 2004 04:08 AM

I meant
"regarding its authenticity"

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 9, 2004 04:41 AM

Transcript of the debate at WaPo.

Posted by: b | October 9, 2004 06:42 AM

John Howard won again here in Australia. They (coalition) even have stronger majority
then last time...can you believe it? No matter all the lies about Iraq and illegal invasion that
has killed so many people in Iraq, lies and incompetence about Bali, intentional fabrications
about â€œchildren over boardâ€• affair that surfaced latelyâ€¦no matter how they deprived
most of Australians of Medicare and their children of decent education and even of tax cuts
for middle classâ€¦One of the commentators commenting from one electorate said
something like this: Here we have this young bloke who bought his house 5 or 6 years ago
for $ 160 000 and itâ€™s now worthy &800 000â€¦No wonder he is going to vote for John
Howard. They also scared a shit out of people who recently had their selves in a huge debts
buying investment properties around in a hope to get to the shoes of the bloke commentator
was talking about, telling them how Labor is going to introduce high interest ratesâ€¦while
off course in fact Howard is going to introduce them right after this election.
I am expecting Bush to win too in USA.
There is nothing to be done there...We are heading toward inevitable catastrophe together...
I decided to think and listen about politic as less as I can in next 3 or 4 years and live my
private life joyfully as much as I can. Iâ€™ve done what I could. I'll try to stay out of sites
like this all tho I probably will not be able to stop read it entirely because of all of you
interesting people I met here.
I experienced this terrible feeling of hopelessness and powerlessness before with Serbian
elections and Milosevicâ€™s victories. It just hurts and I canâ€™t stand it any more. Back
then I thought I found solution in leaving Serbia. I feel I can only leave the Planet now if I
want to avoid what is ahead all of us.
It's plainly wrong what's happening nowadays with moral of western people. They really do
not care about ANYTHING but how to put few more dollars in their pocket and we'll all
pay high price for it in the future...not to mention our children. But it probably is the way it
has to be. All we can do is try to save our souls and souls of our children on individual
bases. I am tryingâ€¦all tho I feel devastated right now.
Best wishes to all of you.

Posted by: vbo | October 9, 2004 08:38 AM

@vbo
It's plainly wrong what's happening nowadays with moral of western people. They really do
not care about ANYTHING but how to put few more dollars in their pocket and we'll all
pay high price for it in the future...not to mention our children.
Yes unfortunatly. We only can make small personal steps to help this, but it is a start.

Thanks vbo for being here. Please come back once in a while. You have some wealth of
knowledge we are missing and we like to here your voice.
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Posted by: b | October 9, 2004 11:56 AM

You are making me cry vbo. I share your sadness about Howard hanging on to power but
you must not let these things depress you so. (I am speaking to myself here too)

Look at the cheering and comments during the debate last night over at the AllSpinZone for
a bright spot. No matter what these reptiles in govt and commerce do they cannot succeed
in garroting the spirit of enlightened people.

Keep yer chin up. And don't leave us because we need you.

Posted by: rapt | October 9, 2004 12:00 PM

vbo...

There is only one thing conservatives hate more than the "joy of hating" itself:

When liberals are happy in their dissent.

They can't stand that.

If you can dance and smile and dissent all at the same time, you will make them more
miserable than misery itself.

Revenge is best served saucily hot: groovin' to the beat, hips swaying, and to tunes and
ideas old and young conservatives just can't glean a sense of rhythm or of rhyme.

Be liberal in your ecstasy. That leaves them with a cold chill and an ague of anger.

Rather than let them steal your song and steps... insist on a smile and pump up the volume.
Your mood will begin to change, and soon enough, come escalating along.

Be flagrantly happy and dance.
That is the perfect antidote to conservatism.

Posted by: koreyel | October 9, 2004 12:58 PM

It is is all done now. (Iraq.)

The hesitant mea-culpas based on oh-so-genuine clear-eyed hindsight, the homeopathic
doses of truth serum, the squabbles about ineffective propaganda or failed-arm twisting
(allies), the blather about bellicose winning of the peace..

Are so much disgusting, putrid water

Under the bridge.

:: Ooops :: I goofed! Sorry Babe! Hope your Mom won’t hate me for ever! ::

Example:

Bremer: "As I look back now ... I believe it would have been better to stop the looting
that was found right after the war. One way to have stopped the looting would have been to
have more troops on the ground. That's a retrospective wisdom of mine, looking
backwards. I think there are enough troops there now for the job we are doing."

CommonDreams, Feb.18 2004
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World Socialist Website (slanted), on why the US encouraged looting in Iraq:

SocWeb April 2003

Posted by: Blackie | October 9, 2004 01:45 PM

vbo wrote: I decided to think and listen about politic as less as I can in next 3 or 4 years
and live my private life joyfully as much as I can. Iâ€™ve done what I could.

vbo, I often feel the same. Letâ€™s not give up though, please donâ€™t leave, I want to
read your posts. Please.

Posted by: Blackie | October 9, 2004 02:17 PM

WHY DID BUSH BRING UP DRED SCOTT?

bush brought up "dred scott" as a way of saying, in code that the general public would not
understand (and i myself did not understand it, until i saw it being discussed on the web
tonight)

"i promise to appoint judges who will reverse roe v. wade, and thereby outlaw abortions"

do a google on "dred scott" "roe" and the pages that come up will demonstrate this to you

Posted by: mistah charley | October 9, 2004 09:02 PM

@mistah charley

i just took it as he was trying to find a way to fit in some local references in his answers,
esp after Kerry kept talking to the audience in terms of how bush's policies were directly
affecting st louisans

Posted by: b real | October 10, 2004 12:42 PM

@b real:

please do the google search and you will very likely be convinced

i, like you, did not realize this until someone else pointed it out to me - i first encountered
the interpretation at paperwight's blog, although others have independently arrived at this
analysis

"slave is to dred scott"
as
"unborn child is to roe v. wade"

is a FREQUENT meme among "right to lifers"

Posted by: mistah charley | October 10, 2004 06:24 PM

@mistah charley
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thanks for pointing this out. would love to see a comprehensive decoder's handbook for all
the religious right subtext someday, if even possible. if there's a politician throwing signs to
sane, rational people, i'm missing those too...

Posted by: b real | October 11, 2004 11:16 AM

Is w wired? Care to vote?

Posted by: beq | October 11, 2004 11:51 AM

DEBATE STRATERGY : can KERRY Push bush over the edge IN THE NEXT DEBATE
? As the site says, "some suggestions to help Bush achieve a public meltdown." Given the
psychological tactics employed by the bush campaign, I think it's fair ground for anyone to
counter w/ similar tactics. After all, bush's people already revealed one aspect of their
strategy in the public record:

A Bush adviser said the president hopes to change the dynamics of the race
with more biting attacks on Kerry's record and trustworthiness and on what
Bush charges is Kerry's reluctance to use U.S. military force to defeat
terrorism. The strategy is aimed at stoking public fears about terrorism, raising
new concerns about Kerry's ability to protect Americans and reinforcing
Bush's image as the steady anti-terrorism candidate, aides said.

Posted by: b real | October 11, 2004 02:18 PM
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Oily Thread IV

by JÃ©rÃ´me

The article Russian oil prospect provides a bleak view of Russian oil reserves. In a nutshell,
..

.. the author, Leslie Dienes, a geographer by profession, argues that Russia's recent oil
production increase is mostly due to
(i) some catching up of the "lost production" of the 1990s (the oil that would have been
produced in existing fields if production had not dropped dramatically due to the turmoil in
the country) and
(ii) "skimming off" the easiest bit of the existing reserves by the new owners of the Russian
oil sector in order to boost financial returns in the short term.
She indicates that hardly any production comes from new fields, and that future production
will require heavy investment as the fields (in the Asian part of Siberia) are hard to access,
very distant from markets and with difficult geological configurations.

In the meantime, the Western oil majors are more busy giving back cash to their
shareholders than investing in exploration; and when they invest they are concentrating a
growing share of their budgets on natural gas (including the LNG business). They have
called on OPEC to open up to them as these countries effectively control all the remaining
(large-ish) oil fields where it makes sense for the majors to invest in.

So to sum it up:

oil demand is growing unexpectedly strongly (pulled by China, thus not likely to
slow down even in the event of a recession in developed countries)

●   

oil supply is very tight, with very limited spare capacity (see here - 500 thousand b/d
is about 0.5% or current production)

●   

oil majors are unwilling or unable to invest significantly to increase oil production,
due to lack of access to the reserves or a choice to give back cash rather than invest
in small (and more expensive) fields

●   

there are strong doubts that OPEC countries can increase their oil production in the
short or even medium term, as they seem unable to do so without Western

●   
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know-how, investment or technology and unwilling to let them in

Russia, suddenly the last great hope of the US, may not be able to provide a
sustainable increase either.

●   

In any case, there will continue to be tensions on the oil supply-demand balance in the short
term and it is yet unclear whether this will change in the long term...

Short term advice - buy oil futures...
Medium term advice - buy a Prius or a bike...
Long term advice - find a way to invest in electricity-powered transportation...

I expect that "demand destruction" is going to become a very widely used term in the
future.

Prior discussions with many insightful comments and useful links:
Oily Thread III
Oily Thread II
Oily Thread I

Posted by Bernhard on October 8, 2004 at 06:52 AM | Permalink

Comments

OT (slightly)

The Nobel Prize Comittee gives the Nobel Peace Prize for 2004 to Wangari Maathai

Peace on earth depends on our ability to secure our living environment.
Maathai stands at the front of the fight to promote ecologically viable social,
economic and cultural development in Kenya and in Africa. She has taken a
holistic approach to sustainable development that embraces democracy, human
rights and women's rights in particular. She thinks globally and acts locally.

Twenty years ago, Mrs. Maathai already received the Alternative Peace Prize. She is the
first person to have received both prizes.

Her Green Belt Movement is one of the best environment effort I know of.

"We have a special responsibility to the ecosystem of this planet. In making
sure that other species survive we will be ensuring the survival of our own." -
Wangari Maathai

Responsible use of energy is a big part of these efforts.

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 09:27 AM

Not so peaceful:
The oil that drives the US military

The use of US military personnel to help protect vulnerable oil installations in
conflict-prone, chronically unstable countries is certain to expand given three
critical factors: America's ever-increasing dependence on imported petroleum,
a global shift in oil production from the developed to the developing world,
and the growing militarization of US foreign energy policy.
...
While anti-terrorism and traditional national-security rhetoric will be
employed to explain risky deployments abroad, a growing number of
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American soldiers and sailors will be committed to the protection of overseas
oilfields, pipelines, refineries and tanker routes. And because these facilities
are likely to come under increasing attack from guerrillas and terrorists, the
risk to American lives will grow accordingly. Inevitably, Americans will pay a
higher price in blood for every additional liter of oil they obtain from abroad.

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 09:51 AM

More information on the LNG business can be found on the BG Group web site here.
They've had a pretty smart corporate strategy in that sector (full disclosure: my bank
finances some of their LNG projects) and they have some interesting insights.

One that struck me is their opinion that there will not be enough natural gas on the US
market by 2010, including new LNG deliveries by people like themselves, and that you
should expect "demand destruction" (that's where I caught the expression) - i.e. someone
will need to reduce its consumption....

(to be continued)

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 8, 2004 12:05 PM

A picture of the World at night from NASA:

Link

Kuwait oil wells on fire (GW I) from encarta:

Link

Masthead picture of GreatChange:

Link

Posted by: Blackie | October 8, 2004 12:37 PM

A picture of the World at night from NASA:

Link

Kuwait oil wells on fire (GW I) from encarta:

Link

Masthead picture of GreatChange:

Link

Posted by: Blackie | October 8, 2004 12:42 PM

man - that picture of the planet at night is very revealing - sort of bittersweet.

Posted by: chaelman | October 8, 2004 02:23 PM

Blackie....... great sat photo........ what will it be like when the lights go out?

PS: Notice the Dark versus Bright North and South Korea. Scary
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Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 8, 2004 04:21 PM

JÃ©rÃ´me, when should higher consumer prices for gasoline and heating occur? Before
the elections?

Posted by: slothrop | October 8, 2004 06:42 PM

JÃ©rÃ´me

I noticed that you wrote: "Long term advice -find a way to invest in electricity-powered
transportation..." and not in hydrogen-powered transportation. Why is that?

Posted by: Greco | October 9, 2004 05:49 AM

Jerome, you watching the game?

Come on Ireland!!!!!

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 9, 2004 03:50 PM

CP- Saw the first half. The final score seems deserved from what I saw...

Greco - hydrogen is only a way to transport the energy, it's not an energy source per se.
Hydrogen-powered cars will require the hydrogen to be produced, and this requires energy.
the only advantage is that this can come from many sources, whether local or centralised ;
the most likely would be electricity-powered.

My bet for the very long term is that we are ulimately going to see radical changes in the
way transport is organised. i think that the privately-owned car will give way to other forms
of "public" transportation - public transportation as we know it already (trains and buses),
but also intermediate forms such as pools of cars available to all for some form or rental,
fee or suscription for individual local transport. also, there will be much more controlled
infrastructure where you will be "inserted" in traffic without much control over your
driving - and thus also less requirements for a powerful, big car (the system might even
have its own centralised power system to power all movements on it, like a giant conveyor
belt of sorts)

electric cars are currently limited in their range by battery capacity; this will improve, but
possibly not enough. So people may have cars at home, use them locally or to go to their
local transport hub (whether it is what we know like trains or new systems like the "guided
highway" system above) ; on the other side you'll have to use another car from the local
"pool" or use the local public network. People don't all use their cars at the same time, so
the number of vehicles will drop significantly and the overall energy consumption will be
much lower, with people still allowed some autonomy.

This may all sound like science fiction or wishful thinking ("it's Americans' God-given
right to have cars and go wherever they please with it") but it will soon make a lot of
economic sense when fuel prices start to go up seriously, as they undoubtedly will*. This
will of course change housing patterns in the US, so it will not happen overnight, but it is
still likely

*And newspapers now seem content to say that oil will be in the 30-50 range instead of the
10-30 (as The Economist did last week (sorry, no link)), which allows them to scare readers
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with 'high oil prices' headlines without actually having them to think hard about the long
term consequences, but I think they are deluded. Prices will go much higher, and a lot more
quickly than they think.

Read my post - there is NO significant available production capacity in the short to medium
term and demand is growing really strongly.

The fact that the "speculators" are in the market shows that some people have more
foresight - all they do is try to anticipate trends, but they cannot provoke them (as an aside -
I disagree with a lot of what jdp writes on the finacial markets here, and I'll try to post a
more substantive rebuttal soon). They see a tight demand-supply situation AND a strong
probability of "crisis" or "incident" (anything, terrorism, labor, weather that has a
significant impact on production in any region) that would tip the market overboard. As the
"crisis" cannot by definition be anticipated, you weigh its probability and its consequences
and add the corresponding probabilists number to the price you're willing to pay. Today's
53$ oil price reflects a let's say 40$ price created by the short term supply-balance situation
and a 13% probability that the price jumps to 140$ (if that's scary, consider that it also
implies a 50% probability that the price goes to 66$) within let's say a year.

As I've written before, I'm not as gloomy as DeAnander on our ability as a civilisation to
come through such a paradigm change (this is an overused expression, but it probably does
apply here!) in good shape. Alternatives already exist at costs that are bearable, and if the
incentives are there, the energy and creativity we have shown to develop and push
internal-combustion engine trnasport will be harnessed in more viable ways like those I
described above.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 10, 2004 07:29 AM

@jerome, good to see you once more having the mental focus and energy to write
(compellingly as always) on this topic where you have such expertise.

I would like to introduce a subtheme (from a discussion elsewhere). In making a soft
transition to a lower-energy-consumption future we must contend with a flood of
propaganda from professional deniers such as
Terence Corcoran, Financial Post. Notice the dead giveaway, the reference to Julian Simon.

This link was posted to a "carfree" discussion list of which I'm a member, with requests for
comments and/or rebuttals. Partridge's paper effectively demolishes Simon in a language
accessible to general readers, so that was easy. But we need imho to think hard about
Cornucopianism and its dangerous effect in persuading people (and politicians) not to take
peak oil seriously.

Corcoran has his finger on one little bit of accurate cultural criticism: he says, and rightly,
that the Peak Oil event fits neatly into an ever-attractive human myth-system, the
Doomsday Cult or End of the World Story. For persons of a pessimistic disposition, or
those unhappy with the present order of things, it is always tempting to believe that some
catastrophic event is just ahead that will turn the world upside down, humble the mighty,
reshuffle the deck, or just plunge us all into annihilation. The popularity of the Rapture Cult
in the US is an excellent illustration of this kind of millennialism (or is it millenarism).

But Corcoran is only telling half the story. On this topic a day or so ago I wrote
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There is a mirror image to the Doomsday Cult, and it's the Cult of the Big
Rock Candy Mountain -- the cult of pie in the sky forever and ever, of streets
paved with gold and little piggies running around pre-roasted for everyone to
take a slice -- a childish fantasy of life without any limits, ever -- where
everyone can indulge their most gluttonous dreams indefinitely. It's
counter-physical, counter-historical, and even counter-intuitive, but its
persistence testifies to the persistence of wishful thinking in the human heart,
and the persistence of chicanery in commerce and finance. Ponzi was by no
means a lusus naturae: he was downright typical -- a perfect Cornucopian.

The Cornucopian Cult comes in many forms, but since the Enlightenment it has mostly
come in the guise of technophilia and industrial optimism, a very C18 and C19 belief that
an infinitude of wealth can be extracted (forcibly, if need by) from the physical world, or
"created" by human ingenuity and technology. In our day, with the collapse of the Soviet
bloc, the prevailing Cornucopian voice is rightwing in political allegiance, but
Cornucopianism was at the heart of the great Soviet industrialisation program and the same
bogus accounting (externalising costs, treating the biosphere as an infinite source and
infinite sink, laying waste and moving on, ignoring issues of sustainability) was practised
during the Soviet heyday. So there is also a Cornucopianism of the Old Left, and I would
say there is a Cornucopianism of the New Leftish tendency as well, the Hydrogen Energy
Cult (Rifkin as primary popular cheerleader), the Lovins thinktank might qualify.

The dominant rightwing Cornucopianism is imho a fossil philosophy, rooted in the naive
vision of earlier centuries, when a smaller population and deep ignorance made planetary
resource appear (for all intents and purposes) infinite. It also borrows, I believe, heavily
from the expansionist mindset of the colonial era (there is always another "terra nullis" just
waiting to be invaded and looted).

Although the "infinite natural resources" assumption was already disproven by real world
events in C18 and C19 (well documented by Clive Ponting in his book A Green History of
the World), it has remarkable staying power -- possibly because it resonates with Biblical
narratives about a world created to order by God for the use and provision (consider the
term "Providence") of Man [sic]. Certainly a naive Cornucopianism in the US, among
semiliterate Fundamentalists, holds that God will create whatever resources are needed for
his chosen country (America) to have as many SUVs and air conditioners as God's people
want.

The emotional linchpin of the Cornucopian worldview is that planetary resources are
infinite. Since this is physically absurd, obviously so (ever since we figured out what a
planet is) then those who don't invoke miraculous intervention by a partisan Deity must
cloak the emotional presupposition in pseudo-rational indirections and redefinitions. One is
the notion that humans create wealth, i.e. resources are created by humans, therefore with
an infinite supply of humans we can never run out of resources. Another is substitutability,
i.e. the belief that whenever one resource becomes scarce, human ingenuity will simply
substitute another resource. Partridge details and refutes these assumptions, I don't see a
need to go through them all over again.

There are several reasons why people promote the Cornucopian dogma. One, obviously, is
denial: fear of a future that will not be similar to the present, unwillingness to accept
change, and total immersion in a "status economy" in which status and rank are expressed
by energy squandering (so that the more energy efficient a mode of transport is, the lower
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its social status is). Americans in particular regard buses as lower-class and many would
feel personally demeaned or degraded if they had to use public (ugh!) transit rather than
ride in private carriages. It is the attitude of aristocracy throughout the ages, but now
perilously vulgarised. This emotional/ego attachment to energy squandering is an enormous
barrier to change and an enormous motivation for people to cling to Cornucopian dogma.

Another motive for the promulgation of Cornucopianism is purely venal. Oil and other
fossil fuel companies, auto and truck companies, etc. are completely invested in a
technology which is rapidly approaching obsolescence. They face an "adapt or die"
moment, and most have grown into lumbering behemoths of industry with enormous
resistance to change. They are strongly motivated to maintain course and try to keep their
stock value high by pretending that they have a long, profitable future ahead and that no
(expensive) retooling or new design work is needed, and that no faster, better-adapted
competitors will ever challenge them. Hence a huge investment by oil companies in
prostituted scientists (or genuine contrarians) who churn out papers and press releases
denying any anthropogenic component to global warming, denying peak oil, etc. Some of
the funding for the promotion of Cornucopian dogma will come from obsolete industrial
sectors where enormous wealth has accumulated, pumping out propaganda to make
themselves look viable.

Contradictions to Cornucopian dogma will not come from most governmental echelons
because no government wants to be the one to tell the public bad news. No US politician
has forgotten how Pres. Carter's career went down in flames the moment he told the
American people that they needed to focus on conservation (i.e. reducing energy demand)
rather than assume that supplies would go on increasing forever. No US politician is going
to take the risk of telling Americans that they need to reduce energy demand. Leadership
cannot be expected from the "leaders", as usual. Compounding this problem is the current
identity of oil interests and the Presidential post and cabinet: the US is for all intents and
purposes owned and operated by an oil cartel at present, and we see the result in blatant
suppression of content in official government reports, censorship of government web sites,
etc. -- as well as in a distastrous foreign policy focussed on colonial resource-stealing as a
means to support a Cornucopian domestic energy policy.

A further difficulty is posed by the current intellectual hegemony of neoliberal (Chicago
School) economic theory. The problem with this flavour of capitalist theory is that it
requires a neverending growth or expansion in order to "work". Markets must expand
continually for the bogus mechanisms of future discounting to work, and these mechanisms
are required to make the bogus concept of "externalisation of costs" to work. The whole
economic philosophy is predicated on infinite growth, and hence Cornucopianism is built
into the entire global economic system at this time. The absurdity of this is easily seen
when we read editorials in major papers bemoaning the tapering-off or even reduction of
population in selected affluent countries. Given the approximate carrying capacity of the
planet, the role of fossil fuel in allowing us to "cheat" on this carrying capacity and
overshoot our sustainable population/consumption threshold, and the imminent decline in
fossil fuel availability, any reduction in population growth is very good news. But because
our economic dogma requires infinite growth, it is perversely regarded as bad news. (A
countercurrent or "New School" in economics is struggling to be born -- here's an intro.)

I would even propose that there is a deeper psychosocial barrier to overcome, and that is the
definition of masculinity in Western cultures. That definition is so tightly coupled to what I
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could call "immaturity" values: aggression, insouciance, display/swaggering, recklessness,
contempt, conquest. Values like caution, modesty, probity, farsightfulness, negotiation,
caring, and the respectful acknowledgement of limits, are considered "girly", female,
demeaning for "real men" to practise. Since these are precisely the values needed in
planning and technology to succeed in a finite-resource environment, we have a dangerous
situation in which the very self-definition of "manliness" is invested in attitudes directly
incompatible with a soft landing: resistance from the male public and from male politicians
will come from levels of ego so deep as to be quite intractable. We need only watch the
boyish, thuggish posturing in which Senator Kerry is indulging, in order to prove himself
"manly enough" to win the voters' confidence, to see how difficult it will be for any US
politician to embody basic sustainability principles.

We have therefore an astonishingly difficult set of barriers to overcome, in order to achieve
a soft landing after the end of the Cheap Oil Era. To achieve a soft landing, demand
reduction must be seriously addressed; and demand reduction cannot be addressed while
we cling to the Big Rock Candy Mountain fairy tale, or to the various structures that
support that fairly tale or depend on it, or the emotional obsessions that require us to
believe in it.

There are barriers between scientists and the public, enforced by corporate ownership of
media and governmental self-censoring. There are barriers inside the public mind, enforced
by religious dogma, egomania, and politican indoctrination. There are conceptual and
intellectual barriers throughout the academy and the secular-priestly caste of economists
and technomanagers.

I agree with Bernhard's analysis and with Jerome's practical, pragmatic outline for a
lower-demand transport network. It is eminently sensible, and what's appalling is that, in
this day and age, it should seem to anyone "science fiction-y" or extreme. But to get there
from here will be uphill work. Truly we have our work cut out for us -- economists,
politicians, religious dogmatists and the public will need to be dragged kicking and
screaming into contact with physics and reality.

. . . outcome can be avoided -- and I fear that we are going to lose this battle
(or the related battle against catastrophic climate change) because the forces
of inertia will resist action until we can see ourselves about to go over the
precipice.

oh Simon, you underestimate the human race. well over the precipice and in
free fall, our talking heads will still be insisting firmly that "that was NOT a
precipice" and "we are NOT falling," or "that direction we are going in should
NOT be called 'down'", and citing Julian Simon's latest paper debunking the
"unproven theory" of gravity.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 10, 2004 05:36 PM

DeAnander - just saw your post as I was about to turn off the computer. Too much to
absorb and to reply to right now, so I will try to get back later; maybe not tomorrow as I'm
travelling (flying to London and back in the same day and doing my bit to bring the end of
cheap oil closer...).

Thanks as always for the insightful and informative posts.
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Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 10, 2004 05:43 PM

a note on terminology for the mindset that the world will end soon - as you may recall,
there was a major outbreak of this in europe as 1000 C.E. approached - hence the
appearance of the latin word for "one thousand" in the name for the mindset

according to the wikipedia article on the topic, the most common terms used are

millenarianism or millenarism

other, less common synonyms are

millenism, millennialism, millennianism, millenniarism and millenniumism

Posted by: mistah charley | October 10, 2004 06:05 PM

Dr. Marc Faber: Just how high will oil prices go?

Since its last major low in 1998 at $12 (when the Economist published a very
bearish piece about oil), crude oil prices have climbed to around $50 at
present. The question, therefore, arises whether oil prices are headed for a
sharp fall, as most analysts seem to think, or whether far higher prices could
become reality in the years to come.
...
whereas we can say that the 1970s oil shock was 'event driven', today's oil
price increase is structural in nature. Specifically the current demand driven oil
bull market is fueled by the incremental demand coming from the
industrialization of China and the rising standards of living around Asia,
which increase the population of energy using consumer durables such as
motorcycles, air-conditioners, and cars very rapidly
...
Therefore, starting from such a low base, oil consumption in Asia will, in my
opinion, double in the next ten to 15 years from currently 20 million barrels
per day to around 40 million barrels per day.
...
Lastly, I do concede that if oil prices tumbled to say USD $40 or possibly even
$35, equities around the world might well rally temporary (in fact equities
would rally in anticipation of such a decline). However, if I am right that in
future oil prices could rise much further than is generally expected,
geopolitical tension would likely increase dramatically, as countries such as
the US and China would increasingly become concerned about adequate
supplies.

And, in the case that oil prices were to rise in real terms to their 1980s
highs â€“ well over US$ 100 â€“ then the foundation for World War
Three would be laid and most certainly begin to weigh heavily on equity
prices for which I cannot share the prevailing widespread optimism anyway.
Financial stocks have begun to weaken and this is an indication that something
is not quite right!
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Posted by: b | October 11, 2004 11:38 AM

This morning in the FT:

Oil groups failing to meet costs of new finds
By James Boxell in London

The world's biggest oil companies are failing to get value for money when
they explore for new reserves, according to research by Wood Mackenzie, the
energy consultant.

The report shows the commercial value of oil and gas discovered over the past
three years by the 10 largest listed energy groups is running well below the
amount they have spent on exploration.

(emphasis added)
And that's AFTER reducing exploration costs.

The fact is that 3/4 of remaining oil reserves are in countries which do not really encourage
foreign investment - and have done almost no exploration in the past 20 years. This is not
going to be sustainable for long...

The good news - reserves in less explored countries are maybe, maybe, more than we think
The bad news - we may need to go to war to do that exploration...

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 11, 2004 04:00 PM

DeAnander

coming back to your long post above, I had a few random points that I wanted to throw
your way as reactions to what you wrote:

- candy mountain - that expression gave me some fun dreams last night - but I would argue
that we do have a "candy mountain" of sorts. the energy sent by the sun, not to mention the
nuclear energy in all the matter on earth is many ordrs of magnitude more than we consume
now and that we will consume in the future. The question is more - can we reach that
mountain, i.e. can we capture that energy other than by relying only on the chemical form
generated by the earth's biomass? If we can, energy will not be the issue (sustainability still
will be, but it will be about another topic, whether water, fertile soil, or something else). If
we can't, then we are indeed stuck with whatever stock of chemical energy the earth has
plus what it can regenerate during any given period. Can we leverage that stock of energy
(oil & coal) to get to "smarter" energy forms?
It's a bit like fusion - you need to put a lot of energy in before anything comes out, and then
you need to get a positive balance, which we are barely doing. It's the same for solar energy
in all its forms (wind, PV, etc). We have another few decades to do it.

- population growth. This is actually a major point. As you say, decreasing populations are
not necessarily a bad thing for sustainability... The thing is, population is a
low-productivity-growth activity, i.e. we have not really managed to improve the process of
"extracting" or "producing" humans. It still requires a lot of energy, time (maybe even more
than before, 25ys instead of 10 previously). We've reduced losses in the production process
(lower child mortality, longer life expectancy) but that has barely compensated for the
longer production time.
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That high "energy cost" is already felt in that birth rates are declining everywhere in an
unprecedented way.
I have read recently that energy consumption per head peaked in the 70s (not sure if this
referred to the whole world, the developed world or just the US, probably the developed
world). This was the first time in man's modern history that this indicator declined. Some
saw that as a sign of impending doom (the slide towards resource scarcity...). Or you can
see it as a sign that we are learning (and responding to proper incentives, like higher oil
prices). I find it an interesting coincidence that it happened at the same time as the end of
the demographic cycle in our countries (this also fits nicely with the feminist revolution viz.
your "manliness" point).

- perceptions. we take "free" (or at least very cheap) transport for granted. Touching it in
any way (including even modest price rises) is a denial of our "human rights" nowadays.
This is incomprehensible to me, but very real (see the howls everywhere - and the
corresponding political posturing - these days with the still minor fuel price increass). I
don't see any other way but a real crisis to show everyone that transport actually is a
COSTLY activity.
(we fully agree on this, I think)

- a minor quibble. I would not blame the corporations so much. They run with the incentive
provided. Of course, they try to maintain favorable incentives, but they adapt if pushed. we
need to push them and orient they real capacities otherwise.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 11, 2004 04:27 PM

and so it begins . . .

anyway (random thoughts, continuing to bat ideas around)...

the combination of reducing demand and reducing inefficiency should buy some time. but
(as I said earlier) there are enormous conceptual and emotional roadblocks in the way, that
interfere with our ability to approach the problem rationally. just one small example is the
(successful) attempt by the mfr of the obscene Hummer SUV to associate their product in
many affluent people's minds with Patriotism, i.e. Hummer the All American Patriotic Car.
once this association is made then any attempt to critique the gross inefficiency of the
vehicle or its disproportionate privatisation of shared public space, will be resisted
instinctively as "unpatriotic" or "anti-American." I forgot to list nationalism among the
various psychological problems that make it difficult to effect real change. consider it
added.

the population issue might, if left to play out naturally, resolve itself. but unfortunately
current models of capitalism provide perverse incentives to overbreed... rather than care
for, e.g. elderly and needy people out of present surplus (for example, as an alternative to
paying CEOs 500 or 700 times what a line worker makes), the greedhead model of
economics requires that we cover that expense by the Ponzi scheme of infinite growth and
future discounting.

I have had the argument over per-capita energy consumption more than once with those
who insist that the higher this figure is, the more advanced and desirable the civilisation
must be. my response is quite simple: which technology is preferable, a PDP-8 personal
computer at approx. 500 lbs and several kilowatts per hour of electricity consumption -- or
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an x86 laptop or Mac Powerbook weighing less than 10 lbs, using less than 1 percent of the
energy to operate, and offering approximately 10,000 times the compute power? would the
person using a PDP8 have a higher quality of life than the person using a Powerbook,
simply because they consume more energy? I've used both and the answer is pretty obvious
:-)

Posted by: DeAnander | October 12, 2004 12:13 AM

Hey, check out India on that map of the world at night. Surprising, huh?

We all ignore India at our peril.

Posted by: floopmeister | October 12, 2004 09:37 PM

floopmeister

yt take on howards victory. i'm interested

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 13, 2004 01:49 PM

High school students and teacher build hydrogen vehicle powered by sunlight.

Fascinating story.

The only down side is that enculturation compels them to think outside the box from
within a bigger box.

In other words they put all that innovation inside a Chevy pickup [insert Danny Thomas
spit-take here].

Somehow this culture needs to stop insisting on pushing two-ton boxes around town.

That's the heaviest hurdle to jump. That's the group think that is anchoring progress to the
bottom of the sea.

But overcoming the bigger-is-heavier-is-better wetware inside humans is going to be damn
near impossible.

Just as we gloat that Kerry is taller than Bush, so the first horseman gloated over peasants,
and even so does the SUVer lord it over everyday passenger cars.

It is fundamental encoding.

And asking people to rise above their genes is a lot like asking them to give up sex.

But then, that's why we have laws right? To compel proper behavior? What's the chances of
legislating small light smart cars into being?

[insert Danny Thomas spit-take here]

Posted by: koreyel | October 14, 2004 12:39 PM

Swiss-Solution: Swiss cheese into electricity
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Came across an article in todayâ€™s magazine of one of the big supermarkets. Apparently,
when producing cheese there is a by-product called â€˜Schotteâ€™ (well not a Scott, which
would be the literal translation). In some of the alpine regions, they have to use up to
80â€™000kWh to get rid of this â€˜Schotteâ€™. Then they had the idea to use it to
produce electricity. They are mixing it with the mire from the local purification plant. This
mixture is used with a new biogas-procedure to produce electricity. Their estimate is that
by next year they will be able to produce 250â€™000 kWh from 4 million litres of
â€˜Schotteâ€™ - but adding the 80â€™000kWh saved from getting rid of this product it
actually would add up to 330â€™000kWh. And this is only in one cheese producing
region, the Engadin.

(By the way, one of the ways for the supermarkets to lure consumers is to become more
and more green, there is more organic stuff available, and they give importance to recycling
and reducing their own energy use and no gen-manipulated food. On the same page is also
article, that says that 80% of their consumers are strictly agains gen-manipulated food and
it seems that the number of people being sceptical is increasing.)

This article to me confirms something important - there is not one solution to solve the
environmental problems and the energy consumption. I think the more open we can
approach this problem, the more solutions can be found, each adapted to the local needs.

Unfortunately I could not find a link to this projekt.

Posted by: Fran | October 20, 2004 12:53 PM
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October 07, 2004

Two Cents

Andy Xie of Morgan Stanley writes

Summary and Investment Conclusion

The monetary bubble that the Fed has created post-tech burst has created
property and commodity inflation (mainly in food and oil). I anticipate the
cost-push inflation will spread to general inflation in the coming months,
which may shake the bond market.

I believe the global economy is headed toward either mild deflation or
stagflation. If central banks cut interest rates in 2005 in response to slowing
growth â€” an outcome of the oil shock â€” the global economy may be
headed toward stagflation. If central banks focus on price stability and, hence,
do not cut interest rate in 2005 despite slowing growth, the global economy
could be headed toward low growth and low inflation with deflation in certain
periods and some sectors.

My expectation is along Andy Xie's one, but twofold, dividing the world into a US-Dollar
and a Euro zone.

The US Federal Reserve Bank (Fed) under Greenspan is likely NOT to focus on price
stability. The propaganda "core CPI" inflation measurement (without "volatile" food and oil
prices) will show only low US inflation rates.

Next year the Fed will decrease its interest rate again, because the US economy will be in
stagnation or in another recession. Low Fed interest rates will lead to a new round of
money creation (cheap credit => increasing amount of money chasing a constant amount of
goods => higher prices => inflation) and intensify the inflationary process. The US money
expansion will also fuel inflation in Asia where currencies are bound to the value of the US
Dollar. Through more expansive imports from Asia to the US the inflation spiral will
accelerate.

This will have the desired effect of decreasing the cosmic US debt in real, inflation
corrected, terms, but in effect will be a heavy additional tax for the US consumer. This is
the stagflation scenario.

The European Central Bank is hawkish on inflation. It will most likely not decrease its
interest rate, but may allow or engineer a further rise of the Euro against the US Dollar.
This will shield the Euro market from increases in Dollar denominated commodity (oil)
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prices, i.e. inflation, but will hurt its exports.

Inflationary pressure in the Euro zone will be much less than in the US, but low local
demand and sluggish exports will take their toll.

(The Euro economies will try to increase their exports into countries that are blessed with
higher income through higher commodity prices, i.e. the Middle East and Russia. This puts
their economic interest in opposition to strategic US interests.)

Real wages will decrease, as desired, not through inflation, but through negotiated working
hours increases. This is Andy Xie's deflationary scenario.

Economic analysis is unsound in quantifying effects in time. The above scenario may
unfold in 2005 to 2008, but possible shocks like a massive oil supply disruption, a litigious
US election or a severe correction in the stock markets through derivative failures (Fannie
Mae?) will likely accelerate the process.

My medium term investment conclusion:
Short: US Dollar, US Treasuries, high tech, housing and retail related stocks;
Long: Euros, Gold, commodities (oil, food), stocks related to water, food and commodity
production;

These are just my â‚¬ 0.02. If you add your equivalent in the comments, we may all
become rich.

Posted by Bernhard on October 7, 2004 at 05:07 PM | Permalink

Comments

Bernhard again you post great stuff.

But I was having a "whatever" moment of thought in the past minutes.............

This site, along with Jerome's, are the spawns of Billmon. Where is he............. Gitmo?

If he is not, he owes us all an apology.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 7, 2004 05:13 PM

Donâ€™t want to become rich but only protect my retirement investments. And I donâ€™t
have any constructive comments but only questions.

I presently hold about three-fourths of my investment in U.S. Govâ€™t Income Trust funds
and one-fourth in Traditional IRA Funds (as I understand this, the stock market). With
about $800 per month of social security (if it continues to exist) income, and my modest
investment in my two IRA funds it doesnâ€™t leave much to support me in full retirement
2 years from now. (Of course I donâ€™t plan to retire but will try to live comfortably
enough to pursue my heartâ€™s leads with the support of whatever my retirement income.)

So my question.

Hold on to U.S. Govâ€™t Income Trust funds or convert to Euros and/or oil/food stocks or
commodities, on a continuing conversion to the future strategy? Trade my stock market
funds to ... what?
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Guess Iâ€™m asking professional questions from a blog and may be completely off base
but if any of you financial/investment geniuses care to comment Iâ€™d appreciate it and
from what I know of yâ€™all Iâ€™d take your ideas or advice to heart.

I understand the transitory nature of all existence so wonâ€™t hold anyone karmically
responsible if you reply.

CP,

I'm still trying to pick up on the blogging vernacular. Haven't yet been able to figure out ....
Gitmo?

Posted by: Juannie | October 7, 2004 06:21 PM

Guantanamo.

Posted by: beq | October 7, 2004 07:14 PM

Feds want back-door in all broadband
Donna sez, "People are really upset about the FBI's proposal to extend a phone-tapping law
called CALEA to the Internet by requiring that broadband Internet and VoIP providers
build in a 'backdoor' for government surveillance. But they'd be even more upset if they
understood what this means. EFF's Annalee Newitz explains what will happen if this
proposal is adopted:" If the FCC adopts the proposal, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and
nearly all VoIP companies will have to design their systems to be tappable. This isn't nearly
as tidy as it sounds. The law distinguishes between two kinds of information that can be
gleaned via telephone surveillance: "call identifying information" or CII (numbers dialed
and when), and "content" (actual conversations taking place). Telephone network
technology allows a law enforcement agent to gather these two kinds of information
separately, in isolation from one another. There is no danger that an agent seeking CII will
accidentally get to listen to the content of his target's conversations. Or that he will
accidentally hear the conversations of everybody on the same block as his target.

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 7, 2004 08:43 PM

Dig tunnels deep, store grain everywhere, and never seek hegemony (or is it- hedge
funds?).

Posted by: biklett | October 7, 2004 09:51 PM

Great post but I must say, the economic theories are dubious at best. Printing money never
creates inflation. The ability to raise prices creates inflation. The problem with the US
economy is many.

First, we aren't creating anything anymore. You have to ad value to create wealth. If it is
done offshore, all our economy amounts to is passing money back and forth.

Second, the banking system works on the fractional reserve system. That means you have
$100,000 in the local credit union. That allows that credit union to loan one million dollars
through the fractional reserve system. In other words banks make money by making
money. They don't care how it's paid back. The problem through the fractional reserve
system is, there is never enough money in the system to pay back all the money loaned.
Creating winners and losers. When the money supply is reduced during a recession, money
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for the exchange of goods and services is reduced thus creating massive bankruptsy.

Third, hedge funds are killing our economy. After our last economic discussion when I
claimed hedge funds are sucking the money out of the market, I believe someon disputted
that idea. I again asked my broker about it. He again said yes that hedge funds are sucking
the money out of the market. Put your money in local banks and the economy would do
better. Trillions need to come back to the local level and make this country boom. I have
thrown this theory out to numerous people and they agree 401ks are killing our country.

I can go on and on but I don't want to long of post.

Posted by: jdp | October 7, 2004 10:18 PM

I second Cloned Poster's thanks. Good post, and a perspective I had never even thought of
before.

Juannie:

Your question gave a horrible image in my head of an eager investor taking my advice and
then suffering huge losses a few weeks later. I have some fairly strong opinions about wise
investments, but they're probably based more on emotion than anything. If I were you, I'd
talk to a financial advisor, with the economic future looking so unclear, and go for
investments that are well-diversified, by country as well as by investment type.
---

I agree that the ECB has been rabidly anti- inflation ever since it came to be, but even in
"Euroland" it has created some property bubbles. Countries like Ireland and Spain have
short-term interest rates that are very stimulative for them, even as 2% still seems too high
for poor Germany.

If the ECB keeps its hard line, and the Euro really does continue to appreciate, even those
stronger economies will probably falter, and their property manias will cool in a hurry. All
this to agree - yes, lots of deflationary fun for Europe.

(Though I'm not sure they really want a stronger Euro - remember those threats to set a
fixed exchange rate if the Euro went over $1.30?)

Posted by: Harrow | October 7, 2004 11:54 PM

There is no bubble in the housing market. But why did I just hear something go 'plop'?

REVERSING TREND: Builder cuts prices on new homes

The region's second largest home builder, Pulte Homes, has cut its new home
prices by 5 percent to 25 percent in recent days, reversing a trend of
ballooning home prices and leaving at least one Denver-based real estate
investor threatening legal action.
...
New home prices in the valley appreciated by 35 percent during the first eight
months of this year, according to Home Builders Research. Over the past
decade, the median price of a valley home has more than doubled while
median household income has increased just 22 percent.
...
Denver-area resident Ross King is furious about the Pulte Homes price cuts,
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which came less than two weeks after he closed on a 1,900-square-foot home
in Henderson's Anthem master-planned community. King paid $498,000 for
the house, which he bought as an investment. The same model now lists for
$382,990 after costing as much as $516,990 in June.

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 04:51 AM

@Juannie
Hold on to U.S. Govâ€™t Income Trust funds or convert to Euros and/or oil/food stocks or
commodities, on a continuing conversion to the future strategy? Trade my stock market
funds to ... what?

I can only give you some tips, not a good investment advise because I donÂ´t know your
further circumstances and I am not sure what Gov't Income Trust Fund or what stock funds
you are in.

The time horizont for these tips is some 3 years. I have no affiliation with any
company/person mentioned.

1. You can convert your money easily from US$ into other currencies with an account at
Everbank. They offer FIDC insured Certificate of Deposits in various currencies. You will
earn more interest than on US bonds and will additionaly profit from any decrease in the
US$ value. Their minimum is US$ 10,000 (?).
My prefered currencies are New Zealand $, Australian $, Canadian $ - all commodity
backed 1st world countries.

A probably easier alternative is the Prudent Bear Global Income Fund - internationaly
invested in fixed income instruments (bonds) and some precious metal - good perfomance,
good management (by what I read anyhow)

2. There are some defensive stock funds I would prefer over any regular fund.
- Fidelity has a Food & Agriculture fund that should profit from inflationary tendencies.
- Rydex has sector funds for Energy, Energy Services, Utilities and Precious Metals. These
will perform better than the financial services / high tech / retail sectors of en vogue funds.
- The Prudent Bear Fund is short on stocks, long on Gold. A not-so-good performance in
times of rising stock markets, but a very good performance in market declines. As I expect
a market decline I do prefer this one, but it has some risk.

3. Some of your money should be in precious metals. You can buy gold coins or silver
"bags" in several places. Buy only coins that have no collector value but are near to the
price of their real gold value. The gold price will increase when the US$ falls.

If you are not comfortable with owning Gold, Jim Rogers (ex partner of George Soros) has
a Raw Materials Fund with excellent (past) performance.

The recommended mix would be like 50% in 1. and 25% each in 2. and 3.

For some portfolio mix tips read through some articles of Robert Gordon. He is to old to be
interested in robbing anyone and you may just write him and ask for help.

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 08:26 AM

@jdp Great post but I must say, the economic theories are dubious at best. Printing money
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never creates inflation. The ability to raise prices creates inflation

Imagine an island with a fixed amount of goods available. People on the island have a fixed
amount of orange shells, their currency, to trade the fixed amount of goods.
What happens if someone finds a whole lot of additional orange shells and uses these in
this small economic system?
Increased orange shells (money supply) chasing a constant amount of goods will increase
the price, measured in currency units, of these goods. Before there was one shell for each
coconut, now there are two shells available for each coconut. The value of shells did half,
the value of coconuts doubled. If the amount of coconuts (and demand) would have
doubled too, the price would not have changed.

If the Fed, through the fractional reserve banking system, creates money(credit) at a higher
rate than value(demand) of tradeable goods is increased, it induces inflation. Consumer
prices may not go up immediately. The additional money may flow into stock markets
(1995-2000) and increase the prices paid for companies, it may flow into the housing
market and increase prices for homes. But all these bubbles will go 'plop' at on point and
the money will rush after consumer goods. Then you have the price increase in consumer
prices that most people call inflation. This is not the real inflation, but only a consequence
of it.

The real inflation is the creation of money in a rate higher than the creation of goods and
value.

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 08:49 AM

Harrow,

Even with karmic absolution, I agree that I too would be hesitant to offer much advice.
Your reply is honorable. I have found that strong opinions from someone I consider
honorable are usually based on rationale that I would probably appreciate hearing for my
own critical evaluation.

I know what my investment advisor (fund manager) is recommending but I find less honor
and more enthusiasm to impose advice from that quarter.

Years ago I thought that property values were already too high and not a good investment.
My opinion proved wrong. Today again property values appear stretched and I just this
morning read of a builder in CO is reducing his prices on new buildings. However real
property has real value if it is agriculturally usable and a roof and warm house has real
value. If things get really bad for the middle-class who are property poor, food and shelter
will be very valuable.

It looks to me like investment opportunities and pitfalls abound. I agree with biklettâ€™s
advice on grain. I think food related investments are a fairly safe haven as long as
thereâ€™s not a lot of leverage involved.

Bernhard,

I promise I wonâ€™t run out and jump on all your advice but I am and will investigate the
leads you posted. Your arguments sound informed and thoughtful and resonate with my
thinking on this subject. Thank you.
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Posted by: Juannie | October 8, 2004 11:19 AM

Thanks for the help Bernhard. I have filed those last two posts for near-future reference.

Now help us with one more question. Several bloggers and others, including Reich I think
predict a dollar crash soon. Given the wild and irrational govt moves of the past few years I
tend to believe this imminent-crash scenario too, and even that one of the goals of the PTB
is to destroy the economy. Just what their rationale for this is, I confess not to know, but in
light of the other irrational-on-the-face-of-it recent govt moves, I believe it.

My question is, do you expect the dollar to crash? And secondly, how will other currencies
fare in such an event? To me precious metals or other hard commodities are the best bet.
Having a certificate proving ownership of a gold stash somewhere else though isn't so
comforting in a martial-law state.

Burying corn like a squirrel may be the last refuge.

Posted by: rapt | October 8, 2004 11:24 AM

There is no bubble in the housing market.

All right, allow me to re-phrase: "housing prices that have gotten substantially ahead of
fundamentals." The end result for several countries on the European periphery will be
unpleasant.

If Pulte Homes in any indicator, the US may have a wee bit of a problem too.

P.S: Good grief, that Robert Gordon guy makes most economic bears sound like
helium-sucking optimists!

Posted by: Harrow | October 8, 2004 12:02 PM

Juannie,

Actually, it was Mao's advice re tunnels, grain and hegemony.

I worked at the Fed for 20 years and have seen a lot from the inside. What scares me is the
unwarranted confidence Greenspan and others have that they can manage the coming
crises.

Bank are subject to looser and fewer regulations and are examined far less often than they
were ten years ago. Look at the experience of the Japanese banking system in the last
decade if you want a taste of the future.

Banks are pushing interest-only mortgages for twice the loan amounts that people could
qualify for only a couple of years ago. A speculator's dream. I'd be worried for myself more
if I didn't live in San Francisco. I figure that SF will be buoyed by Chinese investors
returning some of the trade deficit.

Posted by: biklett | October 8, 2004 12:21 PM

b,

your scenario is in a shortage situation. Where is the shortage in this market?

Also, the Channel Islands do print money. The federal governemnt and the fed reserve have
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been printing money. But, there is still no rampant inflation. Why? because jobs moving
offshore is having a two pronged effect. One, it suppresses wages and benefits, two, it
makes the cost of producing goods cheaper, thus no pricing power in the market.

Your premise on printing money is an old economic premise that if an honest economist is
asked the question will tel you is false. If there is more money thatn goods to pruchase
where will that money go? I say into savings. But since there is only enough money printed
or loaned for the consumer part of the economy, we have no national savings. If people
have everything they need to live, extra money earned will go to saving in a perfect
economic world.

Posted by: jdp | October 8, 2004 12:28 PM

@rapt
For now the Dollar will slide lower some 20-30% over a couple of month.

Currently a crash has a low probability, but it is possible. It would need an external event
like:
- a successful attack on a Saudi Arabian oil distribution point with oil prices running above
$100.
- a major derivative crunch where a Fannie Mae or a Citibank get into real trouble and have
to be bailed out
- a big WMD event in the US
- a China Taiwan conflict with US support for China where China than would drop US
treasuries from the air on the world markets

The chances for a severe Dollar crash increases over time if the current imbalances keep
growing like they are. Paul Krugman said 2006/2007 could be the point of no return, but he
did so before oil prices surged. Economic science is just very imprecise on timing (I once
tried to change that a little bit in my PhD thesis, but failed).

If the Dollar crashes other currencies -if not bound to the Dollar- will rise in relation, as
will gold. I do differentiate between gold and silver and commodities. Gold is a kind of
currency and its value is a monetary issue. Copper, platin etc are commodities and their
value depend on industrial demand and mine supply. Silver is inbetween. For my part, I
have some gold in a bank vault - certificates are paper and their value can change to zero.

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 12:56 PM

Bloomberg: Dollar Falls by Most in More Than a Year as U.S. Hiring Slows

Evidence of slowing job growth comes as Fed officials including Robert
McTeer, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, said the U.S.
current-account deficit, at a record $166 billion, may cause the U.S. currency
to weaken.

Potential `Crisis'

While foreign investors now ``finance'' the current-account gap, ``theoretically
some day that process will come to an end, the flows will turn against us and
there will be a crisis that will result in rapidly rising interest rates and a rapidly
depreciating dollar,'' McTeer said in speech yesterday.

One of my subscriber financial sites has more:
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Robert New-Era McTeer also gave the dollar bulls something to chew on
when he made the following comments at an event yesterday hosted by
Market News International:
"Theoretically, some day that process [foreigners funding our current-account
deficit] will come to an end, the flows will turn against us and there will be a
crisis that will result in rapidly rising interest rates and a rapidly depreciating
dollar that will be very disruptive. But I don't know what to do about it."

He continued: "In order to correct it with income growth, we have to have
artificially depressed growth pushed down below our trading partners in order
to correct it. The other alternative is a depreciating dollar, which I can't talk
about. But over time, I think there's only one direction [for the dollar.]"

With such official talk the Fed is now "engineering" a further drop of the Dollar value.
They will aim for a 20% drop. Maybe they can do so, maybe it will get out of hands - if
these markets move, they are hard to stop - i.e. a US$ crash.

For folks who have their money in US Dollars, this does simply say that the buying power
of your investment will drop 20% in value, because you are not taking the few steps needed
to transfer them into other currency.

Do you think gas at the pump (in US$) is expensive now? Think again. Those Sheiks do
calculate in gold onces not in US$

Mc Teer is now flashing the biggest warning light there is, you better act now.

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 05:36 PM

I'm surprised that a government official would be so, well, brazen about it. What kind of a
self-respecting bureaucrat says: "But I don't know what to do about it"???

If they think they can duplicate the late 1980s and bring down the dollar without serious
problems (apart from that nasty stock market crash in '87), then they may not understand
the state of the American economy today, as opposed to 17 years ago. Maybe it's just my
imagination, but his comments almost sound like all those officials this week who've been
admitting what a mistake and fiasco Iraq is. A note of despairing realism for a situation
that's nearing the point of FUBAR?

Posted by: Harrow | October 8, 2004 11:58 PM

And here is another Fed pooh-bah with a brilliant flash of satori, this time about household
savings.

But the bottom line, Mr. Ferguson says, is that â€œthe problem of inadequate
national savings is still thereâ€•.

(Well, he did make more excuses than Mr. McTeer.) Maybe Fed officials have always been
more realistic than the fables that regularly issue from the White House. Is there some kind
of coordinated Fed campaign to cover their asses, because they know how ugly things
might get in the future?

Posted by: Harrow | October 9, 2004 12:23 AM

@Cloned Poster -
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billmon is indeed the ancestor of the two blogs you mention, but he doesn't OWE us
anything - rather the reverse, in a way - he is like a father to this community of discourse

but as to where he is - the last we heard from him (the la times piece), he was NOT in a
good mood - clearly burnt out - and maybe it's better if he chooses to remain silent

as wittgenstein said, "when you forget the words - hum" or something like that

Posted by: mistah charley | October 11, 2004 01:56 AM

b,

You mention the Canadian $ as one of your preferred currencies. In your 10/8, 12:56 AM
post you say, "If the Dollar crashes other currencies -if not bound to the Dollar- will rise in
relation."

That part I get but what I haven't figured out is how one can find out whether a currency is
or is not bound to the dollar.

This is really academic for me now as I gather from your suggestion that the Canadian $ is
not bound to the US $; and being a Canadian ( my born citizenship, Iâ€™m a naturalized
American) if I move currency it would be in that direction.

Posted by: Juannie | October 11, 2004 09:38 AM

John Walbridge of Indiana University, who has long experience in the Middle East and
Pakistan, writes:

" Your readers might be interested in my private index of the progress of the War on
Terror: the exchange rate of the dollar against the euro and the Pakistani rupee:

On Sept. 11, 2000, while Clinton was in office the euro traded at about $.86. By Bush's
inauguration it had gone up to about $.96, but it had declined to $.91 by Sept. 11, 2001. On
Sept. 11, 2002, the euro had risen to $.97, a year later in 2003 to $1.12, and by Sept. 11,
2004, it was trading at $1.23, over a third above where it was at the time of the attacks--in
other words, a 26% devaluation of the dollar in the course of the War on Terror. This
devaluation is the dog that didn't bark in
the current presidential campaign.

A more telling index of the progress of the War on Terror is the exchange rate between the
dollar and the Pakistani rupee. The rupee tends to be pretty closely tied to the US dollar, in
good part because Pakistanis like to keep their savings in US hundred dollar bills. When I
first encountered the Pakistani rupee in September 1997, it was trading at a little over 41 to
the dollar. On Sept 11, 2000, it traded
at 55 to the dollar, which had fallen to 59.5 by Bush's inauguration, and 64.2 by 9/11/2001.
The rupee rose to 59.6 by Sept. 11, 2002 and 57.8 by Sept. 11, 2003. It has since dropped
slightly to 59.5 to the dollar.

Therefore, during the course of the War on Terror, the Pakistani rupee has risen about 8%
against the U.S. dollar, despite having lost 20% against the euro in the same period.

In other words, if the money changers of Pakistan are to be relied upon--and they are
nobody's fools in my experience--the prospects for economic stability in Pakistan are
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shaky, as witness the decline against the euro, but the prospects for the United States
economy are worse."

--
John Walbridge
Chair, Near Eastern Languages and Cultures
Director, Middle East and Islamic Studies Program
Goodbody 222
1011 East Third Street
Indiana University
Bloomington IN 47405-7005

Source

Posted by: Buddy can you spare a rupee? | October 11, 2004 11:00 AM

@Juannie

Malaysia, Hong Kong and China have US$ pegged currencies. Many other east-asian
countries keep their currency range bound to the US$.
UK, Aussiland, Euroland, Canada, New Zealand are not US$ pegged and pay higher
interest with less risk. They will rise when the US$ falls. Canada should be afine country to
put your money to, especially if you have the background.

Last Wednesday one could convert US$ 1,000 to CA$ 1,260. Today one can convert CA$
1,260 to US$ 1,004.
Jan 2003 one could convert US$ 1,000 to CA$ 1,562. Today one can convert CA$ 1,562 to
US$ 1,245.
I do, as may others, expect this trend to continue.

Posted by: b | October 11, 2004 01:17 PM
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October 07, 2004

P.W.M.D.P.R.A.C.

"My colleagues, every statement I make today is backed up by sources, solid
sources. These are not assertions. What we're giving you are facts and
conclusions based on solid intelligence."
Transcript of Powell's U.N. presentation

The Comprehensive Report .. on Iraqâ€™s WMD finds:

Irak had

Possible - Weapon - of - Mass - Destruction - Program - Related - Activity -
Considerations

thought to eventually deter an Iranian aggression.

Never has a nation's international standing be shredded like this.

Posted by Bernhard on October 7, 2004 at 08:23 AM | Permalink

Comments

OMG, the full report is HUGE.

key findings
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â€¢ Iran was the pre-eminent motivator of this policy. All senior level Iraqi officials
considered Iran to be Iraqâ€™s principal enemy in the region. The wish to balance Israel
and acquire status and influence in the Arab world were also considerations, but secondary.

â€¢ Iraq Survey Group (ISG) judges that events in the 1980s and early 1990s shaped
Saddamâ€™s belief in the value of WMD. In Saddamâ€™s view, WMD helped to save the
Regime multiple times. He believed that during the Iran-Iraq war chemical weapons had
halted Iranian ground offensives and that ballistic missile attacks on Tehran had broken its
political will. Similarly, during Desert Storm, Saddam believed WMD had deterred
Coalition Forces from pressing their attack beyond the goal of freeing Kuwait. WMD had
even played a role in crushing the Shiâ€™a revolt in the south following the 1991
cease-fire.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 7, 2004 09:44 AM

POWELL must resign RIGTH NOW. TODAY.

Posted by: curious | October 7, 2004 10:41 AM

see the noses of colin and george and the other guy behind them, how they are wiggling ?
see the desperate faces of these guys ?

colin couldn't bring in any real anthrax of vx or whatever, no, he had to pull off this cheap
stunt with his fucking COKE VIAL before any of them had a noseful that morning !

fucking dilletant ...

Posted by: name | October 7, 2004 11:21 AM

The grinch and his thugs.

Posted by: | October 7, 2004 11:35 AM

Indeed, Bush is a wonder. So far, I thought the best (worst?) was Chirca deciding that
France would sign the treaty banning nuclear tests *after* France has finished its newly
revived tests program. Now, this is all forgotten in the mists of time and pales in
comparison to the complete lunacy of the Bush regime.

I've always thought Saddam's key reasons were to deter external and domestic attacks.
When you have Iran and Turkey as neighbors, and Israel quite close, you have reasons to
be paranoid. When half your people dreams of rebellion, having your own version of the
death star to instill fear and submission is also efficient.
Apparently, that's more or less what Hussein himself said to the Americans; his trial may be
quite interesting.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 7, 2004 12:27 PM

via Josh Marshall

WaPo Editorial Weapons That Weren't There

Mr. Bush had to decide whether the risks of invading outweighed those of
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standing pat without knowing for sure what U.S. forces would find in Iraq or
what would happen once they were there.

Because Mr. Bush chose to act, we know what capabilities Iraq did -- and did
not -- possess, and we've learned how difficult it is to occupy and attempt
to reconstruct that country.

Every GI and every taxpayer should note this outstanding justification.

Posted by: b | October 7, 2004 01:02 PM

cluelessjoe

there will be no 'trial' & an element of it noot happening because 98% of your editorial
writers are like the above from washington post

they are a shame to whatever credit journalism may have had & it is evidently less today
than ten years ago, it is a shame to an america that has never been informed of the real
situation, & it is a shame to humanity that some cribblers too full of drink have actually
wielded power & influence

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 7, 2004 02:14 PM

"Mr Duelfer told the US Senate he believed Saddam wanted to reconstitute his
weapons-of-mass-destruction program in the future, although no evidence of such plans
was uncovered." theage.com

even for the bishop berkely that is the most metaphysic of propositions

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 7, 2004 02:52 PM

CJ

Maybe it was just as well that France did those "nukuclar" tests. They might need to rattle
sabres soon.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 7, 2004 04:08 PM

From the AP:

Reporter Held in Contempt in CIA Probe

Thu Oct 7,12:56 PM ET

By CURT ANDERSON, Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON - A federal judge held a reporter in contempt Thursday for refusing to
divulge confidential sources to prosecutors investigating the leak of an undercover CIA
(news - web sites) officer's identity.

U.S. District Judge Thomas F. Hogan ordered New York Times reporter Judith Miller
jailed until she agrees to testify about her sources before a grand jury, but said she could
remain free while pursuing an appeal. Miller could be jailed up to 18 months.
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Hogan cited Supreme Court rulings that reporters do not have absolute First Amendment
protection from testifying about confidential sources. He said there was ample evidence
that U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald of Chicago, the special prosecutor in the CIA leak
case, had exhausted other avenues of obtaining key testimony before issuing subpoenas to
Miller and other reporters.

"The special counsel has made a limited, deferential approach to the press in this matter,"
Hogan said.

Fitzgerald is investigating whether a crime was committed when someone leaked the
identity of CIA officer Valerie Plame, whose name was published by syndicated columnist
Robert Novak on July 14, 2003. Novak cited two "senior administration officials" as his
sources.

The Novak column appeared after Plame's husband, former Ambassador Joseph Wilson,
was critical in a newspaper opinion piece of President Bush (news - web sites)'s claim that
Iraq (news - web sites) sought to obtain uranium in Niger. The CIA had sent Wilson to
Niger to investigate that claim, which he concluded was unfounded.

Miller's lawyer, Floyd Abrams, said he would quickly file notice of an appeal of Hogan's
ruling with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. He and Miller
both noted that although she gathered material for a story about Plame, she never wrote
one.

[In other news, it is reported that Larry Franklin has ceased cooperation with federal
investigators and hired a high-profile D.C. defense attorney. Not necessarily in that order.]

Posted by: Pat | October 7, 2004 04:36 PM

re: Judith Miller

Why has Novak not been threatened with jail? Isn't he the one that wrote the story? What
am I missing?

It seems so simple, ask Novak who outed Plame. If he doesn't answer turn him over to
Lyndie England and her friends at Abu Ghraib. After a the boys there get a chance to "let
off some steam" in the words of the great asshole Rush Limbaugh, Novak will certainly be
more inclined to reveal his source.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 7, 2004 04:49 PM

dan of steele

i second that

but would also suggest novak be handed over to
a crowd of taliban horsemen to be used as a football of some kind so that he can begin to
understand the meaning of flexibility
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still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 7, 2004 05:35 PM

Cheney's gold medal performance

Can we all see now the administration's
Triumph of the Will?

Posted by: Citizen | October 7, 2004 05:43 PM

Superb Quick time video on Neo conman's global aspirations.

Powell?

Just a well-paid puppet, not worth farting at.

Posted by: koreyel | October 7, 2004 06:16 PM

OT you do know Eschaton / Atrios

He was hijacked athttp://atrios.blogpsot.com/

Real christian values...

Posted by: b | October 7, 2004 06:29 PM

Bernhard: Plagiarising Ted Turner, I have more respect for the Heaven's Gate wackos (or
the Solar Temple ones, or most of the Jamestown ones); they just killed themselves and
didn't bother mankind and Earth anymore. Fundie Christians on the other intend to harm
the whole world with their loony superstitions. Often, I wish they would all just drink some
real kool-aid and rid us of their stupidity.

Cloned Poster: EU nuclear arsenal is quite limited. I tend to think the real European
aresenal lies East, and mostly depends on one Vladimir Putin's.

Posted by: Clueless Joe | October 7, 2004 06:59 PM

@Dan of Steele

No idea why Novak hasn't been issued a supoena.

Posted by: Pat | October 7, 2004 07:37 PM

Pretty sure DeGaulle built several hundred nukes in the era before he pulled France out of
Nato. #4 in the world, IIRC.

Posted by: Castaway | October 7, 2004 09:19 PM

On Thursday, the Memory Hole Blog linked to Billmon's collection of some admin
statements on the certainty of finding WMD in Iraq. Glad someone took him up on his
comment "...if people want to use this as documentation after the Bushies try to flush it all
down the memory hole, it would probably help to have sourcing."
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Posted by: b real | October 8, 2004 02:36 PM

Here's Billmon's database of WMD quotes

and I meant to stop that quotation above at the comma...

Posted by: b real | October 8, 2004 02:52 PM
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October 06, 2004

Turn into Finns

From yesterdays debate:

CHENEY: We've been strong supporters of Israel. The president stepped
forward and put in place a policy basically that said we will support the
establishment of two states. First president ever to say we'll establish and
support a Palestinian state nextdoor to Israelis.

Ariel Sharon's senior adviser Dov Weisglass in an interview with Haaretz partly published
today:

"The significance of the disengagement plan is the freezing of the peace
process," ... "And when you freeze that process, you prevent the establishment
of a Palestinian state, and you prevent a discussion on the refugees, the borders
and Jerusalem. Effectively, this whole package called the Palestinian state,
with all that it entails, has been removed indefinitely from our agenda.
And all this with authority and permission. All with a presidential
blessing and the ratification of both houses of Congress."

Cheney obviously bended the truth yesterday on several points, but this
two-state-support-lie is new. The now supported concept is radical and disgusting. Will the
US media call him on this? Will the Kerry campaign bring this up? Rhetorical questions.
Weissglas continues:

"The peace process is the establishment of a Palestinian state with all the
security risks that entails. The peace process is the evacuation of settlements,
it's the return of refugees, it's the partition of Jerusalem. And all that has now
been frozen.... what I effectively agreed to with the Americans was that part
of the settlements would not be dealt with at all, and the rest will not be dealt
with until the Palestinians turn into Finns."

No support for a two state solution, the peace process frozen, the settlements not be dealt
with, agreed to with the Americans - until the Palestinians turn into Finns. Goebbels
would have been proud of that abyys analogy.

Also in yesterdays debate:

EDWARDS: Now, we know that the prime minister has made a decision, an
historic decision, to unilaterally withdraw from Gaza. It's important for
America to participate in helping with that process.
... [The Israeli] don't have a partner for peace right now. They certainly don't
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have a partner in Arafat, and they need a legitimate partner for peace.
Yasir Arafat is the elected president of the Palestinian Authority, with an overwhelming
87% majority. For Mr. Edwards that does not qualify him be a legitimate partner for peace.
There is no other Palestinian leader in sight, therefore for Mr. Edwards the peace process is
frozen too.

The Israeli/Palestinian conflict is the cancer of the Middle East. The metastases are now
spreading even further and both parties in the US activly support the dispersal of the
desease. How much longer? Until the Palestinians turn into Finns? Until a dirty nuke
deserts Los Angeles? Until whatever may come first?

Posted by Bernhard on October 6, 2004 at 08:53 AM | Permalink

Comments

Great post. I couldn't agree more. As much as I was routing for Edwards on this debate, I
was horrified by his response about the Israel-Palestine conflict. I refuse to believe he
wasn't prepped on so important an issue, so I don't think we can write it off to inexperience
or naivete on his part. Is this truly Kerry's position on this most important foreign policy
issue? Is he going along with Bush and tossing a generation of American diplomacy down
the drain? Is there to be no attempt to restart any kind of negotiation to improve millions of
lives? Do Palestinians simply not exist or not count in American foreign policy any more?
Is even-handedness no longer something to aspire to?

Is the Kerry/Edwards team going to abandon all diplomacy and continue to let Ariel Sharon
dictate all realities in the Middle East as Bush did? Is this truly their foreign policy?????
How can this help our national interest? And how can two people as decent and
right-minded on everything else as John Kerry and John Edwards apparently are really
adhere to such a policy?

Posted by: Bea | October 6, 2004 10:07 AM

They both played to the fundies on this issue. The new state of Israel is man made. Why
these fundies believe its the gathering of Israel discribed in the Bible, I have no idea.

That gathering is to take place after the second coming of Jesus according to the Bible.

This whole thing is man made and false. It is basically a reason to suppress the Palistinians.

Posted by: jdp | October 6, 2004 10:14 AM

Bea: Do you know many American politicians who are for an "evenhanded" approach of
this conflict? I mean, when Dean basically suggested the US should ask for a fair and equal
treatment, the official US position for 99% of the rest of the world, he got crucified.
That said, the prospect of having Feith as the next Sec of Defense is frightening. Bush II
should rather directly appoint Netanyahu, or even Shaul Mofaz.
The last poll I saw had something like 17% of the US people openly wanting their govt to
favor Israel, and something like 50% or more wanting a fair and equal position toward
both. Basically, 80% of the US pols decide to pander to 20% of the US people. Ain't
democracy great?

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 6, 2004 11:27 AM
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What I want to know is, do people think this is just an election stance? Will it change if
they are elected? And what will their policy be then? Or is this what we really have to look
forward to?

I just can't understand why they would choose not to point to the penultimate failures there
in the region and draw clear lines to distinguish themselves from Bush & co. Fundies or
not, what about America's national interest? Are we all so intimidated now that we can't
even TALK about the disastrous failures that Bush & co. have wrought in the unholy land?
Sorry for ranting, but it really got to me yesterday - that one response.

Posted by: Bea | October 6, 2004 11:35 AM

An Unwavering Commitment To Reforming the Middle East

By John Kerry

The Forward, August 27, 2004

Snippets:

We are not secure while Saudi donors fund terror, while Iran pursues a nuclear weapons
programs and while Syria sponsors terrorist operations.

And we are not secure while Israel, the one true democracy in the region, remains the
victim of an unrelenting campaign of terror.

Let me say it plainly: a nuclear-armed Iran is unacceptable.

The Syria Accountability Act, which I co-sponsored in the Senate, gave the president
authority to sanction Syria, a concrete step against Syria's support for terror and its
occupation of Lebanon. As president, I will never delay implementing sanctions as the
Bush administration did for many months.

The greatest long-term strategic threat to U.S.-Israeli relations is U.S. dependence on
Mideast oil.

If we are serious about energy independence, then we can finally be serious about
confronting the role of Saudi Arabia in financing and providing ideological backing for
Islamic fundamentalist jihadists.

As president, I will use bold diplomacy to get governments to recognize the growing crisis
of resurgent anti-Semitism, and take action to deal with it â€” not hide it.

As president, I will support the creation of an office within the State Department dedicated
to combating anti-Semitism, as well as adding reporting on acts of anti-Semitism around
the world to the State Department's annual human rights reporting.

I believe that we must stand with Israel, supporting our ally's right to build a security fence
and to allow its own Supreme Court â€” not the International Court of Justice â€” to
address the issue of the route of the fence.

Experience has made very clear that for the Palestinians to meet this key test, new
Palestinian leadership is required, as Yasser Arafat has proven himself not to be a partner
for peace.
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My commitment to a safe and secure Jewish state is unwavering.

The Forward

Edwards was prepared - feel the echo. So was Cheney; Kerry is hijacking the neo-con
agenda, therefore Cheney takes the opposite position, which after all is a more traditional
position for Republicans. Even Bush Junior made some timid NON rabidly-pro-Zionist
moves in the beginning of his presidency, in line with his Pop, who offended the Jews
many times, and, some say, lost the election because of that.

See for example here:

Slate

To conclude:

Bea wrote: Is the Kerry/Edwards team going to abandon all diplomacy and continue to let
Ariel Sharon dictate all realities in the Middle East as Bush did?

They will go several steps further than Bush.

Posted by: Blackie | October 6, 2004 12:25 PM

Emblematic..

The fence flip-flop:

Kerry, Oct. 2003: "I know how disheartened Palestinians are by the decision to build the
barrier off the Green Line," he told the Arab American Institute National Leadership
Conference. "We don't need another barrier to peace. Provocative and counterproductive
measures only harm Israelis."

But less than a year later, in February 2004, he reversed himself, calling the fence "a
legitimate act of self-defense," and saying "President Bush is rightly discussing with Israel
the exact route of the fence to minimize the hardship it causes innocent Palestinians."

See for example:

Jerusalem Post

The Arab American Institute has a collection of Kerry quotes on topics relevant to them,
here is a pearl:

Kerry: "But the Bush Administration's lurching from episodic involvement to recurrent
disengagement has jeopardized the security of Israel, encouraged Palestinian extremists and
undermined our own long term national interests."

Arab American Institute

Posted by: Blackie | October 6, 2004 12:34 PM

Question for the Americans who come and share their views here.

Why so much one-sided support for Israel?
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Money? Jewish vote? Arms industry? Florida?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 6, 2004 03:29 PM

American Politicianâ€™s Moral Blind Spot Toward Israel: Kerry, Edwards, Bush &
Cheney

It is time that America recovered from this blind spot toward the brutality and
immoral and illegal behavior of Israel. If not, this will ultimately destroy us,
for it unfortunately leaves us with â€œleadersâ€• who are ignorant, immoral
and looking for money and votes, not working for justice, peace or for the long
term good of our country. Eventually, our bad deeds in the world, and our
support for such evil men as Sharon of Israel will backfire. As Chalmers
Johnson points out in his book, BLOWBACK, the blowback is certain to come
and it wonâ€™t be good for America or its people. I hope our media and our
â€œleadersâ€• wake up in time to help save our country and the good people
who inhabit it.

Posted by: b | October 6, 2004 05:14 PM

Edwards & Kerry continue a long American (Dem & GOP) tradition of unconditional
support for Israel... there is nothing new there (unfortunately). What I worry about is Kerry
surrounding himself with Richard Holbrook, Madeline Albright, and others who are
looking to create two new states (Kosovo & Montenegro) through another Balkan war.

Posted by: kat | October 6, 2004 05:15 PM

Sooo funny:

In many ways Kerry and Edwards are doing exactly what the Islam ideology
does: promise "their plan" as a solution to an "ideal" world and acceptance
must be on faith alone not on reason or logic.

They are presenting themselves more or less as "prophets" who want followers
to trust and believe and have faith in their promises without questioning the
logic and reason as to how those promises would be accomplished.

They even act offended if anyone does ask "how" or just ignore it. Kerry has a
"plan" for an ideal world and that is all that is necessary to know.

I find that troubling because in all my years I have never seen this "messianic"
persona in any other presidential candidate to the extent that it is in Kerry.

Not my area of expertise, only an observation that there is something very
oddly different about Kerry.

Just substitute Kerry with Bush and you have got a great analysis. (just how is Kerry
messianic? )

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 6, 2004 05:29 PM

Hate to break it to anyone who might think that K/E might be an improvement over B/C
with regards to the Palestinians, but our government has completely sold their souls to
Israel and it's interests. When America's interests get to be taken into consideration I have
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no idea. But hey, it's easier to tell us that we were attacked "for our Freedom" than to admit
that we are hated for our policies, and for whom we choose to associate. It should be a
shameful embarrassment to Americans that we cannot even discuss Israel in our Congress
without every statement by either party vying to outdo the other for Pro-Israeli stances.
Nothing the Zionists do, including murdering American citizens, is permitted to be frowned
upon by our master's at AIPAC. We have been subjugated, and it is not permitted to even
mention the fact.

Look for the democratically elected President of Palestine to be assasinated prior to the
election, when not one of our "leaders" will be able to say a word about it. Not that they
would, anyway! The suggestion to just be honest and appoint Netanyahu or Mofaz as our
Sec.of State or Defense should be ridiculous, but it's not. And all I forsee from K/E is more
of the same.

To the poor inmates of KZ Gaza and KZ West Bank, there is nothing to look forward to but
slavery and death, but likely to include the continuation of the ethnic cleansing that has
been ongoing since the end of WWII. All paid for by the American taxpayers, and cheered
on by our Knesset, which includes only Likudniks, on both sides of the aisle, in both
houses. Sad, that there is not one thing that those of us who despise these policies by our
government,(and I believe we are the majority of Americans)can do to change the CW, that
it is the Palestinians who are always at fault for every atrocity commited against them. We
have no representation in our own government. Approximately 2 million actual card
carrying Likudniks control what the other 290 million of us hear, see, and are permitted to
believe.

Posted by: Castaway | October 6, 2004 07:53 PM

The backlash in the UK

Mark Heller, a leading Israeli analyst, said he was stunned by the interview.

"This is kind of what people expected or suspected but it is jarring to see it in
black and white. Mr Heller added: "When Tony Blair reads this I am sure
he will be saying to himself, 'Oh God, they are going to savage me in the
House of Commons'."

maybe the BBC will show some of it.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 6, 2004 09:24 PM

I just want to point out in passing that if the Palestinians turned into Finns, they'd be White.
Sometimes, in the heat of rhetoric or when trying to be clever, people say/reveal far more
than they really mean to...

Posted by: DeAnander | October 7, 2004 12:16 AM

Perhaps a bit OT (but perhaps not)
The latest statement from Sibel Edmonds is
available at
antiwar.com
Due to the gag ruling it is necessarily "elliptical", but very damning and accusatory
nonetheless.
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Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 7, 2004 01:47 AM

We might begin to recognize the costs of our ties to Israel when China becomes the world's
richest country. But not before.

Posted by: alabama | October 7, 2004 02:26 AM

@ alabama I agree, but that may happen much sooner than expected, at least in terms
of "weight in global economy" is concerned,
if not standard of living.

The following excerpt from the Telegraph of
04/10/2004 may be of interest.

Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, the terrorist leader believed to be responsible for the
abduction of Kenneth Bigley, is 'more myth than man', according to American
military intelligence agents in Iraq.
Several sources said the importance of Zarqawi, blamed for many of the most
spectacular acts of violence in Iraq, has been exaggerated by flawed
intelligence and the Bush administration's desire to find "a villain" for the
post-invasion mayhem.
Zarqawi fuels his ambition with the release of a video of the beheading of
Nick Berg

US military intelligence agents in Iraq have revealed a series of botched and
often tawdry dealings with unreliable sources who, in the words of one source,
"told us what we wanted to hear".
"We were basically paying up to $10,000 a time to opportunists, criminals and
chancers who passed off fiction and supposition about Zarqawi as cast-iron
fact, making him out as the linchpin of just about every attack in Iraq," the
agent said.
"Back home this stuff was gratefully received and formed the basis of policy
decisions. We needed a villain, someone identifiable for the public to latch on
to, and we got one."

It's interesting to ask who is running the
magic lantern slide-show here: the U.S. leadership or someone else, diligently feeding the
latter what it wants to hear,
and sleeping in the same bed with quite different dreams.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 7, 2004 04:21 AM

Zarqawi: In a way, the other guerrillas, Shiite, ex-Baathist, and other "grassroots" Sunni
insurgents may benefit from the US focusing on the bogeyman; they waste their time and
assets hunting a guy who commits barely 1/10th of all the attacks, just a few visible ones,
and the main guerrillas aren't bothered or spied on by the Americans who mostly seem to
ignore them.
Frankly, if I were a guerrilla leader, I would pick a trusted member, send him to the US so
that he can feed them some BS, and then he comes back with good money to fund the
movement - the enemy paying you to be disinformed must be a wet-dream of many.
Then we have possible cases like the mail Andrew Sullivan quotes on his blog, linked to by
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Bernhard in the Open Thread, where the Green Zone itself is infiltrated. I wouldn't be
surprised if there's a Tet-like attack on Baghdad, including into the Green Zone, before the
election - not that they would take over the Green Zone, but that would make enough
damage to make the point the US won't win in the long run.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 7, 2004 07:00 AM

@DeAnder

I'm not sure what you were getting at about Palestinians turning into Finns meaning they
are white. There was some oblique meaning there I didn't understand. But in any case, for
the record, to the best of my knowledge, Arabs are considered racially to belong to the
Caucasian race. For whatever it's worth.

Posted by: Bea | October 7, 2004 11:57 AM

The interests of Israel and the US have been made to coincide, first, by long-haul Israeli
propaganda and manipulation, second, through the gradually dawning awareness on the
part of the US that it cannot subsist in its own territory - it must expand, take over,
dominate, control more land, to wield power and gather resources -- or die, that is change
so radically that it would no longer be the US we know. (I think this perception is mistaken
but it seems to be held by US elites.)

The US has a long history of territorial expansion and genocide, and seemingly it cannot
detach from this model.

So it is a symbiotic, unholy (a-hem) alliance, bent on cooperating to crush and despoil
others.

As the vital, but geographically very vulnerable, colonial outpost, taking the brunt (hate,
terrorism, lack of oil, etc.) Israel can demand more and more concessions, and can
â€˜driveâ€™ the agenda. It is on the front line: The US is the back office, doling out cash,
arms, tentative advice, while submitting to its brave front-line soldiers at the same time.
Israel has had its head turned so completely by its wild success and sadistic ambitions - fed
and fostered by the US - that it no longer controls its own destiny. The US is in the same
position; its wheels are off and it is scraping down the gulley at a terrific speed, to end up
who knows where.

No wonder Cheney is depressed and exhausted.

Posted by: Blackie | October 7, 2004 02:47 PM

As for the Balkans, if elected KerryKo will certainly act.

From Diane Johnstone, Fools Crusade, p. 46:

-- The New Republic editors, J. Heilbrunn and M. Lind, wrote (Jan.1996):

.... instead of seeing Bosnia as the Eastern frontier of NATO, we should view the Balkans
as the Western frontier of Americas rapidly expanding sphere of influence in the ME...The
fact that the US is more enthusiastic than its EU allies about a Bosnian Muslim state
reflects, among other things, the new American role as the leader of an informal collection
of Muslim nations from the Gulf to the Balkans. The regions once ruled by Ottoman Turks
show signs of becoming the heart of the third American Empire....
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Discussed here, just an example:

Bosnia and the American Empire

Posted by: Blackie | October 7, 2004 02:58 PM

@Bea sorry if my comment seemed cryptic. it was a back-reference to a previous thread on
which we were discussing the peculiarities and ironies of the Occupation and the role of
Israel as a colonial outpost of "European-ness" (i.e. White-ness) in the "dusky savage"
regions of the world. certainly there is a racist undertow (sometimes quite visible on the
surface too) in rightwing Likudnik politics, in which "n*gger-jokes" are told about
Arabs/Palestinians, Arabs are said to be "dirty," "uncivilised," "stupid," etc.

the meaning of "White" is very fluid and has nothing to do with genomes. an anecdote I
was told a couple of years ago illustrates this perfectly: an American politician went to
Canada on a goodwill trip. in order to counteract the "ugly stupid American" stereotype he
carefully rehearsed his brief remarks in French as well as English, knowing that much of
Canada is bilingual. so he got to some godforsaken place -- possibly in Saskatchewan --
facing an audience of rural guys with John Deere hats and so forth. nervously he started his
French speech, reading from cards and trying to pronounce the text properly. he hadn't got
more than two or three sentences into it when a big guy in the front row called out
scornfully, "Talk White, for Chrissakes!"

so, what that anecdote has meant to me, ever since, is that White is code for "like us," i.e.
not-foreign. back when Jewish people were not considered White, for example in the
1920's in upper class British society, they were often referred to "politely" (i.e.
euphemistically) as "Orientals" (which is very confusing for modern readers), lumped into
the same category as Chinese, Japanese, and "all those -ese" from exotic foreign climes.

who gets to be "White" is not really about DNA or even skin colour -- remember that
"yellow Japs" often had a paler, creamier complexion than the Americans who were
shutting them up in internment camps. it's about "Us" and "Them," about superiority and
inferiority, about trust and mistrust, about claims to culture and civilisation and denial of
claims to culture and civilisation.

"if they turned into Finns," imho is shorthand for a whole way of thinking about the
Palestinians -- i.e. they are savages, they are the opposite of "European," European being
taken in a self-congratulatory way as a synomym for urbane, civilised, educated, intelligent,
rational, reasonable, etc. "if they turned into Finns" has (to my ear) all the casual cruelty of
Cinderella's stepmother throwing the peas into the fireplace, or later saying that she might
go to the ball if only she had a proper dress. it's saying that there is nothing, nothing the
Palestinians can do to become White and therefore deserving of negotiation, diplomacy,
reasoning, bargaining -- they are as far from civilised humanity as the climate of Finland is
from the climate of N Africa. or so I read it.

the doublethink of occupiers is brilliantly self-serving. if the occupied people meekly
accept domination then it proves that they are inferior, they have no backbone, they are
"weak and womanly" and destined to be slaves. but if they dare to fight, to try to defend
their land, to raise their hand against their self-appointed masters, then that makes them
"savages" and "animals," "brutes" who must be put down with an iron fist to protect
Civilisation from their barbaric onslaught. heads we win, tails we win.
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Posted by: DeAnander | October 8, 2004 12:39 AM

From Reuters re Taba:

Israeli officials said ambulances and the army's elite rescue team had been
delayed for hours because Egyptian border guards had insisted on seeing
passports and going through formalities.

Wonder where they learned that.

Posted by: | October 8, 2004 01:56 AM

The full interview with Weisglass is now available from Haaretz. Some snipets:

If something happens - an unusual military operation, a hitch, a targeted
assassination that succeeded or one that didn't succeed - before it becomes an
imbroglio, she calls me and says, `We saw so-and-so on CNN. What's going
on?' And I say, `Condy, the usual 10 minutes?' She laughs and we hang up.
Ten minutes later, after I find out what happened, I get back to her and tell her
the whole truth. The whole truth. I tell her and she takes it down: this is what
we intended, this is how it came out. She doesn't get worked up. She believes
us. The continuation is damage control."
...
"The disengagement plan is the preservative of the sequence principle. It is the
bottle of formaldehyde within which you place the president's formula so that
it will be preserved for a very lengthy period. The disengagement is actually
formaldehyde. It supplies the amount of formaldehyde that's necessary so that
there will not be a political process with the Palestinians."
...
"The American term is to park conveniently. The disengagement plan makes it
possible for Israel to park conveniently in an interim situation that distances us
as far as possible from political pressure. It legitimizes our contention that
there is no negotiating with the Palestinians. There is a decision here to do the
minimum possible in order to maintain our political situation.
...
in regard to the large settlement blocs, thanks to the disengagement plan, we
have in our hands a first-ever American statement that they will be part of
Israel. In years to come, perhaps decades, when negotiations will be held
between Israel and the Palestinians, the master of the world will pound on the
table and say: We stated already ten years ago that the large blocs are part of
Israel."
...
Because in regard to the isolated settlements there is an American commitment
stating that we are not dealing with them at the moment, while for the large
blocs there is genuine political insurance. There is an American commitment
such as never existed before, with regard to 190,000 settlers."
...
And we received a no-one-to-talk-to certificate. That certificate says: (1) There
is no one to talk to. (2) As long as there is no one to talk to, the geographic
status quo remains intact. (3) The certificate will be revoked only when
this-and-this happens - when Palestine becomes Finland. (4) See you then, and
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shalom."
...

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 06:16 AM
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October 06, 2004

Asking for the Sword

by koreyel

Josh Marshall writes something that I absolutely agree with:

I don't usually think much of the sort of comment that I'm about to make. But
there was a moment during this 'philosophical' phase of Cheney's performance
when I couldn't help but think: 'I just don't know if this guy's heart is really in
it. I'm not sure they really want to win.' He was listless. It was like Cheney
checked out of the debate about a half hour before Edwards did.

That very moment happened for me too. It was just a fleeting feeling... yet strong enough
that it rose to consciousness.

Essentially I thought: These guys know they have failed. And that very knowledge is
dragging them down. Somewhere deep inside they know they should lose this election.

A strange psychodynamics is upsetting the guts of the republican party machine these days.
The parts are misfiring. There is a listlessness and a emptiness to their arguments, and a
rancor between various pistons.

Every creature, every machine, every society has to maintain some sort of integrity. A
failure to do so leads to mechanical failure, exhaustion, and collapse.

Arguably, the wheels are coming off the republican party because they know the wheels
deserve to come off. They really have bollixed up the planet in short order, and have no
idea how to fix things. Trying to pretend they do is just making them sicker in their centers.

If Kerry can follow up on Friday with an acute performance... I think he can win it.

Posted by Bernhard on October 6, 2004 at 05:33 AM | Permalink

Comments

Who is awesome?

it's funny, laugh!

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 6, 2004 09:32 AM
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I see the same thing, and attribute it to the bureaucratic shoot-out between the neo-cons and
everyone else--who've been firing away at each other at least since the elections of 2002.
Bush and Cheney have been helpless to stop it, and helpless is exactly how they look in
these debates. Winning the election certainly won't change things, because, win or lose,
they have the prospect of the Plame affair and other such pleasantries stretching out before
them for the next few years. Bremer's broadside was hardly an accident, and Rumsfeld's
maneuvers are downright bizarre. I think lots of Bush's nominal supporters are working
hard to wrap up his term of service.

Posted by: alabama | October 6, 2004 10:10 AM

Not that I think that Cheney or Bush plan on giving up the stolen office (they haven't
followed any laws or rules in anything else they've done...why start now) but didn't the
transformation take place when Edwards stroked Cheney's soft white underbelly
(somewhere below that heart that still hasn't been allowed to die and under the fat
flourescent tie, evoking the sacrifices of the Iraqi's putting their necks on the line everyday
to fight the terrorists) by complimenting him on the showing of affection for his daughter.
Cheney's body language during that period was interesting, as he shifted in his seat and
took off his Penguin mask. At first I was thinking 'oh man, Cheney's going to take
advantage of his opponent making him look human and score some points now, that
Machivellian maestro of so much death and destruction'(he bragged twice last night about
capturing or killing thousands) but then it occured to me that just maybe it did touch a
selfish nerve in the guy. From that point the tone of the exchanges dramatically changed
from the pointed back-n-forths and I was almost lulled to sleep by the end, daydreaming
about Cheney's earlier stmt that El Salvador is better 20 years down the road b/c we held
free elections there...

Posted by: b real | October 6, 2004 10:38 AM

Bush now live on CNN. Looks different now. As if they gave him some testosteron shot or
something.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 6, 2004 10:52 AM

Perhaps their time is up. They got the war they wanted, and are well into destruction of the
economy. The hidden reptiles could now let Kerry run the show for awhile and smooth out
some of the discontent.

With bushco they have taken a giant step toward that gnarled goal, whatever it is, and
recovery cannot be quick or easy. Kerry and Edwards have both declared that they will stay
the course, kill more Iraqis. For the time being that is enough to grant them leave to assume
the presidency.

Easier too as bushco has irrevocably blown its cover. Lets watch and see, in the event of a
Kerry win, how our beloved media curls and stretches to adapt. Some of those lies may
have to be reconfigured.

Posted by: rapt | October 6, 2004 11:24 AM

I've wondered, as have others, whether either party really wants to win this election. I think
it can be argued that both parties stand to gain in the long-term by losing in the short-term,
though for different reasons.
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Posted by: Ã¦ | October 6, 2004 11:30 AM

Sheesh. Four weeks is an eternity in politics. Repubs have a big hat from within which
many surprising things can be pulled.

Posted by: slothrop | October 6, 2004 11:41 AM

I saw that transformation in Cheney at that precise moment as well. I am still wondering
how exactly to interpret it. At the time, during the debate, I felt as if Edwards just took the
steam right out of him by connecting with him on a human level that took Cheney utterly
by surprise. As if he got Cheney to lose his motivation for bashing Edwards because he
suddenly connected with Edwards as a person, on a human level -- they had similar
backgrounds -- something really got to Cheney at that moment. And he seemed deflated for
much of the rest of the debate. However this read of events does not fit with what happened
just at the end. Did anyone else notice that Cheney deliberately thanked only the moderator
and NOT his opponent? And that he levelled another insult by not standing to shake
Edwards' hand when Edwards was standing with his hand outstretched? I read that as a
deliberate insult, but I could be wrong. So what exactly was the meaning of that emotional
transformation that took place in Cheney when Edwards talked about his daughter? Was he
angry at Edwards for "breaking the rules" and being so open about it? I'd love to hear
other's views on this.

This moment was somewhat comparable to the moment in the presidential debate when
Kerry mentioned what Bush Sr had written about why we should not invade Iraq. It's an
interesting debate technique -- rattle the other person by getting them where they are most
personally vulnerable in their own emotional psyche. Does anyone else think this was
totally deliberate by Edwards? I thought Edwards was brilliant in that moment, the way he
spoke in an almost intimate, very human way.

Posted by: Bea | October 6, 2004 12:01 PM

For the record, I am more and more convinced that Kerry will win in a landslide of
unexpected proportions, and it will be seen as a moment of national catharsis ("what have
we been thinking in the past few years?"). I feel that more and more people are realising
how utterly un-American the current administration is (or more precisely, how it revels
only in the nasty side of the American psyche).

I could not watch the debates, and the comments in the European press are fairly neutral,
but it does feel like Bush/Cheney have their hard core of supporters and nothing much else,
and that the strong attention given to this election by more and more people will result in an
overwhelmingly pro-Kerry higher turnout.

Maybe it is wishful thinking, maybe it is hope that real democracy should not and cannot
lead to such a fuckup (any other outcome of the vote), maybe it is fear that any other
outcome would leave the US in a very bad position to deal with the inevitable
crisis/reckoning which beckons, both on the economic side (high oil and gas prices,
inflation, higher interest rates, house bubble bursting, dollar slide, consumer slump and
ultimately a nasty recession) and on the world stage (exit from Iraq, dealing with Iran and
NK, Russia turning cold again, and all the tensions around oil and energy). Whatever, I am
on the record...

And another thing - the US media is also in for a massive "day of reckoning" in my
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scenario.

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 6, 2004 12:07 PM

interesting comments all around - I fear that even if Kerry/Edwards wins the election, the
republicans will plan an attach on US soil to discredit the democrats.

Paranoid? Hardly. There is loads of evidence out there that the Republicans, at the very
least, knew 9/11 was going to happen.

It may be too late for this country. Not to sound too pessimistic, but even if we win the
election, the Republican machine will go into full drive mode to get their power back.

Posted by: chaelman | October 6, 2004 01:07 PM

sorry - should be "attack."

Posted by: chaelman | October 6, 2004 01:08 PM

For the record, I am more and more convinced that Kerry will win in a landslide of
unexpected proportions,

Jerome,
look at the video.
He is not a beaten man.

I watched the debates. Bush is weak at answering questions (creative thinking). He is good
at loudly reading the script and bathing in applause.

He can't stand up to criticism, but is good at preaching his "strong and hopeful message".

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 6, 2004 01:57 PM

jÃ©rÃ´me

i wished i shared your optimism in relation to the american elections - this band seem so
criminal - deeply criminal - moreso than nixon - that i do not think they will yeild. i hope it
is possible for them to be defeated elctorally & actually but i am not holding my breath

hope you & yr family are well & getting better

avec amitÃ© et force

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 6, 2004 02:53 PM

looking for the sword ? won't have to look very far away, his base is already swinging:
Your Economy Stinks ! - found the link at atrios place.

and those who are *NOT* his base do also have an opinion, check BetaVote and vote if
you have not already done so, and pass the voice.

Posted by: name | October 6, 2004 03:42 PM
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I think the Dems are correctly and successfully playing the debate language fully to their
own advantage. Policy distillations into a word or two are nothing but frisbees for spinsters
to throw back and forth to each other until they disappear -- No the real language here is for
the the people who still might think Saddam had weapons/was behind WTC etc, those who
watch Dan Rather once a week at dinner, shop at Wall Mart now because there is no where
else, who now are beginning to see that the elevator they now are on, only goes down. Yes,
these people love to be mesmerised by religion and patriotism (its about all they got) but by
the same token, they can above all that, read body language as well as any policy wonk can
-- maybe even better. And on this front alone, Bush/Cheney look confused, tired, and
irritable -- unable to allign body with the meaning of their rhetoric. In simple terms, they
have squandered their bragging rights, and it shows -- they are spent (and unsatisfied).

Posted by: anna missed | October 6, 2004 03:51 PM

All those lies are hard work.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 6, 2004 04:15 PM

@Cloned Poster

Yeah, I'll say! Hard work for the brain cells keeping track of what they said, when, to
whom, and where! Funny how when you lie so egregiously you tend to find that
particularly hard work. Fortunately for us we live in the Google age. From now on
hopefully politicians won't be able to get away with whoppers like these. Although Cheney
will no doubt still try.

Posted by: Bea | October 6, 2004 04:30 PM

Bea

Isn't the internet great for those that use it, be they of whatever political hue they come
from.

However, I find that the more the internet pervades amongst the users that use it, the more
the bought media endorse the rulling politicians.

I'm a BBC listener (radio only) and the BBC spin on the WMD report today is shambolic,
Gilligan and Dyke were vindicated............ but "Saddam had intentions to produce WMD"
is the headline.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 6, 2004 04:41 PM

cloned poster

i too

continually amazed at the sheer gall of the bbc
in the way they 'present' bad news

when you pare down 'intention' - all it means is that in a couple of interviews saÃ¯d said
this & saÃ¯d said that & he was either a low levell scientist or politcal hack - i think in the
legal world they call it hearsay

but the bbc like its brother-in-crime murdoch turn hearsay into headlines
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hang them all from london bridge
or off to the tower

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 6, 2004 04:55 PM

Don't know if I should say this; but the new (post Hutton) DG of the BBC is Michael
Grade, who could apply for an Israeli passport as can the pitiful head of the Tories
(opposition?).

Here's an interesting Turkish newsource (it has English enabling).

http://www.iha.com.tr/bin/directory.dll/pf?QW4FJ

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 6, 2004 05:11 PM

I'm sorry to be a downer at the moment but I can't for the life of me understand why we
should care which one of the two lying crooks wins the election. No that's not quite true I
loath the Bush bandwagon with a passion too and it would feel good at a raw human level
to see that mob get their comeuppance.
The thing is though although my heart tells me that, my head tells me that in the unlikely
event Bush loses; this mob of grasping charlatans will be back. Losing will in fact give him
legitimacy. If he lost an election as an incumbent he can't be an election thief and a loss
will create a an undercurrent of sympathy for the man within the electorate. With time even
Nixon got rehabilitated by the media. So I feel a loss would guarantee a Jeb Bush tilt in '08.
By that time the true hypocrisy of John Kerry will be there for all to see. His team falls way
behind BushCo on media management, he's no Bill Clinton so he won't get caught dipping
his wick but he will get caught in some sleazy business arrangement or somesuch and will
quickly become a lame duck.
On the other hand if Bush wins Kerry and all the rest of the "lets follow in the repug's
footsteps" pseudo-demos will be blown, then maybe, just maybe, there will be a reasonable
candidate when the inevitable happens.
As ppl have alluded above, there is no way that BushCo can make it through their term
before it hits the fan bigtime. I wouldn't even give em 12 months. The coming winter in the
US is going to be critical with gas prices through the roof and an economy down the toilet.
A re-election is the best chance of seeing that mob dragged off in manacles screaming;
something that won't happen under Kerry no matter what dirt about BushCo comes out.
Kerry would be worried that ppl would see him as being vindictive. I want revenge and
closure for the ppl of Iraq, the torture victims in Bagram and the Palestinians to name just a
few. That way maybe the option of fooling most of the people for enough time to get
elected will become unpopular.

Posted by: Debs in '04 | October 6, 2004 05:50 PM

Debs

I have to agree. Matthew Parris (sp?) wrote an excellent argument along the same lines
over a year ago in the Times.

Corporate America is calling the shots and they'll make Bush look like an impecile (the
truth) quicker than you can say whatever if Kerry buys the bribe, which he has.
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Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 6, 2004 06:03 PM

I like that CP. "buys the bribe" ha ha a good one. Kerry's the fall-back man. He'll carry em
thru the tough times when bushco has lost all credibility. But he will stay on the warpath,
that's the main thing.

Posted by: rapt | October 6, 2004 07:12 PM

@Debs, I see the logic of your somewhat Schadenfreudisch approach, but there's great
danger in it.

The danger is that when the fecal matter hits the air-moving apparatus, you're assuming the
People will rise up in anger, the scales will fall from their eyes and they will tar and feather
the liars and thieves who piloted the nation onto the rocks. But a quick survey of various
historical crashes suggests that the People may respond in any number of nonlinear,
nonrational ways.

A clever leadership will be able to find someone else to blame -- anyone, preferably
Foreigners, but unbelievers or girly-men will do. They will say that the US economy was
undermined from within by Saudi financiers or inscrutable Chinese bankers, that the moral
character of the nation was undermined not by Cheney/BushCo's endless lying and stealing
but by gays, lesbians, atheists, and kids in black bandannas who don't like transnat
corporations. They'll say -- hell, they're already saying -- that environmentalists are the real
wreckers of the US economy, a buncha subversives out to destroy your livelihood and
unemploy your kids, make the US less competitive, etc. They may even, in desperation,
blame the Jews -- what the heck, it's worked before.

What I mean is that a humilating defeat and crash resulting from stupidity, greed, and
madness at the highest level may not get blamed on the right people. It's very likely to get
blamed on the wrong people -- a designated set of fall guys and scapegoats marketed with
the full power of the hypnotic mass media -- and usher in a real madhouse of persecution,
witch hunting and intellectual/political cannibalism, before any kind of sanity returns. This
is what I fear from another 4 years of the Bush Mafia. I don't doubt that their incompetence
will result in a crash -- I'm practically walking around in a defensive crouch already,
waiting for the sound of breaking glass -- but I doubt that the crash will result in catharsis,
truth and reconciliation.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 6, 2004 07:14 PM

I heard that Allawi gave a speech yesterday (this morning?) in Iraq that was not even close
to the speech he gave here, but I can't find anything on it. Anyone got a link?

Posted by: onzaga | October 6, 2004 08:05 PM

Bea, I liked your post upthread about Cheney losing his edge. I too think this shift occurred
near the middle of the debate, definitely when Edwards expressed empathy for Mary
Cheney and her relationship with her father. I think you are right about him connecting on a
human level and it altered the dynamic. I found it a little bit sad. I think Cheney's descision
to not thank Sen. Edwards and to make a point not to stand for the final handshake was
pure meat for those in the repub. base who recognized/noticed it for the snub that it was.
One thing I did notice that I haven't seen brought up at all today is Cheney's strategy where
he seemed to save his harshest criticisms and outright falsehoods for those rebuttal periods
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where Edwards would not be given an immediate opportunity to repond. Sneaky, but totally
in character.

Posted by: Voodoo | October 6, 2004 08:11 PM

@onzaga
Article on Allawi:
NY Times on Allawi

Excellent post by Helena Cobban on this and related issues:

Outbreak of Global Candor

Posted by: Bea | October 6, 2004 08:34 PM

@rgiap

When I first came across your posts at Billmon's, I misread your tag as 'rememberingGAP'
- as in a gap in our memories of ourselves, our history, our humanity, our civilization.

I soon realized my error, but I still say your name that way to myself.

******************************************

A word of hope, spoken by a wise and passionate contientious objector:

"Nature herself never makes a thing without planting its congenial enemy beside it. Or
within it."

Frank Lloyd Wright

Posted by: Pat | October 6, 2004 09:21 PM

Well, the post above should be on the Open Thread. Small matter.

Posted by: Pat | October 6, 2004 09:26 PM

Thanks Bea.

Posted by: onzaga | October 6, 2004 10:35 PM

In today's news:

"Secretary of State Colin Powell told reporters while visiting Grenada the U.S. does not
doubt Sharon's commitment to the road map.

"A senior State Department official in Washington also said the administration was very
satisfied with clarifications of Weisglass' comments made by the Prime Minister's bureau."

Pathetic. And to think I used to believe Powell was a man of principle and integrity.

Posted by: Bea | October 8, 2004 01:03 AM

Cheney's El Salvador - Crimes in Freedom's Name

The most relevant fact that the Vice President omits here is that the 75,000 people were
killed not by the guerillas, but by the government that Cheney was supporting and its
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paramilitary death squads. The second most relevant fact is that the 1984 elections were
widely recognized as a farce, with a long line of genuine opposition candidates already
having been killed off and with the U.S. spending $10 million to manipulate the outcome.
That this is the model for exporting democracy says a lot about what the neoconservatives
have in store for us.

US Military Aid to Latin America Grows

Washington is encouraging Latin American militaries to encroach on what should be the
jurisdiction of civilians

Blurring the Lines: Trends in U.S. military programs with Latin America [pdf copy of
report]

Pepe Escobar on Saturday's Afghanistan election,
Hand it to the warlords

The main theme of this election won't be reported: it's called voter intimidation.

and Christian Parenti reporting from Afghanistan on Democracy Now this morning related
that many Afghani's are tired of the chaos and just want to end the terror. Which is how the
US brought about the 1990 election of Violetta Chomorro in Nicaragua.

Posted by: b real | October 8, 2004 12:57 PM

...and since there's another "debate" tonite:

A Bush adviser said the president hopes to change the dynamics of the race
with more biting attacks on Kerry's record and trustworthiness and on what
Bush charges is Kerry's reluctance to use U.S. military force to defeat
terrorism. The strategy is aimed at stoking public fears about terrorism, raising
new concerns about Kerry's ability to protect Americans and reinforcing
Bush's image as the steady anti-terrorism candidate, aides said.

Posted by: b real | October 8, 2004 01:53 PM
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October 05, 2004

Realcons Begging "Help!"

By an "Anonymous", a veteran Foreign Service officer currently serving as a State
Department official, yesterdays Salon:The State Department's extreme makeover

Powell's early 2005 departure is the subject of intense jockeying among the
neocons. A Perle neocon protÃ©gÃ©, Michael Rubin, has been given the task
of destroying the only competition -- L. Paul "Jerry" Bremer ... They intend to
close the Foggy Bottom door to any aspirations Bremer, a former Foreign
Service officer and Kissinger protÃ©gÃ©, might have to take over from
Powell.

Bremer is fighting back and talking at DePawn University:

"The single most important change -- the one thing that would have improved
the situation -- would have been having more troops in Iraq at the beginning
and throughout... Although I raised this issue a number of times with our
government, I should have been even more insistent."

I am not sure what Bremer says is consistent with what he thinks or what he has said and
thought before. Maybe he was the best possible choice against the neocons, but now he is
off that list.

The little revolution State, with the above article, the CIA with several leaks and the
military with some disgruntled rumours are running, will not be enough. Maybe they still
have an October surprise, but donâ€™t bet on it.

So what is to expect in foreign policy if Bush wins? Powell and Armitage are out,
Condolezza Rice will get State and be as ineffective as ever. Wolfowitz will become
National Security Advisor and Feith will take Wolfowitz's seat in the Pentagon. David
Wurmser or John Bolton will be Rice's deputy and run the show at State. Arafat will be
killed, Syria couped and Iran bombed - the Zionist/Neocon wish list will be followed point
by point. In four years Palestine will be cleansed from Palestinians. Teheran will be burned
down and the preparations to attack China in full swing. Welcome to a brave new world.

No wonder the realcons are begging for help

Posted by Bernhard on October 5, 2004 at 03:10 PM | Permalink

Comments

Gott mit uns!
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Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 5, 2004 03:22 PM

I know nothing about this Rubin guy. Here is what I was able to find out in 30 seconds
googling around:

Trust the Iraqi People

Iraqis initially greeted U.S. soldiers as liberators, but as the occupation has
continued, the paternalistic approach of the Coalition Provisional Authority
has bred resentment and stunted the development of responsible local
institutions. Democracy in Iraq can only succeed if Iraqi citizens are allowed
control over the political process as their country nominally regains
sovereignty.

And Washington must not only give Iraqis power; it must give them the
resources to utilize that power, even if it disagrees with some of the choices
Baghdad makes.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 5, 2004 03:23 PM

Warning: Adult Content ahead...

Oh, and while we stand by for the final Gotterdamnrung, w/our fetishes of vouristic
inanities and our lust of the "death urge" here's a little ditty to feed on:
I like to watch

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 5, 2004 03:33 PM

disgusting.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 5, 2004 03:42 PM

BTW, do you remember those incidents, when the Army was bombing alleged al-Zarqawi
safe houses? What was their intelligence to do so? Personally I can imagine one local clan
tipping them off to bomb their rivals as revenge. Some prank call.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 5, 2004 04:13 PM

disgusting.?

no,no no,this is disgusting
From Open Topics:

13 year old girl killed in Gaza by 20 IDF bullets.

On her way to school................

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 5, 2004 06:47 PM

Forgive the long post...

Harper's Magazine, Sept 2004 v309 i1852 p57(5)
In defiance of gravity: writing, wisdom, and the Fabulous Club Gemini.
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(Miscellany) Tom Robbins.

It had been a long time since I'd contemplated suicide. In fact, I don't
believe I'd ever before considered the corporal DELETE key an option. Yet there
I was, teetering on a bridge high above some oyster-lit backwater from Puget
Sound, thinking about closing my earthly accounts with a leap and a splash.

Why? My romantic life couldn't have been sweeter, my health was close to rosy,
the writing was going well, finances were adequate, and while the horror show
that that cupidinous cult of corporate vampires was making of our federal
government might be enough to drive me to drink (a trip I'm seldom reluctant to
take), the political knavery does not exist that could drive me into the drink.
No, the truth is I was being prodded to execute a Kevorkian header into the
Stygian slough by a short story I'd just read in a back issue of The New
Yorker.

Entitled (ironically enough) "Fun With Problems," the piece was composed by
Robert Stone, and you can bet it wasn't Stone's prose style that had weakened
my will to live: the man's a crack technician whose choices of verb and
adjective can sometimes floor me with admiration. He's a smithery of a
storyteller who's hammered out a stalwart oeuvre--but holy Chernobyl is he
bleak! Stone apparently believes the human condition one pathetically unstable
piece of business, and, frankly, at this stage of our evolutionary development
there's a shortage of evidence to contradict him. Nevertheless, I'd always
counted myself among those free spirits who refuse to allow mankind's ignoble
deportment and dumb-cluck diatheses to cloud their grand perspective or sleet
on their parade. On that day, however, Stone's narrative prowess had been such
as to infect me (unconscionably, I now contend) with his Weltschmerz.

In fairness, Stone alone was not to blame. For too many years my edacious
reading habits had been leading me into one unappealing corner after another,
dank cul-de-sacs littered with tear-stained diaries, empty pill bottles,
bulging briefcases, broken vows, humdrum phrases, sociological swab samples,
and the (lovely?) bones of dismembered children: the detritus of a literary
scene that, with several notable exceptions, has been about as entertaining as
a Taliban theme park and as elevating as the prayer breakfast at the Bates
Motel. "Fun With Problems" was simply the final straw, the charred cherry atop
a mad-cow sundae.

So who knows how things might have turned out that glum afternoon had not I
suddenly heard, as I flirted with extinction, a particular sound in my mind's
ear: the sound, believe it or not, of a distant kitty cat, a sound that
instantly transported me away from the lure of fatal waters, away from the
toxic contagions of sordid fiction, and into a place--a real place, though I've
only visited it in my imagination--a place called the Fabulous Club Gemini.

The Fabulous Club Gemini. Where is it, anyhow? Memphis, probably. Or Houston.
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No, actually I think it might be one of the ideologically unencumbered features
of Washington, D.C. In any case, some years back, a music writer for The
Village Voice made a pilgrimage to the smoke-polluted, windowless, cinder-block
venue, wherever its exact location, and while being introduced to some of the
ancient musicians who'd been playing the Fabulous Club Gemini practically since
the vagitus of time, the pilgrim became so excited he momentarily lost his
downtown cool.

"I can't believe," he quoted himself as having gushed, "that I'm talking to the
man who barked on Big Mama Thomton's recording of 'Hound Dog'!"

"Yeah," the grizzled sideman drawled. "I was gonna meow but it was too hip for
'em."

Okay, perhaps I'm overly fanciful, but I have reason to suspect it might have
been precisely an echo from that crusty confession that, as incongruous as it
may seem, enticed me down from the kamikaze viaduct. I do know that I'm often
reminded of it when I glance at the annual lists of Pulitzers, Booker Prizes,
or National Book Awards; when an interviewer's question forces me to reexamine
my personal literary aesthetic; or when speaking with eager students in those
university creative-writing programs where prescribed, if rarefied, barking is
actively promoted and any feline departure summarily euthanized.

There's some validity, I suppose, in the academic approach, for, as Big Mama's
accompanist would attest, our culture simply has a far greater demand for the
predictable bow-wow than for the unexpected caterwaul: orthodox woofing pays
the rent. In a dogma-eat-dogma world, a few teachers, editors, and critics may
be hip enough to tolerate a subversive mew, a quirky purr now and again, but
they're well aware of the fate that awaits those who produce--or
sanction--mysterious off-the-wall meowing when familiar yaps and snarls are
dearly called for.

Let me explain that when I refer to "meowing" here, what I'm really talking
about is the human impulse to be playful; an impulse all too frequently
demeaned and suppressed in the adult population, especially when it manifests
itself in an unconventional manner or inappropriate context. To bark at the end
of a song entitled "Hound Dog" is just playful enough to elicit a soupcon of
mainstream amusement, but Fred (I believe that was the sessionman's name), in
wanting instead to meow, was pushing the envelope and raising the stakes,
raising them to a "hipper" level perhaps, a more irreverent level undoubtedly.
There's a sense in which ol' Fred was showing a tiny spark of what the Tibetans
call "crazy wisdom," a sense in which he was assuming for a bare instant the
archetypal role of the holy fool.

Now, the fact that Fred would have denied any such arcane ambition, the fact
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that he may only have been stoned out of his gourd at the time, all that is
irrelevant. It's also unimportant that Fred's recording-studio tomfoolery
lacked real profundity, that while it may have been eccentrically playful it
was not very seriously playful. What does matter is that we come to recognize
that playfulness, as a philosophical stance, can be very serious, indeed; and,
moreover, that it possesses an unfailing capacity to arouse ridicule and
hostility in those among us who crave certainty, reverence, and restraint.

The fact that playfulness--a kind of divine playfulness intended to lighten
man's existential burden and promote what Joseph Campbell called "the rapture
of being alive"--lies near the core of Zen, Taoist, Sufi, and Trantric
teachings is lost on most Westerners: working stiffs and intellectuals alike.
Even scholars who acknowledge the playful undertone in those disciplines treat
it with condescension and disrespect, never mind that it's a worldview arrived
at after millennia of exhaustive study, deep meditation, unflinching
observation, and intense debate.

Tell an editor at The New York Review of Books that Abbot Chogyam Trungpa would
squirt his disciples with water pistols when they became overly earnest in
their meditative practice, or that the house of Japan's most venerated ninja is
filled with Mickey Mouse memorabilia, and you'll witness an eye roll of
silent-movie proportions. Like that fusty old patriarch in the Bible, when they
become a man (or woman), they "put away childish things," which is to say they
seal off with the hard gray wax of fear and pomposity that aspect of their
being that once was attuned to wonder.

As a result of their having abandoned that part of human nature that is
potentially most transcendent, it's no surprise that modern intellectuals
dismiss playfulness--especially when it dares to present itself in literature,
philosophy, or art--as frivolous or whimsical. Men who wear bow ties to work
every day (let's make an exception for Pee-Wee Herman), men whose dreams have
been usurped either by the shallow aspirations of the marketplace or by the
drab cliches of Marxist realpolitik, such men are not adroit at distinguishing
that which is lighthearted from that which is merely lightweight. God knows
what confused thunders might rumble in their sinuses were they to encounter a
concept such as "crazy wisdom."

Crazy wisdom is, of course, the opposite of conventional wisdom. It is wisdom
that deliberately swims against the current in order to avoid being swept along
in the numbing wake of bourgeois compromise; wisdom that flouts taboos in order
to undermine their power; wisdom that evolves when one, while refusing to avert
one's gaze from the sorrows and injustices of the world, insists on joy in
spite of everything; wisdom that embraces risk and eschews security; wisdom
that turns the tables on neurosis by lampooning it; the wisdom of those who
neither seek authority nor willingly submit to it.

Oddly enough, one of the most striking illustrations of crazy wisdom in all of
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Western literature occurs in a pedestrian piece of police pulp by Joseph
Wambaugh. The Black Marble is so stylistically lifeless it could have been
printed in embalming fluid, but the rigor mortis of its prose is temporarily
enlivened by a scattering of scenes that I shall attempt to summarize (though
it's been decades since I read the book).

As I remember it, a relatively inexperienced member of the Los Angeles Police
Department is transferred to the vice squad. No sooner does the new cop report
for duty than he's introduced to a strange lottery. There is, it seems, an
undesirable beat, a section of the city that no vice cop ever wants to patrol.
It's a sleazy, filthy, volatile, extremely dangerous area, full of shooting
galleries and dark alleys and not a doughnut shop in sight. So great has been
the objection to being assigned to that sinister beat that the precinct captain
has devised a raffle to cope with it. At the beginning of each night shift, he
produces a bag of marbles, every marble white save one. One by one, the cops
reach in the bag and pull out their fate. The unfortunate who draws the single
black marble must screw up his spine and descend that evening into the urban
hell.

Around the drawing of the marbles there's a considerable amount of tension, and
the new man quickly succumbs to it. Just showing up for work is twice as
stressful as it ought to be. In the station house, negativity is prevalent,
jovial camaraderie rare.

The new cop draws the black marble a couple of times and finds the dreaded zone
to be as violent and unsavory as advertised. However, he not only survives
there; he learns he can tolerate the beat reasonably well by changing his
attitude toward it, by regarding it less as a tribulation than as some special
opportunity to escape routine and regularity, by appreciating it as an unusual
experience available to very few people on the planet. Slowly, his anxiety
begins to evaporate.

One night he shocks his comrades by emptying the bag and deliberately selecting
the black marble. The next night he does it again. From then on, he simply
strolls into the station house and nonchalantly requests the black marble. He
no longer has to fret over the possibility of losing the draw. For better or
worse, he controls his destiny.

Ordeal now has been transformed into adventure, stress into excitement. The
transfommr is himself transformed, his uprightness replaced first by a kind of
giddy rush, then by a buddhistic calm. Moreover, his daring, his abandon, his
serenity, is contagious. Vice-squad headquarters gradually relaxes. Liberated,
the whole damn place opens up to life.

And that, brothers and sisters, although Wambaugh probably didn't intend it, is
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crazy wisdom in action.

Admittedly, when the cop made the short straw his own, when he seized the nasty
end of the stick and rode it to transcendence, he put himself in extra peril.
That's par for the course. Only an airhead would mistake the left-handed path
for a safe path.

Although serious playfulness may be an effective means of domesticating fear
and pain, it's not about meowing past the graveyard. No, the seriously playful
individual meows right through the graveyard gate, meows into his or her very
grave. When Oscar Wilde allegedly gestured at the garish wallpaper in his cheap
Parisian hotel room and announced with his dying breath, "Either it goes or I
go," he was exhibiting something beyond an irrepressibly brilliant wit. Freud,
you see, wasn't whistling "Edelweiss" when he wrote that gallows humor is
indicative of a greatness of soul.

The quips of the condemned prisoner or dying patient tower dramatically above,
say, sallies on TV sitcoms by reason of their gloriously inappropriate refusal,
even at life's most acute moment, to surrender to despair. The man who jokes in
the executioner's face can be destroyed but never defeated.

When an eminent Zen master, upon hearing a sudden burst of squirrel chatter
outside his window, sat up in his deathbed and proclaimed, "That's what it was
all about!" his last words surpassed Wilde's in playful significance,
constituting as they did a koan of sorts, an enigmatic invitation to rethink
the meaning of existence. Anecdotes such as this one remind the nimble-minded
that there's often a thin line between the comic and the cosmic, and that on
that frontier can be found the doorway to psychic rebirth.

Ancient Egyptians believed that when a person died, the gods immediately placed
his or her heart in one pan of a set of scales. In the other pan was a feather.
If there was imbalance, if the heart of the deceased weighed more than the
feather, he or she was denied admittance to the afterworld. Only the
lighthearted were deemed advanced enough to merit immortality.

Now, in a culture such as ours, where the tyranny of the dull mind holds sway,
we can expect our intelligentsia to write off Egyptian heart-weighing as quaint
superstition, to dismiss squirrel-chatter illumination as flaky Asian guru woo
woo. Fine. But what about the Euro-American Trickster tradition, what about
Coyote and Raven and Loki and Hennes and the community-sanctioned blasphemies
of the clown princes of Saturnalia? For that matter, what about Dada, Duchamp,
and the 'pataphysics of Alfred Jarry? What about Gargantua and Finnegans Wake,
John Cage and Erik Satie, Gurdjieff and Robert Anton Wilson, Frank Zappa and
Antoni Gaudi? What about Carlos Castaneda, Picasso, and the alchemists of
Prague? Allen Ginsberg and R. D. Laing, Rahsaan Roland Kirk and Lewis Carroll,
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Alexander Calder and Italo Calvino, Henry Miller, Pippi Longstocking, Andrei
Codrescu, Ishmael Reed, Alan Rudolph, Mark Twain, and the electric Kool-Aid
acid pranksters? What about the sly tongue-in-cheek subversions of Nietzsche
(yes, Nietzsche!), and what about Shakespeare, for God's sake, the mega-bard in
whose plays, tragedies included, three thousand puns, some of them real
groaners, have been verifiably catalogued?

Obviously, although crazy wisdom may have been better appreciated in Asia,
nuggets of meaningful playfulness have long twinkled here and there in the
heavy iron crown of Western tradition. (It was a Spanish poet, Juan Ramon
Jimenez, who advised, "If they give you ruled paper, write the other way.") The
question is, when will we be hip enough to realize that these sparklers aren't
mere rhinestones or baubles of paste? When will our literati--in many cases, an
erudite, superbly talented lot--evolve to the degree that they accord buoyancy
and mirth a dime's worth of the respect they bestow so lavishly on gravity and
misfortune?

Norman N. Holland asked a similar question in Laughing: A Psychology of Humor,
concluding that comedy is deemed inferior to tragedy primarily because of the
social prevalence of narcissistic pathology. In other words, people who are too
self-important to laugh at their own frequently ridiculous behavior have a
vested interest in gravity because it supports their illusions of grandiosity.
According to Professor Donald Kuspit, many people are unable to function
without such illusions.

"Capitalism," wrote Kuspit, "encourages the pathologically grandiose self
because it encourages the conspicuous consumption of possessions, which
symbolize one's grandiosity." I would add that rigid, unquestioning allegiance
to a particular religious or political affiliation is in much the same way also
symptomatic of disease.

Ironically, it's this same malignant narcissism, revealing itself through
arrogance, avarice, pique, anxiety, severity, defensive cynicism, and
aggressive ambition, that is keeping the vainglorious out of their paradise.
Among our egocentric sad sacks, despair is as addictive as heroin and more
popular than sex, for the single reason that when one is unhappy one gets to
pay a lot of attention to oneself. Misery becomes a kind of emotional
masturbation. Taken out on others, depression becomes a weapon. But for those
willing to reduce and permeate their ego, to laugh--or meow--it into
submission, heaven on earth is a distinct psychological possibility.

It's good to bear the preceding in mind when trying to comprehend the
indignation with which the East Coast establishment greets work that dares to
be both funny and deadly serious in the same breath. The left-handed path runs
along terrain upon which the bowtiesattvas find it difficult to tread. Their
maps are inaccurate and they have the wrong shoes. So, hi ho, hi ho, it's off
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to the house of woe they go.

Nobody requires a research fellowship to ascertain that most of the critically
lauded fiction of our time concentrates its focus on cancer, divorce, rape,
racism, schizophrenia, murder, abandonment, addiction, and abuse. Those things,
unfortunately, are rampant in our society and ought to be examined in fiction.
Yet to trot them out in book after book, on page after page, without the
transformative magic of humor and imagination--let alone a glimmer of higher
consciousness--succeeds only in impeding the advancement of literature and
human understanding alike.

Down in Latin America, they also write about bad marriages and iii health (as
well as the kind of governmental brutality of which we in the United States so
far have had only a taste). The big difference, though, is that even when
surveying the gritty and mundane aspects of daily life, Latin novelists invoke
the dream realm, the spirit realm, die mythic realm, the realm of nature, the
inanimate world, and the psychological underworld. In acknowledging that social
realisnr is but one layer of a many-layered cake, in threading the inexplicable
and the goofy into their naturalistic narratives, the so-called magical
realists not only weave a more expansive, inclusive tapestry but leave the
reader with a feverish exaltation rather than the deadening weariness that all
too often accompanies the completion of even the most splendidly crafted of our
books.

Can we really take pride in a literature whose cumulative effect is to send the
reader to the bridge with "Goodnight Irene" on his lips?

Freud said that wit is the denial of suffering. As I interpret it, he wasn't
implying that the witty among us deny the existence of suffering--all of us
suffer to one degree or another--but rather that, armed with a playful
attitude, a comic sensibility, we can deny suffering dominion over our lives,
we can refrain from buying shares in the company. Funnel that defiant humor
onto the page, add a bracing shot of Zen awareness, and hey, pretty soon life
has some justification for imitating art.

Don't misunderstand me: a novel is no more supposed to be a guidebook to
universal happiness than a self-indulgent journal of the writer's personal
pain. And everyone will agree, I think, that crime is a more fascinating
subject than lawful behavior, that dysfunction is more interesting than
stability, that a messy divorce is ever so much more titillating than a placid
marriage. Without conflict, both fiction and life can be a bore. Should that,
however, prohibit the serious author front exploring and even extolling the
world's pleasures, wonders, mysteries, and delights? (Maybe all this neurotic,
cynical, cry-baby fiction is nothing more than the old classroom dictum "Write
what you know" coming back to haunt us like a chalky ghost. If what you know
best is angst, your education commands you not to waste a lot of time trying to
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create robust characters or describe conditions on the sunny side of the
street.)

In any case, the notion that inspired play (even when audacious, offensive, or
obscene) enhances rather than diminishes intellectual rigor and spiritual
fulfillment, the notion that in the eyes of the gods the tight-lipped hero and
the wet-cheeked victim are frequently inferior to the red-nosed clown, such
notions are destined to be a hard sell to those who have E. M. Forster on their
bedside table and a clump of dried narcissus up their ass. Not to worry. As
lung as words and ideas exist, there will be a few misfits who will cavort with
them in a spirit of approfondement--if I may borrow that marvelous French word
that translates roughly as "playing easily in the deep"--and in so doing they
will occasionally bring to realization Kafka's belief that "a novel should be
an ax for the frozen seas around us."

A Tibetan-caliber playfulness may not represent, I'm willing to concede, the
only ice ax in the literary toolshed. Should there exist alternatives as
available, as effective, as potent, nimble, and refreshing, then by all means
hone them and bring them down to the floe. Until I've seen them at work,
however, I'll stand by my contention that when it comes to writing, a fusion of
prankish Asian wisdom, extra-dimensional Latin magic, and two-fisted North
American poetic pizzazz (as exotic as that concept might seem to some) could be
our best hope for clearing passageways through our heart-numbing,
soul-shrinking, spirit-smothering oceans of frost. We have a gifted,
conscientious literati. Wouldn't it be the cat's meow to have an enlightened,
exhilarating one as well?

Tom Robbins is the author of eight novels, all of which are currently in print.
His Villa Incognito was published in 2003 by Bantam.

more here

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 5, 2004 07:15 PM

wait, there is more ?!
;)

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 5, 2004 08:05 PM

Perhaps this link to MARK CLINTON and TONY UDELL's Counterpunch article
" Another casualty of Bush's war
won't surprise visitors to this blog. Nevertheless it deserves to be read.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 6, 2004 05:51 AM

@ Hannah K. O'Luthon
Thanks for the great link.

Posted by: beq | October 7, 2004 09:08 AM
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October 05, 2004

Vice-Discussion

Dick Cheney as advertised by the Bush/Cheney campaign.

Throughout his service, Mr. Cheney served with duty, honor, and unwavering
leadership, gaining him the respect of the American people during trying
military times.

John Edwards bio written by the Kerry/Edwards campaign.

Whether in the courtroom or the Senate, John Edwards has been guided by the
small-town values his parents taught him when he was young â€“ hard work,
responsibility, and community. And those same values guide him in his
campaign to be vice president.

Hard do guess how the viewers will judge on the discussion tonight. There are some
openings in Cheneyâ€™s defense from todayâ€™s press. Rumsfeld has not seen 'strong,
hard evidence' of an AlQaida - Iraq link and Paul Bremer admits ''We never had enough
troops on the ground.''.

Cheney's flip-flop going to Baghdad 2002 versus 1992 should also be a fair point. How
many additional American casualties is Saddam worth? Cheney had asked. Edwards
should demand an answer. But of course Cheney will be prepared for these and have his
attack points ready.

From outer appearance I expect Edwards, People magazine's sexiest politician, to win this
one, but Cheney's ever frightening terror, terror, terror does boost voter support on all
issues.

What is your bet?

Posted by Bernhard on October 5, 2004 at 06:39 AM | Permalink

Comments

Sadly, it seems fear trumps hope and facts. Never underestimate Cheney.

Posted by: maxcrat | October 5, 2004 07:54 AM

10 Questions for Potty Mouth

Posted by: beq | October 5, 2004 08:27 AM
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Hello Everyone,

I believe Cheney will try Cheneying Edwards. But, Edwards is much younger, has a better
ticker, a brighter mind and will kick Cheney's ass.

I wonder if Edwards will bring up Cheneys five deferments. Or him still being on the
Haliburton payroll. Or his constant harping about Saddam and AQ which has been clearly
proven wrong. Or his scare tactics saying if kerry is elected the US will get hit by terrorist.
But not with Bushie the moron.

Inquiring minds want to know.

Posted by: jdp | October 5, 2004 12:46 PM

My thoughts are split between Cheney's nitroglycerin tablets exploding in his pocket and
Edwards administering CPR to Cheney - Just the pounding on the chest, not the
mouth-to-mouth part.

Posted by: biklett | October 5, 2004 01:29 PM

Like JDP, I would like to see all those issues brought up as well, but then again, I would
have liked to have seen Kerry bring up some of the more damning issues against Bush in
their debate. He brought up a few, but I don't think he spent enough time on the more
important things (where are the weapons, George? etc.)It's hard to have faith in politics -
the things that need to be said are rarely mentioned.

I'll be interested to see how Edwards does tonight. Could go either way. And as always,
never underestimate the ignorance of the American public.

BTW - just saw "9/11: Road to Tyranny" last night. Holy Moly - everyone should see that.
Just don't watch it right before you go to bed. Coming soon to a police state near you!

Posted by: chaelman | October 5, 2004 02:32 PM

you state
"I expect Edwards, People magazine's sexiest politician, to win this one"

on the other hand, andrew sullivan writes

"They'll both be seated at a table, immediately allowing Cheney to do his assured, paternal,
man-of-the-world schtick that makes me roll on my back and ask to have my tummy
scratched. (Yes, I do think that Cheney is way sexier than Edwards. Not that you asked or
anything.)"

de gustibus non est disputandum

Posted by: mistah charley | October 5, 2004 08:19 PM

It is all worth repeating.

jdp:

"I wonder if Edwards will bring up Cheneys five deferments. Or him still being on the
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Haliburton payroll. Or his constant harping about Saddam and AQ which has been clearly
proven wrong. Or his scare tactics saying if kerry is elected the US will get hit by
terrorist."

It is all fair game.

I hope Edwards goes for arterial blood...and if he ripes out an avuncular eye out or two... so
much the better.

In another time and place Cheney would make a model Nazi General. He deserves
absolutely zero compassion. I am hoping---nay, praying... that Edwards brings his A-game
tonight and slices and dices this fucker up for fish bait.

Of course... only the hungriest carp would ever dare bite on that reeking hook.

Posted by: koreyel | October 5, 2004 08:42 PM

unfair to vote since I'm watching the debate as I type but I'm ecstatic to see Edwards not
only hit the Halliburton issue hard (and Cheney look visibly unhappy) and even more
jazzed to hear Edwards nail Cheney on his voting record when in Congress ... Cheney
walked into that one and had no answer to the facts that he voted against the Dept of
Education, against MLK day, against Meals on Wheels - that last delivered as only
Edwards 2 Americas can ...

So far the big disappointment is the pandering to Sharon ... but we knew that was part of
the deal, eh?

Posted by: Siun | October 5, 2004 09:53 PM

...and keeping Mandela in prison!?! That too.

Posted by: beq | October 5, 2004 10:49 PM

I forgot that one beq - thanks! Cheney is an amazing piece of work. The MSNBC talking
heads are claiming Cheney won (all that gravitas) but the vote on their site with @160,000
votes run 75% Edwards won. Just the Cheney body language was enough to frighten the
horses!

Posted by: Siun | October 5, 2004 11:04 PM

" I don't know who won, but I know who lost: The American people" <---

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 6, 2004 12:03 AM

Watched it twice, drool to my expectations first time, second time saw that Edwards was
speaking the sheeple language effectively, Cheney by contrast was an interview with big
boss man, hands grinding endlessly together, droning on, and drowning out all questions
and concerns -- talking down. Would expect an unexpected gain in #s, especially in a place
like Ohio.

Posted by: anna missed | October 6, 2004 02:33 AM

" I don't know who won, but I know who lost: The American people"
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And the rest of us....................

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 6, 2004 02:36 AM
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October 05, 2004

Open Thread

I am quite busy, but also sure there are many things out there that deserve to be spread.
Break the silence.

Posted by Bernhard on October 5, 2004 at 06:00 AM | Permalink

Comments

Some good reads
Guardian: The eyes that cannot see beyond Jabaliya and Samarra

And just as Israel's unbending stance, favouring force over dialogue, threatens
a spreading conflict, drawing in Syria and Lebanon, so does an aggressive US
policy, confusing power and legitimacy, intensify the risk of an Iraqi
fragmentation embroiling Iran, Turkey and other neighbours.
...
On both sides of the divide this dread downward spiral creates a kind of
unseeing rage to which all are held hostage: blind in Iraq, eyeless in Gaza.

Salon: The State Department's extreme makeover

Secretary of State Colin Powell is not staying for a second Bush term. When
he goes, the last bulwark against complete neoconservative control of U.S.
foreign policy goes with him. The implications are enormous, yet the
American electorate appears to be blinded by the Bush campaign's deliberate
manipulations of 9/11.
...
Rubin is now tasked by Perle and Wolfowitz to trash Bremer -- which he is
dutifully doing in print and media appearances arranged by neocon handler,
lecture agent and media booker Eleana Benador. They intend to close the
Foggy Bottom door to any aspirations Bremer, a former Foreign Service
officer and Kissinger protÃ©gÃ©, might have to take over from Powell.
...
The neocons, working in tandem with a similar staff in the office of Prime
Minister Sharon of Israel, have a three-part agenda for the first part of Bush's
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second term: first, oust Yasser Arafat; second, overthrow the secular Baathist
al-Assad dictatorship in Syria; and, third, eliminate, one way or another, Iran's
nuclear facilities.

Observer: US 'hyping' Darfur genocide fears

NYT: A Coming Nightmare of Homeownership? Morgenson on Fannie Mae

Posted by: b | October 5, 2004 07:45 AM

"Global Test."

"...the written lies submitted to Congress by George W. Bush to justify
invading Iraq constitute a crime easily worthy of prosecution and
impeachment."

Posted by: beq | October 5, 2004 08:23 AM

It's the birthday of one of the few writers ever to become the leader of a
country, Czech dramatist and president Vaclav Havel, born in Prague (1936).
He was born into an affluent family, and as a teenager he watched as his
family's property was seized by the government when Communists took
control of the country.

He was prevented from attending college, so he took a job in a chemical
company and joined a literary underground society, passing around books that
had been banned by the government. In the 1960's, he wrote a series of
absurdist plays, including The Garden Party (1964) and The Memorandum
(1965) that attacked the Communist Party, describing the way in which the
Communists were ruining the language by introducing all kinds of
euphemisms and clichÃ©s.

After a brief period of greater freedom in Czechoslovakia during the late
1960's, Soviet troops invaded and imposed hard-line Communist Party control
over the government. Havel's plays were banned. He was arrested twice,
thrown in jail, and then forced to earn a living stacking barrels in a brewery.

He continued writing plays, though, including The Mountain Hotel (1976),
about a windowless resort in which vacationers spend all their time
remembering and forgetting the same things. He also continued to receive
money from the production of his plays abroad. He used the money to buy a
Mercedes-Benz which he drove to his job at the brewery every day.

Havel kept protesting the government, refusing to go into exile the way so
many other writers and artists in the country did. He said, "The solution to the
situation does not lie in leaving it. Fourteen million people can't just go and
leave Czechoslovakia." He spent the 1980's in and out of prison, writing plays
that he couldn't see performed in his own country.

In 1989, after another arrest and imprisonment, he was released early because
thousands of artists protested to the prime minister. He'd become a national
hero. After the collapse of the Communist regime, he helped negotiate the
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transition to democracy, and in December of 1989, he was elected President,
the first non-communist leader of his country since 1948.

Vaclav Havel said, "If you want to see your plays performed the way you
wrote them, become President."

He also said, "The revolution that ended up by me becoming a President is
very strange theater. And perhaps I am an actor in a play that isn't mine."

He finished his second term and stepped down from power last year.

The playwright Arthur Miller said, "[Vaclav Havel is] the world's first
avant-garde president."

From today's Writer's Almanac.

Posted by: beq | October 5, 2004 10:15 AM

An opinion from South Africa.

US 'war on terror' is unwinnable

Posted by: Fran | October 5, 2004 10:25 AM

Two more interesting links and then I need to do some other stuff.

Dear Mike, Iraq sucks - Civilian contractors are fleecing taxpayers; US troops don't have
proper equipment; and supposedly liberated Iraqis hate them. After the release of
Fahrenheit 9/11, Michael Moore received a flood of letters and emails from disillusioned
and angry American soldiers serving in Iraq. Here, in an exclusive extract from his new
book, we print a selection

And today's Krugman:

The Falling Scales

Posted by: Fran | October 5, 2004 10:37 AM

The new Derrick Jensen book, Welcome to the Machine: Science, Surveillance, and the
Culture of Control, co-written w/ George Draffan, has two excerpts available online.

Posted by: b real | October 5, 2004 10:42 AM

Fran, b real: Thanks for the links.

Posted by: beq | October 5, 2004 11:30 AM

The US told a senior French military official the French-US relationship at a personal level
was "irreparable".

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 5, 2004 12:30 PM
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If you are interested, a good article on the Polish support for the US and the political
consequences is here:

Letter From Poland, by David Ost

People elsewhere argued over whether Iraq really had weapons of mass
destruction, but in Poland the calculus was more simple: America requested
our help, so we gave it.

[...] "If they said they could topple Saddam and install a democracy, we
figured they must know what they're doing, particularly since they'd been
working on it for so long. But it seems we were naÃ¯ve. It turns out they had
no idea what to do with the Shiites, the Kurds, the resistance, the
infrastructure. A superpower should be able to do this! That it can't do it--this
changes all our calculations."

[...]Adam Michnik once quipped that "Poland is more pro-American than
America is." Bush has changed that. Poland has already hinted that it will
reduce its Iraq contingent next year; public pressure may force it to do so
sooner. What about the future? When I asked Beylin, one of the country's key
opinion-forming journalists, what will happen if a re-elected Bush turns to
Poland for help in a new war against Syria or Iran, he visibly recoiled. "We
wouldn't do it. Not this time. If it's a UN or NATO operation, perhaps. But like
Iraq? No, that's not happening again."

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 5, 2004 01:08 PM

I guess w won't be mentioning Poland in any more debacles.

Posted by: beq | October 5, 2004 01:29 PM

alabama

perhaps i am reading this wrong - perhaps its my state of mind also or perhapse it is the
state of my body at this hour but feel yopu are arguing a case(especially with pat) just about
the efficacy of this immoral & unjust war in iraq

i understand that the way you question that efficacy is also a reflection in which these
criminals treat the armed forces & that that treatment is consistent with the immorality of
the war itself

there is no question that this war was never against saddam hussein - there is just too much
evidence that implies complicity at a many layered level & for a considerable period of
time

this war is against a people & it is consistent with the way the united states has treated third
world people for most of this century. it has & does treat them with the utmost contempt &
when that is not affective it uses a murderous military force

to our shame, to our considerable shame - the war carried out against latin americans which
eduardo galeano has so clearly spoken about in his magisterial texts - in nicaragua, chile, el
salvador, honduras, panama has been a war against people. ideas were very low down on
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the pole as a reason to destroy these nations. & that was what was done. they were & are
destroyed. they would have done it in venuezala if they were prepared to fight their wars on
many fronts

the armed forces of america whether it is in the form of experts, in the form of their schools
of terror, contingents or entire armies are an ope & brutal expression of their hatred of the
other - especially if that other is demanding rights that are proper for them to make

in chile & nicaragua - this expression in the face of a people's will spread enough shame to
endure for a very very long time

the americans armed forces have never saved anybody from anything

their intervention at the very end of the first world war - extremely late in the day - was an
extension of their own imperial power & began a long history of the economic &
sometimes moral enslavement of europe - east & west

the second world war was not of their choosing & even here, as i have repeated often here
to the point of boring you - the russians did the fighting & the dying - the rest was a
sideshow & of that there can be no doubt. this is not to demean those who lost their lives -
but it is to state a truth that is self evident. it was only a moral war for the americans,
incidentally

the then cynical 'war' between the russians and the americans where they used third world
countries as a bloody checkboard is something no tears can recover - this day or forever

every military action & i include somalia & kosovo were immoral, deeply & profoundly
immoral

& they were directed by immoral men - who evenn their own history & by their own stated
perameters - were immoral - the genocide of the vietnamese, cambodian & laotian people
& their complicity in their destruction is too obvious state. but state it i will

because these are real people, real nations & real destines being pulverised by people
whose own personal politics are corrupt to the extreme - the prick cheney is just one
example of someone whose own morality is questionable, whose participation & profit
from murder are clear & precise but administration after administration has been crowded
by these criminals.

kennedy or clinton were not strong enough to confront this immorality, in fact this
criminality in any substantial way but at least their administration were peopled by person
of some intelligence & who saw a little further than next week

this war today against the arab nation expressed by iraq but also by the palestinian people is
obscenely immoral & completely cynical

radical islam did not fall from the heavens - it came about because it was created - & the
unites states has a great responisibility with its creation & support to people like the muslim
brotherhood & to the development of al quaeda specifically. the americans construction of
this form of fundamentalism has been spoke about cleealry in the books of gilles keppel &
otheres but we are a long way away from a clear & methodic analysis that could help us
confront this menace

but this menace is not being confronted in iraq or palestine - it is being created & it is being
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created in a way that i find profoundly disturbing. in that a 'ghost' ideology has been created
to become the eternal enemy

the actual military power of a q & all its satellites are insignificant & could be confronted
militarily but it is not & i wonder why

the immorality of the war in iraq is not decreased by its efficacy - for me it would only
increase the immorality

i see something profoundy evil in the destruction of a civilisation that today still has much
to teach us - the way the institutions of culture were dismantled was deeply shocking & of
an importance we here can only wonder

& there is something perverse metaphorically & actually with an obese infantile americ
being mirrored in the savage & equally infantile beheadings by islamic fundamentalists

i hope kate storm will not scream at me but i find something in this war that is not
masculine or muscular - it is the opposite - it is infantile & it is the abandonment of
responsibility

it is the space of the greedy eating all they can before the shops closes as the white south
african state articulated before & how israel acts today

look i am a simple man but i know what complexity is & what is happening is not complex
it is vulgar in fact & in implication

if i celebrate giap - it is because his love can never be questioned, his military strategy was
as much about poetry as about violence & i mean that seriouslly - with all the seriousnees
that i can muster at this hour. with love he created a resistance that was poetic - his
understanding of the 'real' world was articulated in his use of nature itself

giap fough for something as precious as liberty & national independence

american are fighting this war, eficacely or not for enslavement & ocuupation

you know that i say this respectfully to you alabama & as usual it is crude in its articulation
but i want myself, at least to understand that this war as all wars is also about human blood
& human tears

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 5, 2004 01:40 PM

In one sense this is just another story about the atrocities and grief of war.

In another sense, since it involves "American grief" of a universal and powerful sort, I
suspect the story may have a bicyclist's legs.

This is the kind of grief they'd rather not have make the top of the news.

Yet this is the kind of grief that is at the rotten core of this ill-begotten administration's
foreign policy.

It needs to climb the charts like a bullet.
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Posted by: koreyel | October 5, 2004 03:40 PM

râ€™giap,

again you, put into words - what i feel, what i know but - havenâ€™t yet found the way to,
- put into words. your â€œcrude in articulationâ€• is the poetry of expression of heartfelt
knowledge from the soul

new setback have some positive side effects - â€œcrudeâ€• eloquence shines

Posted by: Juannie | October 5, 2004 04:08 PM

13 year old girl killed in Gaza by 20 IDF bullets.

On her way to school................

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 5, 2004 04:54 PM

Another difference between the US and Europe and I do hope Europe will be steadfast with
the GM food. Maybe up to now no obvious ill effect has been observed, but we do not
know much about longterm effect of GM food. Besides remember the tobacco industrie
hiding all the negativ research. I would trust Montsanto to do the same thing with this.
Actually some ill effects have been observed - monarch butterflys have been reduced since
GM crop is being used and are considered by some as on the verge of extinction, as the
pesticide effect is not only on the bad pests. In a Canadian Province (with a complicated
name) cross fertilized raps crops can not be destroyed as they have become herbizid and
pesticide resistant.

Now I do not mind if they want to sell the GM food as long as it is declared. I want to be
free to choose what I eat. If there a people of enjoy it, well then they can eat it, but I do not
want to be force fed with it.

Europe closes ranks on bioengineered food

Posted by: Fran | October 5, 2004 05:17 PM

Now this is something I love about Americans. Many stay much more active and lively into
very old age, where as in Europe resign and give up much earlier. I know there are some
exceptions - but the active elderly people seem to be much more widespread in the US.

'Old Granny D' Just Keeps On Walking -- Into a Race for Senate

Ok. this is it for today, time for bed.

Posted by: Fran | October 5, 2004 05:28 PM

rg: i hope kate storm will not scream at me but i find something in this war that is not
masculine or muscular - it is the opposite - it is infantile & it is the abandonment of
responsibility

I could not, would not scream at you RG... but perhaps you are only half correct. Perhaps
what you are seeing IS the actual state of the "masculine" (if there is such a thing) on our
Happy Planet, circa 2004 ... infantile.

;-)
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Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 5, 2004 06:18 PM

kate

though i'd hate to use the old nazi carl jung's theories - i do feel that at least in an
anthropoligical sense - his work on the femine & the masculine is useful. old hippy that i
am i still hold dear the majority of the work carried out by that old anarcho-bolshie wilhelm
reich & in their sense of what the masculine constitutes i think i am at least half correct & i
think you are also correct - that the masculine in the west is now just dressed up infantilism.

we've all been talking here of individualism, of authenticity, of absolutes & of theology but
what i see in the west is that our particular part of humanity has surrendered to 'models' -
political, social, cultural & medical that are inherently incompetent at best or represent
ideological interests in the worst case

it is to say that we have surrendered not in the face of grandeur as old martin luther/john
calvin/knox pretended to but that at least in our generation we have surrendered to fools &
their foolishness. it would be comic except it isn't. it is sad beyond tears & tragic beyond
our weeping

& admittedly that is what i am doing in the last post to alabama - in my work i want &
demand excellence especially because my cultural intervention is social. this excellence is
not for me incidental. to ask the best of people is often to ask them as fitgerald sd - to hold
opposing throughts at the same time. it is difficult to llive with our contradictions but it is
the only way beyond the stench of lies

administration after administration in america has as deanander has suggested reduced
public discourse into babytalk - everybody looking for their mamapapa as antonin artaud
cruelly but correctly suggested

there is no longest the best of the brightest but the cretinous of the crowd & that is all
kristol, coulter & their crowd are. they are cretins. the very people a knowing edward teller
cultivated in his springtime. they as dylan onece sd 'play with our world like it is their little
toy'. what is astounding to me is how far they have got - how far they have determined
what it is possible to say

what i detest more are the journalist/scum of washington post/new york times who dress up
their babytalk as something civilised, something learned. it is the opposite. it is dumb
beyond imagining

i want to repeat this point that i tried to make to alabama - what we watched in the invasion
in iraq was the concious, deliberate & brutal dismantling & destruction of museums,
libraries, archives, archeological sites - the destruction of their universities & their
capacities to research. this proud & beautiful people & i want to remind people of the poet
abdelwahaab al-bayatti who suffered as an iraqui under saddam hussein - if he had lived he
would have collapsed under the weight of what the americans are doing to that country.

this proud & beautiful people are the cradle of civilisation

what is america, britain, australia - in front of that they are all babytalk nations with a
disturbingly convergent belief in their own power & correctness. what has been apparent in
middle eastern civilisation since averros is the place of doubt - the cleansing nature of
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doubt. the idiocies of ben laden have more in common with a pat robertson, a jerry falwell,
or a robert schuller than they have with the intellectual tradition of the arab people

why have they appeared to surrender to fundamentalism - because they have been forced by
poverty, marginalisation & the complicity of u s power to seek relief in absolutes - to seek
an answer - or like the palestinians to qeek to sat to the world - we exist

if i do not care for the plight of the american armed forces it is only because the people they
are killing are amongst the most human of us & often with the better angels of their nature
in full function

& we do what we can here & in our lives to reach out to them as other human beings & see
out own suffering in their eyes - let us not forget that if we diminish arabs today - it will be
us tommorrow - that is a truism that has stayed true

yes, i want the defeat of the americans - not at the hands of fundamentalist but at the hands
of a country's people. i want that defeat to inculcate a lesson to all imperial powers that
their brutality must end - that we as a people will not permit it to last

the millions & millions of people who opposed this war will one day have their say - these
demonstrations were the waking up of the child into a more complex humanity than their
cot & a plea no matter how oblique towards a humanity that needs to be felt. & felt today

yes , i want the defeat of the american army in a thousand stalingrads because then & only
then will american power use other means to articulate its will. i do not want to see the
deaths of young americans - people who are being eaten whole by their own masters but if
that is what it takes for america to learn the lesson giap & the vietnamese people gave him -
then that is the path that needs to be taken

americans have a chance in november to escape that destiny but i fear they are too close to
the cot to call out - & change

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 5, 2004 06:57 PM

@R Giap:

yes , i want the defeat of the american army in a thousand stalingrads

Fortunately, RG, the US only has enough troops, active and reserve, to make up 2 and a
fraction German Sixth Armies(270,000 men).

It has always amused me that the Neoclowns truly believed that the US will reshape the
Muslim world in it's image, with a force that size.
Powerful smoke those guys are smoking.

Take Care and Be Well.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 5, 2004 07:24 PM

remembereringgiap, I agree with what you say, and I've said it myself on occasion: I want
us Americans to be beaten out of Iraq, and I don't expect us to leave otherwise.
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But there's a point that matters to me, perhaps, more than it matters to you. America has
some democracy in its own works. To put it in the crude terms of a comically paranoid
turn: there's nothing remotely American about the neo-cons who hijacked our military to
advance the narrow aims of a political party in a foreign country. This hasn't happened here
before, and I don't like it one bit. I also wish to understand it clearly, and when I ask Pat
and other questions about the way our military works, it's to test my conviction that our
military really was hijacked. And something worse has also happened: Israel (the land
populated by Jews and Palestinians alike) has been ruined by this gang, and it won't grow
out of this horror--any more than Iraq can grow out of its horror--until its story has been
told in clear terms. General Giap was a model of the clarity and understanding that I strive
for.

Posted by: alabama | October 5, 2004 08:02 PM

alabama
if there is one thing - even in your speculations you have given us, you have given me is
your clarity. i'm an old maoist & i am as much a victim of my rhetoric as its creator - in that
thoughts i share here often direct me further towards darkness than to light.

it has worked in my poetry & theatre for over thirty years - i also write theoretical &
methodoligal texts but when i began posting on billmons - i have learnt much & often from
your clarity. & your clarity is not pompous - i hear the real questioning & i often hear the
sadness of your breath. & i have read your posts often enough not to question without
thought

but i think our earnestness sometimes covers up the facts of the massacre because it is
simply too difficult to deal with. what is happening is horrendous. & i am as much a victim
of that as anybody else. i want a context to this horror

my hatred of imperialism comes from somewhere deep inside me & from ever since i can
remember. i was involved in the struggle against the american war in vietnam from a very
very young age. as an adolescent the vietnamese peasant was my kin - in a very real sense.
then i wanted mao tse tungs 'perfect' revolution. i wanted a violent end to imperialism

today i would be happy with just a sense, a sense of decency

because i began so young disavowal was never an option for me - i saw in the communist
movement to which i belonged - the frailties, the weaknesses which lead to corruption - to
the nurturing of elites

so it has never come as a surprise that the neo cons are ex trotskyites - their are elements
within the left which cannot see a commun humanity - in its complicated reality & so they
will disavow & turn into their opposites in the wink of an eye

the christopher hitchen too are all too common - bullies who wrap themselves in the elegant
sophistries of a disembodied discourse - from them i never expect clarity nor honesty - &
they are as about 'inauthentic' as you can get

alabama, when you spoke of owen lattimore - i felt reproached but at the same time i learnt
something directly & indirectly. & that is why i read & post here & in large part because
there are many like you here who are genorous with their information & with their opinions
- & it is not just a talkshop. i think i feel at least who is behind the post
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jÃ©rÃ´me is another example of someone who gives & for whom it is important for me to
read though we might disagree on almost anything - but i feel a common humanity. i feel it
in most of the posts. the humour of a flashharry, a deanander, a kate storm have been the
breath i've been waiting for in darker moments

so i hope you did not think my friend - that i was in any way critical of you - i have read too
many of your posts to seee you as an uncritical defender of efficacity as opposeed to
excellence

it is close again to leonard cohens four in the morning - so i will leave this for now - hoping
you know that whatever criticism is directed as myself as much as to you. & that that
criticism of one another is fraternal - is a search for that clarity - is a rummaging amongst
this forest of darkness to see at least some light

still steel

Posted by: | October 5, 2004 08:57 PM

that was me
ovioussly

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 5, 2004 08:58 PM

remembereringgiap, sometimes it's only our blood that speaks to us, or in us, or for us--as
lust, or bloodlust, or mother-love, or child-love--since blood has so much to say. And then
no citizen, or the voice of conscience, or sweet reason has anything to tell us. This happens
every hour of our lives, and tells us that we're creatures.

Blood has its own clarity to impart, since, as Yeats would say, "it completes our partial
mind".

In all these posts that we share as friends, our blood has its times to speak, along with the
voices of citizen, conscience, and sweet reason. But they rarely harmonize, each of us being
a din of dissonant voices.

Posted by: alabama | October 5, 2004 11:47 PM

WaPo Senators Discuss Bill on President's Citizenship

The Senate took a first step yesterday toward opening the presidency to
foreign-born citizens, including a particular Austrian-born actor who is
running the nation's most populous state.

Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Orrin G. Hatch (R-Utah) held a
two-hour hearing on his proposal, one of several in Congress to amend the
Constitution by removing the requirement that only people born in the United
States can be president.

I like some aspects of Austrian economics, but living in a country that once voted for an
authoritarian Austrian and still feels the results I ask my American friends to beware of
Austrian statesmanship.

Posted by: b | October 6, 2004 05:50 AM

alabama
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thank you

yes
& sd with a care of language

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 6, 2004 06:54 AM

Austrian economics? Like Von Hayek?

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 6, 2004 08:36 AM

@CluelessJoe

Yes. I like their way to analyse things. Which does not mean that I agree to their
radicalism. But based on a social-democratic system, their ideas of small state solutions can
often be superior to the strick regularism practiced in old Europe.

Posted by: b | October 6, 2004 08:43 AM

The Economist The dragon and the eagle

American consumers and Chinese producers have led a global boom. China is
creating genuine wealth, but America's binge is based partly on an illusion, ...

Posted by: b | October 6, 2004 09:17 AM

At ndol.org, the website of the Democratic Leadership Council, Marshall Wittmann, former
aide to Sen. John McCain and 'national greatness' conservative, comes out for Kerry:

DLC | Blueprint Magazine | October 4, 2004
Moose on the Loose

By Marshall Wittmann

Bush had a chance after 9/11 to create a bold new politics of national purpose that would
make Teddy Roosevelt proud. But he blew it. A modern Bull Moose progressive now finds
common cause with Kerry and Edwards.

Editor's Note: This article is taken from the upcoming issue of Blueprint Magazine.

This unreconstructed Bull Moose will run with the donkey in November.

I am an independent McCainiac who hopes to revive the Bull Moose tradition of Theodore
Roosevelt, and I support the Kerry-Edwards agenda. Don't get me wrong -- this Bull Moose
is not completely in agreement with the Democratic donkey. But the Bush administration
has betrayed the effort to create a new politics of national greatness in the aftermath of
9/11.

If John Kerry wins, it remains to be seen whether his administration will be more willing to
break with its ideological base than a Bush team that has been slavishly loyal to its
corporate paymasters. But there is no remaining shred of doubt that another four years of a
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Bush presidency would have a toxic effect on American politics. If George W. Bush is
re-elected, unlimited corporate power, cynicism, and division will ride high in the saddle.

In the past few years, there has been an effort by the neoconservative center-right to forge a
new politics of national greatness. Although this new political perspective was never
spelled out in specifics, its adherents (including me) envisioned an energetic federal
government that would implement a foreign policy advancing American interests and
human rights, along with a domestic policy that would promote national service, and an
economics focused on benefiting the middle class.

Our model was Theodore Roosevelt, the original Bull Moose, who did not flinch from
taking on the special interests at home while aggressively promoting American interests
abroad.

The modern champion of conservatives for national greatness is Sen. John McCain. In the
2000 campaign, he advocated rogue state rollback, reform of government, an economic
plan that focused on middle-class tax relief, and national service. He inspired Americans
"to enlist in causes greater than their self-interest."

[...]

[T]he effects of the law of unintended consequences are being felt in Iraq. Iran, one of the
charter members of the "axis of evil," may emerge as the big winner in this war, as its
influence grows in the Shia south. American credibility, which will be needed in the future
as we confront threats, has been incalculably damaged. Our military is overstretched, and it
will be difficult to find the resources for expansion because of the deficits created by the
irresponsible tax cuts.

It will now be far more problematic to employ force in humanitarian situations such as the
Sudan or certainly against the other players in the axis of evil -- North Korea and Iran.
Paradoxically, a President Kerry may be more able to use military force than a re-elected
President Bush, because he will have more credibility with the international community and
the American people than the current incumbent.

What exactly have rock-ribbed conservatives gained from this administration? As
conservative commentator Andrew Sullivan has observed, "Domestically, moreover, Bush
has done a huge amount to destroy the coherence of a conservative philosophy of American
government; and he has been almost criminally reckless in his hubris in the conduct of the
war." Of course, if liberals had their way they would expand the welfare state. In contrast,
the Bush administration expands the corporate welfare state. Once again, the donors must
be reimbursed! Deficits be damned!

So what does the Bull Moose think of the donkey? In the early primaries, I thought Karl
Rove had induced a mass brainwashing of the Democrats as they flocked to Howard Dean.
If the Deaniacs had seized the party, the Bush-Rovian dream of realignment might have
been realized. Dean was their dream opponent -- a socially liberal, anti-war candidate from
Vermont. However, the good centrist sense of the Democratic rank and file prevailed.

This Bull Moose is not all the way with Kerry, but part of the way with JFK. I am generally
to Kerry's right. However, on the key issues of progressive economics and a muscular and
smart foreign policy, John Kerry's ideas are far preferable to George W. Bush's. And, with
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his gesture this summer in approaching McCain about the vice presidency, Kerry
demonstrated that he is committed to a new politics of national unity.

Although I had my differences with Kerry during the Cold War, he has demonstrated by his
hawkishness on Kosovo and Afghanistan that he is willing to use force to defend American
ideas and interests. He advocates increasing the size of the U.S. military. On domestic
issues, Kerry has positioned himself in the New Democrat tradition. Kerry has proposed an
ambitious national service program. He would retain the tax cuts for the middle class while
rolling them back on the super-rich. And he would reform, rather than eliminate, the estate
tax.

If Kerry is victorious, there will no doubt be a battle within the Democratic Party between
the left and New Democrat wings. Perhaps, just perhaps, a progressive national greatness
wing can emerge that combines a commitment to national service and progressive
economics with a dedication to defending America and promoting its ideals. Fortunately,
there is a model for progressive national greatness in the presidency -- the previous JFK.
President Kennedy combined a muscular foreign policy with a call to service and a
domestic progressivism. Kennedy brought Republicans into his administration and
governed from the vital center.

A President Kerry also should embrace a reform agenda that will attract the constituencies
of McCain and H. Ross Perot. An overhaul of the tax system that would eliminate
loopholes should be undertaken. A few years ago, Rep. Dick Gephardt offered a modified
flat tax proposal that would both simplify the system and retain progressivity. A left-right
coalition to eliminate corporate welfare should be built. A Kerry administration should
promote efforts at the state level to depoliticize congressional redistricting.

In the war against terror, it is vital that America be united. We have real enemies who seek
to do us harm. Contrary to the conspiracy theories of Michael Moore and the loony left,
Bush did not invent our enemies. But, despite all his bravado and swagger, he has made it
more difficult to build a domestic and international political coalition to ultimately prevail
against our terrorist adversaries. He has bred distrust by driving a cynical partisan agenda
that seeks to reward the wealthy, while branding his political adversaries as vaguely
unpatriotic.

Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney have waged an unprecedentedly cynical and divisive
campaign. The campaign has proven that there are no guard rails when it comes to a
scorched-earth effort to hold on to power. However, Democrats can seize the opportunity to
reach out to disaffected moderate Republicans and independents to build a new political
coalition of national unity. That is both the hope and the cause of this unreconstructed Bull
Moose.

Marshall Wittmann, a former aide to Sen. John McCain (R. Ariz.) and creator of The Bull
Moose blog, is a senior fellow at DLC/PPI.

Posted by: Pat | October 6, 2004 11:26 AM

Here's a link to the IDF kills girl, 13, on her way to school story Cloned Poster mentioned
above.

Also, here's another good article from the current Swans, this one on Presidents and the
historical mythmakers that create them.
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Transforming Reality Into Mythology

Posted by: b real | October 6, 2004 11:28 AM

"progressive economics"? He can't really mean universal healthcare, stronger labor and
environment regulations and a stronger progressive taxation that would hit the wealthy
classes far more than the current dumbed-down closed-to-flat-tax system?

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 6, 2004 11:34 AM

@Clueless

As a senior fellow at the Progressive Policy Institute, um, yeah, that's what he means by
"progressive economics."

Progressive economics...meet muscular foreign policy. The marriage of my nightmares.

Posted by: Pat | October 6, 2004 11:59 AM

Justin Raimondo at antiwar.com

[...]I just love getting letters from those who have drunk too deeply of Kerry's Kool-Aid,
berating me for not jumping on board the Democratic bandwagon: how else, they ask, do
you think we're going to get rid of those evil neocons? Before they cast their vote, however,
let them ponder Safire's words long and hard:

"His abandoned antiwar supporters celebrate the Kerry personality makeover. They shut
their eyes to Kerry's hard-line, right-wing, unilateral, pre-election policy epiphany."

That's where the "logic" of the Anybody-But-Bush movement leads â€“ straight into the
waiting arms of "the newest neoconservative." From the frying pan â€“ straight into the
fire.

Posted by: Pat | October 6, 2004 01:35 PM

pat

maybe i was not clear & never am with using psychoanalytic language in terms of politics
but sometimes it seems apt

what i mean by muscularity - in the sense of a foreign policy is at once a form of
credibility, a judicious use of force & a sense of planning - of thinking things through. if
you like to take full responsibility for your actions

a muscular foreign policy is to live in balance & to nourish those balances - equilibrium is
not impossible to create - it has proved to be possible historically

a muscular foreign policy is not to lie , to scheme, to elaborate non existent 'truths', to be
serious in both preparation & planning, to understand & interpret rapidly the results, to look
for & cultivate real allies not puppets

but look america has never seriouslly been interested in a real foreign policy of
'contemporaries'. it is & has been a thug always using disproportionate means & force. it
has lied through its teeth. it has used international forums only as a space to exert its deeply
undemocratic impulse
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what americans have done in latin america have led to the death of democratic or popular
politics. the rebirth of that form today in latin america has come after decade after decade
of an interventionist politics that has brought shame to america. what was done to chile &
nicaragua is so upsetting still today - that the peoples will was destroyed by american
foreign policy & intervention. this is fact - pure & simple & has been stated in public
tribunals, respected forums books & scholarly work

the only, only intervention that may be described as 'honorable' has been in the phillipines
& even there the u s hedged its bets & was forced by international politics to do so. it was
allso helped by the venal corruptness of marcos

in indonesia, again we do not have to search for conspiracies - the american involvement
with suharto from inception to end was guided, assisted at every point by americans
including the massacre of over a million people

these are real people pat - as real as the three thousand who died in the twin towers - they
are real to theior families, to their communities & to their nation

to return to nicaragua - what was done - the murder & destabilisation of a legitimate
political force is fascist in its consctruction & intention. in chile the same is true & the
contempt with which the chilean people were held is truly staggering - even today

& mr wittmann is wrong - america did invent al quaeda - physically, financially & actually.
in each country where islamic fundamentalism has a direct link to american agencies. the
proxy war against the russians created the false heroes of islam

your leadership ha been very far away from grandeur. there is nobody this century that
could worthily stand beside nelson mandela. the exemplariness of this man makes a
mockery of all the stunted politicians of your country

& what is the army except the open & brutal expression of politics & as i sd in an above
post i do wish for the defeat of your armies because they do not belong there & never have

mr wittman can leerily call those of us who call for a redressing of questions as the 'looney
left' & from people like him - i take that as a compliment. at the end of the day i know there
is no blood on my hands or my conscience. at the end of the day - hysterical commentaries
by people like him are just so much short change in my pocket. at the end of the day the
fundamentality of a real politics is so absent from their discourse. their discourse will
change from dinner table to dinner table. it is they who do not belong in the 'real' world

i find their pomposity, their playing out of being great statesmen as simply too ludicrous to
mention. the response from both right & left from america is sometimes so shallow - so
missing the point

what is often absent is memory. any memory at all & if you like a muscular foreign policy
would also be about having a real memory

what mandela did to shotrt circuit a certain & perhaps necessary bloodbath - was to call in
question this memory but use that memory to offer pardon - to offer comprimise - with
dignity

there has been no dignity in american foreign policy & i ask you to mention just one
instance where american foreign policy has been 'moral' in any real sense
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i neither ask you to accept my opinions - that in any case reeks of evangalism - today there
is no place for that but i thought we offered our posts here so that we could question our
own positions not to seek to affirm them. that has been the pleasure of being here. that the
whole waterfront is covered

& again i'll accept 'looney left' as a badge of courage because i know that the politics i have
lived & worked with in my life have been & are profoundly democratic. in my art i have
trampled the throat of my verse to play a real part as a citizen, as a person who takes his
civic responsibility very serioussly. perhaps too seriouslly

& the warning signs of exactly what will happen in iraq are clear - you remember khe sahn,
hue & the tet offensive - these were succesful gestures by the vietnamese against the
americans but with an ideology, a military force & an immersion with the people but in iraq
none of these things exist for the resistance - there is no cohesive leadership, armed
resistance is organised in a very haphazard sort of way - bu they have succeeded already in
diminishing & degrading american military might & this will continue in an acclerated way
no matter how efficient the slaughterhouse the americans may create

i want to finish with repeating what i have sd elsewhere - the destruction of this particular
cradle of our civilisation appears unrepairable - what has been done & even bremer accept
this in that first month of occupation will bring shaem on your nation for centuries to come

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 6, 2004 02:46 PM

I posted the exerpt of Wittman's DLC article in order to help demonstrate how and why a
Kerry administration will give another lease on life to the foreign policy ideas underlying
neoconservatism/neoliberalism - ideas to which I am opposed.

It really deserves to be read in full, as does Justin Raimondo's piece on The New Neocons.

Posted by: Pat | October 6, 2004 03:33 PM

the most extreme version of right wing politics needs to b extinguished - once & for all

but i have never dreamed that kerry will constitute the answer. truly, i believe that too much
damage has been done, too many essential institutions have been comprimised - the
judiciary & the press in particular - that even a kerry victory will not resolve that overnight

what has happened in iraq & the middle east has gone far too far already & i sense an
apocalyptic politics for the forseeable future

i've never really understood libertarian politics - as a young hegelian - the state in & of
itself is not the enemy - in my time i've witnessed judges falcone & borsellino & many
others forced to become a state in absence of a state

as an artist & as a man - the truly worthy moments of my life have been with or within
communities. this fact has escalated not diminished a personal demand for excellence

i've witnessed the destruction of too many communities in too many countries by the
words/worlds of murdoch/berlusconi that i hesitate in front of what people freely call their
'individuality' because it has always implied a heirarchy of knowledge & power, because in
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the guise of individuality it demonises the fact of the interior lives of ordinary people

i have never subscribed to the 'great person' view of history - extraordinary circumstances
create form ordinary people the extraordianry which creates wonderment

pat, i believe in the people, not as an abstraction but as a quotidian reality - i as a man am
not always up to the challenge especially recently but i have never veered towards a
nihilism of though or of act. if you like i have faith in them but it is true - never in history
have they ever been so coerced as a unit precisely to destroy the natural & organic affinity
but we will all be the poorer if the murdochs of this world win

whatever changes need to happen in our world need to be taken by the people not by elites -
self selected or otherwise

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 6, 2004 04:08 PM

Pat: well, the "Third Way" was the bogus Blair and Schroeder came up with years ago. It's
been completely discredited as a joke now that everyone can see Bliar is just another
right-wing loon, and how good Schroeder's reforms are for the average Hans. Idiots that
think that the only way for the "left" to win is to become the right. Seeing that the DLC is
behind it reinforces my deep mistrust of this whole thing.
Also agree about not trusting the ABB logic. I mean, what would leftist people do if Pat
Buchanan was the only viable alternative to Bush?
As many others, I'm hoping Kerry may do better, but I'm quite aware that it's likely there
won't be much changes in foreign policies. It's about some domcestic issues that Kerry may
differ the more from Bush, and perhaps on some environmental positions.
That said, imho keeping Bush would just be a huge FUCK YOU from the US to the rest of
the world; in fact, I think that having Bush for a 2nd term and having the GOP keeping both
houses would be tantamount to a declaration of war to the rest of the world (well, maybe
not to Israel and possibly Oz and UK, but to roughly all the others).
But then, I consider that most of the Democratic party is right-wing.

Posted by: Clueless Joe | October 6, 2004 04:30 PM

Iraq on the path to peace. Via Daily Dish

From: "Baghdad, USConsul"
To: "Baghdad, USConsul"
Subject: Warden Message
Date: Wed, 6 Oct 2004 14:36:13 +0000

Warden Message - Increased Security Awareness within the International Zone

On October 5, 2004, at approximately 1 pm, U.S. Embassy security personnel discovered
an Improvised Explosive Device (IED) at the Green Zone CafÃ©. A U.S. Military
Explosive Ordnance Detachment safely disarmed the IED.
American citizens living or working in the International Zone are strongly encouraged to
take the following security precautions:

* Limit non-essential movement within the International Zone, especially at night.
* Travel in groups of two or more.
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* Carry several means of communication.
* Avoid the Green Zone CafÃ©, the Chinese Restaurants, the Lone Star restaurant and
Vendor Alley.
* Conduct physical fitness training within a compound perimeter.
* Notify office personnel or friends of your travel plans in the International Zone.
**** Conduct a thorough search of your vehicle prior to entering it.

Consular Section
US Embassy Baghdad

Posted by: b | October 6, 2004 04:51 PM

Clinical but cynical

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 6, 2004 05:34 PM

bush vs chimp

Posted by: beq | October 7, 2004 11:26 AM

The video to CP's link is here - (700kb)

Posted by: b | October 7, 2004 12:44 PM

form the last interview with the american writer hubert selby jr (i'm translating from the
french so forgive any problems it may have)

"americans are not a cultivated people. that is why most of the leader have played the cars
of paranoia & fear. you only have to see the evolution of the quartiers of new york:
brooklyn has become a quartier for the rich & manhattan is absolutely unliveable. i was
born in brooklyn & i know all the streets & i've watched from a distance how that city has
changed, absorbin the collective fear of its habitants.

the humans like Tralala could not exist today because there is no place for the people who
lose or fall. we want to destroy, to eradicate, to hide them from theeyes of the population.
all my work has targeted the phobia of difference which animates the american people"

hubert selby jr entretien richard pinhas

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 7, 2004 02:00 PM

can i suggest a window into the culture of iraq through their poets :

chawki abdelamir, fadhil al-azzawi, abdelwahab al-bayyati, sargon boulus, mahmoud
al-brikan, jean dammou, buland al-haidari, jabra ibrahim jabra, sami mahdi, nazik
al-malaÃ¯ka, nabeel yassin & badr chakir al-sayyab

these are very great poet who have made rich the international voice of poetry

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 7, 2004 02:08 PM
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@rememberinggiap
i have never subscribed to the 'great person' view of history - extraordinary circumstances
create form ordinary people the extraordianry which creates wonderment

I have never seen this explained better.
...currently reminding myself to breath...

Posted by: Citizen | October 7, 2004 03:27 PM

I read this at NRO yesterday:

"The Army Times is reporting that active-duty servicemembers are backing Bush over
Kerry 72-17 (with 1 percent for Nader). The numbers are just about identical for the
reserves and the Guard."

I asked about this and discovered that the main Kerry turn-off cited by soldiers in the Army
Times report is his Vietnam testimony before Congress.

Posted by: Pat | October 8, 2004 03:45 AM

I asked about this and discovered that the main Kerry turn-off cited by soldiers
in the Army Times report is his Vietnam testimony before Congress.

yet if you ask any of these servicemembers simple questions like "what did he say" or "are
you saying that the things he said did not happen" you get a lot of sputtering and hemming
and hawing.

We have to thank the so called liberal media for informing the masses so well. Special
kudos to Limbaugh and Fauxnews, the responses you do get from the above questions are
all prepared by them.

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 8, 2004 05:05 AM

Well, if 72% of the US servicemembes want to die for a lie, who am I to stop them?

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 8, 2004 06:23 AM

I've been following this issue for a while, and it tells me one thing for sure: after 1975, we
of the Viet Nam anti-war movement had some important work to do, and we never really
did it. Maybe we couldn't do it. Maybe the timing was wrong, or maybe we didn't have the
stuff, but things would surely have worked out very differently if we'd been able to reach
out to our peers in uniform and listen to their griefs, their complaints, their sorrows and
their disagreements. We're the ones who had to do this, since, as everyone knows, those
who fought in Viet Nam can't readily talk about it with those who didn't, or they've felt
discouraged from doing so when faced with the general self-righteousness of our
politically-correct stance. Anyway, an important step was missed (but it's also true that
wars don't stop on a dime: I know that I haven't fully resolved my conflicts from the '60's
and '70's; they continue to overwhelm my thoughts about American politics here and
abroad).

Posted by: alabama | October 8, 2004 11:22 AM

77 I wonder if what we are witnessing here is what Hegel would call the "unhappy
consciousness" -- used to describe the state of mind that prevailed when the Roman Empire
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was dissolving. The flight into a deterministic (Calvinistic) religious framework, and by
extension, the embrace of a propaganda driven view of core American beliefs, clearly
reflect the absolute need to recast the American consciousness into unquestionable
absolutes -- thereby, creating the shield(denial), the sword(edification), all as a reflection of
God.

Not so much a prescription of failed consciousness, but evidence of it.

Posted by: anna missed | October 8, 2004 03:02 PM

@Alabama

The above was directed to your comments about soldiers in Iraq specifically, and
Americans generally.

The ultimate in "compartmentalization"?

Posted by: anna missed | October 8, 2004 03:16 PM

Not so much a prescription of failed consciousness, but evidence of it.

Like Lynne Cheney practicing Fahrenheit 451:
Booklet That Upset Mrs. Cheney Is History

The Education Department this summer destroyed more than 300,000 copies
of a booklet designed for parents to help their children learn history after the
office of Vice President Dick Cheney's wife complained that it mentioned the
National Standards for History, which she has long opposed.
...
The booklet included several brief references to the National Standards for
History, which were developed at UCLA in the mid-1990s with federal
support. Created by scholars and educators to help school officials design
better history courses, they are voluntary benchmarks, not mandatory
requirements.

At the time, Lynne Cheney, the wife of now-Vice President Cheney, led a
vociferous campaign complaining that the standards were not positive enough
about America's achievements and paid too little attention to figures such as
Gen. Robert E. Lee, Paul Revere and Thomas Edison.

At one point in the initial controversy, Cheney denounced the standards as
"politicized history."

"unhappy consciousness"?

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 03:24 PM

U.S. Said to Develop Strategy for Iraq

hmm, yeah, looks like it's about time we start thinking....

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 03:51 PM

"The occupation of Iraq is presented as "a mess": a blundering, incompetent American
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military up against Islamic fanatics. In truth, the occupation is a systematic, murderous
assault on a civilian population by a corrupt American officer class, given licence by its
superiors in Washington. Last May, the US Marines used battle tanks and helicopter
gunships to attack the slums of Fallujah. They admitted killing 600 people, a figure far
greater than the total number of civilians killed by the "insurgents" during the past year.
The generals were candid; this futile slaughter was an act of revenge for the killing of three
American mercenaries. Sixty years earlier, the SS Das Reich division killed 600 French
civilians at Oradour-sur-Glane as revenge for the kidnapping of a German officer by the
resistance. Is there a difference?"

journalist & fim maker john pilger

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 04:22 PM

"These past two weeks, Iâ€™ve been learning a lot about the hatred Iraqis feel towards us.
Trowelling back through my reporterâ€™s notebooks of the 1990s, Iâ€™ve found page
after page of my hand-written evidence of Iraqi anger; fury at the sanctions which killed
half a million children, indignation by doctors at our use of depleted uranium shells in the
1991 Gulf War (we used them again last year, but letâ€™s take these things one rage at a
time) and deep, abiding resentment towards us, the West. One article I wrote for The
Independent in 1998 asked why Iraqis do not tear us limb from limb, which is what some
Iraqis did to the American mercenaries they killed in Fallujah last April.

But we expected to be loved, welcomed, greeted, fÃªted, embraced by these people. First,
we bombarded Stone Age Afghanistan and proclaimed it "liberated", then we invaded Iraq
to "liberate" Iraqis too. Wouldnâ€™t the Shia love us? Didnâ€™t we get rid of Saddam
Hussein? Well, history tells a different story. We dumped the Sunni Muslim King Feisal on
the Shia Muslims in the 1920s. Then we encouraged them to rise against Saddam in 1991,
and left them to die in Saddamâ€™s torture chambers. And now, we reassemble
Saddamâ€™s old rascals, their torturers, and put them back in power to "fight
terrorâ€™â€™, and we lay siege to Muqtada Sadr in Najaf."

robert fisk journalist

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 04:28 PM

Giap

Do you see the Pilger piece about the ethnic cleansing of Diego Garcia to make way for the
military machine?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 8, 2004 04:29 PM

"Afghanistan is not a success. Human rights organizations are already pointing out that the
polls are hopelessly flawed, that the candidates in some cases are working for the warlords.
Not since before the Taliban, when the same warlords were back in power killing each
other has there been such opium and drug production in Afghanistan. Most of the country is
out of bounds to foreigners because the Taliban have re-established themselves, especially
in the villages around Pastia coast, and the Pakistani border. In many cases, U.S. forces
cannot move freely except in large numbers in parts of Afghanistan. There has been some
reconstruction work. Some people have gone along to put their names down for a vote, but
given the warlordism, the vote is likely to prove meaningless, if it does take place. I don't
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think, by the way, that the elections are going to take place in January or any time soon
afterwards in Iraq. Afghanistan is being left to sink again back into the same chaos and the
same poverty that it was in before. Both in Afghanistan and in Iraq, we have profoundly
failed because we have not done our work as we should have done internationally through
the United Nations. And that, unfortunately, is why the bin Ladens of this world can
continue to flourish and can continue to stage their war. I think there's one other thing that
you need to remember. It's very easy to say, we're at war. It's very easy to go off and start a
war. Okay, you can say that the war started on September 11, 2001, but you could also say
that the war started in 1948 between the Palestinians and Israelis. The war started in Iraq
when the British invaded in 1917 and again in 1941. But once you embark on a major
military campaign it's very difficult to switch it off. What we have got in Iraq now is not a
war on terror. Most of the people â€“ the vast majority of the men fighting the Americans
are Iraqi, and they will go on fighting. You know one of the things that's very interesting at
moment. Again, we need to look at history. When Saddam Hussein invaded Iran in 1980,
we supported him with guns, chemicals for gas, with export credits from the United States.
And we urged him on. We wanted the destruction of the Islamic Republic of Iran after
Khomeiniâ€™s revolution. We backed Saddam. He sent a whole generation of Iraqis to
learn to fight and die. Now, in that war, the Iraqis went through immense suffering. They
fought most of them without any initiatives, because no one could take initiative, only
Saddam was the man who was allowed to make decisions. They dug their tanks into the
ground, stuck the gun barrels over the top and just fought on, like the battle of Asam
against Iranians. But those young men, those men who were captains and lieutenants are
now grown up with an enormous experience of fighting power. And they are no longer
hobbled by dictatorship. They can take their own initiatives. That, I suspect, that, I suspect
is why this insurgency is so successful. "
robert fisk

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 04:32 PM

cp

yes very solid

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 04:35 PM

Giap, after the ISG....

Is Saddam in prison on corruption charges now?

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 8, 2004 04:50 PM

no
i think he might be there for false pretences of being a real panarab leader

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 05:13 PM

saddam hussein like suharto was a puppet for the americans until it became necessary to get
rid of him one way or another
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that he did not try to learn the lesson of a nasser is a sadness for the people of iraq & the
arab nation

christ, if we were to go through the bloody puppets of the americans from videla to
pinochet, from marcos to batista, andreotti or whole group of clowns in england who from
chamberlain onwards are just so many caricatures in a smalltime melodrama played out by
burlesqe characters for some lurid political pantomine

if being a tryrant had been his only crime he could be living out his retirement in florida
with the rest of them

no he was the last of the secular resistants to american hegemony who was not capable of
transforming his tribal politics into something of grandeur

but who am i to say this - whatever the case saddam hussein - whether he had grandeur or
not would have ended up the same way - a cardiovascular accident in a prison hospital run
by the americans

butt hell with zarquawi (i'm sure i'm spelling that incorrectly) who seems to wander form
east to west north to south in iraq who is capable of efforts large & small - who can be
blamed for everything

its tru that the american prefer a narrative that is clear & simple - he did this & then he did
that & then....& then....& then

the relaity that the resistance might be made up of real peopl with real complaintes with
real desires for national independence & freedom has not even entered this administration
of gangsters minds...it never would

this administration has watched too much 'father knows best' mixed with early hitchcock -
that it cannot tell the middle of the narrative from the beginning or end

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 05:27 PM

Giap

You speak poetry.

I wish I could buy you a beer and just listen and add my inadequate one-liners to keep you
going.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 8, 2004 05:35 PM

The reality in Iraq was far better captured by retired Army Special Forces Col. W. Patrick
Lang, former Defense Intelligence Officer for the Middle East and a member of Veteran
Intelligence Professionals for Sanity. In an informal e-mail, Lang wrote: ``The sad thing is
that U.S. combat intelligence in Iraq does not seem to know who the insurgents are, where
they are, how many they are or what they plan to do.''

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 05:35 PM

"the occupation is a systematic, murderous assault on a civilian population by a corrupt
American officer class, given licence by its superiors in Washington. Last May, the US
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Marines used battle tanks and helicopter gunships to attack the slums of Fallujah. They
admitted killing 600 people, a figure far greater than the total number of civilians killed by
the 'insurgents' during the past year. The generals were candid; this futile slaughter was an
act of revenge for the killing of three American mercenaries. Sixty years earlier, the SS Das
Reich division killed 600 French civilians at Oradour-sur-Glane as revenge for the
kidnapping of a German officer by the resistance. Is there a difference?"

Marine Maj. Gen. Conway has stated that the order to undertake a large-scale assault upon
Falluja overrode his official recommendation against it and subsequent reports confirm that
it was the White House, feeling under pressure to "act", that did the ordering. GEN Conway
had advised against it because he did not want the residents of Falluja to perceive that the
US was acting out of revenge for the killing of two contractors - killings that the Marines
themselves did not consider of any great import. The Falluja assault was called off
mid-battle, again on the say-so of the White House and against GEN Conway's conviction
that aborting the operation would only compound the initial tactical error. It was aborted
due to international reaction to the level of casualties.

What exactly does the US seek in Iraq? I can tell you what it does not seek. It does not seek
the extermination of "untermenschen." It does not seek the enslavement of an "inferior
race." It does not seek a self-perpetuating occupation and administration of a foreign land.
It seeks the establishment of a democratic ally in the Muslim world, and chances are
exceedingly poor that its wishes will be answered.

Mr. Pilger has told us of a corrupt American officer class, without informing us of the
nature of its corruption or providing evidence to support it. Perhaps there was not space.

Posted by: Pat | October 8, 2004 06:10 PM

[The US] seeks the establishment of a democratic ally in the Muslim world

Is there any hint somewhere (except Mr. Wolfowitz' lies) that this is the case?

WasnÂ´t Turkey a democratic ally in the Muslim world?

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 06:20 PM

@b

What is the evidence that the US does not, through OIF, seek a democratic ally in the
Muslim world - more specifically, in the Muslim Middle East?

What the US has wanted, and continues to want, is the equivalent of an allied, post-war
Germany in the heart of the Middle East. A pipe dream, to be sure (or nightmare,
depending upon your experience of it) but that's what we've been after.

Posted by: Pat | October 8, 2004 06:34 PM

Pat - the evidence is that you DO NOT CREATE DEMOCRACYS by invading countries
and killing its inhabitants that can not do harm to you or even its neighbors.

Is their any official or unofficial mentioning of "creating a democracy" in the run up to the
war? There were lots of comments on oil (and WMDs)I have seen at that time, none of
creating democracy.
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The idea to create a democracy in Germany came after the war. Check for the "Morgenthau
plan" - imagine your country sliced in half because the US agreed to a USSR extension to
half Europe - the question was not democracy, the question was to checkmate the USSR
after the war. US controlled democracy (with several hundred thousand US troops on the
ground for 50 years) was not implemented for the benefit of Germans, but for the benefit of
the US. Did it benefit the Germans too? Yes - but that wasnÂ´t the plan - that was a side
effect.

Posted by: b | October 8, 2004 07:14 PM

pat

it's quite simple. the americans want what they have always wanted. vassals. client states.
comprimised 'democracies'.

i'll ask again i cannot see any armed american invention as being 'moral', done for a 'greater
good'. i will repeat also that for all intents & purposes armed islamic fundamentalism did
not fall from the sky but was invented from old cloth by the u.s. & its intelligence 'experts'

i've lost my heart for china but as any fool can see - everyday the american empire
collapses the chinese imperium get stronger & these people are not a todaytommorrow
strategist - they play for the long haul & it would seem as lenin has noted that capital is so
venal it will sell you the very rope from which yopu will hang them & the flight of
american capital into short term benefits in china is but just an example

clonedposter - i imagine you live just across the channel - perhaps a boisson san sucre
sometime in the future

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 07:16 PM

pat invention should read intervention - i think i'm typing with my elbows

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 07:19 PM

or thinking with them - my elbows

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 07:21 PM

pat

john pilger goes into a great level of detail - google john pilger - he has a site - i think he is
a very thoughtful writer

he was once a bit of a wildboy - & he was the first to cover thalidomode & the first to cover
the horrific recent history of cambodia. he has gone from a hard man to an extremely subtle
concerned man who has got his stories through great risk to himself

knew his work 20 years ago & think he was genuinely hurt by the realities of
reagan/thatchers foreign & interior politics
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he is one of the very few iwhi has followed the exigencies of a martha gellhorn

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 07:26 PM

sorry for my almost soo constant presence

someone must have placed some metaamphetimines in my insulin

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 07:58 PM

"Is their any official or unofficial mentioning of "creating a democracy" in the run up to the
war?"

For heaven's sake, b, what was the final objective that Jay Garner carried in his brief case
upon arrival in Baghdad - the objective that would remain throughout Bremer's tenure and
continues today? The objective was and is for some semblance of a functioning democracy
in Iraq. That was ALWAYS the plan. Only the interim means ever changed.

Posted by: Pat | October 8, 2004 08:36 PM

@rgiap: sorry for my almost soo constant presence

Comrade, we regret to observe that exposure to Comrade DeAnander's anarchic
bourgeois-individualist rantings has impaired your moral fibre, and is undermining the
discipline and self-control required of all Party members by the Central Committee.

anti-social tendencies are contagious, which is why affected persons must be isolated for
treatment. an unmarked sedan is waiting just outside.

Posted by: The Thought Police | October 8, 2004 08:40 PM

pat

where & when has the united states ever helped to establish a real democracy?

maybe i'm a little simple but i do not know of any case where this has occurred. though
there many case where they have established tyrannies - suharto's indonesia, marcos's
phillipines & pinochets chile just being the icing on the cake

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 08:43 PM

thougt police

yes, its true - the degenerate influence of ex comrade deanander has had a powerful
influence over me & i confess that i have been conspiring with him & a gang of titoist to
feed the workers meat with crushed glass, yes i confess that we have concluded discussions
with fascit cliques & their petit bourgeois running dogs to vandalise the machinery of state.
yes it is also true that we have geld meetings withe left centre & right blocs at almost all
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hours of the night & day. it is also true that we have been in cahoots with anti-party
elements to establish whatever it is you accuse us of establishing

i see the car now & the four rather heft fellows who.....;

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 08:50 PM

"where & when has the united states ever helped to establish a real democracy?"

Japan and South Korea. Germany doesn't count because it was a democracy before the
Reich.

But foreign policy dreams are inspired and informed not by history - rather by the
misunderstanding and popular refashioning of it.

Posted by: Pat | October 8, 2004 09:11 PM

@Bernhard

Please check your e-mail. I'd like to post a story here about a new explicit and implicit
pressure on U.S. online media sources.

U.S authorities have confiscated media computer servers in London used by
www.indymedia.org to get their stories out.

Indymedia is still up on the Net and has a press release about it. People at
www.dailykos.com are also discussing the matter.

Posted by: Citizen | October 8, 2004 09:37 PM

oh pat

what is called a democracy in japan was not created by the us & it was simply an adequate
model that the japanese mimicked - the moral imperative was not american

& even less so in south korea - it has suffered decade after decade after decade of
repression often bloody while its disturbed twin in the north played out its semi maoist
dementia. it was the bloody checkboard between the russians & the americans where the
client states were completely incidental

the autocrat macarthur acting very much like the proconsul bremer on steroids nearly ended
all our lives with his madness

so korea - a barely functioning 'democracy for most of its life, a japan that simply &
cleverly molded itself into whatever kept the occupier off its back & germany - post war
germany was just a armored front against the russians that became quite incidentally - a
shop that worked a profit

as b mentioned the morgenthu plan was to raze germany back to the middle ages & would
only permit an agriculture industry but it was cooler heads (alger hiss i imagine) who
suggested it might be better to accept all the old nazis back into business, judiciary & the
professions so that it could be a military base for the americans

it could be argued that italy - the rise of the corrupt christian democrats & their ganster
chiefs including andreotti were corrupted by the united states from the beginning in the
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1948 elections & have stayed that will till the present mafia chieftan berlusconi (exquisite
corpses - alexander stille (?) writes clearly about this)

no i still don't see a 'moral' intervention, a 'greater good'

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 09:43 PM

thought police

my atrocious typing can also be blamed on comrade deanander

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 09:46 PM

citizen

have visited indymedia

yes your concerns are real

to what lengths will these tyrants go to silence people

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 8, 2004 09:57 PM

"no i still don't see a 'moral' intervention, a 'greater good'"

Neither do I. They're your words, not mine, rgiap.

Posted by: Pat | October 8, 2004 10:18 PM

Trying to find out more about IndyMedia, but some of their related pages won't open (not
surprisingly).

But this was available on their homepage:

Indymedia & the FBI: earlier events

Earlier incidents with the FBI, CIA or other US authorities included:
Gov't Attempts Subpoena For Indymedia Logs - Service Provider Refuses: Shortly before
the RNC in NYC, August 2004, the FBI attempted to retrieve IP logs from one of
Indymedia's ISP at their offices in the US and in Amsterdam (Netherlands).
Free Radio Santa Cruz Raided by Federal Government
Indymedia fights Diebold's legal attempt to silence discussions about e-voting
Cyprus IMCista Investigated by United States Intelligence Services
FBI asked for the Nantes post on swiss police to be removed, but admitted no laws were
violated:
"The FBI agents told me that they were not concerned with the photos, but with the
identifying information. There never was any such identifying information, and even if
there was, it would likely be protected by the first amendment if it was obtained legally.
(There was a recent case here in Washington that you may be familiar with on this very
issue). But, even assuming it is illegal to post identifying information (which it is not),
there WAS NO SUCH info. The FBI agents freely admitted to me that individuals have a
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right to take hotographs of agents in public places and post those photos on the internet."

The Kossacks (dailykos.com) are discussing the possibility that this might be about U.S
soldiers deserting the military. Personally, I imagine that Diebold and electronic voting are
a much larger concern for this election. That's where I'd look.

Posted by: Citizen | October 8, 2004 11:15 PM

Trying to find out more about IndyMedia, but some of their related pages won't open (not
surprisingly).

But this was available on their homepage:

Indymedia & the FBI: earlier events

Earlier incidents with the FBI, CIA or other US authorities included:
Gov't Attempts Subpoena For Indymedia Logs - Service Provider Refuses: Shortly before
the RNC in NYC, August 2004, the FBI attempted to retrieve IP logs from one of
Indymedia's ISP at their offices in the US and in Amsterdam (Netherlands).
Free Radio Santa Cruz Raided by Federal Government
Indymedia fights Diebold's legal attempt to silence discussions about e-voting
Cyprus IMCista Investigated by United States Intelligence Services
FBI asked for the Nantes post on swiss police to be removed, but admitted no laws were
violated:
"The FBI agents told me that they were not concerned with the photos, but with the
identifying information. There never was any such identifying information, and even if
there was, it would likely be protected by the first amendment if it was obtained legally.
(There was a recent case here in Washington that you may be familiar with on this very
issue). But, even assuming it is illegal to post identifying information (which it is not),
there WAS NO SUCH info. The FBI agents freely admitted to me that individuals have a
right to take hotographs of agents in public places and post those photos on the internet."

The Kossacks (dailykos.com) are discussing the possibility that this might be about U.S
soldiers deserting the military. Personally, I imagine that Diebold and electronic voting are
a much larger concern for this election. That's where I'd look.

Posted by: Citizen | October 8, 2004 11:16 PM

reposted, now with FORMATTING

Trying to find out more about IndyMedia, but some of their related pages won't open (not
surprisingly).

But this was available on their homepage:

Indymedia & the FBI: earlier events

Earlier incidents with the FBI, CIA or other US authorities included:
Gov't Attempts Subpoena For Indymedia Logs - Service Provider Refuses: Shortly before
the RNC in NYC, August 2004, the FBI attempted to retrieve IP logs from one of
Indymedia's ISP at their offices in the US and in Amsterdam (Netherlands).

Free Radio Santa Cruz Raided by Federal Government
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Indymedia fights Diebold's legal attempt to silence discussions about e-voting

Cyprus IMCista Investigated by United States Intelligence Services
FBI asked for the Nantes post on swiss police to be removed, but admitted no laws were
violated:
"The FBI agents told me that they were not concerned with the photos, but with the
identifying information. There never was any such identifying information, and even if
there was, it would likely be protected by the first amendment if it was obtained legally.
(There was a recent case here in Washington that you may be familiar with on this very
issue). But, even assuming it is illegal to post identifying information (which it is not), there
WAS NO SUCH info. The FBI agents freely admitted to me that individuals have a right to
take hotographs of agents in public places and post those photos on the internet."

The Kossacks (dailykos.com) are discussing the possibility that this might be about U.S
soldiers deserting the military. Personally, I imagine that Diebold and electronic voting are
a much larger concern for this election. That's where I'd look.

Posted by: Citizen | October 8, 2004 11:22 PM

oops.
previewing is dangerous

Posted by: Citizen | October 8, 2004 11:24 PM

@rgiap my atrocious typing can also be blamed on comrade deanander

It is all true -- I am entirely to blame for Comrade RGiap's failure to comply with the Five
Year Plan for Typographical Error Reduction. I see now, quite clearly, that my recidivist
counter-revolutionary tendencies and decadent Western literary pretensions have thwarted
the Will of the People and set back the historical-determinist struggle towards a
typographically advanced future. I am even now re-writing the story of my life for the fifth
or sixth time, emphasising those particular points which this year's Committee of
Correction have deemed relevant, and I will shortly appear on State TV to read some of the
more lurid passages.

PS in actuality, Comrade RGiap is typing with his elbows only because of some slight
discomfort in his hands subsequent to voluntarily assisting the security apparatus with its
inquiries.

PPS am realising rather sadly that all this sending-up of the bad old days would have been
funnier before Ashcroft and Abu Ghraib, before the raids on FRSC and Indymedia, before
various TSA follies. the humour in it now has a slightly dangerous edge. it is not so much
"there but for the grace of God go we," as "there but for the grace of God and a dollop of
good luck, we may rather shortly be going." I jest only to whistle away my fear.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 8, 2004 11:47 PM

INdymedia says the confiscation of servers was requested by Italy and Switzerland.

Excerpt:
Today, October 8, 2004, Indymedia has learned that the request to seize Indymedia servers
hosted by a US company in the UK originated from government agencies in Italy and
Switzerland. More than 20 Indymedia sites, several internet radio streams and other
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projects were hosted on the servers. They were taken offline on October 7th after an order
was issued to Rackspace, Inc., one of Indymedia's web hosting providers.

The reasons for the court order or who actually holds the servers now are still unknown to
Indymedia.

According to Italian news agency reports and an Agence France-Presse (AFP) interview
with FBI spokesman Joe Parris, the FBI acted on Italian and Swiss requests. "It is not an
FBI operation," Parris told AFP. "Through a legal assistance treaty, the subpoena was on
behalf of a third country." (1)

Earlier today Rackspace published a statement that they turned over the servers in
response to an order under the Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty (MLAT). The MLAT
establishes procedures for countries to assist each other in investigations regarding
international terrorism, kidnapping and money laundering. The court prohibits Rackspace
from commenting further on this matter. (2)

In short, "There is no country where you can safely base free political discourse. We can
whack you anywhere."

Or even shorter:
"People, shut up."

Posted by: Citizen | October 9, 2004 12:01 AM

BTW I think there is one contribution the Amis made to civil liberty in Japan after the
surrender, and that was land reform. the US forced land reform onto the old Japanese
landowning class... yes, the same kind of land reform that, simultaneously and later, was so
distasteful to the US in another theatre (S America) that it connived with dictators and other
thugs to murder tens (hundreds, maybe) of thousands of peasants and labour organisers,
rather than permit populist/socialist movements to implement same.

presumably if Japan had been prime banana-growing country, or wheat- or beef-growing
country, then land reform would have been as unthinkable there as it was in Panama, Cuba,
Guatemala, etc etc etc. the Japanese should perhaps feel very lucky that they grew rice and
millet, and other crops not of great interest to US agribusiness.

another interesting note is that Japan is still occupied by the US -- there is an enormous
presence on Okinawa. it's also relevant that Okinawa is a racially stigmatised island --
Okinawans are just one step up from Koreans in the litany of Japanese racism, and I'm not
sure whether the Ainu are above or below the Koreans. the US was careful to occupy a
place that the Japanese ruling caste didn't mind "sacrificing" to keep the Amis happy. kind
of like, if the Chinese conquered America, the American ruling class would happily give
them some Indian Reservations or South Central to occupy permanently.

the Okinawans, however, are not happy and have not been happy for many decades. they
are tired of the harassment, molestation, and rape of Okinawan women and girls by US
military personnel; of the arrogant and dangerous driving of military personnel on both
official and unofficial business that has claimed quite a number of victims, some of them
schoolchildren; of the eminent-domaining (i.e. theft) of real estate, etc. but they have no say
in the matter. some democracy, eh? a little matter of the "quartering of troops upon the
people"?
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John Reynolds (anthropologist and biostatician) delivered an address in 1963 in Okinawa.
It was called "Various Problems with Democracy On Okinawa," and was based on his
research in Japan from 1951 on. In part, he said:

I cannot think of one word to describe the present status of the Okinawans.
They are not Japanese; they are not Americans; they are not even prisoners of
war, since even prisoners of war have certain rights. I have heard the term
slave applied to Okinawans. I know that Okinawans are not slaves, but even
slaves may hold important offices and may be rich. It sounds strange to say so,
but in the terminology of anthropology, slave is the closest word to describe
the present status of Okinawans. I do not believe that Okinawans live in a
democracy. I do not know what Okinawa is, but I do know that Okinawa is not
a democracy and a military government at the same time.

Okinawa is a military-occupied country, and there is no democracy in a
military-occupied country. Americans are here to protect America. When it
comes to government, governments are very selfish and do not concern
themselves with the welfare of other governments and peoples.

When Americans leave Okinawa, what will become of this country? This
question troubles me. If there is a war, there will be no problems, since there
will be no Okinawa and no people. There will be no Okinawa and no people
on Okinawa because Okinawa is a military base.

The American and Okinawan cultures are very different, and the Okinawans
culture has some good points. The American culture has some good things to
offer the world,, and one of these is basic American democracy, which is a
very good thing.

American culture has a good beginning and foundation; however, the
American are now going in the wrong direction. Americans are generous when
they can afford to be generous. Americans talk often about courage, but they
are really very afraid. It is the nature of Americans to kill other people in
defense of their own security

For this outspokenness he was placed on the FBI's watch lists, along with many other
anthropologists. David Price's book Threatening Anthropology: McCarthyism and the FBI
Surveillance of Activist Anthropologists is well worth a read.

forcible land reform and the final deconstruction of the Imperial throne certainly had a
thawing effect on Japanese politics. For some people there was "more democracy" in Japan
after the US conquest, the land reforms, the imposed Constitution, etc. but for others, rule
by Americans may be even harsher than rule by the Shoguns or the Imperial family.

in "democratising" and "bringing freedom" as with so many other things, the two most
important words in the dictionary are "For" and "Whom."

Posted by: DeAnander | October 9, 2004 12:10 AM

pat

what i do see & see consistently are deeply immoral interventions & no sense at all of the
greater good
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its true deanander - it's the same with me our little joke is not so funny in this world we live
in & i too fear for us

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 9, 2004 07:34 AM
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October 04, 2004

Space Quest

One of most beautiful technical creation of the last years, privatly financed and build Space
Ship One, just made its second official flight to an altitude of over 100 km above earth. As
an engineer I am amazed by the look of the ship and its launch carrier, The White Knight.
This is not design where "Form Follows Function" here "Form Is Function" â€“ just
beautiful.

Some people will now be able to fulfil there dream of a space flight - for $180,000 more or
less. To our children, this may become a common way to travel.

DoD, NASA or ESA would never be able to build something like this - wrong price, wrong
design. Bureaucracies demand to many compromises to be really effective in frontier
technology. Bureaucracies have also other thoughts than fulfil peoples dream of a few
minutes in space.

Russia had proposed a global ban on space arms in 2003, but the US was not interested.
Instead, the new Air Force Doctrine Document 2-2.1: Counterspace Operations (PDF)
guides on

the ways and means by which the Air Force achieves and maintains space
superiority ... Space superiority provides freedom to attack ...

Is this what Bush means when he says 'Freedom Will Prevail'?

Context links:
Scaled Composite: Space Ship One
The Register: world's space hardware gets nervous
Wired: All's Fair in Space War
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Discussion at: Slashdot

Posted by Bernhard on October 4, 2004 at 01:36 PM | Permalink

Comments

Thanks for posting this, Bernhard.

Space Ship One -- I suggest that this is one positive result of the Microsoft computer
software monopoly -- the funding comes from Microsoft founding partner Steve Ballmer.

Posted by: jonku | October 4, 2004 04:12 PM

It also explains all the windows.

Posted by: biklett | October 4, 2004 04:16 PM

@biklett LOL

I expect Airbus do get in on the act also.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 4, 2004 05:49 PM

Oops. Not Ballmer, Paul Allen.

"Interesting to note that a majority of its funding ($20-$30 million) was put up by
Microsoft's own, Paul Allen." CNN

"... Allen was born in Seattle, Washington. At Lakeside School, Paul Allen (14 years old)
and friend Bill Gates (12 years old) became early computer enthusiasts. Allen went on to
attend Washington State University, though he dropped out after two years to pursue his
and Gates's dream of writing software commercially for the new "personal computers".

"... Allen was forced to resign from Microsoft in 1983 after being diagnosed with
Hodgkin's disease which was successfully treated by several months of radiation therapy
and a bone marrow transplant.

In November 2000 Allen resigned from his position on the Microsoft board." Wikipedia

Posted by: jonku | October 4, 2004 06:59 PM

Very nice to see manned space flight crawling out of the rut it's been in for decades now.
Still, that ticket price really stings - will the initial market be big enough to finance
continual improvements in the technology, making the spaceships bigger, more capable yet
cheaper? A new Concorde would be extremely cruel for a sky-watching human race.

If, on the other hand, SS1 takes the technological path of the first airplane, I expect to take
a vacation on the moon by the time I'm an old man. If someone had suggested that to me
five years ago, I would have bitterly laughed them out of the room. I imagine I'll have to
plunder much of my retirement savings to do it, but it'll be worth it.

Posted by: Harrow | October 4, 2004 09:39 PM

Is this what Bush means when he says 'Freedom Will Prevail'?
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Since SpaceShip 1 and some of its more viable competitors actually are living up to Nasa's
slogan of "faster, better, cheaper", I expect at least some of those companies to be working
with the Air Force in the future to build military space systems. And considering the kind
of budget the military gets to play around with, the space companies will be pretty
enthusiastic about it. If they're really lucky, they might get to shoot down one of their
rivals' spaceships!

Posted by: Harrow | October 4, 2004 11:33 PM

Only 28 days left to reclaim America for the people.

Firefighters are for John Kerry and the Democrats and that's good enough for me.

Posted by: pb | October 5, 2004 02:26 AM
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October 04, 2004

Preemption

The candidates seem not to differ in their position on Israel and Palestine. In the foreign
policy debate Bush used seven words to mention Israel, Kerry used five. Security is the top
issue for the US electorate, the Palestine conflict is no. 17 on a list of 19 priorities (Link). If
Osama bin Laden talks of: "ignoring the real problem of occupying the entirety of
Palestine" the West ignores him too - until he hits again.

While the electorate sleeps, evangelist Pat Robertson stirs the fire. Haaretz reports:

In two Jerusalem appearances, Robertson Sunday praised Israel as part of
God's plan and criticized Arab countries and some Muslims, saying their
hopes to include Israeli-controlled land in a Palestinian state are part of
"Satan's plan."

Without the $100 billion Israel has received by the United States since 1949, currently at an
official $3 billion per year rate, the state of Israel could not exist. Some calculate the costs
induced to the US by Israel at exceeding $1.6 trillion. With their olive trees uprooted by
Israels tanks, the Palestinians barely survive through aid from Islamic states and the EU.

A two state solution, as proposed by the now dead roadmap, is not viable. The planed
Palestinian state - effectively under Israelâ€™s economic and military control - would
never be able to survive. The Zionists long term plan to transfer all Palestinians to Jordan
and annex their land does (not yet?) receive support by the US. The only solution left is a
one state/two people entity as it factual exists today.

Michael Tarazi, a legal adviser to the Palestine Liberation Organization, argues the case in
todays New York Times.

But in this de facto state, 3.5 million Palestinian Christians and Muslims are
denied the same political and civil rights as Jews.
â€¦
In South Africa, such an allocation of rights and privileges based on ethnic or
religious affiliation was called apartheid. In Israel, it is called the Middle
East's only democracy.
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A one state solution does look difficult today, but it is the only one that has a long term
chance for peace. An international initiative, with soft words of help and a big stick threat
of economic sanctions, could bring this about.

Bin Laden thinks new blows with his big stick are needed to start this initiative. The west
should preempt him by starting it now.

Context Links:
Gaza residents run out space to bury dead
Strike looms again over unpaid wages
A Strategy for Israel in the Nineteen Eighties
Two Peoples, One State

Posted by Bernhard on October 4, 2004 at 06:29 AM | Permalink

Comments

Minor correction: "Pat" Robertson, not "Ted".
Furthermore, the assertion
"Without the $100 billion Israel has received by the United States since 1949, currently at
an official $3 billion per year rate, the state of Israel could not exist. Some calculate the
costs induced to the US by Israel at exceeding $1.6 trillion."
while quite congruent with American perceptions of its own indispensable role might not
be the case. Presumably Israel would seek and find other allies should the relation with
America ever cool. Although "the elites" may be beginning to have serious and
well-founded doubts about that relation, we are more likely to see hell freeze over before
AIPAC's hold on the U.S. congress is broken. Money talks.

Posted by: Hannah K. O'Luthon | October 4, 2004 07:15 AM

Bin Laden thinks new blows with his big stick are needed to start this initiative. The west
should preempt him by starting it now.

Appeaser!

Posted by: slothrop | October 4, 2004 11:19 AM

Thank you so much for raising this issue. I was really struck by the fact that it did not come
up at all during the recent debate, a sad testament to the ultimate outcome of the Bush
policy over there, which has been to remove all semblance of objectivity or neutrality and
to give Ariel Sharon and the Likud party everything they ever dreamed of, including
removing even any fig leaf of an appearance of a need to negotiate with the Palestinians
over their future. The profound impact of that policy on the lives of millions of human
beings who happen to be Palestinian makes a complete mockery of any Bush claim to
support "freedom" in any form. The Palestinians today are in a situation that is far worse
than apartheid ever was. And the chance for any kind of shared solution in that troubled
land has passed. The outcome that I see is 100 more years of bloodshed (accompanied by
100 more years of regional vitriolic hatred of the US for its incredibly unfair policy that
underwrites Israel's oppression of Palestinians) until both sides realize they have to live
with one another in a shared state. I am profoundly saddened by the fact that the issue has
fallen off the radar screen completely, as if Palestinians only matter when they are causing
harm to Israelis. Once the area is "quiet" (which means, once Israelis are not getting
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harmed, not once violence has ceased on all sides), apparently no one cares any more. But
the fact of the matter is, Palestinian lives in the past few years of Bush rule have taken a
profound, incalculable turn for the worse.

I have to say, this is an issue that is near and dear to my heart, as I have lived in the region
and seen the effects of our policies first hand, and most Americans have no clue what
absolute darkness we have wrought. Where is the U.S. that used to stand proudly for the
human dignity of every person, not make a pretense of supporting liberty in order to justify
a policy of incredible oppression? And worst of all, how on earth did we allow ourselves to
move from taking Israel's side in the world to becoming an occupier just like
Israel--thereby fulfilling all the worst possible expectations that the Arab and Muslim
world might have had of us?

The mind boggles. Truly, the damage wrought to our standing in that part of the world in
the past four years is unfathomable.

Posted by: Bea | October 4, 2004 11:28 AM

And I meant to add, in response to your post, that the fact that Kerry has chosen to echo the
Bush position on the Israel-Palestine situation is an indication of real political cowardice. I
refuse to believe that he really in his heart BELIEVES that the Bush position is the right
one for the US. I can only conclude that he's willing to dispense with moral integrity for the
sake of political expediency, and that is not in line with the person whom I thought he was.
I can only hope that once elected, Kerry moves swiftly to redress some of the terrible errors
the Bush Administration has made in that arena. More of the same would be a disaster.

Posted by: Bea | October 4, 2004 11:37 AM

A few weeks ago, I came across the book 'Leap of Faith, Memoirs of an Unexpected
Life'. It is the story of Queen Noor, the last wife of King Hussein of Jordania. It was very
unexpected in its content, despite it being the memoirs of a Queen it is not much about the
glitter and gloria. I have learned more about Muslims and the newer ME history than from
any other source. It is also interesting as she came to the ME with some of the typical
Western bias. She also offers many aspects of ME and of course Jordanian history from a
different point of view, that of Arabs. Very interesting.

The interesting thing about Queen Noor is that she was born Lisa Halaby, an American
with a Western mother and an American-Arab father and educated in Princeton. Now I
agree she might be painting Hussein in a better light than he really was, on the other hand
she was a direct witness to the Palestinian and also US politics and met many of the people
involved. She shows an interesting side to the Camp David talks between Egypt and Isreal
and how Carter treated the Jordanians which I wasn't aware before. She tries to be neutral,
but her heart is definitely with the Palestinians and Israel doesn't get away well. There are
some stories and happenings I have not heard before, or only from the point of view of
Westerners. Still, it is not a history book - it is the memoirs of a Queen.

I wish I could give you some excerps, but unfortunately I bought the German translation
and at present do not have the time to translate.

Posted by: Fran | October 4, 2004 01:07 PM

Bea,
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I agree w/ you on the importance of the issue of Palestine, but two assumptions you might
want to reassess are
Where is the U.S. that used to stand proudly for the human dignity of every person, not
make a pretense of supporting liberty in order to justify a policy of incredible oppression?
and how on earth did we allow ourselves to move from taking Israel's side in the world to
becoming an occupier just like Israel...? Think back to who the original inhabitants of the
land now called the USA were, and what "dignity" they or the imported slave laborers were
afforded in the propaganda of "liberty" and "enlightenment." Quoting Popper: The darkness
had always been there. The light was new.

Posted by: b real | October 4, 2004 03:07 PM

Fran,
German translation is fine with me.
Looking forward,

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 5, 2004 03:34 PM

MarcinGomulka, I will try to write a short resumÃ©e over the weekend, if I can find the
time.

Posted by: Fran | October 5, 2004 05:22 PM

talking points would be enough.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 5, 2004 08:14 PM
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Karl and Carl

The 'chief political correspondent' of Fox News and Fox reporter on the Kerry campaign,
Carl Cameron, has written a piece with fake quotes of Kerry saying

"Women should like me! I do manicures."
"Didn't my nails and cuticles look great? What a good debate!"
"I'm metrosexual â€” [Bush's] a cowboy."

The piece was on the Fox News web site for a short while. Fair and balanced reporting
indeed, but who does expect them to do different?

Today they report that some Kerry supporters, the Communists For Kerry, love the
Senator:

"Even though he, too, is a capitalist, he supports my socialist values more than
President Bush," Rob said, before assuring FOXNews.com that his
organization was not a parody group.

Foxnews.com obviously had no means to check the About link on the Communists website

"Communists for Kerry" is a campaign of the Hellgate Republican Club, a tax
exempt non-partisan public advocacy "527" organization that exists for the
purpose of;

"Informing voters with satire and irony, .. [to] help elect candidates who
support economic growth through Entrepreneurship, limited government and
lower taxes."

Josh Marshall at Talking Points Memo is all over the Carl Cameron story and the press will
follow up.

Now imagine to be Karl Rove, Bush's reelection manager, and after a disastrous debate you
need to get the press to concentrate on something different. What better to give them than
the red meat of fighting each other over "fair and balanced" reporting. The media reporters
of NYT, WaPo, LAT etc, read by every journalist every day, will be all over this for the
next days or so. And there will be follow ups and follow, follow ups. No time to talk about
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war or social security, but plenty of ink to repeat Cameron's phrases.

Carl was at the debate as was Karl. Maybe they had a beer and talked a little, maybe there
was a phonecall to Mr. Murdoch, and here we are. New bumper sticker themes for rednecks
- talkingpoints for journalists - red meat to the press and red meat to the base.

Paranoid idea? Maybe, then maybe not.

Posted by Bernhard on October 2, 2004 at 03:45 PM | Permalink

Comments

Bloggers are on top of this story (as you are also).

If the media buy this shit and spin it, then we are well and truely fucked.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 2, 2004 04:58 PM

cp

think these scum will try anything to keep them out of jail

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 2, 2004 05:58 PM

Bernard--

What's important here is that you've gotten to the fifth W of journalism on this thing.

And by that I mean the 'why'.

This is not just some prank.

There was intent, as made plain by the follow-up, and that's why the liars and lying liars
who help them should not be let off the hook this time around.

Posted by: RossK | October 2, 2004 06:20 PM

I would say, "Well it's the Rethugs' version of Billionaires for Bush," but somehow to me it
isn't quite. B4B is intended to be comical, recognised as comical from the git-go. They do
street theatre in outrageous dress-up. They intend to get a laugh first, and then deeper
thought about the meaning of Bush's relationship with the upper crust, the tax cuts, etc.

"Commies for Kerry" sounds more like a black op. I haven't heard of them on the street
dressed up doing comedy skits live. Seems like the intent is smear and FUD, not joke and
jibe. I could, I suppose, be suffering from the notorious human weakness of "being able to
dish it out but not take it," but to me it seems the intent in C4K is actually, deliberately to
deceive -- not to satirise and jape.

I don't see why only anti-Bush supporters should be allowed a sense of humour of course --
there are many genuinely funny, if not terribly kind, things one could say about Kerry and
his campaign, or about the Dem party. I just don't quite get the same "this is theatre" feeling
from the C4K site/story.

open to other views though.
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trailing afterthought -- CRIMINY. only in the US of A, almost far enough to the right to
fall into the margins or clean off the page, could anyone associate Kerry and socialism in
the same breath. it's just incredible when I mull it over a bit, that a centre-right candidate
like Kerry can be smeared as a Lefty in US public discourse.

sometime just for fun, the US media machine should give air time to a real, podium
thumping old-time Red, someone like dear old Debs. half the population would probably
have to be given sedatives and kept in a darkened room for a few days to recover :-)

it's weird to live in a country where people are so damned afraid of ideas... so terrified if
public discourse ventures beyond the incredibly narrow margins of centre-right and
righter-than-right.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 2, 2004 07:36 PM

This is the challenge at hand. To get the truth out about the war against the everyday people
by the elite. Murdoch isn't the only media outlet that is giving Bushie a pass. Its the "big
media" against the people. A groundswell must be created to overthrow the class warfare of
the elite against the middle and lower classes.

On Whiskey Annex there is loathing about the loss of Billmon. While it is my belief
someone got to him, others can say he copped out. I don't know, and really, I did well
without Billmon and the force of the blogosphere can continue without him. I enjoyed his
great writing and biting critiques, but, we have change to make. We must get the Bushies
out of the WH.

I heard Bill Moyers speech at the Inequality Conference on Link TV again tonight and I
was in the amen corner and frightened by what our country is becoming. As Moyers said,
there is a concious effort to lay waste to the middle class.

We are quickly becoming a country of nobles and serfs. If Billmon cannot bring himself to
engage in this fight for the soul of the US, we must go on without him. I have not read the
LA Times article, but Billmon, from the bits on Whiskey Annex and the comments, he is
giving a great warning. The elite believe the internet is letting people have to much
democracy. That means wanting to control content. This country was not created to give
people to much democracy. It is a democratic republic. The founders believed democracy
led to tyranny.

The constitution was always meant to protect the elites from the sheeple. But what
happened? Unions gave the workers more power. States passed new constitutions that
allowed direct votes on issues. Direct election of senators.

Now what has happened. Unions have been co-opted. Media is concentrated to give fewer
views as the elite like. Senators and representatives all have gone to elite schools. Many
move from other states to run and have elite backing because of the connections made in
college. Do the research people. The monied interest have won. But we need to restart the
fight. After we get Bushie out then we need someone more progressive than Kerry. It took
since the early 1970s to create this mess, it will take a while to clean it up.

There my rant for tonight.

Posted by: jdp | October 2, 2004 11:53 PM
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2,368 attacks in September. Tet offensive buried by the media.

Posted by: Cloned Poster | October 3, 2004 02:41 AM

Seeing as the above shows what lows these fucks will stoop to, would it suprize you to find
out this: Rumor of Bush earpiece worn during debate
since I did see that "bump" in the middle of Bush's back during the debate and my instinct
was tapping me on the shoulder saying "Heyyyy... what the--?"

Here's the deets from NYC Indymedia:
In the middle of an answer last night bush said, "now let me finish" as if someone was
interrupting him- yet nobody did- he was talking to the person in his earpiece.

here-s the video link- ffwd to 40 min 30 sec:
rtsp://cspanrm.fplive.net/cspan/project/c04/c04093004_debate1.rm

Also, it looks like the right size for the newest model of Patrick Flanagan's Neurophone.
For those that don't know the Neurophone is a electronic invention that can enable us to
hear by a completely new information channel to the brain. ... you hear through your skin.
And what you hear is inside your head. This is no joke. I own one. It's the freakyist thing I
have ever experinced.

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 3, 2004 04:41 AM

Well there is a correction now on the bottom of the article.

Editorâ€™s Note:

In an version of this article that was published earlier, the Communists for
Kerry were portrayed as a group that was supporting John Kerry for president.
FOXNews.comâ€™s reporter asked the groupâ€™s representative several
times whether the group was legitimate and supporting the Democratic
candidate, and the spokesman insisted that it was.

They were all over CBS for not checking facts but this of course is different, right?

Posted by: Dan of Steele | October 3, 2004 07:57 AM

deanander

strong & clear post

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 3, 2004 08:45 AM

jdp- someone "got to" Billmon?!?!?

I don't know Billmon, but it seems to me that what "got to" Billmon is what would also get
to me if I had a blog that attracted lots of posts, and that would be all the stuff you would be
forced to deal with, and the way in which your blog would be altered when people post
entire lyrics to songs in post after post (I've quoted lyrics, fwiw) Or the fights between
posters on subjects like F-911 (which I did participate in), or the flame wars over ways of
communicating and the paranoia that lurks in American politics these days (and maybe
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always has, I don't know) that is given full expression on the internet.

And then there's the matter of having a private life.

I've been so busy lately that I cannot regularly read online sources. Billmon was trying to
be one of those sources of comment, plus work and have a family.

I think that's what got to him.

But that's just my opinion.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 3, 2004 09:18 AM

@Uncle Scam

Sound is just vibrations in the air that sets of vibrations in the ear. So it goes to reason that
the air is elimitable. I saw in a engineering paper that a japanese company has developed a
cellphone where the sound is emitted through vibrations to your wrist. Then you just have
to put a digit to bone close to your ear.

WonÂ´t it look funny when people put a finger in their ear to answer the phone? :)

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 3, 2004 09:30 AM

And I just remembered: the same company were evolving a microphone the read your lips
so you wouldnÂ´t have to say anything out loud.

That means people talking without saying a word.

Now combine that with the finger in the ear.

It is a funny world and it is getting funnier.

Posted by: A swedish kind of death | October 3, 2004 09:36 AM

Allegations that Bu**sh** wore a secret earpiece in the debate.

Check it out and decide for yourself if Augustus C Minus is the new Milli Vanilli.

Posted by: glenstonecottage | October 3, 2004 09:39 AM

Oops, sorry, didn't read comments upstream to see that Uncle Scam had already posted on
the Emperor's New Earpiece.

Posted by: glenstonecottage | October 3, 2004 10:27 AM

It would be inconceivable to imagine that the Media wouldn't be a party to half-truths,
misinformation, and dirty tricks at this stage in a close campaign.
The difference as far as I can see is that US voters have gone beyond acceptance of this
stuff into a state where they agressively cling to a fantasy in the face of overwhelming
evidence to the contrary.
The latest Tomgram has a great piece by Ira Chernus which argues that most people have
gone with the Lone Ranger fantasy role that GWB projects because the alternative; that
Kerry will recreate a society where all share in the benefits, has been promised too many
times before and left unfulfilled. In fact he argues most Americans have fallen into a
passive acceptance of their lot and are numbing themselves with the fable that they are
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engaged in a battle of the truly good against pernicious evil-doers.
That maybe the case although I suspect that many people just feel truly helpless in the face
of overwhelming power and can't bring themselves to fight the fable when the
consequences of appearing "unpatriotic" are so bad and the benefits of espousing the
contrary point of view so small. I mean no Democrat President in the past has ever kept
their word about reining in the rich and powerful and sharing out the wealth. This one, a
member of the aristocracy appears even less likely to keep his word. On the other hand the
problems of supporting someone just like yourself are still too fresh. Clinton's asset of
being a good ol boy quickly became his albatross. Many's the bloke that I knew wasn't
above a bit of a leer at a young woman that became Billy Boy's most trenchant critic.
I fear it will be a while before this attitude changes. We all know that people only resort to
radical alternatives when their personal situation becomes desperate and while as I
humanist I wouldn't wish the circumstances that lead to such action on anyone, the rest of
the world will be hanging with baited breath waiting for the lot of ordinary americans to get
so bad that they violently reject this fantasy world.
I dunno enough about how hard it is to get by in the US at the moment but with such an oil
dependant energy infrastructure, won't $50 a barrel oil make it a damned cold winter this
year?
Bush's platitudes and fables won't seem so appealing to a population frezzing it's ass off
and battling rising interest rates. The huge deficit must make the US vulnerable to reduced
money supply. If I was a Saudi or Asian looking for somewhere to park large amounts of
cash the US would appear to be far too risky for the rate of return. If the Dow stagnates or
slips too far investors are going to be looking at dividends rather than capital gain. That
equals much higher lending rates.
Maybe investors will hold off so as not to create a downturn but with Asia and Europe
offering a better return on safer investments it's possible that investors won't be able to stay
steady.
I still see a Bush victory followed by a mind-bogglingly awful crash and burn (even worse
than Nixon's) as being the most likely outcome of this parody of the democratic process.

Posted by: Debs in '04 | October 3, 2004 06:41 PM

As outsiders we don't care that much about Kerry or Bush. We're much more concerned
about what this election will tell us aout the American people, the American electorate and
the American character.

Are they basically a reasonably intelligent, fair minded and forward lookng people?

Or frightened, ill-educated, uncurious sheep?

Will they isolate themselves, or will we isolate them?

Not a good prospect in the history of an empire.

Posted by: Allen/Vancouver | October 3, 2004 09:54 PM

Debs '04 and Allen/Vancouver-

Your posts and the articles (also the one about global warming and leaving poor people
without escape) at TomDispatch fill me with such despair that I have to cry.

I'm reminded of the quote, "Life begins on the other side of despair," by Sartre, but wonder
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what that means for populations, if anything, and not only for individual consciousness.

Maybe the reality is contained in Dostoevski. "Suffering is the origin of consciousness."

It is hard for me to understand why so many people in this country are so unwilling to open
their eyes and their hearts to our situation in the world and to see that we cannot continue
on this hate-filled side of fear and despair and rejection of our interconnectedness as global
partners in healing ourselves and thus our world.

Posted by: fauxreal | October 4, 2004 01:05 AM

@ fauxreal

take heart dear friend,Some intelligent -- and explicitly optimistic -- alternatives

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 4, 2004 08:45 AM

Uncle: well, actually I have no problem with mixing the cynical disgusted position that
mankind is an essentially friggin stupid species with the second that assumes that it can and
should evolve further. It's been my position since a very long time that mankind will end
during this new millennium and will have disappeared by 3000 AD; either it will have
self-destruct, or it will have evolved into a modified and improved species, physically and
mentally (which is even more important), one who is able to see the errors of the past and
which can implement a better world on the ruins of the ancient (I say ruins since it's
probable a good deal of this planet and of our societies will be wrecked by the current idiots
and criminals in charge, as well as by billions of complacent sheep). In both cases, I see it
as a good outcome since a good deal of the current evils of the world will disappear.
I think evolution will happen, though I can't assure you mankind will do this step. But there
are many other evolved lifeforms out there in the billions of planets, and some will succeed
if we fail - even if it's better for self-esteem if mankind actually manages to survive and
improve. Now, if you wonder about teleology, well, I don't see it as a goal but just a natural
process. In fact, the late Ilya Prigogine came to consider that the whole universe was a big
dissipative structure - I'm not sure if he said what kind of process it was and what the final
goal was, but I suspect he had his idea and I have my own suspicions.
Still, it's not pure despair and doom and gloom to point out that indeed the situation can be
(partly) saved, but that it would require juge sacrifices and massive changes of global
opinions - basically, the whole planet should be run with the primary goal of ensuring the
survival of life on Earth, and then of mankind, which would require the creation of some
world ruling body for the main issues, the transformation of economies and societies in a
way not seen before, even bigger changes overall than were whole continents were turned
into war economies in WWII. Basically, it can be done; it just requires an insane amount of
willpower from many, making it not very likely. What is disturbing, imho, and quite risky,
is that we're so close to the abyss that things should be done quickly, and trying to convince
the whole planet that things need to change right now isn't realistic or even technically and
physically possible.

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 4, 2004 10:09 AM

I often times get so disgusted and overwhelmed/underwhelmed? w/the "Grand Hoodwink"
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that I sometimes can't post or barely even fuction, and once again one of my role models
saves the day:
The opposite of "paranoia," PRONOIA suggests that the whole world is conspiring to
shower one with blessings. An antidote to the apocalyptic fascination with sex and death
that the media has held for the last 40 years, pronoia wonders why standard mental health
texts list over 300 symptoms for mental ILL health but nary a one for GOOD mental health.
We take health and happiness as boring granteds while focusing our attentions obsessively
on nihilism. Coined? by Robert Anton Wilson, He is also a vigorous proponent of the idea
of PRONOIA

Posted by: Uncle $cam | October 4, 2004 10:43 AM

Uncle: maybe because they assume Epicurus' position: the good is the absence of bad. The
best situation is not to be afflicted by longing, depression, despair, illness, suffering. And of
course, no one goes to the doctor to tell him "I'm perfectly healthy, fine, never have trouble,
am not depressed, don't need any drug, don't even need to consult with you, in fact"; since
this is unreported, of course, it usually goes under the radar - doesn't appear in any
statistics. So they don't bother researching it. Though it may be interesting, and probably
helpful, I think.
And don't forget a doctor's ultimate reasoning: "Healthy people are just ill people who don't
know it yet" ;)

Posted by: CluelessJoe | October 4, 2004 11:50 AM
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October 01, 2004

Bring It On

David Skinner in the Weekly Standard
Bush the Heavy
Frankly, I liked the Bush performance. His energy clearly flagged in the
middle, as it often does for Bush about 20 or 30 minutes into a presentation.
But he did a good job of depriving Kerry of the opportunity to make Bush look
like he was sitting in his seat.

Contra MSNBC, Kerry may have won on points, but he didn't look much
better than a pretender.

Jay Nordlinger in the National Review
Donâ€™t Shoot the Messenger...
I thought Kerry did very, very well; and I thought Bush did poorly - much
worse than he is capable of doing. Listen: If I were just a normal guy - not Joe
Political Junkie - I would vote for Kerry. On the basis of that debate, I would.
If I were just a normal, fairly conservative, war-supporting guy: I would vote
for Kerry. On the basis of that debate.

When the right wing flak comes up with Bush did poorly and his energy clearly flagged we
donÂ´t need to debate who has won. Now to follow through is very important and I am not
sure yet that Kerry and his campaign will bring it on.

Some pictures:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Posted by Bernhard on October 1, 2004 at 11:02 AM | Permalink

Comments

It really was embarassing.

One stood tall and had a command of language and a facility with facts.

The other slouched and cringed and jabbered and bullied.

In a classroom, one would obviously be in the front and center; the other in the back,
carving something sordid into the formica of his desk.
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Embarrassing.

The only thing that could possibly be more embarrassing is if the latter should actually win
a legitimate election.

If that should happen, America's electorate ought to be charged in the world court of law
for "malicious stupidity."

Their only defense?

Temporary insanity.

Other than that I've got nothing constructive to say. Except to apologize to all the good
people in this world and proclaim: "I too have no idea how this cretin slipped into the
world's most powerful chair. Believe me--the depth of your anger is matched only by the
breadth of my embarrassment."

Posted by: koreyel | October 1, 2004 11:41 AM

So if Kerrys insurgency has put Bushes candy coated illusion (war in Iraq) on the floor --
will Bush now have to move that counter offensive on Fallujah/Ramadi/etc closer to the
present, to show, by election time, clear progress, a glint of victory? One thing is clear -- if
Bush thinks he's bleeding, others will be made to bleed more.

Posted by: anna missed | October 1, 2004 01:35 PM

i took a cursory look at the cspan recording. the bush guy has a look - that stupid smirk -
like he in no way understands wtf the whole thing is all about. he strikes me as unable to
begin to understand the consequences of his actions, of his every word. he just sat there,
slumped behind his podest, smirking boorishly and blinking like an abused kid scared of
the next beating. after seeing this i'd bet he got the shit beaten out of him as a kind, and not
only once.

i can in no way imagine that dubya got into politics because of his own interest after seeing
this. i strongly suspect that the combined interests of the bush the elder in having his
least-able son in any 'job' consistent with the honor of the family and of disreputable
individuals interested in elbowing themselves into politics are responsible for this dolt
being in politics.

put in a more 'texan' way, the poor fucker got himself sent into a stable full of horses to
milk the wild mare 'cuz the cowboys wanted to drink horsemilk and have a good laugh at
the same time (patting koreyel on the shoulder).

Posted by: name | October 1, 2004 01:45 PM

@anna missed

ThatÂ´s exactly what this is about.
Scores killed in US assault on Samarra

They are in a hole and do not stop digging but to show progress they now dig faster.
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Posted by: b | October 1, 2004 01:52 PM

Other than that I've got nothing constructive to say. Except to apologize to all the good
people in this world and proclaim: "I too have no idea how this cretin slipped into the
world's most powerful chair. Believe me--the depth of your anger is matched only by the
breadth of my embarrassment."

Koreyel: My assessment exactly, as was all the rest you noted. Bush presented an image,
from almost the very start, that was highly reminiscent of Saddam Hussein immediately
post-capture -- that of a "doped up", fairly incoherent shell of a human being seemingly
struggling to maintain a grip on reality.

"Inarticulate" doesn't even *begin* to describe the abysmal performance by Dubya,
whereas Kerry was clearly at the top of his form -- sharp, succinct, knowledgeable, and
admirably assertive. By his sensible, commanding, and astutely intelligent presentation, he
succeeded in making Bush, by comparison, look remarkably small and shallow -- a
contemptible little creature barely passable as a leader of any s

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 1, 2004 02:14 PM

Other than that I've got nothing constructive to say. Except to apologize to all the good
people in this world and proclaim: "I too have no idea how this cretin slipped into the
world's most powerful chair. Believe me--the depth of your anger is matched only by the
breadth of my embarrassment."

Koreyel: My assessment exactly, as was all the rest you noted. Bush presented an image,
from almost the very start, that was highly reminiscent of Saddam Hussein immediately
post-capture -- that of a "doped up", fairly incoherent shell of a human being seemingly
struggling to maintain a grip on reality.

"Inarticulate" doesn't even *begin* to describe the abysmal performance by Dubya,
whereas Kerry was clearly at the top of his form -- sharp, succinct, knowledgeable, and
admirably assertive. By his sensible, commanding, and astutely intelligent presentation, he
succeeded in making Bush, by comparison, look remarkably small and shallow -- a
contemptible little creature barely passable as a leader of any s

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 1, 2004 02:21 PM

Was there more than one debate last night. I do not have a tv, so I have been only reading
on the net and newspapers. Did Kerry win the debate or not?

World tunes in to Bush-Kerry debate

Posted by: Fran | October 1, 2004 02:22 PM

Other than that I've got nothing constructive to say. Except to apologize to all the good
people in this world and proclaim: "I too have no idea how this cretin slipped into the
world's most powerful chair. Believe me--the depth of your anger is matched only by the
breadth of my embarrassment."

Koreyel: My assessment exactly, as was all the rest you noted. Bush presented an image,
from almost the very start, that was highly reminiscent of Saddam Hussein immediately
post-capture -- that of a "doped up", fairly incoherent shell of a human being seemingly
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struggling to maintain a grip on reality.

"Inarticulate" doesn't even *begin* to describe the abysmal performance by Dubya,
whereas Kerry was clearly at the top of his form -- sharp, succinct, knowledgeable, and
admirably assertive. By his sensible, commanding, and astutely intelligent presentation, he
succeeded in making Bush, by comparison, look remarkably small and shallow -- a
contemptible little creature barely passable as a leader of any sort! (Of course, Bush aided
the effort mightily by persistently displaying his own dire lack of substance via an
abundance of bizarre facial grimaces and utterly pointless interjections, repetitions, and
ramblings.)

Still (on NBC) Tim Russert and Tom Brokaw managed to squeak out a post-debate
"analysis" that *both* candidates supposedly did "very well". From that, I can *only*
conclude that the most blatant Bush partisans are now *plainly* revealing themselves by
such preposterous "assessments". Bush flopped like a beached flounder, projecting not a
shred of "presidential" quality, whereas Kerry shined! Bush came off as weak, whiney,
confused, and utterly unreliable as a leader.

As Letterman quipped later, "Bush was said to be 'calm, confident ...', in other words, he's
gone back to drinking!" That was my impression too -- Bush looked like a drunk! (It was
actually frightening to witness, knowing that this out-of-touch dufus has his finger "on the
button"!)

No question in my mind on that one. Kerry nailed it, hands down. And he actually
*impressed* me tremendously, whereas I'd previously considered him just the Anybody
But Bush "alternative".

[P.S. If this post "doubles" -- I suspect it will -- it's not *me* doing it. There seems to be a
bug in the script that causes my *initial* post to automatically replicate itself, here and at
the Whiskey Annex -- an incompatability with the Opera 3.62 browser?]

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 1, 2004 02:23 PM

Other than that I've got nothing constructive to say. Except to apologize to all the good
people in this world and proclaim: "I too have no idea how this cretin slipped into the
world's most powerful chair. Believe me--the depth of your anger is matched only by the
breadth of my embarrassment."

Koreyel: My assessment exactly, as was all the rest you noted. Bush presented an image,
from almost the very start, that was highly reminiscent of Saddam Hussein immediately
post-capture -- that of a "doped up", fairly incoherent shell of a human being seemingly
struggling to maintain a grip on reality.

"Inarticulate" doesn't even *begin* to describe the abysmal performance by Dubya,
whereas Kerry was clearly at the top of his form -- sharp, succinct, knowledgeable, and
admirably assertive. By his sensible, commanding, and astutely intelligent presentation, he
succeeded in making Bush, by comparison, look remarkably small and shallow -- a
contemptible little creature barely passable as a leader of any sort! (Of course, Bush aided
the effort mightily by persistently displaying his own dire lack of substance via an
abundance of bizarre facial grimaces and utterly pointless interjections, repetitions, and
ramblings.)
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Still (on NBC) Tim Russert and Tom Brokaw managed to squeak out a post-debate
"analysis" that *both* candidates supposedly did "very well". From that, I can *only*
conclude that the most blatant Bush partisans are now *plainly* revealing themselves by
such preposterous "assessments". Bush flopped like a beached flounder, projecting not a
shred of "presidential" quality, whereas Kerry shined! Bush came off as weak, whiney,
confused, and utterly unreliable as a leader.

As Letterman quipped later, "Bush was said to be 'calm, confident ...', in other words, he's
gone back to drinking!" That was my impression too -- Bush looked like a drunk! (It was
actually frightening to witness, knowing that this out-of-touch dufus has his finger "on the
button"!)

No question in my mind on that one. Kerry nailed it, hands down. And he actually
*impressed* me tremendously, whereas I'd previously considered him just the Anybody
But Bush "alternative".

[P.S. If this post "doubles" -- I suspect it will -- it's not *me* doing it. There seems to be a
bug in the script that causes my *initial* post to automatically replicate itself, here and at
the Whiskey Annex -- an incompatability with the Opera 3.62 browser?]

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 1, 2004 02:24 PM

Well, that partial replication (well above) outdoes even the previous *duplication* errors
I've gotten!

Go figure; I can't. (All of this comes from only a SINGLE press of the POST button. How
that "snippet-only" fragment -- curiously labeled as 6:14 *and* 6:21 -- got double-posted is
totally beyond me.)

Really, folks. I wouldn't make this up! Honestly.

Posted by: JMFeeney (USA) | October 1, 2004 02:34 PM

Kerry, Debate, first meaningful sentences:

"I can make American safer than President Bush has made us.

And I believe President Bush and I both love our country equally. But we just have a
different set of convictions about how you make America safe."

The NAES Sept. 30, 04 press release (top right, **PDF** Link) shows that while overall
53% of the polled considered the situation in Iraq was not worth going to war over, the
answer to the question:

"Since the (9/11 attacks) the US Gvmt. has done a number of things both at home and
abroad intended to protect Americans from future attacks. How have have these efforts
made you feel?"

is:

SAFER: 67% - 92% of Republicans, 54% of Democrats, and 55% of Independents.

Other answer possible was LESS SAFE.
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There you have it: Today, the Iraq war is considered a quagmire, a mistake, a mess, or
whatever, by a slim majority. No doubt, dead Americans, poor body armor, etc. has an
impact here.

Yet, Bush's agression following threat makes people feel safer. And that is what they want.
They are afraid, and want to have security, to be safe, just like the people in Iraq. Kicking
ass helps. Kerry knows it. That was his number one point. It was a message, both to the
voters and the ?occult backers.

Milosevic was elected as Socialist deputy to the Belgrade Parliament end 2003, while
sitting in his prison cell in Holland. Saddam has said he will stand for the Jan. 2005
elections in Iraq, and he would certainly make a fantastic score, if it wasn't for the fact that
he will certainly be tried, and possibly shot, before then.

If Bush was sitting in jail he would be elected as well.

DebateTranscript

Posted by: Blackie | October 1, 2004 03:01 PM

@Fran - he did win and after seeing the video stream at cspan I think he did win like a 10:0
in soccer. Bush was trashed. The press doesnÂ´t really reflect that. But that is the usual
"Shape of the Earth is Discussed" headline stuff.

Bush comes out strong when he is alone on stage. His slowness and long pauses look
positive. But in contrast with Kerry it looked terrible.

Posted by: b | October 1, 2004 03:14 PM

- thanks for the pictures B, as I donâ€™t watch the originals.

- JMFeeney, who knows why, I once posted a stupid comment 3 or 4 times and felt quite
embarasssed.

Posted by: Blackie | October 1, 2004 03:14 PM

why kerry don't looked directly to the camara?

was he ashamed of anything?

Posted by: curious | October 1, 2004 03:42 PM

@curious
weren't the cameras set up by fox? the angles were set up to benefit mr. fidget, ensuring
that he could speak directly to the people (camera) while making kerry look elsewhere.
don't fall for the tricks. these folks are masters at manipulation. which makes it all the more
curious that bush was allowed to look so terrible, given rove's penchant for the image.

Posted by: b real | October 1, 2004 03:51 PM

@curious - the setting in the studio is in such a way that care has to look 45 degrees to the
right to have eye contact with the moderater and the people in the studio and 45 degree to
the left to have eye contact with Bush. For the last 2 minute roundup he looked into the
camera.
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The DNC has a nice debate video on its homepage.

Posted by: b | October 1, 2004 03:55 PM

Last night:
Kerry: "I can make American safer than President Bush has made us."

Today:
Zawahri Urges Muslims to Hit U.S. Allies' Interests

Good timing or bad timing?

Posted by: b | October 1, 2004 04:03 PM

Say our prayers

are with the good people

I understand free nations will reject terror

free nations will help us achieve

the peace we all want

we .. a solemn duty;

Defeat this ideology of hate.

Hoping to shake our will -

Duty, protect, children

Never waver, to be strong,

spread liberty.Â 

...major defeat in their ideology of hatred.Â 

we remain strong and resolute,

it is a global effort,Â 

we will succeed.

a strong, courageous leader -Â 

the plan for victory.

to be steadfast and resolved,

a lot of good people working hard -

Stay on the offense.

Itâ€˜s hard work;

Itâ€˜s hard work.

A nation thatâ€˜s free -
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Weâ€˜re standing with you strong.

a rapid victory!

From a tyranny to a democracy:

necessary work

the American people decide...Â 

I expect to win.Â  Itâ€˜s necessary

every life is precious.

Try to love her as best ...

we prayed and teared up;

I understand the stakes

spread liberty

defeat hatred and tyranny

spread freedom.Â 

Every life is precious.

itâ€˜s essential we win.Â 

And we will.Â 

-- G. W. Bush.

(from first half of transcript of Debate with Kerry 04).

Posted by: Blackie | October 1, 2004 04:12 PM

Hello everyone,

I watched the debate last night at the Grand Hotel on Mackinaw Island, Michigan. We had
a conference there. That was nice. Oh yah, the debate.

I thought Bushie was going to run across the stage and sucker punch Kerry. He was angry
that he had to be there, he was angry he had to defend his policies. He's just an angry man.
He acts like a third world tin horn dictator. That smirking look like why would you have
the guts to questions me asshole.

He also showed why he is "the moron in chief." This guy doesn't have a clue. He kept
saying how it is "hard Work" to be fitting those terrorist. Boy, I haven't even seen him work
up a sweat. Our current president is a delusional man.

Posted by: jdp | October 1, 2004 04:18 PM

Kerry has now a peculiar voice modulation. I think he had some practise. He reminds me of
Gunnery Sgt. Hartman (played by R. Lee Ermey) from "Full Metal Jacket".
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Listen when he says "_I_ _am_ ..." or " _If you_ ..."

"Bullshit, I can't hear you. Sound of like you got a pair!

If you ladies leave my island, if you survive recruit training, you will be a weapon, you will
be a minister of death praying for war!

Because I am hard you will not like me but the more you hate me the more you will learn. I
am hard but I am fair!"

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 1, 2004 04:20 PM

Look at that. He had a downward mental effect on me last night. Sorry for the typos. The
man is dumbing us down.

Posted by: jdp | October 1, 2004 04:22 PM

Actually, Fox ran the camera pool last night and wasn't at liberty to determine the
placement of the cameras, just which feed was available. The stage setup was outlined in
that 32-page rule book (which was kinda thrown out last night, esp today w/ the dem video
of mr. fidget) w/ the camera setup to be determined after the memo came out by the
commissioner and both parties.

Posted by: b real | October 1, 2004 04:38 PM

32-page rule book

Posted by: b real | October 1, 2004 04:40 PM

Oh, boy:

KERRY: Osama bin Laden uses the invasion of Iraq in order to go out to
people and say that America has declared war on Islam.

BUSH: My opponent just said something amazing. He said Osama bin
Laden uses the invasion of Iraq as an excuse to spread hatred for
America. Osama bin Laden isnâ€˜t going to determine how we defend
ourselves.

Osama bin Laden doesnâ€˜t get to decide. The American people decide.

I decided the right action was in Iraq. My opponent calls it a mistake. It
wasnâ€˜t a mistake.

Somewhere in the wide blogosphere, there probably is a pundit who can explain the logic
behind those two sentences.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 1, 2004 05:25 PM

OT
French lawmaker says bid to free Iraq hostages failed under US fire

A French lawmaker said that his unofficial bid to secure the release of two
French journalists held in Iraq had failed after US troops opened fire on the
convoy attempting to bring them out, killing six of their escorts.
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If this is true, the French will ask to return the Statue of Liberty.

Posted by: b | October 1, 2004 05:48 PM

He's trying to shut down the topic, preempting Kerry, by interjecting a rebuttal to a point
Kerry never actually made. Maybe he was afraid his opponent would eventually point out
that gwb pulled troops out of saudi arabia to appease one of UBLs demands, which would
make a mockery of lil' boots projected strength. The use of the term "amazing" in this
exchange captivates ones attention and directs it to the speaker. What's even more silly is
how he then sends another mexxed missage immediately afterward when he states 'osama
doesn't get to decide. the american people decide. i decided...'

Posted by: b real | October 1, 2004 06:00 PM

lol@Marcin:

Somewhere in the wide blogosphere, there probably is a pundit who can explain the logic
behind those two sentences.

I can explain it.

It reminds me of the conversation you might hear in a bar just before the bartender shouts:
"Last call!"

As empty as it is worthless as it is disconnected.

And given that the guy that uttered those sentences WASN'T pie-eyed drunk, there is only
one conclusion:

He has a diseased mind.
Else... he is excruciatingly stupid.

Either...Or...it doesn't matter to me.
The man is an embarrassment.
He needs to vanish down a memory hole.

Posted by: koreyel | October 1, 2004 06:04 PM

I have a lurking fear. And that is that the reason W slouched there, bored and shifty and
restless and apparently annoyed that he should have to go through this tedious ritual, hardly
bothering to prepare for it, etc. -- is that Big Bro Rove has already assured him that the
election is his no matter what. so why should he have to take the damn test when he knows
Daddy has already bribed the college to give him his diploma? why can't he just go back to
his fantasy ranch in Crawford and kick back while he waits for the rigged voting machines
to declare him the winner?

he had the sulky air of a child who's being forced to endure some pointless grownup ritual
when he knows it isn't gonna make a difference one way or another. his whole stance and
tone said (imho) why are you wasting my time? this is all just a charade anyway.

so that's my lurking fear. anyone else feeling similarly paranoid?

as to the battery theory, well, there were those mysterious bruises. it has been known before
that powerful puppet masters would install a none-too-bright boy Prince and beat him if he
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gave the wrong answers (or she: the brief rule of Queen Jane comes to mind). and heaven
knows, the Famiglia has enough dirt on Sunny Jim (W that is) to expose him six ways from
Sunday if he didn't do what they required.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 1, 2004 07:22 PM

koryel & deanander

clearly this bush fellow needs to be taken out the back of the bar while alabama gets some
practice in a new acupunctural theory using a baseball bat instead of needles

i think where there is investment in effort the reward will be overwhelming

perhaps after that therapy some sense might come from bush's mouth - if not we'll all take
turns in reading him mr scholem on the kabbala until he turns into madonna - then we'll
marry him off to hugh grant & they can go & live in sean connery's castle & embrace mr
blair in a menage Ã  trois & hopefully take the toungue from his mouth

these pathetic meanderings all i am capble of at this hour

& with sammara - so so sad

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 1, 2004 07:53 PM

my sleep will be better tonight knowing that chilean & spanish judges are using the
baseball acupuncture on pinochet this week

& that the glorious robert fisk does not take his eyes off the ball - i imagine his hatred of
blair outpaces & transcend my own paltry efforts

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 1, 2004 08:17 PM

I decided to check out what the guys at LGF are saying:

In a conversation with a co-worker today, I conceded that Bush gave the
inferior performance last night. However, I told him that I would probably be
willing to trade that bad performance for those two words "global test".
======================

When I heard that last night, I thought in a week, Kerry's "global test" would
be the only thing remembered from the debate. Looks like Bush is trying to
make it so.

STAGE ONE:
So, your preferable candidate did botch a debate. What do you do? You take two words out
of context, give them a vile interpretation and repeat ad nauseam.

Sadly, illiteracy is strength. It allows one to avoid cognitive dissonance (*) by being
unaware of a contradictory fact. Out of the hundreds of comments at LGF, only a few dare
to repeat the full sentence:

But if and when you do it, Jim, you have to do it in a way that
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passes the test, that passes the global test where your countrymen,
your people understand fully why youâ€˜re doing what youâ€˜re
doing and you can prove to the world that you did it for legitimate
reasons.

Unfortunately, the LLL, MSM and Kerry will be able to speak their way out of
the above quote. Kerry infers that you only need to pass it by your country
men before you act and, I guess, hope that the world approves after the fact.

STAGE TWO:
So, you are confronted with the contradiction. You simply resolve the dissonance by
ignoring the part about "legitimate reasons". Instead, assume it means "foreign acceptance
afterwards".

If you take a look at the full quote and the preceeding paragraph, Kerry's intentions are
obvious:

KERRY: The president always has the right and always has had the right for
pre-emptive strike. That was a great doctrine throughout the cold war. And it
was always one of the things we argued about with respect to arms control. No
president through all of American history has ever ceded and nor would I the
right to pre-empt in any way necessary to protect the United States of
America.

But if and when you do it, Jim, you've got to do it in a way that passes the test.
That passes the global test where your countrymen, your people understand
fully why you're doing what you're doing. And you can prove to the world that
you did it for legitimate reasons.

BUSH: Let meâ€”Iâ€˜m not exactly sure what you mean, â€œpasses the
global test,â€• you take preemptive action if you pass a global test.

My attitude is you take preemptive action in order to protect the American
people, that you act in order to make this country secure.

Bush did not get it. The guys at LGF basicly applaud him for that.

MY "NUANCED" INTERPRETATION:

1) pre-emptive war as a tool is fine, when:

2) you have a reason. It must be an important reason, so important, that it is legitimate to
strike first.

3) you explain the reason to your countrymen. they understand and accept it (democracy,
you know?)

4) when your reason is legitimate it does not matter whether other countries like your
decision or not.

5) you can prove the reason afterwards. you could have good intelligence, that could not
had been made public before the strike because of security reasons.
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Kerry said that in an obvious context: Bush said that his reason is Iraq's violation of UN SC
resolutions on WMDs. That reason was legitimate. Bush pretended that he has some darn
good intelligence that noone else had ("We know where they are. They are around Tikrit").
It turned out that he COULD NOT PROVE IT at all.

This guy tried to explain it to them:

having read the entire postings to this point I can only say in the name of
fairness (FAIRNESS) that Senator Kerry's "world test" remark was the one
suppossed gaff my fellow Republicans can hang their hat on. The coalition
Bush's father put togeather would pass that test... the current one simply does
not. I heard no mention of surrender of America's national interest to foreign
powers. I heard no mention of surrender of America's national interest to the
U.N. I did hear that the current coalition is a joke and as a life long Republican
I agree. As a Vietnam era Veteran having proudly served my country I also
railed against that illconcieved and misexecuted mess upon my return to the
world. Iraq (not the war on terror) is a mess and if this administration intends
to pursue its current course there I will be voting for a Democrat for the first
time in my life.

He got a "mixed" response.

The sad thing is that sound bites propagate quickly through the system. 90 minutes of
debate had been reduced to two words. You can expect a storm of: "global test", "wants to
give away sovereignity", "won't protect the American people".

On a bar-talk level this boils down to: Bush always kicks ass. And Kerry thinks too much.

This one is really funny, though. ;)

-------
* Cognitive Dissonance -- if someone is called upon to learn something which contradicts
what they already think they know â€” particularly if they are committed to that prior
knowledge â€” they are likely to resist the new learning.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 1, 2004 09:14 PM

Thanks Marcin....

You have gone upriver into the Land of the Hardened Hearts (last time, I think was that
'test' that Billmon convinced us to go give a try) and come back with the goods.

Posted by: RossK | October 1, 2004 09:31 PM

brain bubble sorry--

last time...I could bring myself to go there was to take the test...

Posted by: RossK | October 1, 2004 09:32 PM

As an intellectual remedy, if you want to see a really intelligent Republican debater, watch
this: Balancing National Security and Liberty Debate: Howard Dean v. Colorado Gov. Bill
Owens.
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This is a guy who read the whole Patriot Act to prepare for a debate with the ACLU.
Howard Dean looses that one on meritum. Bill Owens vs John Kerry would be a really
tough debate on issues.

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 1, 2004 10:02 PM

@Marcin 1620:

Thursday night seems like someone had a pair.

And someone else was the Great Pretender.

And the human comedy don't get any better than that.

Posted by: FlashHarry | October 1, 2004 10:44 PM

unfortunately rgiap I don't think that baseball bats really educate anyone :-( the only thing
you teach a bully by beating him is that he's right: beating people bloody really is the way
to win an argument. next time he brings his friends, or a bigger bat, or whatever. kinda like,
when men in prison get raped it doesn't teach them that rape is wrong, just that they want to
do it to someone else first chance they get, to get back at the world for what they suffered.

when a person thinks only in terms of violence and domination and bullying, seems to me
that doing violence to them only confirms their worldview -- they already expect the world
to work like that. ("I know how the world works.") which is one of the primary
conundrums (conundra?) of civil society... if we return peace and tolerance for violence, we
may get walked all over and stomped into an early grave, but if we return violence for
violence we corrupt ourselves and the world even further. just ask the Israelis... not much
"light" being shown unto the nations there. or the Palestinian bombers: have they "taught"
the Israeli occupier anything except to tighten the mailfist even further, commit greater
state terrorism, escalate to further wicked mean-ness?

don't ask me, I don't have the answer when it comes to the tension between violence and
nonviolence... maybe the ANC does. they managed not to wreak a terrible vengeance on
the Boers despite decades of unthinkable suffering. I still haven't figured out how they
managed it.

also btw rgiap, re your delectable riff on "authenticity" (which just folded me up, ROTFL)
-- an old Red buddy of mine writes "Your friend remembergiap certainly knows the drill,
though you might tell him I said he missed a point: authenticity belongs *neither* to the
basis *nor* to the superstructure (cf. Stalin on Linguistics, 1952.)" so there [grin]

Posted by: DeAnander | October 1, 2004 10:44 PM

Jay Nordlinger in the National Review
Donâ€™t Shoot the Messenger...
I thought Kerry did very, very well; and I thought Bush did poorly - much worse than he is
capable of doing.

does this mean that Nordlinger knows that Bush is capable of doing worse? Just asking.

Posted by: The Disavowed | October 1, 2004 10:47 PM
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The line I was waiting for from Kerry:

One test of intelligence is the ability to adapt.

Unfortunately, it would have alienated too many Americans.

Posted by: biklett | October 1, 2004 11:08 PM

Think Kerry made a couple of (new &) important points on getting out of Iraq:

I think he is beginning to merge the idea of "winning" in Iraq with the notion of getting out,
by offering to "spread out and around the stakes"to other nations as an incintive for getting
involved. Also he said that he (to an effect) would halt the construction of the 18(?) new
and permanent military bases the US is currently working on -- as a message to the rest of
the world that the US has no long term interest in remaining in Iraq. This could be the
beginning of an approach that actually has the chance of working, as a responsible exit
strategy for the US (thank you Dennis Kucinich).

Also, I'm thinking that Bush has taken a much worse drubbing that I initially thought --
while (all) most all the post debate commentary says Kerry won the debate, there seems to
be setting in this evaporation of the Bush" image", beginning with the pathetic body/facial
language that everybody is now talking about -- ie the comparison with Bush senior
looking at his watch -- but more importantly, those expressions and the body language, fly
in the face of how he was trying to describe himself as a leader -- strong, resolute,
confident, unwavering, hard working (again&againetc) -- he looked hunched over,
confused, petulant, wandering, not at all working.

In another sense, Bush seemed to NOT be describing himself -- but describing (by his
stellar performance) KERRY !!!

The above may be a step to far, but, for Bushes image to slip this far, this fast, and so
obviously, somebodys having panic for dinner tonight.

Posted by: anna missed | October 1, 2004 11:53 PM

@DeAnander

wont speak for r,giap but think he just let loose a runaway metaphore
think he'd be the last to advocate real violence, even if it be deserved

Posted by: anna missed | October 2, 2004 12:12 AM

He said Osama bin Laden uses the invasion of Iraq as an excuse to spread hatred for
America. Osama bin Laden isnâ€˜t going to determine how we defend ourselves.

My guess as to what happened here, was that Bush first intended to regurgitate the lame old
talking point that bin Laden/Al Qaeda's global jihad cannot possibly be inflamed by the use
of violence against it, since their zealotry and anti-Americanism are so inflexible and
extreme. It's basically just a tricky way of saying you can't reason with them so you might
as well kill them, and the right uses this unfortunate little fallacy to respond to accusations
that war increases terorism.

Perhaps Bush started down that road, then realized that Kerry would make him eat his
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words, so he lurched, dazed, into another rhetorical direction.

Posted by: Anon | October 2, 2004 01:19 AM

Colin Powell as SecDef.

It wouldn't light Billmon's fire (Billmon has, IIRC, a very, very dim view of Mr. Powell)
but I heard it today and it makes sense - for the same reason making him Secretary of State
made sense, largely to restore confidence and morale in an angry and demoralized
organization.

That was a helluva debate, BTW. Touched upon nothing fundamental - and wasn't the
Yankees and the Braves in '97 - but it kept our resident Republican and libertoid
independent (moi) tossing and turning all night.

Posted by: Pat | October 2, 2004 01:36 AM

Scroll down to link at the Agonist:

WSJ reporter Fassahi's e-mail to friends /2
9/29/2004 2:47:12 PM

The insurgency, we are told, is rampant with no signs of calming down. If any thing, it is
growing stronger, organized and more sophisticated every day. The various elements within
it-baathists, criminals, nationalists and Al Qaeda-are cooperating and coordinating.

I went to an emergency meeting for foreign correspondents with the military and embassy
to discuss the kidnappings. We were somberly told our fate would largely depend on where
we were in the kidnapping chain once it was determined we were missing. Here is how it
goes: criminal gangs grab you and sell you up to Baathists in Fallujah, who will in turn sell
you to Al Qaeda. In turn, cash and weapons flow the other way from Al Qaeda to the
Baathisst to the criminals. My friend Georges, the French journalist snatched on the road to
Najaf, has been missing for a month with no word on release or whether he is still alive.

America's last hope for a quick exit? The Iraqi police and National Guard
units we are spending billions of dollars to train. The cops are being
murdered by the dozens every day-over 700 to date -- and the insurgents are infiltrating
their ranks. The problem is so serious that the U.S. military has allocated $6 million dollars
to buy out 30,000 cops they just trained to get rid of them quietly.

Posted by: Pat | October 2, 2004 01:45 AM

Kerry accomplished something that's a little hard to describe, but easy enough to achieve if
you have the stuff: he pulled off a role-reversal that infantilized Bush. Or, if you prefer,
Bush did it to himself--by having never "grown up" in the only way that one can (by
working things out with one's parents).

When Kerry said to Bush (more or less) "as a senator, I've worked with these heads of state
longer than you have," he stated an obvious fact of the kind that never wounds anyone who
learns, and accepts, the vicissitudes of his or her own personal life. But Bush was merely
wounded by Kerry's comment, showing us that he's too poor in self-respect to take pride in
the modest reality of his own modest achievements.
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We should never forget, by the way, that Kerry's own father was a diplomat who would
have had many opportunities (now and then) to say to his own growing son, perhaps with a
touch of humor: "as a diplomat, I've worked with these heads of state a lot longer than you
have".

Posted by: alabama | October 2, 2004 02:20 AM

Pat,
Thanks for bringing this into the open. I've been researching all day to vet this, it's from a
letter written by Faranz Fassihi, not published by the WSJ, but also not refuted by their
managing editor. I can't seem to find any breakdown for military allocation of ISF funding,
but I think this is particularly galling. American tax dollars are being used to train potential
insurgents who will do their best to rid Iraq of the US occupation forces. And we are
paying these forces to leave the ISF, after being fully trained. Do American military leaders
think this is a good idea? Is it just me or is this totally insane? Is the US actively engaged in
prolonging this conflict? Oh wait, I forgot, we were the ones who armed Saddam Hussein
in the first place, put him in power, stood by while he did all the horrible things we now
cite as the reasons we had to rid the Iraqi people of this cruel leader. My bad, I thought
some sanity had seeped into the US after the debate last night. Reality check, I'm better
now.

Posted by: SME in Seattle | October 2, 2004 02:30 AM

deanander

yr quite right
mixing too many metaphors
with my medecine

but under direct conditions directed by the dialectic appreciating base superstructural
ruptures epistemologic & otherwide

with your reproach, dear friend, i will devote this week to a precise reading of mao tse
tung's 'yenan forums on literature & art' & understand that i exhibit too many petit
bourgeois tendencies & if i continue i will be forced into a labour of removing all the
photographs of lin piao form any extant little red book

in friendship & force

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 2, 2004 04:28 AM

@SME in Seattle

I've no idea if the allegation of paying ISF to get rid of them is true. But, yes, there's bound
to be the problem of US-paid, US-trained Iraqis working for the other side.

@Anon

"you can't reason with them so you might as well kill them"

Insofar as this is said of al Qaeda and allied groups, it is absolutely - and, one would hope,
uncontroversially - true.
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Posted by: Pat | October 2, 2004 10:21 AM

koreyel & Fran

Thanks for supporting my dream.

Posted by: Citizen | October 2, 2004 10:25 AM

Possible headline recapping Thursday night : Anti-Christ turns Slaughter into Whine

If AQ is paying for kidnappings, that might explain what's happened to some of those
reconstruction funds everyone's looking for.

Posted by: b real | October 2, 2004 10:28 AM

Just read AO Scott's review of Going Upriver(real thing not here yet on left coast north of
border) and, concerns with hagiography aside, had a kind of fleeting epiphany that
CSPAN's split screens on Thurs night were actually windows to the soul.

Posted by: RossK | October 2, 2004 11:53 AM

@RoosK - yes - window to the soul. IÂ´ll risk a buck and bet that split screens will not be
repeated in the next debates. Any taker?

Posted by: b | October 2, 2004 12:40 PM

Possible headline recapping Thursday night : Anti-Christ turns Slaughter into Whine

You, and we, can say that again. I plan to.

Posted by: Citizen | October 2, 2004 01:10 PM

@b:

I thought the same thing immediately. But isn't it in the "rules"? God(dess) bless the split
screen. What a show. I went to the First Friday gallery openings in my city last night and
one gallery had a monitor in the window looping little boots facial expresions. It was quite
a crowd pleaser. My attention was caught when I heard someone exclaim, "Look! It's the
Anti-Christ!"

Posted by: beq | October 2, 2004 01:25 PM

Kerry: Bush Wrong on U.S. Economy as Well as Iraq
Is Bush - Wrong the new campaign theme? If so the need to start to hammer it now. Where
are the ads?
wrong - Wrong - WRong - WROng -WRONg - WRONG!

Posted by: b | October 2, 2004 01:51 PM

Citzen: Anti-Christ turns Slaughter into Whine

Excellent!

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 2, 2004 02:40 PM
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slightly OT:
Long, long piece in Sundays NYT: Skewed Intelligence Data in March to War in Iraq

The [aluminium] tubes were "only really suited for nuclear weapons
programs," Condoleezza Rice, the president's national security adviser,
asserted on CNN on Sept. 8, 2002. "We don't want the smoking gun to be a
mushroom cloud."

But before Ms. Rice made those remarks, she was aware that the government's
foremost nuclear experts had concluded that the tubes were most likely not for
nuclear weapons at all, an examination by The New York Times has found. As
early as 2001, her staff had been told that these experts, at the Energy
Department, believed the tubes were probably intended for small artillery
rockets, according to four officials at the Central Intelligence Agency and a
senior administration official

Looks like many people in the government are at war with the current inhabitant of the
Whitehouse.

More to come?

And the NYt should have written "Wrong" not "Scewed intelligence data..."

Posted by: b | October 2, 2004 03:05 PM

Pat:

"you can't reason with them so you might as well kill them"

Insofar as this is said of al Qaeda and allied groups, it is absolutely - and, one would hope,
uncontroversially - true.

I agree, and I should have added that I was referring to AQ's ability to recruit new
members, and the rightist fantasy that there is some finite number of born terrorists who
always remain easily identifiable as such.

Posted by: Anon | October 2, 2004 03:33 PM

Dear All

Thanks for all the great comments (esp. koreyel and DeAnander - and Pat, I agree less with
you, but I really appreciate the insight - and all others, sorry not to mention you, but I do
enjoy the whole mosaique we build here). Sorry I cannot participate as much as I would
like, but I do read you all and hope that you continue to provide your opinions and infos.

The news on my side are more positive, and I hope to come back soon with my full spirit
and arguments.

PS to RGiap - sorry I have not put in a word in for you with your disease, but I do think of
you, and I imagine that you are as thankful for "SÃ©curitÃ© sociale" (public medical
insurance, for those of you not living in "Soviet France") as we are.

For the record - I am more than ever convinced that (i) Kerry will win in a landslide AND
(ii) it will be a good thing (he will be a great President). The debat only reinforced that
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feeling...

Posted by: JÃ©rÃ´me | October 2, 2004 05:14 PM

b, I think the piece you mention @ 3:05 PM is the nail in the coffin. I'm struck by the fact
that it appears in print some 72 hours before the Vice-Presidential debate. I wouldn't be
surprised if we learned that the Kerry team had acquired a preview over the past few days.
It also explains the (to me) rather sudden timing of Powell's most recent "mea culpa" (but
whether it will bring redemption to the reputation of Jeff Gerth is another question
entirely).

Posted by: alabama | October 2, 2004 05:41 PM

AP turning ?

Associated Press: U.S., Iraq Forces Claim Success in Samarra
A month ago they would have written: U.S., Iraq Forces Succede in Samarra.

I feel some change in the atmosphere. Any other examples?

Posted by: b | October 2, 2004 05:43 PM

thank you jÃ©rÃ´me

a little tough at the moment but it will get better. i too think of you & your family. as others
have sd here - there is a great deal of common sense in you & a passion - with that you &
your son will see much better days

however, i don't share yr optimism - with kerry, or with howard for that matter (perhaps
vbo who is in australia could more accurately recount the mood of that country)

as i've sd before here - like nixon before him - bush & his criminal junta cannot afford to
lose this election - it is only way out their multitudes of legal dilemnas - think there was a
post here the other day saying white house was demanding for fbi to 'go slow' on all current
cases; israeli spies, novaks naming of plane etc - i know alabama has been waiting with
baited breath for that to unfold but i imagine like all rich mans justice - it will dissapear

like our own charlie pasqua - the senate has become the refuge of scoundrels

have been rereading dobermans biography of paul robeson & thinking of people like him,
dashiel hammet - these men were moral giants of a kind we do not see today - just a clear
spoken decent morality informed by painful complicated lives. strangely i sense some of
that decency at a cultural level only in bruce springsteen. the modern media has divested
people of that demand for a personal morality & a corresponding absence of civic duty - or
even more simply - truth telling

what i feel in france is that like many third world countries - there still exists powerful
communities & these communities while not possessing great political power - do possess
almost exclusively - a great moral power. i know you will disagree with me jÃ©rÃ´me but
i feel that even the cgt (a large french union) often expresses a more human, a more
practical vision of the world than many politicians. so many things have only bneen won
recently - since leon blum - which as mao would have sd is not a long time - that i feel that
people will resist changes that do not take into account the 'other' - perhaps i have a too
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paradisiacal picture of our country - but i do

this to say - wish you & yrs well

still steel

(i know that soon i'll be appearing before comrade slothrop for exhibiting certain bourgeois
tendencies & state worshipping etc all i can say that its hard to get hegel out of your
system)

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 2, 2004 05:52 PM

just a call for a book - if it still exists because i would like to translate it for my
communities here - because of its special pertinence to the current crisis:

eric bentley (?) are you or have you ever been.... transcripts from the house of unamerican
activities -

i remember it as a babe - know that the anthologist was the populariser of brecht in america
- think he later turned against the maÃ®tre - probably done in the sixties - i'd like to
translate the testimonies of robeson, of woody guthrie, of the great character actor lionel
stander(?) - it's a book i read perhaps 30 yrs ago but i remember the actors testimony being
poignant, decent, funny, caustic & veryvery precise - think there was also testimony from
the actor canada lee

so if anybody know of the book or could email me the testimonies i would be in your debt

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 2, 2004 06:43 PM

Aaaaaaah so! The "w" stands for Wrong!

Posted by: beq | October 2, 2004 06:57 PM

@rgiap removing all the photographs of lin piao

stop, stop, you're gonna make me snort soymilk on the keyboard :-) you win, you win.

as to Kerry presidency it does seem more likely now, and I confess I breathe a moderated
sigh of relief (at least it wouldn't be four more years of Bible-thumping megalomania)... but
ummm, well, Johnson was a Democrat. and Johnson was dedicated to American Imperium
as I fear Kerry is also. Kerry so far hasn't the guts to tell the US public any unpalatable
truths about energy, resources, climate -- he's slightly closer to the shores of reality than Mr
La-la-la-can't-hear-you presently in office, but still pretty much out of sight of land. maybe
K figures he needs a popular mandate and to win the public trust before he dares to say
anything unpopular? dunno, dunno. he pulled his punches in the debate, too.

OK, so I'm less likely to be applying for permanent Canadian residency this December,
since the debate. but like rgiap I'm not exactly quivering with anticip---
either.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 2, 2004 07:26 PM

deanander
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just meditating on the fact that there was most probably a billion copies of that little red
book

even for me that's a lot of work

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 2, 2004 07:37 PM

At least Kerry is sane. That makes him far preferable to the alternative. IMHO.

Posted by: Bea | October 2, 2004 09:06 PM

If John Kerry wins, and also wants to keep AIPAC and the Likudites at bay, he'll need lots
of help from effective, if politically incorrect, veterans like Colin Powell and John
Negroponte.

Kerry's under pressure to maintain the Sharon-enabling tendencies of the past four years.
He'll have to slow things down, and it's absolutely crucial that the insurgents prevail in
Iraq--sooner rather than later (apart from its Oedipal drama, I think the invasion of Iraq was
primarily an act of Likudite opportunism and/or desperation in the face of the Intifada--I
don't buy the idea that we invaded to capture the Iraqi oilfields).

In particular, Likudites expect us to hold on to those fourteen bases in Iraq (whose size and
location have yet to be revealed to the taxpayers of America). Anyone doubting this point
should take a look at tomorrow's bloviating column by the fevered Thomas Friedman--a
man who doesn't cool off on vacations.

Posted by: alabama | October 3, 2004 12:08 AM

@Alabama

So what are we to make of Kerrys declaration in the debate, of his intention to dismantle
those 14 bases and move toward economic divestment (to attract more help)? I was seeing
this as a clear statement of his intent to get US out, and further, to call that "winning".

As far as romantic Tom is concerned, seems he expected alot more thorns to have grown
below his budding flower.

Posted by: anna missed | October 3, 2004 01:10 AM

It's great to hear rememberinggiap make jokes! Thanks.

I'm kind of illiterate so the gist of rg's postings go over my head. After googling giap I have
a better idea of where you are coming from. Besides France.

I also noted Kerry's strong statements:

1. US will not occupy Iraq forever

2. (from memory) "I've heard about these 14 military bases."

Yay Kerry! I think he is a man of his word, so he seems to state that he will withdraw from
Iraq.
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DeAnander and many others have posted about (Jerome of course) peak oil and what that
really means.

It is the untold story. Politicans who gain power obviously are briefed on issues by the
lifetime experts in intelligence, economics and so on.

It irks me that they know more than I do about the issues yet they will not tell me the
honest truth.

Instead they try to convince me that they are right and I do not need the details.

This dichotomy between truth and propaganda is a constant thorn in my side and that of
anyone who tries to deal in truth yet signs their own death warrant thereby. Marketing is
about the opposite of truth.

Pretty big question, I'll end by saying hi to remeberinggiap, jerome, marc in gomulka,
(where is gomulka) and pat (!) and the rest of you all.

G'nite.

Posted by: jonku | October 3, 2004 02:44 AM

@alabama: I'm not sure we can neatly disentangle Israel and oil... the Anglo-Americans
have been occupying bits of the Near East for over a century now, and for the last century a
big chunk of the motivation has been oil. Finkelstein kind of snapped my eyelids open a
couple of years ago when he said (in his controversial book The Holocaust Industry) that
the US hadn't the least interest in Israel until after the Six Day War. When the Israelis
flexed some muscle and beat up some Arabs, then all of a sudden State Dept suddenly
started looking on Israel in a new light... and some (I tend to be of this opinion myself)
think that light was spelled "regional gendarme". A cynic might say that Israel, having
"made its bones," was suddenly eligible for the Don's particular friendship.

According to this line of thought, Israel was then cultivated as a valuable asset, a proxy
"peacekeeper" (read satrapy, gendarme, hired gun) to keep the uppity wogs (read Arabs) in
line -- so as to maintain a "balance" of power (i.e. one that was properly imbalanced in
favour of the AngloAm bloc). And the AngloAm interest in the region is oil, oil, oil.

The US played all sides as imperial powers tend to do, continuing to cultivate relationships
with Egypt and with the House of Saud, but the lion's share of the funding seems to flow to
Tel Aviv -- what is it now, $2B per annum or something similarly astonishing? As I
understand it some of that is merely welfare for US arms merchants, as Israel is more or
less contractually bound to spend its allowance on US-made munitions -- correct me if I'm
wrong on this. So the end result (as so often) is to transfer money from the US public
coffers to US private pockets, with Israel as the compliant money laundry in between.

The question of who's wagging whose dog here is vexed and easily obfuscated. I can't
figure it out. Traditional antisemitic gossip/rumour, ever-durable, suggests a Vast Jewish
Conspiracy controlling the US, in other words the US as a puppet of Israeli policy.
Certainly the neocon/Likudnik cabal offers fuel for that fire. Yet no one can explain, if this
is the case, where the lever of control is. The money flows in the other direction; it's Israel
that depends on US aid, not the other way around. Jewish Americans are not a very large
percentage of the US population, hardly a majority -- if there's a scary religious power bloc
here it's the fundies. So if the US is the puppet, then what's the powerplant for the
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string-pulling? Where's the leverage?

Conspiracy theorists suggest some kind of blackmail (Mossad has the dirt on CIA or State
for something ghastly) -- but State and CIA are red to the elbow with ghastliness revealed
and documented, have been for years, and none of it has shaken the foundations of power.
Thus I remain skeptical about claims that Tel Aviv is running DC.

Still, at present it does seem that the Iraq invasion and the sabre-rattling directed at Iran fit
Israel's geopolitical agenda rather neatly, whereas they do little for the US except drain its
coffers and make it look a fool on the world stage. My resistance to WJC theories makes
me skeptical of the whole "Israel the puppet master pulling strings in Washington" story,
even if Ariel brags about it, so I'm not sure how to explain this problem of the US acting
apparently against its national interest. Policy hijack (coup by any other name) by
egomaniacs (Rummie at the head of the pack?) at the highest level may be a pretty good
explanation.

Hmmm I guess we could say that Israel's agenda and the US agenda are coterminous in the
sense that both fear the possibility of a viable Pan-Arab movement, or even the success of
any modern secular state (complete with industrial infrastructure) in the Muslim world. So
anything that damages pan-Arab solidarity (stirring up sectarian discord, destabilising
governments, promoting chaos) probably looks tasty to both players. Israel, oil-poor, is
probably up for any scheme that takes control of Near Eastern oil fields away from
Arabs/Muslims and into the hands of its Very Good Friends the US and UK, which ensures
its supply (NB the new pipeline to Haifa).

And then there's the wild card: the incalculable and (to me) terrifying element of religious
mania... the Rapture mythos now saturating US popular culture, the ultraZionist claptrap
being spouted by profoundly antisemitic religious rabble-rousers on the US "Biblical
Right", the suspicion that high level members of the present regime partake of this cultic
fascination with the restoration of "Greater Israel" and belief in imminent Armageddon.

Apologies for rambling on as usual, but I find this stuff really frustrating and hard to
understand. It's a bit like trying to reassemble one of those 1000-pc jigsaw puzzles; but I
have the weird feeling that not only have some of the pieces been filched from the box --
the various pieces we do have look like fragments of several different pictures. If anyone
can make some sense of this mess, I could do with some help here. Got any edge pieces?
how about a corner? Awww don't tell me there's a pattern on both sides?

Posted by: DeAnander | October 3, 2004 02:51 AM

jonku

merci aussi

just to give you reference for time by the Great Helmsman - mao tse tung was asked in
1966 what he thought of the french revolution - he sd it was too early to tell

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 3, 2004 08:41 AM

Michael Kinsley has a good piece in today's WaPo re the interrogation of politicians and
presidential candidates. "Ask. But Don't Tell:"
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...In Thursday night's presidential debate, the questions from Jim Lehrer found the perfect
midpoint between the League of Women Voters-style "Senator, please tell us your position
on health care," and the "gotcha" approach of "Crossfire" or Tim Russert ("Two years ago
you said tomayto, yet now you say tomahto. . . . "). But the stupid rules forbade Lehrer all
but the most decorous and neutral follow-up.

So, for example, when John Kerry unfurled his silly prepared socko sound bite about how
President Bush had "outsourced" the war in Afghanistan instead of fighting it ourselves,
Lehrer couldn't say, "Wait a minute. Isn't your big complaint about Iraq that Bush has not
outsourced that war? What's the difference?" And then when Bush launched into
semi-comprehensible bragging about his "multi- lateral" approach to the nuclear threat
from North Korea, no one could ask why this multilateral magic -- essentially Kerry's
approach -- was so wrong for Iraq.

To answer these questions would require either a bit of thought or truly brazen evasiveness.
Either one might tell us something interesting. Moreover, the main purpose of a follow-up
question isn't to reduce the politician to stunned, sobbing silence -- although that would be
nice -- but to enforce some degree of intellectual honesty.

[Yes, do read it all.]

Posted by: Pat | October 3, 2004 10:37 AM

Very helpful post, DeAnander. Notions of a World Jewish Conspiracy are just insane, and
irritatingly so because, like every expression of paranoia, they harbor a tiny grain of reality.
These conspiratorial notions, Messianic in themselves, echo the Messianic tone of the
Jewish fundamentalists; they find a reinforcement there, as do the Messianic triumphalisms
of our Christian fundamentalists. We need to slow down and keep things in perspective.

Israel is a small country, and finally rather poor--rather like Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, and
even Egypt. The Palestinian population isn't large. People in those parts have never had
enough water, let alone oil, and the case can be made that if America didn't exist, then
Israel could become what it always was--a gathering-place for different faiths and
languages.

But the USA exists, and has always used Israel just as you say--has done so, in fact, from
the very beginning. Whatever happened between 1967 and 1983 was just a continuation of
things unfolding between 1947 and 1967; things that happened between 1983 and 1998
were only a warm-up for the current agony. And America drove it all.

(more)

Posted by: alabama | October 3, 2004 11:58 AM

But I can't believe that American policy-makers--least of all the managers of the oil
industry-- ever dreamed of occupying foreign soil. Why, after all, would a consuming
country want to occupy the country producing the product consumed? If this were the thing
to do, the United States would have occupied China a long time ago. No, colonial
occupation is a proven disaster.

An American occupation of Iraq only makes sense, then, to an Israel that doesn't want to go
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it alone, and doesn't wish to co-habit with Arabs--feels that its monopoly on the ground is
insecure, as indeed it must always be for as long as Palestinians also wish to stay there. An
American occupation of Iraq must look like a golden opportunity to Israelis frightened of
Palestinians. Ultimately, I suppose, Iraq could provide the kind of "Indian reservations" the
Israelis would finally need if they truly wanted to dispatch Palestinians from "the Holy
Land" without also taking their lives. And if the USA continues to occupy Iraq with its
fourteen military bases, then I can see the day when those bases would actually become
those reservations. We shouldn't want to go there. This isn't the hard part of that puzzle you
mention: it's only one of the corners, and painted in primary colors.

Posted by: alabama | October 3, 2004 12:03 PM

Iraq, rich in oil on the one hand and internally torn on the other, is guaranteed
as a candidate for Israel's targets. Its dissolution is even more important for us
than that of Syria. Iraq is stronger than Syria. In the short run it is Iraqi power
which constitutes the greatest threat to Israel. An Iraqi-Iranian war will tear
Iraq apart and cause its downfall at home even before it is able to organize a
struggle on a wide front against us. Every kind of inter-Arab confrontation will
assist us in the short run and will shorten the way to the more important aim of
breaking up Iraq into denominations as in Syria and in Lebanon. In Iraq, a
division into provinces along ethnic/religious lines as in Syria during Ottoman
times is possible. So, three (or more) states will exist around the three major
cities: Basra, Baghdad and Mosul, and Shi'ite areas in the south will separate
from the Sunni and Kurdish north. It is possible that the present Iranian-Iraqi
confrontation will deepen this polarization.

A Strategy for Israel in the Nineteen Eighties by Oded Yinon, 1982

Posted by: b | October 3, 2004 01:13 PM

b, where the hell did you find that amazing quote? Are you a professional in the field, and
if so, could you provide us laymen with a short-list of essential readings on Israeli political
thinking?

Posted by: alabama | October 3, 2004 01:49 PM

I am convinced that the war in Iraq was lost precisly on May 12, 2003. That day Jay Garner
was called off, and Bremer went in.

Garner wanted to have quick elections. Those elected Iraqis would administer their country
and the social structure would be preserved. That plan had the benefit, that all potential
blame for mistakes would fall on Iraqis, not on the US. The only benefit for the US would
be some military bases in Iraq.

As Naomi Klein explains, the neocons, who predicted a "cakewalk", won the debate on
what to do next. If the takeover was that easy, thye argued, then the rest obviously will be
too. The Iraqi society can be transformed according to the capitalist idealistic utopia. The
Iraqis are so weak, that they will not resist. Garner's plan was unambitious, compared to the
"free market" model.

Juan Cole tells us: "I have it from insiders that in April, 2003, Jay Garner let it slip to some
of his staff that his charge was to turn Iraq over to Ahmad Chalabi within six months."
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Instead he tried to conduct elections. He was called off and Bremer went in.

Under Bremer & the CPA the following things were done:

* free market legislation & tax reductions
* disbanding of the Iraqi Army
* reduction of employment in state owned companies
* opened up borders to foreign goods & foreign investment
* social rights legislation

I have no doubt, that the neo-liberal neo-cons BELIEVE that all they want to do is for the
(long-term) benefit of the Iraqis. If the free market is the perfect situation, then every
change, that leads in that direction is good. The human condition is such, that one has to
convince himself that he is doing something good, before he commits evil. Nevertheless,
they are wrong.

The problem with all those changes is that they attack the economic, social and cultural
structure of Iraq. The costs of transformation have been placed on the Iraqis themselves, as
is usually being done in capitalist companies. They loose their jobs so that the companies
do not go bankrupt from competition with foreign imports.

Bremer had to obey political orders from above: The CIA station chief told him,
â€œThatâ€™s another 350,000 Iraqis youâ€™re pissing off, and theyâ€™ve got guns.â€•
According to one official who attended the meeting, Bremer replied: â€œI donâ€™t have
any choice ... Those are my instructions.â€• Then Bremer added: â€œThe president told me
that de-Baathification is more important.â€•

The decision to disband the army can be also interpreted in a capitalist context. The army
was an organised structure, like a company with a long existing union. If a new owner of a
company wants to assert his superiority, he can fire everyone and so break the local union.
Bremer could rehire just enough of them for the job and secure their loyality after they
spend some months in unemployment.

"Half a million people are now worse off, and there you have the water tap that keeps the
insurgency going. It's alternative employment," says Hussain Kubba, head of the prominent
Iraqi business group Kubba Consulting. Bremer got beaten by a free market in jobs.

To sum this up, the mission would have been successfully acomplished, if they just settled
for the minimal "socialism plus elections" model. They did not. They chose "free market
plus US autocracy".

Posted by: MarcinGomulka | October 3, 2004 01:54 PM

In other words, Marcin Gomulka, it was our aim to occupy Iraq at any cost: Bremer was
told that the "free market" strategy was doomed to failure, but he knew that such a "failure"
would guarantee "success" of another kind--namely our continued presence in Iraq, at a
cost that the neo-cons were quite willing to exact from the United States. Jay Garner
obviously isn't a neo-con, so maybe he'd be able and willing to tell us about the size and
location of those fourteen military bases scattered around the country.

Posted by: alabama | October 3, 2004 02:05 PM

rememberinggiap, etc.:
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No better demonstration of bourgeois authenticity has been recently accomplished than in
the 'debate.' Sure, Bush is dumb; his stupidity is a part of his appeal. But, the appeal is
much more than the usual exhultation of a 'regular guy' with so much power. There is also
the victory of the interior charm of the bourgeois monad, snuggled safely away in its
righteous privacy, asserting domination of its domain in accord with its own demand. This
is the ideology of the bourgeois individualism that only tautologically acknowledges a
consensus of agreement which respects the authenticity of the bourgeois subject. The fact
that Bush's private sphere also includes the whole fucking world, does not matter. What
only matters, of course implicitly, to so many voters, is that the President be emblamatic of
these virtues of bourgeois authenticity, and that He never compromise this ideology of
authenticity with a 'global test' of political solidarity or the contradiction(s) of history. Bush
constantly renounces society, which explains partly his popularity beyond the appeal of his
stupitity.

Posted by: slothrop | October 3, 2004 03:07 PM

comrade slothrop,

unanimous agreement by the central committee - the lenin medal awaits you for your fine
declaration & i was premier amongst those to second the proposition

warm & comradely thoughts

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 3, 2004 03:28 PM

Doollee lists 34,486 plays. RGiap, I suppose this is what you want.

Title: Are You Now Or Have You Ever Been: The Investigation Of Show-Business By The
Un-American Activities Committee 1947-1958.

By Eric Bentley.

First Produced: 1972 New Haven, Connecticut

First Published: 1972 Harper, New York

Genre: docu-drama

Synopsis: McCarthy hearings of the 1950's in which show business stars were subpoenaed
to testify as to their loyalty as Americans.

Doollee

Study Guide (gives other details)

BentleyPlayStudy

Bentley recorded Brecht testifying at the House Unamerican Activities Committee. -
Folkways Records, 1961.

Excerpts (see explanatory text)

WorldZone
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Will provide an audio of Are you now...:

AudioTome

Amazon has a vol. by Bentley with 3 plays (including Are you now..), one copy left for 16
dollars, used at 8 dollars.

Bentley/Amazon

Posted by: Blackie | October 3, 2004 03:39 PM

blackie

thanks a lot
debt will be repaid
one way or other
but without going to switzerland
(though i have an addiction to brissago blauband 1847 cigars - perfect for an imperfect
writer like myself)

thank you again

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 3, 2004 04:11 PM

Israelis love to joke that they control the US. Then, they tell you â€œit is for realâ€• and not
a joke, in confidential tones. All the people I get such messages from are rich professionals,
expats, who wouldnâ€™t dream of ever living in Israel.

The sad truth is that Israel is a dependent client â€˜stateâ€™ that has been instrumentalised.
Imho.

Israel is not doing better, it is not safer or more prosperous. While it may dream about
attacking, with covert or blatant US support, some other ME counry, like Iran, with war
materiel from the US, its people are bleeding, leaving if they can, or yelling for money and
favors if they cannot. The pipeline from Iraq will never be, or if so, will just be another war
zone, with walls and tanks, and people dying like flies round about - US-ISR will have to
raze a huge area and defend it to the death.

Sitting on bougainvilla covered terraces, its middle class elderly citizens stub cigarettes out
in little trays, despair about their grand-childrenâ€™s schooling and future.

In dim courtyards and tiny kitchens single mothers share the little food available amongst
three children.

In Academe, scientists wonder if Government grants will be forthcoming, and whether they
will be snubbed (or worse, barred) from the International Conference they plan to attend.

Israel is no longer a model of development. Hi-tech junk failed. Tourists absconded. Etc.

The US Presbyterians (done) and the Anglicans (likely) will implement a boycott. Many
EU counties will not buy Israeli goods without certification so complex and arcane that
goods never reach the market. And if they do, people wonâ€™t buy them. An academic
freeze-out is well on the way, even if resistance is stiff right now.
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-----

rgiap, il n'y a pas de quoi.

Posted by: Blackie | October 3, 2004 04:56 PM

Dear Comrade Slothrop

I'm applauding -- but not sure if it might be dangerous to stop :-)

Posted by: DeAnander | October 3, 2004 05:15 PM

@Blackie

organised boycott of Israeli goods is difficult at present in the US due to the law which
forbids disclosure of product origin specifically for Israeli products. I forget the statute
number, but it was intended to prohibit Americans from joining in an Arab-led boycott
many years ago, and it criminalises the disclosure of Israeli sourcing. it may even
criminalise asking the question, but I doubt that -- US law tends to focus on punishing
supply, not demand.

nevertheless I think boycott (informal sanction) against Israel is inevitable, as the parallel
with S African apartheid is too blatant and painful to be denied and will eventually elicit a
similar response. actually it's more than a coincidental parallel, there is some ugly history
there: Israel's long friendship with the Boer government.

if you watch old documentaries about the implementation of Apartheid, it begins with the
demolition of houses, forced relocation, the building of "separation walls" and "security
fences." all the same mechanisms are at work in Israel's contested, annexed territory today:
restrictions on travel, segregated facilities, etc. it's as if they consulted the Boers and took
notes, and the irony of this breaks my heart, as I believe the Germans did likewise
(consulted the Boers) when planning the concentration camps. the Boers built a better
people-trap and the world built a path to their door, I guess.

ugh.

Posted by: DeAnander | October 3, 2004 05:41 PM

@Slothrop;

Tightly wound ball of thread there

If bourgeois authenticity is sold to the American public as individualism, how would
religion, in the sense of American fundamentalism, be compatable? It is surely in
contradiction to individualism. I can myself make no sense of it.

Posted by: anna missed | October 3, 2004 06:52 PM

anna missed

no, fundamentalism is just happy mutual infantilism

or if you like institutionalsied imbecility

or a culture of cretinism
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or

socialism of the stupid

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 3, 2004 07:09 PM

& anna missed

comrade slothrop needs to be treated with the greatest delicacy. the comrade is as the loved
child of the people - & in any case i am in full agreement on most points & the details can
be discussed only at politburo level

still steel

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 3, 2004 07:12 PM

Would accept - socialism of the stunted - or - individuals for servitude.

Thought comrade Slothrop saw quite clearly into the abyss, & was a little shaken by it, had
a long forgotten impulse to pray (for us)

Thanks, better now

Posted by: anna missed | October 3, 2004 07:41 PM

Re: the persistent bogeyman of World Jewish Conspiracy

Here's Uri Avnery (a personal hero of mine) on the subject -- a short history of
antisemitism.

Uri argues that the neocon/Likud faction is permitted free rein in Washington only because
it suits the agenda of the powerful oil cartels who now control the White House. His fear --
that the real power brokers will throw the Jewish neocons (and by implication US Jewry in
general) to the angry public, when a scapegoat is needed -- are consistent with the history
of the "court Jew" used as a scapegoat for Royal mismanagement and embezzlement in the
past.

Josh Ruebner makes this connection explicit in his "open letter to Paul Wolfowitz".

Posted by: DeAnander | October 3, 2004 08:00 PM

me too
anna missed
still steel

(have noticed comrade deanander who has only recently vacated his chair on the central
committee to devote himself to research is coming up with some highy important results.
the cc & i will discuss this with you later under the most stringent conditions)

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 3, 2004 08:04 PM

@anna_missed -- what a leading question If bourgeois authenticity is sold to the American
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public as individualism, how would religion, in the sense of American fundamentalism, be
compatable? It is surely in contradiction to individualism. I can't resist.

caveat lector: I'm sure a good theologian or Church historian can shoot this down w/o even
aiming, but I'm taking a wild swing at it based on my limited literacy in theology and
history. everyone load up, here comes the skeet...

imho the Protestant heresy was at heart the assertion that the individual has a private
relationship with God, a connection not mediated or controlled by State/Church hierarchy.
the bitter war between Catholic (establishment) and Protestant (rebels) was largely over
freedom of information and personal choice -- the Catholic Church asserted "copyright"
over the Bible and would only permit it to be printed in Latin, the language of the scholarly
and Church-educated. ordinary people were not supposed to be able to read and understand
the Gospel (the source code) but were supposed to accept a vernacular sermon based on it
(the compiled executable) handed down to them by a trusted functionary of the Party, er,
Church. there was a time when it was a death penalty offence to own or carry a Bible in
English (plain text). serious intellectual property war going on there.

so in a way we could see Protestantism as the idea of individualism colliding with the
Christian faith as it had been reified and ossified -- institutionalised -- in the established
Church. some of the rules of society under the old Church were explicitly collectivist in
nature, designed to favour the community as a whole over the personal ambitions of
individuals: "fair price" fixing, restrictions on invention and competition, ritualising the
occasions of the agricultural year to ensure all tasks were complete in order and exactly as
they had always been done, preserving traditional occupations, shaking down rich people
for alms (income redistribution) etc. Protestantism was radical by comparison, the religion
of pushy upwardly-mobile merchants and traders chafing at these restrictions on commerce
and profit.

OK, to be fair, they were also chafing at the Church's radical monopoly on learning,
literacy, arts, literature and private morality. intellectual freedom was at stake (in more than
one sense) as well as itchy, greedy, sticky commercial fingers. a potent combination.

so in that sense, the Protestant flavour of Christianity which is America's state religion, is
indeed an individualist innovation -- a product of the Enlightenment and all that jazz. kind
of ironic that the class of professional middlemen (merchants, traders, shopkeepers)
objected to a religion controlled by middlemen (the priestly caste of the Catholic Church).
maybe they knew exactly why middlemen should be regarded with mistrust!

anyway, is US Christianity Enlightenment/individualist or not? in theory, taking the
Gospels as source code and compiling it for oneself as an individual, they are still a strong,
devastatingly direct and passionate catalogue collectivist/communitarian directives: love
thy neighour as thyself; blessed are the poor in spirit; turn the other cheek; let him that is
without sin cast the first stone; judge not; even as ye have done unto the least of these; give
all that you have to the poor, and follow Me -- etc. nbne of which seems to jibe well with
the American Dream (grab it all quick before the other guy and de'il take the hindmost).

there's a serious discord between what you would theoreticall get if you crossed the
rational/individualist thread of Enlightenment philosophy with the Gospels, and at least two
(imho scary) countertrends that shape US fundamentalism.

one countertrend is Calvinism with its weird spin on the individual relationship with God.
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instead of salvation through works and faith, Calvinism asserted salvation through
predestination, a kind of divine lottery in which a few persons were Elected (alabama, wake
up and pay attention, we're getting near one of your pet peeves) or Chosen of God. and
contrary to the old Christian mythos in which Chosen-ness is not such a great deal for the
Chosen and generally leads to a messy and untimely end -- so that the Chosen if they have
any sense, duck behind the nearest cover and mutter "let this cup pass from me, please!" --
the Calvinists decided that God showed His divine favour to his Elect in this world,
rewarding them with success, wealth, etc. forget that old camel and needle stuff, Wealth
makes Righteous.

thus the Calvinists managed to twist the Gospels inside out and "prove" that the rich man is
rich because he is beloved of God. since Election had nothing to do with works, the rich
man was not even obliged to show his excellence of spirit by deeds of kindness and charity
(as any Big Man would have been in, say, a NW N Am indigenous society). seems like
kind of a Christianity 4.0, improved, a feel-good version for the discerning upper class
consumer. so that's one way in which American individualism with its emphasis on
material accumulation, can dovetail neatly with a version of Christianity and in the process,
ironically, muffle or silence the voice of individual conscience, substituting smugness and
the assurance of being Saved no matter what. "Jesus loves me this I know, my McMansion
tells me so; all the wealth that I control, proves the virtue of my soul."

typical Till Eulenspiegel stuff really -- the end result of Calvinism, anti-Catholicism, is a
Catholicism come full circle -- instead of buying off God with donations, Masses and
candles, the rich man (far more efficiently) simply assumes that his money is a sign of
divine favour (that God has bought him off, as it were) and therefore keeping it is virtuous.
in either case the essence of an individual relationship with God, the struggle for daily
virtue and right livelihood, is conveniently obviated.

the other countertrend in Fundie America is both contra-individual and contra-conscience,
and that is the tradition of pseudo-orgiastic group ritual, with the concomitant abandonment
of individual sense and sensibility. US fundamentalism has a strong tribal/ritual aspect,
with bonding rituals that appeal to the irrational/superstitious/unconscious mind and erase
the individual as moral agent. we probably all know about Revivalist preachers and the
mass hysteria they can whip up on demand -- snake handlers -- glossalia -- miracle cures
and the like. now I've nothing against firewalking or snake handling per se, but it's not
exactly Enlightenment individualism of the kind that the cautiously Deist, aristocratic
Founders had in mind. abandoning the rational altogether deprives us of the use of reason
in working out thorny problems of conscience and once again short circuits that personal,
demanding, troubling relationship with God, substituting a warm/fuzzy sense of tribal
togetherness around the campfire, with lots of chanting and drumming for a solid bonding
experience. I kinda like campfires myself, but it's not individualism.

what turns it back into individualism is commodification (oh boy here we go) where people
pay to experience the tribal rituals, or (and this is sad and eerie) watch them on TV and
participate vicariously. and that winds me so far around the sociological lamp post that I
can't get loose and will have to let someone else figure out whether it is individualism or
collectivism that fills the pockets of televangelists. one thing I do know for damn sure, it's
not authenticity.

I have now exceeded my posting quota for several weeks, qualifying as a Genuine
Bandwidth Hog, and grim-faced men in black suits are going to come and take my
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keyboard away. (Comrade Slothrop probably sent them.) oh no, here they c0987q59u
a[df9u q[r0eiogf uasd'pfjk //...

Posted by: DeAnander | October 3, 2004 08:41 PM

In addition to a bourgeois-individualist insistence on monopolising bandwidth and reader
attention, Comrade DeAnander has made far too many typos. Per standard procedure, the
erring Comrade has been remanded to a mental health facility in the bracing climate of
Siberia, where with the aid of modern pharmaceutical therapy these individualistic and
anarchistic tendencies will be corrected. A short list of Comrade DeAnander's offences will
be posted in public places, to help others avoid falling into similar error.

[Uri's] fear... is,
tasks were completed,
compiling them for oneself,
catalogue of collectivist,
none,
theoretically,
glossalalia

Posted by: The Thought Police | October 3, 2004 09:12 PM

That's very fine, DeAnander--particularly the part about Calvin's "Elect". For Luther, by the
way, not more than one person in a thousand is likely to be a true Christian (an individual
touched by grace), and that person has no political standing at all. He or she isn't armed,
and so it's the office of the secular leader to protect him or her. The secular leader has no
other function, as Luther sees it, and the last place you'd ever find a true Christian is in a
body of elected officials and other community leaders. Luther would have regarded the
United States exactly as he regarded the rest of the world--as the Devil's Playground.

Posted by: alabama | October 3, 2004 09:37 PM

@DeAnander

Thanks for taking that up, very comprehensive in the nutshell, mighty fine bar snack.
Initially, when I brought up the question, I was thinking in a more pedestrian sense about
individualism and religion(fundie) & their seeming incongruity ie the fundies would deny,
an animistic, existential, political collectivist like myself, the liberty to wake up in the
morning, givin the mandate. However you're post has sent me to the google woods to bring
the general jist a bit more focus, and first stumble reveals The Myth of American
Individualism: The Protestant Origins of American Political Thought, andThe
Protestant-Communal Foundations of American Political Thought, both by Barry Alan
Shain, arguing(from review)" that revolutionary-era Americans defended a protestant
communal vision of human flourshing that stands in stark contrast to contemporary liberal
individualism" -- anyway, will bang around here for awhile.

Posted by: anna missed | October 4, 2004 01:59 AM

re thought police

have spoken with the boss - deananders release is demanded sans condition - with the
promise that he will not followw rgiap in the pathological use of misspelling
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not follow in giaps tradition of long & oblique wailing to the crowd

Posted by: remembereringgiap | October 4, 2004 01:21 PM

@Comrade Giap and Comrade Slothrop:

You have urgent communiques from the central committe in you Email inboxes recalling
you to Moscow , for the Glory of the Revolution.

New assignments both.

And you may as well bring back that Left Menshevik
Deanander also.

Posted by: L. Beria | October 4, 2004 01:35 PM

An interesting way to keep up with the political horse races is at the Iowa Electronic
Markets of the Henry B. Tippie College of Business, University of Iowa. Twas Billmon
who introduced me to IEM.

The winner-takes-all presidential market graph, the one I check each afternoon or evening,
is updated every 15 minutes.

www.biz.uiowa.edu/iem/markets

Posted by: Pat | October 4, 2004 02:29 PM

Comrade deA has now grasped the importance of individual effort! He will distill his
message so that it is meaninglul to the masses and inspires them! Release, now!

--------

Religion: Bare bones.

All this stuff about a personal relationship to God and the separation beween Church and
State was absolute death to Fundie Christians.

They figured out what to do, though, about 15-20 years ago.

Take over the State! Thereâ€™s the answer. Simple as apple pie, the summer breeze, a
glass of water.

Along the way, they had to knock the Catholics over.

Happening right under our noses.

Stands a fair chance of success, I reckon.

Posted by: Blackie | October 4, 2004 03:18 PM

Pre-announcement for DeAnander's next great piece:

How does the indivadualism of calvinists compare with individualism of sunni muslims,
i.e. direct contact to god without a church hierarchie. Are there similarities in that base that
point to similarities in the fundamentalistic development of both movements?

Realy great great barsnack. Thanks!
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Posted by: b | October 4, 2004 04:54 PM

At cookpolitical.com, Kerry is at 207 and Bush is at 208 electoral votes in the 4 OCT EC
score card.

Again, it will all come down to three battleground states: Pennsylvania, Florida, and Ohio.
Both campaigns, of course, have lawyers on retainer in Florida. Just. In. Case.

Posted by: Pat | October 4, 2004 05:57 PM

This is fun: Kerry's people are spending $6.5 million on a big ad buy that makes a lots of
noise about Saudi connections and the Spoiled Prince. It got a nice play in St. Louis, and so
I suppose they'll take it on to the other swing states. (Turd Blossom goes Democratic?
Bush's people are calling it "the mainstreaming of Michael Moore".)

Posted by: alabama | October 5, 2004 12:12 AM

individualism n 1)individuality, 2) the assertion of ones uniqueness, 3) Economics; a) The
threory that a citizen should have freedom in his economic pursuits and should succeed by
his own initiative. b) the practice of this; rugged individualism. 4) The doctrine that the
interests of the individual should take precedence over the interests of the state or social
group.

While a theological definition of individualism (via reformation & protestant) probably
gave rise to the current definition, the developments in both science and the liberal arts
have givin us a much broader sense to the word -- the current definition of individualism
now supersedes the former to such extent, that it is primarily at odds with Christanity in
general, and the new religious right specifically.

Generally, Christianity, by doctrine must eshew any and all individualistic "free thinking"
spirituality, liberal, and scientific arts that by nature run up against scripture.This also
would be true in ethics, be it autonomous morality, or situational ethics. Politically,
individualism is rejected on both ends of the spectrum as in anarchism and extreme
librtarianism.

The curious thing about the republican religious right of today is that, while it would
certainly subscribe to all the above (and a lot more) it does let slip one critical element of
individualism -- that being the economic -- that one laissez-faire wild horse let out of the
barn to run free as the wind, to go where ever it wants, whatever it takes, to get what ever
the hell it wants. While no doubt a multiplicity a denominations, sects , and down-right
cults that make up the religious right, its this free run economic individualism that gives it
this distinctive Calvinistic tint. Deterministic Calvinism as DeAnander points out, gives the
aristocracy a special, heaven on earth kind of place, in the social order, to be elected to
public office, upon their competence to empower the state (through different magistrates) to
apply the laws of God -- that have already been implanted on the hearts of all and clarified
by the scriptures, to the affairs of civil society.

So a deal has been struck, and so perfectly embodied by GW Bush, the re-sanctification of
aristocracy riding into the sunset on the stallion of freemarket individualism, in exchange
for a nation where faith is the only ticket into the grand theater of Gods glory, as it triumphs
over perversity.
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Individualism for the special few

Posted by: anna missed | October 5, 2004 04:25 AM

alabama: This is fun: Kerry's people are spending $6.5 million on a big ad buy that makes a
lots of noise about Saudi connections and the Spoiled Prince. It got a nice play in St. Louis,
and so I suppose they'll take it on to the other swing states.

Such a joke. Why people keep thinking that the US national elections mean anything is a
mystery to me. Get a decent job folks ... get your assets in order. We're going into "the
crazy times". Too bad the liquor stores are closed.

Posted by: Kate_Storm | October 5, 2004 05:09 AM

Too bad the liquor stores are closed.

Judging from the Kerry yard signs I see, which all read "Kerry-Edwards -- A Stronger
America," and understanding one definition of strong to be "having a high alcoholic
content," and knowing that Anheuser-Busch is sponsoring the debates and publicly
speaking out for a change in leadership, well...America Drinks & Goes To The Polls. Isn't it
interesting that ABB looks so similar to AB... These are the times to stay sober, I do
believe.

Posted by: b real | October 5, 2004 11:48 AM

Seeing that this thread is pretty much dead, and since the horse is not quite dead, i'll beat it
once more with the following observation:

I would gather that the most frustrating aspect (from the left) of GWBush and the religious
right lies directly in the neo-Calvinist belief in a predetermined world view. One should not
assume (as based on some common beliefs) that the religious context of our constitution,
while probably inspired by the free will (Arminianism) side of protestantism, was ever fully
absorbed by the population at that time. Calvinism, both then, and now enjoy(ed) a
renaissance that is characterized by this deterministic world view. And so, GWBush is not
just trying, through religious free will, to guide the ship of state through troubled waters,
but has instead closed his eyes to conscious intention, and allowed "God" to guide it
through him -- whatever that might mean, where ever that might lead. This would account
for both the fact that he can make no mistake, and if others see it so , it's not his fault -- its
just Gods will, and to question him is to question God. And this would also account for the
terror felt by those on the free will side of the spectrum, religious or not -- and also account
for the blind allegence of religious right to never question, no matter what the evidence, no
matter the result of policy. And only FAITH, in the Calvinist view, reveals the knowledge
of God.

Free will / determinism -- its where we're at

Posted by: anna missed | October 5, 2004 01:10 PM

The War in Iraq -- The Consumer's Crusade by Phil Rockstroh

Posted by: b real | October 5, 2004 02:26 PM
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